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The Ichthyological Results of the Expeditions

of the „ln^olf".

By Chr. Lutken.

THE oceanic iclith\oloi^ical earnings of the 2 expeditions of the Ingolf in 1895 and 1896 are in

so far rather consideralsle as the\- comprise c. 29 genera and c. 44 species; bnt tliey do not com-

prise man\' t\'pes which are new, \'iz. not known or described in onr own days or in earher times.

But the\' number several forms whicli were not formerly known at our museum or from the northern

seas more accessible to us, and there are species among them which have been known hitherto in

few siJecimens onlv and thus from a ver\- limited study-material. The knowledge of the distribution

of several tvpes is therefore now extended, as also the Jcnowledge of their occurrence over an area

hitherto little examined, and an addition somewhat considerable is thence procured to the earnings of

the earlier expeditions of the -Challenger , le Talisman , le Travailleur >, <:the Blake , .the Alba-

tross , the Voringen , the Knight Errant ,
I'Hiroudelle and the Princesse Alice etc.

It was so far a disappointment that the expedition did not forward us several rather well

known arctic or abvssal types that might have been expected, f. i. apodal Lophioidci, arctic picked

dog-fishes, Apliaiiopus etc. The impossibility of using the weel of the jDrince of ]\Ionaco in seas of

a northern and troublesome character and the difficulties, to say the least, of using angles nuist wear

the blame for the deficiencies in this respect. The types, which will be special!}' mentioned in the

following sheets and partlv figured in the accompanying plates, are chiefly Cottoidci (in the wider,

older sense of the word), the Lycodes, Liparides and allied t\pes {Paraliparis)^ RJwdicIifhys^ .}faLntnis

and other deep-sea Gadoids and deep-sea fishes (Alcpoccpliahis, ^iiitiiiiora]^ deep-sea-,l///;vr//^V(A% Nofa-

caiifliiiii and certain AV*''- species. That the account of Scppcliiii is rather scarce is due to the diffi-

culties of capturing those fragile fishe.s. That the results as here exposed may be foiuid .somewhat

uncertain in se\-eral cases — in certain difficult genera — owing in part to my personal defects, I shall

not den\-, but I hope that the special difficulties of those cases will be my excuse. The number of

the plates I have reduced to the most necessary. I have specially made use of the colored .sketches

made on board of the Ingolf of auiuuils still living or freshly caught, which made it possible to

produce some colored figures.

Mr. Adolph Jensen has been kind enough to assist me with the revision of the nuuni.script

and in other wa>s; I owe to him several important corrections and emendations and bestow on him

my best thanks for his aid.

The Ingolf-Expedition. II. i. 1
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Skates (Rays): the genus Raja.

Raja hyperborea CoUett.

Collet t: Den norske Nordhavs Expedition. Fiskene. p. 9, pi. I, fig. i— 2.

Glint her: Report on the deep-sea fishe.s. Expedition of the Challenger, p. 8, pi. IV, A, B, C.

Also figured in Goode & Bean: < Oceanic Ichthyology», pi. IX, fig. 28, and by Smitt in Skandi-

naviens Fiskar», p. mo— 11, fig. 317— 18.

The Norvegian North-sea-expedition caught a male specimen, about 20 inches (518""") long at

a depth of 459 fathoms, 115 kilometres West of Spitzbergen (Xorskoerne). The Knight Errant;

captured in the Faroe-Channel a larger male, 24' 2 inches long, at 608 fathoms together with 2 smaller

females (6'/2 inches) and a female (8 inches); a very 5-oung male was captured at 400 fathoms. On the

«Ingolf;;-expeditions were caught 3 specimens, 2 females and a male, similar in size to those of the

<Voringen . The localities were the following:

Station 113 (to the .south of Jan Mayen), 69^31' Lat. North, 7' 06' Longitud. West, the depth 1309

fathoms. Temperature at the bottom -^ I'.o C, nature of the bottom: Bi/oci(//)Uf-c\ay. A female,

243/4 inches long from the point of the snout to the end of the tail, greatest breadth 20\'2 inch.

Station 140 iXorth of the Faroe Islands), 63" 29' Lat. North, 6" 57' Long. West, depth 780 fathom.s.

Temperature at the bottom H- o.°g C, its nature: gray mud. A female, its length 21' 2 inch,

breadth 17 inches.

Station 141 (North of the Faroe Islands), 63 22' Lat. North, 6^58' Long. West, depth 679 fathoms.

Temperature at the bottom -f-o°.6 C. Gra>- mud. Male: length 25 inches, breadth 18 inches.

The description of Prof. Collett ma\' be compared with that of Dr. Giinther, /oco citato. In

this Arctic Ra\' there is apparently no difference according to age in the physiognomy, contour etc.

Nevertheless it should be noted, that the delicate dorsal spinous clothing has a larger or more

complete extension in the yoirag specimen figured by Giinther than in the known larger individuals.

The differences attributable to individual variation and appearing by a comparison between the spe-

cimens of Collett and Giinther are enumerated by Lilljeborg (Sveriges och Norges Fiskar III,

p. 604) and by Smitt (Skandinaviens Fiskar p. 11 12).

I shall add some remarks on the variations in shape , spiuulation etc. which make themselves

apparent when comparing the specimens before me, two of which are females. The typical specimen

of Collett has on both sides 3 larger spines in a series inside of the upper margin of the eye, the

first pair before a line between the anterior margin of the eyes, the hindmost close behind a line

between the posterior margin of the parietal foramina. There are further 2 pair of shoulder spines

and in the middle line of the body a series of 26 spines and a small spine between the 2 dorsal fins.

This little_ spine is wanting in all our 3 specimens and should therefore be omitted in the specific

diagnosis. The supraorbital spines are in all as indicated above, if one of them is not lost on one

side, as is apparently the case in one of them. The shoulder spines may be in 2 or 3 pairs. In the

unpaired dorsal line the number of spines may be from 21 to 31. The teeth are delicate and acute

and show no sexual difference with the exception that one female (from station 140) is almost quite

toothless. Two of our .specimens are on the back uniformly dark brown, as are those from the
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<\'oringen -expedition; the third, a male, is adorned with numerons Hght specks which are however

not sharply defined. On the belh' this specimen is generally dark with some rather regularh' distrib-

uted smaller or larger light spots; the surroundings of the month are white. The otlier female is

light on the lower .side of the head and on the whole median party near to the anus, but else dark.

The male is generally light on the ventral side with darker patches in a fashion similar to the

specimen of the \'oringen , but with greater preponderance of the white or colorless parts. In the

female with the dark bell\- the first dorsal fin is proportionally very small. The cards are relatively

little developed on the back of the pectoral fins of our male, and its appendices genitales are not larger

than in the Norvegian t\'pical specimen (ab. 2 inches); therefore all the specimens hitherto obtained

of this sex and species are relati\eh- young, though of a rather considerable size. The flat lower

surface of the tail is continued as a low dermal fold at both sides.

Raja ingolfiana Ltk. n. .sp. (Tab. i, fig. i.).

Thus I name provisionally a male spechneu of Raja — very young, judging from its little

de\-eloped appendices genHales (scarcely an inch long), captured by the tingolf -expedition at .Station 32

(off Holsten.sborg) at a depth of 31S fathoms on 66 35' Lat. North, 56 38' Long. West, where the bottom

was brownish-grav mud with \-er\- numerous Rhabdaminimr and some pebbles, the bottom temperature

of the water 3.9" C. This probabh' new species belongs to the less acutely pointed species; measured

in the usual manner the length of the .snout equals half the breadth over the middle line of the eyes.

The external angles of the disk are more rounded, less acutely pointed, its anterior margins more

straight, less sinuous than in A', liyperborea, the external laps of the ventral fins less narrow. The tail

is much stouter, both longer and more robust; its length is 12 inches, the distance from the point of

the snout to the origin of the tail 13' , inches, the total lenght thus 25 ','2 inch. 2—4 supraorbital

spines may be counted, some smaller ones on the back of the snout, and some scapular spines (3 placed

in a triangle); in the median line of the tail and the back a dense series of 47 spines and along the

lateral margins of the tail (where the lateral folds are in R. Iiyperborea] a dense series of somewhat

smaller spines. There are no spines between the dorsal fins which are placed close together. Other-

wise the dorsal face is only slightly spinulous with few isolated spinules and the ventral face is cjuite

naked. Between the medial series of spines on the tail and the 2 lateral series is on both sides a

zone of numerous, hardly visible asperities (spinelets); the dorsal fins are clothed in the same manner,

but the ventral ones naked. The teeth are small and pointed. The ventral face of the body is whitish

without spots, onl\- with some dark parts on the lower face of the tail and the ventral fins, and deli-

cately furrowed; the dorsal surface is brown.

Before this species can be studied in both sexes and different ages its place in the series of

t>-pes in the famih' of Rays can not be fixed. Of the many Eastamerican species only R. erinaceiis

and occllata have been accessible to me, none of the more pointed species. I shall refer the reader to

S. W. Garmans memoir On the ,Skates [Raja] of the eastern coast of the United .States in the Pro-

ceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History , Vol. XVH (1874), p. 170 etc., to Goode and

Beans <<Oceanic Ichthyology (1895) p. 24- 30, to Gilberts The ichthyological collections of the
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U. S. fish commission steamer Albatross:) (Report U. S. Comm. Fish etc.) 1896 and to Jordan and

Evermanns: vThe fishes of North and Middle America (Bulletin United States National Museum

Nr. 47, 1896), p. 67—76.

Raja rostro acutiusculo, pinnis pectoralibus antice rotundatis, Cauda sat robusta, spinis non-

nulHs supraorbitalibus, rostralibus et scapularibus, c. 47 in parte mediana dorsi et cauda:, interpinnali-

bus Cauda; nuUis.
""

Raja FyUae Ltk. (Tab. II, fig. 2).

R. oniafd (Tarnian?

A male specimen captured on vStation 25 off Godthaab (63' 30' Lat. North, 54' 25' Long. West,

at 582 fathoms, at a temperature at the bottom of 3^3 C), which has a length of 555""" (about 21

inches) and a greatest diameter of the disk of 310'""' (ii3/^ inches), and whose large appendices gciiitalcs

demonstrate that it is adult and capable of jjrocreation, agrees else completely with another .specimen

somewhat smaller (470™™), taken in 1889 in the Denmark Strait at 426 fathoms, and referred by me

(eVidenskabelige Meddelelser fra den naturhistoriske Forening 1891, p. 32) to the Raja Fylhv^ established

not long time before (ibid. 1S87, p. i—4, pi. I) by me as a new species on a younger female specimen

from the same seas. This specimen, which is thus the proper original specimen of the species, had,

to be sure, in many respects another aspect, and it was therefore with some doubt that I identified

the adult male from the Denmark Strait (1889) with the \oung female from the Davis Strait (1884).

I was induced to this determination b\- the fact, that other siDecies of Rays were not known at that

time from the Greenland seas than Raja Fylltr and R. radiafa, and by the examination of a couple of

still younger males from the Davis Strait (likewise from 1889). The new capture from 1895 induced

me to take up the question again and to examine as far as possible, if the difference of age or sex

is so large as sitpposed by me or if a specific difference had been overlooked. The two elder

specimens I shall mention together, designating however the larger figured Ingolfian specimen (from

1895) as No. I, the somewhat smaller one (from 1889) as No. II.

The incisions of the margins of the disk (at the height of the parietal foramina) are still

.sharper defined in No. I than in No. II. The other portion of the pectoral fin is rounded in a cor-

responding manner in both. The genital appendages are iio""^ long in No. I, 105'"'" in No. II. There

are larger and smaller spines in a marginal zone more or less broad, connnencing at the point of the

snout and terminating somewhat before the terminal portion of the groups of pectoral v cards > which

are generally speaking comprised in the said zone; the following zone, comprising the rest of the back

of the pectoral fins and of the trunk, is naked with the exception of the proper median part}-, which

begins at .the point of the snout, embraces the interorbital space and is continued over the median

portion of the trunk and the whole backside of the tail. Covered with larger spines of the R. radiata-

type are especially the back of the snout, the space between the eyes especially the supraorbital margin,

a rather broad scapular party with many spines and a broad zone at the median part of the back, con-

tinued on and covering the whole dorsal part of the tail. According to the more or less pronounced

stoutness of the tail, there may be counted 3, 4 or 5 spines beside each other, forming rather regular
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rows, with numerous fine or somewhat larger spinules on tlie lateral margins of this part of the body.

The teeth are small, fine and pointed; I counted c. 34 rows from one corner of the mouth to the other.

The dorsal fins are closeh' approximated, not even com])letely separated. The specimen Xo. I is light

gravish on the back, uniformly dark on the bell\-; on the other hand Xo. II is quite white on the

belh', light brownish-gra\ish on the back. On the ventral face there are, as most connnouly in the

Skates, no thorns at all.

A vounger male, 201""" long and 106™'" broad,

from the Davis Strait 1 235 fathoms ) with minute

genital appendices is mentioned by me previoush'

(1. c. 1891, p. 32). I therefore restrain myself to some

brief remarks on this specimen, compared with the

here described adult males. The point of the snout

is hardly visible as such. The pectoral margin of

the disk is slighth' sinuous, not forming a quite

straight line; but a sharp incision does not occur.

The back is quite covered with small spines until

towards the posterior margin of the pectoral fins;

also the ventral fins are partialh- thorn\', while at a

later stage the\' are naked. But between this uni-

form clothing of the trunk, the fins and the tail

some spines a little larger make their appearance,

some on the back of the snout, 3 pairs of supra-

orbitals, one pair of suprascapulars and a single row

of about 37 in the median line of the back, com-

mencing behind the head and continued almost to

the dorsal fins on the tail — accompanied on the

back of the tail by middle-sized spines forming the

transition to the general clothing with spinelets.

Thus during the growth of the animal a rich

development of larger spines takes place untill the

abo\-e described stage of evolution is attained. The

color of the back is brown with some more or less distinct round specks and 2 lighter parties on

each pectoral, rather posteriorly. The ventral surface is light with brownish spots and marbled.

A still vounger male, 115'""' long and 60""" broad, likewise from the Davis Strait at 289

fatlioms depth, has no distinct point of the snout and no sinuation of the margin of the disk. The

spinulation is essentialh' the same as in the first described younger male, with the difference tliat

there are a few more supraorbital and scapular spines (a group of three on each side of the median line)

and that on the tail onh' the median series is of a superior size. The dorsal surface is liandsomeh-

painted with larger or smaller round spots or belts (on the tail) which partially also are apparent on

the thinner portion of the pectorals and ventrals.

Rii/a Fylliv jun. feni. The typical specimen,

soiiie\vhat diminished.
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Tlie young female, previously described and figured by me — historically then the type of

the species 198""" in length and ioi""° in breadth — from the Davis Strait at the depth of 80 fathoms,

resembles the younger males just bespoken, especialh- the \ouugest, in shape, spinulation and coloring,

which it is not necessary to specify nearer, as the actual reproduction here in the text (p. 5) gives

the necessar\' details. It may be observed however that the colored spots are much smaller than in

the smallest male at hand. As older females are not at hand, it can not yet be said if those will

habitually be more like the adult male, or how great the difference will turn out between the sexes

in the sexually mature state.

Raja ornata Garman which has only been better known to me from fig. 24 of the - Oceanic

Ichthyology* resembles so much to my R. FxUcr^ that it would desire a closer examination to determine

if it is not the same species, what perhajas is not unlikely. It must be observed however that of

tlie specimens hitherto bespoken of R. ornata the typical specimen is from Florida (Alligator Key) at

138 fathoms, the 3 others from 142 fathoms at 32 24' Lat. North, 78° 44' Long. W., thus from a much

more southern zone, a circumstance that might weaken the presumption of this identity, for whose

confirmation an inuuediate comparison would be necessary.

Deep-sea-Eels: Synaphohranchiis and Nemichthys [SerriuomerJ.

Of the former genus of deep-sea-eels the Ingolf has brought home 2 specimens, that I have

been able to compare with a specimen of Syiiaphobrauclnts piiiiiatiis from the Northamerican deep-sea

expeditions.

Under the name of Synapliohraiiclius piiniatits is mentioned in the -Xatalogue of fish collected

'and described of L. Th. Gronov edited by J.E. Crray (1854), a ]\Iura;noid described in the Museum

Ichthyologicums of Gronov, II, p. 11, Nr. 161, which typical specimen was however wanting in Gronovs

collection and therefore not passed to the British Museum, when the museum purchased the said col-

lection. But Johnson & Lowe obtained some specimens at Madeira and the latter described it as

SynapJiobranchus Kaupii (Proceed. Zool. Soc. 1862, p. 169). After Dr. Giinther having in his « Catalogue

of Fishes in the British Museum (VIII, 1874) renamed it with the specific name of Gray and Gronov,

it occurs now in the ichthyological literature again as Syiiap/ioliraiic/nis piiiiiatiis. The American

deep-sea-investigations have demonstrated its occurrence at depths of 304—740 fathoms in the sea off

the eastern .shores of the United States (f. inst. between the St. George bank and South-Carolina).

Goode eg Bean in sBull. Mus. Comp. Zool. X, p. 223 enumerate 84 specimens from 33-39" Lat.

North and 65°—76° Long. West Compare the .Oceanic Ichtlnology > p. 143, fig. 164 A great number

of Stations is enumerated. The expedition of the «Challenger; discovered it in greater or smaller

numbers of specimens at different stations (off Bra.sil, south of Japan and south of the Philipines etc.)

at depths of 214—1200 fathom.s. The French expeditions ( le Travailleur , leTaHsmau ) have brought

together a great number (56) of specimens from the coast of Marocco and the west coast of North
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Africa, from the Azores and from the Canarian and Capoverdiaii islands and from depths between

405 ofj 3200 Metres. Also the prince of Monaco obtained it at the Azores in great numbers, in

several draughts of the weel
,
parth' in the company of Siinenchclys parasiticus

^ relatively 251 and

32S specimens. Compare: Collett's Resultats des campagnes scientifiques.:, «Poissons p. 154. The

S. piiiiiatiis is figured b\- (yiinther (Report on deep-sea fishes pi. 62, fig. A) and 1)\- \'aillant

(«Expeditions scientificpies p. 88, pi. 6, fig. 2). Other species of the same genus are figured and described:

..S". hatlixbius Gthr. (south of Japan, in the northern part of the Pacific and between Cape and Kerguelen,

Report on deep-sea fishes p. 254, pi. 62, fig. B), at 1375— 2050 fathoms, perhaps identical with Histio-

hra>icluis infer)ialis Gill. (Proc. Un. St. Nat. Mus. \'I, 1884, p. 255), The Atlantic: 38° 30' 30" Lat. North,

69 08' 25" Ivong. West, depth 1731 fathoms. Compare also the Oceanic Ichtln-olog\- p. 145, fig. 165.

The authors of this work take the genera Syiiapliohraiiclius and Tlistiohraiicluts as different, partly also

the species of H. batli\biiis and //. iiifrnialis ^ and it would therefore be the most correct thing to

retain the later name for the northatlantic type. Further: .S'. brevidorsalis Gthr. (1. c. p. 255, pi. 63, fi^. C)

from North of New Guinea and vSoutli of Japan (345-1070 fathoms).

Ingolf captured 2 specimens of a Syiiapliobraiiclius (or, according to Goode and P. can, of

a Histiobraiiclnis)^ 16 and 18"., inch, long, at the stations 36 and 37 on 61-50' Lat. North, 56 '21' Long.

West and on 60' 17' Lat. North, 5405' I^ong. W., depth 1435 and 1715 fathoms where the bottom was a

grayish or light chocolate-coloured mud and the bottom-temperature i\5 or i".4 C. It will be sufficient

to state of those Histiobrauclii of the Ingolf , that the small pectorals (of the length of the snout)

the position of the anus and the fact that the dorsal fin reaches almost to the head, make it e\-ident

that they do not belong to Syiiaplnibrancliits piiniatiis^ but either to //. bathybiiis or to Gill's H. infer-

nalis, if these are not synonyms.

The geografical distribution of the same species will at the same time be elucidated as far as

it is known at present.

Nemichthys (Serrivomer) Beanii Gill & Ryder.

Of this species Ingolf captured on the Stations 12 and 20, at 64 '38' Lat. North, 32^37' Long.

West, and on 58' 20' Lat. North, 40" 48' Long. W., in the Dennuirk Strait and S. S. E. of Cape Farewell,

at a depth of 1040 and 1695 fathoms, on a bottom of soft mud with pebbles and a bottom-temperature

of 0^.3 and i''.5 C. two not fulh' well preserved specimens of the said deep-sea-eel-genus. A third some-

what better was obtained at Station 45: 61 32' Lat. N. and 9 43' Long. W., West of the Faroe Islands

on a depth of 643 fathoms, light gray nuiddx- bottom with G/obi>;rri//a-she\\s and a bottom-temperature

of 4'.i7 C. It is a rather large .specimen, 26 inches long; it is noted in the zoological Journal of the

expedition in the following manner: lower side of the head quite black, the sides of the trunk and

back brouzeously gilt with niunerous fine black points \

Goode and Bean have in the Oceanic Ichthyology given a figure (fig. 175) of Serrivomer

Beanii Gill ^: Ryder which agrees well with the 3 specimens at hand. The shape is much elongated,

the length of the head from the point of the beak to the branchial fissure being contained 6 7 times

in the total length, further on somewhat compressed and tapering to a long pointed tail, whose length
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reckoned from the amis is three fourths of the total length. The jaws are moderately elongated, the

leno-th of the upper jaw measured from the anterior margin of the eye is contained twice and a half in

the whole length of the head. The mouth reaches backwards under the eyes, which are not absolutely

small. The branchial openings are very wide, obliquely placed slits in the median ^entral line, almost

continuous. The jaws are armed with fine teeth, and the vomer wears a long series of densely placed

pointed teeth. The very small pectorals are placed at the upper end of the branchial slit. The

dorsal fin is represented by a series of very delicate and short rays beginning somewhat behind the

anus, also the ra^•s of the anal fin are very feeble, but perhaps somewhat longer. The soft blue-black

skin is more or less lacerated in all the 3 specimens but partially preserved. The measures are the

following:

Total length 680°"" 570™™ ^10""^

The length of the head to the branchial slit 100 - 93 - 85 -

The length of the beak to the corners of the mouth ... 42 - 37 - 35 -

Trunk and head from the point of the snout to the anus 170 - 135 - 123 -

Length of the tail from the anus 510 - 435 - 387 -

The S€rrivo)ner Beaiiii \\'2S known hitherto from a single specimen caught b\' the Albatross

at 41° 40' 30" Lat. North, 65" 28' 30" Long. W. and at 855 fathoms depth. It is described b)' Gill and

Ryder in 1883 (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. \'I, p. 260) together with a related type Spiiiivoiiicr Goodei^ also

taken by the Albatross in the northern Atlantic likewise in a single specimen. Both the generic

names are derived from the armature of the vomer with large teeth. Goode and Bean have in the

eOceanic Ichthyology p. 155 distinguished them as a separate group of nemichtli>id nnircenoids:

Spinivo7neridac^ to which is further referred the Nciiiirhthys (Serripcs) Richardi \'aill., captured by the

< Talismans at the Azores on 2995 fathoms and originally cou.sidered by Vaillant ( Exp. scientifiques

Travailleur et Talisman
, p. 93, pi. VII, fig. i -i a) as identic with Giinthers: N'cDiichfhys infans

(Chall. Rep. vol. XXII, p. 264, pi. 63), but in the Appendice>^ (p. 385) to the said work established as a

separate species.

Alepocephalus Agassizii Goode et Bean.

Besides the A. rostratus already known to Risso from the Alediterranean and from adjoining-

parts of the Atlantic as far as the Azores, the Canarian and Capoverdian islands — for which species

besides the older figures by Risso and Valenciennes I may refer to \'a ill ants < Expeditions

scientifiques (pi. XI and XII) and to (Oceanic Ichthyology (p. 36, fig. 41) - some other atlantic

species have been described especially by American ichthyologists: A. Agassizii G. B., A. productus QA\\

A. Bairdii G. B., Conocara Mc. Donaldi G. B. and A. (C.) inacroptcnts \'aill., for which species I ma>-

refer to < Oceanic Ichthyology* p. 37—39, fig. 45, 46, 47, 48 og 43. A further addition is A. Giardi

(Koehler: Rcsultats scientifiques de la campagne du Caudan . , Annales de TUnivefsite de Lyon

fasc. Ill, p. 513, pi. XXVI, fig. I) at a depth of 800—1410 metres. Bay of Biscay. On the second cruise

of the «Ingolf» was obtained an Alepocephalus, 20 7^ inch long (530""°), no doubt an A. Agassizii, at
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Station 83: 62"" 25' Lat. N., 28° 30' Long. W., at a depth of 912 fathom.s, S. W. of Iceland, witli a bottoin-

teniperatnre of 3 .5 C. The height of the body is contained .somewhat more than 5 times (1 : 5.3) in

the total length, reckoned to a line between the points of the candal fin; the length of the head

(164™") is one third of the total length (to the cleft of the caudal fin); the diameter of the eye equals

the distance from the eye to the point of the snout, not one fourth of the length of the head; the

upper jaw terminates in a line with the posterior border of the pupil; the breadth of the somewhat

hollow front is somewhat smaller than the ocular diameter or the snout.

On the southern and eastern hemisphere Alcpoccpliahts is partly represented by Bat/iytrocfcs,

which should perhaps be united with Alcpoccplialns. Of the 10 species enumerated in (Oceanic

Ichthyology 7 are Atlantic.

Sco\)d[m.

Species of Scopchis are caught at 8 < stations , but they have almost all suffered so much

from their being taken in dredges or the trawls, that the light-spots are onh- visible in part. Some

specimens I have identified as .S'. clo)igatus\ the others belong to the less elongate species. The

following list therefore tells, that in the zone traversed by the « Ingolf > between 61° and 65° Lat. North

are to be found the species of Scopchis enumerated at the noted depths, on the bottom, if they are

not captured during the hawling up of the implements used; but experience will also show that it

is not through bottom fishery, that one may procure a good material of these animals, equalling that

furnished b}- the surface.

I refer the reader to my : Bidrag til nordisk Ichthyographi VIII. Nogle nordiske Laxesild

(Scopelini) in the Videnskabelige Meddelelser fra den naturhistoriske Forening i Kjobenhavn , 1881,

and to Spolia Atlantica, Scopelini Musei Zoologici etc. (K. D. Vid. Selsk. Skrifter 6. Rcekke, VH, 6).

?athoins

1040 (Denmark Strait, W. of Iceland) Sc. clongatits Risso and Sc. glacialis Rhdt.

745 (S. W. of Iceland) Scop, arcficiis Ltk.

582 (W. of Godthaab) Scop, arcticus Ltk.

393 (vS. W. of Sukkertoppen) Scop, glacialis Rhdt.

362 (same place) Scop, glacialis Rhdt.

845 (S. of Iceland) Scop, clougatiis Risso.

485 (S. W. of Iceland)
)

I Scop, glacialis Rhdt.
679 (East of Iceland) I

Cyclothone (Gonostoma) microdon Gthr.

For this widely diffused species I shall refer to mv remarks in my v.Korte Bidrag til nordisk

Ichthyographi VIII ( :Videnskabelige Meddelelser fra den naturhistoriske Forening 1S91, p. 216 19,

article 5 on Gonostoiua (Cyclothoiic) microdon Gthr. and to my description and figure in ni)' Sjiolia

Atlantica, Scopelini Musei Zoologici etc. (K. D. Vid. Selsk. Skr. (6) VII, 6, tab. II, fig. 4—5). At an

earh- time (1843) we got this little Scopelid from the Baffin Bay. The v Challenger Expeditions got

The Ingolf-Expedition. 11. i.
^

Stat. Lat. N. Lgtd. W.

12: 64° 38' 32° 3/

17: 62= 49' 26^ 55'

25: 63' 30' 54^ 25'

27: 64" 54' 55' 10'

35: 65'^ 16' 55' 05'

40: 62" 00' 2t 36'

81: 61" 44' 27' 00'

141: 63^ 22' 6'^ 58'
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it from many places in the Atlantic (both in its northern and southern parts) and in the indo-pacific

sea (S. of Japan, N. of New Guinea, off Amboina etc.). Other localities are cited by Vaillant (1. c,

Nrosto7na quadrioculatuin)^ by Alcock (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1889, p. 399, the Bengal Bay and the

Andanians at 265—485 fathoms), by Collett ( Campagnes scientifiques
, p. 130), and by Gilbert

(«The ichthyol. Coll. of the U. S. F. C. St. Albatross», Report U. S. Connn. Fish. a. Fisheries for 1893,

p. 402, the Bering-Sea) and in '. Oceanic Ichthyology p. 100. The distribution of the species turns out

to be almost cosmopolitic. The latter work cites besides the C. iiiicrodoii {liisca G. & B.) C. bathyphila

Vaill., C. clongata Gthr. (stiginnticus Gill.), C. gracilis Gthr. and C. qitadriocnlatiis Vaill., already mentioned

as probably identical with C. microdon. On the expeditions of the «Ingolf the C. iiticrodon has several

times been captured as appears in rather deep water; some of the specimens are, it is true, rather

damaged. The station-list given below will at least illustrate the frequency of these small fishes in

the subarctic zone of which it treats.

station Lat. X. Lgtd. W. Path.

9: 64-18' 27" 00' 295 West of Iceland.

64' 34' 31" 12' 1300 West of Iceland.

64' 38' 32'' 37' 1040 West of Iceland (numerous specimens).

62 49' 26" 55' 745 Southwest of Iceland.

61-44' 30" 29' 1135 Entrance of Denmark Strait.

58' 01' 44° 45' 1330 South of Greenland.

63" 30' 54" 25' 582 Southwest of Godthaab.

61' 50' 56° 21' 1435 Southwest of Sukkertoppen.

62' 00' 21^36' 845 South of Iceland.

975 Southwest of Iceland.

806 Southwest of Iceland.

485 Entrance of Denmark vStrait.

912 Somewhat more to the North.

633 Denmark Strait.

1 236 Likewise.

752 Likewise.

735 Likewise.

The depth thus varied, after the trawling journal, from 295 to 1435 fathoms. The bottom-

temperatures noted varied from o°.3 to 6°.i C. The Ingolf> expeditions never got this species north of

the ridges between Greenland and Iceland, and between Iceland and the Faroe-Islands. On most of

the enumerated stations there was fished with vertical nets too, reaching to a depth of 100- -200 fath.

withouth any Cyclothonc being caught, although small fishes and young ones were taken.

II

12

17

18

21

25

36

40

67

76

81

83

84

95

96

61^30' 22° 30,

60" 50' 26'' 50'

61' 44' 27" 00'

62'' 25' 28° 30'

62" 58' 25" 24'

64° 44' 31' 00'

65 14' 30" 39'

65" 24' 29' 00'

Cyclothone (?) megalops n. .sp. ad int. (Table 4, fig. 6).

Together with a great number of Cyclothone microdon captured at Station 12 — 64' 38' Lat. N.,

32^ 37' Long. West, 1040 fathoms — there occurred a single specimen of a length of 70'"'", habitually
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looking inucli like the said species, but differring b_\- the eyes not being particularly small and by

totally wanting the light-glands or photospheres . It can therefore apparently hardh- be referred to the

same genus. The dorsal and anal fins are very like those of C. )iiicrodon^ though with the difference

that the dorsal fin begins somewhat before the anal fin, while this on the other hand ends somewhat

farther back than the dorsal fin. Quite black. — A somewhat larger specimen (105'"™) from Station 9

— 64 iS' Lat. North and 27 Long. W. , 295 fathoms — is so badly preserved, that it gives only the

information that the eyes are not small and that both jaws are armed with small teeth directed

obliquely backwards, with a few longer ones in the foremost part of the lower jaw and the foremost

part of the palate or the intermaxillary. The nearer determination of this specimen must be reserved

for a future discover}'.

It seems evident that these specimens belong to species else unknown, but as the nuiterial is

so scanty I shall limit nu'self to the short preliminar\' notes made above.

The Notacanths.

For a long time, only few specimens of the remarcable group, the Notacautltiiii ^ were known

of the type termed Cainpylodon ( Bugtetandeu ) by Otto ^'abricius (Skrifter af Naturhistorie

Selskabet, \'ol. IV, fasc. II (1798), p. 22—38, pi. 9, fig. i), but inserted in the system as Notacantlms

CIiciiDiitzii Bl. (Abhandlungen der bohmischen Gesellschaft, 1787) or as Notacantlms i/asiis Bl. (Aus-

landische Fische, IX, AUgemeine Naturgeschichte der Fische, XII, p. 113 (1793), pl. 431); Schneider,

<:Svstema ichthyologice > (1801), pl. 77. The older Reinhardt designated it in his Ichthyologiske

Bidrag' (Vidensk. Selsk. Skr. \TI) p. 120 as CaDipylodon Fabricii^ but now-a-days it is generalh- better

known as Xotacaiitliiis iiasus. These few specimens are 1) The original Greenland specimen of

Fabricius, which, it must be deplored, in the course of time has been lost -- I can not say at what

time. 2) The specimen recei\-ed by Bloch from Chemnitz, probably from Iceland, though it was

stated to come ..from India . It is described and figured in Cuvier's and Valencienn es's cHistoire

naturelle des poissons \'III, p. 467, pl. 241. It is still preserved, as has been stated subsequently, in

the Berlin-Museum in a rather deteriorated condition. 3) A third large specimen was received at our

museum in 1871 from Greenland; it is mentioned and parth' described b\- me in 1878 in the &Viden-

skabelige Meddelelser fra den naturhistoriske Foreuing . 4) The specimen obtained from Iceland for

the Museum of Paris on the voyage of la Recherche or rather as a consequence of this voyage

(Cjaimard: \'oyage en Islande et an Gronland, Poissons, pl. XI); \'aillant mentions this specimen

(Expeditions scientifiques p. 316) as being from .Greenland., but that is not correct. It is figured twice

in the edition illustree du Regne animal de Cuvier (Poissons pl. 55, fig- 2) and in the above quoted

itinerary by Gaimard. The question if these 4 arctic specimens should perhaps rei^resent more

than a single species did not attract the attention for a k)ng time to come. But now some Mediter-

ranean species were discovered: Not. Bouapartii Risso (Archi\- fiir Xaturgeschichte 1840, p. 376;

Mem. Acad. d. Sc. Torino, t. X\'III, p. 190) and N. iiicditerraiicits Fil. & \'erany (Mem. Acad. d. Sc.
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Torino, t. XVIII, p. 187; Vaillant: Recherches scientifiques etc. p. 325, pi. 27, fig. 2). Further an

Australian species (A^. scxspiiiis Richardson, «Voyage of H. M. ships Erebus and Terror-, Fishes p. 54,

pi. 32, fig. 4—11; described and figured again in Giinther's «Report on deep-sea fishes; (Challenger)

p. 243, pi. 60, fig. 9— 15 and pi. 61, fig. A). Then, in deeper water on the eastern side of North America

were found 2 species: AL analis (Gill: Proceedings United States National Museum, VI (1883, p. 255)

and N. phasganorus (Goode: Proc. Un. St. Nat. Museum, III (i88i|, p. 435, «Oceanic Ichthyology p. 167,

fig. 186). The question did now arise, if the individual or specific variation had not been supposed to

be larger than it is in reality, and if not one or some of the arctic specimens enumerated above could

be referred to the species established by the American authors. Ivcon Vaillant has expressed the

opinion that the Icelandic specimens from la Recherche could be referred to N. phasganorus Goode.

My own earlier studies of the material at hand or described elsewhere induced me to conclude that

the then known Icelandic or Greenlandian specimens should be determined as X. iiasits. According

to Mr. Bean and Goode (lOceanic Ichthyology : p. 166) Al Boiiaparfii and X. nicditcrraiiciis should

not be different, but some authors are of the opinion, that the species from the westcoast of South

America designated with one of these names (A'. Boiiapartii ^ Giinthers <'Report. etc. p. 249, tab. 61,

fig. C) is a proper species and genus, now termed GigUoUa Mosclcyi (Oceanic Ichthyology!- p. 169,

fig. 187, 193).

To quite another type belongs a Notacanthns of the subgenus Polyacanthonotus Gthr. and of

the particular subdivision termed Macdonaldia^ brought home by : Ingolf s expedition in 1895. The

species has already been described twice by Collett (Diagnoses de poissons nouveaux provenant

des campagnes de I'Hirondelles : Bulletin de la Societe zoologique, 1883, p. 307; and Resultats des

campagnes scientifiques par Albert I'-'', prince souverain de Monaco, pars X, Poissons provenant des

campagnes du yacht rHirondelle», 1896, p. 48, pi. 5, fig. 21) and by Brown Goode & Tarleton Bean
(A revision of the order Hrfcroiii/\ deep-sea fishes, with a description of the new generic tvpes Mac-

donaldia and Lipogniys, Proc. Unit. Stat. National Museum t. 17 (1S94), p. 455, pi. 18, fig. 2; <• Oceanic

Ichthyology:> p. 171 pi. 51, fig. 189 and pi. 52, fig. 195). Of other species belonging to the same type

are known the Mediterranean X. rissoaims (Filippi & Verany: Mem. Acad. Sc. Torino, t. XVIII,

p. 190; Vaillant: «Expeditions scientifiques* p. 335, pi. 27, fig. i, coast of Marocco, 2212 metres) and

the Japan form, designated by Gunther (Report on deep-sea fishes p. 250, pi. 61, fig. B; Vaillant

1. c. p. 387) under the same name, but to which Vaillant and the oft mentioned American scientists

now agree to apph- a new name (X. Clialleiigcri VailL).

As Polyacanthonotus (Macdoualdia} rostratus Coll. is new for the ocean bespoken here the

Ingolfian specimen deserves to be mentioned in a more particular fashion. As in the related species

the body is elongate, somewhat compressed, and tapers to a rather flagelliform caudal portion; the

head is small and terminates in a soft, somewhat pointed snout. The total length to the point of the

caudal fin is 355"""; the greatest hight (over the anus) c. 29-°"', approximatively V,^ of the total length

(the specimen described by Collett was 480""", the tail being 275""", the greatest height
2)T'"-, the length

of the head 46"""). The distance from the point of the snout to the anus is 120""', or about '/j of the

total length, that of the tail the double of the length of the head and the trunk taken together or

Vs of the whole. The eyes are small, their diameter and the distance between them being 5"'" or '/g
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of the length of the head (to the posterior border of the gill-cover); the length of the snont from the

eye to the point of the snout is i^'n^ or '/j oi the total length of the head, from the mouth to the

point of the snout about the half (6'"'"); the mouth is small, semilunar in shape and situated on the

lower side of the snout, the corners of the mouth are vertically below the anterior nostrils. Tlie

nostrils are placed close together before the eye. The teeth are fine. The upper jaw ends posteriorly

with a rather strong spine.

The pectoral fins have a length of 18™™; tlieir rays are 14. The ventral fins number 10 rays,

none of which can be termed a spinous ray, the external one being however thin and delicate. The

row of spinous dorsal ra)-s begins exacth- over the posterior border of the branchostegal membrane;

it numbers ;2iT^ spinous ra)-s (the specimen of Collett had 27, that of Goode & Bean 28—31,

.Y. Challcngcri 34, -V. rissoaints 37), they are short and isolated, their mutual distance somewhat

surpassing their length, but they become longer and more distant from each other posteriorly; the

connecting dermal part is verv slight. The spinous raj's of the anal fin are also short, but nevertheless

much longer than tliose of the dorsal fin, and they are much more closely approxhnated to each other

than the dorsals. As thev approach to the soft rayed portion the connecting dermal skin becomes

more distinct. The number of these spinous rays can be reckoned to be about 45 (in Collet t's spe-

cimen 53, in that of Goode and Bean it is given as 42—53; in X. Challcngeri 54, in N. rissoamis 27),

but an absolute limit can not be drawn between the spinous and the soft-rayed part of the fin, when

the rays, preserving their imdivided shape, become longer, more delicate, articulate and united with a

full fin-membrane. The number of rays in this anal fin may be counted as about 190 (perhaps 192—93).

In the last part of the tail the bight of the anal fin considerably exceeds that of the tail itself. A

caudal fin of 4 rays may be pointed out.

The scales are ver\- delicate. A distinct lateral line may be traced forwards from a point

under the last spinous dorsal ray but three; after this point it is le.ss distinct, and is likewise becomes

indistinct towards the e\e, but reappears then distincth' as an infraorbital line. On the trunk proper

its position is nearer to the back than to the belly, but as the body decreases in height its position

becomes nearer to the middle height of the body. On the snout are seen several pores, especially a

distinct series of such along the inferior margin of the preopercle and of the lower jaw. The colour

is a light chocolate colour, somewhat spotted, the opercle is internally black, pellucid towards the

margin; also the lips; the inferior portion of the anal fin is also relatively dark.

Our only siDecimen of this Polxacaiithoiiotus or Macdoiialdia was taken at a depth of 362

fathoms on station 35 (65" 16' Lat. North, 55" 05' Long. West). The bottom was a brownish mud with

arenaceous foraminifera and pebbles; the temperature was 3^.6 C. The specimen of the prince of

;\Ionaco was taken off Newfoundland on a depth of 1267 metres, those of Goode and Bean at 551

and 563 fathoms, at 39" 47—48' Lat. North and 70' 30—36' Long. West. The vertical distribution may

therefore be fixed provisionally at 360—960 fathoms, the geographical distribution to the western part

of the Atlantic from Newfoundland to the Baffin Bav.
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Cyclopteridcv and Liparidida'.

Cyclopterus (Eumicrotremus) spinosus jFabr.).

Of this well-known arctic species the Ingolf -Expedition has brought home a young specimen

captured southwest of Sukkertoppen on station 33, 67^57' Lat. North, 55° 30' Long. West, at 35 fathoms,

saudy bottom, with a bottom-temperature of o".8 C.

The species is known from Greenland, Norwa\', Iceland and Spitsbergen and from some parts

of the east coast of America («Oceanic Ichthyolog\- p. 272) and from the Bering-Sea as Cyclopterus

orbis Gthr. (Catal. Fishes III, p. 158). It is also noted in Gilbert's paper of 1896 on the north-pacific

fishes (p. 448) with a note that the identity of C. orbis and C. spiuosns ought to be confirmed through

the confrontation of both types, while C. orbis is named without any further remark in Jordan and

Starks's «The fishes of Puget Soimd:> (1895) p. 829 (Leland Stanford jun. University pubncations.

Proceedings of the California Academy of Sciences, Series II, vol. V).

Liparis Reinhardti and L. micropus Gthr.

Those, who may have consulted my little paper of 18S6 on the Liparida (vDijmphna expedition ^

or that of Collett from 1880 («Norske Nordhavs Expedition ), will be aware, that the results arrived

at by us with respect to the northern L,iparids were generally the following. We know i) a Liparis

Montagui Don. and 2) a Liparis lincatiis (lyCpechin), both of which make their appearance in nnicoloured,

spotted and striated varieties, the latter type perhaps identical as species with L. tunicatus and to be

considered as a minor variety or stage of evolution of the arctic form, which can attain a considerable

size and be furnished with a sort of small corneous tubercles or scales. 3) LJparis Fabricii Kr. (with

the variety L. Icprosa m.), best known from the Kara-Sea, determined after an original specimen of

Kroyer's species, but after my oi^inion not to be identified with L. fiu/icatjis, as it will be seen has

been done. 4) L. Rcinliardti Kr., regarded by several as type for a particular genus [Carcproctus], what

I do not find necessary, but further identified with L. gclafinosus Pall, perhaps correctly, though I can

not take upon me the responsibility of his identification.

The result arrived at by F. Smitt in his great and handsome work on the (Fishes of

Scandinavian does not differ much, but somewhat from that exposed above. He has i) a Cyclogastcr

Montagui; 2) a C. liparis, comprising a) as vfoniia i/iicropsj, the varieties C. lincatiis, 7'iilgaris, barbatits

and tunicatus, b) as iforma megalopS" my L. Fabricii; 3) C. gclatinosits Pall, o: Z. (Carcproctits) Rein-

hardti, to which Liparis (Carcproctits) micropus Gthr. perhaps also must be reckoned as a synonym.

I shall add a review, as short as possible, of the further and extra-Scandinavian development

of the Liparis -c^wtfition. Garman's monograph of the Discoboli (CyclopteridcB, Liparopsida and

Liparidida) (Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College vol. XIV, No. 2)

distinguishes first a division, Cyclopterida; with the genera and species: Cyclopterus (lumpiis), Eiunicro-

trcmus (sptjiosus and orbis) and Cyclopteroides gyrinops. The last mentioned type from St. Paul's Island

(Alaska) is distinguished partly by the position of small barbels along the margin of the lower jaw

(cp. the figures t. XI, fig. 4—9; p. 37 it is said in a less definite manner: vchin with tubular pores, or
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barbels-)- The second division Lij)(iioi>si(la' comprises Cycloptcriclithys veiitricosHs (Pallas) (identified

with the Cyclopfcrus glabrr of Steindaclmer ( Ichthyologische Beitrage» X, p. 14, pL 8) from Kam-

schatka and the sea of Okotsh| and Cycloptcnis aiiiissus Vaillant (Strait of [Magellan, ^Mission scienti-

fiqne du Cap Horn p- 33I and IJpnrops .yAVA// (Pallas). Among the trne Liparididw are mentioned

of the genns Liparis i) L. Moii/agiii (t. VII, fig. 6—20 and VIII, fig. 8

—

ii| with several synonyms from

Enropean and Eastamerican places 2) L. ii/ticosiis Ayr. (Tab. V, fig. 1---5, Tab. IX, fig. i, Tab. X, fig. A)

(California, Ala.ska etc.); 3) L. cdUiodnii (Pall.) identified with Z. cyclopiis Gthr.) (t. \'I, fig. 1--5) (Kam-

schatka); 4) L. liparis L. (=- I.. liiwafiis Lepech., Kr.), L. 7'iilgaris ¥\., L. barbatiis Ekst. (from Enropean

and American seas) Tab. VII, fig. i -5, 21, 22; 5) L. aiitarctica Pntn. (t. VI, fig. 6— 10), according to Gill

an Eiiantioliparis (sonthmost part of Sonthanierica). To the genus or subgenus Careliparis is referred

1) C. /iparis Bl. Cnw (= L.gidd//s Bean) (tab. I— III) (Piehring's-Strait etc.), 2) C. in /licaiits Rhdt [L.arctica

Gill, Fabricii Kr., lijicatiis Coll. p. p., 3) C. Stciiioii Fischer [Eiiantioliparis^ South-Georgia), 4) L. pitlchcllns

Avr. (t. IV, t. \', fig. 6— 8, t. \'III, fig. 4— 7, 12— 14), 5) L- pallidus Vaill. (Tierra del Fuego, Missions

scientifiquess pi. IV, fig. 3 ). Under Carcproctus are noted C. iiiicropus Gthr. (Challenger, Report

pi. XII, fig. B); the Gyiiuiolycodcs Edwarsii of Vaillant ( E.xpeditions scientifiques t. 26, fig. 3) is

thought perhajDS to be the same species, further C. major (of which more below) C. gclatiuosiis (Pall.)

and C. Reiuhardti^ which is not identified with C. gclatinosus , but with L. ranula G. & B.

In Oceanic Ichthvologv are named, not onh- Paraliparis and the nearest allied apodal t3'pes,

the so called Aiuittriiur, 3 genera of true Liparids, viz i) Liparis (Artedi): Expl. Cyclopfcrus liparis L.

-= C. liiicaius Eepech., Kr., L. vulgaris Fl., L. barhahis Ekst. 2) Careliparis (compare the monograph

of Garman cited above). 3) Carcproctus Kr. , distinguished after the old definition by the ventral disk

being small and placed below the head. Further is noted E. (C.) Rciiihardti Kr. , in which some

have meant to recognise the Cycloptcnis gclatiiwsus of Pallas and which is therefore termed C. gclati-

uosiis (Pall.); an allied t\-pe is designed C. spectrum Bean from Alaska; further a C. raiiula G. & B.

(fig. 251), fished off Halifax, and C. micropiis Gthr.; and finally a species termed C. major ^ answering

to the Eiparis or Acfiiiocliir major of the Northamerican ichthyologists (the denomination after the

Cycloptcnis liparis var. major ' of Fabricius) and identified with the Greenlandian E. tunica ta and with

the L. Fabricii described in Kara-Havets Fiske (after my opinion identical with Kroyer's species of

the same name, but in no wa>- with E. tiiiiicatiis Reinhardt). A doubt (well founded I believe) is also

expressed, whether this Eiparis be really a Carcproctus]

Of other Liparids are named in Jordan s and St arks' s paper on the fishes of Puget

Sound Ncoliparis Flonc and N. Grcciii, N. miicosiis Ayr., N. callyodoii Pall. (= E. miicosus Garni.),

E. cyclopiis Gthr., E. Dciiuyi J. St., E. fuccncis Gilb. and /,. pulclicUus Ayr. Others are further

mentioned in Gilbert's The ichthyological collections of U. F. C. St. Albatross during 1890—9i>

from the sea off the coast of California: Carcproctus mclaiiiirus G. with the rather important

remark, that the disk > becomes smaller with age, but that its place like that of the anus remains

unaltered. Further are named from Unalaska and Alaska etc. a Carcproctus cctciics Gr., C. Collcti G.,

C. phasma G., C. simiis G., C. ostciitum Gilb. (the disk reduced to a rudiment), Gyriniclithys (n. g.) iniiiy-

trernus^ Rhinoliparis (n. g.) barbiilifcr^ Batliyphasma (a g.) ovigcriim (Tilb., Eiparis pulchcllus A\t., E. cy-
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34: 67^ 17 54^ 17

67: 6r 30' 22" 30'

92: 64^ 44' 32° 52'

116: 70' 05' 8= 26'

126: 67 19' 15' 52'

141: 63= 22' 6-58'

cloptis Gthr., Z. Agassizi Putn., Z. cyclostigma Gilb., L. fucrnsis (= Z. calliodon) Gannan, NcoUparis

callyodon Pall. (= Z. nnicosus Garm.), Z. gidbi/s Bean.

This synopsis shonld approximatively illustrate the actual floating condition of this rather

hopeless Liparis question «per tot discrimina reruni>.

Some specimens brought home by the «Ingolf» expedition (generally in a less good condition)

from cold and deep water are perhaps better or equally correctly to be termed Z. iiiicroptis. Of the

relation between this species and Z. Rcinliardti I shall not give a personal opinion. After the localities

they are from

Station Lat. N. Long. W. Fath.

55 Sandy bottom, Bottom-temp, o'.g C. West of Greenland, Davis Strait.

975 Bottom-temp. 3 C. South of Cape Reykjanses.

976 Bottom-temp. i'.4 C. West of Iceland, Denmark Strait.

371 Brown Biloculina clay, Bottom-temp. -^ o°.4 C. South of Jan Mayen.

293 Grayish brown, blue clayish mud, Bott.-temp. -=- o°.5 C. North of Iceland.

679 Gray mud, Bottom-temp. -^ o''.6 C. North of Faroe Islands.

Thus all specimens were from depths or under conditions where the temperature at the bottom

was at the highest 3° C. or below (-=- o°.6).

A large and handsome specimen (Tab. Ill, fig. 3 and 3 a) from the station 139 (63' 36' L,aL North,

7^ 30' Long. West, depth 702 fathoms, gray clay, bottom-temperature -^ 0.6 C.) surpasses in size (270""")

widely every other known specimen of Z. Rcinhardii. I have had it figured with the aid of a coloured

sketch made on tlie Ingolf . The differences, that ma)- be found between this individual and other

existing descriptions of Liparis (Careproctits) Rciiihardti (gelafiuosiis) should perhaps essentialh' be

attributed to the fact, that with the exception of the original type of Pallas ordinarily only smaller

(younger) specimens have been studied, while we here have the rare success to have before us an

older, adult specimen. On the other hand I can not deny the possibility that it may be identical with

one of the other established Careprochis -a^ecies ^ or maintain absolutely its identity with Pallas's Z.

gelatinosus^ on which the older Reinhardt had already fixed the attention for the type which at a

later time bore his name. The length of the fish is stated above; the length, breadth and the height

of the head are 55™"', 45""" and 55""". The largest height behind the head is 74™"; when it appa-

rently decreases relatively slowly backwards, this appearance is due to the considerable height of

the dorsal and anal fins. The transversal breadth of the mouth is 35"""; along the upper jaw and

between the nostrils 7 pores are seen, along the lower jaw one and in the continuation thereof 7.

A couple of low tubeformed nostrils with a mutual distance of 17™" are seen anteriorlv on a line,

that woujd unite the anterior margins of the e^es; their distance from the eves is 7""", from the

margin of the jaw 12""". The diameter of the globular eyes is 11™'", their mutual distance 32'""" and

from the jaws' margin 13'""', the height of the branchial cleft 17'""". The whole number of pectoral

rays is 31; the pectorals meet approximately below the head; as in the smaller individuals they get

a fringed appearance, the ra)s continuing beyond the connecting membrane, especially those in the

anterior (or undermost) part of the fin, where their free portion may obtain the length of 39'n"'. The
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small ventral disk has a diameter of 12'""'; it is situated under the centre of the eyes. The dorsal fin

numbers c. 40 rays, the caudal fin 10, and the anal fin c. 40 rays.

It will perhaps be useful to print here the following extract of Jordan and Starks's conspectus of the

American species of Liparis and Ncoliparis („The fishes of Puget Sound" p. 837 og 834).

a. Liparis: number of vertebrx c. 39; radii dorsales c. 35; radii anales 27— 30.

b. The gill-clefts very narrow, entirely over the base of the pectorals; rad. caudales 12. Z. liparis.

bb. The gill-clefts larger, partly below the uppermost pectoral ray.

c. Radii pectorales 30; rad. caudales 12. L. cyclipus (I.e. pi. 97).

cc. Radii pectorales 41 — 43; rad. caudales 15— 20. L. fuccnsis.

aa. Cai'eliparis Garm.: Number of vertebral c. 46; radii dorsales 40— 44; radii anales 35—36.

d. Radii pectorales 35— 36.

e. Gill-clefts small, not reaching beyond the first pectoral ray.

f. Z. iiinicaius.

ff. Z. Agassizii.

ee. Gill-clefts large, reaching down to the fourth pectoral ray. Z. Dennyi (1. c. pi. 98).

dd. Radii pectorales 42 ;
gill-clefts large , reaching to and beyond the upper part of the pectorals.

Z. cyclcstigiua.

aaa. Actinocilir: Number of vertebra: c. 52; radii dorsales 45—48, radii anales 38— 40, radii pectorales 34— 37.

g. A. pulchcllus.

gg. A. major.

Neoliparis.

a. Gill-clefts very narrow, not reaching beyond the third pectoral ray.

b. Anterior nostril distinctly tubiform.

c. Radii dorsales c. 30, radii anales 24. N. monlagui.

cc. Radii dorsales 34— 36, radii anales 25— 28. N. callyodon Pall. (Z. mucosiis Garm.).

bb. Anterior nostril not distinctly tubiform. Radii dorsales 32, radii anales 26. N. mucosiis (1. c. pi. 95).

aa. Gill-clefts relatively large; nostrils not distinctly tubiform.

d. Radii dorsales VI-L27, radii anales 21— 23, radii pectorales 30. N. flora (I.e. p). g6).

dd. Radii dorsales VI -|- 34, radii anales 30, radii pectorales 35. N. grecni (I.e. pi. 96).

Paraliparis bathybii (Coll.).

The establishment of this hitherto unknown form was based upon a single specimen, 208""" long,

taken on . the Norwegian North-vSea-Expedition to the North Sea, on a depth of 568 fathoms, west of

Beeren-Island; it wanted the veutrals, and it had at that time to be left in doubt, whether this was a

constant deficiency or it was only due to an accident. It was therefore referred to the genus Liparis

with the annotation, that it would perhaps form a proper genus ( Den norske Nordha\-s-Expedition>,

Fiskene p. 52, t. 2, fig. 14). Then the .British Museum» also received a specimen, /'/j inches long,

fished by the Knight Errant on the North-Sea-Expedition of this vessel in the < Faroe Channel on a

depth of 640 fathoms (Challenger, deep-sea fishes p. 68, pi. XII, fig. C). It turned out that it really

wairted the veutrals and consequently an adhesive disk, formed b>- them, but is was not confirmed

— wdiat has not been found by me neither — that under the chief portion of the pectoral are found

c. 4 rudimentary rays; but it was confirmed, that the pectoral fin did consist apparently of 2 divi.sion.s,

The Ingolf-Expedition. II I. 3
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a greater of 12 rays and a smaller party, divided from the other, of 3 rays. At the same time Goode

and Bean described a P. Copci G. & B. and a ADiitni or Moiioiiiitra liparina Goode, which in i Oceanic

Ichthyology » p. 277 is upheld as a proper genus; the localities where these types are found in the

northern Atlantic are noted in the said work, where also sketches of them are given (fig. 252 and 253).

Concerning the small P. membranacciis Gthr. («Challenger, Report) etc. p. 69, pi. 12, fig. D) which in

the «Oceanic Ichthyology>> is raised as the type of a proper genus, Hilgcndorfia^ it would be more

correct to postpone one's judgement until a larger material is at hand. Finally I shall add, that in

the «Oceanic Ichthyology » is mentioned (in the «Appendix* p. 525) a Paraliparis rosaccus Gilb. from

the Pacific, and that I\I. Gilbert (.The ichthyological collections of U. St. F. Comm. St. Albatross

1890—91 >, 1896) further has described a P. Iiolonirlas, iilochir and ccphahis from the northern part of

the Pacific and a P. dactylosus from California.

As il. Collett and Dr. Giinther have given a full account oi Paraliparis batliybii there will be

no necessity for occupying myself further with it here. The number of vertebrce is 10 -f 54- I shall

only give a list of the 6 stations, which have given the 18 more or less well j^reserved specimens at

hand, of which the 2 largest had a length of 185""^—220"-.III in

Stat Lat. X. Long. W. Path. Bottom-te

104: 66° 23' 7° 25' 957 -r- 1". r

105: 65° 34' 7° 31' 762 ^ o".8

III: 67° 14' 8° 48' 860 -^ o\9

117: 69° 13' 8° 23' 1003 -^ i^

119: 67= 53' 10'' 19' lOIO ^1°

140: 63=29' 6=57' 780 -=-0^.9

p. Condition of the bottom

Light grayish brown mud. East of Iceland, i specimen.

o".8 Light brown mud. Likewise. 7 specimens.

Brown Biloculiua-clay. Northeast of Iceland, i sjjecimen.

Light Biloculina-clay. South of Jan Mayen. 6 specimens.

Light Biloculina-clay. Between Iceland and Jan Mayen. i specim.

Gray mud. North of the Faroe Islands. 2 specimens.

Blenniodci. Ophidini.

Gymnelis viridis Fabr.

Some few specimens were caught on .Ingolf.'s expedition at localities, S.W. off Sukkertoppen, viz:

Station Lat X. Long. W". Fathoms

29: 65=34' 54° 31' 68 Davis Strait. Sandy bottom. Temperature at the bottom o''.2 C.

34: 67=17' 54=17' 55 Davis Strait. Temperature at the bottom o=.9 C.

In the Denmark Strait it is previously taken at a depth of 80 fathoms.

The largest Ingolfian specimen is 136'""'. The ornamental markings, which concist of lighter

and darker transversal bands are on the whole not strong. Some of the specimens have i, 2 or 3 dark

spots on the foremost part of the dorsal fin.

The Norwegian North-Sea Expedition got 4 specimens north of Jan :\Iayen and Spitsbergen,

where it also has been found earlier; it is also known from the east coast of Greenland, f. i. Heklas

port at a slight depth (the expedition of Ryder). It has also been found in the Kara-Sea and in

Barents-Sea and in the arctic part of the Pacific (Unalaska, at a depth of 49 fathoms).
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Lumpenus lampetraeformis Walb.

is the only northern /.//w/^v/?/j-specie.s brought home in few specimens from a locaHt>- Southwest of

Sukkertoppen, Station 34: 67 17' Lat. North, 54' 17' Long. West, depth 55 fathoms, temperature at the

bottom o'.9 C. Tlie largest .specimen had a length of 190™'". On the distribution of the .species may

be consulted Collett, Lilljeborg, and ^ Oceanic Ichthyology .

Flounders.

Drepanopsetta (Hippoglossoides) platessoides (Fabr.).

Of this Pleuronectoid the Ingolf expedition has returned some specimens from

Stat. Lat. N. Long. W. Fatlioiiis

26: 63" 57' 52 41' Davis Strait. 34 Bottom sand and shells, temperature o".6 C.

33- 67' 57' 55° 30' Likewise. 35 Bottom gray sand, its temperature o'.S C.

35: 65 16' 55" 05' Likewise. 362 Bottom brownish mud with arenaceous foraminiferes, tp. 3'.6 C.

known with us as Haa-Isingen , identical with Plcitroiifcfcs liiiiaiidnidcs
^ not only from Greenland,

also from Iceland, Beeren-Island, Spitsbergen, the Faroe Islands and along the Scandinavian and the

Northeuropean shores, from the Murmanian coasts and East-Finmark to the Sound, at Kiel and the

southern Danish seas and also from the English-French channel; on the American side to Cape Cod.

The genus Lycodes.

It will be well known to the ichth\'ologists, especially to those studying the arctic fauna, that

to distinguish between tlie species of this genus is connected with special difficulties, because the

colouring varies much in the same .species, especially after the age, but also individually, likewise the

extension of the squamation, and it is therefore extremely difficult to fix the limit between the

species by means of characters that may be confided on. As our museum possesses now more or

fewer specimens of 15 Lrcodfs-s-pecies from the Polar sea, the northern part of the Atlantic') and the

Califoruian part of the Pacific one should hope, that the difficulties might be overcome. But never-

theless my report specially for this department must be given with a certain restraint. The scientific

literature amply testifies, that it is a more easy matter to make mistakes in this department than to

avoid them. A greater lucidity will not be obtained until the collected material has attained a com-

pleteness that at present is only obtained for a few species among the many.

') As this genus was not found formerly in any of the Danish seas, it should be remarked that a fish of this geuus,

155™"' long, was taken in 1893 in Lffiso Rende, afterwards several in the Skager-Rack (jfr. S. 21) viz a Lycodes gracilis M. Sars.
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Station Lat. N. Lons;. W.

65: 61-' 33' 19°

102: 66 23' 10" 26'

104: 66= 23' 7 25'

105: 65^ 34' f3^'

117: 69= 13' 8^23'

125: 68"^ 08' 16° 02'

139: 63^^ 36' 7'-' 30'

Fathoms Bottom temp.

1089 3= C.

750 -^ o=.9 C

957 H- i°.i c.

762 -^ o=.8 C.

1003 ^1° C.

729 H- .8 C.

. 702 H- o°.6 C.

Lycodes muraena Coll.

A specimen lo^/^ inches long (275'"™) was obtained in the Davis Strait between Godthaab and

Sukkertoppen, at Station 27: 64° 54' Lat. N., 55" 10' Long. W., at a depth of 393 fathoms (a temperature

of 3'".8 C. at the bottom, which consisted of a soft gray clay with nnnierons pebbles, mostly granite). It

agrees substantially with the figure and description of Collet t (.Den norske Nordhavsexpedition >, Fiskene,

p. n6, pi. IV, fig- 29—31; compare also F. Smitt: . Skandinaviens Fiskar p. 618 and Giinther's

«Deep-Sea Fishes: Challenger Expedition > S. 79, tab. 12, fig. A). The species has been taken in several

instances by the said Norwegian expedition at the banks off Helgeland, Beeren-Island and Spitsbergen

(Norsk-Oerne) on dejiths of 350—658 fathoni.s, the bottom brown, green or blnish-gray cla\-, the bottom

temperature being -=r o .g a -f- i".2 C. Z. inuro'iia is further taken by an English expedition in the

« Faroe-channel* at 540—608 fathoms. In 1896 Ingolf obtained further 12 younger si^ecimens at the

following stations:

Station Lat. N. Long. W.

Soitth of Iceland.

East of Iceland.

Likewise.

Likewise.

South of Jan Mayen.

North of Iceland.

North of Faroe Islands.

The larger specimen from Stat. 27, the only squamate, has larger eyes than the smaller and younger

ones, apparently also a less flattish head and a shorter snout. It is therefore not quite certain that it

is identical as species with these. The size of tlie younger specimens lies between 203™™ and 108™™.

Of the scales nothing is seen in these smaller specimen.s. In the larger of them the length of the head

is scarcely '/s of that of the whole body (trunk and tail), in the smaller ones it varies between i -=-6.5

and I -=-8.i. With 2 exceptions (Stat. 27 and 65, where the bottom temperature was + 3°.8 and +3")

all these specimens were from stations with a bottom temperature below zero.

Of allied species with a similar longish eel-like shape some other species are described i) L.

Verrillil G.8i.B., 2) L. paxilliis G. & B. (into which L. paxilloidcs!, is afterwards drawn as a synonym),

for these species may be consulted the «Oceanic Ichthyology.) p. 309— 11 and 527, fig. 277, 279, 280 and

282. Further 3) L. (Lycodonus) mirabilis Goode & Bean (Giinther: Deep-Sea Fishes, Challenger

Report etc. p. 81); 4) L. (Lycodophis) albus^sAW. («Expeditions scientifiques du Travailleur» p. 309,

pi. 26, fig. I), caught at a depth of 3975 metres on the way between the Azores and France, and 5) L.

(Lysenchelys) porifer Gilb. (Proceed. Un. St. Nat. iMus. XIII (1890), p. 104), from South California at a

depth of -857 fathoms.

Lycodes frigidus Coll.

«Den norske Nordhavs Expedition >, Fiskene, p. 96, i^l. Ill, fig. 24; Oceanic Ichthyology- p. 335,

fig. 274.

As I have no doubt that the numerous specimens of a Lycodes, taken in larger or smaller
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Sfjecimens in the eastern part of the Nortli vSea, at the stations ennmerated below, belong to the said

species, which is carefidly described and excellentl\' figured in the Norwegian work cited here, I shall

limit ni\-self to a few remarks. As characteristic for /.. frigidits may be mentioned the uniform dark

or brownish colour and the uniform delicate squamation on the entire body to the occiput and the

branchial orifice and on the belly. Further the lateral-ventral side-line, starting from the upper end of

the branchial orifice, then arches downwards, rtmning parallel with the lower margin of the tail in a

great extent. Young specimens (until no'"'" length) are entireh" naked, in the somewhat greater ones

the scales cover a smaller or larger part of the tail , and in the more mature state of the fish they

spread over the trunk and the belly.

The Ingolfian specimens are from the following stations.

II ;^

Stat. Lat. N. Long. \\

.

102: 66' 23' 10" 26' East of Iceland

104

no

III

112

"3
117

118

66^ 2^^

66" 44'

67' 14'

67' 57'

69' 31'

69' 13'

68" 27'

Likewise.

Likewise.

8" 48' Northeast of Iceland.

6" 44' Likewise.

7' 06' South of Jan Mayen.

8' 23' Likewise.

Fathoms Condition of the bottom

750 Brown mud

957 Light gra\'ish brown mud

751 Brown mud

860 Brown mud

1267 Biloctdina-clay

1309 Biloculina-clay

1003 Light Biloculina-clay

1060 Light Biloculina-clav8" 20' Likewise.

119: 67-53' 10" 19' Between Iceland and Jan Mayen. loio Light Biloculina-clay

120: 67" 29' 11' 32' Northeast of Iceland. 885 Light Biloculina-clay

124: 67 40' 15" 40' North of Iceland. 495 Brownish gray blue mud with -=- o .6 C.

short arenaceous foraminifera

Bottom temp.

0=.9 C.

I .1 C.

^o.SC.

o^9 C.

I". I C.

-^ I^oC.

r .0 C.

-^ i^o C.

I ^o C.

^ I.oC.

125: 68' oS' 16' 02' North of Iceland. 729 Brown mud -^ o\8 C.

The largest specimen of the North-Sea Expedition) has a length of little more than half a

meter; a specimen of a little larger size in the Ingolf -collection reminds so nnicli of the L. rcticu-

latiis Gthr. ( Challenger Expedition p. 77, pi. XIII), that I must regard them as absolutely identical.

The specimens of the North-Sea Expedition.^ were from the seas around Beeren Island and Spitsbergen.

From the American expeditions of the < xAlbatross a series of localities is indicated (Oceanic Ichtln-o-

logy> 1. c).

Lycodes Esmarkii (Coll., I.e. p. 84, pi. II, fig. 19— 21 and pi. Ill, fig. 22).

A specimen, 260""" in length, from Station 138: North of the Faroe Islands (63^26' Lat. North,

7° 56' Long. West, depth 471 fathoms, temperature at the bottom -^ o\6 C.) having 5 light bands o\-er

the dorsal fin and the back and with both a medio-lateral and a ventro-lateral lateral line, agreeing

well with Collet ts fig. 21, represents this type in the collections of the Ingolf \ Previously known

from the banks off Lofoten and from the north-west coast of Spit.sbergen and from several points of

Finmarken (260—459 fathoms).
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Lycodes Liitkenii Coll. (1. c. p. 103, pi. Ill, fig. 25).

Ls likewise taken formerly west of North-Spitsbergen (459 fathoms) and in the Kara sea. The

«Ingolf> Expedition got 6 specimens from station 116: South of Jan Ma^ven (70^05' Lat. North,

8° 26' Long. W.) , depth 371 fathoms, temperature at the bottom -^ 0^.4 C. The coloration is essentially

as in the specimen figured by Collett: 6—8 light bands.

Lycodes perspicilluni Kr. {L. rcticiilnttts Rhdt. juv. ?). (Tab. IV, fig. 5.)

A yoinig (42™'") specimen of this .species with the characteristic dress of many young Lycodida;

— a series of 10 darkly bordered saddle-spots across the back — was fished on sandy bottom off Sukker-

toppen, Davis Strait (Station 29), 64^34' Lat. N., 54^^ 31' Long. W., at a depth of 68 fathoni.s.

L. gracilis .Sars.

To this species, after having conferred with my colleague. Prof. Collett, I have referred two

specimens from station 31: Davis Strait (66° 35' Lat. North, 55° 54' Long. West, depth 88 fathoms,

temperature at the bottom i''.6 C.) They are 5^/2 and 9'/^ inches long, both covered with scales. The

relation between the length of the head with the trunk and the entire length (100'"™ -^- 244""" and

55""" ^ 143'"'") is about I -=- 2'/3 a 2^/2. In colour they are light with more or less distinct traces of the

juvenile dress.

L. gracilis was known from a small specimen (43™'") from the Christiania Fjord ( Nordhavs

Expeditionen p. 106) and is later found again in Lteso Rende and in the Skager Rack in adult

specimens. I suppose that Prof. Collett will give a full account of the .species in its more developed

condition as it is now known.

L. pallidus Coll.

(<;Nordhavs-Expeditionen p. no, pi. Ill, fig. 26, 27; Liitken: < Kara Havets Fiske p. 134,

pi. 17, fig. 1-3.)

Of this species there are from the Ingolf -Expedition:

Station Lat. N. Long. AV. Fathoms Temp, at the bottom

-^ d'.~i C.loi: 66 23' IT 05' 537

104: 66^- 23' 7^25' 957

105: 65' 34' 7' 31' 762

116: 70' 05' 8-^ 26'
il^

124: 67= 40' 15' 40'
495

126: 67" 19' 15" 52' 293

138: 63'" 26' 7° 56' 471

141: 63 22' 6-58' 679

I ".I C. t East of Iceland.

o".8 C.

-^ o°.4 C. South of Jan Mayen.

-=- o'.6 C.
\

\ North of Iceland.
-^o'.sC. J

^ o°.6 C.
\

^ North of the Faroe Islands.^ o°.6 C. I

Hitherto known from the northern coast of Spitsbergen, 260—458 fathoms (Collett) and from the Kara
sea (Liitken). The .specimens from the .Ingolf expedition have a size reaching to 245""". The larger
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specimens are scaled 011 the belh' and unifornih' light brown withont marks of transverse bands or

design on the fins, the smaller have bands on the fins and partly on the body, but want the scales

on the bellv.

Note. It will perhaps be useful to resume how matters stand at present with the synonymy of the species

of Lycodes named here. Z. retkulatus is founded by the older Rein hard t (aForste Bidrag til Gronlands ichthyo-

logiske Fauna" p. 167, t. VI ) on specimens from Greenland. Collett (1. c. p. 84) refers to the same species the

following descriptions: Z. polaris Ross. (Spitsbergen), Z. polaris Mlmgr. fOfvers. Vet. Akad. Forh. 1864, p. 516)

likewise from Spitsbergen, Z. perspicillum Kr. (from Greenland) and Z. gracilis Sars (from Christianiafjord). In his

great work „Skandinaviens Fiskar" F. Smitt draws the limits of this species still wider, embracing under it not only

the type: Reinhardt's Z. reiiculatns and Giinther's of the same name („Challenger" p. 77, pi. XIII; which after

my opinion as stated above is a large L. frigidus Coll. 1) and the type described by me under the same name from

the Kara Sea („Dijmphna" T. 17, tig. 4— 5) as also the L. perspicillum of Kroyer (regarded also by Collett and

myself as a L. reiiculatns), but also L. seminudus Reinhardt from Greenland and Spitsbergen), by Collett (I.e. p. 113,

t. IV, f. 28) upheld as a proper species and further Z. Liitkenii Coll. (I.e. p. 103, t. m, fig. 25) a name adopted by

me for fishes from the Kara Sea (aDijmphna" p. 128, T. 16, fig. i

—

6); and further Beans Z. Tunicri from Alaska

(Proc. Un. St. Mus. 1,463), and Z. coccineus (I.e. IV, p. 144) and my L. pallidus („Dijmphna" p. 134, t. 17, fig. 1—3)
and finally Z. mucosus Rich. (Belcher p. 362, t. 261 the type of Bleeker's genus Lycodalepis. Of these supposed

synonyma the authors of „ Oceanic Ichthyology" only cite the ^L.perspicillujuKr.'^, „Z. Rvssii" Mlgr. and ^^L. gracilis

Sars" to Z. reticulatus , while they notwithstanding cite ('p. 307) a ^L. perspicillum Kr." as a peculiar type found by

the (,.Albatross" on depths of 59 and 85 fathoms (45 24'3o" Lat. North, 58''35'i5"Long. West and on 47^29' Lat. North,

25" 18' Long. West). It must also be noted that „Z. mucosus'", formerly only known from the description and picture

by Belcher „Last of .Arctic Voyages" (Northumberland Sound, afterwards found again in Cumlierland Sound) is now
described and figured in ^Oceanic Ichthyology" (p. 306, t. 78, fig. 273 and t. 81, fig. 283, a, b ) after a specimen

1 7 inches long from Northumberland Sound. In the work cited are not mentioned the species of Bean, mentioned by

Smitt (Z. Tunieri and Z. coccineus; the one Ijeing from Alaska, the other from ^Big Diomede Island"). I shall

further add, that the later paper by H. Gilbert („The ichthyological collections of the U. S. F. Comm. St. .\lbatross",

1896), containing „Report of the fishes collected in Bering Sea and the North Pacific Ocean during the summer of

1890", describes and figures several new genera and species of the Lycodes tribe, while some other species of

Gilbert are named, whose original descriptions are not known to me at present. For me and my collaborator it has

been a relief in our task, that the „Ingolfian" species were well known to us from Scandinavian ichthyological works.

The Mdcriiriis group.

It is well known, that no other group of fishes has received such an accession through the

deep-sea-investigations as the ^Macruridce ( Skokests or Rerglax as they are termed in Scandinavia).

They were known in 1S72 in io~ii .species; in the report of the Challenger expedition- their

nundjer is grown to 47, including the species fished by the Northamerican expeditions and published

at that period; the French expeditions have added 9—10 .species, the Indian 12. Counting the species

cited in the Oceanic Ichthyology I arri\-e at the number 80, by American and other ichthyologists

it is later increased to 94 or more. Through the two Ingolf expeditions there are collected 6 species

at least. The difficulty to distinguish species, which after all are very nearlv similar, is augmented

by the alterations undergone with age b>- the individuals. 'Sly task has been relie^•ed b\- the Smith-

sonian Institution having in the most benevolent manner placed at m>- disposal 5 species of duplicates



Station Lat. N. Long. W. Fathoi

27: 64' 54' 55 10' 393

32: 66=35' 56-38' 318

35: 65° 16' 55' 05' 362

38: 59° 12' 51' 05' 1870

all from the Davis Strait.
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from the American fishings. But there is one difficulty, which is still hardly overcome, viz., to get

the large material of c. 100 described species distributed in good genera and subgenera in a satisfying

manner. Provisionally I may refer to the list of genera in < Oceanic Ichthyology , where 17 genera

(or subgenera?) are recognised, to which may be added an iS"', later proposed [Cocloccpliahis Gilbert

& .Cramer). Until further information I retain the name Macnirus as a common name for all the

arctic and subarctic species here mentioned.

Macrurus Fabricii Sundev. [nipcstris Fabr. non Gunn.).

The name AI. bcrgiax Lac. which has been substituted in later times for this species is less

convenient for this form, so well known in Greenland, as one will more easily understand it as

alluding to the j\[. (Coryphcrnoidcs) Stromii^ the cBerglax; of the Norwegians. The largest Ingolfian

specimen has a length of 21 inches, it has therefore not the full size of the species; the smallest is

only 4^/2 inches. The stations and localities where they were taken, are

Fathoms Temp, of the bottom

3^8 C.

3°-9 C.

3°.6 C.

i°.3 C.

These localities are partly from the Davis Strait, West of Holsteinsborg and Sukkertoppen, partly

from the entrance to the Davis Strait. What shorth- can be said of the distribution of the species

oiitside this region is, that it is known more southward, from George's Bank, from the port of New

York, were it was foimd floating at the surface, and from 41" 47' Lat. North, 65" 37' 30" Long. West at

a depth of 677 fathoms, and further from the eastern part of the North Sea, the Finnish and Nor-

wegian coasts.

The characters which make this species recognisable are the obtuse shape of the head, the

rounded snout, the large eyes whose diameter is the double or more of the breadth of the front

between them and equal with or larger than the length of the snout from its points to the orbital

margin, the numerous keels along the sides of the trunk and tail, the back and belly, produced by

every scale having a strong denticulate keel; on large specimens there is commonly only one such

keel, but the greater scales of the head have commonly more (3, 4 or 5) such keels, diverging from

forwards backwardly. These larger scales form partly more prominent groups on the opercles and

preopercles, partly rows especially on the median line of the snout, round the orbits, along the lower

lateral margin of the head etc. A larger naked spot before the eyes gives room for the nostrils;

before these there is in larger specimens a smaller naked spot on each side, close to the point of the

snout Below the inferior lateral margin bespoken the skin is naked or only covered with smaller

asperities, and the same is the case with the two branches of the lower jaw. In half-grown speci-

mens it is evident, that on the ordinary scales there are besides the chief keel several more or less

distinctly serrated accessory keels, i, 3 or 4 on each side of the chief keel; but the distinct and

numerous larger longitudinal keels along the sides of the body are nevertheless equally characteristic
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for younger and for older specimens. In the very youngest specimens the exten.sion of the scale-

covering is more limited — on the belh' to the region before the ventrals, while the bell\- proper is

entirely without scales. The shape of the snout is here the same as in other Macriiri, not bowlike

rounded, but sharply triangular. The first dorsal fin begins immediately over the insertion of the

pectorals, which again is in the \'ertical from the first point of the ventrals. The first longest rays

of the ventrals are almost equal with those of the pectorals, but shorter than those of the first dorsal

fin. The number of rays is i -^ ii in this fin, 19 in the pectorals, 8 in the ventrals. The teeth are

minute, ahnost hidden between the papilhe of the mouth.

Of the other northern species

Macrurus (Coryphaenoides) rupestris Gunn. (M. Stromii Rhdt., norvegicus Nilsson)

(figured in \'oyage en vScandina\-ie , Poissons, pi. 11, in .Smitt's Scandina\-ian fishes, pi. XX\TI, A,

fig. 2, and in Collett's ; Poissons provenant des campagnes du yacht THiroudelle (1885—88) 1896,

pi. 10, fig. II) there is also a large number of sjjecimens partly from the same localities, where J/.

Fahriiii was caught, f. inst.

:

vStat. 27: 64 54'Lat.N., 55- 10' Long. \V., 393 fath., bottom temp.3'.8C.)
, Davis Strait.— 35: t)5 16' 5505' — 362 — ^- 3°.6C.)

parth- from others, f. inst.

vStat. 25: 63'30'Lat. N., 54°25'Long.W., 582 fath., bottom temp. 3°.3 C, Davis vStrait.

— 41: 6139' - 17 10' - 1245 — — 2.0 C, South of Iceland.

Also two larger specimens from

Stat. 90: 64 45' Lat. N., 2906' Long. W., 56S fath., bottom temp. 4'".4 C, length 485™'")
Denmark Strait.— 97: 65' 28' - 27-39' ~ 450 - — S'-SC, -^ 730'"™)

Young specimens of M. nipcstris are captured on the following localities:

Stat. 25: 6330'Lat.N., 54^25'

— 27: 64° 54' — 55 10'

— 40: 62 "00'

— 45: 61=32' -
-

— 69; 62 '40'

21' 36'

9^43'

22 17'

27

28 30'

Long.W., 582 fath., soft blue-cla\ish mud, bottom temp. 3^.3 C. Da\-isStrait

393 — soft gra)- clay, bottom temp. 3'.8 C. Davis Strait.

— 845 — dark gray mud, bottom temp. 3 .3 C. South of Iceland.

643 — bottom temp. 4^.170. West of Faroe Islands.

— 589 — mud, bottom temp. 3 .9 C. South of Iceland.

81: 6i'44' 27' 485 - mud, bottom temp. 6.1 C. 1

I vSouthwest of Iceland.
83: 62 25' - 2830' — 912 — mud, Ijottom temp. 3 .5 C. J

The largest specimen has a length of 28 inches, the smallest of 2"/i6 inches. As to the geo-

graphical distribution, for which the above cited work of CoUett may be referred to, it nui\' be

remarked, that beyond the shores of West-Greenland and Norway (from Helgeland to Christianiafjord

and Bohuslan) this cBerglax is known from the sea between Shetland and the Faroe Islands and has

several times found its wa\- to the most northern shores of Denmark. Jn Oceanic Ichtluology ; p. 403

The Ingolf-Expedition. II. i. 4
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other stations are noted from tlie northwestern Atlantic (The specimens of PHirondelle were taken

Sonth of Newfoundland).

The head, whose length is contained 5 or somewhat more than 6 times in the total length

(in J/. Fabricii a little more than 4 times) is obtusely rounded, terminating in a small knob in the

point of the snout, but without jDrominent crests or keels with larger scales. In younger specimens

the crests of the head may be as it were indicated and the obtusely rounded snout may assume a

little more angular figure. The oral orifice reaches to the middle of the eyes or almost to the ver-

tical from their posterior margin in large specimens. The jawteeth are very delicate, placed in a

single series. The scales are delicateh- ciliated, relatively small, but numerous, covering in a very

regular manner the head, the body and the tail; the smallest are found on the snout and nearest

to the eyes, and this covering reaches to the protrusile part of the jaw, there being no naked or half

naked papillous surface at the lower part of the head. Only the throat and the gill-membrane are

naked. The naked spot where the nostrils are placed is not so great as in M. Fabricii. Of the scales

it may further be stated, that they are without keels, but densely covered with spinules without an-s-

strong tendency to arrange themselves in transversal rows, but are best said to be arranged in no

particular order; the teudenc}- to a serial arrangement is perhaps more distinct in younger individuals.

The second dorsal fin, whose anterior rays are very insignificant, begins only at a long distance from

the first, about at a line with the points of the pectorals (in younger individuals partly somewhat nearer

to the first dorsal), the anal however below or close behind the last rays of the first dorsal, the anus

being placed so much forwardly, that there is at most the length of an eye-diameter between the

anus and the ventrals. The first ray of the ventrals is very long (2/, or 5/4 of oi', in yoimger individuals,

equal to the length of the head), therefore reaching far out on the anal, whose rays are relatively

strong and well developed. The eyes are great, their diameter is equal to or a little smaller than the

distance between the orbita and the point of the snout, but commouh- much lesser than — ^j, of —
the frontal breadth. The number of rays is D' i + 11, P. 16, V. 8; the first dorsal ray is delicately

serrated. The barbel is ver}- small, the lateral line very distinct.

As I have had the opportunity of comparing two half-grown specimens of Macnirits Bairdii

Goode & Bean ('Oceanic Ichthyology» p. 393, fig- 335) with J/. Stnni/ii (niprstris) , I shall — without

entering upon a detailed description and perhaps superfluously — observe, that this Northatlantic t>-pe

is not specifically identical with J/. Strouiii or founded on younger specimens of this — a suspicion

that might perhaps offer itself to an ichthyologist not having this opportunity to an immediate

comparison.

Macrurus (Hymenocephalus) Goodei Gthr.

(«Oceanic IchUiyology . p. 407, fig. 340.)

To this species T refer — after comparison with two specimens sent from the Museum at

Washington under the names of Macrurus asprr and I/yiiioiolaiinus Goodei — the first name being

that, under which the species was first described by Goode and Bean, which name however had

to be withdrawn, Giiuther having used it for a Japanese fish — some individuals from the following

localities

:
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Station I,at. X. Lonfj. \V. fathoms temper, of bottom

11: 64 34' 31 12' (Denmark Strait) 1300 i'.6

36: 61 50' 56 21' (Davis Strait) 1435 1.5

37: 60" 17' 54 05' (Davis Strait, at its mouth) 1715 i'.4

From the locahties enumerated for JSI. Goodci by Croode and Bean it will be seen that

the species is taken so far south as off Ha\-anna , and that the depths noted are between 154 and

1434 fathoms.

The largest specimens have a length of 325'"™ and 310'"'". Their habitus > reminds somewhat

of that of the Malacoccphali. The length of the head is contained 5 times or somewhat more in the

total length. The diameter of the eyes is somewhat smaller than the diameter of the front and much

smaller than the length of the snout. The head is completely scaled with the exception of two parties

back of the anterior margin of the snout and an adjoining part of the lower side of the snout. The

branchial membrane and the throat are also naked, but the belly proper is scaled like the rest of the

head. The scales ma>' be described as ciliate or lineate-ciliate, delicateh- ribbed with 6—g .scarcely

diverging or parallel, low, serrated thorny ribs; the squamification therefore makes a striated impression.

The intermaxillary teeth are arranged in two rows, the greater ones in the external row; those of the

lower jaw are placed in a single row. The foremost (second) dorsal fin ray, whose point in its depressed

condition does not reach to the first low ray of the second dorsal, is serrate anteriorly. The first dorsal

has its ordinary place over the ventrals, a little behind the pectorals. The first elongate ra)- of the

pectorals ma}- reach to the anus; the pectorals are not relativel)- long. The number of the rays are

counted thus: D' 11 -(- 9; P. 19; V. 9— 10. The lateral line is distinct.

Macrurus ingolfi Ltk. sp. n.

Of this apjDarenth' hitherto undescribed species 2 specimens (270""" long) are at hand from

Station Lat. N. Lonj;. W. fathoms temp, at bottom

40: 62' C)o' 21" 36' (South of Iceland) S45 3-3 C.

and one specimen (length: 277—340'"™) from each of the following stations:

Station Lat. N. Lon<,'. W. fathoms temp, at bottom

II: 64-34' 31 12' (Denmark Strait) 1300 1-.6C.

18: 61" 44' 30' 29' (Southwest of Iceland) 1135 3' -o C.

64: 62" 06' 19^00' (South of Iceland) 1041 3 '-i C.

83: 62' 25' 28" 30' (Southwest of Iceland) 912 3^-5 C.

This species has a considerable likeness with the proceeding species, from which it may be

easily distinguished among other things through the larger eyes, the distinct knobs of the snout and

a higher first dorsal.

The head is contained about 5 times in the total length. The superior or frontal siu-face of the

snout is separated from the inferior or more forwardly directed part by a well developed crest or edge,

terminating in 3 spinose osseous tubercles, one directly in the middle and one on each side, close

before the naked spot, where the nostrils have their jjlace, and continued both above and below the

4*
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orbita. The broadly triangular snout is prolonged fairly over and before the mouth, which is relatively

little, the comers of the mouth falling in a line with the anterior margin or the middle of the orbits.

The eyes are large, their diameter surpassing the breadth of the front between the eyes. The teeth

fonn a fine card in both jaws. The head is scaled with the exception of the gill membrane, the

isthmus and its foremost superior margin, and almost the whole lower surface. The naked part of the

snout is handsomely embroidered with rows of slime glands. The first dorsal counting ii — 9 ra}'S is

singularly high and its longest (second) ray is serrate and as long as the liead. The second dorsal

begins much forward, its foremost rudimentary rays may be followed until not far from the posterior

margfin of the first dorsal fin. The pectorals contain 20 rays, and the ventrals, whose external ray

tapers to a fine thread and reaches a long stretch beyond the anus have 8 rays. It may also be

remarked, that the tail as in other Macrurians is really pointed behind, but in several specimens has

lost a shorter or longer part; but the wound has healed, and on the thus truncated point of the tail

is developed a distinct caudal fin , a phenomenon which is also observed in some specimens of the

proceeding .species. The scales show distinct rows of thorns, not however so much projecting as in

M. Goodei.

Macncnis iitgolfi n. sp. differt a M. Goodei prcecipue oculis majoribus, tuberculis rostralibus

magis distinctis et jjinna dorsali altiore, longitudinem capitis tequante, pinna dorsali secunda usque

ad pinnam dorsalem fere continuata.

Macrurus (Chalinura) simulus Goode et Bean.

(Oceanic Ichthyolo^tfy . p. 412, fig. 345.)

Of this species the Ingolf > expedition obtained 4 smaller specimens from

Stat. 18: 6i"44'Lat.X., 30 '29' Long. W. (Entrance of Denmark Strait), 1135 fath., temp, at bottom 3.0 C.

Further 2 specimens (280 og 160'""') from

Stat. 83: 62''25'Lat. N., 28"3o'Long."\V. (Denmark Strait), 912 fathom.s, temp, at bottom 3 .5 C.

and 2 specimens (280 and 330""") from

Stat. 91: 64° 44' Lat. X., 31- Long. \V. (Denmark Strait, 1236 fathoms, temp, at bottom 3 .1 C.

For tlie determination of this species I have made use of a specimen sent from the iluseum

at Washington. The head, whose length to the branchial cleft is contained almost 5 to fully 5 times

in the total length, is thick with a rather long and obtusely rounded snout. The eyes are small, their

diameter being onl_\- about a half frontal diameter. The mouth is very large and almost terminal, the

snout being almost regularly truncate and only little jDrotruding; the upper jaw wearing a card of teeth

whose external teeth are exceedingly the largest, the lower jaw wearing a single row. The first

dorsal numbers 11 rays, of which the first is ver>- short and the second long and serrate as in most

other Macrurids; the second dorsal begins at some distance from the first, the point of the first

dorsal in its depressed state reaching to or a little be}-ond the beginning of the second. The first ray

of the ventrals is produced in filiform shape and reaches not a little beyond the anus. The scales

are rather small, but distinctly pluricarinate, specially in the head, which else shows some soft and
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naked parts: the preopercle, the maroin of the jaws, parts of the suoiit and the whole lower surface

of the head.

As to other localities the reader is referred to Oceanic Ichtlnologw p. 412.

Trachyrhynchus Murrayi CUln.

(Deep-Sea Fishes, Challenger Repurt ji. 153, ]il. 41, fig. A.)

Of this species a >-oiino- one (120™'") was obtained at station 73 (62 ' 58' Lat. N., 23 28' Long. W.,

Southwest of Iceland at 486 fathoms, at a temperature at the bottom of 5 .5 C). Previoush- it has been

taken in the Faroe-Channel at a depth of 555 fathoms.

Gadoids and allied Fishes.

Motella (Onos) Reinhardti Kr. (Tab. I\', fig. 8).

Compare the description and figure in den norske Nordhavs Expedition , Fiskene, vS. 131,

pi. IV, fig. 34 and the Challenger Report p. 97, pi. XIX, fig. B.

After this Ciadoid having been sent down from Greenland several times in earlier \'ears, it

was found again in the sea between Spitsbergen and Beeren-Island in the ice-cold water at a depth

of 658 fathoms. Later it is found again in the Faroe-Cliannel at a depth of 540—640 fathoms. Ingolf >

obtained it in a few specimens on vStation 116 (70" 05' Lat. North, 8" 26' Long. West, South of Jan AIa\-en,

at 371 fathoms, brown Biloculina-mud, at a temperature at the bottom of -^o^.4C.) and at Station 140

(63^^29' Lat. North, 6' 57' Long. West, North of the Faroe Islands, 7S0 fathoms, gra\' mud and a Ijottom

temperature of H- o\9 C), also at Station 43 (West of the Faroe Islands, 61-42' Lat. North, 10 11' Long.

West, 645 fathoms, sandbottom (?), bottom temperature O'.os C). Some young specimens were obtained

at Station 2 (63 04' Lat. North, 9 22' Long. W., 262 fathoms, Southeast of Iceland, cla}- and gravel,

temperature at the bottom 5 .3 C.) and on Station 91 (Denmark vStrait, 64' 44' Lat. N., 31 00' Long. W.,

1236 fathoms, Globigerina mud, bottom temperature 3 .1 C). The new localities do not much extend

the known geographical distribution, but seem to show, that it mav occur at less considerable depths

and under a less cold temperature, but also at somewhat greater depths and under low degrees

of warmth, a little over or under zero. A sketch executed on the Ingolf gives it a light

testaceous colour.

Of larves (on the so termed 6V'//(7//(/-stage) se\'eral were fished by the Ingolf of this or other

arctic species, especiall\- between the Faroe and the vShetland islands as well as east and south east

of these and south of Iceland, at the surface. (Jf the other arctic J/oh'///i-species, J/, scptciitrioiialis

Coll. and M. oisis Rhdt. (compare Norske Nordhavs Expedition p. 138, pi. I\', fig. 35—36; (Oceanic

Ichtln'ology p. 381, fig. 327) nothing new was ascertained through the Ingolf.- Expeditions.
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Haloporphyrus eques (Tthr. (Tab. IV, fig. 7).

Of this species, known from the .Report of the Challenger expedition (p. 91, pi. 18 B) the

(Ingolf: expedition obtained on Station g (West of Iceland, Denmark Strait at 64^18' Lat. North 27°oo'

Long. W., at a depth of 295 fathoms, bottom clay, bottom temperatnre 5°.8 C.) two specimens 7^/4 inch.

long (one of them defect). Several larger and smaller specimens were obtained from the stations 81

and 89, at 61 "44' Lat. North, 27°oo' Long.We-st, 485 fathoms, bottom temperature 6\i C. and 64" 45' La t.

North, 2']° 2d Long. West, 310 fathoms, bottom temperature 8'".4 C, j^artly from Denmark Strait, West

of Iceland, partly southwest of this island. Previously the species is taken (specimens 12—13 inches

long) in the Faroe-Channel at a depth of 530 fathoms and later in Gascony bay at depths of 1410

and 800 metres (Koehler, Resultats scientifiques de la Canipagne du «Caudan fasc. Ill, 1896). Nearly

related types are known from the Mediterranean: H. Icpidion Risso (cfr. Vinciguerra: Anal. Mus. Civico

Genova vol. XVIII, p. 554, pi. Ill) and H. Giinthcri Gigl. (can obtain a length of 24 inches, Giinther,

Report p. 91, pi. 18, fig.B; also off Portugal and at Madera). From more distant localities are known

H. enosimm Gthr. (Giinther, 1. c. pi. XX, fig.B, 12 inches, Inosima, 345 fathoms) and // ciisifcrus Gthr.

( 1. c. pi. XIX, fig. A, mouth of Plata River, 600 fathoms).

Of one of the largest Ingolfian specimen I shall insert some measures.

Total length 275'"'", head 63™'", consequently not '/^ of the total length.

Diameter of the eye 21'"™, '/j of the length of the head, a little more than the length of the

snout (20™") and about 11/2 time the interorbital .space.

The upper jaw terminating below the anterior margin of the lens; the filamentous ray of the

ventrals c. 35""", the pectoral 44™™ (about equal to the length of the head without the snout); the

length of the first dorsal ray equals the length of the head.

A sketch made on the expedition gives to the fish a chocolate-brown colour with a bluish tint

especially on the fins.

Antimora viola Goode & Bean.

The genus Antimora numbers two species, a southern and a northern, if really different, a

question, on which Dr. Giinther apparently speaks with some diffidence. They really must be very

nearly related, but I have no doubt that the Ingolfian specimens are here correcth- determined.

A.rostrafa Giinther (^Report on deep-sea fishes» p. 93, pi. XVI A) was found off the mouth of the Plata

River and off Montevideo, at a depth of 600 fathoms, between Kerguelen and Cape, and in the neigh-

bourhood of Marion Island at 1375 fathoms; the largest specimen was 24 Engl, inches. A. viola G.

& B. (ibid. p. 94, pi. 15) was first captured at a depth of 4—500 fathoms on the edge of < le Havre

bank», later in 25 specimens in localities between 33" 35' Lat. North and 41 34' Lat. North and between

76° 00' Long. West and 65° 54' Long. West at depths between 306 and 1242 fathoms. The expedition

of the prince of Monaco (Collett, « Resultats des campagnes scientifiqiies etc. ^. 59) obtained 12

specimens a little more to the north (45° 20' Lat. North) on the Newfoundland bank at a depth of 1267

meters; the largest specimen was 358™™.
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The stations from wliich Iiigolf has brought home Aiitiniores, 6 specimens in all, are

station

50

76

83

93

Lat. X. Long. W. Fathoms Temp, of bottom

62 43' 15' 07' (South of Iceland) 1020 Gray mud with basalt grains 3".i3 C.

60^50' 26" 50' (Southwest of Iceland) 806 Gray mud 4^1 Q
62^' 25' 28" 30' (Likewise) gi2 Gray mud

64 24' 35" 14' (Denmark vStrait) 767 Gray mud

3°-5 C.

I .46C.

All these localities are, as it will be seen, south, southwest or west of Iceland though one of them

rather near to the coast of East-Greenland. The largest specimen has a length of 15 '/j inch. When
the first dorsal ray is well preserved it proves to be considerabh' larger than it is figured in ^Infiiiiora

viola (comp. the figure of Haloporphynis viola in Goodes The fisheries and fisher\' industries of the

United States , Sect. I, pi. 64).

Rhodichthys regina Coll. (Tab. Ill, fig. 4).

Of this species, which is classed with the Brotulidcc , and which was discovered by the Nor-

wegian North sea expedition in the sea between Beeren Island and Finmarken at a depth of 1280

fathoms (Biloculina-clay, bottom temperatures- i '.4), only this single specimen (297™™) was known which

is described and figured by Prof. Collett ( den norske Nordhavs Expedition , Fiskeue, jj. 154, pi. V,

fig. 37—39). The Ingolf expedition brought home several more or less well preserved specimens;

the length of the largest does not exceed 122""". In one of them the left ventral is tripartite instead

of bipartite, as usual. The\- are not uniformly red as the original t\-pe of the species, but spotted or

figured , with small brownish spots , which interrupt the reddish bottom colour of the skin. The

number of vertebrae of the body is between 9 and 11, of the tail between 53 and 58. The localities

are the following:

Station Lat. X. Lont;. W.

104: 66 23' 7 25' (East of Iceland)

105:

III:

117:

118:

119:

120:

65 34' 7' 31' (Likewise) 762

67 14' 8 '48' (Likewise) 860

69" 13' 8" 23' (South of Jan Mayen) 1003

68 27' 8 20' (Between Iceland and Jan ]\Iayen) 1060

^1 53' 10 19' (Likewise) loio

67 29' 11' 32' (Likewise) 885

140: 63 29' 6 57' (North of Faroe Island)

F'athoms Condition of the tiottoni Temp.

957 Light grayish brown mud -

Light brown mud

Brown Biloculina-clay

Light Biloculina-clay

Light Biloculina-clay

Light Biloculina-clay

Light Biloculina-clay

780 Grav mud

of the bottom.

- I . I c.

- o .8 C.

- o .g C.

- I .oC.

- I .0 C.

- I .0 c.

- I .0 c.

- 0.9 c.
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Cottoidei (s. I.).

Sebastes marinus L. (norvegicus Ascan.)

was found at the following places, Davis Strait, off Holsteinsborg, by the Ingolf; expedition :

Station Lat. X. Long. W. fathoms temp, at bottom

31: 66^35' 55^54' 88 1^6 C.

32: 66 35' 56 38' 31S Brown gray mud v,-ith Rliabdaiiiiiiiiia 3°.9 C.

34: 67° 17' 54'^ 17' 55 o^gC.

The arctic-ichthyological literature often cited will illustrate sufficiently the geographical and

bathynietric distribution of the redfish. It is known besides from Greenland, from Iceland, from Spits-

bergen and Beeren Island, from the whole Norwegian coast, from the Danish shores (occasionally),

from the Irish and North-british coasts and from the eastern coast of North America to Cape Cod

(cfr. the enumeration of the stations in Oceanic Ichthyolog}' p. 261) in so far that it is not the .5". vi-

viparus^ which here represents the type. I shall not here rejDeat what I have formerly said ( Vidensk.

Medd. Naturh. Foren.», 1876) of the difference between the true redfish and . L>'SOUgeren - (.5". r'/T/'/nn/s)

— may this be a distinct species or a fjord or shore variety of S. viariiuts — but only remark, that

S. vivipariis is found at the Faroe Islands, at the coast of Norway and Bohuslan and at the coast of

New England (specimens from Eastport and Gloucester sent me from the Smithsonian Institution),

but so far known not at the coast of Finmarken or of Great Britain. Small ones of S. luan'iius were

taken in the nets south and southwest of Iceland and in the open sea at Denmark Strait.

Phobetor ventralis C. \'. (tricuspis Rhdt.).

This arctic sea-scorpion has not been brought home with the «Ingolf , but it may nevertheless

reasonably be mentioned here. My remarks on its relation to Coffiis pisfi/ligcr Pall. ( Videnskab. Med-

delelser> 1876) have occasioned that it is named Gyuiuacaiitlius pistilligcr (Collett: <Norske Nord-

havs-Expedition:>, Fiskene, p. 26, and elsewhere). As I have said that there was no experience of its

being fished at a greater depth than 20 fathoms, I will add that we have obtained young ones of this

species in Baffin Strait at 50 fathoms, and that den norske Nordhavs-Expedition ? has obtained it

at the same depth at Spitsbergen. On Ryder's expedition to East-Greenland a specimen was taken

at the shore of Hold with Hope on very low water. For its other known geographical distribution

my remarks in <; Videnskab. Meddel. Naturh. Foren. 1876, p. 365 may be consulted, also Collett 1. c.

p. 28. Also the works of Lilljeborg and Smitt may naturalh' be consulted for facts of this natitre.

It is thus known from different East- and West- Greenland -localities and from places in Arctic

America, at Labrador and Nova Scotia, in the Fundy Ba\-, at Iceland, Finmarken, Novaja Sendia, in

the Behring Sea, at Kamschatka and — if no mistake — at Japan. In Gilbert's The ichthyological

collections of the U. S. Fish. C. S. « Albatro.ssi, Report of the U. S. Commission of fish and fisheries

for i893» an other species is mentioned from Unalaska, GyiiinacantJiits galcatas Bean, which is said to

be nearer related to 'P. triciispis!, than to < P. pistilligcr^.. It is stated, it must be observed, by this

author in agreement with D res el (Proceed. Un. St. Nat. iMuseum 1884, p. 250), that the North-atlantic
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t}-pe {G. fn'ciispis) differs specifically from the Northpacific (G. pistilligcr). I refer the reader to the

notes of Gilbert (1. c. p. 424). As I have also previously bespoken the relation between Pliobrfor

(Gyinnacautlius} and the species Cotfus clavigcr and C. dicrrtrus^ I shall further add, that these two

species now (Gilbert 1. c. p. 426) are cited as species of a genus Eiiophrys.

Cottunculus microps Coll.

Cottiis or Cottimciiliis microps is first (1875) established (Collett: Norges Fiske, n;ed Bemserk-

ninger om deres Udbredelse , Tilla;g til \'idenskab. Selsk. Forhandl. 1874, p. 20, pi. I, fig. 3) on a very

young sea-scorpion, fished by Mr. O. Sars at the depth of 200 fathoms in the vicinity of Hammers-

fest. Afterwards ;:den nor.ske Nordhavs-Expedition (I.e. p. 18— 25, pi. I, fig. 5—6) obtained it in 3 spe-

cimens, taken Northwest of Hammersfest and West of Norskoen (Spitsbergen) at depths from 191 to

459 fathoms (size 93— 175'""'); the bottom sandy or grayish blue cla\-, the temperature at the bottom

-^ OM a 3 .5 C. Still later it was found in the Faroe-Channel, so called, by an English expedition

(Giinther: Report, Challenger, p. 60, t. IX, fig. A) and by an American expedition still nearer to the

American side, two small specimens from a depth of 260 fathoms, 39^ 59' Lat. N. and 70" 18' Long. W.

(Tarleton Bean and Brown Goode: ^ Report on the results of dredging , Bull. ^lus. Compar. Zool.

1883, p. 212). From Greenland itself we have obtained 3 specimens (200—260™'^) sent down bv M.

j\I tiller, inspector of the colony Sukkertoppen, and Prof. F. Smitt states ( Skandiuaviens Fiskar I,

p. 159), that a male of the length of 137mm was taken on Nordenskiold's expedition on the eastcoast of

Greenland at 130 fathoms depth on clay bottom and at 65" 30' Long. North. The most northern point

where this sea-scorpion of the cold and deep sea is known is 80' Lat. North (Spitsbergen), the most

southern on the European side is the Trondhjemsfjord (6372 ); according to the statement of F. Smitt

it is there taken in rather numerous specimens at depths from 100—200 fathoms. After a note b\'

T. Bean (Notice of the remarkable marine fauna occupying the outer banks of the southern coast of

New England, Nr. 2; American Journal of Science, October 1881, p. 296) it is taken at 7 stations at

the depth of 310—396 fathoms on the banks off the southcoast of New England. Giinther (I.e.) also

states, that several specimens are known from the southcoast of New England at depths from 238 to

372 fathoms. Compare also C)ceanic Ichthyology p. 269, fig. 257 and 261 a, b.

This species is figured by Collett at the places cited in Norges Fiske and in den norske

Nordhavs Expedition , by Giinther in the deep-sea fishes of the Challenger (1. c), and b\' F. Smitt

(rSkandinaviens Fiskar , I, p. 158, fig. 45), further in Oceanic Ichtlu'ology pi. i. As it is also described

by the said authors, b\- Lilljeborg and b}- Jordan and Gilbert (.-Synopsis of the fishes of North

America » 1882, p. 688) I may limit myself to an enumeration of the Ingolfian localities and to the

addition of a few descriptive note.s.

The skin is densely rough e\'erywliere on the head, body and tail, weakest on the belly, from

small round asperities; at some jilaces they are grouped together in small heaps and may be continued

on the dorsal rays — more sparsely on the pectorals. The interorbital sjDace is rather large. Behind

the eyes is found an arc of 4 coniform knobs; somewhat more behind, on the occiput, are two and at

both sides in a line with the upper end of the branchial cleft one or two smaller knobs with some more

The Ingolf-Expedition. 11. i. c
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faither down at the inferior part of the preopercle. In the young ones they are hardly to be disting-

uished with the exception of two tubercles behind the eyes. There are four dark -coloured bands,

one over the base of the tail, one over tlie hind part of the dorsal fin and downwards to the anal

fin, a third over the foremost part of the dorsal down towards the pectorals and a fourth — especially

distinct in the younger — transversely over the front, the eyes and the cheeks.

The Stations of C. niicrops at the Ingolf- voyages were:

Stat. Lat. N. Long. W.

9: 64-18' 27° 00' (West of Iceland), 295 fathoms, clay, bottom temp. 5'.8 C. (size 45 and 30™™).

28: 65-14' 55-42' (West of Sukkertoppen), 420 fathoms, soft brown gray mud with man>- Rhabdaiu-

inincc^ bottom temp. 3". 5 C. (45'"™).

32: 66-35' 56^38' (Davis Strait, off Holsteiusborg), 318 fathoms, brown gray mud with \\\a.xvy Rhabdain-

viiiia;^ bottom temp. 3''.9 C, male and female (160 and 80""').

35: 65" 16' 55 05' (Southwest of Sukkertoppen), 362 fath., brownish mud with arenaceous foraminifera,

bottom temp. 3\6 C. (52"™).

126: 67 19' 15' 52' (North of Iceland), 293 fathoms, gray brown, blue claylike mud, bottom temperature

-^Q-.sC, female (154™"").

141: 63' 22' 6-58' (North of the Faroe Islands), 679 fath., gray mud, bottom tp. -=- 0-.6 C, male (170™™).

Cottunculus torvus Goode (Thonipsoni Gihitlier)

was described almost contemporaneously under the name cited, by Brown Ggode and Tar I e ton

Bean (<,Report on the results of dredging under the supervision of Alex. Agassiz, Report on the fishes.

Bulletin of the ^Museum of Comparative Zoology*, X, 5, 1883, p. 213) and b}- Alb. Giinther («Report

on the deep-sea fishes, the voyage of H. M. S. : Challenger
, 1887, p. 61, pi. XI, fig. B). It is figured by

Giinther and by Leon \'aillant («Expeditions scientifiques du Travailleur et du Talisman > 1880—83,

Poissons (1888), p. 361, pi. 28, fig. 3), whose figure however, as stated in the text, is defective, the artist

having overlooked the first part of the dorsal. The localities, from which this species is known, are

I) The «Faroe Channel at 535 fathoms depth (size 77^ inches). 2) The 5 specimens of the length of

62—407°"", fished by the American deep-sea expeditions at 464—723 fathoms at 33° 42' Lat. North to

41° 32' Lat. North and at 65' 55' Long. West to 76° Long. W. 3) The French expeditions obtained 9

specimens (35—146'"'") off the Sudan coast and at the -banc d'Arguin at depths of 1 139— 1459 metres.

4) With the <'Fylla.> a specimen, 150'°'" lang, was obtained in Davis Strait (66 49' Lat. North, 56^28'

Long. West, at a depth of 235 fathom.s, sand and ooze bottom, bottom temp. 4".4 C.) ( \ldensk. Meddel.

fra den naturh. Forening; 1891, p. 29). 5) With 'Ingolf finally a specimen was obtained, a female,

184'"'", at station 83 (Denmark Strait, South west of Iceland), 62 25' Lat. North, 28-^30' Long. West,

depth 912 fathoms, temperature at the bottom 3 .5 C.

This Cotim/atlus is smooth without granulations etc., light gray without designs; the head is

strongly provided with coniform tubercles on front, top and sides of the head, opercles etc. A .specimen

from the American deep-sea expeditions has been before me for comparison; young specimens are

not at hand.
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Cottunculus inerniis \'aill.

was liitherto only known from the descrij^tion and figure of \'ainant (I.e. p. 365, pi. 28, fig. 2) and

\va.s misjudged by the authors of -Oceanic Ichthyology (p. 525) who identified it with C. microps.

The French expeditions obtained 3 specimens (86""" in lengtli) from the localities alread\- cited (the

coast of vSudan and Banc d'Arguin ) at a depth of 930 and 1495 metres. More northerly it was hitherto

unknown. Ingolf) obtained 4 specimens:

Stat. Lat. N. Long. W.

102: 66 23' 10 26' (East of Cape Langanses), 750 fath., brown mud, bottom temp. —o.gC, size 58™™.

104: 66 23' 7 25' (East of the northeastpoint of Iceland), 957 fathoms, light graybrown mud, bottom

temperature -^ I'.i C, female, size 94™".

125: 68" 08' 16^" 02' (North of Iceland), 729 fathoms, bottom brown mud, temp, -h o\S C, a female, 150'"'",

and a younger specimen, 50'"".

Uniformly grayish without any design, almost quite naked and smooth, onlv a verv little

rough to the sense of feeling. No tubercles either on the crown of the head, the occiput or opercles.

The distance between the small eyes is \-ery large, more than thrice a diameter of the e\-e. Palatal

teeth not observed. Could therefore on so termed technical reasons be cut off as a peculiar o-eneric

type, but I prefer with \'aillant to keep it in the genus Coff/iiiciiliis. It ma\' still be added that in

younger specimens the granulati<:>n is very distinct and dense, though not so dense and complete as

in (". micropx.

A note about the northern Colti.

Cottus scorpius L. That the Greenland sea-scorpion {C. grdulaiid'uus) is not specifically different from the

common North-european species is well known now-a-days, though it may still happen that now and then a ^^Coltus

gronlandicus''^ is mentioned from European (Norwegian, Scottish, English 1 localities, most likely in cases where uncommon
large specimens of C. scorpius have occurred. The „IngoIf" expedition has brought home specimens of this species

from Stat. 33 (67' 57' Lat. North, 55 30' Long. West, S. W. of Egedesminde, depth 35 fathoms, gray sand bottom,

bottom temperature o .8 C). From the east coast of Greenland (Jameson's Land, „Hekla's harbour" etc., from the

shore to the depth of some [11] fathoms) the expedition of Ryder brought home some specimens, partly young

ones, partly rather adult individuals. It is added, that in „Hekla's harbour" it was found the whole year round.

C. scorpius is otherwise known from almost the whole west coast of Greenland to Umanak and Upernivik, it is noted

from Boothia, Port Leopold, the Wellington channel and the Northumberland sound, on the eastern side of America

to Cape Hatteras, at Iceland, Spitsbergen, the White Sea and Novaja-Scmlia , at the Faroe-Islands and at the British

coasts to the mouth of the „ Channel" and at the Scandinavian shores, in the Baltic to Uleaborg. If the (,Jaok" of

the Kamtschadales (C.jaoc) is correctly referred by Malm gr en to our common sea-scorpion, it meets in the northern

part of the Pacific with several other species of Cottus, for which I must refer to the literature, as it would be too

prolix to make a detailed account of it at this place.

C. scorpioides Fabr. (on which I must refer to my elucidations in „Vidensk. Meddel. Naturh. Forening" 1876)

was not found by the „Ingoir" expedition, nor are there from other sources turned u]) any new infonnations on it.

That Dr. F. Smitt (I.e.) regards it as a variety of C. scorpius does, after what I have set forth formerly, of course

not agree with my conception.

C. Lilljelwrgii has not been found on any of our arctic expeditions. On the other hand it is nained (Proc.

Royal Soc. Edinburgh, Vol. XV, p. 207, tali. IV, fig. B ) between the deep-sea fishes obtained on the north coast of

Scottland by Murray.

Cottus quadricornis L. has not been found neither by the „Ingolf" expedition. On the other hand the expe-

dition of Ryder to East-Greenland obtained a specimen at the depth of 3— 6 fathoms at „Hekla's harbour" („Med-

delelser om Gronland", XIX, Hvirveldyr by E. Bay p. 52). Otherwise it is well known that it has been found at

5*
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Mellville island and near the „Copper mine" (67° 12' Lat. North) in the Gulf of Bothnia and in the adjoining part of

the Baltic, in the Swedish and Russian lakes, in the White Sea and at Novaja-Semlia. Cfr. my former communication

the on the northern Cottoids in „Vidensk. Meddel. Naturh. Forening" 1876. Further information on its distribution at

the east coast of Greenland may probably be awaited through a future Eastgreenland expedition.

Icelus hamatus Kr.

The places where this little arctic Cottoid was obtained at the Ingolf expedition were:

Station Lat. N. Long. W. fathoms bottom temp.

31: 66' 35' 55' 54' off Holsteinsborg 88 i^6 C.

33- 67 57' 55"^ 30' S.W. of Egedesminde 35 gray sand o'.S C.

34: 67' 17' 54" 17' off Holsteinsborg 55 o".8 C.

127: 66 33' 20° 05' North of Iceland 44 sand bottom 5'".6 C.

Other informations on its distribntion and occtirrence will be found in the report of the

<Dijmphna> expedition and in the Norwegian North-Sea exi^edition , in Oceanic Ichthyology; etc.

In the last cited work and in Gilbert's report on the fish-collections made in the northern part of

the Pacific (at Alaska, Unalaska etc.) it is named Iccliis biconiis (Reinhardt), the author probably

following the hypothetical suggestion by Collett, that an Icchis :nay have been the fonndation of

Reinhardt's Co ffits biconiis, which can not be determined with certainty, the original .specimen not

existing. To change a denomination of scientific certitude with another of dubioits applicability can

onh' involve uncertainty and want of clearness. Gilbert also infers the possibility that the Pacific

type might differ specificalh- from the Atlantic North-Sea type. There are further named by North-

americau ichth},-ologists qtiite a series of Northpacific species: Icc/iis spiuigcr, caintlicitlatiis. viciiialis,

eiiryops and scidigcr, Iceliuus borcalis, tennis, Jilaiiinitosus, Jiinbriatus and octtlafus, as well as some

species of new genera unknown to me. The relation between those representative? species from the

same region of both oceans is, it is true, of great interest, but requires for its sohition a relatively

great material placed in one single hand.

Artediellus (Centridermichthys) uncinatus (Rhdt). (Tab. IV, fig. 9.)

Of this small Cottoid many speciinens were captured at station 33 (67' 57' Lat. North, 55^ 30'

Long. West, at a depth of 35 fathom.s, on gray sand, at a temperature at the bottom of 0-.8 C), some

at station 29 (65=34' Lat. North, 54-° 31' Long. West, depth 68 fathoms, on sandy bottom, temperature at

the bottom 0-.2 C.) and a single specimen at station 31 (66° 35' Lat. North, 55-54' Long. West, at 88

fathoms, temperature of bottom i .6C.), all on localities off the west coast of Greenland, not farther

south than Sukkertoppen
,
not farther north than Egedesminde. On its occurrence elsewhere ma\- be

referred to m>- former . Meddelelser om nordiske Ulkefiske.) («Vidensk. :Medd. Naturh. Forening>> 1876,

Novaja Semlia, coast of Norway down to 59 ) and to Bidrag til Kundskab om Kara Havets Fiske»

{•::Dijmphna-Togtetv 1886, p. 124, west coast of Novaja Semlia); to Collett: (den norske Nordhavs-

Expedition;», Fiskene, p. 29, between North Cape and Spitsbergen) and his .Meddelelser om Norges

Fi.ske» («Nyt Magasin for Naturvidensk.;> Bd. 29, 1884); also Hubrecht ( Niederl. Archiv f. Zoologie,
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Siipi^l. Bd., 1882, east of Beeren Island) and Bay (I.e., East Greenland, 127 fathom.s, 74' 17' Lat. North,

15' 20' Long. West). In Oceanic Iclitln'ology (p. 267) numerous localities from \-arious northatlantic

places are cited. As a synonym Coftus biconiis Rhdt. is also cited here; concerning this the reader is

referred to what is remarked above on Icclus luunatus.

Triglops Pingelii (RhdL).

was fonnd by Ingolf at the following localities:

Stat. Lat. X. Long. W. fathoms Bottom Ijottom temp.

29: 65 34' 54' 31' off Sukkertojjpen 68 sand o°.2 C. i sijecimen.

33: 67
" 57' 55 '30' S.W. of Egedesminde 35 gray sand o'\8 C. Numerous .specimens of both sexes

and younger stages.

34: 67^17' 54^17' off Holsteinsborg 55 sandy o^.g C. 8 specimens.

From the earlier literature it will be seen, that Triglops Pingelii is found not only on the

west coast of Greenland, but also from Spitsbergen, from the Barents Sea (East and vSouth of Beeren

Island), from the sea East and vSouth of Jan Mayen, at Iceland, northern Norway to Christianssund at

Soitth, at the Faroe Islands, and at the Northamerican shores. A long list of Eastamerican localities

are cited from the western Atlantic to the latitude of New England. A Tr. plciirosticiis Cope from

Godhavn has been put on record ( Proc. Acad. Philad. 1865), but in Oceanic Ichthyology (p. 269) it

is as by myself ( Vidensk. Medd. Naturhist. Forening 1876, p. 378) withdrawn to Tr. Pingelii. A new

species [Tr. Murrayi (Vthr.) has meanwhile been established (Report of fishes obtained in deep water

on the Northwest coast of Scotland, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh XV, p. 209, tab. IV, fig. A) on a form

found in Mull of Cantyre at 64 fathoms and Southeast of the island of Sonda, .said to be distinguished

by a lesser number of rays, the size of the e\'es, another shape of the head and a more compressed

tail. From the northern part of the Pacific is cited Tr. Braiii (Gilbert: Ichthyological collections*

p. 426, t. 28), Tr.sccpticits (p. 42S, 231.28) and Tr. xciiostctlnis (p. 429, PL29); the 2 first named of these

species at least are established on a greater number of specimens.

Agonus decagonus Bl.

is fished on the following places:

Station Lat. N. Long. W. fathoms bottom temp.

31: 6635' 55-54' Davis Strait 88 1.6C.

125: 66 oS' 16 02' North of Iceland 729 brown mud H- o .8 C.

126: 67 19' 15 52' Likewise 293 gra^'brown mud -^ o .5 C.

143: 62 58' 7^09' North of Faroe islands 3S8 sandy botom -H o .4 C. Two \-ounger specimens.

In Oceanic Ichthyology > placed in the genus Podctliccits. Outside of Greenland known from

Spitsbergen, the Barents Sea, Iceland, Varangerfjord and West-Finmarken. .i. iiialari/ioidcs Deslongchamps,

probabh- the same species, is said to be from Newfoundland (cfr. \'idensk. jNIeddel. ^ 1876, p. 381). On

other mailed Cottoids in the northern part of the Pacific the cited works of Gilbert, Jordan and

St arks may be consulted.
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Aspidophoroides monopterygius Lac.

Beyond the sea of the west coast of Greenland, where it is collected several times («Vidensk.

Meddel. ' 1. c. p. 385) and where the > Ingolf > expedition has obtained it at station 31 (Davis Strait,

66° 35' LaL North, 55^^ 54' Long. West, Sonth of Egedesminde, at a depth of 88 fathoms and a bottom

temperatnre of i^.e C.) and at station 33 (67° 57' Lat. North, 55" 30' Long. West, on 35 fathoms, South-

west of Egedesminde, on gray sand, at a bottom temperature of 0^.8 C, it is found repeatedly in the

sea of the eastern coast of Northamerica, even South of Cape Cod ((Oceanic Ichthyology? p. 284).

From \'ancouvers Island is known a A. (Ajigelogoiuis) iiicrinis and from the west coast of America

further A. Giinthcri Bean.

Aspidophoroides Olrikii Ltk.

known from the Greenland sea (Hellefiskebankerne, 32 fathoms depth) (< Videusk. Meddel. Naturhist.

Foren.s 1876, p. 386), the Kara Sea («Dijmphna
,
<;Kara Havets Fiske p. 120, pi. X\', Fig. i—3) and

the Barents Sea. Was captured plentifully at stat. 33 (cfr. above). A v dubious ^ specimen is mentioned

in <;Oceanic Ichthyology; (p. 284) from a depth of 44 fathoms at 46^45' Lat. North and 50' 02' 30"

Long. West. The prince of Monaco obtained 2 specimens on the banks of Newfoundland (Collett,

sResultats des Cainp. scientif. p. 39). It is cited also from the Wliite Sea and the eastern part of the

Murmannian sea (o;Verzeichniss der Fische des weissen und murnianschen INIeeres; I'Annuaire du Musee

zoologique de St. Petersbourg 1897).

Aspidophoroides O/rikii.

-»"C;)sf:5«;<^-«-
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Trachyrhynchus Murrayi Gthr 29.

Gadoids and allied fishes 29.

Motella (Ones) Reinhardti Kr Plate IV, fig. 8. 29.

Haloporphyrus eques Gthr Plate IV, fig. 7. 30.

Antiniora viola Goode et Bean 30.

Rhodichthys regina Coll Plate III, fig. 4. 31.

Cottoidei (s. lat.) 32.

Sebastes niarinus L- (nor\egicus .^scan.) 32.

Phobetor veutralis C. V. (tricuspis Rhdt.) 32.

Cottunculus niicrops CoU 33.

Cottunculus torvus Goode 34.

Cottunculus inermis Vaill 35.

Icelus hamatus Kr 36.

Artediellus (Centridennichthys) unciuatus (Rhdt.)

Plate lY. fig. 9. 36.

Triglops Pingelii (Rhdt.) 37.

Agonus decagonus Bl 37.

Aspidophoroides nionopter\-gius Lac 38.

Aspidophoroides Olrikii Ltk 38.
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THE INGOLF-EXPEDITION
I895-I896.

THE LOCALITIES, DEPTHS, AND BOTTOMTEMPERATURES OF THE STATIONS.

Station

Nr.
Lat. N. Lone;. W.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

S

9

ID

II

12

13

14

IS

i6

17

iS

19

20

21

22

23

62° 30- 8° 21'

63° 04' 9°22'

63° 35' 10° 24'

64° 07' 11° 12'

64° 40' 12° 09'

63° 43' 14° 34'

63° 13' 15° 41'

63° 56' 24° 40'

64° iS' 27° 00'

64° 24' 28° 50'

64° 34' 31° 12'

64° 38- 32° 37'

64° 4/ 34° 33'

64° 45' 35° 05'

66° iS' 25° 59'

65° 43' 26° 58'

62° 49' 26° 55'

61° 44' 30° 29-

60° 29' 34° 14'

58° 20' 40° 48'

58° 01' 44° 45'

58° lo- 48° 25'

60° 43' 56° GO-

Depth

in

Danish

fathoms

132

262

272

237

155

90

600

136

295

788

1300

1040

622

176

330

250

745

1 135

1566

1695

1330

1845

Only the

Bottom-

temp.

7"2

5°3

o°5

2°5

7°o

4°S

6°o

5°8

3°5

i°6

o°3

3°o

4°4

-o°75

6°i

3°4

3°o

2°4

i°5

2°4

i°4

Station

Nr.
Lat. N.

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

IvOn^.W.

Depth

in

Danish

fathoms

63° o6- 56° 00'

63° 30' 54° 25'

63° 51' 53° 03'

63° 57' 52° 41'

64° 37' 54° 24'

64° 54' 55° 10'

65° 14' 55° 42'

65° 34' 54° 31'

66° 50' 54° 28-

66° 35' 55° 54'

66° 35' 56° 38'

67° 57' 55° 30'

65° 1

7'
54°./

65° i6' 55° 05'

61° 50' 56° 21'

60° 17- 54° OS-

59° 12' SI" 05'

62° 00' 22° 38'

62° 00' 21° 36'

61° 39 17° 10'

6i°4i' 10° 17'

61° 42' 10° 11'

61° 42- 9° 36-

"99

5S2

136

34

109

393

420

68

22

88

318

35

55

362

1435

1715

1870

865

845

1245

625

645

545

Bottom-

temp.

2"4

3°3

o°6

3°S

305

0°2

i°o5

i°6

3°9

o°8

3°6

i°5

i°4

i°3

2°9

3°3

2°0

o°4

o°o5

4°8

Depth

Station

Nr.
Lat. N. Long. W. m

Danish

fathoms

Bottom-

temp.

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

61° 32' 9° 43'

61° 32- I '
° 36'

61° 32' 13° 40'

61° 32' 15° 11'

62° 07' 15° 07'

62° 43' 15° 07'

64° 15' 14° 22'

63° 57' 13° 32'

63° 15' 15° 07'

63° 08' 15° 40'

63° 33' 15° 02'

64° 00' 15° 09'

63° 37' 13° 02'

64° 25' 12° 09'

65° oo- 11° i6'

65° 09' 12° 27'

65° 03' 13° 06'

63° .8' 19° 12'

62° 40' 19° 05'

62° 06' 19° 00'

61° 33' 19° 00'

61° 33' 20° 43

61° 30' 22° 30'

Soo

1041

10S9

1128

975

643 4°i7

720 2°4o

950 3°23

II50 3°i7

1 1 20 2°9I

1020 3°i3

68 7°32

420 7°S7

795 3°<kS

691 3°9

3'6 5°9

68 7°57

350 3°4

21

1

o°S

3'" -o°i

24 o°9

55 o°4

72 7°92

4''o

3°>

3°o

3°o



station

Nr.
Long.W. Lat. N.

Depth

in

Danish

fathoms

Bottom-

temp.

Station

Nr.
Lat. N. Long.W.

Depth
in

Danish

fathoms

Bottom-

temp.

Station

Nr.
Lat. N. Long. W.

Depth

in

Danish

fathoms

Bottom-

temp.

68 62° 06' 22° 30' 843 3°4 92 64° 44' 32° 52' 976 i°4 118 68° 27' 8°20' 1060 — i°o

69 62° 40' 22° 17' 589 3°9
, 93 64° 24' 35° 14' 767 i°46 [19 67° 53' 10° 19' lOIO -i°o

70 63° 09' 22° 05' 134 7°o 94 64° 56' 36° 19' 204 4°i 120 67° 29 11° 32' 885 -i°o

71 63° 46' 22° 03' 46 65° 31' 30° 45' 213 121 66° 59' 13° II' 529 -o°7

72 63° 12' 23° 04' 197 6°7 95 65° 14' 30° 39' 752 2°I 122 66° 42' 14° 44' "5 i°8

73 62° 58' 23° 28' 486 5°5 96 65° 24' 29° 00' 735 I°2 23 66° 52' 15° 40' 145 2°o

74 62° 1/ 24° 36' 695 4°2 97 65° 28' 27° 39' 450 5°5 124 67° 40' 15° 40' 495 —o°6

6i°57' 25° 35' 761 98 65° 38' 26° 27' 138 5°9 125 68° 08' 16° 02' 729 —o°8

61° 28' 25° 06' 829 99 66° 13' 25° 53' 187 6°i 126 67° 19 15° 52' 293 -o°5

75 61° 28' 26° 25' 780 4°3 100 66° 23' 14° 02'
59 o°4 127 66° 33' 20° 05' 44 5°6

76 60° 50' 26° 50' S06 4°i lOI 66° 23' 12° 05' 537 -o°7 128 66° 50' 20° 02' 194 o°6

77 60° 10' 26° 59' 951 3°6 102 66° 23' 10° 26' 750 -o°9 129 66° 35' 23° 47' "7 6°5

78 60° 37' 27° 52' 799 4°5 103 66° 23' 8° 52' 579 -o°6 130 63° 00' 20° 40' 338 6°55

79 60° 52' 28° 58' 653 4°4 104 66° 23' 7° 25' 957 — i°i 131 63° 00' 19° 09' 698 4°7

80 61° 02' 29° 32' 935 4°o 105 65° 34' 7° 31' 762 —o°8 132 63° 00' 17° 04' 747 4°6

81 61° 44' 27° 00' 485 6° I 106 65° 34' 8° 54' 447 —o°6 133 63° 14' 11° 24' 230 2°2

82 61° 55' 27° 28' 824 4°. 65° 29 S°4o' 466 134 62° 34' 10° 26' 299 4° I

83 62° 25' 28° 30- 912 3°5 107 65° 33' 10° 28' 492 -o°3 135 62° 48' 9° 48' 270 o°4

62° 36' 26° 01' 472 108 65° 30' 12° 00'
97 i°i 136 63° 01' 9°ii' 256 4°8

62° 36' 25° 30' 401 109 65° 29' 13° 25' 38 i°5 137 63° 14' 8° 31' 297 —o°6

84 62° 58' 25° 24' 633 4°8 no 66° 44' 11° 33' 781 —o°8 138 63° 26' 7° 56' 471 —o°6

85 63° 21' 25° 21' 170 III 67° 14' 8° 48' S60 -o°9 139 63° 36' 7° 30' 702 —o°6

86 65° 03'

6

23° 47'

6

76 112 67° 57' 6° 44' 1267 — i°i 140 63° 29' 6° 57' 780 -o°9

87 65° 02'

J

23° 56'

2

no "3 69° 31' 7° 06' 1309 — i°o 141 63° 22' 6° 58' 679 -o°6

88 64° 58' 24° 25' 76 6°9 114 70° 36' 7°29' 773 — 1°0 142 63° 0/ 7° 05' 587 -o°6

89 64° 45' 27° 20' 310 8°4 115 70° 50' 8°29' 86 o°i 143 62° 58' 7° 09' 388 -o°4

90 64° 45' 29° 06' 568 4°4 116 70° 05' 8° 26' 371 -o°4 144 62° 49' 7° 12' 276 i°6

91 64° 44' 31° 00' 1236 3"! 117 69° 13' 8° 23' 1003 — i°o

->-o—-<S>-»-M>-<-
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On the Appendices Qenitales (Claspers)

in the Greenland Shark, Somniosus microcephalus

(BI. Schn.), and other Selachians.

By

Hector F. E. Jungersen.

Tilt following treatise has its origin from the circumstance that during the stav at Iceland of the

cruiser Ingolf I endeavoured to gather informations as to se\-eral facts concerning the Green-

land Shark, not yet elucidated. I succeeded onh' in throwing light upon a single one of these obscure

facts by gathering a suitable material. At the subsequent examination of this material I soon perceived

that the appendices genitales or claspers of the vSelachians generalh' had hitherto been \-er\' imperfecth'

examined although these organs on account of their conspicuous — sometimes almost colossal —
dimensions ha\e from time immemorial been known as characteristic for the males of cartilaginous

fishes. Of their functions only little is known with certaint\", and on this point I am not able to bring

new facts of an\- imjiortance; but though the function must be supposed to be the same in all Sela-

chians, a rich variation is found in their structure, especially in the skeleton, the structure being

different from genus to genus or e\en from species to species. That, however, through all this

variation a common type may be shown to exist, also with respect to the skeleton and the muscles,

has not hitherto been seen, but will, I hope, with sufficient clearness be shown by the following trea-

tise. As a consequence of the way, in which the work has come into existence, I ha\'e divided it

into two parts, of which one deals with the Greenland Shark onh', while the other treats of other

Plagiostomes and Holocephalcs.

The Appendages of the Ventrals in the Greenland Shark.

The words with which Gunnerus') commences his treatise of the Grecnhind vShark: Tliis fish

of the Haaekiud deserves to be somewhat better known to the learned than hitherto it has been

ma}' be said to some extent to be in force to this da\-, our knowledge of this species of sharks being

still rather defective, although it is not only very frequently foinid in the northern seas, but is also

in several places the object of a large and regular fisher)', as in our northern de]')endencies, espe-

cially off the coast of Iceland. It is so far less extraordinary, that many things with regard lo

') Om H a;i-vSk i erd i n ijc-ii. Dct 'niroiKlUifiiiske Selskaljs .Skrifti-r. 2, 1763, p. 330.

The Ingolf-Expedition. il. j.
^



2 ON THE APPENDICES GENITALES (CLASPERS) IN THE GREENLAND SHARK.

its biological conditions are unknown, as the same thing may be said of many common species of

fishes on our own coasts; but it seems more remarkable that we do not even know for certain whether

the Greenland Shark is viviparous or oviparous, and that several features of the anatomical structure

of the animal are unknown or only deficiently known. Although this species of Sharks is rather

frequentlv found on the more populated European coasts — also on ours — and more than once lias

come into the hands of naturalists, even anatomists, we are thus far from being perfectly acquainted

with the structure of its urinary and reproductive organs.

The facts which have in later years been brought forth as to the latter — and upon the whole

concerning the viscera of the Greenland Shark — are due to Sir William Turner, who has exa-

mined several specimens from British coasts and has given his results in The Journal of Anatomy and

Physiology >
').

As to the female the first of these communications (i) showed the surprising result that

oviducts were wanting. Consequently the Greenland Shark would necessarily be oviparous, and the

ova, detached from the ovary, would presumably leave the abdominal cavity through the abdominal

pores to be impregnated outside tlie mother. That the ovaries were immature in both the examined

animals of a respective length of ii ft. 8 inches and 8' ;, ft. is however evident from the description.

Later (3) the first statement is corrected: oviducts') are found, opening as usual in the Sharks with wide,

funnelshaped, closely united mouths before the liver, and running along the lower side of the kidneys

to the cloaca; in the examined specimen of 7 feet length the}- were about as thick as a goosequill;

the ovaries were quite immature. Still later (4) these parts are described in a somewhat more deve-

loped state in a Greenland Shark 11 ft. 6 in. long; the diameter of the oviduct was only 3/3 inch

(about I ctm.); the ovaries were quite immature. In none of these communications is shown, whether

any «shell gland , au\- indication of an uterus, indications of folds of the mucous membrane or the

like were found. To judge from the fact of these structures not being mentioned , that nothing of

the kind is found, I do not think justifiable; a shell-gland for inst. is generally alwa\'s foinid in

Sharks, wdiether they be oviparous or viviparous; more probablv these structures on account of the

immature state of the animals have not been proniinent, and therefore have not been noticed. For that

all the females examined by Sir W. Turner have been immature and \-ouug animals admits, I think,

of no doubt. The fact is that we know to a certainty that the mature ovarial eggs are about as large

as goose-eggs, but the largest mentioned by Sir W. Turner were onl\- of the size of shot or at most

of small bullets, and we know that the Greenland Shark grows to a still more considerable size than

II ft. 8 in.; therefore if the oviducts showed so small a size and besides (presumably) so simple a

shape, it is only, what might be expected in younger individuals 3), and I see no reason at all to

1) 1) A Coutributiou to the Visceral Anatomy of the Greenland Shark (Lamargus borealis). L. c. 7, 1873, p. 233.

2) Additional observations on the Anatomy of the Greenl. Shark. L. c. 8, 1874, p. 285. 3) Note on the Oviducts of the Greenl.

Shark. L. c. 12, 1878, p. 604. 4) A-Vdditioual Note on the 0\-iducts etc. L. c. 19, 1885, p. 221.

2) The oviducts had already been seen in 1847 b\- Kneeland (Boston Joum. Nat. Hist. 5, p. 479, 4851 in a specimen

of the length of 7 ft. 5 in.; the ovaries were immature. The first statement by Sir W.Turner has been repeated by

Fiirbringer: Zur vergl. Anat. u. Entwickelungsgesch. der Excretionsorgane der Vertebraten (Morphol. Jahrb. 4, 1878J p. 53, 83;

it is found as late as in Guido Schneider: Ueber die Entw. der Genitalcanale bei Cobitis tcunia L. und Phoxinus IcEvis

Ag. (Mem. Ac. Imp. d. Sc. de St. Petersbourg [8] T. 2, 1895) p. 9.

3) Comp. J oh. 11 tiller: Untersuchungen iiber die Eingeweide der Fische, Schluss der vergleichende Anatomic der

Myxinoiden lAbhdl. K. .\c. Wiss. Berlin 1843 [1845]), p. 133, 134.

I



ON THE APPENDICES GENITALES (CLASPERSi IN THE GKEENLAXI) SHARK.

suppose, as Sir W.Turner') does, another mode of brin.^inq; fortli the ova in tliis than in other

Sharks; the ova certainly all o;et into the oviduct, and are impregnated tliere; whetlier tlicv later are

«laid or develop into embr_\os in the uterus must for the present be left undecided'-').

On the internal reproductive organs of the male only one connuunication (2) has been ^ivcn

concerning a specimen of the length of 6 ft. i in. The testes were immature; neither bv the direct

examination of them and their mesorchium nor b\' injection from the renal duct was Sir W. Turner

able to detect any duct for the sperm, and from that he infers that distinct sexual ducts are also

wanting in the male, and that the sperm is evacuated into the abdominal ca\-it\-, thus quite corre-

sponding to the case of the females, as it the prex'ious year had been understood with regard to tliose;

but while the statement has been corrected by T. himself with regard to the latter, nothing has as

yet come to li.ght concerning the male. I think, however, that the supposition is allowable, that T."s

inference is j)remature also with regard to the male; it is likeh' that vasa efferentia in this voung,

immature specimen (which T. himself declares to be of innnature growth ) were either not formed

at all or at all events not in a directly visible way 3). It must appear quite natural that also the

external male genitals were quite undevelojied in this specimen; the copulatorv appendages were

only of a length of is/s inch, and were far from reaching the end of the fin-membrane (see the fig. 1. c.

p. 287). But these copulatory appendages seem always to have shown a quite similar undeve-

M Sir W. Turner evidently has not been able quite to dismiss his oritfinal concejition of the evacuation of the ova

through the abdominal pores (to which for the rest every parallel would be wanting, as the Cyclostonies have no abdominal

pores); even in his latest coranmnication (4, 1SS5 p. 2221 T. says: But, as it is very doubtful if the entire surface of each ovarv

could be embraced by the spathe-like canal (i. e. the mouth of the oviduct), a proportion of the ova would probably be shed

into the peritoneal cavity, and be evacuated through the abdominal pores .

-) Professor Liitken in: Smaa Bidrag til Selachiemes Naturhistorie. 2. Oni Havkalens Forplantning (Vid. Medd.

Naturli. Foren. i Kbhvn. 1879— So; p. 56) has tried to make it probable tliat the Greenland Shark should be oviparous, and
moreover have soft, shell -less eggs, which is known in no other plagiostome. Among the reasons that might give some
countenance to this notion Sir VV. Turner's anatomical results are quoted. It is quite evident that if T.'s first communication

of the want of oviducts had been correct, a deposition of the eggs, and an impregnation of them outside of the body of the

female would have been as good as proved; but the later infonnations from the same author are in my opinion of such a

nature, that they can be used as proofs neither for nor against a deposition of the eggs, but might — connected with my
demonstration- in the following, that the male Greenland Shark has fully developed copulatory organs — be used as proofs

of the eggs, as generally in .Sharks, being impregnated in the oviduct. The other reasons for a deposition of the eggs, quoted

by Professor L., viz. the negative one that we have never hitherto got any foetus of the Greenland Shark, and the more posi-

tive accounts from several lavmen of numerous large eggs, but always in the females, cannot, I think, prove anything either

in one or the other direction. Against the first of these reasons may be quoted the equally negative circumstance that we
have never found eggs of the Greenland Shark outside the animal neither, and against the second that the large eggs are

e^•idently ovarial eggs still coherent ])\ the thin, distended ovarial stroma; for all informations — also those I have got

personally from an Icelandic Shark-fisher — state that the large eggs, which are only seen by the flensing, always cohere by

thin membranes or the like: but large and soft ovarial eggs, as is well known, are not only found in oviparous, but as well

in viviparous .Sharks and Rays. As however the only earlier authors, who state anything at all about the ])ropagation, declare

quite positively, that tlie Greenland Shark is viviparous, viz. besides Otto Fabricius and Faber, who are both cited by

Professor Liitken, also Haviil Cranz, who says in his Historic yon Griinland , 2. Aufl. 1770 p. 13S: V.r bringt gemeinig-

lich 4 Junge zugleich zur Welt (from this work the statement is adopted liy Conch, fnnn whom Giinther probably has

his remark: Tt is stated to be viviparous, and to produce about four young at a birth [Introd. to the study of l-'ishe.s, 18.S0

P- 333I1
— a'"^ as moreover the very nearest relative of the Greenland Shark, the Soimiioiis roslialiis of the Mediterranean,

is known quite certainly to he viviparous, as also the somewhat more distant relatives, the SyvH/z^/J- species and the other

Spiiiacida ^ I, to be sure, think it most probable — 1 feel tempted to use a stronger expression — that also the G.reenland

.Shark, the other 6'(J«/7//oj-?/J--species, must be viviparous.

31 According to .Semper: Das Urogenitalsystem der Plagiostomen etc. i.Vrl). Zool. Zoot. Inst. Wiirzburg. 2. KS751 vasa

efferentia are in several Sharks already formed in the embryo; but I think it is doubllnl whether they can be recognized here

without the assistance of the microscope, and it does not appear tlnit Sir W. Tnrnt-r has nsid a microscopical exannnation;

but he says that the mesorchium was so transparent that he must have seen a duct, if tlu-re had been one. The ]iart of the

testis itself, which T. especially examined to trace a possible duct in it, can scarcely contain sncli a one, as it is evidently

the Vorkeimfalte of Semjier, i.e. the ]iart where the new ampulla- arc formed.

r



4 ON THE APPENDICES GENITAI.ES (CLASPERS) IN THE GREENLAND SHARK.

loped condition in the other (and it turns out to be very few) male specimens, mentioned as

examined by naturalists.

In this circumstance, in connection with the interpretations by Sir W. Turner of the genital appa-

ratus in both sexes, is most likely to be sought the reason of the idea that the Greenland Shark

onlv should be possessed of rudimentary copula to ry appendages. This supposition has been

set forth by Professor Liitken in the communication on the propagation of the Greenland Shark, cited

on p. 3 note 2. In this paper Sir W. Turner's description of the reproductory organs both of the male

and female is reported with the following remark: Of what use the copulatory members of the male

were was not e\'ident; but perhaps these organs are in this species of Sharks rudimentar\- structures

without anv importance? At all events I know no descriptions giving them a size like that found

in the Spiny Dog-fish or the Basking Sharks. I must confirm the latter sentence myself. It was to

be expected beforehand that, if the male of this species had really copulatory appendages of proportions

relatively as those of other species, so prominent formations would scarcely have escaped the notice,

but would probably have been mentioned by oue or more of the many earlier authors, who have

written of the North and the Northern nature, in which writings tlie Greenland Shark and tlie

catching of it bear a part, and of whom more, I suppose, have had the opportunity of knowing the

animal by autopsy.

However, I have in vain sought in authors as: Egede, Cranz, O. Fabricius, Scoresby,

Eggert Olafsen, ]\Iohr, Olaus Olavius, Faber, Pontoppidau, Strom, Leem, Rosted,

Landt, and others; I find nothing concerning this point. Only Gunner us') mentions these organs,

which 5 we have reason to take to be the external characteristics of the niale-j, but iu undeveloped

condition. Gunnerus had 3 male specimens, the largest not exceeding 5 ells (Danish) in length,

and the smallest being 2V2 ell; the figure shows the appendages quite small, shorter than the fin-

membrane; besides it is evident from his description, that he himself justly thinks his specimens to

be young animals.

Later authors too do not mention appendages in more developed condition; they are on the

whole (as far as I know) onl\- mentioned by Yarrell and bv Malm. Yarrell^) says of a specimen

described by Valenciennes 3): The fish was a male; the ventral fins and sexual appendages or

claspers very small. Valenciennes himself, however, says nothing of the sex, and does not at all

mention the appendages; he only says that the ventrals are small, so that possibly the cited remark

of Yarrell has it origin from a misreading. Malm+) mentions two males, which he correctly declares

to be young, respectively of a length of 1850""" and i8<So™™; the length of the hjelpgenitalia was in

both 25"'"; they did not reach the end of the ventral fin. Only in one place I have found a statement

suggesting, that the authors in question have had tlie opportunit}' of seeing the appendages of the

Greenland Shark in a more developed state, viz. in ^Vluller and Henle^). They divide the genus

Scyi/ii/us in two subgenera: i) Scyiinnis (to which Sc. lichia and S. hrasilinisis), characterized among

1) 1. c. p. 330 seq., pi. X, fig. i, Lit. a. PI. XI, fig. i, Litt. a, a.

2) History of British Fishes, 3J ed., 2, p. 527.

3) Nouv. Ann. du Museum, i, p. 455, pi. 20.

4) Goteborgs och Bohuslaus Fauna. 1877. p. 627, 629.

5) Systematische Beschreibung der Plagiostomeu. 1841. p. 91, 93.
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Other things by: Die iiiannliclien Auhihige ohne vStachel , and 2) L(riiiargus (to which A. borcalis

[the Greenland Shark |,
L. Im bord/i awd L. rostrafits) in which: ; die Mannchen haben einen Stachel an

den Anhangen . Bnt whence ha\e M. &. H. this hitter information? The work itself tells nothin<''

about it, and in none of the works cited is found anything about a sjjine on the appendage in

S. borcalis (and no more in the other species).

After Professor Liitken l:aving given the cited connuunication about the propagation of the

Greenland Shark the Museum of Copenhag:en has got a male specimen of a length oi 9 ft. (2835"""),

whose ventrals are preserved in the collection; also in this specimen the copulatory appendages are

very small as hereafter mentioned, and so far they might serve as a corroboration of the advanced con-

jecture, that in this Shark these organs should Ije rudimentar\' and functionless.

As I, however, had some doubts of the correctness of this supposition — as also of the other

that the Greenland Shark should be oviparous - I endeavoured during the last cruise of the . Ingolf

to get fins of the Greenland Shark for examination , and as far as possible to procure reliable infor-

mations of this Shark in all respects. During a stay in the close of June i8g6 in Dyrefjord, where a

manufactory for train-oil of the Greenland Shark is found, I took the opportunity of communicating

with a fisher of Greenland Sharks, whom I f(ir some time questioned bv means of an interpreter.

The conversation was rather difficult, as the man was somewhat embarassed, only answered to my

questions, and would not speak himself or give his own opinion. However I got the information

that the fishermen know \-ery well to distinguish between male and female, that eggs> (i.e. the large

o\-arial eggs) are onl\- found in large specimens, and tliat the nuiles are smaller than the females;

he had however never seen a (.Treenland vShark smaller than about 3 ells (Danish) '). I drew a sketch

of the \-eutrals for him, and asked, if he had seen the appendages on the ventrals, which he affirmed;

then I promised him a reward, if he would obtain for me as many pairs of ventrals as possible, and

with as large appendages as possible, which he might preserve in brine, as also a whole and sound

male, as I supposed that I should be back in D\-refjord about at the time, when he should return

to deliver his ne.xt cargo of liver, this, as is well known, being the onlv part of the animal nuade use

of. Circumstances however would that the Ingolf did not return on the Dyrefjord until the begiiming

of August, and so I did not find the man again. But I foiuid at the nianufactor\- a great deal of

pairs of ventrals in brine, all with the appendages and with these in different stages of de\-elopment,

together with a whole male, the last the fisherman had caught; he had during the whole time very

carefully kept the last caught male for preservation, and had come on the Dyrefjord with a quite

sound specimen, which was also the ver}- smallest he had got; but as I did not return in due time,

also this specimen was put into brine. Apparently- everything had kept ver>' well b\- this mode of

preservation, the fins at all events excellently; but by the dissection of the whole Shark it soon became

apparent that all the internal organs were sadly damaged: the kidne\-s and the internal reproducti\-e

organs were completely disorganized, so that nothing whatever was to be recognised; not even the

renal ducts that use to be rather resistant, were to be traced at all. I was thus disappointed in mv

M Collftt however state.s that specimens of a length of about 2 ft. sonielinios have lieen obtained; probably

newborn youn.!.;s. Meildelelser oni Norges Fiskc i .\arene iSyg -Sj, p. iiS. Nyt Mag. f. Xaturw vol. 29.
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hope of being able to give a good account of tlie structure of these organs, and must be content to

give informations of the external copulatory organs.

The whole Shark was about 8 ft. (2"" SC^™) in length, and its ventrals, as also their appendages,

were smaller than any of the other cut off ventrals and their appendages, which latter were also

much more developed; unfortunately no statement of the length of the respective animals was given.

Rut if we start from the supposition, which I think most likeh', that the ventral proper grows in pro-

portion to the animal itself, we can with some certainty calculate the size of the animals, to which

the cut off fins have belonged; and judged by that they have all been large animals between 3 and

5 metres, the largest at all events upwards of 6 ells (Danish).

I am not able to decide with perfect certainty, if any of the obtained ventrals have the appen-

dage so large and developed, as it pos.sibly can be; but at all events these organs are so far developed

in the largest specimens that they will scarcely change their structure in any considerable degree,

even if they become somewhat longer. In the largest fins the free end of the cojjiilatory organ

reaches about 5''™ farther back than the point of the fin-membrane itself; in the somewhat smaller

ones 3—4"='", and in two a little smaller still about i"^'" behind the point of the fin. In the smallest

specimen finally (the above mentioned animal 2™ 50"^™ long) the point of the ventral on the contrary

reaches 2—3^^™ farther back than the point of the appendage. Between this last specimen and the

immediately preceding the above mentioned specimen of the museum (which however is partly skele-

tonized) may be placed with regard to size and development. Here accordingly we have a series

showing the stages in the growth of these organs, well known from the other Sharks, from small

.short rudiments, shorter than the ventral itself, to a more or less considerable length beyond the

inner edge of the ventral. Thus every idea of the Greenland Shark differing from other Sharks in

onh' possessing rudimentary ventral appendages must be dropped.

About the remaining external features of the organ I shall confine m)-self to state, that its

whole dorsal surface (i. e. the surface whicli in the natural position is in contact with the ventral

side of the body) as well as the adjoining part of the fin itself is quite naked and smooth without

dermal teeth, which is also the case with the medial surface, where those of the same pair are in

contact, while the ventral surface (as in the remainder of the fin) is clothed with dermal teeth,

however more sparsely and sparingly towards the point, the outermost part of which is naked and

quite soft. Otherwise these organs are in their developed state stiff and hard on account of the

strong internal skeleton. On the lateral side of the end is felt throiigh the skin a particular!}- hard

and movable part of the skeleton, and in most of the specimens this part is naked and appears as

a pointed, polished thorn or sp)ine. I can however assert with certainty that in all the specimens,

I have brought home, it has only been laid bare b}- the skin on the spot being torn; it is also seen

quite covered in the right clasper of one of the largest specimens. I siippose, however, that before

the member comes into function, or at the function, this spine is uncovered; in fully developed

appendages of Acnnthias and Spiiiax at all events both the corresponding part and one or two more

parts of the skeleton protrude naked, imcovered by the integument; and in the circumstance that in

all these fins the spine sureh- only has been set free by damage or by bad preservation, I find

a jjositive intimation of their appendages not yet having reached their greatest development. This
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spine is still plainly felt in the somewhat smaller fins, excepting- the two smallest; in these evidently

it has not yet been calcified, no more than most of the other parts of the skeleton, cliaracterizin"-

the end or terminal part of the developed organ; therefore these small appendages are upon the

whole rather soft to the feeling and with flexible ends.

The form of the developed appendage is straight, somewhat dorso-ventrallv flattened; a distinc-

tion may be made between the considerably longer proximal part, which might be called the shaft,

and the short distal part, the terminal part, which is free of the fin, and, as will be more parti-

cularly bespoken hereafter, possesses a certain limited mobilit)-; the largest breadth is found imme-

diately before the terminal part; on the dorsal side, somewhat nearer to the lateral than to the medial

edge, is seen the peculiar cleft, the appendix-slit, which is found in all Selachians; it reaches

to the posterior end of the mend^er, and leads in the free part of this into a deep canal, more

anteriorU- into a glandular bag, which, like a deep pocket, at the base of the appendage goes round

to the ventral side of the fin, and here under the skin reaches — according to age and development —
a longer or shorter distance towards the pehis. The inner walls of this bag are smooth

,
partly

pigmented, and from their epithelium is secreted a peculiar fluid, which when coagulated is tallow}',

but whose function is not certainl)- known. This bag, as to its origin, is siniph" a folding in of the

outer skin'); it is surrounded with muscles, able to press the secretion into the canal and through

the slit to the e.xterior. The inner (medial) lip of the slit is immovable and cannot be displaced,

while the outer (lateral) one till near the terminal part consists of soft tissue, and is therefore easily

opened, so that a finger may be introduced into the bag; but at the end of tlie shaft, immediately

before the terminal part, all distension is pre\ented by the inner skeleton, wdiich is found here, and

straightens the slit, so that it becomes \-ery narrow; to the distal side of this straightening, in the

terminal part ifself, the canal mav again be opened, and it will open spontaneously, if the terminal

part is bent a little in the ventro-medial direction, in ^\•llicll case the spine will at once erect.

The following measures referring to the largest appendages, ma>' be added:

Length from the anterior border of the cloaca to the terminal point of the appendage 24— 26''"'.

— of the terminal part of the ajjpendage 5— 5'5""-

Breadth of the appendage before the terminal part So—4'"'''

Length of the slit 16'"'.

— of the part outside the fin 6'"'.

Part outside of the point of the fin-uiend^rane 5""-

The skeleton (pi. I, fig. 1—9). The .skeleton of the ventral fin in the male consists of i) the

pelvis, 2) the axial part or the stem, which' laterally wears 3) the rays, and as a continuation

4) the skeleton of the appendage.

The structure of the pelvis is as commonly in the vShark.s, it consisting of an unpaired, some-

what arcuated cartilage, the surface of which is rather slightly calcified; it has the greatest thickness

M I have followed its development in embrycs of Acanlhias , .ts has also been done by Petri: Die Copulations-

orgaue der Plagiostomen. Zeitschr. f. wis.s. Zoologie, vol. 30, 187S.
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in the middle, and here projects from the posterior edge a ckmisily rounded process. The stem of

the ventral articulates by its principal piece, the basale, (pi. I, fig. i Z^'), with the lateral end of the

pelvis, as do also a pair of the foremost rays. The foremost ray (A') is always short and

big, shaped like the blade of an axe, whose head articulates with the pelvis, the hindmost corner of

the blade with two small terminal joints; it bears the second ra}-, which is accordingly out of connec-

tion as well with the stem as with the pelvis; sometimes it is proximally coalesced with A. The third

rav has pressed so far forward, that it articulates both with the stem and the pelvis. Most of the

other rays are more or less straight, c>lindric, distally a little flattened (especially in the foremost

ones); the two (less frequently three) hindmost are always somewhat bent, so that the convexity turns

dorsally, owing to the fact, that the glandular bag from the dorsal side passes under them to the

ventral side of the fin. These two hindmost rays are often more or less united, sometimes almost

quite coalesced. The foremost ra>s (nrore than half of them) have three joints, then follow some (3)

with two joints, and the last (3) are never jointed. The number of rays varies from 12—16'); com-

monh' one fin of the same pair has a ray more than the other, and a rather considerable variation

is found in the more special relations of the rays, in their mutual coalescing 2), their articulation, and

distal dichotomy; sometimes an extra ra}- is inserted, not reaching the stem; such extra rays have

not been counted in the numbers given , and they do not occur s\'mmetrically in both fins. Such

variations are also known in other Sharks 3) , and I shall not here enter into further details , as they

are of no importance for the examination in question.

The stem con.sists of i) a large and big principal piece, Basale iiictaptcrygii (B), to which

most of the rays are attached; its inner edge is almost straight, only slightly concave, the outer edge

is convex; 2) a short piece {62) directly continuing the foregoing; 3) generally is on the medial side

inserted, as it were intercalated, a little cuneiform piece (/>i). The piece 1)2 bears the two hindermost

rays, so that the last but one is articulated at its proximal extremity, and here also touches the ba-

sale, the last at its distal extremity, where it has also a little articular surface with the proximal

end of the stem of the appendage. Finally is found 4) a rather considerable piece (/a") placed on the

dorsal side of the stem in such a way, that it is proximally connected with the latero-dorsal corner

of the basale by a little articular surface, and distalh- by a longer, obliquely placed articular surface

with the latero-dorsal edge of the anterior end of the ai^pendix-stem (fig. 2 at x). This piece /9 is

rather thick, dorso-ventrally somewhat flattened, has a convex medial edge, and a straight lateral

edge; posteriorly it is somewhat more pointed than anteriorly; the foremost part of the convex edge

is connected with the dorsal side of the piece 62', it has no articulation at all with any of the rays 4).

Between the lateral corner of /'21 /?, and the appendixstem 5) a little piece (5, is sometimes intercalated.

Then follows 6) the a ppendixskel e ton. Its chief piece (tab. I, iig.ii, fig- 2, 3) evi-

dently belongs to the stem, and is placed in innnediate continuation of the foregoing pieces, with

') In two females I have found tlie number respectively 15—17 and 16— 17 on the two side.s.

2) In one specimen separate, independent pieces of cartilage have been developed ; they are placed across, and near

tlie outer end of the rays they connect two and two of these.

3) Comp. Gegenbaur: Ueber das Skelet der GUedmaassen der Wirbelthiere im AUgenieinen und der Hinterglied-

maassen der Selachier insbesondere. Jen. Zeitschr. 5 Bd., 1S70, p. 435 seq.

4) By the choice of the letter-marks I have intended to point out, tliat all these parts belong to the stem-skeleton.
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which it forms an — to be sure very obtuse — an.s^le. In a full\- developed skeleton the chief piece is

longer than the basale; in the largest specimens at hand the ratio is: ^ = c.-^; on the medial

side it is rounded, in the foremost third part somewhat dorso-ventralh' flattened; the lateral sur-

face (/) is more or less distinctly bomided from the other surfaces; it is only in the fore part

somewhat rounded, posteriorly it is flattened, and the hindmost ]Kirt is somewhat hollow; on the dorsal

side this lateral surface is in the whole length of the piece sharply limited bv a tliin, elevated, hard

calcified ridge (fig. 2, 3, A'e/), anteriorh- lieginning as quite low, posteriorly becoming higher and higher,

as well as thicker, and bearing in the posterior half an edge, folded to the dorsal side, ]irregularlv

indented, and collarlike; on the \'entral side (see fig. 3) the lateral siirface is in the greater part of its

extent much more indistinctly bounded by an evenly rounded eminence, which is not harder than

the common surface; in the posterior part, liowe\er, rises rather suddenly a short, calcified, strong

ridge or plate, which in the shape of a large foliaceous process folds over to the dorsal side, wliere

it approaches rather near to the opposite edge (fig. 2, 3, A'r'). The free edge of this folded process

is thickened, and irregularly rugged. The described elevated ridges or plates in connection with the

flath' hollowed hindmost part of the lateral surface forms the place of part of the appendix-slit or

the excretory duct of the gland-bag; these hard parts of the skeleton it is, that, as mentioned on

p. 7, prevent a distension of the appendix-slit.

Immediately behind the end of these calcified ridges the chief piece continues as a thin, round,

finger-shaped elongation, the end-st)'le (fig. i, 2, 3, .f); it is soft, or at all e\-ents at its base quite

devoid of calcification, while farther out a slight surface-calcification ma\- be foimd. Else the chief

piece is everywhere calcified on the surface (l^eing anteriorly somewhat rough for the attachment of

the muscles), and more calcified than the basale and the rays, but the above mentioned ridges

{Rd^ R7<] are completel)- calcified and hard. When such a chief piece is dried, these ridges

therefore will not shrink, but rise distinctly as independent parts. Ry a close examination of an

undried chief piece the boundary lines of these calcified .side-parts may also be distinguished, and thus

we shall arrive at the same result: the chief piece is composed of three parts, viz. the

appendix-stem (/'), posteriorly becoming lanceolate, medio-laterally compressed, and ending as a

slender, thin, (at the base) uncalcified end-style, and two calcified marginal cartilages, one long,

slender, dorsal, the other shorter, broader, ventral [Rd, R7').

To this chief piece are attached a number of terminal pieces, more or less mo\ably joined

to each other and to the chief piece. Of these pieces two join the posterior borders of the marginal car-

tilages and the end-style of the stem, and form, as a kind of continuation of the marginal cartilages, the

dorsal (dorso-medial), and ventral (ventro-lateral) borders of the hinder part of the appendix-slit; these

two pieces are here called respectively the dorsal and the ventral terminal ])iecc ('/</, 77i.

The dorsal piece (fig. i '/'(/, fig. 4, 5) is the smaller one; it tapers to both ends, most to the post-

erior; on the exterior (mediallv) it is somewhat rounded, with a shar]) lateral edge, a little denticulated,

towards the appendix-slit slightly hollow in the foremost two third parts; the thick medial edge is

by means of connective ti.ssue closely connected with the end-style, the anterior end with the dorsal

marginal cartilage. It is completely calcified, and the surface, esjiecialh- towards the terminal end, is

rugged and rough.

The Ingolf-Expedition. 11. 2,
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The ventral terminal piece (fig. i Tr-, fig. 6, 7) is considerablvlarger; the .surface towards the

appendix-slit is deeply hollow like a trough, the external, ventral, snrface is rounded, and has laterally

a winglike, sharp process; it is also completely calcified, and a great part of the surface is irregularly

furrowed and rugged. The one anterior edge of the trough articulates with the ventral marginal

cartilage, by the inner, ventral, edge it is connected with the style.

Between this piece and the overlapping plate of the ventral marginal cartilage is seen a

third terminal piece (fig. i, T^,)- the thorn or spine (fig.8, 9). It is, like the other pieces, quite

hard, and the proximal end is somewhat head-shaped with a smooth surface, almost like an articular

snrface; else it is for a great part x'er}- irregularly rugged and furrowed, but the outermost jDoint is

glossy and smooth, dentine-like; the whole thorn is longitudinally somewhat twisted.

Besides these fulh- developed terminal pieces indications of two more are to be seen, viz. a

thin, narrow lamella, only calcified in sjaots, joins the lateral edge of Td , and supports the edge

of the dorsal lip of the appendix-slit; anteriorly it reaches somewhat beyond Td\ this indicated piece

is here designated as Td, (comp. pi. \', fig. 61, 621; the second piece is a very firm and strong fibrous

tissue, joined to the anterior dorsal edge of the piece ZV, and without distinct borders merging into

the aponeurotic covering, connecting the thorn, the piece 7r', and the overlapping plate of the mar-

ginal cartilage, and serving for insertion of part of the muscles (see pi. V, fig. 61 , 62, Tv,)\ in this

latter piece a calcification has commenced, indicating perhaps, that it might become a separate termi-

nal piece, which I shall designate as Tv^ (comp. other Plagiostomes for inst. Spinax). As these two

last mentioned pieces are, as it were, still developing, I suppose, that even the most developed of tlie

appendices in hand cannot, in a stricter sense, be said to be full grown }et; but as the piece Tv^ also

in some other Sharks (f. inst. Acanthias) is found only indicated and uncalcified, even in quite deve-

loped appendices, my supposition is not quite reliable.

The whole of this terminal skeleton, composed of the terminal pieces and the end-style of

the stem, is movable to a certain degree; as to fin'ther details on this point the reader is referred

to p. 14.

By examining the appendix-skeleton in the earliest stages of development we find that

originally it is composed of only one single piece, being that, which above is termed the appendix-

stem. This I in the specimen from Iceland, 2™ 50='" long, and in the specimen from the Zoological

Museum, 9 ft. long) is still quite soft, shorter than the basale, anteriorly roimded, posteriorlv lance-

olate, the edges of the lancet being placed almost dorsally and ventrally, and ends as a thin st}le

(see fig. 2 in the text p. 19); thus mainly rendering the form of the chief piece minus the marginal

cartilages. Of these latter as well as of the terminal pieces no trace is found. In somewhat more

advanced stages, where the appendi.K-stem is as long as, or a little longer than the basale, the three

terminal" pieces and especialh' the thorn are very well to be distinguished, while the marginal cartilages

still are absent, or, at all events, in the fibrous tissues, occupying their place, no calcification or distinct

bordering of such cartilages is to be found (not even of the overlai^ping plate). In still a little

more advanced stages also the marginal cartilages are found in the same shape and with the

same bordering as in the most developed, but the boundar}- lines between them and the stem are

much more distinctly marked; they are calcified, but are still soft enough to permit of easy cutting;
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,

to the naked e\-e the section shows a particular fibrous texture (as in sections of the terminal pieces),

and a whitish colour, distinguishing it distinctly from a section of tlie appendix-stem or any other

part of the skeleton proper, for inst. a ra\- or the basale, the surface of which will be h\-aline. From

these developmental facts it will appear with all desirable distinctness, that the marginal carti-

lages and the terminal pieces are secondary parts of the skeleton, developed in the

tissues surrounding the primary skeleton, properly so called. Thus of the appendix-.skeleton onlv

the appendix-stem, the piece /', belongs to the primary skeleton.

To resume what is said about the appendix-skeleton in the Greenland vShark:

The appendix-skeleton consists of a chief piece and terminal pieces mo\abh' connected with

it; the chief piece is formed by the coalescing of the a]:)pendix-stem with two secondary calcified

cartilages, the marginal cartilages; the appendix-stem belongs to the primordial axial .skeleton of

the ventral fin, being the terminal joint the extremity of which remains soft; the terminal pieces

are all secondary calcified cartilages.

The muscular system (pi. V, fig. 58 to 62) follows the t\pe, which has been described in

Acaiithias bv v. Da\'idoff'); this type, however, has been founded on the structure of the ventrals of

the female; the rather considerable differences from it are due to the copulator\' appendages, for

the special use of which special muscles have to be developed. Distinction ma}" be made between:

I) The fin muscles proper, and II) the muscles of the appendage; as, however, some of the former

spread over part of the appendage, this distinction cannot be made cpiite distinct.

I. In the fin- muscles proper may be distinguished, as v. Davidoff and the earlier

authors do, between the muscles of the ventral and those of the dorsal side; they are anta-

gonistic, the former adducting the fin, and remox'ing it from the abdomen, the latter abducting the

fin, and pressing it against the abdomen.

I) The ventral muscles of the fin consist of a) a medial muscular mass, chiefh' reaching

from the pelvis to the stem-skeleton of the ventral, with laterally and oblicpiely- posteriorly directed

bundles of fibres, and b) a lateral mass, the muscles of the ra_\'s, issuing from the stem-skeleton, and

following the ravs to the fin-mendDrane.

a) This powerful group of muscles (pi. \', fig. 58—61, ^i and E] in so far does not wholly be-

long to the ventral side, as, besides forming the medial edge of the fin, it is also seen on the dorsal

side. Looking first at its ventral side we find its origin covering almost the whole ventral surface

of the peh'is: between the fin-nniscles of the two sides only a triangular piece of the peh'is is to be

seen in the middle anteriorh', from the top of which a narrow uncovered streak runs backward to

the end of the above (p. 8) described process; from this i.ssues further backward in llic linea alba

an aponeurotic streak (fig. 58, s\ which continues the pelvis, and serves as attachment for part ol the

same muscular mass. The superficial ventral part is for the greater jiarl comjiosed of distinct bundles

of muscles, enveloped in rather firm sheaths of connective tissue, and mostly corresponding in number

and direction with the muscles of the rays; Initthis composition of isolated bundles is eftaced auleriorly-

lateralh' and posteriorly-medialU'.

Anteriorly the fibres running obliquely fmm the pelvis towards llie outer margin of the fin

) Bfitrii.i;e zur vert;lficheiiiUn Anatoiiiic ikr hintirni ('.litclninssi- ik-r l-iscliv. :\l()riilic'l. JaJiilnich. 5 liU.. 1879, j). 4 j.) .-ii'q.
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form a rather solid mass spreading from the fore edge of the pelvis over the broad ray i?. The fore-

most of the following distinct bnndles of mnscles cross the ventral surface of the basale reaching as far

as to the horny filaments > of the fin-membrane, ending here in a tendinous mass; the following bundles

only reach to the basale where they are inserted with tendinous ends, from which tendinous part the ray-

muscles originate as a prolongation — however, when we look farther backwards, with a distinct inter-

position of a narrow stripe of the basale. Between the said foremost bundles, continuing immediately in

the ra\-muscles, and those attached to the basale, a gradual transition is found, a tendinous part in

the superficial layer of the bundles being inserted on the place of transition.

The hindmost and medial part of the muscle A is not composed of isolated bundles, but its

fibres running rather straightly backwards form a solid mass, inserted on the distal end of the basale,

on the pieces b^, and b^, and on the proximal end of the chief piece of the appendage {b).

The whole muscular mass, as mentioned, is of a considerable thickness; its deeper part which

is also seen from the dorsal side, is not divided into separate bundles; this deeper, more dorsal, part

originates from the rounded posterior surface of the pelvis, and even reaches to its dorsal surface; it

is inserted along the medial side of the basale and the following joints inside the insertion of the

described superficial ventral layer.

Witli this muscle A is closeh' connected another (pi. V, fig. 59 and 61, E), chiefly seen from

the dorsal .side. It originates on the medial side of the basale, a little before the middle, its fibres

crossing those of the muscle A, and spreading over the appendage; as above the knee > of the latter

the fibres run obliquely across the medial edge of the fin and on to the ventral side, part of the edge of

this muscle will consequently be discernible on this side (pi. V, fig- 58 and 60 E). It is spread like a

cloak over the chief muscle [D) of the appendage forming a rather thin plate and growing thinner from

the \-entro-medial edge laterally (cp. fig. i in the text); its fibres are attached, partly along the narrow

ridge, formed by the dorsal marginal cartilage along the appendix-slit (fig. 61 af) partly, distally, to a

thin, firm aponeurosis (fig. 6i<7), covering the muscle D, and attached to the elevated distal part of

the dorsal marginal cartilage (Rd). In somewhat older animals with well developed appendages this

muscle E is as well proximally as distally distinctly separate; in young animals, however, with

only little developed appendices (fig. 59) the distal part is still ver\- distincth- marked, but the i^roximal

part is less sharply separated from the large muscular mass A ; numerous bundles coming from the

pelvis and the aponeurotic streak .f unite with those from the basale, and numerous bundles from the

basale run over among the former and reach to the proximal end of the appendix-stem.

The above described muscular group consisting of the muscles A and E, will, according to

circumstances, be able to act in two different ways; these muscles will, when the antagonists of the

dorsal side are not contracted, move the fin from the abdomen, and at the same time draw its inner

edge towards the median line, thus moving the two fins towards each other; and when the dorsal

antagonists act on the fin, they will move the appendix only, towards the median line, thus

acting as extensors for the appendix; the latter action will be facilitated by the muscle E acting

rather distally on the appendix (an effect as to the opening of the appendix-slit is of course out of
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the question). Con,sequentl>- I design the lar^j^e cliicf mn.sclc .J a.s Afiisailiis adductor (rf depressor)

pillme (ef (ippeiidieis)^ the mu.scle E as J/z/xc. extn/sor (appciidicis)^).

b. The ventral mu.scular system of tlie rays (fig. 58, 60, Ra) is composed of distinctly separated

bundles of fibres, or independent muscles in number corresponding with the rays thev follow; only

anteriorh- the independence of the ra\-muscles, as mentioned above, is concealed bv coalescence with

the lateral bundles of Muse, addiictor, coming from the pelvis. The ray-nm.scles originate on the

ventral .surface of the basale and the piece h,^ and run laterall\- backwards in an oblique direction,

each following its ray, Ijut without reaching the end of it; tliey only reach the horn\' filaments (the

two layers of which comprise a rather considerable part of the lateral ends of the ra\-s| and here

pass into tendinous tissue. The hindmost ray-muscle is rudimeutar\-; it does not originate on

the stem-skeleton, but on the last ra\' but two, and passes to the last but one and on to the fin-

membrane.

Z) The dorsal nuiscular system of the fin proper (pi. \', fig. 59) is composed of a) a super-

ficial part originating from the lateral muscles of the body, and b) a deeper-lying part originating from

the stem-skeleton.

a) On a part of the l)od\-, corresponding in length to the connection between the bf)dv and the

fin, a svstem of distinct muscular bundles [O) originate in the aponeurosis covering the lateral muscles

of the bod\', and run obliquely outward and backward to the horny filaments, where the\' pass into ten-

dinous tissue; thus their outward border corresponds to that of the ra\--muscles on the ventral side,

being considerably distant from the ends of the rays. The hindmost of these bundles are directed

straight backwards, corresponding to the direction of the last of the rays. Furthermore from the

inner side, the side towards the uuiscles of the body, of the said system some bundles of fibres (C)

originate running obliquely backward and inward, and attached to the hindmost half of the basale

and to the dorsal piece /9; thus the whole s^^stem originating from the lateral muscles, is, as to tlie

hinder half, arranged in a feather-like or fanshaped way.

b. Quite covered b\' the superficial la\'er just descriljed the deeper layer of the dorsal ra\-

muscles (fig. 59, Ru) is found. These muscles originate from the dorso-lateral side of the basale and

of the piece b, as well as from ^y, and are seen as distinct bundles corresponding in their number and

direction to the rays; they pass into tendinous tissue immediatel\' before the lateral ends of the bundles

of the superficial layer, so that the latter reach a little way farther on the ra\s. However, these

two layers are not quite sharply separated, bundles of fibres from the superficial la\-er reaching to the

deeper, and connecting with it; on the hindmost fin-rays the bundles of the deeper la\er cross those

of the superficial one, this latter spreading in a fanshaped way from the attachment to the body.

II. Besides the described separate parts of the fin uuiscles connected wilJi llie appendix

') The muscle which in Acanlliias and other Selachians corresixinds to the muscle -7, is by Petri called: Fh'xor

pterygopodii; but there are several objections to this name. Firstly, the muscle does not only act on the a])penilix, but on

the whole fin (it is also found in the female), and next it cannot well l>e called the flexor of the .qipeudix, as it is more

properly to be regarded as the extensor. The flexion of the a])pendix is, I sn]i]iose, effected by means of the .1/. compitssor

sacci, the muscle of the glandular bag (fig. 58, 61, .V 1, of which more hereafter, togetlier with the muscular layer originating

on the body itself ifig. 59 and 61, O).
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other muscles are found, more especially belonging to this organ, it being inside the skin quite

surrounded by muscles except the terminal part. In this muscular system ma>- naturally be distin-

guished between: i) The mi;scles of the chief piece, and 2) those of the glandular bag.

1) The first part (pi. \', fig. 58— 62, /Jj is composed of one single muscle wrapping in a cloak-

like manner the whole of the chief piece from the dorsal marginal cartilage to the ventral one,

and to the rounded edge formed b\- the appendix-stem itself along its lateral surface above this

short marginal cartilage; the part of the chief piece situated between these bounds, the lateral

surface is for the greater part covered by the muscles of the glandular bag (see fig. i). The

large nmscle /J is thickest along the medial side of the

appendix, and is chiefly composed of longitudinal fibres

arising from the whole length of the chief piece; from

the foremost part of this, below the knee , arise some

specially powerful bundles, and consequently this part

of the surface of the skeleton is very rugged; also from

^. the lateral edges arise numerous fibres and bundles,
Fig. I.

-^ '

Part of a transverse section through the appen- and distalh" several Ijuudles couie front the co\-ering

dage of the Greenland Shark I
about 26'"m behind •

, ^ ^' r ^ t: \ n j-
t. i.-u i"

. . , ,.,.,, aponeurosis <? (see pi. \ , fig. 61). Lorrespondmg to the form
the beginning of the appendix-sht). the appen- ^ > jr

>
o

/
i o

iS.\yL-^\s:n\\ D M. dilatator; EM. extensor; S M. com- of the appeudix-stem this muscle tapers distalh', and its

pressor; af the appendix-.sht ; ;- a rav; /; horny , . , ,., , , , . , ,
. .

filaments
'

hindmost hbres reach to the base of the style. It is

inserted in the firm aponeurosis co\-ering the marginal carti-

lages and the whole terminal part, and thus it acts on the style and the two terminal pieces Td and

Tv. In contracting it bends the st\le medially forward at an obtuse angle to the chief piece, where-

by the two terminal pieces are also moved; at the same -time the thorn is erected on account of its

connection with the other terminal pieces, especially Tv, and stands out laterally; as a consequence the

distal part of the appendix-slit situated between these mo\-able pieces, is dilated to a rather consider-

able degree. I therefore (like Petri) design this muscle as J/, dilatator.

2) Among the muscles of the glandular bag I do not only class a) the muscles immediately

wrapping this organ, but also b) some portions (fig. 61, 62, S) arising from the hindmost rays, and

forming, in ni)" opinion, with the glandular bag an insolvable whole, only artificially to be detached

from it. The glandular bag, as I understand it, has its origin from an invagination of the skin

into a muscular mass laterally covering the stem-skeleton in the appendix; by the further growth of

this invagination on to the ventral side of the fin j^art of the muscular mass was brought along as

a kind of wrapping of the bag and developing further together with it. Consequently this wrapping

cannot be regarded as dermal muscles but belongs to the skeletal muscles; it is also composed of quite

the same striated fibres as these; its original relation to the stem-skeleton may, in the full}- developed

organ, be seen in the still existing attacliment along the lateral surface of the appendix-stem (see the

transverse section, fig. i in the text).

a. The glandular bag (pi. V, fig- 58, 60 S) is seen on the ventral side of the fin, where it

reaches forward covering a smaller or larger part of the ra}-iiiuscles, according to the development

of the whole appendage; while in the }-oungest sijecimens it only reaches \-ery little beyond the

i
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«knee) between the stem and the chief piece of the appenchx (cf. fig. 58), in the nio.st developed it

reaches ahiiost half \va\- towards the pelvis (cp. fig. 60). As the glandular l)ag in most of tlie otlier

Shark-s, which I have examined, reaches still further, generally even far l)e\'ond the pelvis, there is

reason to suppose that in none of the ventrals of the trreenland Shark in liand the whole copulatory

organ has reached the greatest development, which was already intimated by the description of the

skeleton of the terminal part.

The connective tissue, in\'esting the muscle-sheath of the glandular bag, is continued on all

the specimens as a ver\- thin membrane between the skin and the ra\-muscles almost to the pelvis;

this membrane ma>- easily be separated as well from the skiu as from the nurscles, but in the

specimens in hand it (perhaps as a consequence of the preservation in brine) is ver\- fragile; it contains

no striated muscidar fibres.

While the dorsal uurscular \\all of tlie glandular bag has no intimate connection at all with

the part of the fin before the knee — only a loose, soft connective tissue here joining the bag to

the ra\--mnscles - it is otherwise at tiie proximal end of the cliief piece, part of the muscles of the

bag being inserted on the lateral surface of this part of the skeleti.>ii, co\-ering it wholly, and following

it quite down to the terminal part; otlier fibres attach to the last ra\' along its medial edge; and

some fibres arising from this spot and from the \eutral surface of the two last ravs, pass into the

dorsal muscular wall of the glandular hag and continue it to the \entral marginal cartilage, where

the\- attach to the connective tissue of its inner side.

The direction of the fibres of tlie dorsal muscular wall of the bag otherwise corresponds to

that in the ventral wall; as shown in fig. 60, the fil:)res radiate from the point, where the connection

with the skeleton anteriorly ceases; along the medial side the\- run almost in a parallel direction with

the axis of the bag and the appendage, but else on the broader part of the bag they sjjread in a

fansliaped manner to the lateral edge; on the hindmost narrow part the\' run entirelx' straight back-

ward, and here a few bundles pass into J/, dihitntar. This arrangement agrees very well with that,

which fibres originalh" directed from before backwards, might be supposed to get l)y being pressed out

of their position b\- an in\-agination protruding from the region between -^ x in fig. 60. .\ separation

of the muscular wall of the bag into two distinct layers is quite out of the question. With regard to

^icaiitltias Petri (1. c. p. 316) has stated that tiie muscular wall of the bag consists of two layers, an

outer one of circular muscles, and an inner one of longitudinal muscles; a separali(ni and arrangement

of such a kind however, is not found in ^icdiitliins. any more than in Spittax or the Cireeidand Shark.

Neither can I admit that the words of Petri (I.e. p. 317) are correct: Die ?ilirskelschiclit der Drtise

wird nicht mit eing-estiilpt, sondern sie differenzirt sich alhnalicli aus der Piudegewebssehicht nach

der E^instiilpuug. (Cp. also I.e. p. 328). In \\\\ opinion, as before has been shown, il admits of no

doubt that the nurscles of the bag are sinij^b" borrowed from the original uniseidar sNsteni of tlie

skeleton'); in the earliest stages of .[caiithias — male embr_\os <.)f a length of 15"" - which I ha\-e

been able to e.xamine in this respect, the muscles around the rudinienl of tiie glandular bag are

already as distinct as those surrounding the stem of the chief piece, and the nmscular layer of

>i This is corroliorated with particular ])laiiiiiLSs tiy llio .irranncimiU in the 1 [olocipliak-s.
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the bag has already been pressed towards the ventral side as well as the other snrronnding layers

of tissue.

b. Intimately connected with the other muscles of the glandular bag is found a powerful

muscle (pi. V, fig. 59, 61 and 62, S), seen on the dorsal side, where it forms the lateral lip of the long

slit (qf)^ which is the entrance to the bag. It takes its origin from the two hindmost rays (sometimes

also having bundles from the last but two) as also from the lateral surface of the piece /?, covered

by the superficial layer (O) coming from the muscles of the body; it is inserted in the tendinous

tissue passing over the head of tlie thorn
(
T^), and firnih- connected with the proximal end of the

terminal piece 77', especially with its edge; in this tissue is found imbedded several firm, fibrous

portions, which partly calcif}-, and probably — in more developed stages — form a separate piece

(Tz'a). In the hindmost part this muscle is completely fused with the distal part of the muscles

of the glandular bag, and anteriorly it forms a whole with the above mentioned bundles of the dorsal

wall of the bag, which arise from the ventral side of the two hindmost rays; in the interspace a

kind of separation is effected b\- the attaching of the fin-membrane, the connecti\-e tissue of which

wedges in between the lip muscle > and the wall of the bag itself. This muscle acts antagonistically

to J/ dilatator^ which in a preparation is easily seen by pulling it: thus when J/ dilatator \>\ contracting

has dilated the groove between the terminal pieces, as described above, and the thorn stands out, the

contraction of this outer lip-muscle of the appendix-slit will again straighten the groove by esisecially

acting on the piece Tt', and at the same time carry back the thorn?, so that it will lie against the

piece Tv.

I find the same muscle in all other Plagiostomes, but in ver}' different stages of development

(cp. the following). Petri has mentioned it in Acauthias^ but as J/ levator of the .thorn (I.e. fig. 5,

B^ C, F^ iril); he says: «Er inserirt sich hinten vermittels eines starken, sehnigen Bandes am vorderen

Theil des Spornes («the thorn ) uud hat allein die Aufgabe diesen zu heben. This, however, is quite

incorrect: it is not inserted on the thorn, even if its tendon of course bv looser tissue is connected

with the proximal part of the latter, but on the piece 7?' (h'" in the figures of Petri), of which piece

Petri's interpretation is quite wrong |cp. the following); and it does not assist the J/, dilatator, nor

raises the thorn, but it counteracts the 21. dilatator, and therebv becomes a M. depressor of the thorn!

The carrying back to the position of rest of the terminal pieces is in the Greenland Shark and

Acanthias not exclusively brought about by an elastic reaction of the tissues between the firm parts

of the skeleton, as asserted by Petri (I.e. p. 303), but this reaction, which certainly exists, is also

supported by the action of muscles belonging to the glandular bag, or, at all events, forming part of

its muscular system. Taking it for granted that the appendix genitalis b\' the copulation is really

introduced into the cloaca of the female, I imagine the following act to take place: the appendix is

guided "and brought into the cloaca by means of the muscles belonging to and arising from the fin-

muscles proper; next the M. dilatator will come into function, and, by its dilating the terminal parts,

fix the appendix in the cloaca, and then the nuiscles of the glandular bag will evacuate its contents

into the furrowshaped, in the appendix itself situated part, the walls of which at the same moment

will contract, at the same time ejecting the secretion and letting go the firm hold of the apppendix.

As I think the chief action of the muscular wall ot the glandular bag to be the ejection of the
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secretion, I design it — including the described outer liiD-muscle of the appendix-slit — as Mnsaibis

compressor (sacci).

II.

The Ventral Appendages in other Selachians.

For comparison with the facts found in the Greenland Shark, I have examined as many other

forms of Selachians, as I have been able to get the material for, being soon convinced that the repre-

sentations, hitherto found in the literature, gave onl\- a rather incomplete insight into the structure of

these organs, and only to a small degree were to be used comjaaratively.

The greater part of my material has consisted of well preser\-ed ventrals, a less part only of

skeleton parts, dried or preserved in spirit, which the director of the collection of Vertebrata of the

Zoological ]\Iuseum, Professor Liitken, has been kind enough to place at m\' disposal. The following

description has been divided into three parts of very different extent, of which the first will gi\-e a

short general account of the copulatory appendages in the Selachians in general, the second a more

particular description of the forms, on which this general account has been based, and the third will

as a conclusion contain some short remarks as to what for the present ma^" be regarded as tolerablv

certain concerning the function of these organs. That the particular description will treat more of

the skeleton and less of the muscles is occasioned bv the relati\eh- small variation of the latter.

I. A General View of the Copulatory Appendages in the Selachians.

As to the outer form, the same outline is found in the copulatory appendages of all Se-

lachians: it is always the inner part of the fin which is prolonged, and formed into an appendage,

and this appendage may be more or less free of the fin-nienil)rane; it is most separated in the IIolo-

cephales, least so in some Sharks; it alwa^'S consists of a, longer or shorter, proximal part, the shaft,

and a, generally shorter, distal part, the terminal part, this latter being always free of the fin-

membrane, and fat all events in the Plagiostomes) possessed of a certain mobilit>-.

On the dorsal side of the appendage, sometimes, however, quite laterall\-, a deep furrow or

.slit, the appendix- slit runs longitudinally, to the i50.sterior end; the edges or lips of this .'ilit can

alwa\s be opened, at least in two places, viz. at the foremost beginning of the slit in the shaft, and

behind in the terminal part; frequently the slit can be widened in a considerable part of the shaft

[Soiii/i/osiis. ^[caiiiliins. Spi)iax. a. o.); there is, howe\er, always a part of the slit, in which widening

is prevented by the inner .skeleton, or where the lips cannot at all lie separated, or .sometimes even

may be coalesced (the latter in Scylliiiiii and Pristiiinisw the part o{ the slit situated in the terminal

part can (at all events in all I^lagiostomes) be widened by muscular action, and again narrowed by

elastic reaction, sometimes assisted b\- nuiscidar action. The ap])endix-slil is the duct of a glandular

bag which is surrounded by muscles, and in all I'lagiostomes with its greater part situated on

The Ingolf-Expedition. II, j.
•-'^
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the ventral side of the fin, tnider the skin, but in the H ol ocephal es, where it has only been little

developed, limited to the appendix-shaft.

The skeleton of the appendage belongs always to the axial stem of the fin-skeleton'); among

the rays (in the PI agiostomes, not in the Holocephales) only the hindmost, most frequently the

two hindmost, are of importance as serving as attachment for part of the appendix-muscles (those of

the glandular bag); as a consequence these rays have been somewhat bent, with the convexity turned

dorsalh'; the two hindmost are often partly, sometimes quite coalesced.

With the primary skeletal parts, developed from the fin-stem, join, in the PI agiostomes,

several very differenth- shaped, calcified, secondary- skeletal pieces, developed in the connective tissue,

surrounding the original, i^rimary skeleton. These secondary pieces show, especially in the terminal part,

a considerable variation, both as to form and number, and the different genera, or even species, may

present rather important differences; but everywhere ma}- be established the same fundamental type

that has been pointed out in the Greenland Shark.

In the Plagiostomes the primary skeleton consists of: a large basale (i?), and in continua-

tion of this one or more (until a number of four, R/tiiiobafns) shorter pieces ((5,, h,^ etc.), and finally a

terminal joint, the appendix-stem (b)\ this latter is always long, often considerably longer than

the other parts of the stem taken together. To these pieces must be reckoned one more, /?, placed

dorsally, parallel to the short stem-pieces ^i, b, etc.; most frequently it connects the basale with the

appendix-stem, but sometimes it does not reach the basale anteriorly, and is then connected with b^]

in Rhiiia it is rudimentary, and only connects the last joint with the appendix-stem; in Narcinc it

seems to be wanting.

In quite young males of Plagiostomes (cp. fig. 2 in the text), even in embryos, all these primary

skeletal parts are already found; during the growth the terminal joint, the appendix-stem, is prolonged,

growing nuich more than the other parts, and calcif}-ing to some degree in the surface (often to a

higher degree than any other part of the primary skeleton of the fin) always, however, with the

exception of the distal terminal part, this often wholly, and at all events at its base remaining

soft, and consequenth- flexible; this part of the appendix-stem I (after its form in the Greenland Shark

and many other Sharks) name the end-style {g).

Contemporary with the growth and the calcification the secondary skeletal parts develop

around the appendix-stem, first as firm, fibrous parts, calcifying by degrees, and finally very hard;

some of them belonging to the terminal part are even shining, polished, and dentine-like; the)' then

rise, more or less naked, through the skin; this applies to one piece in Soiniiiosus , Laiiuia, SclaclniS,

Rhinobattis, Raja radiata\ to two pieces in Acanfhias, three (four) in Spiuax etc.

Two of the secondary skeletal parts are alwa}-s closely connected with the appendix-stem, and

may even quite coalesce with it; these two cartilages form shorter or longer ridges, and are situated,

one dorsally, the other ventrallv, connected with the appendix-stem in such a way as to form with it

the part of the appendix-slit that cannot be widened; they are the two marginal cartilages, the

') When A. Fritsch (Zool. Anzeiger, vol. 13. 1S90, p. 31S, and Fauna der Gaskohle etc. B5hmens, vol.3. 1895)
restores the ventral appendages of the fossil Xenacanths as lateral .structures, developed from rays, I am convinced that

he is wrong, and has misinterpreted the fossils.
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dorsal one (A'(/), and the ventral one (A'r'); posteriorh- tliey always reach to the end-style, anteriorly

more or less forward, connuonly not to the same length, and at most to the proximal end of the

appendix-stem. Together with this they form the chief piece of tlie apjjendix-skeleton, a name

used by several earlier authors, who most frequentl_\- liave not seen that this < piece > consists of

three parts.

The other secondary cartilages, the terminal pieces, together with the end-style form the

skeleton of the terminal part, and are more or less movably connected mutually, with llie marginal

cartilages, and with the end-style. The number of terminal pieces may be different, l.)ut in all Plagi-

ostomes two are found, one dorsal (Td), and one \-entral (/r'), placed as a kind of movable continua-

tion of the two marginal cartilages, and with their inner edges joining the end-style of the axial

piece, which by being bent (ventro-medially) is moved in connection with them; therebv thev dorsally

withdraw more from each other, and the slit between them is widened, (jnlv in a few cases (Tiygon

violacca, Chlaiiiydosclachus) these two pieces are found alone; in most Sharks a piece Td^ is joined to

the lateral margin of 7>/, and imlDcdded together with

this in the dorsal lip of the appendix-slit; often a jjiece

7z', is in a like nu\nner joined to Tv\ further is gene-

rally found a piece 7",, placed ventralh" and lateralU',

and often rising through the skin as a spur or thorn;

still more pieces may be developed (especialh' in Raja\

but their homologies in the different forms are gener-

ally easily pointed out, and are in the special part indi-

cated by the letters used. Finally may to the terminal

pieces proper be joined one or more spurious pieces

or covering jjieces, enclosing like a shield the

terminal pieces, properly so called, on the dorsal side

[d] or the ventral side [v)\ they are developed in the

aponeurosis of the M. dilntntor bespoken later on, which

otherwise wraps the terminal part, and serve as insertion

for part of this nuiscle. Such covering pieces are found

in all Rays and in some Sharks (for inst. Rhiiia). As

to the abundantly varied structure of the terminal part

the reader is referred to the special part; here I shall

only add that the simpler forms are generally found in

the Sharks, to which ma\- be joined among the Ra\'s

Torpedo^ Narciu(\ Rhiuobatits and Trygoii^ while the

most complicated structures are found in the species

of Raja.

Perhaps it may not be devoid of interest to compare the ventral skeleton of the male with that

of the female. In this latter we find the stem compo.sed of a large basale and a different number

of shorter joints, among which the terminal one has no ray (ty])ically), but often looks like a ray

Fig.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Somniosus microcephaius, young d" (2™ 50'^'")-

The hindmost part of skeleton of left ventral (con-

siderabl}- diniinishedl The letters as before. * an

intercalated extra-ray.

Fig. 3. Somn. microcephaius, 5. The corresponding

part of skeleton of left ventral. i5, -f b^ two coalesced

stem-joints; the stippled line indicates the distinction,

found between these joints in the right ventral of the

same specimen, b the terminal joint. Reduction ;is

in fie. 2.
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itself being more or less rodshaped. This latter joint, I suppose, is the one that in the male is pro-

longed and developed into the appendix-stem, which never bears rays; otherwise, however, the number

of ^intermediate joints* between the basale and the terminal joint (the appendix-stem in the male)

does not always correspond in the two sexes of the same species, and the part of the stem situated

distallv of the basale seems upon the whole to be rather varying in females of the same species'). In

the female, as was to be expected, all the secondary skeletal pieces are wanting, but besides those

also the piece /9 of the primary pieces. It is rather difficult to decide with any degree of certainty,

how this piece is to be interpreted; perhaps it might be done by following its development. The

smallest embryos (of Acautliias) that I have had occasion to examine, however, have had this piece

quite independent, in the .same jjosition, and with the same relations as in the grown animal. This

piece, however, has to be considered as belonging, either to the stem, or to the rays, and in the latter

case it is, I think, to be regarded as one ray, there never being anj- mark of a composition of more

parts. In several species, as Trygoit, Rhinobatits^ it might, as to its form, remind of a ray, which then

was to be considered as displaced to a higher level than the others, and turned parallel to the axial

stem; in Trygoii it must be the last, hindmost ray, while in R/iii/oba/iis it could not be the last ray,

as more real rays follow farther backward; and so on in the other species: if it was to be considered

as a ray, it must, in the different species, be a different ray, displaced and transformed. I think it

more probable that the piece ;J belongs to the stem, and has been separated from this by a longitu-

dinal division, which might possibly be occasioned by the development of special muscles for the

appendix.

In the Holocephales (see pi. I) all secondary cartilages are wanting in the fin-skeleton: it

is onh' composed of a large basale bearing all the rays, of a short piece b^^ the appendix-stem b, and

the dorsal piece /?. The walls of the appendix-slit are produced Ijy a kind of rolling-up of the stem-

portions (^i, and /;, and thus the terminal part is only formed of the hindmost part of the appendix-

stem; this latter is rather differently formed in the two genera Clinncrra and Callorhyiiclnis (see the

special part).

The appendi.x-skeleton of the Holocephales accordingh' is of a less compound construction

than that of the Plagiostomes, and that, as will be seen hereafter, is also the case with the muscular

system. Tliis simpler structure evidently in some degree repeats primitive features, but these, on the

other hand, are connected with facts, that by no means are primitive, as for inst. the strongly marked

separation of the whole organ from the fin proper, the highly .specialized form of the primary skeletal parts

— against the simpler form in the Plagiostomes (as the simple, rod-like shape of the terminal joint b etc.) —

,

the connection with other, jDarticular copulatory organs, etc.; these things, as well as many other facts

') In two specimens of ventrals of female Greenland Sharks I find the structure different in Uie two sides of the

same pair of fins. In the left ventral of one specimen the basale is foUowed by a long and powerful joint, (b^ + ^2, fig. 3)

bearing two rays, and a ray-like Uttle terminal joint b\ in the right fin of the same specimen foUow after the basale two

short joints (the distinction between those is indicated by stippling in fig. 3) ^i, 1^2, each bearing one ray, and bi also the

Uttle ray-like terminal joint b\ thus on the left side a coalescing of bi and b2 seems to have taken place. On the left side of

the other specimen follows after the basale only one sword-like, compressed piece, taking the place as the terminal joint, and

showing in its distal end, which is somewhat flattened, an indication of a longitudinal division; in the right side, on the

contrary, the basale is followed by a short joint (^i) bearing a ray and a compressed terminal joint [b). Consequently, if we
suppose a coalescing of <4i and b on the right side, together with the last ray, we shall arrive at the structure on the left

side. -Vs far as I have seen, the female fin-skeleton of Acant/tias shows similar variations.
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in the structure of these animals indicate that the Holacephales bv no means occupy a primitive

position among; tlie Selachians.

As to the skeleton of the ventral in the female, the basale (in Chiiiio'ra) has distally only one

small, tap-like joint, standing both for the piece /'i, and the appendix-stem {b) in the male').

What has been given in the earlier literature as to the skeleton of the ventral apjjendages in

Selachians, is generally only isolated descriptions without any real understanding; onlv Gegenbaur-)

and Petri ha\-e compared several forms, but neither of them has been able to recognise a

connnon type. Gegenbaur (I.e. p. 452) has interpreted the terminal pieces as modified rays, but on

account of the circumstances in the Cliiiiucra^ he indicates (p. 456) the possibilitv that thev may be

parts separated from the stem-skeleton; he does not kno\v the marginal cartilages, and he has considered

several early stages of the skeleton as definitive forms of it. Petri quite correctlv has seen that

the terminal pieces and marginal cartilages — which latter, however, he has not recognised in all

the species he has examined — are secondary structures, and have nothing to do with the rays; the

terminal stem-joint itself which I have called the appendix-stem {b\, he has interpreted correctly in

Raja^ but wrongly in ^Icaiithias and Scylliioui] — the only Sharks examined by him — as well as in

Torpedo ^) (he has not examined Chiiiurra). Some earlier authors have seen the piece ,? in some

specimens, while it by others has been overlooked, or at all e\-ents has not been mentioned. Only

Gegenbaur and Petri have sought its origin in a transformation of other skeletal jiarts of the

fin?). Cyegenbaur does not mention it at all in Raja^ Care//arias and Scvlli/ti//'') b^it in Hetcrodoiitits

and Acaiitliias (I.e. fig. 16 and fig. 19, (?i), and in Cliiiinrra (fig. 23 /•'); in the last named it is interpreted

as a ray, but in the two former as belonging to the stem-skeleton '); accordingly Gegenbaur has not

seen that in C/zinmra it is the same skeletal piece as in the Plagiostomes. Petri thinks it to be a

coalescence of basal parts of rays, being of opinion that it bears rays in Acaiitlnas and Torpedo;

accordingl}- in his figures he marks it /''. This supposition, howe\'er, is wrong*^); I never found rays

M V. Davidoff (I.e. p. 473, pi. XXIX, fig. i8(5) thiuks it only to be correspondiug to 61. Unfortunately I have only

had occasion to examine skeletonized ventrals of CItimcrya Q, in which this joint was wanting, so that the fin-stem consisted

onlv of the basale.

-) I'eber die Modificationen des Skelets der Hintergliedmaassen bei den Mannclien der Selachier und Chiniaren. Jen.

Zeitschr. vol. 5, 1S70, p. 452.

3i In these Sharks I'etri supposes the stem to end with a long and a short joint; in Acanthias as the short terminal

joint he has interpreted one of the terminal pieces (my piece Tv\, in Scylliiim the soft end-style.

4) As to Torpedo see p. 49.

5) Bloch, M. E. : Von den vermeinten doppelten Zeugungsgliedern der Rochen und Haye. Schr. der Ikrl. Gcsell-

schaft Naturf. Freunde, vol.6, 17S5 [Raja clavata \=^ >-adiata\)\ and: Von den verm. manuUchen Gliedern des Dornhayes,

ibid. vol. S, 17S8, does not mention this piece in Acanthias, but in Raja, where he calls it: der \-ierte Knochen des .Schcnkels >,

pi. IX, fig. 1,0. Cuvier iDuvernoy): Lemons d'anatomie comparee, 2 Ed., 1846, vol 8, p. 306, designates it as -Calcaneum--

in Raja; the same appellation is used, hkewise for Raja, by Moreau: Hist nat. des Poissons de la France, vol. I, 1S81.

p. 249. I have not found it mentioned by other authors.

") Of these three forms G. has only had quite )'Oung specimens, in which the secondary pieces had not yet devel-

oped. The fault made here by G. viz. to consider this stage as the full-grown state, and accordingly iis an especially simple

form in these Plagiostomes, has already been corrected by Petri (I.e. p. 293). It is to be supposed, however, Uiat the piece

/J had been developed in all three forms, as in embryos of Acaiilhias of a length of only I5'"i it is already quite distinct and

relatively as large as in the full-grown animal.

7) I am quite unable to understand the place in question (I.e. p. .1,511 in Gegenbaur; there is a regrettable discre-

pancy between the letters in the text, and those in the figures, and also, I think, a change of pieces, which makes the whole

confused; so much, however, is certain that the piece which in the figures 16 and 19 is marked b (my piece /J) does not in

Acanlhias bear any ray; it never bears rays at all.

8) For further details see under Acanlhias and Torpedo. When Petri, to support his construction of this piece as
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attached to this piece, but always found it placed at another level tlian that of the nearest rays, and

I take it to he a specially separated part of the stem-skeleton.

The muscular system (see pi. Y and VI) does not show the rich variation found in tlie

skeleton, being upon the whole rather uniform, whicli is a natural consequence of the fact that the

part of the skeleton, particular]},- multifarious both as to the number and form of the single pieces,

viz. the terminal part, has no muscles of its own; the muscles (generally) only acting on the terminal

part as a whole.

Only the medial side of the fin-muscles has been specialh' developed in the male; the muscles

spreading over tlie lateral parts of the fin, i. e. the ray-muscles of the upper and lower side, and the

dorsal layer originating from the lateral muscles of the body, are chiefly the same in both sexes,

and show in the different forms examined so very few differences that I, also in the special part, pass

over them.

Ill the medial muscular system ma)- be distinguislied between a more proximal and a distal

part, not however strongly separated, especially not so in many Plagiostomes , while in the Holoce-

phales the separation is more distinct, the appendage of the latter being more independent of the fin.

In the Plagiostomes I generalh- find the same type, as has been described in the Greenland

Shark. The proximal part consists of a Muse, addiictor [cf depressor) pinna' [ct appn/dia's) (A), and a

M. extensor appcndicis [E). Muse, adduetor does not in any of the forms examined by me show any

separation into an independent, superficial ventral layer, and a deeper, more dorsal one, but forms a

whole'); the ventral side, however, appears to a great extent separated into single bundles correspon-

ding to the ray-muscles, while the dorsal side shows nothing of the kind. The fibres arise from the

pelvis, as well from the ventral, as, though often to a smaller extent, from the dorsal surface, as also

from a tendinoiis stripe prolonging, as it were, the hindmost edge of the pelvis into the median line;

they run obliquely-laterally , and are inserted on the basale, on the following joints ((5,, b^. etc.), and on

the proximal end of the appendix-stem; often, however, tlie superficial medial fibres run on and mingle

with the M. dilatator. The fibres forming tlie medial marginal part, run almost straight from before

backward, and form always a .solid mass not divided into separate bundles; the foremost, lateral parts

(as in the Greenland Shark) are coalesced with the deeper-lying ray-muscles.

M. extensor (appendieis) [E) is mostly a rather flat muscle, situated on the dorsal side of the

previous one; it originates on the medial side of the basale, often moreover on the pieces ^i, h^, etc.,

and is inserted on the appendix-stem, usually at the proximal end, but sometimes farther backward,

and the hindmost part of this muscle then spreads in a cloak-like manner over part of M. dilatator

(conip. tlie Greenland Shark). Tliis muscle generally is very distinct, already in quite }-oung animals

with undeveloped appendages; but in Eanriia I find its fibres woven into those of J\L adduetor to

a coalescing of basal parts of rays, refers to the fact that such a coalescing of rays is frequently seen in other parts of the

fin, especially anteriorly, he does not see that the basal joints of the rays always are many times longer than the distal, and
that this difference of size is also preser\-ed by such concrescences.

't The tj-pe of the arrangement of the ventral muscular system put down by v. D avidoff (1. c. p. 456) for Heplanchus

9, which reminds of the arrangement in C/iimcvra, I have had no occasion to see in any Plagiostome; v. D. asserts to have
found it very- generally, and refers to Acanthias almost as an exception; however, I can with certainty see no other forms
mentioned in his text than Cai-charias as belonging to the same tvpe as Heplanclnis.
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such a degree that it does not appear as an independent muscle, and onlv artificially is to be separ-

ated from the former.

The distal part, the muscnlar system of the shaft, is typically composed of two rnnscles: .1/.

dilatator {/)), and J/. co)upyrssi>r [sacci] [S).

M. dilatator {/)) is al\va>-s very large and powerfid; it wraps in a cloak-like manner the appen-

dix-stem until the terminal part, leaving only the lateral surface uncovered, part oi which is occupied

by .1/ coiiprrssor. M. dilatator originates forward, either from the appendix-stem only, or frequentl\-

also, above the knee of this latter, from the pieces /», , etc., or from the basale; posteriorlv it is

attached to the aponeurotic wrapping of the terminal part, or, when covering pieces have been devel-

oped from the wrapping, partly to these. Besides fibres of it often go to the skin, and here and there

bundles pass into the M. coiiiprcssor. The chief action of this muscle is to bend the terminal pieces

together with the soft end-style (ventro-) medialh', b>- which means the terminal part of the appendix-

slit is widened; at the same time some of the terminal pieces are often turned from their position

of rest in such a manner that they rise through the skin, or are erected so that the\- stand out free

{as the spur or thorn in Somniosns and Laiiiiia, the claws in Spii/ax, the hook and the spur in

Acaiitliias\ the large piece T~ in Rajd, etc.). When the contraction ceases the appendix-slit will again

be narrowed, and the erected skeletal pieces will again be laid, partly mechanically by elastic

reaction of the soft connective tissue, but partly also the J/, co/i/prrssor will be able to support this

latter operation.

J///SC-. compressor shows in the Plagiostomes so particular a structure, that when it has been

examined at all, it has hitherto been misapprehended, the greater part of it being understood as a

bag composed of dermal muscles.

This muscle, I suppose, originalh' occupies in the Plagiostomes a i>lace, similar to that in the

Holocephales (see later); i.e. it covers the lateral surface of the appendix-stem, or very frequently

onh' its proximal part, and anteriorly it also reaches on to the piece ^i and the (two) last ra\'s. Into

this muscle, a longitudinal folding of the outer skin penetrates from the dorsal'side of tlie shaft; this

folding forms the appendix-slit and the glandular bag, the former leading into the latter. The fore-

most part of the folding growing on ventralh', carries with it the wrapping nuiscle, and then both

grow on together, and form a singularh" tliickwalled bag which from the slit-formed opening on tlie

dorsal side grows on between the last ra\- and the stem skeleton to the ventral side of the fin, where

it becomes situated between the outer skin and the \-entral ra\--nuiscles. In Sharks the foremost,

blind part ver\- often grows much farther forward, not onh' near to the peh-is, [Spii/ax, R/iina,

Soiiii/iosiis) but in nuin\', I think in most Sharks it reaches forward of the peh'is (for inst. Acaiitltias^

Scylliiiiii, Pristiiints, Laiinia, Silaihusy), and then the bags of the two sides are in contact a long

way in the median line (fig. 4). In the Rays the bag is much smaller, (pi. \"1, fig. (>S), but on the other

1 1 In Mttsteliis Icevis the glandular bag reaches as far forward as to the pectorals; i.e. the part before the pelvis is

of far more the double length of that behind it. I have myself only had immature males of Mi4St. livvis for examination ;

but this statement I found on a drawing without any text, left l)y .V. Schneider which, together with other drawings, has

been published as an appendix to the fragment left by S. : .Studien zur .Syslcniatik uud i.wx vergl. Anat., Eiitwickelungsge-

schichte und Histologie der Wirbelthiere (Zool. Beitrage, vol.2, KS901. The figure in question (pl. 25, fig. ii| is explained as:

Mnste/iis Icvvis. Brustflossen und Bauchflossen init Saameiibl.iseii. Die Cutis eiitfernt. Baucliseile.»
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hand its secreting part is especialh' developed, and its mnscnlar wall somewhat more complicated.

In the part of the M. compressor forming the mnscnlar wall of the bag, the direction of the fibres

may be rather different, bnt they chiefly radiate in bent lines towards the periphery, or round this

to the dorsal surface; this latter is only by loose connective tissue

/ i \ connected with the ray-muscles. In the part in the shaft the

/ I \
direction is more straight, parallel to the axis; this is the case

with the fibres covering the lateral surface of the appendix-stem

(or a short proximal part of it), as also with those forming the

outer, lateral border of the appendix-slit. This lateral part most

frequently appears on the dorsal side as an independent muscle,

and might be called the outer lip-muscle;, being, as it were,

separated from the other part of the wall of the bag by the at-

tachment of the fin-membrane. By a closer examination and by

a transverse section through this region (cp. fig. i and 14 in the

text) I have been convinced of its forming a whole with the other

parts of the muscular wall of the bag, with which also the corre-

.sponding part in the Holocephales forms a complete union (see

later). A large part of this outer lip-muscle > originates anterior-

ly from the piece /3 and the hindmost ray, or rays; posteriorly it

is inserted partly on the inner investment of the ventral marginal

cartilage, partly on the aponeurotic covering of the ventral termi-

nal piece.s, and acts through this especially on the piece Tv. The

muscular coat formed by J/, compressor will b\' contracting expel

the fluid secreted from the epithelium of the bag; bnt besides its

hindmost, lateral part, the outer liiD-muscle», when it is long and

powerfully developed (as in Sharks with a short ventral marginal

cartilage, for inst. Soiiiniosiis, Spinax^ Acaiif/iias , R/iiiia), will

act antagonistically to M. dilatator, i.e. narrow the dilated terminal part, and lay the erected ter-

minal pieces.

The muscular system of the appendix which here has been briefly represented in its typical

characteristics, shows in different Plagiostomes special modifications, as to which the reader is referred

to the special part. I shall only here state that the part of M. compressor which appears as the outer

lip-muscle of the appendix-slit, commonly, as to its size and development, is adjusted to the length

of the ventral marginal cartilage; therefore it is very small in ScyUiuin (pi. VI, fig. 66, S), and in

Pristiurus, rather small in Raja (fig. 67, S)\ longer and more powerful in Torpedo, but especially de-

veloped in vSharks as Soii/niosiis , Acanthias, Spiiiax, Rliiiia, a. o. From the part of AI. compressor

wrapping the bag proper, is in the Rays developed a .special muscular layer around the voluminous

gland found in these latter. In the Sharks (with the exception of Rhhia) the iimer epithelium of the

bag does not form real glands, but only contains secreting cells, and is accordingly very simple as

secreting apparatus. In the Rays, however, has been developed a bulky gland protruding as a

Fig. 4.

Acaiithias vulgaris (J. The ventrals

seen from the lower surface. 5 M. com-

pressor, A M. adductor, D M. dila-

tator, R ray-muscles, T^ the <spur».

The stippled contour indicates the an-

terior extent in another specimen.

I
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thick, oval body from the dorsal wall of the ba<;' into its inner S])ace, and almost fillinjj- it; when the

ventral wall of the baj;- is opened, this l)od\' is immediately seen, and in sound animals it is sometimes

seen rather distincth- throuf^-h the skin 'I. Down the middle of the jiland nms strai.L^ht or obliquely

(Trygoii] a lonj^itudinal furrow, in which is seen a jjreat number of rather lar.^e Iioles with raised

margins: they are the excretory openings of collective ducts from a solid mass of large, dichotomouslv

divided, tubular glands. This glancl is on all sides until the longitudinal furrow enclcjsed 1)\- a mus-

cular layer, originating from the dorsal muscular wall of the bag. P>\- this special muscular laver the

secretion may evidenth' be ejected into the iinier space of the bag, and then by contracting of the

muscular wall of the bag itself be dri\en on, parth' through the large opening at the base of the

shaft, parth' jjosteriorh- through the tube , formed by the marginal cartilages, and on through tlie

terminal part; in full-grown animals these latter ducts are generally found filled with the secretion.

Among the Sharks I have onl\- in Rliiiui found a similar bulky gland, but situated onl\- in the shaft

(for further particulars see under Rliiiiu).

A survey o{ the medial fin-muscles in the females of the Plagiostomes will show that thev

are of a considerably simpler structure than those of the male. In the female is found onl\- one single

muscle, a J/ adductor piiiiur fpl. \', fig. 63, 64, A) originating in (juite the same way as in the male

from the peh'is and its aponeurotic prolongation in the \'entral median line, and built in a similar

manner as to the di\ision of the ventral side in separate Ijundles, the passing of the foremost lateral

part into the ra^- muscles, a. s. o.; here, too, tlie medial marginal portion forms a solid mass, continu-

ing as a posteriorh' tapering bundle on to the terminal joint of the fin-stem -j.

It is then — especially considering the intermingling of fibres that often takes place in the

different muscles of the male - an ob\"ions conclusion that an adductor of a similar sim]>le construc-

tion as the one, now found in the female, has been the origin of the J/, ndduetor, the J/, rxtensor,

and the J/, dilatator, perhaps also of the J/. coJiiprcssor of the male. When the hindmost joint of the

fin-stem de\'eloped into the apj.iendix-stem, the distal part ot the orginal, simple .\f. adductor might

be thought to be brought along at the same time, so that part of the deeper-hing fibres would origin-

ate from the stem-skeleton, b\- which process the .1/. dilatator would arise; while in the jiroximal

part too a group of fibres originating from the stem separated as the M. extensor (in Lauina this

muscle is onh' part of the J/, adductor). The J/, compressor might have the same origin as the .1/.

dilatator, but more likeh' it represents the very hindmost ra}-muscles.

In the males of the Holocephales (pi. \T, fig- 69

—

71) the separation between a ])roximal

muscular group and a distal one, placed on the appendix-shaft, is, as before mentioned, more strongly

marked than in the Plagiostomes. The proximal group is formed b\- a M. adductor, corresponding

to that of the latter, as to the detailed structure of which I refer to the s])ecial ])art; a .separate M.

extensor is not found. The distal part is also here composed of a .1/. dilatator and a .1/. compressor,

') This k1:i'1'1 «.'is already seen long ago. J. Th. Klein iHistoriie pisciuni naUinilis pn>nioven<l:i- missus tertins etc. cum

observationibus circa genitales Raja; maris etc. 17421, as far as I have seen, is the first author, who mentions it. He thinks

the gland to be a kind of testis I forte officina seminis 1. but obseiTes that he has not been able to find any connections

with the kidneys, nor with ve.siculis seminalibus — adesse tamen possnnl . E. Olafsen in his Uelamlic voyage ill ]i. gSS)

takes the same view of the gland as Klein.
-) The figure of Acaiiiliias u given by v. iJavidoff, I.e. pi. X.XIX, fig. 12, is not correct with regard to the direction

of the fibres; so I have given a nev,- figure.

The Ingolf-Expeilition. II. .'. ^
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the latter being of special interest with regard to a comparison with the Plagiostomes; it is much

thicker than the J/, dilafator, and covers the lateral snrface of the stem-piece b-^, and of the piece b

to the terminal part. Into this muscle sinks through the dorsal appendix-slit a continuation of the

outer skin as a glandular-bag ,
which on account of its simplicity might be called rudimentary

,

when compared to tliat of the Plagiostomes, as it has evidently remained in a similar stage of

development as that, with which it begins in those; by a further de\-elopnient forward and \-en-

trallv a quite similar glandular bag would arise as the one described as characteristic in the Pla-

giostomes. The direction of the fil:)res of the M. compressor is rather peculiar in the Holocephales

(see the special part); here I shall only mention that part of the fibres seen dorsally (fig. 70), runs along

the lateral edge of the appendix-slit rather straight from the piece ^J backward in cjuite the same

manner as in the corresponding part, the couter lip-muscle ,
of the JA compressor in the Plagiostomes.

The whole structure of this muscle forms, as it seems to me, an incontestable proof as to the correct-

ness of nay interpreting the muscular coat of the glandular bag of the Plagiostomes as part of the

skeletal muscles proper.

In the female the whole muscular system of the appendix is wanting; according to v. Da-

vid off the little terminal joint has an attachment for part of the dorsal muscles arising from the

wall of the body (i. c. p. 477, pi. XXIX, fig. 18, ps), corresponding to the attachment of the same miiscle

on the piece b^ in the male; just on account of this \-. Davidoff explains the terminal joint to be

homologous with this jjiece.

The fin-muscles of the male have been rather slightly treated in the earlier literature; a com-

parison between several forms has been almost quite out of the question, onh- a few forms having been

described. Thus among the Sharks Acanthias has already been mentioned by Bloch, among the

Rays some 7?ff/i'? - species by several authors [Raja radiofa very briefl}' and incompletely by Bloch,

Raja circularis |or clavata\ by Duvernoy, R. clavata by Vogt & Pappenheim and later bv

Moreau), Cliiiiicrra i/io/isfrosa by v. Davidoff. Petri alone has examined several different forms

and tried to make a comparison, but he cannot be said alwa\'S to ha\-e been successful or to have

found the correct interpretation. While he upon the whole prett\- correctlv has interpreted the muscle

I have called I\f. adductor, — his M. flexor piiiiicr, or pterygopodii, a name rejected by me as presum-

ably not suitable, — and M. dilatator, a name introduced by him (at all e\'ents in Scylliuiii, Acantliias

and Torpedo), the other muscles have either been misapprehended or not at all mentioned. The M. extensor

he has only seen in Scylliinii and Raja, where he calls it M. flexor pterygopodii interior, and of mv
M. compressor he has only mentioned the part, which I have called the .outer lip-muscle> (of the

appendix-slit), in Acantliias and Raja, and with different appellations, respectively as M. levator (of the

spur) and as JM. flexor biceps (which latter name is also given to a quite different muscle in Scylliiim),

and he 'has assigned to it different, partly misapprehended, function.s. It has already been ob.served

that both Petri and all other authors, who have mentioned the glandular bag, have understood the

muscular wall to be a separately developed dermal nniscular system, and consequenth" omit it bv the

mentioning of the fin-muscles proper. In the special part account will be rendered of the earlier

literature, and the particular works will be referred to.
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2. Special Part.

Seldchoidci.

SpiiJdcicUt'.

Acanthias vulgaris Risso.

I I'l. I, fig. lo, II.)

The common picked Dog-fi.sli has been .so often examined that I think a more particular de-

scription of the external featnres of the copulator\- appendages to be supernnous; I may refer to

Petri') (with regard to whose description, however, I must remark that the in\'estment with dermal

teeth at the places of transition to naked parts does not cease gradually, but is cpiite sharply boimded;

the dorsal side is wholh' naked, as is also on the ventral side the hindmost point of the terminal part),

as also to the earlier description by Bloch-) and Home^J. In a specimen of the length of 64'"'" the

following measures were found:

Length of the appiendix (from the fore-edge of the cloaca) . .
6,5''"

part free of the fin -, icni
0'

— - - terminal part 2,2"^-"

— - - appendix-slit 4,^^"'

Breadth of the appendix ab. i"^^'"

The skeleton has not Ijeen quite correctly described by any of the earlier authors -•).

Between the basale and the appendix is found onh' one short joint (/^), and besides the dorsal

piece 1?^); this latter articulates anteriorh' with the basale, posteriorly with the appendi.x-stem /', and

medially with /', ; its lateral edge is convex, projecting somehwat in the shape of a roof o\-er the two

hindmost rays; these ra\'s are borne bv the piece /', , and are often coalesced; tlie\- are stronger and

longer than the last ray but two, which latter comes from the basale.

The stem of the chief piece (if the appendi.x has a length like B -^ l\, and ])roxinu\ll>' towards

its articulation with /', is foimd a ridge (at /' in fig. 10) projecting in a somewhat keel-like manner;

in tlie hindmost half it has laterally a little trough-like hollow. The .soft eiul-style is short"), flatly

rounded, and readies not nearly to the end of the terminal part. The dorsal marginal cartilage?)

(AV) can forward be indistinctly traced as a rounded ridge to about the letter .v in fig. 11 lit is more

>) I.e. p. 300, pi. XVII, fig. 5, A.

2) 1. c. 1788, p. 9, pi. 2, fig. I.

3) On the Mode of breeding of the Ovoviviparons .Shark etc. Phil. Trans. iSio. Pi. II, ]>. 205. pi. IX and X: in the

lastnientioned place the ventrals and the appendages have been drawn in a pnsition, which they scarcely naturally would

be able to have.

41 Drawings are found not <nil\- in lUoch, Oegenb.iur ami Petri, but atso in .Molin: Sullo scheletro dcgli

Squali, pi. Ill, fig. 7; Meniorie dell' 1st. Veneto, vol. S, 1H59, but without any explanation or de.soription in the text.

5) Gegenbaur, fig. 16, l>: Petri, fig. 5 /', ;-'.

6) Gegenbaur, fig. 17, /; it has been quite overlooked liy Bloch and Petri.

7) Mentioned neither by Gegenbaur nor Petri. The hindmost end of it is the Proce.ssns a am Schienbein j

(I.e. fi.g. 3) of Bloch. Neither of these ;iuthors have seen independent marginal cartilages in Acailf/iidX.

4^
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distinct, when the piece is dried); posteriorly it is distincth" elevated as an edge of the appendix-slit.

Tlie ventral marginal cartilage (A\') is .shorter, resembles the corresponding one in tlie Greenland

Shark, and has, as in the latter, a jjlate-like part") folded to the donsal side; on the concave inner

side it has furthermore a strong, elevated process; in the furrow between this process and the folded

part the pro-ximal end of the < thorn is placed.

There are four terminal pieces.

Td-) is narrow, with the foremost part of its medial edge closely connected with the end-style,

and behind this with the edge of the ventral piece Tv\ distally it takes the form of a flattened, sharp-

edged hook; this hook-shaped part rises uncovered through the skin, is smooth, shining, and dentine-

like. Td is with part of its lateral edge connected with a quite thin, plate-formed pieces), Td^, also

anteriorly connected with the marginal cartilage Rd\ it is placed in the skin forming the dorsal lip

of the appendix-slit of the terminal part, and corresponds to the piece 77/,, indicated in the Green-

land Shark.

The ventral terminal piece, Tt'-*), is considerabl}' broader and longer than the dorsal one,

rounded on the ventral (outer) surface, hollowed like a spoon towards the appendix-slit; except the

hindmost part it is firmh- calcified; the foremost part of the medial edge is connected with the end-

style, and behind this with '/V, tlie liook of the latter lying freeh' in the outermost sjjoon-like end of

the former piece; in the proximal end it has medialh' an articular process for articulation with the

above mentioned process of the concave side of the marginal cartilage Rv , and its lateral edge is

firmly connected with a strong, thin membrane (fig. ii, Ti'^), serving in the foremost part for attaching

the outer lip-muscle of the glandular bag; this membrane then corresponds to the similar, but thicker

one in the Greenland Shark, and to the piece Tt'j in Spiiiax.

The fourth terminal piece, 7',, is the one called the spur. '^) by the different authors; with the

proximal, somewhat head-shaped end it is attached inside of the folded jDlate of the marginal cartilage

Rv to the abo\-e mentioned process, and to the jDroximal and lateral end of the piece Tv\ it is formed

as a triangular thorn or spine, longitudinally somewhat twisted, with two concave surfaces; it is firm,

shining, dentine-like, and the greater part of it is uncovered by the skin. It can be mo\-ed quite in

the same manner as the corresponding spine in the Greenland Shark.

The muscular s y s t e m . The M. adductor shows the general t)-pical relations. The M. extensor

reminds verv mucli of the same one in the Crreenland Shark; as in the latter it has here its oriein

on the medial side of the basale and /'i, stretches over the knee of the appendix-stem as a thin,

flat covering over the J/, dilatator^ and inserts itself along the boundary line of the dorsal marginal

cartilage.

The M. dilatator originates proximally with a dorsal portion at the same place as the M. extensor

and quite covered b\- it, that is to sa>- some wa\- up on the basale; on the ventral side its proxi-

) Bloch, Processu.s d\ Gegeiibaur, fig. 15, ]6, a\ Petri, fig. 5, A E, pr\ regarded In- all only as a process on
the chief piece.

2j Bloch, der Haken, fig. 2, c, fig. 6; Gegenbaur fig. 16. 17, 0; Petri, fig. 5, hi;.

3) Petri, fig. 5, ta\ it i.s neither mentioned nor drawn bv Bloch or Gegenbaur.
4) Bloch: der breite Knochen, fig. 2, d, fig. 5; Gegenbaur, fig. 15— 17, c\ Petri, fig. 5, b"' , he interpreting it as

the terminal joint of the stem.

V] Bloch, der Sporn, fig. 2, c, fig. 4; Gegenbaur, fig. 15, 16, a' \ Petri, fi,g. 5, sp and ca.
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mal origin accordingh- is imicli more backward, at the distal end of the J/, cnlditctnr; it is inserted as

usual, its aponeurosis being especially attached to Iv and 'I'd; the latter piece, the hook , is turned

(round its medial edge as the axis) out of its position in the sjioon-shaped end of the former, when

the muscle is contracted during the dilation.

The part of '(\\<i M. compressor wrapping the bag, is much distended, and cousequenth' rather thin,

corresponding to the considerable extent of the bag anteriorh- (see fig. 4 in the text). The i)art inserted

on the lateral surface of the appendix-stem, is vcr_\- small, reduced to a few bundles of fibres on the

proximal end of this part of the skeleton, which otherwise is almost quite enclosed bv the M. dilatator.

The part, which as outer lip-nuiscle forms the lateral limit (.)f the appendix-slit, seems to me to

recei\-e in its surface some fibres coming from the muscular layer originating from the lateral muscles

of the body, but otherwise it originates as usual on the hindmost ra\s and on ^J; it is inserted with

a kind of tendon in the above-mentioned membrane on Tr', and consetpieuth' it acts antagonisticalh'

against the M. dilatator, and at the same time lays the spur J^').

Spinax niger P>onap.

iFl. I. fi^. 12, 1 3.

1

The \"er}' peculiar-looking appendages in this common Shark have siugularh' enough been

ver\' little mentioned Ijv earlier authors, and b\- nuuiv, also among the later, the\" are not mentioned

at all. rruunerus-), in his description of the Sort-Haa , says: the\' (i.e. the two Mciiilira gniitalia)

were supplied with some sharp bony spines, such as 1 ha\"e seen on the Membra of sexeral Raws,

when the ends ha\-e been turned inside out. Kroyer^) says: At the end of the copulatory appen-

dages of the males are foiuid three crooked thorns or horuv claws, and a tapering dermal flap, which

behind projects a little o\-er these claws. The claws are mowable against each other, and form a kind

of prehensile organ. In the position of rest they are hidden between a pair of small cartilaginous

plates, and the skin covering these plates. This is the most complete, and also, I think, the most

correct description I have seen-i). iJumeril^) gives a drawing of the a]Tpendix, but with no explana-

tion whatever (mu' in the text neither): the drawing is rather difficult to understaiul, neither is it

correct; thus the dernuil flap mentioned b\- Kroyer appears in this figure as a thorn, although it is

I) Petri (I.C.I doHigiiates this part of my M. compressor as M. /evaior {i\'^. ^. ml], ami attrilmtcs to it a ililatiiifr

effect, having alleiu die .\ufgabe diesen (den Sporn) zu heben , and thus he in this place si)eaks of two dihuing muscles.

The incorrectness of this, however, is easilv pointed out. Contrary to Petri, Bloch upon the whole has a correct uniierstandinj;

of the mobility of the spur, speaking (I.e. p. 13I of einen sehr sonderbaren Meclianisiiiiis. J)avon niir wcnigstens in der

Anatoniie kein ahnlicher bekandt ist . Bloch has a chiefly correct description of the muscular system; he distinguishes between

three nuiscular portions, the first of which being the ventral ray-muscles, the second, which he compares to the adductor

fenioris : in man, is my A/, addtic/or, the third AL dilatator -\- my M. extensor. He describes the glandular bag as a parti-

cidar organ, to which he does not ascribe any muscular walls, as he suppo.ses that the other (2) muscles expel its klebrigte

Feuchtigkeit . Neither has Petri seen ray M. extensor as a separate muscle in Acantliias (see Iiis fig. 5, />'. and the descrip-

tion p. 3021; but it is also to be acknowledged that in this .species it is verj- closely connected with the M. dilatator, especially

proximally.

-) Throndhjeniske Selskabs Skrifter II, 1763, p. 319.

3) Danmarks Fiske vol. Ill, 1X52— 53, p. 90.S.

1) Miiller & Henle, .System. Beschr. der Plagiostomen, 1S41, p. S6, say: Kein Porn an den mannlichen .\nliangen :

founded, I suppose, on young specimens, in which only tlie soft dermal flap is seen.

5J Hist. nat. des Poissons, vol. 1, 1S65, the atlas, j>l. W , fig. 13.
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2a-
Fig. 6.

qiiite soft. Lilljeborg') only says: The copulatory organs of the male are small and pointed, and

reach only a little behind the ends of the ventrals; they are until towards the end coalesced with the

ventrals. > As no thorns are mentioned, L. must have examined only undeveloped appendages.

Tlie appendix, when fulh' developed, is

short, clums\-, thick, and reaches only a ver\' little

farther backward than the end of the fin-membrane,

the free part of which is also very short. Dermal

teeth are not found, neither on the dorsal, on the

medial, nor on the greater part of the ventral side,

except on this latter laterally, near the fin-mem-

brane. In the numerous, developed appendices,

examined by me, the terminal part was always

very much dilated, and such was also the case in

the specimens, I have caught alive; in the dilated

state the terminal part stands almost at a right

angle to the stem, its hinder end with the soft

dermal flap (c?) pointing inward towards the middle

line; the dilated part of the furrow then looks

like a concave sole of the foot, in whose heel

is seen the opening, through which the secretion

of the glandular bag is probably ejected. Three

polished, hard points protrude like claws through the skin, one at the dorsal lip of the furrow, the

second at the ventral lip, and the third, and longest, juts out, ventrally and laterally, from the spot,

where the fin-membrane becomes free of the appendi.x.

In specimens of the length of 35,5<'-'°— 38,5'''" the following measures are found ^).

Length of appendix (from the fore edge of the cloaca) . . abt.

— - the part, free of the fin -

— - the terminal part -

— - the appendix-slit -

Breadth of the appendix -

The skeleton. Between the basale and the appendix are found two small pieces (1^ and i^j),

each bearing one of the two hindmost rays (accordingly b^ + b^ in Spiiiax = b^ in Acanthias)\ never-

theless these rays may be found coalesced, and are, as usually, directed straight backward, parallel to

the appendix. The piece ^i is relativeh- somewhat longer than in Acaiithias^ but of a similar form.

The axial part of the chief piece of the appendix is somewhat more clums}- than in Acanfhias,

but otherwise of a similar form, and also supplied with a short, soft end-style; including this latter

the stem is onlv a little longer than the basale. The marginal cartilages, too, show chiefl\' the same

relations as in Acantliias.

Fit

Fig. 5. Spinax tiigcr. The appendage of the right side

with part of the fin-membrane, seen from the dorsal side,

somewhat enlarged. The terminal part is dilated, f the

folded, free end of the fin-membrane; at o the fin has

been cut from the body. afi the dilated part of the

appendix-slit.

Fig. 6. The dilated terminal part, seen from behind, a

the soft terminal flap, af the spot where the appendix-

slit passes into the dilated, terminal part of the furrow.

2,5^'"—35""

j-cm

0,6cm_o,S'='"

') Sveriges och Norges Fiskar. vol.3, 1S91, p. 677.

-) It is somewhat difficult to obtain exact measurings on account of the terminal part being bent.
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The terminal piece s are 5.

The dorsal one, 7V, is somewhat s-shaped, round, and articulates niediaih' with the cnd-stvle,

while the hindmost part of it projects throu,o-h the skin as a curved, polished claw; as in Acaiitliias^

it is united with a thin lamellar piece, 7'r/_,, which piece, with the exception of the hindmost point, is

quite covered by the skin forming the dorsal lip of the furrow.

The ventral piece Tv is also somewhat s-shaped, broader than the dorsal one, thick at the

base, becoming tliinner distalh' and laterall\-; it is concave like a spoon on the side towards the

furrow, on the other side rounded. At the pro-\imal part of the lateral edge it is firml\- united with

a hard, dentiue-like piece Trs, which in Acaiitliias is only represented by an uncalcified mem-

brane. This piece is before (proximall\) jirolonged to a long, flat end, behind (distally) to a shorter

one, projecting through the skin as the before mentioned claw in the ventral lip of the furrow; the

piece is rather narrow, ^•entrall^ conca\e, dorsallv rounded. In mo\'ing it follows the piece Tv.

The last piece T,^ corresponds to the thorn in ^icd 11thins and .Soiiniiosus ^ and is also here

formed as an elegant, bent, rounded and completelx' smooth thorn with the proximal end head-shaped.

It is quite out of the question that these claws , as supposed b\' Kro^er, should be able to

act as a prehensile organ , as they cannot properly be moved against each other; lint the\- will l:)e

ver\' able to fix the appendix firmh' in a hollow, as Ijy the dilatation of the terminal ])art their ])oints

are lurned in three opposite directions, as may be seen from fig. 6 in tlie text.

The muscular system. From the J/, adductor has been separated a long, flat bundle as a

particular muscle originating before from the medial aponeurotic stripe together with the other

fibres of the j\/. adductor, and then on the dorsal side passing obliqueh' over the J/ rxto/sor and

next over the M. dilatator\ on the appendix it follows the appendix-slit, and forms together with the

J\I. dilatator the medial lip of this slit; i^arth' it is attached in the skin of this lip, but chiefh' on the

proximal end of the piece Td^. This muscle evideuth' is instrumental in increasing the dilation of

the terminal part, which dilation, as has alread\- been indicated, seems to be especialh' great in Spii/a.x.

The M. rxtci/sor is almost as in ^{caiitliias , that is, not sharph- bounded from the dorsal part

of the M. dilatator.

This latter, on the contrar}", is on the \-entral side distincth' bounded from the J/, adductor

bv a line running obliqneh' from the lateral side down towards the medial side. Its ajxnienrosis, as

in jlcaiithias, is especially attached to Td and 7 v.

The glandular l)ag (the .1/. coi/iprrssor) does not in any of m\' munerous specimens reach quite

to the pelvis, and accordiugh- it must Ije termed proportionalh- small. Its outer lip-muscle as usual

originates from the piece ,y and the hindmost rays, and is with its principal portion very distinctly

inserted on the piece Tt'^, with another portion on the folded part of the ventral marginal cartilage

(not on the thorn 7^).

Scyninus lichia Bonap.

A skeleton in the Zoological Museum (from \'. Frir in I'rague).

In this specimen the appendix onl\- reaches a trifle farther backward than the fin-membrane,

and the condition of the terminal skeleton makes it ]irol)able that the organ is not full\- developed.
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Between the basale and the appendix-stem is found one piece b^ bearin,"- the two hindmost

rays. The piece ^ is rather large, flattened, with an edge turned towards the dorsal side.

The appendix-stem is as long as B ~ b^\ its proximal part below the knee is somewhat bent,

medialh- convex, otherwise of a similar form as in the Greenland Shark, i.e. distally lanceolate; the

end-style is very short. The dorsal marginal cartilage is a very narrow ridge, reaching forward almost

to ;i; the ventral one is much longer than in the (rreenland Shark, occupying almost tlie whole

length of the appendix-stem as a rather high, firm, and hard lamella, the distal part of which forms

a but small, ver\' narrow, folded plate, properly speaking only an indication of sucli a one.

Among the terminal pieces the piece Td is still quite soft, not sejjarated from the other tissue;

Tv on the contrarv is hard, and reminds, as to its form, of the corresponding piece in the Greenland

Shark. T-^ is present, but small, and no doubt not yet quite formed; whether in the developed organ

it is hidden by the soft tissue — so that the observation by ]\Iiiller & Henle: Die mannlichen

Anhange ohne Stachel (I.e. p. 91) so far ma\- be justified — I must lea\e undecided; the observations

of these authors concerning the ventral appendages are however, as it turns out, often quite unreliable.

Scylliicke.

Scyllium canicula (L.).

(PI. II, fig. 16, 17).

The copulatorv organs are mentioned b\' several authors, generally, however, without an\- par-

ticular description, as these authors especialh' attach importance to one peculiarity in the \entrals of

the male, which (in all stages) forms an easy distincti\-e mark heiwecn Scylliiiiii caiiiai/ii and Sc.sfcllarc

{c-ahiliis)'), viz. that the ventrals are completely coalesced dorsalh- of the appendages, and in the

middle of the hindmost edge of this coalesced part only a small incLsion is found. By a fold

of the fin-membrane, passing over the proximal jDart of the appendages, these are also partially

covered on both sides ventrally, and tluis they are placed as tongues in a bell, which is open on the

lower side, their hindmost ends reaching to or even farther (abt. 5'"'") than the hindmost edge of the

bell^). The whole dorsal side (i.e. the side towards the body) of the coalesced ventrals is covered

with dermal teetli and pigmented (spotted like the skin of the animal in other places), and this cover-

ing is continued round the edge to the ventral .side, where it is quite sharph- limited; the other ven-

tral part of the coalesced fins (the part in contact with the dorsal side of the appendages) is naked,

iiupigmented, and soft.

The appendix (in two specimens, when measured from the cloaca, abt. 43""" long, abt. 5'"'"

broad at the base of the terminal part, wliich is of a length of abt. 24""") is straight, posteriorh- some-

') See for inst. MuHer& Henle, I.e. p. 7, 10. Kroyer, I.e. p. 824. Duineril, I.e. p. 316, 317, LiUjeborg,
I.e. p. 650. Petri, I.e. p. 303, and fig. 6.

2) The words of Lilljeborg 1. c. p. 650; The male has small copulatorv organs, not reaching to the hindmost points

of the ventrals, and scarceh- of half of the above given length of these fins do not apply to the developed state. Neither

can the figure 6 of Petri represent the developed appendages, and it is upon the whole bad; the appendages are in this

species never so clunis}'; the description at p. 303 is only ill adapted to Sc. caiiiciila, and not very well to Sc. catulus.
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what conically tapering, on the greater part of the surface covered with dermal teeth ; onl\- immediately

at the cloaca the dorsal side is naked, as is also the outermost point of the appendix, whicli is soft and

papillous; from here a naked, depressed stripe reaches forward on the medial side of the terminal

partM- On this part the dermal teeth have another shape than elsewhere on the animal, being lon"-er

and more pointed, like small thorns with the points turned towards the base of the appendix-

accordingly the hinder part of this is rough to the feeling when rubbed backward, contrarv to what

is the case elsewhere on the animal. The appendix-slit is covered in the terminal part b\- a thin,

soft membrane arising from the dorsal (inner) lip; when this membrane is thrown back, the furrow

is found to be open as usual; but above the terminal part it is only represented b\- a groove in the

skin, not very deep; the slit, \\hich in the Sharks, hitherto mentioned, is quite open, is in this animal

imder the dermal furrow by coalescing formed into a tube reaching to the base of the organ near

the cloaca, and first here an opening is again found, an o\-al aperture through which a sound may

be brought into the glandular bag. This latter accordiugh* has two outlets, one at the base of the

appendix, the other between the movable parts of the terminal part-).

The skeleton. Between the basale and the appendix is found one ver)- small piece {6^}

bearing no rays; the piece fi is also inconspicuous, somewhat triangular, with a broad articulation

before with the basale, a narrow one behind with the appendix-stem.

The appendix-stem is of about the same length as the basale; it is calcified to a rather

considerable degree; the soft end-style reaches to somewhat more than half tlie length of the

terminal part.

Both marginal cartilages are specially strongly and peculiarly developed, which will be seen from

fig. i6 clearer than from a description. The dorsal one (A'r/) reaches (as is usual) somewhat further

forward than the ventral one, but in the dorsal middle line it joins with the latter for a long way by

a firm suture , so that the two cartilages together with the stem form a complete, firm tube, open

before where the glandular bag joins it, and behind at the terminal part. Thus the part of the ventral

marginal cartilage assisting in the forming of this tube, corresponds to the folded plate of the ventral

marginal cartilage in the before mentioned vSharks ').

The number of terminal pieces is fonr4), completely corresponding to those in Acaiithias.

Td is narrow, somewhat triangular; along the side towards the furrow it is connected with a thin,

st>-le-shaped piece, 7'c/, which proximally becomes broader, and reaches a little under the dorsal mar-

ginal cartilage. Tv is broader, lengthened-oval, rounded on the outer side, towards the furrow slightly

hollow, thick, and solid. Between its proximal end and the ventral marginal cartilage is inserted a

well developed piece, Z^, which is not formed as a thorn, nor can it be erected to such a position, as

I) At -v in the fig. 5 of Petri.
2 Davy, J.: On the Male Organs of some Cartilaginous Fishes. Phil. Tr. vol. lo, iS;,9, p. i.(6. has already nicntioiu-d

this fact in Scyllhiiii Edwardsii; Petri represents it 1. c. p. 304.

i) As Petri has not seen the marginal cartilages as such in Acanlhias. \\v has in SryliiniJ! niulcrstood them lo he

something particular in this genus.

4) When Petri also finds four pieces in Scyllinm it arises from his counting the end-style of the stem (i5'" fig. 7, C)\

he has really overlooked one piece, viz. Td^.

The Ingoll-Expedition. [I. 2. ^
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the corresponding piece in the hitherto mentioned Sharks. All these terminal pieces are hard, white,

china-like, bnt none of them protrudes with any part through the skin.

The muscular system is as in ^V. sfcllarr, where it will be more particularly mentioned.

^ Scyllium stellare (L.)

(PI. II, fig. 1S-19; pi. VI, fig. 65-66.)

As upon the whole the \-entrals of the male as to contour and shape are different from those

iu the preceding species, so it is also the case with the appendices. Tlie ventrals are also here coa-

lesced'), but only for a short way (in one

specimen of the total length of go'^'" the

coalesced part has a length of 16™'"); the

small cut in the posterior edge iu Sc.

caiiicula has here become a large slit

(in the specimen mentioned above about

26"""); the dermal teeth also spread to a

greater extent on the ventral side of this

part of the fin. As furthermore no lateral

fold of the skin is found on the ventral

side covering the base of the appendices,

and corresponding to the one mentioned in

Sc. can icIlia ^ no <bell» is formed here.

The appendix reaches just outside

the posterior fin edge; it is far more big

and clumsy than in .SV. canicula^ but still

the details remind of the latter, the}' are

only coarser and more conspicuous.

In a specimen of a total length of 90'-'" the following measures were foxuid:

f-

Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Scyllium slellare. The appendage of the right side seen

from the ventral side; about the natural size, ab abdominal pore.

F fin-membrane, f winglike process.

Fig. 8. The same appendage seen from the dorsal side; the coa-

lesced part of the membrane of the ventral is cut up, and thrown

back. The arrow indicates the direction, in which a sound mav be

brought into the appendi.x-canal.

Length of the appendix from the fore-edge of the cloaca to the hindmost point .
61"""

— - - free part ^G'"'"

— - - terminal part 34"""

Breadth of the appendix above the terminal part 14™™

— - - — across - — - 16'""

The terminal part is relatively larger than in the preceding species, and its peculiar appearance

is especialh- caused by the strongly developed process y", which is only indicated in the preceding-

species. This process is on the ventral side (fig. 7) hollow, and the bottom of this hollow is naked,

which nakedness continues on the soft, outeruiost point. The greater jjart of the appendix is also

') When Lilljeborg 1. c. p. 655 tells that the ventrals in Sc. stellai-e are not coalesced, he is not quite right. Jliiller

& Henle 1. c. p. 10 state the fact correctly.
,
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here covered with dennal teeth ; besides the parts mentioned onh- tlie surroundings of tlie anterior

aperture of the glandular 1jag are naked. The points of the dennal teeth are aLso turned towards the

base of the appendix; the\" are longest and most pointed on tlie dorsal side of /and /. The appeiidi.x-

slit is closed (to an extent of abt. 15™'") in advance of the terminal part, as may be seen by throwing

back tlie dermal lip x—x' in fig. 8; accordingly we ha\-e as in Sc. caiiicula two outlets for the secretion

of the glandular bag.

The skeleton in its main features is as in .SV. (iiiihiild , but the apjiendix-part of it is

much more clumsy and peculiarly twisted. One small l>i withotit rays, and a little yj with rounded

contour are fomid').

The appendi.x-stem, from the articulation with l\ to the end of the style, is of the same length

as the basale; it is somewhat bent with medial concavity; the end-stvle of about half the length of

the calcified stempiece; at the distal end of the former the medial edges of both the adjoining ter-

minal pieces form a ratlier sharp knee.

The marginal cartilages are principally like those in .SV. caiiiciilii\ Rd is posteriorly somewhat

longer than Rv^ and is distally and mediallv a little hollow.

The terminal pieces are four, three of them white and hard. Td is formed somewhat like

a roof and as broad medially as Tv is ventrally; Td^ i>^ mainly as in taiticnla\ Tv is rounded on the

outei side, somewhat concave towards the slit, 7'^ in mv specimen is not calcified; but a soft,

fibrous cartilage, joining with Iv and placed in the lip /, in \\\\ opinion represents this piece^). As

in Sc. caiiicula none of the terminal pieces are seen through the skin.

The muscular s\'stem. From the medial marginal part of the ^f. adductor have been

branched off two separate muscles: fig. 65, fig. 66 (?, and a,.

If we look at the ventral side (fig. 65) the fibres of the marginal part are seen as a powerful

muscle c?i, anteriorlv originating from the medial aponeurotic stripe, and posteriorly inserted on tlie

proximal part of the appendix-stem close to the \'entro-lateral edge of the skeletal orifice for the

giandidar bag; but part of its fibres attaches to the basale, and another part runs into the J/, dilatator.

Looking at the dorsal side (fig. 66) we find the edge formed by another muscle «,, anteriorh' only

indistincth- separated from c/j, but posteriorly distinctly enough, as here a foremost portion of the

AI. dilatator originating from the medial side of the basale, wedges in between both. This muscle c/j

distalh- joins with the J/, extensor {£), and together with this is inserted by a tendon below the

knee of the appendix-stem.

The J/, dilatator is enormously thick, and originates with the greater part of its mass from

the appendix-stem until the boundary of the marginal cartilages, but, as already mentioned, a portion

of it arises from the medial side of the basale; j^art of this muscle distally joins in the composition

of the peculiar process / (it is the same in .SV. caiiicula, where this process is much less conspicuous),

which b\- no means, as Petri saws, is composed exclusi\-el\- of verfilztem Bindegewebe>.

i| Petri 1. c. fix- 7 C has distally of /J (;•' in Petri) aiiolher little piece (/-"), wliieli is not fonnd at all in my specimen,

and which upon the whole I ilo not think to be normal (orijrinating from a ruptnre?); fnrthcnnore a piece l«//-| which he

(p. 305) compares to a knee-cap ; this is, however, scarcely to be regarded as a particular piece, but, I suppo.se, only a strontjiy

calcified eminence on the stem.

-I Petri, fig. 7 C, x.

5'
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AI. compressor. The bag-formed part of this muscle is rather long, and reaches considerably

forward of the pelvis. On the contrary, the part forming the < outer lip-muscle is rather small

(smaller than in m\- figures); as usual it originates from the stem-skeleton [[i) and from the hindmost

rays, and is inserted on the proximal edge of the ventral marginal cartilage; it will here scarcely be

able directly to contract the dilated terminal part').

Pristiurus melanostomus (Bonap.).

(PI. II, fig. 20, 21.)

The ventrals of the male of this species are also dorsally coalesced in a similar manner as in

the preceding two vScylliidce^), but to a still less extent than in Sc. stellare., and a deep curve separates

the coalesced part into two fin-laps. The appendices reach far behind the fin-

membrane s), in a .specimen of the length of 78"^™ to 23""" behind the point

of tlie fin-membrane; the whole length, from the hindmost edge of the

cloaca, is 50'"™; the part quite free of the fin is 35'"'" long; the largest

breadth of the organ is about j™'"; the terminal part has a length of about

25'""'. The ventral side is covered with dermal teeth, except the hindmost,

soft, as it were, convoluted part (abt. 9""" long), on which still scattered

groups of teeth may be seen; tlie dorsal side is naked, as are also the

adjoining parts of the medial side, where they are covered by the fin-

membrane; on the free edge of the lip / a few scattered rows of dermal

teeth are seen. The dermal teeth are generally very fine; as in the fore-

going species their points are on the terminal part turned towards the

base of the aiDpendix. The dentition on the coalesced fin-parts is as in

Sc. stellarc.

The peculiar appearance of the appendi.x will be seen with sufficient

distinctness from fig. 9. Tlie furrow anteriorly is opened by a large, easily

distended slit of a length of 8— 10"""; behind this slit it is closed for an

equal length, and again open in the terminal part. In spite of the great

dissimilarity in general when compared with the appendix of the preceding

Scylliidae, a closer examination will show a rather considerable similarity with

these, especially with Sc. stcltare: corresponding to the peculiar process / of the Scyllia is found a thin,

soft dermal process, which may be folded towards the furrow (as in fig. 9), or .sj^read in a wing-like

1 1 This part of the M. compressor has been quite overlooked by Petri, who has seen and drawn the other muscles,

and given them the following names (see I.e. pi. XVII, fig. 7. A and B):

The muscle here marked A (the chief portion of the Af. addticlor) =.fl.in.p. i.e. flexor major pinna:.

— - — ^i ^ fl.p.b. \.&. fle.xor pterygopodii biceps.

— - — Oz ^= fl.p.e.x. K.e-. flexor pierygopodii exterior.

The M. extensor here marked E = ft.p.i. i. e. flexor pterygopodii interior.

What Petri calls flexion 1 must, I think, rather be regarded as an adduction connected with an extension of the appendix.

~) The expression used by Lilljeborg I.e. p. 660 their inner edges are not coalesced, is accordingly not quite

correct. The appendices are shortly described at p. 662.

j) Conip. Gunnerus: Om Haae-Gselen, pi. I, /. (Trondhjemske Selsk. Skr., II.

I

Fig. 9.

Pristiurus melanostomus.

The right appendage seen

from the dorsal side; about

the natural size. The fin-

membrane is cut through,

and thrown back. the

larger basal opening of the

appendix-slit ; between the

asterisks it is closed by

coalescing. The other signs

as in fig. 8.
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shape to the medial side; to the Hp / wliich in the ScyUia is turned into the furrow, corresponds

the part in Pristinnts marked with the same letter, to the naked dermal fold / in one corresponds the

naked dermal fold / in the other, etc.

Also the skeleton shows the near relation to the other vScylliidtc. Between the ba.salc and

the appendi.x is found (ventrally) a very small, quite rudimentary piece b^ wliich of course bears no

ray; dorsally is found an also very small piece ^?.

The appendix-stem and the marginal cartilages are much like those in the vScyllia. The

stem is twisted longitudinally in a similar maimer as in ._SV. sfillarr, but is nc^l bent medially. Tlie

dorsal connection of the marginal cartilages, however, is not so close as in the Scyllia; the two

pieces may here be forced a little from each other.

Tlie number of terminal pieces is fi\-e, if to the terminal pieces we will count a piece, AV^,

which has not been found in any of the Sharks, mentioned in the foregoing; it is joined movably to

the hindmost edge of the dorsal marginal cartilage, and is situated in the dermal fold below the

asterisk in fig. g.

Td and 7v are long and narrow, and form at the end of the st\'le a similar kneeshaped curve

as in Srvl/inii/ strilnrt' (in AV. cninciiln it is onh' indicated); a slightly calcified or almost quite soft

piece Td, is found, projecting forward under the edge of Rd\ Tv proximally forms a rather broad

plate, to the dorsal edge of which is attached a leaf-shaped, somewhat bent piece 7",. All the pieces

are completeh' hidden in the skin.

The muscular s}-stem is substantially quite the same as in the Scyllia, the only

difference being that the outer lip-muscle seems to be still less developed in Prisliiinis.

Lamnidce.

Lamna cornubica (Crmelin).

(PI. II, fig. 22, 2.V)

In a specimen of the length of 2"' 5'^'", which in the beginning of November 1897 was driven

on shore on the western coast of Jutland, the appendix has a length of 21'"") and a largest breadth

of 4'^"'; the terminal part is 7,5"" long. The whole ventral surface is densely covered with dermal

teeth cpiite to the end; this investment ceases with a strongly marked boundary line on tlie medial

surface, which is quite naked to the terminal part; this latter being almost quite covered with teeth

until the margins of the appendi.x-slit, also on the dorsal side; the other parts of the flat dorsal side

of the shaft are naked, and these naked parts are laterally marked off from those covered with teeth

by a rather deep longitudinal dermal fold. Apparently the appendix-slit from before the terminal part

and to a larger foremost opening at the base of the appendix is closed as in the ScylliiJa-; but in

reality it is open, and for the whole way it is possible, though with difficulty, to press a sufficiently

thin -sound in between the margins of the marginal cartilages. On the medial side, immediately be-

I I.illjfbori; 1. c. p. 625 gives for a specimen of the length of 2,4'" a length of 25"" for the aiipentlix.
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fore the termiual part, is seen a small opening (/ in the fig. lo in the text) of a length of i' j^"; this

opening leads into a deep, pocketlike invagination of the skin, lined with a soft continuation of this,

similar to a mucous membrane. On the dorsal side of the terminal part at the lateral base, a polished

skeletal piece projects uncovered by the skin and like a thorn (T.). The terminal part is easily bent

ventrally; if bent in that way, the thorn, as in man>- other Sharks, will rise mechanically, and stand

out horizontally; it \^'ill immediately lie down again, when the terminal part is let loose. A dermal

fold supported by the skeletal piece TVj is prolonged forward into the tube formed by the marginal

cartilages in such a manner, that this tube gets two outlets, one on each side of the lamella concerned;

but the appendix-sUt proper is situated lateral!}- of this piece (a/ in fig. lo).

The skeleton. Bet^veen the basale and the skeleton of the

appendix is found (almost as in the Scylliidae) one yevy small piece ^i,

highest on the medial surface, and otherwise quite low, that is to say,

wedge-shaped; in connection with the distal end of the basale and the

proximal end of the appendix-stem it bears the hindmost ray, which at

the base is rather broad. The piece ^ is pretty well developed, and, as

is usual in Sharks, connects the basale with the appendix-stem.

The appendix-stem is ver}- long, twice as long as the basale

-r- l>i; proximall}" it is only a Uttle calcified (comp. Selac/nis), but else it

is firmly calcified in the siurface until the terminal part, where it forms

a ver)" long st^'le, reaching to the hindmost end of the terminal part;

this st>"le for the hindmost two third parts is calcified in the surface;

its soft basal part is situated immediately under the above mentioned

pocket; the distal end of the Mtiscubis dilatatar passes into the firm,

fibrous ventral wall of this pocket in such a manner that its aponeurosis

is firmh- inserted in the perichondrium abo\-e the calcified part of the

st}"le, as well as in the corresponding places of the two adjoining calci-

fied terminal pieces Td and Tv\ the soft part of the st^-le and the joints

between the marginal cartilages and the two skeletal parts Td and Tv

will then act as a kind of articulation').

The marginal cartilages are ven.- long, hard, and thick; forward the}- reach almost to the be-

ginning of the appendix-stem; the dorsal one reaches somewhat longer forward and also somewhat

further backward than the ventral one In the greater part of their length the two cartilages are in

contact with their margins; proximally the dorsal one is covered a fittle by the ventral one, the

margin of the former being bent somewhat into the tube enclosed by both; behind, a little before the

terminal part, they separate, and leave between them a slit broadening distallv.

The number of terminal pieces is four.

Td and Tv are long, almost equally developed; their distal ends are not calcified, and do not

reach quite to the end of the stvle. To the inner dorsal edge of Td is attached a piece TV,, which

Fig. lo.

Lamna cornubica. The hind-

most part of the right appen-

dix seen from the dorsal side;

considerably reduced. / the

opening of a pockethke inva-

gination of the skin. Tv:^ a

dermal fold containing no ske-

letal piece.

•I If we should suppose a skeletal part to be developed in the ventral wall of this pocket, it -would in all respects

be corresponding to the covering-piece- v found in Rhina.
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is a rather thick lamella only partly calcified. Also a piece Tv^ is indicated as a prettv lon<j, thin

lamella, which does not calcify or only calcifies to a very small degree (see fig-. lo in the text); it is

connected with the proximal end of 'l\\ stretches forward inside the thorn
, and is with the anterior

end firmly united with the aponeurosis, on which the outer lip-muscle , bespoken afterwards, acts;

by the pulling of this muscle at Tv, and Iv the dilated terminal part is brought back, and the thorn

/j situated between the two said pieces is laid. 7', has more particularly the form of a claw, whose

proximal part is head-shaped and rather soft, wrapped in the .soft tissue connecting it with the adjoin-

ing pieces.

The muscular system. The Jy. (/(A/'^/c/c;- is distally not sharply separated from the .1/ (///rt/r//fl/-,

as part of the fibres of the former passes into the superficial medial laver of the latter. The former

muscle is quite woven together with the J/, rxtriisor, so that it is only by preparing from the dorsal

side far into the large, proximal muscular mass that a considerable portion of fibres is found, origin-

ating from the basale, and having a direction connnon in the M. fxfriisvr.

The bag-shaped part of the M. compressor is very long and rather thick; in the specimen

examined b_\' me, it is about 40"" long, of which 23''" are situated under the ventral skin before the

pelvis'). The outer lip-muscle show's the peculiaritv that in spite of the long ventral marginal car-

tilage it is prolonged covering the dorsal surface of the said cartilage until the terminal ])art, where

it acts on Tv bv means of the abo\-e mentioned lamellar indication of a Tv, in a similar manner, as

this muscle acts in Sharks with a short ventral nuirginal cartilage.

The J/ dildtator only covers a very small part of the dorsal side of the appendix-shaft, by far

the greater part of the dorsal marginal cartilage being covered oid\' by the skin.

Selachus niaximus (tTunuerus).

The appendix has been briefl\- mentioned by Sir Everard Home'), somewhat more detailed

by Blain ville '^), but not originalh' b\" Pavesi-t), whose specimen, however, was a nude; onl\- in

his second paper') does Pavesi briefly describe and draw (p. 353) the (undeveloped) appendix, and

collects the whole literature treating of these organs, giving also in a table (1. c. p. 406) the dimensions

that may be put together according to the obtained facts. The image of the appendix that is to be

got from the literature, is upon the whole only imperfect. I have not found any particular mentioning

M The glandular bag contained onlv a little mucus, while the tube of the appendix, and the above mentioned pocket

as well as the inside of the terminal part were all filled with an extremely viscid, milk-white mucus, which made the fingers

exceeding!)- slippery- and Avas difficult to get washed off; it contained numerous cells of different size and shape, with oval

or round nuclei staining very readily.

'-) i)An anatomical Account of the Squalus maximus etc. Phil. Trans.. 1S09. S. 207. 2) Additions to an .\ocount etc.

Phil. Tr., 1813, S. 230. Among other things the glandular bag is here mentioned as a cavity between the skni and muscles

of the abdomen, eleven feet long and two wide. The inner surface of this cavity is smooth, almost polished, and of a

beautiful white colour; it contained a white mucus, extremely viscid and tenacious.

,5) Memoire sur le Squale Pelerin. .\nn. du JIuseum d'Hist. Nat., T. iS, iSii.

4) Contribuzione alia storia naturale del Genere Selache. .\nn. del Wus. Civico di C.enova, vol. 6, 1S74.

-] Seconda Contribuzione alia Morfologia e Sistematica dei Selachi. .\nn. del Mns. Civico, vol. 12, 1S7S. Besides

the drawings quoted here one more drawing is found, only, however, a sketched outline, of eviilently undeveloped appendices

of a Squalus maximus , in Cams unci Gtto: Erlauterungslafehi zur vergl. .Vnatomie. Part ,s, pi. V, fig. VIII, 1S40.
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Hv—j

Fig. II.

of the .skeleton, but the following will, nothwith.standing it defectiveness, show, that the structure of

the skeleton is like that of Lamna.

In the museum of Copenhagen is found a pair of dried skeletons of these organs that

have been got from a stuffed specimen (from California) of the length of 9'" \<^'"" (aj'/j Danish feet).

By long soaking the dried softer cartilaginous parts

swelled so much tliat upon the whole they might be

thought to approach to the shape of the fresh .skeleton.

Of the parts of the fin skeleton proper is only found

a little, somewhat triangular piece, situated proximally

at the dorsal end of the appendix-stem; it must be the

piece /?, which is accordingly (as presumably also the

piece h^ quite small as in Laniiia (and the Scylliidse) ').

The appendix-skeleton has a length of about

1™=^); it may be doubted if all the terminal pieces have

been preserved, but the principal features may be seen

distinctlv enough. The appendix-stem is calcified (the

proximal end, however, not very much); the soft style

is ver>- long and rather broad, and reaches to the out-

ermost end of the terminal part (comp. Laiinui). The

marginal cartilages are developed almost as in La/iiiia,

that is to say, they join dorsally without forming a

firm suture, the edge of the \-entral one overlapping

that of the dorsal ones). The number of terminal

pieces (in the specimen in hand) is 3.

Td is short, not reaching to the end of the

style; it is calcified for the greater part of its length,

and has on the dorsal surface a furrow or groove /J

wide before, where it passes into the large appendix-

slit, while behind it becomes a narrow slit following the

piece to the end-t).

Tt' is only calcified anteriorly, otherwise it is a

soft cartilage following the style just to the end. T^

Fig. 12.

Fig. II. Selachus maximus. The skeleton of the

right appendage seen from the ventral side; much
reduced.

Fig. 12. The same from the dorsal side, f furrow

in the dorsal terminal piece. Both figures have been

drawn after a dried skeleton. The position of 7", is

scarcely quite correct, and Tv is separated from its

connection with the marginal cartilage Rv.

1) Pavesi (187S, p. 378, fig. 12) draws the ventral skeleton of a young male; here is only seen the basale, and a

verj- little developed stem-part of the appendix. As, however, in other vSharks the pieces, which I have here called bi etc.

and /?, are distinctly present in young ones, even in embrv'os, it is to be supposed that thev have been overlooked here; in

Scyllitim and Lamna tliej- are so small, tliat they are easily overlooked, if the skeletal parts are not cleaned of the soft parts

with especial care.

2) In the specimen of Blainville it was 3 feet long (the free part); the length of the animal was 29 ft. 4 inch.

3) The words of Blainville 1. c. p. 125 are: <ils offroient en outre une fente on sillon etendu dans toute leur longueur,

niais dont la moitie anterieure, d'a peu pres 14 pouces, etoit etroitement ferme par le rebord de deux cartilages tres-serres

et qu'on ne pouvoit ecarter qu'avec une tres grande difficulte. >

4) It may possibly he this (?) slit, which is mentioned by Blainville 1. c. p. 126 as a >sillon beaucoup plus

petit et plus etroiti> etc.
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is claw-shaped and of a considerable size (in the specimen before nie 16'^"' long, and the broadest part

5,6™ broad); with the exception of the proximal part it is completely calcified; accordincr to the state-

ment of several authors') the point of it (in the developed organ) projects through the skin.

Besides the three terminal pieces seen in my figures, I think it probable that one more lias

been found, a Td, as in Lannia. I found this opinion in the first place on the words of Blainville
(I.e. 13.126) that besides the claw there is un autre cartilage, un pen aplati, occupant le milieu du
tiers anterieur de cette gouttiere (i.e. the furrow of the terminal part); celui-ci etoit mobile presqu'en

tons sens, niais entierement renferme dans un repli de la membrane interne qui se prolongeoit, libre

et flottante, jusqu'a I'extremite posterieure du sillon . Next I found the above stated opinion on the

description (187S, p. 352) and drawing in woodcut (fig. 3) of the (undeveloped) appendix given by

Pavesi: nella meta apicale offrono un pezzo mediano lanceolate, rialzato e piano, con fenditure laterali.

Ouesto superficie non ha traccia di sperone corneo. Later (p. 405I it is said of this piece that it is

only a thickened dermal fold, not to be confounded with the spur -'). The dernuai fold mentioned

by these authors, no doubt corresponds with that one which in Ldiiiiia contains the piece TV/,. But

what is the fenditure laterale of Pavesi? According to the figure it must be situated on the medial

side of the organ, that is to say, it is presumably the sillon .... beauconp plus petit et plus etroit

of Blainville; and thus it must be supposed to be the one seen in the skeleton, fig. 12/, and not

a pocket like the one described above in Laiiiinu because this latter is situated before the terminal

part, and accordingly would be seen on the part called b\- Pavesi la meta basale .

Rh'umhv.

Rhina squatina (L.).

(PL II, fig. 24 - 27.)

In a specimen of the length of i'" and a breadth across the pectorals of 0,59"', the part of

the appendix free of the fin is 8'.,''" in length; from the foremost beginning of the .slit the length is

1,1 Shaw: General Zoolog_v V, pt. II, Pisces. 1S04, tab. 149 (in the text nothing is found about it); the figure is

certainly bad, and the appendices can scarcely ever have that appearance, but are, to use the words of Pavesi (1S7S, p. 404), tras-

fortnate in sorta di gambe daU'imaginoso disegnatore . Blainville gives it to be 7 inches long, but covered by soft tissues

except I2 inch, which m'a paru comme cornee et libre au bord superieur et exterieur de I'appendice . Home speaks of

It as a strong, flat, sharp, bony process, five inches long, which nioves on a joint, and the bone projects an inch and
a half beyond the skin, like a spur (1S09, p. 207); in the later addition is onh- said: the spur bears a striking resemblance
to that of the male omithorv-nchus paradoxus. Lesueur: Description of a Squalus etc.; Joum. Acad. Nat. Hist. Philad. II,

part 11. 1822, p. 349; Mitchill in Dekay: Natural History of New York, Zoologv", part IV, Fishes, 1S42, p. 358: From and
between the anal fins, two legs project five feet in length, and are tenninated by a claw tijiped with horn . \'an Beneden:
Un mot sur le Selache (Hannovera) aurata du crag d'Anvers; Bull. Acad. Roy. de Belgitjue, 2 Serie. vol.42, 1876, draws a

sketch of the appendices with the spur from a stuffed specimen in British Museum, and shows that these spurs are (as

well as the gill-rakers) found as fossils in tertiar\- strata. Before I knew this fact and the paper by van Beneden, I have
expressed, in a lecture given in the Society for Natural Histon,- in Copenhagen (March 1897), the conjecture that Uie very

hard, < dentine-hke terminal pieces of the appendices of Selachii might exist as fossils, and indicated that perhaps some of

the ' ichtyodorulites were not dermal teeth (spines) but such skeletal parts; by turning over the work by Agassi?, on
fossil fishes I have, however, not been able to find any drawing, to which this conjecture might lie apjilied.

2) Pavesi himself thinks the presence or absence of this latter to be dependent on the age of the animal, and not

to indicate a difference of species, and it is now beyond all doubt that this opinion is (luitc correct. All other species of

Sharks that are pro\-ided with a similar spur (as Acanlkias, Spitiax, Sotnniosus a. o. ) show that this piece is formed hidden

in the skin, and is not uncovered until it has reached a considerable degree of development, contemporary with tlie organ
as a whole having altered its shape and dimensions.

.
The Ingo)f-Expcdition. II. r. 6
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Fig. M.

iijS'^'" (from the foremost edge of the pelvis to the hindmost point of the appendix the length is

24='")'); the largest breadth is foinid somewhat above the hindmost point of the fin-membrane, and is

abont 3,5"^'^. The ventral side is flat,

covered with dermal teeth till the

naked terminal part (4,3''™ long,

2,1'"' at the broadest spot, at the

base); these dermal teeth are flat,

and form a complete mosaic, only

a little rongh to the feeling, wlien

rnbbed with the finger towards

the base, and it is of qnite the

same natnre as that covering the

ventral .side of the rest of the fin 2);

the whole surrounding of the clo-

aca as well as the .space from

there to the foremost lateral corner

of the fin is naked (with a few

scattered groups of teeth); further-

more a naked stripe stretches

from the hindmost inner edge of

the fin-membrane, where the fin

is laid against the appendix, some

wa\' on the ventral side of the

fin. Both edges as well as the

whole dorsal side of the appendix

are naked.

The somewhat triangularh-

pointed terminal part shows, when

seen from the dorsal side, the appendix-slit (af) situated near the lateral edge; a rather large, foliace-

oiis fold of the skin, which includes the skeletal piece Td,, originates from the dorsal lip of the slit;

the proximal end of this fold stretches into the (half-) tube formed b\- the distal ends of the marginal

cartilages. Accordingly there will, on both sides of this plate, be an outlet from the canal of the

glandular bag in the broad part of the appendi.x; the real continuation, howe\'er, of this canal is

here, as everywhere, situated in the terminal jjart laterall\- of the said fold (at aj). If the fold

is thrown back, there will in the lateral margin of the appendix-slit proper be seen a rather large

1) Miiller & Heiile I.e. p. 99 state in characterising the genus: Die Anhauge des Miinnchen klein und weich
,

whicli, as we have seen, does not apply to adult animals, and consequently is of no value as a characteristic of the genus.

2) This dental mosaic on the ventral side is quite different from that of the dorsal side, where the dermal teeth

project as small thorns from the thicker skin. The words of Muller & Henle in characterising the genus; Schuppen

konisch in eine Spitze endigend, zerstreut> are then only to be applied to the dorsal side. I have not upon the whole

found any mention made of the dermal teeth of the ventral side, onlj' expressions to the effect that the abdomen is more
or less smooth.

Fig- 13-

Fig. 13. Rhina sqicalina. The left appendage from the dorsal side, reduced.

The part from a to b has been cut up in prolongation of the appendix-slit to

open this latter so much as to get a view of the gland k. /' is part of the

entrance to the pocket between Tv and v.

Fig. 14. A transverse section through the same appendage after tlie line,

marked with * * in fig. 13. b the transverse section of the appendix-stem. D
Miisculiis dilalator. E Miiscii/us extensor. S Musctilus compressor. k the

gland. V blood-vessels, h horn',- filaments, r the end of the last rav.
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aperture (at /') leadiiio- into a pocket between the ventral terminal piece {Tv) and the ventral

covering piece r'.

If the lateral lip of the appendix-slit above the terminal part is lifted, a thick glandular

body is seen protruding from the medial side of the canal, in which feature this species differs from

all other Sharks I have had the occasion to examine. This gland will he more particularly mentioned

afterwards.

The skeleton. Between the basale and the appendix-stem three short pieces (/>,, />,, and b.)

are found, each bearing one of the three hindmost ra\'s (the two hindmost of these ravs are termin-

ally quite coalesced for a long way). At a first glance the piece ji seems to be wanting, Init a closer

examination shows it to be present, represented by a little cartilage, arising from the lateral hind

corner of /),, and joined by a particular articulation to the proximal end of the appendix-stem b. Con-

trar}' to what commonh- is the case in the Sharks, the piece fi does not here articulate proximallv

with the basale.

The apjDendi x-s t em (/') is long, considerabl)' longer than the basale (the ratio is V/^), round

(with the exception of the proximal jxirt where it dorso-ventrally is somewhat flattened); the style is

long, not, liowe\'er, reaching to the hindmost point of the terminal part. The marginal cartilages are

short, and are only found at the distal part of /'; contrary to what commonh- is the case in the

Sharks, the \'entral marginal cartilage is the one reaching most forward. The general shape of

these cartilages, I think, ma\- be seen with sufficient clearness from the figures. The \-entral marginal

cartilage bends towards the dorsal one with a jDlate similar to that foimd in many other Sharks, but

does not cpiite reach it. But this plate is here in a peculiar way hollow, being behind split into two

lamellae receiving between themsel\-es the proximal end of the piece Tz'\ this piece, then, projects into

the \'entral cartilage, quite covered, until the point marked * in fig. 25 '). The hindmost end of the

inner one of these two lamelke protruding very much, the appendix-slit is by its transition to the

terminal part straightened to an extraordinarily narrow passage.

The number of terminal pieces must in reality be taken to be four; but to these four is

added a good-sized, \-entrall_\' situated piece, r', rounded in a scutiform manner, and j)artl\- covering

the terminal part (see fig. 24) behind the \-entral marginal cartilage. This piece has de\-elo])ed in the

aponeurosis which, in the Sharks hitherto mentioned, encloses the terminal part, and it serves like

this aponeurosis for inserting the large M/isc. dilatator. If this piece ? is removed, the ordinarv ter-

minal pieces are ea.sily recognized: Td which is rather broad, flat, with a thickened edge medially

(which edge follows the style closely, but reaches a little further liackward), and a sharp and thin

edge laterally; Td, proximally joined to the foregoing piece, is a broad, but thin, and but sliglith-

calcified lamella. Tr' is of a very peculiar shape, thick and solid, \entrally rounded, dorsalh', towards

the .slit, deeply hollowed in a spoon-like shape; its proximal end, as already mentioned, pa.sses its arti-

culation with A'r', and enters between the two lamelke of the overlapping plate; with the proximal

end articulates, completely hidden, a little calcified piece representing the thorn or si)ur , 7^,; this

latter piece (see fig. 27) is proximally irregularly head-shaped, and from this thick part a thinner one

I If ill Acaiilhias or Spinax tlu- projection of the ventral niar.i;iinil eartila.ue, iiientionea at ]). 2S. was more lioveloped,

and proximally prolonged, a similar state of matters iiiinht l)e the result.

6'
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projects, bent at its rise, but otherwise straight, cyHndrical, and rounded posteriorly. It is necessary

in order to get a \ie\v of this piece 71, and to isolate it together with Tv , to cut away part of the

outer lamella of the ventral marginal cartilage.

The muscular system. The M. adductor shows no deviations from the common type; the

J/ extensor^ on the contrary, shows the peculiarit>- of being divided into two independent muscles

(comp. Torpedo), an inner (medial) one, and an outer (lateral) one, bordering on each other, and both

originating from the basale; the inner or foremost one arises rather far forward on the basale alone,

runs, like the J/, extensor in the Greenland Shark, across the appendix-knee, covering as a thin plate

part of the dorsal side of the J/ dilatator, and ends quite posteriorly, at the terminal part. The outer

or hindmost extensor arises behind the foregoing one, not from the basale only, but also from the

pieces b^, 6^, b,^, and it is attached to the appendix-stem immediately behind the .knee .

The J/, dilatator, as is commonh' the case, encompasses the appendix-stem from the dorsal

marginal cartilage to the ventral one; the lateral part of it arises forward on the ventral side of the

basale and the short pieces following this latter (comp. the Rays); behind its chief portion is attached

to the ventral covering piece v.

Of the M. compressor the bagshaped part is rather short, and does not nearly reach to the

pelvis, but otherwise it agrees with the one found in other Sharks. The outer lip-muscle is very

powerful as in the other Sharks with a short ^7', and is attached posteriorly chiefly in the aponeurotic

covering of the piece Tv.

The secreting part of the glandular bag shows in its foremost part the same relations as

in the other Sharks; but in the part which is situated in the shaft itself, a large glandular body (see

fig. 13 and 14) has been developed on the ventral side. The presence of this gland may already

be guessed by the peculiar exterior of the appendix-shaft; its proximal part shows, when seen from

the ventral side, a peculiar convexity, by which the organ gets a contour not unlike that of a human

leg with a large calf. The glandular body reaches before quite to the beginning of the bagshaped

part, that is to say, much farther than the appendix-slit itself, so that it is necessary to cut up some

wa>' (see fig. 13) in order to get a view of the foremost end; it is a little tapering behind, and reaches

to the terminal part. A slight, longitudinal furrow is found on the free (dorsal) surface about the

middle, and on the edges of this furrow are situated two series of large glandular outlets; a great

number of similar outlets are also found laterally of the furrow, in pretty irregular groups; to the

medial side of the furrow are also some such openings, but apparenth' in much smaller number. When

the gland is pressed an abundance of mucus will appear as stoppers in the said outlets. The glan-

dular bod\- is composed of dichotomously branched tubes, quite similar to those found in the Rays,

and with quite .similar large secreting cells; but they are here grouped in a somewhat different

manner "as a consequence of the outlets of the gathering ducts being spread on a nuich greater space.

The glandular body in Rliiiia furthermore deviates from that of the Rays bv its ventral position in

the shaft '), and by not having the sj^ecial muscular coat developed as in those; the part of the M. compressor

.situated at the gland will \-ery likely be able to act in a similar way, possibly onlv with less force, in Rhino.

I) 111 Torpedo, Naiciiu\ Rlniiobatiis and Trygon the dorsal glandular bod_v of the bag is continued throughout the

shaft with tlie same structure as in the bag, but reduced in buUc, and situated along the ventral marginal cartilage. If in

one of those Ray-forms the part of the gland situated in the bag be supposed absent, and the part in the shaft displaced
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Tlie peculiar mixture of vShark-like and Ray-like characters that, as it is well known, is found

in RIiiiKi, is accordingly increased by se\-eral features in the appendages of the male, whicli features

by the ventral covering piece and the pocket, situated below it, with entrance from a side-slit, and

partly also b\- the glandular bag, recall those in the Rays [Torprdo, Naninc^ Rliiiiobahis and Trygoii),

while most of the other features are those common in other Sharks.

Cestvacionlidd'.

Heterodontus (Cestracion) Phillipi (Cuv.l.

The skeleton has been described by Gegenbaur'). Between the basale and the appen-

dix are found two pieces (l>i , b, = y?, ^J', I.e. fig. 18, ig) that bear no

rays; the piece /? is well developed (1. c. /' fig. 19). The chief piece of

the appendix is provided with two (rather long?) marginal cartilages (the

boundary lines of which cannot be seen in the figures of (iegenbaur,

as he has not understood the marginal cartilages to be particular pieces),

of which the ventral one has a dorsally l^ent plate (I.e. fig. 19, ()); the

stem is prolonged into a long style reaching almost to the end of the ter-

minal part (1. c. fig. 19, 20, / ). The number of terminal pieces is four: Td

(^ 1. c. fig. 19, 20,0), Td^ (=1. c. «), which, as is often the case, is prox-

imally prolonged into the appendix-slit; Tv (^ I.e. (•), as commonly,

stronger and thicker than the others, and finally T. forming a short thorn.

Gegenbaur has correctly seen the homologies of these pieces with those

in Ac-<7/!l/i!t7S , where, however, he has not seen the piece Tt/, (^ u in

Heterodontus). Of these terminal pieces the piece T", is said (1. c. S. 452)

to be hard, while the others, though fully developed, are still cartilaginous.

Rn{a)

Tuiej

Fig. 15. Hctcyodoiiliis

Phil/ipi. Tlie skeleton

of the right appendage.

After Gegenbaur(l.c.

fig. 19), somewhat re-

duced. The letters pla-

ced in parentheses are

those used I)y O e g e n -

b a u r. ;- the last rav.

Notidanidd'. ')

Chlamydoselachus anguineus Garman.

GiintherSj has briefly described the appendages and their skeleton,

and given figures of them. Only a third part of the length of the appen-

dages is free of the fin, „as is the case in the Noiidanida generally", and

there is no notch in the hindmost tin-edge , between the membrane and

the appendage. Between the basale and the ap])endix-stem there are „ three

rudimentary and one larger intermediate cartilages" (/',,/',, Z',, i^^?), none

of which bears any ray. To judge by the figure , there is no jiiece ,?

;

l«;

P.J

III

Td

Fisj. 16. Chlamydo-

selachus anguineus.

The skeleton of tlie

rijjht appendage.

After Gil n tiler,

somewhat reduced.

The letters in the

parentheses are the

oriijinal ones.

along the ventral marginal cartilage to the lateral surface of the appendix-stem, we should have a similar slate of matters as

in Rhina. There can scarcelv be any doubt that tlie inland in this Shark and in the Rays — in spite of the difference of po-

sition — are in reality homologous. Furthermore the glandular bag in younger stages of the Rays seems to ])ass throuj;li a

stage of development, in which there is, also as to the exterior, a conspicuous .similarity with that of tlie Hliiiia. without any

conspicuous longitudinal furrow etc. (see later under Raja balls).

'I t;ber die Modificationen etc. 1870, p. 450, Taf. X\T, fi.tf. iK— 20.

-] I regret ver>- much that my efforts to get ventral fins with developed appenda.ges of He.xanchus or Hef>fanchus

have been in vain. The figure of the .skeleton of Heptanchus clnereiis .Xg. given by I'ritsch in I'auna der Gaskohle etc.

Bohmens, vol.3, 1895, p. 43 is quite useless. From this figure appears only that at least the two terminal pieces Td and Tv

are found; what F'ritsch calls the sporn is the last rav (or rather the two last, coalesced oiiesl. The i of the figure, I

suppose to be the piece /?, and it is certainlv not the Letztes Glied des IlauiJtstrahles -. The figures of the structure of the

appendages in the extinct Xetiacanlhlda^^ given by Fritsch as well in Ids cliief Avork as in several articles in the Zool. An-

zeiger» 1888—91, I think to be justified in designating as unreliable; liul by means of the iiublished figures alone the real

structure cannot be determined.

o| Voyage of H. M. S. Challenger, Zool., Vol. XXII, 1SS7, ,S. 2, Tab. I.XIV, fi,g. C, /J, IJ

.
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as, however, no figure is given of the part in question, seen from other sides, I cannot regard this absence as quite

certain. The long appendix-stem is prolonged to a style reaching to the end of the terminal part. The marginal

cartilages (not understood by Giinther to be particular pieces) appear to have mainly the same structure as in the

Spinacidas; the ventral one has the usual overlapping plate (I.e. T. LXIV, fig. Z), Z)', /). The number of the terminal

pieces is only two (if not a piece T,^ has been overlooked or removed by the preparation?) viz. Td and 7>', both

hard and calcified , Tv being as usual largest and broadest.

/

Carchariida'

.

Mustelus antarcticus Gthr.

A pair of dried skeletons of ventral fins with appendages in the Zoological Museum at

Copenhagen.

Between the basale and the appendix-stem one rather small piece l\ bearing the last ray,

which is partly coalesced with the last btit one; a distinct, well developed ^i that seems to have been

triangular. The appendix-stem is prolonged to a long,

soft style reaching almost to the hindmost end of the

terminal part. The marginal cartilages stretch over the

hindmost two third parts of the chief piece, the dorsal

one reaching farther forward than the ventral one; the

edges of their folded parts join dorsally, leaving between

them only a narrow slit. To the distal end of the dorsal

marginal cartilage is added a foliaceous, slightly calcified

piece, homologous with the piece Rd-^ mentioned in Pri-

stinrus.

The number of terminal pieces is 4 (-pi).

The two of these pieces that as usual follow the

st\le, and together with it form the walls of the hind-

most part of the appendix-slit, Td and Tv ^ are well cal-

cified, lengthened, pointed, and Td a little longer than Tv.

To the lateral edge of Td is proximally added a foliaceous,

.slightly calcified piece Td^^ forward stretching under the

piece Rd, into the appendix-slit as in several other Sharks.

Finalh" there is a rather large, flat, triangular, j^osteriorly

taplike piece 7"; that, however, does not not appear to

have projected through the skin as a < spur .

Besides these real, t}pical, terminal pieces still a

special piece, v, is found, which I take to be corresponding

to the one marked with the same letter in R/iiiia, and

Rv-

Tv
TU^ Tv

Fig. 17. Fig. iS.

Fig. 17. Mitstclus antarcticus. Skeleton of the

right appendage, seen from the ventral side; about

the natural size, v the ventral covering piece; *
a spoon-like hollow in the ventral marginal car-

tilage.

Fig. 18. The same preparation from the dorsal

side; * the bottom of the hollow in the ventral

marginal cartilage, protriuling into the appendix-

slit. Both figures have been drawn after the dried

skeleton.

accordingly to have arisen from the aponeurosis of the

Alitsc. dilatator:, here in Alustclus aiitarctinis it co\'ers a peculiar, rather deep, spoonlike hollow on
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the ventral side of the end of the mar.q-inal cartilage Rv (on the dorsal side the corresiwnding spot

is seen protruding into the appendix-slit, at * in fig. 18).

The descriptions of different Sharks gixen in the preceding section will have shown that the

common t^•pe in the skeleton is clearh' conspicuous; the single secondary skeletal j)ieccs nia\- \'ary

pretty much, as to their form, but their homologies are easily and surely demonstrated. Although

the mentioned species of Sharks cannot be said completely to represent the vSharks upon the whole,

yet the>' belong to so many different families that we nuiy be justified in coming to the conclusion

that the skeletal structure of the appendix is in the Sharks rather simple and easih' explained. This,

however, can in no way be said of the Rays in general; here, especially in the genus Raja,

may be found particularh' complicated structures varying to a high degree e\'en from species to

species; and as the 7^^?/(/- species are those that ha\"e been especially examined by earlier authors, it

will easily be understood that so few general results have hitherto been obtained. If, however, by

means of the Sharks we have got a clear understanding of the characteristic common features, it will

not be so \-er\' difficult to point out these features also in the Ra/<c. It is, however, an ob\-ious suppo-

sition that other forms of Rays than Rnja will approach more nearly to the Sharks, and such forms

will most likelv have to be sought among the shark-like Ra_\s, as PrisfiSy Rliiiiobatiis , Torpedo, etc.

Throueh the kindness of Professor L fit ken I have from our museum obtained the material of the

two last-named genera, and of Torpedo I have also got some pairs of ventrals from Xapoli.

Bdtoidei.

Torpedinida'.

Torpedo niarmorata Risso.

(PL ni, fig. 2S-31.)

The appendix, like the whole fish, is naked, flattened, with tolerably parallel sides, the termi-

nal part oval, distinctly marked off from the shaft by a .slight constriction. The api)endi\-slit runs

on the dorsal side quite straight, nearest to the lateral edge until the hindmost half of the terminal

part where it suddenly bends to the medial side, and with a curve reaches to the end. On either edge

of the terminal part is seen a lengthened slit, posteriorly widening somewhat like a buttonhole; either

.sHt leads into a blind, pocket-like bag, inside the later mentioned covering piece r'M. None of the

enclosed skeletal pieces are naked.

In a specimen of the length of 2Cj'"\ a breadth of 17^'" the following measures are found for

the appendix:

1) Petri I.e. pi. XVI, fig. 4 gives a — neither good nor exact — fignre of the appendix, seen from tlie dorsal side.
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Length from the foremost end of the slit to the extremity . .
40"""

— of the free part 17"""

The greatest breadth ca. lo"'™

The length of the terminal part 15'""

In another specimen of the same length and a breadth of ig*^" the appendages were a little

shorter and broader, bnt otherwise as fnlly de\-eloped.

The skeleton. Between the basale and the appendix-

stem are fonnd two pieces b^, /'_,- of which the former is the

shorter one (seen dorsally it is nuich shorter), and bears the two

hindmost rays (the last bnt one is partly borne by the basale

also). The piece /? is long, longer than b^, flat; proximally it

articulates with /^,, runs along h, without touching it, and arti-

culates distally by an oblique articulation with the appendix-stem').

The appendix-stem is rather straight, calcified in the sur-

face until the terminal part, where the mosaic of the surface sud-

denly ceases, and the outermost part of the stem is soft, which

soft part, chiefly of the same breadth as the harder one, thus

corresponds to the style, and reaches to the end of the terminal

part, ending with a broadly rounded, convex edge.

The marginal cartilages are both calcified, but very un-

equallv developed, b\' which the whole appendix gets a peculiar asymmetric appearance; the ventral

one 2) reaches a trifle longer forward than the dorsal one, but backward it ceases far before this latter;

the dorsal cartilage is by a longitudinal furrow apparently di\ided into two pieces of which the lateral

one begins forward about the middle of the ventral cartilage, and stretches backward about as far

past the hinder end of this latter (see fig- 30, 31); this part of the dorsal marginal cartilage is on the

ventral side hollowed in a troTigh- or groove-like manner; the medial part of this cartilage, especially

the foremost part of it, is slightly calcified, membranous, and is placed like a cover over the appen-

dix-slit, so that a narrow slit is left between its outer edge and the ventral marginal cartilage.

Fig. 19.

P'ig. 19. Torpedo marmoyata. Part of

the skeleton of the right ventral, from

the ventral side, r the hindmost rays

partly cut off. Natural size.

Fig. 20. The same preparation from

the dorsal side.

') Petri has quite misunderstood the relations of these skeletal pieces, and has upon the whole been ver\- unluck}-

in his explanation of the skeletal pieces in Torpedo. Ahead}' his beginning: < Das Skelet von Torpedo besitzt nur sehr ge-

ringe Ahnlichkeit mit dem der vorher beschriebenen Arten, promises nothing good; and his description of the terminal

parts shows that he has not understood them at all. He has correctly seen that between the basale and the appendix are

situated two pieces: fig. 4D, b' , i" , but their length and position is given less correctly in the figure, which is, Uke all his

figures, rather bad; but then he has completeh' overlooked the piece /3 as a separate skeletal part taking it to be a process

on the appendix-stem: . Nach vorne eutsendet dasselbe (i.e. the appendix-stem) an der medialen (i.e. the dorsal! Seite neben

dem zweiten und dritten GUed des Basale entlang einen Processus, welcher mit dem ersten Basale am hinteren Ende noch

in Verbindung stehtv. As a homologou to the piece /J in Acanthias (Petri's fig. 5 r) he takes a little piece (fig. 4 D. r), which

is said to bear the two last rays and to have originated from a coalescing of the proximal joints of those : < es ist dieselbe

Concrescenz, wie ich sie bei Acanthias beschrieben habev. In Acanthias
.,
however, the piece /? (r' in Petri) bears no rays,

as, after all, it never does. The little piece which Petri has seen in Torpedo (and in the figure marked ;''), is onl\- an

uncalcified comer of the basale itself, projecting over the two last raj's, bat it does not bear the rays.

) The marginal cartilages are partly correctly seen and determined by Petri as > Rinnenknorpel : Fig. 4 D and E,

c and /; I", /; (and pi. XVII, fig. 4 B, /); the skeletal piece, however, interpreted by Petri as a dorsal marginal cartilage and

marked /, is ouly the firm lateral part of tlie dorsal marginal cartilage ; the thin , cover-shaped part seems to be removed,

except on fig. 4 B, representing the muscles.
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The number of the terminal pieces is three; but to be able to sec these pieces, and cor-

rectly to understand their relations to the nuirginal cartilages, it is necessar\- to remove a laro-e

ventral covering piece, homologous with that mentioned in Kliiim, and marked ?', because the whole

ventral side of the terminal part is hidden as by the half of a thimble (the contour of which mav

often be distinguished through the skin). The foremost edge of this covering piece is incised in an irre-

gularh- heart-shaped manner, the one — lateral — corner being produced much farther than the other;

it is strongly rounded from side to side, and the surface is dotted with small holes. The edges of

this piece have on each side a peculiar bend, and innnediately behind this the covering ])iece

is firndy joined to the specialh' thickened hinder edges of the two terminal pieces 'I'd and Tv\

bv the said bends and the \-entral concavities of the covered terminal pieces, the peculiar side-

slits and the walls of the before mentioned pockets are formed. The J/, dilatator is attached

to the fore edge of the covering piece, and by the firm connection between tlie covering piece

and the outermost point of the terminal pieces the action of the muscle is transmitted to

that point.

The dorsal terminal piece, Td , is quite short, somewdiat convex towards the appendi.x-slit; the

ventral side on the contrary is deeply conca\'e; together with the corresponding marginal cartilage

which, as we have seen, is also hollow, it forms a complete trough, in which the medial pocket is

situated. The ventral terminal piece, /V-, has the double length, is likewise rounded on the dorsal side,

hollow on the ventral one, and forms with the co\-ering piece the lateral pocket . Finally a piece

7", is added to the hindmost end of the \'entral marginal cartilage, and to the proximal part of Tv\

it is shaped as a slightly bent, round thorn, almost hidden inside of the lateral edge of the co\-er-

ing piece ').

The muscular system. The M. rxtriisor is di\'ided into two parts reminding of the state

in Rhiiia. The foremost one originates from the foremost half of the basale, runs over the knee, and

is attached immediately below this to the J/, dilatator^ and partl\' to the distal end of ,9 and of the

appendix-stem; the hindmost one originates from the other, hindmost, half of the basale and from the

following pieces (also from /J), passes with its distal part under (i.e. \'entrally of) the foregoing one,

and is continued rather directh- in the medial part of the M. dilatator.

j\I. coinprrssor. The bag-shai3ed part of this muscle, situated on the ventral side, is ver\' small;

properly speaking it is confined to a \-entrall\- rounded swelling between the two hindmost rays and

the parts of the stem-skeleton, h^ and l^,\ accordingh' there is no part projecting across the ra\' muscles,

the foremost contour of the bag being bordered l.iy the skeleton (the pieces /', and h,], the outermost

one b\- the hindmost ray muscles. The \-entral fibres of this little bag nni obliquel)' backward towards

the hindmost ra\-, almost in continuation of the hindmost fibres t)f the M. adductor. The jiart form-

ing the outer lip-muscle, is rather powerful and long, originates forw-ard from the iiiece ^ (foremost

) Petri, as already mentioned, is ([uite wrong as to the terminal part; he takes the dorsal terminal piece TV to

be the terminal joint of the appendix-stem (I.e. p. 30S, fig. 4 F, b''^']\ the ventral terminal piece and the thorn 7'-, become

«zwei kleine verkalkte Spangen , borne by the hindmost part of the ventral marginal cartilage to which they are added

<radienartig (fig. 4 E and D, sp" [= Tz\ sp' \— T",]). Only the piece v (fig. 4 K, I', H scli) has been tolerably correctly

described and interpreted by Petri. Thns he has had no idea of the homologies of the terminal pieces with those in Acaii-

iliios and Scyih'tim, not to speak of Raja.

Tile Ingolf-Expcdition. 11, j. 7
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also from ^,), and the fibres pass obliquely backward towards the last ray and the ventral marginal

cartilage. On the inside of this latter the muscle continues somewhat farther back, tapering, and

with the fibres running straight backward. Tlie whole muscular wall may pretty easily be separated

from the two liindmost ra^'s to which its fibres are not really attached; when thus separated from the

rays the whole muscular bag shows a rather strong resemblance to A/, compressor in Chimcera.

The J/; dilatator is with the whole of its liindmost end attached to the covering piece 7', and

thus, b\- means of tlie firm connections of this piece with the distal end of the terminal part, it acts

on the mo\-able portions of the terminal part')-

The glandular bod}- is pigmented, and its longitudinal furrow runs a little obliquelv; it

has before been briefly described b>- Leydig^) and by I^etri (i.e. p. 22), but none of these authors

mention the peculiar fact, in comparison with the i?(7/ff-species (and accordinglv it is to be supposed

that it has not before been seen), that the glandular bod)', continually tapering posteriorly, stretches

throughout the shaft quite down to the terminal part. In the shaft it follows the ventral mar-

ginal cartilage, and is here for some way along this skeletal piece surrounded by the outer lip-

muscle , the latter appearing as the continuation of the dorsal muscular wall of the bag . The

longitudinal furrow, and the openings in it follow the glandular body quite to its hindmost end.

Torpedo oculata Belon.

In this species the features are principally as in T. iiiaruiorata.

In a specimen of a length of 30"^™, a breadth of 19'^'", the following measures were found:

Length of the appendix 43
nnn

slit ^gmm

— - - part free of the fin 17

— - - terminal part abt. 14

Breadth of the appendix 7— 8'

mm

mm

mm

Narcine sp.

(PI. III. fig. 32, 34-)

A badly preserved specimen, the species of which is difficult to determine, measures in length

24,5'-''", in breadth 12"":

. The appendix from the beginning of the slit to the hindmost point is ... . 27"""

free part 14"""

length of the terminal part 10"-,mm

breadth of the — - cmm

') Petri has given a very imperfect description of the muscles of which he only mentions M. dilatator. (Comp. I.e.

fig. 4 B and C.

)

2} Beitrage zur raikroskopischen Anatomic und Entwickelungsgeschichte der Rochen uud Haie, 1852, p. 86.
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Narciiie sp. The rijjlit

appeiidaj^e from the

dorsal side. Natural

size. / the opening of

the medial pocket. Rd,

Td skeletal parts co-

vered bv the skin.

The exterior of the appendi.x is cliiefly a.s in Torprdn\ we find here the same marginal .sHts

(and .pockets 1, but the medial one is with the buttonhole shaped, distal part situated quite on the

dorsal side, and the lateral one is turned a little \-entrall\-; next it is to be

remarked that tlie appendix-slit in the whole of the free part of the organ is

lying quite laterall>', the dorsal lip o\-erlapping it quite to the outer edge

like a cover, much broader than in Torpido\ corresponding to this the portion

of the terminal part containing the piece Td is folded quite o\-er the hindmost

part of the appendix-slit. The glandular bag and its inner gland are relativeh-

more strongh' develojied than in Torprdo.

In the skeleton, notwithstanding the principal conformit\- with Torpedo^

several peculiar features are found. Between the basale and the appendix-

stem also here two pieces, /', and Ik, are found, the former short, the latter

longer; b-^ bears the last ray at the connection with the basale; the last ray

but one seems to me only to articulate with the basale. The piece ;? is to-

tall)- wanting. The appendix-stem is long, considerably longer than the ba-

sale -|- bi and /'_, ; it is calcified in the surface excepting the short end-st}'le,

which distalh' becomes broad, flat, with rounded hindmost contour. The marginal cartilages are thin,

rather short, and occupy onl\' the hindmost half of the stem; the ventral one shows the same features

as in To)pcdo\ also here it reaches a little farther forward; the dorsal one, when seen from the dorsal

side, forms a broad, ovate leaf tapering proximally, and continuing as an uncalcified band quite to

the articulation of the appendi.x-stem with /', ; its lateral edge reaches to the free edge of the ventral

marginal cartilage; seen from the \'entral side it is hollowed in a trough-like manner as in Torpedo;

but distally it does not nearl\- reach so far as in the latter, and consequently the two marginal car-

tilages do not end so obliquely of each other distally (this fact seems also to imply a greater mobility

of the terminal part in Xariii/r than in 'Torpedo).

The number of terminal pieces is three, to which is to be counted a quite similar ventral

covering piece v as that in Torpedo. As alread\- mentioned, Td is folded to the dorsal side, and has

apparently a shape deviating considerabh- from that found iu Torpedo; a closer examination shows

however that this deviation to some degree is due to the position; on the medial-dorsal side the piece

is hollowed in a groove-like manner (for the medial marginal .slit ); otherwise it is flatly rounded

on the outer surface, concave towards the appendix-slit, with a sharp lateral, convex edge.

T-e is short, oval, rounded towards the appendix-slit (as in Torpedo) concave on its outer sur-

face, by which, together with the co\ering piece r', it forms the hollow for the lateral pocket-. 7^,

is somewhat s-shajjed, tapering to both ends, little and slender. The co\-ering piece is chiefU- as in

Torpedo; also here we find on both its margins cur\-atures destined (especialh- on the lateral margin)

to form the button-hole shaped opening of the pocket together with the terminal pieces 'Td and 7r'.

The foremost lateral corner appears indejiendent as a very small v'.

The muscular system is as in Torpedo with the exception that the jKirt of the ^f. com-

pressor that may be seen on the \-entral side, is relati\-el\- larger, and laterallx- sjireads somewhat
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more, and that the M. extensor is single. The glandnlar body is prolonged into the shaft qnite as

in Torpedo.

Rhinubalidcv.

Rhinobatus columnae Bonap.

(I'l.III, fig. 35-37-)

In a specimen of the total length of 85,5™ and a breadth of 26^™ across the pectorals the

appendix had a length of 11,5'"".

The other measures were:

from the fore end of the slit to the hindmost point of the appendix 7,4^'"

the part free of the fin 6,2'='"

Length of the terminal part i)9'""

Breadth - - — - 0,8"^™

The appendix reminds of that in Torpedo^ being flat, and having

(on the ventral side) the terminal part marked off by a slight constriction;

but it is considerably longer, with a long free portion, and a relatively

.short terminal part, and so it has a rather slender, elegant appearance.

The ventral side is all covered with the same dense mosaic of fine, flat'

dermal teeth as the other parts of the belly; onl\- the very outmost point

(I""™) is naked and soft. On the dorsal side the region around the fore-

most part of the appendix-slit is naked as well as the whole part before

the slit, which is normally in contact with the belh-, this having also a

corresponding naked spot; furthermore the naked part stretches as a

small stripe backward close to the medial edge until the terminal part,

the dorsal side of which is quite naked; otherwise the dorsal side is co-

vered with teeth, and has the darker colour of the back of the animal.

The appendix-slit is situated quite close to the lateral edge, only in the

terminal part it bends towards the middle. On the dorsal side of the

terminal part are seen two •:^ marginal-slits leading into pockets, quite

corresponding to those in Torpedo and Xarciiie; the medial one is the

longer; in the lateral one the outermost part of the piece T^ is seen freely

protruding from the skin as a shining thorn.

The skeleton. Between the basale and the appendix-slit are

found four pieces: b^^ i5, , b^^ b^\ the last one being the longest, next to that follows b^ which is also

tlie broadest, but they are all more long than broad; b,^ and b^ bear no rays, b^ bears the last ray, b^

the last but one (and, in connection with the basale, also the last but two). Tlie piece /9 is exceed-

ingly long; anteriorly it articulates with the dorsal side of 1^1 close to the basale, then it stretches

Fig. 22.

Rhinohaius columnm.

The left appendage from the

dorsal side. Natural size. F
the fin-membrane. F the

opening o'f the lateral pocket,

/ of the medial one.
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along- tlie other pieces, b^ /5, i^„ and next articulates with tlie appendix-stem /; in a long joint, reaching

as far past the articulation of l\^ as the length of this piece b^ itself; it reaches quite to the dorsal

marginal cartilage. It is narrow and flat, distally a little bent. The appendix-skeleton is of a length

about equal to tlie liasale +/',... /;, , the stem is rather slender, and ends in a style of a similar

shape and nature as in Torpedo^ o\\\\ it is here relatively very short. The marginal cartilages are

very long; both of them begin almost at the same point forward, the ventral one, however, a little

before the dorsal one, and they end at the style in an inverse ratio, that is to say, the dorsal one

reaching a little farther backward. (Jn the greater part of their external surface they are ver\- closely

connected with tlie teeth-covered skin, so that they only with difficulty can be separated from it. The

distal part of the dorsal marginal cartilage is, quite as in Torpedo^ veutrally hollowed in a trough-

like manner; this part is hard and firm, shining, wiiile the other part is more soft, lamellar, l>iug

like a cover over the appendix-slit, and forward reaching to /?. The terminal part on the ventral side

is covered b\' a piece r', quite corresponding to that in Torpedo and Nardil i'\ the margins, however,

are without folds.

The number of real terminal pieces is three.

Td is very small, a little concave on its ventral side; Tv is larger, and bears on its lateral

edge a process directed forward; it is externally flatly rounded, internally towards the appendix-slit it

has a trough-like concavity. 7", articulates with the hindmost lateral edge of Rv , and with the fore

end of Tv\ proximalh' it is broadly ovate, and distally it tapers to a shining conical point, which, as

alread\' mentioned, is uncovered by the skin.

The muscular s\'stem is principally as in Torpedo; the Muse, exfelisor, however, is single,

as in Xeireiiie. The glandular bag occtipies here, as in those two genera, the space between the distal

end of the basale and the proximal end of the appendix-stem, but laterally it spreads over the hind-

most ravs in a similar manner as in Reija.

The glandular body is very narrow, and does not anteriorh' reach the end of the bag;

accordingh- it fills the inner space of the bag to a far less extent than in the other Rays; it is pro-

longed as a thin, raised stripe, provided with a furrow and gland-pores as in Torpedo and Xarciiu\

throughout the length of the shaft till the terminal part.

Trygon violacea Bonap.

(PL III, fig. 38— 40.)

A specimen of a length of i™, a breadth of 44-^™ shows the following measures:

The length of the whole appendix 9'"'

_ . . free part 6>5'"'

from the fore end of the slit to the hindmost point of the appendix S""

The length of the terminal part 4^'"

The largest breadth at the base of the terminal part 1,5"^'"
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-af

The whole appendix, as the ventral itself, is naked, somewhat latero-ventrally compressed, almost

triangular, when cut through, but with rounded edges; the broadest surface looks inward, and is in

contact with the base of the tail; the appendix-slit follows tlie more narrow dorsal side till the term-

inal part, where apparently it separates into two slits, surrounding a lengthened-oval , firm, and hard

part, covered by the skin {Tv)\ in reality, however, only the inner one of these slits is a continuation

of the appendix-slit (af); the outer one (/') leads into a deep pocket > ending far forward, and limited

by the terminal skeleton proper and the covering pieces to be mentioned later. Innuediately before

the passing of the slit into the terminal part its inner (dorsal) lip forms a rather large, soft, pigment-

ed dermal fold, which, however, is not seen externally, being placed under the overlapping firm edge

of the outer lip, supported by the covering piece v.

None of the skeletal parts protrude through the skin.

The skeleton. Between the short basale and the appendix-

stem are found two pieces, b^ and b^, of about equal length, but b^ is

much the broader, especially proximally, where it is of the same breadth

as the basale, and where on its dorsal edge it articulates with a very

long piece /j', which, without touching i^j, reaches to the appendix-stem,

and articulates with the dorsal side of this almost quite to the fore

end of the dorsal marginal cartilage, b^ bears the last ray, which prox-

imally for a long way is coalesced with the last but one which articu-

lates with the end of the basale; these two are by ligaments firmly

connected with the ventral marginal cartilage. The appendix-stem is

long and powerful, more than twice as long as the basale + ^i -|- b^\

its hindmost part (a little less than half the whole length) is uncalci-

fied as a strong, broad style reaching to or only a little past the end

of the terminal pieces. The marginal cartilages are both calcified, the

dorsal one most solidly; they reach about equally far forward, and

occupy almost the distal half of the stem above the style; behind the

dorsal marginal cartilage reaches a little farther than the ventral one;

the latter is concave on its outer surface , while the former is parth'

rounded.

The number of terminal pieces is two, only Td and Tv being found.

Td is a large, externalh' rounded plate of pointed-ovate contour, thickest at the medial edge

along the style, and laterally quite thin; the lateral edge is finely indented. Iv likewise is large, but

the inner surface, towards the appendix-slit, is roimded, while the outer surface is deeply hollow as a

trough, 'both edges of which are somewhat bent towards the concavity. The whole ventral side of

the terminal skeleton, as well as great part of the \entral marginal cartilage, is covered by two hard,

calcified, firmh- connected covering pieces 7> and r'l, to which the M. dilatator is attached, and which

correspond to the single 71 in the preceding genera of Rays (in A"arciiii\ as we have seen, the proxi-

mal-lateral corner of 7' had already been partly separated as an independent piece, to which in Trygoii

the larger piece v^ must be taken to correspond). The larger lateral piece r\ shows distall)- a rather

Ti-ygOH violacea.

The left appendage from the

dorsal side; reduced. /' the open-

ing of the lateral pocket. \\ Td,

Tv the parts of the skin, in which
the skeletal parts, indicated with

the corresponding letters, are in-

closed.
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deep hollow on the outer, otherwise rounded surface, by wliich means a strong ridge is produced on

the opposite, concave inner surface, and this ridge is firmly connected with the raised medial edge

of the piece Tv\ the above mentioned deep lateral pocket is then situated between the last-men-

tioned pieces.

The muscular s\-stem is peculiar b\- the little marked bounding between the single groups

of muscles. Thus on the \-entral side the fibres of the .1/ (iddiutor are seen behind and medially to

continue, without any bounding whatever, directly into the J/ dil(itafoi\ and lateralh' to pass over on

the ^[. compressor in such a \va\-, that the contour of the glandular bag before and medialU- is quite

effaced; the fibres of the \-entral wall of the glandidar bag — as in Torpedo — have the same direc-

tion as those of the J/, uddiiifor, and tlie\' are here, until close to the lateral edge, quite woven

together with the latter. On the dorsal side the marginal portion of the J/, adductor is seen as a

powerful mass arising jjartly from the pelvis, partly from the aponeurotic co\-ering of the muscles of

the abdominal wall, and lateralh' overlapping part of the J/, extensor. This latter arises from the

whole extent of the basale, as well as from the folhjwing pieces, and is distalh', without an\' bounding,

woven together with the J/, adductor and the continuation of tliis, the J/ d/tatator, which latter also

with a considerable mass wraps the whole of the appendix-stem and both the marginal cartilages

quite to their margins at the appendi.x-slit. Behind it is attached to the proximal edge of the ventral

covering pieces (r', r',). The part of the ^f. co///pressor, appearing as the outer lip-muscle, is only

sligthlv developed; more developed is the part of the dorsal muscular wall of the glandular bag,

running more transverseh', and wrapping the glandular bod\', which it follows throughout the shaft

to its hindmost end at the terminal part.

The glandular l)od\- stretches here — as in the preceding genera of Rays — through the

whole length of the shaft along the ventral marginal cartilage, constantly tapering backward, and

the furrow which in the part of the body, situated in the bag, runs from before obliquely to

the medial side (separating a pigmented and an nnpigmented surface), continues with its pores

quite to the terminal part. The part of the appendix-slit situated in the terminal part, has quite

smooth walls.

The above described features of the glandular body, and several other characteristics — as for

inst. the presence of ventral covering pieces, enclosing a pocket with an opening through an outer

side-slit, and furthermore the hollowing of the ventral side of the piece 7r' — very much recall those

in Torpedo and R/////o6atns^), and it is evident that Trygoii is more closely alhed to those than to

Raja, at all events with regard to the structure of the appendices.

Rajidoi.

In this family the appendices reach to quite a considerable size, and consequently they, natur-

ally enough, have attracted the attention, and have in some species .several times been the subject of

examination. As a rule, however, this examination has not been very thorough, nor has it been ex-

'I Partly even those in RItina.
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tended to more species of the genus, and therefore the result as to comparison has only been slight.

The species show great differences that may easily be used diagnostically. The corresponding struc-

tures in the different species are easily pointed out; more difficult it is to work out the comparison

with the other Plagiostomes in a sure way. I hope, however, to have succeeded in this in the follow-

ing description of the species I have examined.

Raja batis L.

(PI. IV, fig. 45-48.)

The appendices of the Skate are mentioned by several authors, who, however, have restricted

themselves to brief remarks of the outer shape and the size. This latter may in old males be so con-

siderable that the appendices may convey a notion of Skates with three tails
, or Skate-Kings»

(Pontoppidan)'); Lilljeborg^) gives, in old males, the length to be between ';^ and '^ of the total

length of the animal, and .says that the appendages reach far behind the middle of the tail. I know,

however, no thorough representation of these organs or their skeleton.').

In a specimen of a length of i'" 26'''" (2 ell Danish) the appendix has a length of 27,5'""+).

The other measures were:

From the fore edge of the slit to the end of the appendix 25—26"^"

The part free of the ventral 18""

The terminal part 13'^™

The largest breadth (across the basis of the terminal part) 4'^'"

The shape of the appendix is flattened, the contour clavate, the breadth increasing towards,

and culminating in, the big, ovate terminal part. The skin is naked in every place. The appendix-

slit in the free part of the organ is situated quite close to the lateral edge; in the part united with

the fin more towards the middle of the dorsal side; in front the slit is ea.sily dilated, and a little-

finger may here be brought into the \-entral glandular bag, the powerful gland of which may be

partly discerned through the skin; the rest of the slit until the terminal part is certainly open, but

on accoiuit of the stiffness of the marginal cartilages it can onh- be ver\- little dilated; in the term-

inal part, however, dilation may easily take place, especially if the end of the appendix is bent ventro-

medially. In the terminal part the skin forms on the ventral side a large, soft lip, closing together

with the dorsal lip, which is sujiported by .skeletal parts. If the soft lip is thrown back, its inner,

bluish-red mucous membrane is seen, as also a large skeletal piece (7",) with sharp, indented outer

edge; it is, however, quite covered by the mucous membrane, which on the dorsal side of the piece

') See Kroyer, I.e. p. 993.

=) 1. c. p. 590.

i) The Ray mentioned by Joannes Battarra in AUi dell' Ace. delle scienze di Siena, Tomo IV, 1771, p. 553, the

appendix-skeleton of which he draws in fig. I, must be the Skate, or at all events a nearly allied species (according to Giglioli
[teste Lilljeborg] the Skate is not found on the coasts of Italy (?)). Davy I.e. p. 145 mentions the glandular bag and its

large glandular body, its secretion etc.

4 In two .skeletons of ventrals belonging to the Zoological Museum the appendices have a respective length of

4i<:™ and 38cni.
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forms a great many transverse, soft, vascular folds (see fig. 24 in the text, hi). If the terminal part is

more opened, the walls of the appendix-slit are seen; they are very cnrionsly formed, covered witli a

mucous membrane, and their folds and pockets supported bv

different skeletal pieces. Be.sides what lias been mentioned, we
find on the ventral side a firm fold with a porous edge, da,

reaching into the proximal part of the slit, and a process (7rs),

with a loose, soft covering, and supported by .skeleton; laterally

of this process is found behind a deep recess or pocket, I.v. On
the dorsal side are seen two recesses, the foremost one (Ld)

very deep, and .separated from the appendix-slit b\- a lamella

supported by .skeleton; the hindmost one [Ld')\<, less deep; finally

is seen a process
( Tv), enclosed in a soft membrane, which process

is laid against the above mentioned one on the ventral side of

the slit. The real continuation of the appeiidix-.slit runs between

these two processes, as indicated bv the sound in fig. 24')-

The skeleton. lietween the basale and the appeudi.x-

stem are found two pieces, l\, b,, the latter longer than the

former; l\ bears the .six hindmost rays, /;, , as usual, none; with

the dorsal and lateral edge of /), is connected a long, plate-shaped

/?, distally articidating with the appendix-stem b almost beside

the articulation between this latter and h..

The ai^pendix-stem is long, about twice as long as the

basale + (^, -f l>i\ behind it becomes by and by dor.so-ventrallv

flattened, e.speciall\- in the terminal j^art, where its outer end is

quite flattened, thin, and rounded. As is usually the case, the

calcification ceases in the terminal part; in the long part corres-

ponding to the st>-le is however found on the medial edge a

strongly calcified region projecting in a somewhat bump-like

manner (.v in fig. 45, 47), The marginal cartilages are long and

hard, and are for a long way rather closely joined with their

edges; distalh- the>- separate; the dorsal one begins before close

by the articular surface between ^y and b, but distalh' it does

not reach as far out on the stem as the ventral one, wdiicli in return does not reach so far jiroximally

as the dorsal one; thus an open .space is found proxinuilly, where the glandular bag joins in, and

where its foremost, dilatable outlet is situated. The dorsal marginal cartilage sends forth distallv a

(TO:

Fig. 24. Raja ia/is. The tenniiial part

of the right appendage, from the dorsal

side, strongly dilated (much reduced).

A sound goes through the bottom of the

appendix-slit, vl the soft, ventral dermal

lip; T'j the terminal piece Z'j covered bv

mucous membrane with the dermal leaves

i/\ da a firm dermal fold, dotted witli small

holes on the edge. Lv the ventral pocket,

Ld, Ld' the two dorsal pockets ; d, dl tlie

dorsal lip with the enclosed skeletal parts

d and Tdi; Rd' a dermal fold, .supported

bv a plate-shaped prolongation of the

dorsal marginal cartilage; Tv, 7"is dermal

projections .su])ported Iiy the skeletal

parts marked with the same letters.

') In specimens with quite short, undeveloped appendices, shorter than, or of an equal length with, the fin-mem-
brane (the free part from 2,5- 3,5^1" in length), we, as might be e.xpected, do not find much of these elaborate structures: in

such young appendices with all parts still soft the appendix-slit is easily opened and (juile .spread, and then the walls of

the slit are seen to be smooth and simple, upon the whole without recesses or folds, also in the terminal part; one strongly

pronounced dermal fold is however seen along the ventral lip; the inner, alreadv plate-shaped edge of this fold rejircseiits

the spongy-porous dermal fold {da] in the adult, and in the lateral i.art of it the large skeletal part T, will develop.

The Ingolf-Expedition. II. .;. S
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long, triangular, plate-shaped prolongation, AV, fig. 45, running into the terminal part, and .supporting

the above-mentioned dermal fold.

The number of tenninal pieces is five, and to these is to be counted a covering piece be-

longing to the aponeurosis of the Muse, dilafafor. This covering piece'] (fig. 48) is chiefly situated

on the dorsal side, has a fairly triangular contour, flatly rounded, with part of the medial edge bent

in such a manner that it catches round the medial edge of the end-style (fig. 46, d). This piece quite

evidently belongs to the same kind of structures as those , described as covering pieces in the be-

fore mentioned forms (R/i/i/a , Miisfc/ns aiifarcf/ctts, Torpedo, Xarciiic, Trygoii), only the development

having here taken place in the dorsal side of the aponeurosis; and so I here (and in other Raja-

species) mark it with a d.

With the distal end of the dorsal marginal cartilage is only connected one piece, proximally

also touching the style; I regard it to be corresponding to the Td of the other Plagiostomes, as it is

situated in the same manner as that in the dorsal lip of the aj^pendix-slit, and shows the same relations

to the marginal cartilage and the stem; it is rather thick, somewhat bent in a crescent-shaped manner

with the concavity towards the stem; distally it is firmly connected with the style of the stem by

means of an uncalcified (or slightly calcified) cartilaginous prolongation-). With the hinder half of

the lateral edge of this piece Td is connected a long, narrow piece, attached by a band to the terminal

end of the style; it is situated in the edge of tlie dorsal lip, and I think it to be corresponding to

the piece, which in several other Plagiostomes I have called Td,. With the ventral marginal carti-

lage are terminally and laterally connected two pieces of a peculiar shape. Only the medial one of

these is also connected with the style of the stem, passing closely along it until the above mentioned

calcified bulb .r; this piece then must be corresponding to Tv\ it is rather thin, rounded on the outer

side, and prolonged to a slender, bent, obliquely-posteriorly and laterally directed part, ending in a

hook (it is this hook, which is seen covered by a loose, mucous membrane in the fig. 24 of the text

at 7z'). The other piece consists of a crescent-shaped, large jDart, the concave side of which is for a

long way connected with the terminal and lateral edge of the ventral marginal cartilage; most ante-

riorly the long horn of the crescent reaches into the appendix-slit; behind and lateralh- the piece is

prolonged to a long, rather slender process, tapering to a somewhat bent, flat part with a slightly

notched end (it is this process, which is seen covered by loose, soft membrane in the fig. 24 of the

text at T'l\). I take this piece to be homologous with the fully developed piece Tv, in Spinax (in

Acantltias and Soinnios^is it is only indicated), and its situation seems to me to settle this homology

beyond doubt. Finally is found, belonging to the ventral structures, a very large piece, rather crescent-

shaped when viewed from the ventral side, which must be corresponding to the j^iece Z', (the thorn

»

or <'Spur> in different Sharks); i^roximally it reaches far into the appendix-slit, is on its medial side

broad, flatly rounded, and sends forth laterally a high, sharply winglike ridge with undulating, finely

indented edge; somewhat above the middle it sends forth a tap-like process, ventrally overlapping

Tv2\ distally it ends with a plate resembling the blade of an axe, and ventralh' reacliing over the

') It i.s mentioned by the way by Moreau I.e. p. 251 under Raja clavala by the name of Cartilage interne^; the
presence of Td^ is also noted here, but this piece gets no special name, as it is not found in R. clavala.

-) This connection-piece I take to be not independent.
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Style') (to judge by tlie pieces Ixfore iiie this part seems to Ije a little varying with regard to the

details of the ])rocesses).

As to the iiniscnlar system the reader is referred to Rdjit chr.uihi witji which tiie (jther

7v'c//'i'^-species agree exactl\' in most respects. The M. <lil<thil<ir ^ howe\'er, is here somewliat iiK^re

distincth' than in the thoin-baek separated into two, a large dorsal one, and a smaller ventral one.

The glandular body, as in all AVz/'/^-species, is limited to the dorsal side of the \entral

bag ])ro])er, and accoidingly does not continue into the sjialt. In young s])ecimens of the Skate with

undc\-elo]n-d appendages not \-et reaching the end d the \entral, the .ippe.aranee of the gland is

rather de\-iating from tlial of the de\eIopi(l one; it is more flatteni'd , and the i^land-pores are sj)read

in more (foui' or more) rows over the greater ])arl ol tin- snrf.ice; in otlier words, it shows a rather

striking resemblanct- to the glandular liodx' in Rliiiia. l>y a continued growtji of tlie marginal ])or-

tifins of the gland, and hv a strong rounding u\ tiu-se ])orlions, IJie surface lii.it m \ounger animals

is ]jro\idetl with ])ores, will be hollowed, and thus iijjjnuentl)' become more narrow, and in tjiis waN'

tlie characteristic deep longitudinal fiurow will arise.

Raja nidarosiensis Coll( It.

Df this species I have had (jnl\- one ]jair of dried \entr;d skeletons, tlie appendi.x-part of whicli

had a length of abt. 33''"'. The priucijial features agree e.xacth with tliose of the ,Skati-; the resem-

blance includes the common liabit of iJie single skeletal pieces, but a closer examination of tliese will

sliow scjme minor ])eculiarities in the details; for inst. it will es])eciall>- easily be seen tliat the piece

'1\ is bent in a s<jmewhat different way, and has a relati\el\- larger lateral wing, a larger forward

directed ta]), and its distal end luis not the jjeodiar sha]je like the blade of an axe; on its medial

stirface it is deeph' concave, spoon-like, etc. I shall liowe\er omit to give a detailed account of the

deviations of all the pieces from those in the Skate, and leave to others, who may have more material

at their disposal, to work out this subject mon- thorouglil\ ; no doubt the dex'iations will make good

.specific characters. According to the existing descrijHioHS of the species the ajjpendages are \'ery

large, and are said to reach behind to tin- l)eginning of tin- first dorsal tin.

Raja clavata L.

(I'l. IV, fig. 49- 52; ]il. VI, fi),'. fiy- 68.)

This Selachian I think t<.i be the one whose ap]iendices have most frcfpiently been examined

and described. I^ u \' e r n o \ •") has briefl\- nu-ntioned them, their glandular bag with its glandidar body

and their skelet<jn, the nomenclature of which he has formed in accordance with tlie .appellations of

the ijarts c^f the liind liiiih and the fool of a niaiiiiii;d. J. .-iter tlie\ have been described b\- \'ogt and

Pa])])e 11 h I- i 111 i), wdiose description it is rather difficult to use on account <jf the want of references

») 111 my figure it has tjecii (lisi)laced a little, so as to reach too far up on the- other terminal part.

2) Ciivier: Lemons de I'anatomie comparee, 2fl ed., vol. 8, 1846, p. 30.S ll)erha])S the ilescription ;ii>])lies to A', circiilanst).

i) Kech. sur I'aiiat. coni|). des organes de la generation chez les .inimaii.v verli'bres. .\nii. se. nat. (Zool.l, vol. XII,

1859, ]). MI — 117, pi. 3.

8*
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to the accompanying figures, and in these the total want of letters indicating the single parts; still

later they have been described by Petri') and iloreau^). Besides short remarks on these organs

are foimd in several writers of mostly systematic works. None of these descriptions seem to me to

be quite serviceable.

In a specimen of the total length of 76*^'" the whole length of the appendix is i8'='". The other

measures are:

Length of the free part 13''"'

from the fore end of the slit to the extremity of the appendix 15'^'"

from the fore end of the terminal part lO'^'"

Largest breadth (across the base of the terminal part) . . 2,7'='"

The whole appendix is naked (but on the abdominal side of

the glandular bag are found some scattered thorns); the shape is

lengthened-clavate with a short shaft; the terminal part forms the club,

and is relatively very long, broadest at the base, and tapering from

thence towards the point. Only the foremost dilatable part of the

appendi.x-slit, the part forming the foremost outlet from the glandular

bag, is situated dorsally; from here the slit goes laterally, almost

even passing to the ventral side; from this side it can be seen, but

not at all from the dorsal side (contrary to the situation in the Skate).

This is brought about by the fact that the dorsal lip, which only

proximally is supported by skeletal parts, at the base of the terminal

part overlaps the slit to such a high degree; the ventral soft lip is,

when compared to that of the Skate, only very narrow. If the term-

inal part is opened so much, that the interior is seen?), this latter will

present an appearance, apparenth- quite different from that in the

Skate; it will, however, be possible to point out quite corresponding

projections and hollows: on the ventral side of the slit is seen, rela-

tively only little conspicuous, the membrane-covered terminal piece T^^)

which shows before a sharp, cutting edge, and on closer examination

also is seen, as in Ra/a bafis, to bear on its upper surface a row of

transverse, soft, but less developed dermal leaves bl; a bayonet-

like, hard, and sharp-edged blades) (on which one may easily cut one-

self, although it is covered by membrane) projects strongly, correspond-

ing to Zz'a in the Skate; to the piece 71' in this latter corresponds a

Fig- 25.

Raja clavata. The terminal part

of the right ventral appendage,

much dilated ; reduced. The letters

as in fig. 24.

') 1- c- P-3IO-

2) Hist. nat. des Poissous de la France, vol. I, iSSi, p. 24S—259.

3) Petri, I.e. pi. XVI, fig. i D, has given a drawing of the dilated terminal part, which is quite unsatisfactory,

especially with regard to the ventral side.

II Petri, 1. c. fig. i D, hk.

5) Petri, bj.
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long cylindrical process, reaching with the point into the ventral recess'), which is here sitnated far

backward, almost terminally (L7<)\ on the dorsal side are seen the two same recesses 2) as in the vSkate,

bnt of different size and extent, as well as the projecting lameUa Rd' i) borne bv the skeleton; the

onl}- new thing that does not seem to be represented in the vSkate, is a strongh- projecting part sup-

ported by the skeleton, du^), which part belongs to the ventral side; it corresponds to the porous,

spong}', firm dermal fold in the Skate, where, however, no skeleton is found.

The Skeleton. Between the basale and the appendix-stem (- Metatarsien Morean |Cuv.,

DuvernoyI) there is a />, bearing the last six rays, a b, without rays, a flat ,? with .s-shaped edges,

proximally connected with /^, , and distally by means of a joint with the appendix-stem s|. This latter

is about (scarcely) twice as long as B -\~ 6^ -{- d,, and closely behind the two proximal articidar sur-

faces for /', and /J it becomes flattened, and ends with a quite flat, thin-edged, hindmost rounded part;

corresponding to the great length of the terminal part, the uucalcified style ( une sorte de phalange >

INIoreau |etc.|) forms the greater part (about two thirds; in my figure it is a little too .short); also here

is found, about at the middle of the medial edge, a thickened and somewhat calcified part. The

marginal cartilages are large, plate-shaped; the dorsal one reaches farthest forward, but behind it

ceases much before the ventral one; the dorsal cartilage sends forth into the interspace between the

terminal pieces a long, firmh' calcified, s-shaped and pointed, blade-like process, bent in an undulating

way, and with sharp edges {Rd', fig. 50).

The terminal pieces are 5 (6|, to which is still to be counted a covering piece"). This {d) is

situated dorsally, is flath' rounded on the outer side, concave towards the terminal part, whose prox-

imal portion it covers; anteriorh' it is cur\-ed in an oblique, half-moon-shaped manner, ha\'ing the

lateral fore corner far drawn out; from this corner it shows an ele\ation running towards the medial

edge, and indicating the place of attachment of the J/. dil(it(itor\ consequently the whole part before

this line is covered b\- the muscle. 7V?) has a broad line of attachment with the distal edge of the

dorsal marginal cartilage, but onlv touches the appendix-stem; outward it is somewhat flat, inward

concave; its lateral edge is convex, and somewhat indented; its distal end is attached to the appendix-

st\-le by soft tissue, representing the cartilaginous bridge in the ,Skate. The piece Td, found in R.

batis is wanting here. Tv is a long, slightly bent piece*), provided with a short, hook-like point, and

having before a .short articulation with the distal end of the ventral marginal cartilage, medially a

long connection with the appendix-style, reaching until the thickened and calcified place in this latter;

laterally it is for a rather long way connected with a bayonet-like Tr',':'); this latter is connected with

the hindmost lateral edge of the ventral marginal cartilage by an oblique articulation, and distally it

') Petri etc.

2) Petri a/a, alp.

3) Petri pr.

4) Petri da.

5) Petri, fig. i C, bi, 62, r ; Moreau (= Cuvier- D uverno yl: Til)ia, astragale, calcaiu-uiii
;
basale r^ feimir.

") Petri; sc/i' schuppenforniiger Kuorpel
,

gros.sere Scliuppeiilaiiielle ; .Moreau; Cartilajjo interne, no.:-,, ^li- 27.

1. c. p. 250.

7) Petri: sc/i, likewise schuppenf. Knorpel., . kleinere Sdiuppenlanielle . (p. .V^l; Moreau; Cartilage externe, 110.2.

*) Petri; s/; Moreau; Cartilage 110.6 bis, cartilage en cuilleron.

0) Petri: ij; eiii bajonettahnliches, gedrehtes Knoqjel.stuck > (p. 3I3»: Moreau: Cartilage en liallebanle il)n-

veriioy ), 110. 6.
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runs out in an elegantly shaped, longitudinally somewhat twisted blade with a peculiar sharp lateral

edge. Ventrally of this, and attached to the same edge of the ventral marginal cartilage, is found a

piece da^) which I do not find in the Skate, or in any of the other Plagiostomes I have examined,

but, according to Petri and Moreau, it evidently appears in several other Raja-s\i&c\es\ it has a

thick, lateral edge, and a rounded contour; it is movable and seems to be composed of two pieces, a

little, proximal, lamellar da', and the larger distal da. Finally is found the large piece Z'j^). It con-

sists of a more narrow foremost part, the proximal end of which is attached to the lateral edge of the

ventral marginal cartilage, and which laterally sends forth a sharp, winglike ridge (corresponding to

that in the Skate, but much lower), and next of a broader, hindmost part whose medial edge (corre-

sponding to the axe-blade in the Skate) folds round the appendix-style 3).

The muscular svstem, with regard to the proximal part, shows the typical relations, as

will be sufficiently clear from the figures 67 and 68 on pi. VI.

The M. dilatator is on the dorsal side behind split into two parts, but this cleaving has not

been carried through to the proximal part of the muscle, and so the M. dilatator seems to me to

form one muscular mass here as well as in most of the other Plagiostomes I have examined. The

whole of the large dorsal part of this muscle is with its hinder end attached to the dorsal covering

piece, i.e. not to the edge of tliis piece, but some way in on its surface till a plainh- indicated line

of insertion (see fig. 49 on jdI. I\'). In Raja batis the division of the J/, dilatator indicated in A^ clavata

seems to be more strongly pronounced, and in other 7?c7/ff-species 4) it even seems to lead to a separa-

tion into two independent muscles, one larger situated dorsalh', and another smaller, ventral, which

) Petri: da 'tin spatelformiger Knorpelsttick:. (p. 313); Moreau, who has correctly seen tliat it is composed of two

pieces, calls the little proximal one: Cartilage intermediaire, no. 4, the larger one: Cart, accessoire, no. 3.

2) Petri: hk < liakenforniiger Knorpel ; Moreau: (Duvernoy) Cartilage en soc de charrue, no. 7 (in the principal

figure, however, indicated by i|.

3) Vogt & Pappenheim's appellations have to be with difficultj' found out from the description, this, as men-
tioned, ha\ang no references at all to the figures, and in these no letters are found. I give below the appellations of these

authors corresponding to my names. It seems that they have not clearly seen that the chief piece — la piece principale —
is composed of three parts; they use the names la levre interne partly of the marginal cartilages, but without establishing

the independence of these pieces; the prolongation of the dorsal marginal cartilage is described (p. 114) as line feuille mince
en forme de spatule . The other names are:

The covering piece d ^ piece externe, la plus superficielle (p. 115I.

Td = piece externe; seconde piece.

Td = piece alongee, courbee en S; it is interpreted as coalesced of two pieces, the terminal part wrapping the appendix-

stem being called «une petite piece cartilaginevise formant une gouttiere> etc. (this part in }-oung animals is

possibly soft).

da = petite piece cartilagineuse .... presque carree et couverte .... par un coussin gelatineux.

Tv2 ^ piece .... plus allongee, sa forme est semblable a celle d'une equerre tres large.

Tv = une derniere piece cylindrique etc. (p. 116).

4) For inst. in R. SchuH=ii, according to Petri (I.e. p. 314; pi. XVII, fig. 2 B and C). Petri calls the greater,

medio-dorsal part M. levator, and thinks this part to be composed of two kinds of muscles, %-iz, the greater part of red

fibres in which is found a wedge-shaped < white > part (fig. 2 B, al) the fibres of which, however, are said to run — only

with altered colour — into the red mass (a difference of this nature I never saw in any Plagiostome) ; the smaller, dorsal

muscle is called M. rotator with regard to its action on the < hakenformige Knorpel- (my piece 7^3). In Raja clavata Vogt
& Pappenheini (1. c. p. 116), as it would seem, (the description is not quite clear to me) have also found two muscles where
I only find one; they speak of a < Muscle ecarteur dorsals, (originating, on the large dorsal covering piece (where tlie fibres

of their < M. releveur>> are said to be attached; according to their description this releveur . for one thing is composed of

the dorsal layer coming from the body (i.e. the taU), and is rather incomprehensible to me); and next of a «;muscle ecarteur

ventral, which by means of < rather long tendonS) is attached to the outer side of the • s-shaped piece* (T~^. Duvernoj-
also says (1. c. p. 30S) that his ^Muscle grand abducteur» {M. dilatator) m -la raie ronce . is divided in a similar manner, and
attached in the same way.
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latter during the dilation acts especially on the terminal piece 7"., In- whicli means this piece is turned

(revolving' as the radius round the ulna in a human fore arm).

The J/. coi/iprfss(ir (S) forms tlie bag situated on tlie ventral side; llie direction of its fibres,

as far as seen on the ventral side, is exactly given on pi. VI, fig. 68; on tlie dorsal side (fig. 67) the

part forming the outer lip-muscle, which part is rather snuill, is seen anteriorh- arising from tlie piece ,?,

and posteriorly attaching itself in the inner investment of the ventral marginal cartilage; when tlie

connective tissue laterally uniting it with the hindmost ra\', is prepared awa\', it is here ver\- distinctlv

seen to be continuously connected with the dorsal muscular wall of the bag').

The glandular body has by earlier authors been sufficienth' described as well in tliis species

as in other Ra/a-s\)ec\&s\ when developed it seems in all species to show jDrincipally the same

appearance.

Raja radiata Donovan.

IPI. IV, fiK. 50-57-)

Brief remarks on the appendices of this species are found in several authors, as usually mostly

concerning the size-') and the like facts. Lillj eborg-^)., however, not only says that the\' are very

large and in old iudi\-iduals sometimes reach past the middle of tlie tail (in a specimen of the length

of 53*="" tlie>- were 14*^'" Ion.? ^nd 3,2*-'™ Ijroad on the middle), but he also gives a rather thorough de-

scription of their outer contour and whole shape; of the inner configuration of tlie appendix-slit he

only sa}'S that it is divided into parts or se^Darate hollows . He does not enter upon an examination

of tlie parts of tlie skeleton; he mentions only, that a piece in the dorsal lip has a free, backward

directed point. W'e find, however, in the older literature a representation of the skeletal parts of these

organs, as well as of their structure upon the whole, viz. liy :\I. E. Blochi). His specimen had a

length of 16 inch, (about 42'="'), and the appendices (from the pelvis) were 5' , inch, (abt 15"^") long,

I'/s inch, (abt 3,5"'") broad across the terminal part.

') Petri has called this part of my M. compressor M. flexof ptcrygopodii biceps (I.e. fig. 2 E, flb), and thereby in-

dicated that he thinks it to be corresponding to the muscle in Scylliiim marked with the same name, which latter, however,

shows quite other relations (see my fi.g. 65 and 66 of Sc. slellare); he describes it as inserting itself on the dorsal marginal

cartilage instead of on the ventral one (this, perhaps, is only a miswriting). In the proximal part the Flexor p/erygopodu

exterior of Petri corresponds to my M. adduclor (.Jl, his Flexor pt. interior to my M. extensor (E). The nuiscles men-

tioned by Duvernoy (in Cuvier's Lecjons 2d ed. vol. S, p. 307) are: i) Le muscle abaisseur ^ my M. adductor; 3I I,'abduc-

teur de I'appendice = M. extensor; 5) Le grand abducteur ou extenseur des pieces mobiles et tenninales ^ J/, dilatator; his

no. 2 le releveur de la nageoire • is the muscular layer coming from the body (pi. VI, fig. 67), and his no. 4 (Jloreau's .court

extenseur^) I am unable to unravel. The same names have mostly been used by Jloreau (I.e. p. 255); hi.s Muscle long

extenseur = M. extensor, his M. flechisseur = the part of M. compressor forming the outer lip-muscle. Moreau, in

correspondence with my opinion, describes his M. grand abducteur (.1/. dilatator) as separating into two bundles. \ ogt &
Pappenheiui, besides the already mentioned ecarteurs {AJ. dilatator] only mention the .1/. adductor as I'abaisseur de

I'appareil copulateur , and as the antagonist of this a releveur partly formed by the dorsal muscular layer coming from

the body. Bloch only mentions two muscles in Raja radiata (I.e. vol.6, 17.S5I both together representing my .1/. dilatator.

-) Kroyer I.e. p. 943 .gives the measures: a specimen 171 2 inch, long with appendices of the length of 4' .- inch.,

and thinks (p. 954) that the appendages are very strongly developed in the adult males.

3) 1. c. p. 552.

4) Von den vermeinten doppelten Zeugungsgliedern der Rocheii und Ilaie. Schr. d. Kcil. Ces. iiatnrf. Freumle, vol.6,

17S5, p. 377. Bloch calls his Ray-species Raja clavata L, and in his fauiial works he has drawn and described it as Raja

clavata. The figures, 1. c. pi. IX, however, show with perfect certainty that the species in ciuestion is R. radiata. lUotli this

plate and the one concerning Acantliias are, without any explanation, affixeil to the edition by Schneider of Hloch s

Ichthyology.j Petri has not perceived that in Bloch the question is not of the real R. clavata.
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Two pairs of ventrals with fulh- developed appendices, now before me (nnfortiuiately I cannot

give the total length of the animals) show the following measures:

~icm

-cm

Length of the appendix lo"^'

— - - part free of the fin 6,2^"

— - - terminal part 4,6— 5'^

Breadth of the — — 2,7™ at the broadest spot

— - - basal part 1,6""

A dried specimen of a length of 39'^™, a breadth of 24'=™ shows fnlly developed appendices,

8""' long, and 2,2'''" broad across the terminal parts; in another specimen (in spirit) 43"" long, and 29""

broad the appendices are only 6,5'""' long, the terminal part abt. 4'^"' long, 2,1'^'" broad; here they are

not yet fully developed though it was to be expected judging from the size of the animal. Facts as

these, that rather grown individuals have rather undeveloped appendices, I have oftener seen, for inst.

in Aca)itliias.

The appendix is naked, much more clumsy than in the

preceding species, flattened, somewhat roimded on the dorsal side,

a/L -/—l^k ^^^ contour is clumsih" clubsliaped; the club is formed b}- the

terminal part constituting more than half the length of the i^art

to be seen from the back. The appendix-slit runs from the fore-

1 A)l ^ most dorsal opening laterally, so that it cannot be seen from the

dorsal side except in the hindmost end of the terminal part.

, ^'%
\

where the dorsal lip, as it were, retires; the dorsal lijj, throughout

the terminal part, is supported b\- inner skeletal parts reaching

Ri- ''
'Jj^t \\ I

- T. to its edge, while tlie soft membrane of the ventral lip as a broad

wall stretches past its skeletal part (7^0) ^mcl is laid -- in a
£d' E\ -^ J ,Mi"^ a / ' similar manner as in the Skate — dorsallv against the upper

lip; from the hinder, lateral edge of this latter a naked spine
=?»i-

projects. If the soft, \-entral dermal lip vl is thrown back, an

^2 i;^ elevated, long, bowshaped, cutting edge of the skeletal piece /"j

P;„ 26
^^ ^^^^ ^^''^ '^^.^- -^ "^ ^^^^ teyii, to the right of bl). If the term-

inal parts are opened still more (which here is easily done), we
Haj'a radiala. The tenninal part of the

right ventral, much dilated; reduced. Td2 shall, although with altered shapes and relations, see correspond-

the naked spine of this same skeletal -^^^^ projections and hollows as those described in R. batis and
piece. The letters as in fig. 24 and 25.

cla7'ata. The upper side of the piece T-^ does not here show (or

shows a-t most weak traces of) the transverse folds /;/, peculiar in those two species; a broadly tongue-

shaped, rather soft and movable lamella with porous edge and spongy lateral surface represents

da in the Skate and the Thorn-back; a large, ovate, hard swelling corresponds to the process Tv^-^

behind and laterally of this the ventral recess Lv is found, large and deep; the foremost recess Ld is

smaller and more hidden, .situated before the ovate swelling, and also the lamella Rd' supporting its

lateral wall, is onl)- little conspicuous.
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The skeleton. Between the basale') and the appendix-stem, as in all AV//rt'-species, are found

a 1^1, a /k, and a /?-); I>i also here bears the last six rays. The api)endi.\-steni is abont twice as long

as B A- b, -\- Ik, flattened especially distally; its terminal part, beint;- as usual uncalcified, here forms

an s-.shaped, quite thin, flat style broadenino: towards the end. As in the other /vVy^-species the

dorsal marginal cartilage stretches forward almost to the beginning of the stem, but backward not so

far as the ventral one; this latter, especially distally, is a good deal broader. To the inner side of

the dor.sal marginal cartilage, at its distal edge, is articula|ted a triangular cartilage Rd' (fig. 56); it

is quite corresponding to the one marked Rcf in the two other AV/iv-species , in which, howe\-er, it is

onh- a direct prolongation, a process, from the marginal cartilage itself.

The number of terminal pieces is five, exclusive of the covering pieces. Three covering pieces

r/, , ^/,, c/, are found on the dorsal side. The lateral one, r/, , is a good-.sized, externally rounded

plate, with a bow-shaped, convex lateral edge folding round to the ventral side. Its medial edge is

rather straight and firmly connected with tL, which latter as a narrow band runs obliqueh' across the

termiiral part, and tapers towards the medial end that is bent round to the \-entral side, and l)y a liga-

ment attached to the point of the piece 7^, (see fig. 55). The third co\'ering piece, //. , is connected

with the lateral end of the preceding one; it is of a triangular, externally somewhat rounded shajje,

and bv a ligament attached to the hindmost end of the ajipeudix-st^de; with its inner surface is is

connected with the dorsal side of the piece Td,. The three mentioned co\'ering pieces have all arisen

from the same aponeurosis of the J\L dilatator, and accordinglx- the\- together represent the single

covering piece d in the Skate and the Thorn-back.

Of real terminal pieces two are foimd in the dorsal lip: Td and Td, (see fig. 54, 55). Td is

short; it is with its whole fore edge attached to the dorsal marginal cartilage, with its foremost

medial corner also to the appendix-stem; from its medial-distal corner it sends forth a soft, cartilagi-

nous part which farther backward is coalesced with the st)le (c<nnp. the Skate); else its distal edge

is connected with Td., a jsroximalh' broad, distalh' narrow and tapering, very hard, somewhat s-shaped

cartilage; it is outwardly rounded, inwardly concave, and ends in the above mentioned thorn projecting

naked from under the edge of the dorsal lip.

To the ventral side belong three terminal pieces: Tv , Tv,, and Ty The two first of these

are ver}- peculiar, and can onh- be rightl)- seen when the skeletal parts are disunited (see fig. 57).

Tv consists of two parts, a body and a long process; the body is proximalh' attached to

the edge of the ventral marginal cartilage, with one edge to the medial edge of the style (see fig. 54),

and with the opposite one to the piece Tl', ; from the ventral surface of the bod\- the process arises,

and forms together with the body a kind ofT; this process is bent in an irregularly .s-.shaped manner,

ends in a fine, hook-shaped thorn, and is sitiuated in the deep, spoonlike hollow formed by the piece Tv..

7r'2 is still more 2)eculiar; its chief ]:)art forms an oval spoon, outwardh' strongl\- rounded, in-

wardly very deeply hollowed, from the foremost part of which a large, lialf-nui()n-sha[K-d part ari.ses join-

ing the inside of the ventral marginal cartilage of the a]ipendix-stcm; the lateral edge of the .spoon

is prolonged into a not quite calcified, winglike process; between this jiroccss, the half-nmon-shaped

) Bloch I.e.: ' (ler erste Knocheii de.s Scheiikels , fig. i, /.

-i) (5, =; <.(ler zweite , ;5, = , der dritte , /J = (U-r vitTte Kiiocheii lU's Schcnkfls , fit;- i. '". "• " i" Klocli.

The Ingolf-Expedition. II, j. 9
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part, and the firm body of the spoon part of the terminal piece T, is intercalated as a kind of ar-

ticular head (see fig. 55).

This latter, T,, is large, forms a half-moon-.shaped plate (fig. 55), the distal horn of

which is bent in a somewhat hook-.shaped manner; the proximal horn stretches in between the mar-

ginal cartilages, far forward in the appendix-slit; on the concave edge of the half-moon the mentioned

<articidar head M projects bearing a large, transverse-oblong < articular surfaces; the upper or inner

surface (the surface towards the appendix-slit) bears at the lateral, convex edge a thin, bent, sharp

ridge which in some individuals is undulating or fiueh' indented; it is the above mentioned edge

seen on the undamaged organ 2).

vStill has to be mentioned a peculiarly elevated, round, narrow cartilaginous ridge x, running

across the dorsal surface of the appendix-style; this ridge seems to me only to be a special swelling

of the style, and to correspond to the calcified and thickened bump x in R. batis and clavata.

Raja fyllae Ltk.

In a specimen^) of a total length of 55"^'", a breadth of ^o,'^'^'^, the fully developed appendices

are 11"" long, i.e. exactly '/, of the total length.

The other measures were:

From the beginning of the slit to the end of the appendix .... 9"^'

The part free of the fin 7,6<^"

The length of the terminal part 5,5''"

The breadth across the shaft 1,5'=

— — — the terminal part ^1'^

As in the other Rnjcc the appendix is naked. The outer form as well as the inner configura-

tion of the appendix-slit in the terminal part is very nuich like that of the Skate. The contour con-

sequently is of a more slender club-shape than in R. clavafa or radiafa with a longer shaft and a

pointed-ovate, somewhat broader club constituting the larger, hinder portion of the terminal part. As

in the vSkate the appendix-slit can be seen for its whole length from the dorsal side, but runs close

".cm

-cm

-cm

I) This evidently corresponds to the tap on the piece T, in the Skate, which overlaps the piece Tv2.

-) Bloch I.e. pi. IX has drawn most of these terminal pieces in a very recognizable manner, some of them even

excellently (as fig. 4 and fig. 5). He distinguishes between an upper part (the chief piece of the appendix), and a nether part

(the terminal part); the first he interprets as a tibia with its fibula (?) (< ein Rohrenknochen , und sitzet letzterer oberwarts,

wie bej- anderen Thieren , an dem Schienbein fest>); this latter is = my dorsal marginal cartilage; I.e. fig. i and 3, q\ the

tibia again consists of: a piece (= my ventral marginal cartilage), I.e. fig. I and 3, r, /-, welcher unter gewissen Umstanden

die Rinne verschliest >, and of an unterer Knorpel > (=: my appendix-stem), fig. 3, j; it ends hookhke; this is brought about

by the faci that Bloch has not separated the covering piece d^ from its connection with the stj^le. Bloch makes the nether

part consist of five pieces, which number arises from the fact that twice he makes two pieces one. These five pieces have the

following relations to my appellations:

7"; = fig. 4, der Sichel >.

T'02 = - 5, der Helm--..

Tt) = - 6, der wunuforniige Knochen >.

Td -i- 7V2 = - 7, der Winkelhaken .

rf, -i-a', = - S, die Schaufeb.

3) Station 25, at a depth of 582 fathoms; the Davis Strait.
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to the lateral edge; the dorsal lip of the terminal part, also like that of the Skate, is along the whole

lateral edge supported by skeletal parts, while the ventral lij) has a l)road, soft edge covering the

skeletal parts (7^), and passing round to the dorsal side; if this dermal lip is thrown back, we sliall

see, quite as in A^ bafis, a naked, cutting edge of a raised, wiuglike ridge on T",, running almost

throughout the terminal part. If this latter is opened still more, an almost complete conformit\- with

the features in the Skate will be seen; and thus it will Ije sufficient to ])oint out the deviations.

These deviations are confined to tlie ventral side, and are chieflx' as follows: i) the membrane co\er-

ing the inner, dorsal surface of the piece T^ medially of tlie cutting edge, has ver_\- few and long,

obliquely .situated, low dermal folds (that may easih- be overlooked); 2) the fold da is shorter (short-

ened distally), softer, in the middle of its distal part it projects in a more tongue-.shaped manner, upon

the whole most like that in A', rddiata; it is as in this and in hafis without any inner .skeletal support;

3) the two projections corresponding to the skeletal parts Tv and Ti\, are somewhat longer, so that

they stretch distally over the opening of the ventral recess which thereb\- gets a somewhat other

appearance than in R. batis.

Raja circularis Couch.

(I'l. Ill, fii,'. 41—44.)

In old males the appendices are said to be somewhat more than '/^ of the total length; in a

male of a length of 79,2'^"', a breadth of 48,5"'" they were 16,5''" long')-

I have only had the occasion to examine a dried skeleton in the Zoological Museum; this

skeleton measures from the snout to the point of the tail 40'^^"', across the pectorals c. 20""; the appen-

dix-stem has a length of 6,5"^'", the terminal part of 3,7"", and a breadth of r'" on the broadest spot.

Between the basale and the appendix two j^ieces are found: b^ bearing the 8(71 hindmost ra\s, and a

longer /', , without ra)'S, as well as a long, ])late-shaped ^J, broadest in the fore part.

The ratio between the length of the appendi.x-stem and /j -f /', -J- b, is \ ,; the rather narrow,

flat, soft terminal part is shorter than the calcified one. The dorsal marginal cartilage reaches forward

almost to the beginning of the stem, and ceases behind with a concave, oblique edge, the lateral

corner of which is situated much farther forward than the hindmost end of the ventral marginal

cartilage, which, as usual, does not reach so far forward. As in Raja batis and clavafa, the dorsal

marginal cartilage sends forth a long, thin, pointed, lamellar (calcified) prolongation passing in between

the terminal pieces (it is not seen in any of my figures).

The number of terminal pieces is fi\-e, besides two dorsal covering pieces. One of these latter,

(A, I suppose to be corresponding to the piece that in R. radiala has been marked in the same wa\';

it is long and narrow, spreads distally in a .spoonlike manner, and the medial edge of the broader

part folds round the appendix-style towards the ventral .side, where it is attached to tlie distal end

of the piece 7", (see fig. 43). Tiie other covering piece, .'A,, is finnh' connected with the dorsal surface

of the terminal piece Td, (as is also the corresponding one in A', radiata) and is (as in this) distally

closeh- connected with the end of the appendix-style; it is ratlur thin and flat.

) Malm, .\. \': (".utebiirj^s och I'.ohu.sl.'iiis Fauna, 1S77, ]). go6.

9*
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On the dorsal side are found two real terminal pieces (see fig. 41, 42), Td and Td^. The former

is for a long way connected with the dorsal marginal cartilage and with the apj^endix-stem ; from the

hinder end it sends forth a long, round, somewhat finger-shaped, bent process with rounded end, and

running obliquely towards the ventral side; on the dorsal side only a little of the basal part of this

process is seen, while a larger part may be seen from the ventral side (comp. fig. 44 7"ir/). With the

outer hindmost corner of Td a piece Td, articulates, dividing behind into two branches, an inner one,

short and soft, attaching to the api)endix-st>-le , and an outer one, hard, compressed, produced to a

fine point (corresponding to the free thorn on the corresponding piece in R. radiata)\ this latter

branch is best seen from the ventral side (fig. 44, TV,), as it is dorsally hidden by the covering

piece d,^.

The ventral lip shows three jDieces: Tv ^ Tv^, and Ty

Tv (fig. 42) is slender, anteriorly connected with the terminal end of the ventral marginal carti-

lage, which is folded round to the dorsal side; next it follows for a long way the appendix-style, then

folds ventrally round this as a rather thin prolongation (fig. 44), and ends finally with two small, diver-

ging points at the opposite edge of the style (comp. R. bafis). This jDiece Tv is in its foremost part

laterally connected with the very large Tv,. This latter is somewhat half-moon-shaped, and is attached

with its foremost concave edge to the ventral marginal cartilage; it sends forth two processes; a short,

truncate one close to the medial edge, and laterally of this a long one, bent in the free end like a hook

(comp. R. daf/s), the point of which is turned into the appendix-slit (dorsally); the piece Tv2, on its

inner side, towards the slit, is of a flat, spoonlike shape.

T (fig. 43) is narrow, falcate, and its foremost end is .situated under the lateral edge of Tv, in

the appendix-slit, between Tr'^ and Td; in its hindmost third part it bears on its medial, concave edge

a process corresponding to the articular head on T in R. radiata^ but in the present species it

passes into a sharp, winglike edge stretching to the distal end of the piece; the lateral, convex edge of

7^ is sharp and cutting.

Holocepluila.

In the males of the Holocephales, as is well known, three particular organs are found that

are supposed to subserve the copulation, viz.: i) the peculiar cephalic organ') provided with der-

mal teeth, 2) the pelvic appendages, i.e. the two organs placed in a ventrally open pouch on

each .side before the ventrals, and whose skeleton is connected with the pelvis bv an articulation; and

3) the ventral appendages. Only the two last-mentioned sets of organs, and e.specially the ventral

appendages, which correspond to those of the Plagiostomes, will be mentioned more thoroughly.

1) This, however, is wanting in the gentis Harriotla Goode & Beau, the appendices of which are also said to be
small and simple. ; of its pelvic appendages nothing is said (Oceanic Ichthyology : Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. Han'ard Coll.

vol. XXII, 1896, p. 32).
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Chimaera monstrosa L.

(PI. I, fig. 14, 13; pi. VI, fig. 69-71.)

The larger part of the appendix') i.s free of the fin, and tlie appearance con.seqnently differ.s

rather nuich from that of tlie other Plagiostonies; tliis free part i.s almost a.s long a.s the ventral fin

it.self in its largest extent (from the point where the foremost part of the fin arises from the bodv, to

the end of the much produced lateral corner). The appendix may also here be divided in a sliaft and

a terminal part; the shaft is thick, short, only about half the length of the terminal part; its inner

contour is straight, the outer one ver}- convex, whereby the api)endix gets some resemblance to the

part of the human leg below the knee, with a very prominent calf. On the dorsal side the appen-

dix-slit runs throughout the free part of the length of the shaft; anteriorly it begins already at the

connection with the ventral side of the body as a little roundish opening, the circumference of which

is parth' supported b)- the inner skeleton, and consequently it is only anteriorly a little dilatable; from

this opening the slit, Ijent about in the same manner as the lateral contour of the shaft, runs to the

base of the terminal part, where it reaches close to the medial edge, and from here it jjasses on into

the terminal part along this edge. In front, behind the described hole, and jiosteriorly, where the

slit passes into the terminal part, its lips can onl\- with difficultx', or not at all, be opened on account

of the stiff inner skeleton, but in the rather long interspace it is easily opened, as the lips are com-

posed of soft parts (muscles); in a specimen before me the two concerning, normally tight spots of

the slit are closed by the coalescing of the skin; in another specimen the case is the same, only to

a less extent, with the right appendix. The skin of the shaft is naked, smooth, thin, and slightly

pigmented, so that the muscles and their arrangement can be distinguished rather distinctl\- through it.

The long terminal part is composed of three branches -J a medial one (/'*) in immediate con-

tinuation of the straight medial edge of the stem; a dorsal one (//"'), l>'ing quite close to the lateral

edge of the foregoing, commouh' onh- separated from it In- the very narrow continuation of the ai)j)en-

dix-slit; in one single instance, however, I find the skin coalesced for a considerable part of this slit,

so that these two pieces only towards the point can be separated; finally a lateral branch (/>***), rather

free of the other two. These three branches are generalh' of almost equal length; sometimes the medial

one is a trifle longer than the others; they are stiff, and in their whole length supported b\- skeleton; the

medial one is covered with a fine, but firm, thin skin, through which the skeleton is seen very di-

stinctly; it is roimded on its inner, medial surface, and ends in a little, swollen knob; the lateral side

is flat, and jjressed into a furrow in the skin of the dorsal branch. This latter l)ranch and the lateral

one are more or less completeh" wrapped by a soft, loose, and tooth-covered skin, by which tlie\- are

J The copulator}- appendages have been described, more or less completely, by a rallier large number of authors,

of whom I shall only mention: Guunerus: Om Hav-Katten, Det Throndhj. Sclsk. Skr., 2, 176_^, p. 299, pi. V -VI: Kroycr,

I.e. p. 79S seq. Lilljeborg, i.e. p. 51S; Dumeril, 1. c. p. 6S1: Jloreau, I.e. p. .16.V. the descriptions in (".ogeu ban r 1. c.

p. 453, and V. Davidoff I.e. p. 453 are very complete. None of these authors mention the glandular bag.

2) In C/irm. colliei Benn. living in the Pacific Ocean (at tlie coast of California), the termin.al part is said to have

only two branches (Dumeril I.e. p. 6S1, Goode & Bean I.e. p. 32); Bashford Dean (Fishes living and fossil. iS95>, gives

however, p. 107, fig. 116, a drawing showing three branches, the medial one of which is invested at the point with dermal

teeth, and besides by an articulation separated from the other part; this latter fact may perhajis be caused by an acci-

dental damage.
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made thicker and, towards the end, enlarged in a clavate manner, when compared with the medial

one; the lateral branch in particular is often distally much swollen. The dermal teeth are fine, a little

bent thorns, all with the points forward, towards the base of the organ. The lateral branch does not

contribute to the bordering of the appendix-.slit of the terminal part, this slit running only between

the medial and the dorsal branch").

In three specimens of the respective length of 78<^"', 77'^''", and yo"^", the measures were:

The length of the appendix from the fore edge of the cloaca 7,5""", 10,5"='", 6,5"^™

The free part of the shaft 2,3"", 2,6"\ 2,3<^'"

The terminal part 4,5'^"', 6"^™, 4,1'™

The breadth (on the broadest part of the shaft) i,!"^"", 1,6™', i,i<^"'

The breadth (on the middle) of the terminal part 0,7'^'^, 1,1'='", 0,7'^'"

The pelvic copulator)- apj^endage has in all three specimens a length of . 2,1^

— — — — -- — — a breadth of o,6''

rem

-.cm

In one pair of ventrals, kept in spirit, and skeletonized until the terminal part, belonging to a

specimen the total length of which I am not able to give, the appendix has had a length of more

than 9=™, the terminal part of almost 6"" by a breadth on the middle of i'^'", at the end of 1,5'""; the

skeletonized pelvic appendage is 2'"" long, and 1'="' broad.

The skeleton. The pelvic arch is divided in the middle line, so that it is composed of a

right and a left piece; behind, dorsalh" above the articulation with the ventral, each of these pieces

is prolonged to a considerable process; on the foremost convex edge the peculiar, mo\'able, foremost

coi3ulator\' apiaendage, the s Sageplatte (Gbr.), is articulated; the skeleton of this appendage is com-

posed of one piece, the medial edge of which bears a row of (5—7) large, crooked, finely pointed

dermal teeth; when in rest this piece is turned against the \-entral surface of the pelvis which is

hollowed like a spoon, and then only the toothless edge laterally of the row of teeth is seen in the

opening of the pouch.

The fin-stem con.sists of a short, flat basale B bearing all the rays (the foremost broad mar-

ginal ray (A^) is coalesced with it), a /^, a good-sized /9, and the appendix-stem b^).

I>i is not much shorter than the basale, with which it is connected in a rather movable joint;

on its medial side it is flat and broad, on the lateral side longitudinally concave; dorsally it forms a

narrow edge, forward produced into a large process x , which by a lateral incision is nuide to form

the inner bordering of the above mentioned opening, with which the appendix-.slit begins; the other

part of the dorsal edge of b^ is somewhat laterally bent, and bears a rather firm margin of connective

tissue; the ventral edge is straight and rounded.

The piece [i is tolerably triangular, but with cur\-ed sides; it is much curved, and situated in

1) In Cliiiiicera affinis Cap. the appendices, accordinj; to Goode & Bean (I.e. pi. X, fig. 34, 35), are three-branched
as in Ch. monsti-osa, but else they seem to differ rather much from those of this latter. The figures, however, are not distinct

enough to get a clear notion of the facts.

2) In the figures of Gegenbaur I.e. pi XVI, fig. 22, 23, and of v. Davidoff, I.e. pi. XXIX, fig. 19, pi. XXVIII,

fig. 3, 4, these skeletal pieces are marked in such a way that: b^ = [^ *^'"'-
, B -— {'' *^'"'-

, i = ( ^' ^^'^

\c' I). ( Cj D. ( C2 D.
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such a wa>', tliat its concave side like a roof covers tlie lateral edge of the ])iece b,\ with its hind-

most corner it is by means of tight connective tissue attached to the lateral surface of this piece; its

medial edge is free, and forms the limit of the tight foremost part (.)f the ap])endix-slit, as it also,

together with the process .r of the piece /^, contributes ti) the bordering of the aperture, in which the

slit opens anteriorly. We find thus between Chniicrrn and most likel_\- all the Holocephales (Callo-

rhyiichus shows the same relations) on one side and the Plagiostomes on the other the great difference

that the appendix-slit anteriorly stretches over the piece y9, and on the dorsal side separates this piece

from the other parts of the stem skeleton.

The appendix-stem h is joined to />, by an only slighth- movable articulation, and forms the

wliole terminal skeleton; no secondary cartilages are found, and consetpieutly the terminal part cannot

be directly homologized with that in the l-'lagiostomes. The part of the appendix-stem l.\ing in the

shaft, is short, medialh- flattened; its medial surface is continued directh- in the prolongation forming

the medial branch of the terminal part; in the lateral surface is found a furrow-shaped hollow contin-

uing the furrow in /;,; both edges of this furrow are elevated and bent towards the concavit\-, what

especially applies to the ventral edge, which rises very nuich , bends quite over on the dorsal .side,

folding over the edge of this latter, and lying close to the medial continuation, following this latter

quite to the end as the skeleton of the dorsal branch of the terminal part; laterally it forms the car-

tilaginous prolongation supporting the lateral branch of the terminal part.

That the cartilage of the medial branch of the terminal part is homologous with that part of

the appendix-stem, which in the Plagiostomes I have called the end-style, is an obvious conclusion,

and admits of no doubt. At a first glance it seems also obvious that the plate-shaped, folded ventral

edge with the two other branches must be corresponding to the ventral marginal cartilage in the

Plagiostomes, which latter frequeuth' in Sharks recalls it 1)\- the plate that is bent in a similar

manner; it might even be tempting to contintie, and take the two branches, the dorsal (juc and the

lateral one, to re^Dresent two terminal pieces (resp. Tv and 7\) coalesced with the ventral marginal

cartilage; or it might be supposed that this part of the skeleton in Cliiino-ra was representing a stage

where the terminal pieces had not yet been articulated off as independent parts'). But a closer exa-

mination shows that the idea of these homologies must l)e dismissed; the folded ventral edge with

its two ]5rolongations is in Cliiiiucra absoluteh' one with the other appendix-stem, consists like this of

the same kind of h\aline cartilage, which is corroborated by a traus\-erse section; as a homologon of

this structure in Chiiiucra the question can only be of the more or less distinct ventral l)ordering ridge

on the api^endix-stem in the Plagiostomes, bearing and continuing the ventral marginal cartilage (.see

for inst. the Greenland Shark). In the firm, liplike edge of connective tissue, which in C"/'/wrr;Y/ follows

the dorsal cartilaginous edge of the appendix-slit, an indication is fountl that ma\- possibly be regarded

as homologous with the dorsal marginal cartilage in the Plagiostomes.

The muscular system. I shall onl\- here describe the muscles that are of importance with

') This has also been intimated by Gegenbaiir I. c. p. 455; at the same place he intimates that his supposition that

the terminal pieces in the Sharks are transformed rays may possibly be wrong, since in C/ii»UTi-a the branches are in contm-

uons connection with part of the stem-skeleton.
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regard to a comparison with those mentioned in the Plagiostomes as belonging to the appendix; as

to the other muscles I may refer to the thorough description by v. David off (I.e. p. 473 seq.).

Between the two halves of the pelvis a broad band (fig. 69—71, s) is stretched, which, as it

were, supplements the hinder surface of the pelvis; anteriorh' this band is attached along the whole

concave posterior edge of the pelvic arch, and laterally it reaches almost to the articulation between

the pelvis and the basale; in the median line it is somewhat thickened as a firmer tendinous stripe.

From the whole ventral surface of this band as well as from the ventral surface of the pelvis arises

the ventral layer ') of the group of muscles representing the Jlf. addiictor (ct depressor) pinna' in the

Plagiostomes; in the middle line a stripe broadening somewhat backward, is left uncovered (see fig. 70).

This muscular la>er is composed of bundles that are distinctly seen distally. Of the medial and hind-

most fibres of this layer only the deepest-lying are attached to the ventral side of the basale, to the

thickened medial edge of this i^iece, from which edge the ventral ra>-muscles (Ra, fig. 70) arise; other-

wise the greater portion of the medial fibres of this muscular layer is attached to these ray-muscles

until a line of insertion-, distinctly seen in fig. 70. The foremost and lateral parts of this muscular

la\'er pass, without anv bordering — neither in the depth — , into the ventral ray-muscles, as is also

the case in the Plagiostomes 2). The other muscular mass 3) which together with the foregoing one

forms the M. adductor in the Plagiostomes (fig. 69, 71, A)^ arises from the dorsal side of the above

mentioned tendinous band, as well as from part of the dorsal surface of the pelvis (viz. until the

slight crest that separates it from the muscle in of the j^elvic appendage); this layer is thicker than

the ventral one, and attaches to the thickened medial edge of the basale and to the piece b^^ espe-

cially with a powerful portion of fibres to the large process x of this latter piece; on the ventral

side it reaches to the muscle />, which corresponds to the M. dilatator, and will be more particularly

mentioned hereafter. A special M. rxtnisor has not been separated.

A far as I am able to see, only two-i) muscles are found on the aj^pendix-shaft, one corre-

sponding to the M. dilatator (D) in the Plagiostomes, tlie other to the muscular investment of the

glandular bag (inchisive of the < outer lip-muscle ), M. coiirprcssor sacci (S).

The M. dilatator arises anteriorly with its ventral portion from the hinder end of the basale,

but with its other parts onh- from the piece /), , at some distance from the articulation between this

piece and the basale. Almost all the fibres run straight from before backward; onlv on the ventral

side some of them bend laterally; they are attached on h close to the base of the lateral and medial

branches of the terminal part, and a few fibres go to the skin covering the .skeleton; on the

') Oberflachliche ventrale Schicht, ssv, fig. 1 6, 17, pi. XXIX, v. Davidoff.
2) I find upon the whole that the difference as to the arrangement of the ventral part of the M. adductor in Clii-

maya and in the Plagiostomes is only in degree; in many of these latter (Scyltium, Prisliurus, the Rays), the superficial part
of the ventral layer of the M. addncior stretches quite over the ventral side of the basale and more or less out on the ray-

niuscles. v. Davidoff describes this ventral muscular layer in Cliimmra as stretching considerably farther laterally on the
fin than is really the case; and his words (1. c. p, 474): < Zum Basale hat er gar keine Beziehung» etc., are not correct.

3) The «pelvico-basale Fasern of v. Davidoff, fig. 15, 17, Pb\ tliey do not, however, as he thinks, arise exclusively
from the pelvis.

\) V. Davidoff, I.e. p. 4S0, counts three, which he moreover calls . voUkommen gesondert , viz. a i Flexor», an < Ad-
dncior

,
and an ' Abductor- \ in three specimens of Chimara that I have examined, I have not been able to find a real se-

paration between the two first-named; but even if such a separation might appear, it will be of only shght importance with
regard to a comparison with the Plagiostomes (as surely also with regard to its functions); at all events, Flexor -r Adductor-'
v. I), is = M. dilatator; the -Abductor', of v. Davidoff is the muscle of the glandular bate.
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dorsal side (fig. 69) the muscle stretches considerably farther backward than on the \cntral side, rea-

ching to the spot, where the appendix-slit passes to the medial side.

The mnscle of the glandular bag, J/, coii/prcssor, arises from the lateral edge of the

piece /J (see fig. 69), and is inserted on the lateral surface of the piece b,, and on the appendix-stem,

as also on the folded \-entral edge of this latter. The fibres seen on the \-entral side (fig. 71), pass

from the edge of ,? round the calf , running obliquely or transversely, so that part of them is in-

serted perpendicularly on the appendix-stem; those seen from the dorsal side, o\\ the contrar\-, run

straight from before backward, and the\- form the lateral limit of the appendix-slit, and are attached

where the edge folded from the ventral side, is prolonged as the dorsal terminal branch (fig. 69). The

opposite, medial, lip of the appendix-slit is formed by the M. dilafator.

Into the described, \-ery voluminous muscle the dermal fold representing the glandular bag in

the Plagiostomes, sinks from the dorsal side through the appendix-slit. This structure has here evi-

dently remained in a state of development as that, with which it begins in the Plagiostomes; by a

transverse section we see that the bag ma\' in reality be called rudimentary, as it only fills very

little in comparison with the powerful wrapping nurscular mass. If we imagine this invagination to

grow ver\- much forward and ventralh', we may get a structure resembling that in the Plagiostomes;

part of the bag will then be situated on the \'entral surface of the fin itself, and the muscular coat-

ing will, as it were, be extended to a thinner wrapping la^er, while the part keeping its position

along the outer edge of the slit, will retain its original appearance and become the lip-muscle . This

dermal bag, which in Chihutra is so small, and whose inner surface is quite smooth and shows no

special gland, can nevertheless gi\'e plenty of secretion; this fact is proved by the abundance of fluid,

partly filling the bag, partly adhering to the branches of the terminal part, and also filling the

corners between the base of the fin and the bod\'; on the last-mentioned place it may be supposed

to ha\'e flown from the foremost, larger, roundish opening of the appendi.x-slit.

I have not a quite clear understanding of the influence of the nniscles of the appendix-shaft on

the terminal part ; however, I think it likeh" that b\- a contemporaneous action of liotli tlie said muscles

a — probably rather slight distension of the three terminal Ijranches ma>- be brought about, the J/.

dilatator acting on the medial branch, the J/, compressor on the two others; b}- this action the con-

tinuation of the appendix-slit between the medial and the dorsal branch would be opened. That also

here the J/, compressor will ser\-e for the pressing out of the secretion of the glandular bag , seems

to me to admit of no doubt.

As to the pelvic appendage (fig. 70, 71,/), to which nothing corresponding is found in

the Plagiostomes, it is in Cliimccra rather simple; its contour is tolerably spoon-shaiK'd, and it bears

on the surface that in the position of rest is turned ventrally (luit which will accordingly be turned

dorsally, when the organ is directed forward), a soft, loo.se, unpigmeuted or .slightU' pigmented dernud

cushion, while the membranous skin of the opposite surface fits tightly to the skeleton. For uun-ing

this organ has only one muscle (fig. 69, w), bv which it can be raised in such a way as to come out

of its pouch M, when it is able to take hold with the toothed edge. This nni.scle is ver\- powerful;

') Comp. also G arm an: On tliu I'clvis and External Sexual Organs of Selachians do. I'roe. Hoslon Soc. Xat. Hist.

Vol. Ig, 1876— 7S, ]). 199.

The Ingolf-Expedition. 11. 2.
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as it has no antagonist, the resistance of the snrrounding skin, and, I think, also the pressiire of the

abdominal nuiscles over the base of the pouch, must be regarded as the cause \vh>- the organ folds

back and is hidden in the pouch, when the muscle /// is relaxed. The way in which this muscle is

attached, has been described more in detail by v. Davidoff (I.e. p. 479).

Callorhynchus antarcticus Lacep.

The appendices have been brielly mentioned b}- Dumeril (I.e. p. 681) as follows: :Ceux des

Callorhynques consistent en des prolongements cutanes, enroules de maniere a former une paire

de cylindres creux et irreguliers que soutiennent des cartilages flexibles ; the foremost pair of organs,

which are enclosed in the pouch, and liave here a far more complicated structure than in Chiiiupra^

have been more particularly described. The same organs ha\-e later been mentioned, though still

rather briefh', b>- T. Jeffery Parker, in a kind of preliminar\- note'), iu which is found the rather

bold Inpothesis, that these anterior appendages;; in Callorhyiiclius are representing a middle pair of

limbs , the\' being understood as serially homologous with the real appendices; thus Callorliyiichus

(and the C/iiiincnc in general) should (but to be sure only in the males!) show the remains of a liexa-

pod stage >. The real appendices (.posterior claspers ) are onl\- mentioned with a few words to the effect

that the)- correspond to those in the Plagiostomes , as the}- occur in the same position, have the

form of a plate rolled longitudinall\- into a tube, and are supported by a prolongation of the basi-

pterygiuni .

In a specimen (in the musexnn iu Copenhagen) of a length of abt 70'^'" I find the following

measures:

The length of the (real) appendix from the fore edge of the cloaca 8,5'=

The length of the terminal part 5*^

The breadth across the base of the shaft 1,7"^

— — - middle of the terminal part 0,8—0,9''"'.

As to the habitus the appendix at a first glance reminds more of that in the Sharks than of

that in Chiiii(cra\ but a closer examination shows a very near relation to the latter; it is onl\- the

terminal part not being split into branches, that causes the apparent resemblance to the Sharks; the

shaft corresponds in shape quite to that in Cliiiiurra , and is, as in this latter, covered with a thin,

naked skin, through which the extension and form of the muscles may be distinctly discerned;

on the terminal part there are, as in Chiiiiccra , no muscles at all; but here the skin is everywhere

thin, and is lying innnediately over the skeleton, so that a reliable view ma)- be got of the

structure of this skeleton — unfortunately I could not skeletonize the onh' male specimen of the

museum. The terminal part is .somewhat dorso-veutrally flattened with rather parallel sides, only

a little tapering towards the rounded end.

On the dorsal side the appendix-slit runs as a narrow slit, beginning, as in Cliiiiucra^ with a

rather large opening at the base, close to the abdomen; this hole; is supported by skeleton to the

same extent as in CIiii)iirra\ from here the .slit runs in a curve through the shaft into the terminal

) Notes from the Otago I'liivensity INIu.seum, VIII (hi the Claspers of Callorhynchus. Nature, vol.33, 1SS6, p. 635.

-cm

-cm
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Fig. 27. Cal/oi-liynchiis aiilarclicjts. The right

ventral ajipendage from the ventral side; a little

reduced, ab abdominal pore.

F"ig. 28. The same from the dorsal side.

part, where it passes over the medial edo^e on tlie \entral

side, and liere it ends in the shape of an i'; thus the

whole slit is formed like a cork-screw. Immediately be-

hind the hole the ed.oes can only with difficult}' be

separated on account of the stiffness of the skeleton; but

in the terminal part the slit is easily opened on account

of the thinness of the skeleton, which is here like a thin,

con\-oluted shaving-, which ma\' to a certain degree be

unrolled. The inner, tubular hollow of the terminal jiart,

as well as its opening at the point is completely stuffed

with secretion, which also fills the hole at the base as

well as the nooks between the appendi.x, the base of the

fin, and the body.

As to the skeleton, I think it prett\' sure that

in the shaft it is as in CJiiiuirra\ as we find a rather mov-

able joint before the hole , the surroundings of which

seem to be cptite as in Cl/iiiicrnt, we may be justified in

supposing the basale to end here; somewhat out on the

shaft we find another, little mo\-able joint; accordingh'

the piece Ih is found between these two points; on the \-entral side the distal border of this piece is

distincth" marked h\ the cessation of the inmost part of the muscular mass of the glandular bag (the

calf ); the other part of the skeleton then must be the appendi.x-stenr, this seems here to be formed

like a convoluted leaf, in which no separation into branches is found; such l)ranches, no doubt, would

be discernible through the membranous skin, if lines of separation really existed (the only place where

such a line of separation might perhaps l)e fotmd, is along the lateral edge of the ventral side,

where a longitudinal furrow in the skin is found in both appendices, but I can find no mobility

along it, and take it therefore to be due only to the skin). If \\-e imagine deep inci.sions in this carli-

lao-inous leaf, the three-branched form in Chiiiurra miijht arise; on the other hand we ma\' from the

three branches in Chiiiuvrtt (see pi. I, fig. 14, 15) easil\- reach the structure in Calhirhyuchiix h\ ima-

gining a coalescing on the dorsal side (fig. 14) of /'** and /^**', on the \-entral side of /'*** and If^ (fig. 15).

The muscular s\stem, with regard to the appendi.x-shaft, is c\-idently as in Cf/niia-ra\

M. dilatator 1 Pi is easih' recognised; its chief portion is situated dorsallx' (J/, addnctor \. Daxid.), and

originates on /', while the inner and \-entral portion (J/, ttrxor w D.) also here arises farther forward

on the basale, and does not reach so far backward; further tlie large muscle fSj of the glandidar

bag, which in no respects shows other relations than in Cliiiiiara , with the only exception that is is

a little shortened \eutrallv.

The foremost copulatory organs, the pelvic apjiendages, are \ery remarkably tormed, and

nnich larger than in Cliiiiurra. The pouch in which the\- are hidden, is therefore also much larger;

the entrance of this pouch forms, when closed, a longitudinal slit |abl. 2,5"" long), and is situated la-

terally, innuediately before the ventral fin. The chief part of the organ euclo.'^ed in the ])ouch, corre-

10'
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sponds to the Sageplatte^: ') of the Chimcera^ it is here more lengthened, with a longer shaft broad-

ening in the free end to an obliquely cut off, rather thick plate; this plate is on its (when in the

position of rest) ventral surface towards the edge invested with numerous, flat, sharp, comb-shaped

dermal teeth, of which those nearest the edge are the largest. Each tooth is almost fan-shaped with

the edge divided into 5— 7 pointed comb-teeth, of which the middle one is the largest (comp. Dume-

ril I.e. pi. 14, fig- 2, 2a). The teeth continue, somewhat smaller, along the whole (dorso-) medial edge

of the Sageplatte ; they are placed on a dermal lip, which is unsupported b)- skeleton (and borders

the afterwards mentioned canal, into which a sound can be introduced). As far as I can see the teeth

continue all the wa\' to the attached base of the organ. The points of all these teeth are turned forward.

On the opposite surface (the dorsal one when in the laosition of rest) this < Sageplatte •• is pro-

\-ided with a rather curiously elaborate system of large dermal folds partly supported by an inner car-

tilaginous skeleton^). From the dorsal edge of the organ a large, folded dermal plate projects on

either side, i) The lateral one of these plates somewhat recalls a human ear, and is with its free

edge folded towards the dorsal side of the serrated plate ; the pro.ximal part of this membrane is

supported by a particular cartilage, while the distal part which is very much folded, has no inner

skeleton. 2) Next another dermal leaf arises from the dorsal and lateral surface of the < serrated plate»,

opposite to the former ; it is folded the other way , and situated between the . serrated plate and

the first leaf; it has no skeleton. 3) The second dermal leaf projecting from the serrated plate*

towards the medial side, is auteriorh' grown fast to the inner wall of the pouch; its free edge

is folded in such a niauuer, that it forms a kind of bag; it contains no skeleton, but where it

posteriorly is united with the lateral leaf (i) at the dorsal edge of the 'Serrated plate , these two

leaves, by a rolling of their common hindmost part, form a tube supported by a stiff cartilaginous

skeleton; the free end of this skeleton projects some wa\' past the end of the serrated plate- (cp. the

figure of Dnmerili. A sound inserted into this tube, can be brought far into a deep, dorsally open

canal along the dorsal edge of the serrated plate ; on the medial side the bordering of this canal is

formed by the above mentioned teeth-covered dermal lip. 4) Finall\- a big, white, ovate bod}- project-

ing from the medial wall of the pouch, is found outside the bag formed by the inner dermal leaf (3).

This evidently is a gland til ar body 3), the opening (or rather openings) of which seem to be inside

the bag formed by the inner leaf (31, in the foremost, inner corner of this bag. From this gland pro-

ceeds the very abundant secretion filling the space between the serrated plate and the described

elaborate dermal folds, as also the peculiar tube, evidently the excretory duct for this secretion. As

) .\s far as I have been able to determine without dissection , tliis part in the specimen in hand has a length of

ca. 3,5<^'", a breadth of ca. 2i-'m across tlie broad terminal part.

2) Only the cartilaginous skeleton has been rendered — and scarcely quite completely — in the mentioned figure

by Dumeril, as also this skeleton only is mentioned in the text (I.e. p. 6S2); this work, therefore, gives only a very incom-

plete idea of the whole organ; the same may also be said of the short communication by Parker in <Nature»; upon the

whole it is ver\- difficult, without drawings and dissection, to give a tolerably clear survey of these compHcated structures.

j) Parker evidentU' has also seen this glandular body: In connection with the sac is a gland secreting a lubricat-

ing fluid, and closely resembling the well-known gland of the Elasmobranch claspers . (which gland, however, is not found
in all EIasmobranchii|. To this is added the interesting observation: In the female, although the clasper itself is absent, a

small glandular sac occurs in the corresponding position-. Carman (I.e. p. 200) has, earlier than Parker, seen the gland,

and given a ver\- short and incomplete description of the pelvic appendages. He thinks that the above described cartilagi-

nous tube serves for conducting the secretion into the groove of the penis (i. e. the ippendix-slit), when it is turned forwards,

and through the latter the fluid is conveyed to the oviducts of the female . The supposed turning forward of the appendix,
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to the signification of this secretion as well as to the use of the whole organ we can only form rather

vagne conjectures.

Of the mobility and muscular s\-stem of the peh'ic appendage Parker gi\-es the follow-

ing information, showing that the same muscle is found here as in CliiiiKrra: The Clasper is exserted

bv the action of a strong muscle arising from the inner face of the pubic cartilage and passing over

its anterior border to be inserted into the principal cartilage
( the serrated plate ) of the clasper. The

plane of movement of the organ is nearly horizontal .

3. Which is the Function of the Appendices Genitales?

That the ventral appendages are peculiar to the males of the Chondroptervgians is an old and

wideh- known fact — the>- have already been mentioned by Aristotle'), and at the present da\' most

fishermen distinguishes the male from the female b\- means of them^). Everybod\- then agrees that

these organs in some way or other subserves the copulation; but till recently we have had no real

observation of the copulation of Chondropterygians '^), and we ha\'e therefore been obliged to form

our opinion of the use of these organs from their structure. Many authors — Rondel et-i), I think,

as the first — have thought the appendices only to be organs for clasping the female during copu-

lation, and therefore names as Holders , Claspers , Haftorgane •, Halteorgane- , Klannnern , and

the like have been generally used; as a consequence of this idea they have always, I think, been

considered to act as a kind of prehensile organ, which might cling to some part of the body of the

female outside, and thus hold it fast"-). Others, on the contrary, have supposed that these organs

have to be introduced into the sexual organs of the female; but their action there has been inter-

preted in several ways. Almost all the earlier authors, as Linne, .Vrtedi, Willughby (Ra\'),

Klein, Battarra, (runnerus have thought that they conve>' the sperm, and called them Pfiics^

Mciitnhr^ or Mriiihra gi-iiifalin^ and with regard to their existing in pairs, some of those authors refer

to the Snakes, which analogon also seems to be rather ob\-ious. After the appearance of the works

b)' Bloch, the first-mentioned idea of the appendages as mere external clasping organs gained many

however, cannot take place, and so the whole supposition has to be dropped. Garni an does not mention the structure of

the appendix itself.

') ' laropiai izzfil Ci'iw'j. Ed. by Aubert and Wiuuner. L,eipzic 1S6S, vol. I, p. 455, Chap. V, 5, 5; 15.

=) Lorenzini (Osservazione intorno alle Torpedine, 167S), who, it would seem, has only known tlu- ap]K-ndages

in the Rays, declares that they may be found in both sexes. He sa3-s nothing of their function. Tliis misconception - that

they are also to be found in the females — recurs oftener. I think the assertion by A. Fritsch, that in the Xenacanths the

old females are also provided with appendages, to be not better founded. (In Bash ford Dean: Fishes living and fossil

[Columbia Univ. Biol. Series, III| 1S95, a figure is found on p. 73, representing 'General Anatomy of shark 1$) ,
and this C is

provided with claspers >!).

3) The lively description by La Cepede (Histoire naturelle des PoLssons, T. I, p. 254- 55) of a copulation between

two Sharks, is evidently not founded on observation. His description and construction of the appendices (I.e. p. CXI, III. p. 70,

p. 273) are based on the essays of Bloch.

4| Libri de piscibus marinis, 1554, Lib. Till, p. Sg: Jlares cartilaginei fere onnies circa ])odice a])])endices duas habent

quibus coire creduntur. At ego illas ssepe niultuni(|ue conteuiplatus, nun video (juo paclo his coire illi |K)ssint: potius igitur

ad retinendas foeminas factas esse arbitror .

5) This is decidedly said by Bloch (Schr. Berl. Ges. vol.6, pp.379. 384), whose excellent representation seems to

have influenced very many authors; further by Home (Phil. Tr. 1S09, p. 207 , and iSio. ]>. 2061, Iiy Cuvier & Valen-

ciennes (Hist. nat. des Poissons P. I, p. 536), by Treviranus iTiedemann u. Treviranns Zeitsclir. fiir Physiologic vol.2,

1828, p. 9 |in the explanation of the figures|), by Dnmeril (I.e. p. 241), ,-ind others.
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adherents, but tlie notion that they are real penes, i.e. organs conveying the semen, seems never to

have been fully superseded by it; Blainville advocates this opinion'), and later we find it in Mayer-),

in Leydigs), Stannius-i), Steeustrup^), L. Agassiz*'), Davy?), and (partly) Giinther**); this

opinion, after all. is perhaps to this day the most widely .spread; it is also rather obviou.s, and analo-

gies from other groups of animals present themselves, as it were, spontaneously «). This interpretation

of the appendages as the direct convevers of the semen, however, meets with difficulties, which parth'

have been correctlv seen bv several avithors; some of those then have adhered to the opinion that

they are introduced into the cloaca of the female, but only to be more indirectly subserving the copu-

lation. Thus (Tcoffrov vSt. Hilaire"') characterizes them as clitorcs, and I'etri'M thinks their chief

I) 1. c. p. 126. BlHinviUe promises a treatise on Ta structure et les usages de ces appendices dans les raies et les

squalesi, in which he even thinks to have found a connection with the sexual organs proper, what he had not been able to

do in le Squale pelerin .

-) "L'ber die Bedeutung der fussformigen Anhiinge bei Rochen und Ha^-en, uud ihr Wiedervorkonimen bei niederen

Thieren. Frorieps Notizen aus dem Geb. der Natur- und Heilkunde, vol.40, 1834, p. 273. Mayer supposes that these limbs-

by the Muscii/t adduclores are brought to the cloaca, receive the semen into the appendix-slit, and convey it on to the terminal

part, the opened leaves of which wie ein Blumenkelch embrace the cloaca of the female; further he imagines that the

copiUating animals < wahricheinlich von einander abgewendet sich befinden (Petri I.e. p. 291 renders the description by M.,

but in more respects incorrectly).

3) 1. c. p. 86. ' Die sogenannten Haftorgane erinnern in ihrer gewundenen, rinnenformigen Gestalt sehr an die ausseren

Begattungsorgane mancher Krebse und ich glaube, dass sie ebenso wie diese zuni Uberpflanzen des Samens nach den weib-

lichen Geschlechtstheilen dienen, wobei dann das Sekret der oben beschriebenen Driise eine vielleicht die Sainenmasse ein-

hiillende oder schiitzende Rolle spielt .

1) Handbuch der Anatomic der Wirbelthiere, 2 Aufl., 1854, I, p. 27S, note 5.

51 Hectocotyldannelsen hos OctopodsUegterne Argonauta og Tremoctopus. Kgl. D. Vid. Selsk. Skrifter, 1S56, p. 26.

<I think, however, .... the analogon to be as obvious, which is found in so many males among the decapod Crustacea, in

which a pair of tlie abdominal limbs are formed as more or less complete tubes, or the analogon, seen in the male Rays and

Sharks, where the ventrals, that is to say, active organs of motion, have one side transformed into large ducts of the semen.
S) I) Proceedings of the Boston Society of Nat. Hist. Vol. VI, 1856—59, p. 377. 2] Ibid. Vol. XIV, 1S71, p. 339. In

the first-mentioned place is only found a report of some observations by Agassi z occasioned by a lecture on the egg-devel-

opment in Rays; he thinks the < claspers • of the Raj'S to be real copulatory organs, supposing them to be turned forward

and upward, by which turning an opening in them > (the larger basal opening of the appendix-slit?) is brought up to the

spermatic ducts ; it is supposed that the^- may easily be introduced into the oviduct even to the shell-gland. In the later

communication (2I this is more particularly worked out: < One ray of each posterior fin is capable of erection and rotation,

and is covered with erectile tissue, far too delicate to allow it to be used as a clasper around a bodv covered with sharp

rough spines. In the act these two organs are rotated inward and forward, bringing the ftiiTows on their inner surface into

parallel contact and in apposition with the testes. Being then introduced into the body of the female, their extremities

diverge in the two oviducts, and the glans being uncovered exposes a sharp cutting instrument, which would injure the

organs of the female if she resisted; the male has her, therefore, in complete subjection, and has been obser\-ed to .strike and
wound her with this spine. What was formerly supposed to be the penis is too small, and of insufficient length to accom-

plish fecundation (viz. the urogenital papilla). The penis consists of the two long flexible finger-like fins, furnished with two
projectile spinous appendages as in vipers. (In Chimcera the surfaces of the organs are also spinous, as in snakes). The two
spines found in cartilaginous fishes are homologous with the os penis of mammals. In men this bony part has disappeared,

and we have only the soft spongy portions of the organ remaining; the quivering of tlie legs during connection seems the

echo, as it were, of the sensitiveness of the flexible posterior limbs of the skates (! ), . As the thought of a comparison wdth the

Snakes cannot be said to have been exactly new at that time, so it is also tlie case witli the < homology with the os penis ; it is

already found in Ray (WiUughby: De Hist Pise. etc. 1686, p. 77). Carman, 1. c. p. 199—200, subscribes tlie opinion of Agassiz.
7) .\lready I.e. 1839, p. 149; more decidedly in: Fragmentary Notes on the Generative Organs of some Cartilaginous

I'ishes (Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb. 1861 ; vol. 22, p. 500).

.8) Introduction etc. p. 167. Giinther also supposes that the two appendices by being put together may form one
canal; he thinks it to be possible that the appendix-slit leads as weU the secretion of the glandular bag as the sperm.

9) Besides to the palps of the Araneina, the thought will easily be led to the limbs that in the Crustacea, especially

the Decapoda, have been developed for serving the copulation; not only Leydig and Steenstrup, as has been shown by
the above quotations, but also Mayer have thought of these; several other analogies indicated by Mayer are rather distant

(even if they be not aU so distant as those, attributed to M. by Petri: the thumb-swellings in the frogs, the spur of the

Ornithorhynchus — which analogies I have not at all been able to find mentioned in M.t.

") According to Petri; I have not been able to find the essay in question.

") '• c- p- 33°- The secondary function, which Petri (in accordance with Blochi ascribes to them; to ser\-e as an
organ of motion making the males more niol)ik- than the females — especially in the Rays — may surely, to say the least

of it be characterized as problematic.
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employment to be to act as a kind of dilators of the sexual organs of the female; he imagines

them to be introduced until the month of the oviduct, \vhereu]ion the J/, dildhitor dilates the ter-

minal part, so that the bore of the o\idnct is enlarged, and the male also is enabled to draw the

female nearer to itself, in such a manner that he can with his urogenital papilla reach into the

cloaca of the female, and there discharge the sperm, which from there more easil\- ma\' penetrate

into the mouths of the o\iducts that have been dilated h\ the appendices.

None of the mentioned authors have been able to found tlieir opinions on an\' observation

of tlie copidation ')• <-*nly of late we have one, as it would seem, reliable observation, communicated

b\- Bo Ian -I, by which at all events it ma\- be regarded as an established fact that the appendix is

realh- introduced into the genitals (if the fenu\le. This observation applies to Scylliitiii strllarr (cdtitlns),

and is made in the acpuirium of the zoological garden in Hamburgh. Before the copulation the male

for about a day kept near the female, and pursued her, l^nt it was not observed in what manner he

seized her. During the coinilation the female is encircled 1)\- the male, the latter, as it were, twisting

round her cros.s-wise ; only one appendix, it would seem, is introduced at each copulation, and this

appendix, judging b\- the \'ery incomplete sketch given l)y Bolau, (I.e. p. 322, fig. 2) nuist akso after

the act be somewhat dilated. The C(.ipulation itself lasted in two observed cases 20 minutes. Bolau

follows Petri with regard to the interpretation of the part pla\ed by the appendix uu this occasion;

but he adds that he is nut able to decide, whether the a])pendix-slit ') plays a part b\- the cou\-eyiiig

of the semen.

This observation, as far as I know, stands hitherto quite alone; it seems to me to be of no

small interest, although it decides nothing with regard to the most important question, whether the

appendi.x realh' con\-e\-s the semen or not. As to this question we are still reduced to draw our in-

ferences from the structure of the organ. This structure seems to me to show with complete cer-

tainty that at all events the appendix-slit cannot be the duct of the semen; it is situated in

such a way, that it is impossible to understand how the sperm should get into it and follow it, as it,

as we have seen, is situated dorsally and lateralh', sometimes (for inst. in the Skate) quite lateral!)';

the ventrals are not able to perform a movement of such a nature as to make the foremost opening

M Davy an<l Agassiz, however, — as also several of the earlier authors ifor inst. Rondeleti ~ have known the

following remark in .\ristotle, which might be indicative of some observations really having been made in antiquity:

zlai (Yz ri\zq oi kwpay.k'^ru isam y.ai iJO^£/o/Jt>a Td» az/.aym\> li'ia o-KiffHs.'^ wa-zii Toog y.'r^aq {\. c. 5, chap. 5. i; i.^. In his last

comnumication (1S61, p. 500) where Daw rather decidedh- declares in favour of construing tlie appendix as a penis
,
he

mentions some circumstances supporting the notion of an intromission-, derived from Ccntrina , as for inst. that the cloaca

of the female is large enough to receive the appendix, that it appeared slightly lacerated at its superior commissure", and

that the mouths of the uteri protruded, and were red and blood-filled. Garni an lOu the Skates [Kaj(t) of the Eastern Coast

of the XTnited States. Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. XVII, 1S74. p. 171), who, as mentioned, subscribes the ojiiiiioii of

Agassiz, to whom he attributes the credit of the discovery of the functions of the claspers , has observed a fact that adds

a little empha.sis to his (.\.'si discoverv viz; that in virginal Sharks the hindmost end of the oviduct is closed as by a kind of

hymen (comp. also Semper: Das Urogenitalsyst. der Plagiost. Arb. Zool.-Zoot. Inst. Wiirzb. vol.2, 1S75, p. 2791, or provided

with a very small pore; this pore is round in the species of which the male has tapering claspers , and forms a .sliort, horizontal

sUt in those where the clasjiers are flat with rounded ends; in the species where the appendix has sharp e<lges and hooks, the

hindmost part of the oviduct and the cloaca is ver\- thick and leather\-. In virginal Miislehis the ovi<Uicts were further-

more found stretching along the dorsal side of the cloaca to a point at the niiildlr of the anus; in grown, impregnated

specimens they are open, as if an inch or more had been cut off of the end, ami the rectum opens in the cloaca between their

openings and the outer one.

2) L'ber die Paarung und Eortpflanzung der ScyZ/iitin-hriftn. Zcitschr. f. wiss. Zool. vol. 35. 1S81, p. 321.

3) He wrongly places the appendix-slit on the inner side of the organ, and its partly closed state in Scyllium seems

unknown to liini.
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of the slit approach the cloaca of the animal itself (as supposed by Agassiz |and Garman]); neither

can a turning round the longitudinal axis be effected (least of all a turning of 180"^, as would be re-

quired in the Skate), and thus any thought of a putting together of the slits of the two sides to form

a tube (Agassiz, Giinther) has to be dismissed (quite apart from the fact that in some forms —
Scyllium^ Prisfiurus — the appendix-slit is closed for a long wa>- by coalescing). A putting together

of the medial .sides of the two appendages may however easily be effected by the AIiisc. adducforrs,

but by this no convenient wa\- for the sperm would be formed; and the observation of Bolau

shows moreover that in Scylliiiiu only one appendix is used at a time; for the present it ma>-, how-

ever, be disputed, whether this is a iniiversal law in all cases and in all other Selachians. Thus it

seems that the tubular, or rather semi-tubular form of the appendix cannot directh- ha\-e anything to

do with the transferring of the semen; the most immediate purpose of this form e\-identh' is the

transportation of the gland-secretion.

On the other hand the structure of the appendix shows with still greater certaint}' — quite apart

from the observation by Bolau — that the appendix cannot be used for externally clasping the

female. For a great part, I think, it is the liooks, claws, or thorns, so often projecting through the skin

of the terminal part that have caused or supported this supposition. But an attentive observation of the

position and wa}' of moving of these firm parts, as also of the whole constitution of the terminal part,

might, as it seems to me, rather easih' have j^ersuaded the many adherents of the theory of these organs

as « claspers , or Klammerorgane , that they are only ill adapted for such a purpose. The skin of the

whole terminal part is, as we have seen, often quite naked and soft (the point itself is always so), and

the appendix would therefore — as has been correctly pointed out by Agassiz — be badly off with

regard to the rough surfaces, with which in most cases it would have to do, and against which it

would only be slightly protected by the secretion (Bloch; this secretion would rather be a hindrance

for the clasping, as is also remarked by Dav)-). In the i?ff/(7-species the hard skeletal parts whose

business would be to hold fast the female, only appear within the dilated terminal part, and are

wrapped by a specially vulnerable skin, \ery much like a mucous membrane; consequently, if these

parts were to hook on — for which their special shape is in no way adapted — for inst. to the thorny

tail of the female Ray (Cuvier & \'alenci en nes, Dumeril), their most innnediate surroundings

would he much exposed to injury; and if we choose to regard siicli appendages as those in Acaiitliias,

Somniosiis ^ or above all Spiiiax, which, by the hooks, thorns, or claws projecting freeh' through the

outer skin, may for a superficial examination convey the impression of being plain prehensile

organs (the dilated terminal part of Spinax reminds not a little of a bird's foot!), then any closer

examining will show that they cannot be such: the position of these claws is always so, that they

cannot catch an object, or clutch it. Besides their movement inward, against each other, when the

terminal part is closed, always takes place with small force, by elastic reaction of the connecting soft

parts, only to a small degree (and not in all cases) somewhat as.sisted by muscular action. The erec-

tion of these parts on the contrary, when the terminal part is opened by means of the alwa\s power-

ful AI. dilatator^ can take place with great force, and they ma>' with force be kept spread out. I

think therefore that there can be no doubt, but that Davy has had an eve for the correct fact (al-

though the Rays especially examined by him, do not present the fact .so clearly bv far, as do ^icaiif/iias
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or Spiimx), when he supposes the appendices to be organs for intromission and retention Hke the

Penis of the Dog ; only in a hollow these spnrs, thorns etc., can be of importance as

retentive organs; it is quite evident that they are Ijarbs that are kept stiff, as long as the dila-

tion of the terminal part lasts. \'ie\ved in this way the dermal teeth on the terminal part in Scyllium,

Pristiunts (and Chiiiuvrn) will also get importance, the\- being placed with their points towards the

base of the fin and raised by the dilation; they will also — although to a less degree — act as barbs.

When the dilation ceases, all these barbs — large and small — are laid, and thus they present as

small resistance as possible by the extraction from, as well as by the introduction into a hollow. That

the object is that they ma\- be introduced and extracted without resistance, is verv finelv shown in

some instances; this, above all, applies to the hook [Td] in ^Icaiithifis; in the position of rest it fits

so elegantly into the spoonlike ventral terminal piece (Tv) as to remind of a surgical instrument').

All the appendices are moreover adapted for being thickly smeared with the \-iscid secretion of the

glandular bag, and accordingly being made smooth, by which an introduction into a relativeh' narrow

hollow may be highly facilitated.

I think then that the structure of the appendix shows quite indisputably: i) that this

organ is intended for Ijeing introduced into a hollow, and 2) that it is able to fix itself in this hollow

by the dilation of the terminal part. In this way — but onl\' in this way — the appendix becomes

an organ of retention during copulation. It would a priori be the only reasonable supposition, that

the hollow of which the question here can be, must be the genitals of the female; by the observation

of Bolau this supposition has been made a certainty, and this gives to his observation its special

importance. ]\Iy opinion then is, that at all e\-ents it ma^ be put down as certain that the

ventral appendages during copulation serve as retentive organs in the genitals of

the female-). But this can scarcely be their onh- function. ^ly opinion is that they must have

several functions, among others to awaken the sensualit}-, and furthermore to open (or at all events

to widen) the mouths of the oviducts in \-irginal females, and thus secure impregnation and facilitate

the parturition; and though I cannot imagine that the appendix-slit should form a duct for the sperm,

I still think it probable that the appendages in some wa)- or other subserve the convening of the

semen, so that it is not con\-eyed b\- means of the urogenital papilla of the male alone. And I also

suppose that the secretion of the glandular bag subserves this object. As we have seen, the secretion

is in all appendices not only evacuated through the hind end of the organ, in the termiiuil part, but

also in all instances through the opening at the base of the organ, and thus not only the genitals of

the female and the appendix itself, but most likeh' the whole immediate surrounding of the cloaca in

both the copxdating animals will be lubricated b}' the secretion. The consequence of this will be

that the siDerm will easily be mixed with the secretion, and it may readily l)e suppo.sed that this

mixing ma>- have a stimulating influence on the spermatozoids, or act as gathering and cou\-e>ing

) Gegenbaur, who does not at all mention the function of the appeudi.x, says of these parts in Acajilhias (I.e.

p. 4521: cDas Verhalten beider Stiicke alinelt den verdeckten Haken, wie sie als chirurgische Instruniente sebrauoht werden -.

2) The old, before quoted obser\-ation in Aristotle gains by this view very much in trnstworthine.ss :
There are

those who assert that they have observed that some of the Selachians hang together behind like the Dogs ; and it lies near

to suppose that it is this kind of hanging together >, that is suggested by Pennant (Brit. Zoology. New. Ed. 1812, Vol. HI,

p. H2) of the Skate: ....several of the males pursuing one fenuile; and adhere so fast during coition, that the fishermen

frequently draw up both together, though only one has taken the bait .

The Ingolf-Expedition. II. 2. ' I
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the semen, preventing- it from flowing off in the water. Then the part played by the secretion, would

not be restricted to facilitating the introduction of the appendix — which part I regard as quite in-

contestable —, and to protect the different parts partaking in the copulation (eventually also the outer

skin) against a se\-ere friction; but the secretion would also be of direct importance for the impreg-

nation by yielding a means, as it were, of keeping together the semen and leading it along the

appendix into the oviduct.

It must be possible to some degree to test this supposition by examining the way in which

the spermatozoids act in relation to the fresh secretion; but unfortunately I have had no oppor-

tunitv for that'). For the present I must leave the value of this and m\- other suppo.sitions to the

testing of others, and own that I have only been able to advance the understanding of the func-

tions of the ventral appendages very little; most of the questions raised by the different, rather com-

plicated structures, especially in the terminal part, must still be left quite unanswered, as also such

facts as the large extent of the glandular bag in most Sharks must still appear mysterious !). With

regard to some of these questions it may be dubious, whether they ever will be solved; but with

regard to others, especially the question of the appendages as means of the conveying of the semen,

it would seem that they might be solved by observations. It is to be hoped that the future will

bring- such observations.

Addenda.

I have been unwilling in this translation to make anv essential alterations of the original

Danish text. This latter was ready j^rinted in August 1898. I regret to sa}- that shortly after I

saw that I had quite overlooked a short, but rather essential contribution by A. Schneider to the

question of the function of these organs; it is ouh- little more than half a page, and is printed in

«Zool. Beitrage» vol.1, 1885, p. 6ij). In this contribution he says of the glandular bag: : Dieser Sack

hat jedoch noch eine andere bisher gauz iiberseheue Function. Er ist ein Receptaculmn seminis, Ich

habe bei Spiiiax Acaiithias Samen darin gefundeu. Die Begattung diirfte deshalb bei den Plagiostotnen

in der Weise stattfinden, dass zuerst das Receptaculmn seminis mit Samen gefiillt wird und von da

aus mit Hiilfe des in den Uterus eingefiihrten Pterygopodium die Immissio seminis stattfindet. Bei

') Hitherto only very little is known of the chemical relations of this secretion. Davy (I.e. 1839, p. 145) says it is

neither acid nor alkaline, and that it has a very indistinctly acrid after taste. Moreau, on the contrary, declares it to be

acid (1. c. p. 258); this, however, can scarcely be correct, as in this case it would have a bad influence on the spermatozoids

with which it will scarcely avoid to come into contact.

2) For those, who are of opinion that Agassiz has solved the question of the function of the appendages correctly,

these bags, perhaps, wiU not appear quite so mysterious; Garman, for inst. says (Proc. Bost. Soc. 1874, p. 173): -That the

cavity upon the ventrals, containing the muscular gland, fills so readily with the sperm when the claspers are erected, and
that its contents are expelled, upon contraction of the muscles around it, with such certaintv to their ends, when restored to

their normal position, are evidences that it acts as a forcing or squirting apparatus . I must, however, object against this

1) that I cannot see that the sperm upon the whole can he filled into the bag, still less, that it can be done easily; and

2) that spermatozoids never have been found in the glandular bag, although its contents have several times been subjected

to microscopical examination, also with the object of seeking spermatozoids in them.

3) As it is reported in «Biol. Centralbl.>> vol. Ill, 1883, no. 7, p. 224, this coutrilnition to the . Beitrage » must have
appeared two years before the completing of the said volume.
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den Holocrpliali^ Callorhyiuhiis luul ChiiiKrra l)esitzt das Maniichen vor deni Pterj'gopodiuni jederseits

einen sehr \er\vickelt "•ebauten Apparat. Derselbe besteht aiis einer Tasclie, in welcher mehrere,

Knorpel entlialteiide, niit Widerhakeu versehcne Stiicke licrvort^estreckt werden konnc-n. Ich faiid

diese Tasclie bei Cnllorhyuiluis mit Samen f^efiillt. Ancli bei dieser (Trupjjc der Fdasinobranchier

wird deinnach der Saineii vor der lie.tj^attuiio; nach ausseu tjebraclit. Wie freilich liier die Beg;attung

stattfindeii wird, lasst sicli \'orlaufig nicht angcben. The essential thing is that Schneider declares

to have found sperm in the bag in ^[c<ti/f/iiiis and in the pouch of the peh'ic appendages in Cnllo-

rliyiicJius\ certainly no proof is gi\'en, but we shall have to suppose that Schneider has realh" foinid

the spermatozoids. Whether these ha\e been numerous, that is to sa\', whether the bags in question

really can be said to have been filled with the semen, of this we know nothing with certaint\', and

we can — in my opinion - not yet in any wa>- put it down as an indubitable fact that the glandular

bag of the Plagiostomes is a reservoir that has to be filled with the semen and by the copulation to

eject it. Nothing is said of the way, in which the filling of the bags in question should take place.

I have nnfortunateh' not been able to get a paper by Ha swell (Notes on the claspers of

Heptanchus. Proc. Linn. vSoc. N. South Wales, vol.9, P- 2, p. 381).

During the time between the appearing of the present essay in Danish and this translation I

have received a j^aper b\' H. C. Red eke (<_)nderzoekingen betreffende het ITrogenitaalsvstem der Se-

lachiers en Holocephalen. Acad. Proefschrift etc. Helder 1.S98) in which (p. 77) after a representation

of what till then was known regarding the appendages and their function, the author declares that

he has himself found numerous spermatozoa in the niixipterygoid bag ') in one single .specimen

among manv examined specimens of M/isftiiis T'lilgan's. He calls, however, attention to the fact that

the bag was not filled, which fact he explains h\ supposing, either that the animal during its agony

might have emptied the bag, or rather that these animals will copulate, as soon as the bag is filled.

An observation by another observer, respecting a male Raja clavata that had ejected an abundance of

semen through the dilated appendices, can scarcely be regarded to be of any value, as there is no

proof to the effect that the ejected fluid in reality was semen and not the secretion from the gland.

Finally is quoted an obser\-ation l3\' Professor M. Weber, which obser\-ation the author thinks may

be used to explain, in what manner the filling of the glandular bag might be brought about. I shall

give the proper words of the author, and else abstain from advancing my strong doulit of the fact:

i.Deze (Prof. Weber) nam waar, hoe een groote Rog {Raja clavata] rondzwemmende in een der bassins,

plotseling een groote wolk, \'ermoedelijk sperma, loosde en vervolgens, misschien reflectorisch, heftig

met zijn mixipterygien begon te zwaaien, die daarbij een pompende beweging schenen nit te \-oeren.

Het is niet onmogelijk, dat 00k in de natuur, al is de omweg een allerzonderlingstc, het sperma eerst

in een groote hoe\'eelheid geloosd en gelijktijdig door de mi.xipter>gien in den zak opgezogcn wordt.

I) The appellation of Mixipterytfiuin. which ha.s of late often been used in .stead of the objectionable Pterygopodiunu

of Petri, i.s due to Gegenbaur (Das Flossenskelet der Crossopterygier etc. IMoqih. Jahrb. vol.22, 1S95. ]). 146, note')).
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EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES.

A : A/iisciilns adductor.

of: The appendix-slit.

B\ The basale metapterygii.

b: The appenclix-.steni.

1^1! '^i) f>ii !>A,'-
The .stem-joints between the appendix-stem and the basale.

/9: The dorsal stem-piece.

D: Musctdus dilatator,

d, r/;, rt'2, </, : Dorsal covering pieces.

da I, da: Terminal pieces belonging to the ventral side (in some /^ff/ij-species).

E: Mnsailiis extensor.

g: The end-style, the nncalcified end of the appendix-stem.

//: Horny filaments.

C, O' : Fin-muscles arising from the bod)-.

P: The pelvis.

R: Marginal ray.

r : Ra}'.s.

/ia : Raj-mnscles.

J'id: The dorsal marginal cartilage.

Rd': Process from the dorsal marginal cartilage (in /i«;«-species).

Rd^: A special terminal piece, added to the dorsal marginal cartilage.

Rv: The ventral marginal cartilage.

S: Aluscidus compressor.

s: A ligamentous septum, serving for attaching part of the Muse, adductor.

Td^ Td,: Dorsal terminal pieces.

Tt', 7r'2, 7^,: Ventral terminal pieces,

z', v' : Ventral covering pieces.
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Plate I.

Fig. I— 9. Soiuniosns inicrucei)lHiliis.

Fig. i: The skeleton of the right ventral, viewed from the dor.sal .side; considerably reduced.

— 2: The chief piece of the right appendage, viewed from the dorsal side; reduced. / the lateral

surface; x articular surface for attaching the piece /?.

— 3: The same skeletal part, from the ventral side.

— 4: The dorsal terminal piece, Tt/, from the dorsal side.

— 5: The same piece, from the ventral side.

— 6: The ventral terminal piece, 7r', from the dorsal side.

— 7: The same piece from the \-entral side.

— 8: The thorn or spur , T,, from the dorsal side.

— 9: The same, from the ventral side.

Fig. 10

—

II. Acanthias inilgaris.

Fig. 10: The skeleton of the right appendage, from the dorsal side; natural size.

— 11: The same skeletal part, from the ventral side.

Fig. 12— 13. Spinax nujer.

Fig. 12: The skeleton of the right ajDpendage, from the dorsal side; a little enlarged.

— 13: The same, from the ventral side.

Fig. 14— 15. Chiinwra inonstrosa.

Fig. 14: The skeleton of the right ventral, from the dorsal side; natural size, x process on the piece

/^,; /;*, i^**, (6*** the medial, dorsal, and lateral branches af the appendix-stem.

— 15: The same skeletal parts, from the ventral side.

Plate II.

All the figures represent the skeleton of the appendage of the right ventral fin (or parts of it).

Fig. 16— 17. SciiUiiiiu caniciila.

Fig. 16: The skeleton of the appendage, from the dorsal side; natural size.

— 17: The same, from the ventral side.

Fig. 18— 19. Scijlliitni stcllare.

Fig. 18: The appendage, from the dorsal side; natural size.

— 19: The same, from the ventral side.
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Figf. 20—21. Pristiuriis melanostomiis.

Fig. 20: The appendage, from the dorsal side; natural size.

— 21: Tlie same, from the ventral side.

Fig. 22—23. Lamna cornuhica.

Fig. 22: The appendage, from the dorsal side; mnch reduced.

— 23: The same, from the ventral side.

Fig. 24—27. Rhina sqiiatina.

Fig. 24: The appendage, from the ventral side; reduced.

— 25: The distal end of the same, from the dorsal side; * indicates the place where the terminal

piece T~ ends, hidden in the ventral marginal cartilage Rz'.

— 26: The same part, from the ventral side; the covering piece 7- removed.

— 27: The tenninal pieces 7i' and T~ figured separately.

All the

Fig. 28

— 29

— 30

Fig. 32

— 33

— 34

Fig- 35

— 36

— 37

Fig 38:

— 39:

— 40

Fig. 41

— 42

— 43

— 44

Plate m.

figures represent the skeleton of the appendage of the right ventral fin (or parts of this skeleton).

Fig. 28—31. Torpedo inarmorata.

The distal end of the appendix-skeleton, from the dorsal side; about natural size.

The same; the covering piece 7- removed.

The same, from the ventral side.

The same, from the ventral side; the covering piece 7' removed.

Fig. 32—34: Xarcine sp.

The appendage, from the dorsal side; somewhat enlarged; the covering piece v removed.

The same, from the ventral side.

The covering pieces r' and '', from the dorsal side.

Fig. 35—37. Rhiiwbciiiis coliimme.

The appendage etc., from the dorsal side; about natural size; the covering piece t' removed.

The same, from the \entral side.

The tenninal point of the appendage, with the covering piece 7; from the ventral side.

Fig. 38—40. Trygon viohicea.

The appendage etc., from the dorsal side; about natural size; the covering pieces ' and v'

removed.

: The terminal part of the same, from the ventral side, with the covering pieces z' and z*'.

: The appendage from the ventral side; the covering pieces removed.

Fig. 41—44. Raja ciniilaris.

The terminal part of the appendix-skeleton, from the dorsal side; natural size.

The appendage from the dorsal side; the covering piece d^ and the terminal piece 7^ removed.

The tenuinal part of the same, from the ventral side.

The appendage, from the ventral side; the covering piece and the terminal piece T- removed.
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Plate IV.

All the figures represent the skeleton of the appendage of the left ventral fin (or parts of this

skeleton).

Fig. 45—48. Rdjd batis.

Fig. 45: The terminal part of the skeleton of the appendage, from the dorsal side; considerably re-

duced; the covering piece c/ and the terminal piece T,^ removed; .v a calcified part of the

end-style £-.

— 46: The same, from the \-entral side; all the pieces present.

— 47: The same, from the ventral side; the co^ering piece and the terminal piece 7", remo\'ed.

— 48: The dorsal covering piece, (/, seen from the dorsal side.

Fig. 49— 52. R'ljd cliiuata.

Fig. 49: The apj^endage witli all its pieces, viewed from the dorsal side; considerably reduced.

— 50: The same, from the dorsal side; the covering piece </ removed.

— 51: The same, from the ventral side, with all the pieces present.

— 52: The same, from the \-entral side; the covering piece (/ and the terminal piece T-^ removed.

Fig. 53— 57. /^<y« rddiata.

53: The skeleton of the appendage with all its parts, from the dorsal side; reduced; x thickened

and calcified part of the end-style «:

54: The same, from the dorsal side; the covering pieces (/,— (/, removed.

55: The same, from the ventral side; all parts present.

56: Part of the dorsal wall of the appendix-slit, viewed from the ventral side; the ventral mar-

ginal cartilage and all the terminal pieces of the ventral side, as well as the covering pieces

removed. J^J' is here an independent piece.

57: The terminal part of the ventral marginal cartilage with the terminal pieces Tv and Tz'^,

separated from the other skeletal parts, and viewed from the dorsal side (i. e. part of the

internal side of the ventral wall of the appendix-slit).

Fie

Plate V.

All the figures represent the right ventral fin.

Fig. 58—62. Soiuniusiis microcephdhis.

Fig. 58: \'entral fin, viewed from the ventral side, of a \oung specimen, 2'" 50"" long; considerably

reduced.

— 59: Part of the same ventral fin, viewed from the dorsal side and a little turned.

— 60: Part of the ventral of a large specimen, seen from the ventral side; considerabh' reduced.

The terminal parts, with the exception of part of the spur 7;,, covered by aponeurosis.

- 61: The .same, from the dorsal side; part of the dorsal ray-muscles, AV, removed, as well as

part of tlie nniscular portion ('> arising from the bod\-; a aponeurosis of the Muse, extensor E.

— 62: Part of the same, showing the muscles of the appendix, after removing the Muse, extensor E,

the mu.scular portions C» and O' (comp. fig. 59), as also part of the glandular bag (comp. fig. 61).
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Fig. 63—64. Acanthias vulgaris J.

Fig. 63: Ventral fin from the ventral side; natural size.

— 64: The same from the dorsal side; most of the muscles arising from the bod}- removed.

Plate VI.

The figures, except fig. 67—68, represent the right ventral fin.

Fig. 65—66. Sciilliiiin stellare.

Fig. 65: The ventral fin from the ventral .side; somewhat reduced; the greater part of the glandular

bag S removed; /r^, a^ special muscles of the appendix; /' the winglike process.

— 66: The same, from the dorsal side; (?/" the basal opening of the appendix-slit.

Fig. 67—68. Buja clavata.

Fig. 67: The left ventral fin, from the dor.sal side; considerably reduced; the terminal parts covered

by the aponeurosis.

— 68: The same, from the ventral side.

Fig. 69— 71. Chimwra inonslrosa.

Fig. 69: The right ventral fin, from the ^•entral side; a little reduced; the skin on the branches

of the terminal part not removed; 6* the medial terminal branch, d** the dorsal one, d***

the lateral one; / the ;;serrated plate • covered with its skin.

— 70: The same, from the dorsal .side; /// the muscle of the serrated plate ; x jDrocess on the

piece ij.

— 71: Part of the same, from the ventral side; the ventral portion of the M2/SC. adductor, A in

fig. 70, removed.
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Nudibranchiate Gasteropoda.

By

R. Bergh.

Upon the whole and according to the experiences of deep-sea explorations, we can scarcely expect

any considerable resnlt as to nudibranchiate gasteropoda, nor has snch a result been obtained

by the Ingolf-Expedition, but it has as a compensation brought to light several very remarkable and

parti)- quite new forms.

The complete result was the following forms:

Nudibranchiata holohepatica.

Laniellidoris muricata (O. F. jMuller).

Cadi in a repanda (A. et H.).

A Id is a zetlandica (A. et H.).

Bathydoris Ingolfiana, Bgh. n. sp.

D o r i d o X a Ingolfiana, Bgh. n. sp.

Nudibranchiata cladohepatica.

6. Candiella Ingolfiana, Bgh. n. sp.

7. Atthila Ingolfiana, Bgh. n. sp.

8. D e n d r o n o t u s robustus, Verrill.

9. D. arborescens (O. F. jMiiller).

10. Cory ph ell a sp.

11. Cor. sp.

12. C. salmonacea (Couth.).

13. Gonieolis intermedia, Bgh. n. sp.

14. Gon. atypica, Bgh. n. sp.

15. Amphorina Alberti, Ouatrefages.

16. Galvina sp.

The nudibranchiate gasteropoda form two large groups: the holohcpatic and the cladohepatic

nudibranchiata. They are chiefly and most generallv distinguished by the structure of the liver, the

blood-gland, and the seminal vesicle.

The Ingolf-Expedition. IL 3.
I
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All the holohepatic forms have a liver without side-branches, but a gall-bladder; they

have a special blood-gland and two seminal vesicles (spermatheca and spermatocyst ). In the

large cladohepatic group, which is \'ery rich in forms, the liver is branched, no blood gland is

found, and only one seminal vesicle (spermatocyst).

Nudibranehiata holohepatiea.
R. Bergh, S\'Stem der nudibranchiaten Gasteropoden ').

This family comprises only the Dorididae together with the Doriopsidae and the Phyllidiadae

as well as the dubious and somewhat deviating Corambidae. Common to all of them — with the single

exce2:)tion of the Phyllidiadae — is the gill which is formed of more or less, single or compound, leaves

or tufts, is retractile or not retractile, and is placed in the median line of the back, as well as

the position of the anal aperture, which, in consequence of the position of the gill, is foiind behind

in the arch or ring formed by the gill-leaves.

The Dorididae have a strong bulbus pharyngeus, often provided with labial plates, but almost

always (with the exception of the Bathydoridae) wanting real mandibles.

Dorididae phanerobranchiatae.

Fam. Goniodorididae.

Lamellidoris, Aid. et Hanc
R. Bergh, System der nudibranch. Gasteropoden. I.e. 1892. p- 1152— 1154-

This genus, which belongs to the sucking phanerobranchiate Dorididae (the Goniodorididae) is

distinguished from the Adalariae, which it resembles very much in outer structure, by the presence of

two prominent chitinous lists below in the inner mouth, and by the narrow radula that has only one

outer plate.

The Lamellidoridae belong almost exclusively to the colder seas.

Lamellidoris muricata (O. F. ^Killer).

R. Bergh, on the nudibr. gaster. moll, of the north pacific ocean (Scientific res. of the explor. of Alaska.

Vol.1, art. V—\T), second part. 1880. p. 221—224. PI. IX, fig. 18; PI. XI, fig. 10— 12.

PI. V, fig. 31—32.

Of this species two specimens were taken on the loth of ]May 1895 at Trangisvaag between

Laminarice and red algte.

TJie smaller individual was only 6-5'"" long, the larger one, which was examined more closely,

measured 9™". The colour was whitish with a yellow tinge, the rhinophores were \-ellow.

The outer form was the common one; the tubercles on the back were powerful, most of them

rather truncate; the rhinophores and tentacles had the common form; the number of gill-leaves was

ten, as far as they were to be discerned.

) Malacolog. rutersucliungeu (Semper, Reisen im Archipel der Philippinen. II, 11). XVIII Heft. 1892. p. 1070— 1 160.
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Of the intestines only the bnlbns pharyngeus was examined. It liad a length of i""" bv

a breadth of i-25""", and it nieasnred in height with its beantifnl large sucking crop that resembles

a double kettle-drum (fig. 32), also 1-25"""; the sheath of the radnla projected strongly from the posterior

end. The tongue had thirteen rows of teeth, in the sheath of the radnla were 21 rows, of which the

three hindmost ones had not yet been full\- de^•eloped; thus tlie total number of rows of teeth was

34"). The lateral teeth were .slightly yellowish, the others colourless; the length of the median false

tooth-plates (fig. 31 a) was o-05'"™; the height of the lateral teeth (fig. 31 b) was O'lo""", and of the outer-

most teeth (fig. 31 c) about o-o6""". The lateral teeth had the connnon form, ver\- fineh' denticidated,

but not quite to the point, the number of the denticles aj^peared to be 15— 20. The outermost teeth

were of the common form.

This species is, especially by the structure of its radnla (by the denticulated lateral teeth),

easily distinguished from the t\-pical [^tiin. biliuiicllnfd (L.); on the other hand I think it questionable

whether L(nn. variniis and Iixstriciua which I ha\e established (1. c), are not mere varieties of Lam. i/nin'ca/a.

Dorididae cryptobranchiatae.

Fam. Cadlinidae.

R. Bergh, S^'stem d. nudibranchiaten Gasteropoden. I.e. 1892. p. iioo.

Beside the Bathydoridae and a few Chromodoridae-) the Cadlinidae are the onh- cr\ptobranchiate

Dorididae with rhachidian tooth plates. The famih' comprises the genera Cadluia and Tyrinna'^)\

the latter is distinguished from the former by a peculiar form of tentacles and by the penis having

no thorny armature.

Cadlina, Bgh.

R. Bergh, Rep. on the Nudibranchiata (Explor. of Alaska) I. iSjg. p. 114 (170) — 125 (181)).

— malakolog. Unter.s. Heft XVIII. 1892. p. iioo.

— die Opisthobranchier (Report — Alliatross). 1894. p. 168.

The Cadlinae are of an elongated-o\-al, somewhat depressed form. The back is covered with

fine, a little pointed papilke, not ver\" densely set; the gill is composed of a few bi- and tripiunalc leaves;

the tentacles are short, lobelike; the foot is rather powerful, with a rounded fore end with nuu-ginal

furrow.

I) The (2) specimens (from the neighbourhood of Bergen ) wliich I have examined before, sho-vved ,^2 and 4.} rows of teeth.

-) While in several Chromodoridae rhachidian thickenings are fonnd in the radnla that may simulate median tooth-

plates, those thickenings are in a few forms, in Clironiod. fiinctilucciis and scalirinscii/a (R. Bergh, rep. on the Xudibran-

chiata (Blake-Exped.). Bull. Mus. of compar. zool. Har\-ard college. XIX, 3. 1.S90. p. 164. I'l. i, fi.g. 7 a — p. 162. I'l. 1, fig. 13 a,

14), and in Chrom. jrivenca [Zoo\.}a\\rh. , Supplem. Eauna chilensis. 1.S9S. p. .S32. Taf. 31, fig. 7a) developed into real median

tooth-plates.

3) 1. c. Fauna chilensis. 189S. p. 523— 526. Taf. 30, fig. 21-29; Taf. 32, fig. 21 -2.).

I*
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The oral aperture bears a strong, almost riiigshaped labial plate, composed of densely set,

rather high, a little hooked elements with cleft points. The radula has small median tooth-plates and

a row of erect lateral plates with denticulated margins. — Glaus penis is provided with rows of small thorns.

Of the genus only a few species are known, chiefly from the cold seas, and their specificness

is not beyond all doubt, possibly these forms belong to one and the same species.

1. C. repanda (A. et H.).

I\I. atlant. or. et occ.

2. C. glabra (Friele et Arm. Hansen).

M. atl. or. septentr.

3. C. Clarae, Jher.

M. mediterr.

4. C. pacifica, Bgh.

M. pacific, septentr.

Cadlina repanda (Aid. et Hanc).

R. Bergh, I.e. 1879. P- "S (171)— 120 (176). PI. V, fig. 15; PI. \T
,
fig.21 — 22; PI. VII, fig.9— 18;

PI. VIII, fig. 3— 6.

—
1. c. 1894. p. 169— 171. Taf. VII, fig. 4

—

II.

PL II, fig. 16—19.

At station 27 i. e. on 64° 54' Lat. N. and 55- 10' Long. W. a single specimen of this species was

taken at a depth of 393 faths (temp. -|- 3''8).

The specimen that had been preserved in alcohol of 7o°'o showed a chiefly whitish colour, and

was of a somewhat stiff and frangible consistency. The length was 13™™ by a breadth of 7™'" and a

height of 5"""; the breadth of the foot was 3'"'^, the length 10"™; the breadth of the mantle-edge was

j.-mm.
t;]^e height of the almost outstretched rinophoria 2""", and of the retracted gill likewise 2™"".

The outer form was as usual in this sj^ecies. The club of the rhinophoria strongly perfoliate;

there appeared only to be seven gill-leaves; tlie genital papilla as usual.

The .skin was densely stuffed with very long, slightly yellowish, c)'lindrical spicules, sometimes

slightly and sparsely rugged on the surface, strongly calcified, and measuring 0-025""" ^'^ diameter.

The bulbus pharyngeus was strong, of a length of 275""" with the radula-sheath

strongly conspicuous on the under part of the posterior end; the elements of the broad, yellow, ring-

.shaped labial plate reached a height of 0-075""" (fig. 16). The tongue was broad and flat; the almost

colourless radula contained 36 rows, and further backward appeared still 50 rows, the four hindmost

of which were not yet quite consolidated; thus the total number of rows was 86. The number of

tooth-plates in each row was in the hindmost part of tlie tongue 44')- The tooth-plates were almost

quite colourless; the length of the median teeth rose to 0-04""", and the height of the lateral teeth rose to

') The number of the series of teeth in the (6) before examined individuals was 51— 70 and 96; tlie number of tootli-

plates in each row was 22-29 and 31. In Cadlina pacifica the number of the series of teeth was 67— 85, and of the plates in

tlie rows 27—33.
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Q.jQmm The median plates showed on the hooked part outward to each side 2(—3J denticles (fig. 17a);

the lateral plates (fig. 17, iS) were quite as before described.

Also the salivary glands, the intestinal canal, and the yellow liver were as before described.

The anterior genital mass was large; the ampulla of the hermaphrodite duct, the seminal

vesicles, the two parts of the seminal duct, and the penis-sac were as usual; the armature belono'iuf

to the glans penis and part of the seminal duct (fig. 19) showed the thorns in great numbers and

of a length of up to 0-030'"'". The mucous gland was milk-white.

Fam. Diaululidae.

R. Bergh, System d. nudibranch. (xasteropoden. iSg2. p. 1097— iioo.

This (provisional) family includes forms with a somewhat flattened bod\' and most frequently

with a finely \illous back. The tentacles are of a tubercle- or finger-like shape; the branchial cleft is

roundish and most frequently creuate, with tripinnate gill-leaves. — The labial disk is unarmed. The

narrow rhachis of the radula is nakked; its pleurae bear many tooth-plates, and these, at least the

greater part of them, are hook-shaped. The penis is mostly unarmed.

The familv contains se\'eral rather distincth' marked generic forms. Of the nearly related

genera Diauhtla and Gargaiiulla the latter is distinguished b>- a strong armature of the penis (of the

same kind as in Plafydoris and Hoplodoris). Tliordisd and ^lldisa have small tubercle -like tentacles;

but in the former the outermost tooth-plates are comb-shaped, while the tooth-plates in ^l/d/sii are

erect, staff-shajDed, and the penis armed with rows of thorns. The genus Trippa has the back covered

with \illous tubercles, and particular salivary glands of the oral tube [gland. ptyaliiiar). Halgcrda has

a smooth back, a narrower foot, and the outermost tooth-plates are serrated. The teeth of the genus

Bapfodoris are somewhat like those of Halgcrda, but the penis is here armed with series of thorns (as

in the Pln-llidiadae and the Doriopsidae). The bod\' of Pcltodoris is more stiff, and the back finely

granulated. The genus Phinlodoris agrees as to the outer form with the last-mentioned genus, but its

penis is of a ver\' de\iating shape.

Aldisa, Bgh.

R. Bergh, 1. c. 1892. p. 1098.

Aldisa zetlandica (Aid. et Hanc).

Tab. V, fig. 17-23.

One specimen of this species was taken at station 27 i. e. on 66 33' Lat. N. 20^05' Long. \\'., at

a depth of 44 fathoms (temp. 5 6).

Preserved in alcohol it measured in length 11""" by a breadth of 6'"'" and a height of 4""";

the length of the foot was 9-5""" by a breadth of 4-5'""'; the diameter of the branchial cleft was 2""",

and the gill-leaves reached to a height of i""". The colour of the back was a light Icnion-colour,

but the tubercles were whitish; the rhinophoria and the gill-leaves were yellow; the lower .side of

the whole bod}' was yellowish white.

The form was oblong-oval, the lateral edges however rather parallel, the rounded anterior

and posterior end of the same breadth. The back was everywhere covered with small; a little pointed
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tubercles showing under the magnifying glass, as well as the whole back, fine spicules; the margin

of the rhinophore- openings is covered with quite small tubercles, wliich is also the case with the

margin of the round branchial cleft. The strong club of the rhinophoria appeared to contain 15—20

pairs of leaves. There were 8 gill-leaves, tripinnate; almost in the middle of the circle the but little

conspicuous anal papilla was found. The lower side of the not very broad mantle-edge sliowed oblique

bundles of spicules distinctly to be seen from without. The genital papilla liad two openings. The

mouth was round, and on each side of it was found the short, truncate tentacle. The foot was anteri-

orlv rounded, with a marginal furrow, the foot-brim narrow; the tail rather short, rounded at the end.

The central nervous system (fig. 17) showed the cerebral and pleural ganglia to be

distinctly discerned, almost of the same size, roundish; the pleural ones situated (fig. ijbb) outside tlie

cerebral ones. The pedal ganglia (fig. 17 cc) were hing behind the former pair, also of a roundish

shape, about as large as the cerebral ones, and connected by a rather short commissure. The bulb-

shaped proximal olfactor)' ganglia were almost sessile (fig. 17); the roundish buccal ganglia were

connected with each other by a not quite short commissure.

The black e}-es (fig. 17) were quite short-stalked. Tlie otocysts (fig. 17, 18) were lying on

the uppermost edge of the pedal ganglia, measured in diameter o-io™'", and contained a rather great

number of round and oval, firm otoconia of a diameter of 0-007—0-013""" (Fig- 18). The leaves of the

club of the rhinophore, as well as its axis and the stalk' contained numerous spicides exacth' of

the same kind as those found everywhere in the skin, especially in large numbers in the back with

its tubercles and in the lower side of the mantle-brim. These spicules are long, staff-shaped, cylindrical,

or here and there also a little rugged, straight or slightly bent, strongly calcified, clear as glass, and

of a diameter of up to 0-03™'"; they are, as is usual with this kind of spicules upon the whole, easily

broken, and were often found broken into many pieces.

The short and powerful bulbus pharyngeus together with the thick, strongly projecting

radula-sheath measured in length 2'""'; the labial disk was covered witli a simple, colourless cuticle.

The tongue was broad and flat, and appeared to contain 25 rows of teeth, of which the foremost

were very incomplete, and the tooth-plates to a great extent broken; farther back in the radula-sheath

still 26 rows seemed to be found, of which the hindmost were not yet completely developed; thus the

total number of the rows seemed to be 51. The odontogenous cells of the radula-pulp were arranged

in long columns forming the long tooth-plates. The number of tooth-plates in the series was con-

siderable, but could not be made out. The tooth-plates were completely colourless; the outermost were

only q-qS"™ long, while the largest were at least 0-35'""'. The tooth-plates were of the peculiar, before

described shape, very long, flattened, and thin, at the point a little broader (measuring 0-013"""), formed

like a spoon, in the point and in part of one edge provided with quite fine and pointed denticles

(fig. 19); the outermost tooth-plates were less long and denticulated for a longer way (fig. 20).

The whitish salivars' glands were seen as a small mass on each side of the fore end of

the stomach.

The oesophagus was short; tlie stomach oblong, of about the same length as the bulbus

pharyngeus.

The anterior genital mass was a Httle oblong, rather large. The glans penis (fig. 21) pro-
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jected in a length of o-i6""" and witli a diameter of o'oS'"'" from the anterior genital aperture; it was

on the foremost part of the outside and inwardh" cc)\ered with apparently irregularly arranged (fig. 22)

colourless, straight, and a little bent thorns of a height of 0-007—o-oi6'""', rising from a little flat base

(fig. 23)'). The thorny armature is continued for a (short) wa\- into the seminal duct.

Fam. Bathydorididae.

R. Bergh, System 1. c. 1892. p. 1090.

Bathydoris, Bgh.

Report on the Xudibranchiata. Challenger-Exped. Zool. Vol. X. 1884. p. 109.

Corpus fere semiglobosum , sat niolle; dorsum papillis conicis parvis ubique sparsis jjraeditum,

margine palliali vix ullo; rhinophoria retractilia cla\'o perfoliato; tentacula sat magna, nonnihil appla-

nata, acuminata; branchia e fasciculis discretis compluribus (6— 10) frnticulosis non retractilibus for-

mata; j)odarium sat latum.

Bulbus phar\-ngeus permagnus; armatura labialis nulla; mandiliulae magnae, sat applanatae,

margine masticatorio lae\-i, processu masticatorio indlo; series radulae multidentatae, dente mediano

et dentibus lateralibus hamo forti obliquo instructis praeditae.

Penis fortis, inermis, fissura lateral! coeca, apertiu'a apicali.

This genus was established on a specimen taken during the Challenger E-xpedition almost in

the middle of the Pacific from a depth of 2425 fathoms where the temperature was i^ C.

B\- the semiglobular form of the boch' , the separate branchial tufts, and the papillse spread

over the back, the Bathydoridae remind not a little of the, otherwise far different, genus Kalinga be-

longing to the Polyceradae, as also, by the position of its branchial tufts, of the Hexabranchidae-). The

gigantic bulbus pharyngeus differs essentiall)- from that in all other Dorididae; it is provided with

powerful lateral mandibles as those in Boriiclla and ScxIInca , and as in these genera they are on

the fore side covered by a thick muscular plate. The armature of the tongue resembles that in

the Tritoniadae. As in BonicUa and Scyllaca the hermaphrodite gland is quite separated from the liver.

The Bathvdoridae appear to form a remarkable connecting link between the Dorididae and the

Tritoniadae, showing also a certain resendDlance to the Bornellae and Sc\'llaeae; but they ha^•e also, as

other Dorididae, a blood-gland close to the central nervous s^'stem.

The Ingolf-Expedition has from the sea-bottom in the Davis Strait brought, as it would seem,

a new form of this genus, which accordingh' now comprises

1. B. abyssoniiii . Bgh.

1. c. 1884. p. 109— 116. PI. XII, fig. 14—20; pi. XIII, fig. 1—26; pi. XI\', fig. 15.

AI. pacific.

2. B. Bigolfiaiia. Bgh.

M. atlant. arctic.

) I have formerly overlooked this armature, which is only to \k discovered with i^real difficulty.

=
1 The number of gills seems in the Bathydoridje to be much varying; as the tufts, of which the .gills are composed,

may be more or less independent, as is also the case in the Hexabranchidae. Conip. my nialacolog. Untcrs. > Heft. XHI.

1878. p. 561; Heft. XVI. 18S9. p. 929.
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Bathydoris Ingolfiana, Bgh. n. sp.

Corpus quasi subgelatinosum, dorsum subpellucidum. Rhinophoria et tentacula bruunea, brau-

chia et genitalia externa aurantiaca, podarium e nigro purpureura.

Hab. M. atlant. arctic.

PL I; PI. II, fig. 1—2.

The only specimen of this remarkable form was taken on 59 12' Lat X., 51 08' Long. W. (the

broad part of the Davis Strait, about West of Cape Farewell) from a depth of 1870 fathoms, by a

bottom temperature of i'3' C. According to the kind communication by Prof. Jungersen, the trawl

here brought up a whole <:cart-load of large, firm blocks of cla\-, the substance of which reminded of

potter's clay, and seemed to contain no organisms, and also a fluid, yellowish mud, in which were

only found some Rhizopoda, small Crustacea (Isopoda, Tanaidae, Amphipoda, Ostracoda), and a few

dead shells of Yoldia-like small bivalves, of Dentalia, and of a form of Buccinida. The swabs were

empt>-, and accordingly the bottom must certainly have been poor. Of larger animals the same trawl-

ing only brought the common little deep-sea fish Cyclothonc microdon , a pair of curious Actinia, and

a longstalked, cupshaped silicious sponge, as well as a characteristic red Planaria swimming edgewise,

and furthermore a Nemertine. ^Moreover was found in the meshes of the trawl an immense number

of colourless lumps of jelly, warty on the surface, and about the size of a hazel-nut.

The nature of the mentioned lumps of clay caused this animal to come up in a partly some-

what rubbed condition. It gave no sign of life at all, and did not contract when touched. It was

immediately put into 70° o alcohol, and is said to have neither contracted much therein, nor altered

its form.

The animal in its fresh state is stated to have been of an, as it were, somewhat gelatin-

ous consistency, and the somewhat scraped dorsal side quite transparent, so that the intestines might

be seen through it. With the exception of the almost colourless back the animal was of a dark-brown-

violet colour, but much darker on the foot.

The animal, which is rather well preserved in the alcohol, showed on the back a light green-

ish white ground-colour, crossed through by a network with wide meshes of branched and anastomotic

blackbrown stripes, in the crossings of which were often seen small black rings with whitish centra

(partly from broken-off papillae?), similar ven,- small and small rings were moreover found spread in

the meshes. Towards the foot the colour became velvet-black, and of this colour was also the back

of the neck and the upper side of the foot. The rhinophoria were yellowish, the fore part of the

head black brown, the tentacles browuLsh yellow; the exterior genitalia were yellowish; the gills were

dirty brown, as was also the sole of the foot. The length of the animal was 9-3'=™ by a height of

6-5"" and a breadth of 6-="; the foot was 6'="' long by a largest breadth of S'S""; the footbrim was

13—15°"" broad, the tail 6'"" long; the fore end of the head was about 2-6™ broad, each tentacle be-

sides projecting 2-5'=", the club of the rhinophore r-^ high; the diameter of the flat gills was x—vy^""

the height of the anal papilla 7"°; the prseputium projected 6-"^. The colossal folds of the vulva

were i-5<=-° high, and when spread from each other they had a breadth of 3™ by a length from above

downwards of 2-^^.

I
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The form of the animal is ahnost spherical (fig. i, 2), a little flattened on the lower side (the

foot), strongly reminding of a gigantic Ochidiopsis. Below the region of the rhinophoria a little for-

ward and a little behind is fonnd a trace of a dorsal brim (fig. i), otherwise the back bends smoothly

and withont any distinct margin downwards and inwards towards the foot, so that the body has no

sides properly speaking; anteriorly the body passes without any distinct border into the head (fig. i).

To each side of the back of the neck the short-stalked club of the rhinophore (fig. i) was seen

projecting from its hole the edge of wliich was smooth; the club contained about So rather narrow

leaves. The fore-end of the head was large, roundish, rather flat (fig. i) with vertical-oval aperture,

in which the light bluish-white labial disk appeared; from the sides of the head the strong, some-

what compressed, tapering (fig. i) tentacle projected freely; the narrow chin below the head was

smooth (fig. I). — The evenh- and strongly con\ex back (fig. i, 2) was everywhere covered with

small, disk-like depressed or slightly elevated figures of a diameter of 0-5—2""™, the centra of which

were either further depressed or rose to a cone of a height of at most i™™; the depression would seem

to have been caused by a strong retraction or a rubbing off of the little cone. Towards the fore end

of the back was seen on each .side the projecting margin of the round holes of the rhinophoria, and

farther forward the but little conspicuous smooth dorsal edge behind the back of the neck (fig. 2).

On the hinder part of the back are seen the rather large, flat branchial tufts (fig. i), placed in a

large circle, which is completed in the median line behind b\' the short and powerful anal papilla.

The number of the branchial tufts were 10; on the left side the three hindmost were drawn closer

together, and above these was one more isolated; on the right side three and three were closer

together. Each tuft showed a short, black-coloured stalk, from which 3—5 tri- and quadripennate

leaves spread flatly. The anal papilla was a little depressed, truncate, with a slightly crenate aper-

ture directed backward and downward (fig. i). The rather large space circumscribed b}- the branchial

circle, showed a number of smaller and larger small diks like those on the other parts of the back;

forward and a little to the right, close to the hindmost branchial tuft of the foremost right group,

was seen the renal pore (fig. i) a little projecting. — The sides of the body are quite low.

Anteriorly, on the right .side, behind the region of the rhinophore, the outer genitals were seen,

foremost the opening of the pr?eputium with a little projecting fold, and behind it the adjoining \-ulva

with its two colossal, indented .sidelobes (fig. 2). — The foot is powerful, broad; the fore margin with

a deep transversal furrow (fig. 2), the side margins not very conspicuous, the tail rather short (fig. 1).

The intestines were nowhere to be seen from without; the coverings of the back were thin,

mostly only 0-3""" thick; the thickness of the foot in the middle about 3'""'. The intestines were by

short, cobweblike connective tissue attached to the foot and the sides of the back as well as to each other.

The broad and flat central nervous system resting on the hinder part of the bulbus

pharyngeus, was of a slightly yellowish white colour; its breadth was 16""" by a length of the cere-

bral ganglia of up to 5'5""" and a thickness of up to 1-5'"'". It was wrapped in a ver\- thin, but ad-

hering capsule, which was prolonged out on the larger nerves. The cerebral ganglia (pi. II,

fig. 2aa) are the largest, and anteriorly considerably broader'), the connnissure between them .short

I On the before examined specimen Icomp. 1. c. p.m. pi. XIV, fi.t;. 41 t'le hinilmo.st part of tlie supraoesophagal

ganglion was thin, and was by nie wrongly interpreted as belonging to the pleural ganglion.

The Injolf-Expedition. II. 3.
^
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and not broad; neither the upper nor the lower surface themselves seemed to send off nerves, but

from the fore margin and the outer end, on the contrary, at least 7 nerves arose, from the indentation

on the outer margin three, and from the hindmost part of the lower side of the commissure arose a

quite thin nerve running backward. The pleural ganglia were almost but half the size of the

cerebral ones, of a short-oval contour (fig. 2bl)i; they sent off four thicker and a pair of quite thin

nerves. The pyriform pedal ganglia (fig. 2cc) that were connected, as it were, by a stalk with the

cerebral ones, were larger than the pleural; they sent off four strong nerves, one from the lower side.

The large common commissnre (ca. 25'"'" long), as usual double (fig. 2 d). The cerebro-buccal connective is

almost as long as the large commissure; the buccal ganglia (fig. 2 eel were of an ovally roundish shape

with a diameter of 2'5""", and sent off five nerves; the rather strong buccal commissure (fig. 2 f j was

20mm long. — The nerve cells (of the pleural ganglia) were of a diameter of at least 0-30"""; the nerves

were in their proximal part often a little reddish. In the skin was seen a rather rich network of

nerves and small ganglia, sending off branches to the small papillae of the skin ').

In spite of a careful examination I did no more in this individual than in the earlier examined

one succeed in finding eyes and otocysts, which nevertheless surely are not wanting-^). The strongly

developed rhinophores showed along the fore and hinder surface a strong median (transversely folded)

rhachis, downwards broad and upwards tapering, from which arise lamelke without spicules; the point

of the club is formed by a little final papilla. Through a special cavity two strong nerves ascended,

and besides strong and anastomosing nniscular strings stretched through these organs. The small,

round disks of the skin were slightly depressed, with a projecting edge, and in the middle was often

found a more or less contracted papula (pi. I, fig. 3). No spicules or calcified elements were found in

the skin at all.

The mouth-tube of this individual was quite short, the bulbus pharyngeus being projected,

so that the bluish labial disk was lying in the outer mouth; the labial disk was short-oval, longer

in the direction from above downwards, its diameter was 12'""', in the middle was seen the narrow,

perpendicular aperture of the inner mouth (pi. I, fig. 2). The exceedingly powerful bulbus pharyn-

geus itself (pi. I, fig- 4; pi- II, fig- lb) was of a whitish colour; only in the region of the pharynx the

underlying colour shone through with a bluish tint; the bulb was 3'4'''" long by a breadth of 3-2'"" and

a height of 3''" ; the radula sheath projecting in a semiglobular form posteriorly on the lower surface

(fig. 4c) had at its base a diameter of 13'"'". The rather strong ]\Im. bulbo-tubales (Protrusores

bulbi) were as has been shown befores). The bulbus pharyngeus (fig. 4) is by a rather sharp crest

(the margin of the mandibles), only interrupted on the lower surface, divided into a smaller and nar-

rower former part, and a rather larger hinder part; on the sides behind the mentioned crest the latter

has an even hollow, posteriorly passing evenly into the common prominences produced b}- the tongue-

muscles to the sides of the pharynx. The upper side of the bulbus pharyngeus (fig. i) is strongly

") Couip. 1. c. p. 112. pi. XIV, fig. 5.

2) Eyes are found in a species of Pleuroloma, obtained at a depth of 2090 faths, in a Fiisiis from a depth of 1207

faths (Wj-v. Thomson, the Depths of the Sea. 1873. p. 465) and in other moUusks; the presence of eyes in animals from these

depths will, according to -the abyssal theory of light >, not be incomprehensible. On the other hand a rather large number
of blind deep-sea fishes and a still greater number of abyssal Crustacea without eves have been found. (Comp. Semper,

Die nat. Existenzbed. d. Thiere, I. 18S0. pp. 103, 262).

3) Comp. I.e. p. 113, pi. XIII, fig. 2.
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convex; the anterior half between the projectino- hinder edges of the mandibles is flattened and a little

hollowed; the posterior half is evenly convex, and from its middle arises the tesophagns, on either

side of which is seen a slight hollow with the apertures of the dncts of the salivary glands.

The sides of the bnlbus pharyngeus are evenly convex with a hollow behind the margins of the

mandibles (fig. 4). The lower side is anteriorly .slightly convex with a hollow behind the mar-

gins of the mandibles, and behind this rises the strong radula-.sheath (fig. 4 c). As in the Plenro-

phyllidiae and the Pleuroleuridae, in Hrro and Bonirlla^ and even in Scyllnca a thick muscular

plate (fig. 4,1) covering the greater part of the anterior surface of the mandibles, is found behind

and aroinid the little labial disk; this plate showed a little below the middle of the fore side

a transverse, rather broad furrow; the thickness of the plate was about the region of the upper end

of the labial disk up to 9""", decreasing upwards and downwards as well as towards the margin.s.

From the inner margin of the labial di.sk its coating continues as a thick dark blue or almost

black blue covering over the whole inside of (i. e. the opening of) the muscular plate, and attaches

near the free margin of the mandible'), in the middle at a distance of 6™'" frotn it, but upwards and

downwards approaching it, until the attachment in the uppermost and nethermost places almost

reaches quite to the edge. Abo\-e and l)elow the same coating continues through the upper and

lower end of the slit between the margins of the mandibles to the backside of these, where it is

attached in quite a similar manner as on the foreside, the naked margin of the mandibles being, how-

ever, here only 4""" broad in the middle. The covering is continued into the coating of the buccal

cavit}-. When this muscular plate is removed the mandibles are naked; the right one covered (pi. I,

fig. 6) with its marginal portion the margin of the left one (in the same manner as in the before ex-

amined form). The mandibles are strong and large, 29""" long bv a breadth of up to 17"""; resting

on the outer margin the mandible rose to a height of iS'"'"; in the marginal part the thickness rose

to almost 2""". They were of a fine horn-yellow colour, almost the whole of the inner half being

brown yellow. Their form (fig. 6) is o\-al, a little more rounded below than above (fig. 6a); the inner

edge is a little more projecting than the outer one, and tapers a little more towards the middle. The

mandibles are evenly bent from above downward; the\- are thickest where the blue coating is attached,

decreasing in thickness towards the edge, especialh' towards the outer one, which is still somewhat

soft; they are quite smooth on the surfaces, very finely concentrically and radially striated; the

masticatory edge was almost smooth. The mandibles join, and are immediately connected with each

other at the upper end, below the}- are a little apart (fi.g. 6). — The mandibles being removed the

anterior end of the muscular masses of the mandibles are uncovered, the colour of the inside of these

muscles (the cheeks) is dark blue, as is also that of the other parts of the buccal cavity, as well as

the tongue and the tectum raduke, to which the brown radula forms a rather strong contract. — The

tongue (pi. I, fig. 5) is very powerful, of the usual form, with a deep .slit; in the buccal cavil\- it

projected 7""", and measured above from the base of the tectum raduUc 15""" in length; its lieight

(from above downward) was 19""", and its l)readth also 19'""'; the tectum raduke had a length of 7-5""",

anteriorly it reached to the middle of the height of the tongue-slit. The radula itself was rcddi.sh

brown, somewdiat glistening, its marginal part of a purple brown; its continnalion into the sheath

M Conip. \. c. J). 113. pi. XIII, fig. 4.
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was lighter, yellowish. After being separated from the tongue it measured with its continuation 28"^™

in length, and when spread out 32™" in breadth. On the radula was found 35 rows of teeth (mea-

sured along the outer margin), and farther back 24 rows, about six of which were not yet fully deve-

loped; thus the total number was 59. About the twenty foremost rows were more or less incomplete,

and the tooth-plates often injured. In the rows were found up to 116 tooth-plates on each side of the

median tooth"). The length of tlie median tooth was about 0-5™'" b}- a breadth of o-22™™; the lateral

teeth measured along the backside up to 0-95'"'"; the lengths of the 6 outermost teeth were: 0-40—0-43

—0-45—0-48—0-5—0-6'"™. The median tooth is flat, rather thin, somewhat lengthened (fig. 7a, 8) with

an excavated fore end, and a straight hinder margin over which projects a little truncate, median

cone; the fore part rises obliquely in a short rounded hook (and the hooks on all the median teeth

were of the some form). The lateral teeth (fig. 9— 13) are longer, and have a much more powerful

base, from which the tapering hook rises obliquely and rather slantingly; the margins of the hook,

especially the inner one, project freely anteriorly; otherwise the length and breadth of the hook is

somewhat varying. Towards the margin of the rasp the lateral teeth decreased (fig. 12— 14) consider-

ably in strength and were narrower. In the 6—8 outer one.s, especially the vers' outermost, the hook

was considerably reduced (fig. 12 a). Double teeth, so frequent in the nudibranchiata, were not want-

ing (fig- 15)-

The salivary glands are strongly developed, and cover (pi. II, fig. i cc) the sides and partlv

the lower side of the stomach, where they join almost in the median line. They are somewhat flat-

tened especially above, of a thickness of i—9"'", }-ellowish white, somewhat lobed in the margin,

especially the left one; this latter was larger than the right one, its length was 22""'" b}- a breadth of

also 22'"™; the rigth one was 32'""' long and 14™'" broad. At the fore margin of the gland the salivary

duct was seen widening at its fore end into a little ampulla (fig. i; 4 c); the length of the duct with

the ampulla was almost 10""".

The oesophagus (pi. II, fig. i) was of a dark bluish-gray, about ii'"™ long with a diameter of

9"""; the longitudinal folds shone through indistincth'. The oesophagus passes by degrees into a first

stomach, also dark bluish-gray, bag-shaped, of a length of 3-5'^'" with a diameter of 17"". This

stomach appears rather thickwalled on account of the not very numerous (ca. 12), but thick and j^ro-

jecting, wrinkled longitudinal folds, which were slightly to be seen from without, and which partly

continue anteriorly into the folds of the sesophagus, become lower posteriorly, but for the greater

part continue into the folds of the second stomach. The inside of this first stomach is quite dark

blue. Through a slight constriction also indicated exteriorly (pi. II, fig. ij this stomach passes into

the second stomach, situated to the left, 3-6<''" long with a diameter of 1-4''", and exteriorlv of a

yellowish white colour. It is also rather thickwalled, its >-ellowish inside that is finelv dotted with

red, bearing a small number (ca. 12) of highly undulated folds stopping short at the aperture of the

biliary duct. Here the yellowish white intestine begins which all the way from the pylorus is rather

thinwalled. It (pi. II, fig. idddd) stretches backward along the left margin of the liver, bends behind

the middle of the length of the liver over the ujjper side of it, and runs to the right and forward

') In tile before examined form tJie number of rows on the tongue was 55, and the total number 75; the number
of the lateral teetli was 130 on each side.
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to the middle of tlie right margin of the first stomach, forms here a kiiec, and stretches backward

along the right margin of the liver continning over its hinder end np to the anal jiiapilla (pi. I, fig. i).

The whole length of the intestine is 25'"' by a diameter \arying between 10— 15""". The inside of the

intestine shows on the middle of the nnder side particularly fine transverse folds while the rest of the

wall chiefly has very fine netforming folds; throngh the middle of the above mentioned finely trans-

versely-folded part a prominen.t longitndinal fold stretched for a great part of the hindmost part of

th.e intestine. The wall of the hindmost part of the intestine was more smooth. — The alimentary-

canal showed throngh almost its whole length from the cardia to the rectum abundant, as it were,

cla\-ey, dark \-ellowish gra\- contents, partly quite loose and incoherent, parti \- forming soft lumps

of a length of almost up to 2'-'" and a diameter of 1™. These contents consisted of the above men-

tioned claye\' mass with grains of sand, mingled with half disorganized animal substance, with Poly-

thalamia, Diatoms, and pointed silicious spicules; also a piece of a wormlike animal, full 2'"' long,

and almost disorganized, was found.

The very large, dirtily dark brtjwnish gray liver was -2"^ long by a breadth of up to 4-2'^"'

and a height (behind) of 37'''"; its contour was roundish, the fore end a little more pointed than the

rounded hinder end ipl. II, fig. i). On the n^iper side of the fore end was found an impres.sion of the

first and especially of the second stomach, along the greater part of the left margin was seen a furrow

for the intestine, which at the beginning of the hindmost third part of the liver bent inward over its

npi^er side, and on its wa\" forward was situated in a broad and deep furrow continuing in a more

snperficial one along the right margin of the liver. The surface of the liver was smooth, with only

superficial furrows, parth- from vessels. Below on the left margin was found the short and thick

biliary duct of a light dirty yellowish colour (9""" long by a diameter of 6"""); it opened at the

pylorns of the second stomach, and led into a not \'ery great cavit\', on the walls of which 3—4 large

openings were seen. The biliar}- duct and the cavit>- of the liver were filled with masses like those

in the alimentar\' canal. No gall-bladder was found.

The large pericardium, 37''"' long, and 4*^^'" broad, covered the middle of the liver; folds

before on its nnder side (the pericardial gill) were very distinct. The yellowish ventricle of the

heart was 23"^'" long by a hindmost breadth of lo'^". — The large, whitish, flaccid blood gland

was resting on the pharynx, parth' attached to the sali\-ar>- glands, of a length of 2-3"" b\- a breadth

of (before) i^'", (behind) r^""'; before it was rounded, behind straightly curtailed; its thickness was 5""";

it appeared to contain a cavity with folds on the thin walls, bnt was torn on the nnder side by the

preparing out of the central nervous system; a strong artery ran to the lower side of the organ.

The fine, large, brown -yellow kidney (pi. II, fig- i) covered the whole hermaphrodite gland

and large part of the upper right side of the liver; with its branches it stretched partly under, partly

here and there over the intestine; it was rather firmly attached to its nnderlayer. It was composed

of very strongly branched principal stems, .some foremost and more hindmost; the stems as well as

their branches were in a most varying manner set with leaves, folds, and ani])ulkc often forming, as

it were, greater and smaller grapes. All these growths on stems and branches were as usual composed

of closely crowded small cells. Abont the middle of the kidney (fig. 1 1
the stems appeared to lead

into a urinal chamber continuing in an ureter running backward along the inner margni of the
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intestine, and ending in the renal pore inside the branchial circle to the right (pi. I, fig. i). The in-

side, at least of the last part of the ureter, is covered with strong, compound, and foliaceous folds and

papillse. The pericardio-renal organ (the renal syrinx) was powerful, pyriform, almost i"^™ long,

with strong folds on the inside.

The hermaphrodite gland (Glandula hermaphrodisiaca) rested on the foremost right part

of the upper side of the liver, its upper surface completely covered and hidden by the foremost part

of the kidnev. It was (fig. i6) meniscus-shaped, of roundish-oval contour, with a convex upper sur-

face, and the under surface a little conca^e; its diameter was about 2-6'^"" by a thickness on the middle

of i"^™; from this middle it sloped evenly towards the not very thick, rounded, almost smooth margin;

the surfaces were fineh- knotty, the colour was gray. The surface of this gland showed everywhere,

especially distinct on its upper side (fig. i6), a mass of small clear, semiglobular
,
prominent papulse,

which, when slightly magnified (fig. 17) were seen to be composed of densely crowded balls of a dia-

meter of 0-5— 1'5""", and were attached to a central mass; between and below these balls stretched a

system of highly ramifying and anastomotic tubes (fig. 17), the efferent ducts. The deeper parts of

the eland contained similar balls and tubes. The balls were ovarial follicles with eggs in different

stages of development, attached to a central testicular mass containing bundles of zoosperms. About

medianlv from the foremost part of the under side of the gland the hermaiDhrodite duct arose stretch-

ino- to the anterior genital mass.

This large anterior genital mass (fig. 18) was situated on the right side of the bulbus

phar\-ngeus before the liver. Anteriorly and on the under side it was gra>'ish, otherwise of a light

yellowish white colour; the length was 5'^"' by a breadth of 4-1"^™ and a height of 3'8""; its lower sur-

face was slighth- convex, the upper one strongly convex, posteriorly more abrupth- shelving, anteriorly

more gradually sloping; the fore end was a little pointed, the hinder end broader and rounded. Its

chief part was formed by the large mucous gland (fig. 18 a); on the hinder end lay the spermatheca

(fig. 18 b) with its rather short duct; before and partly upon this (fig. 18) the large bag of the i:)enis.

The hermaphrodite duct (fig. iga) stretches under the spermatheca and the bag of the penis and forms

a flattened coil, quite covered by the latter; this coil is composed of rather thinwalled windings, which,

when loosened from each other, had a length of about 15''™ by a diameter generally of 1-5— 2'"™; fore-

most under the neck of the bag the duct was somewhat thinner, and divided in the usual way (fig. 19b)

into the .short oviduct and the spermatic duct which is only thin near the beginning (fig. 19 c). The

spermatic duct was powerful, thickwalled, and stretched in a curved wa\- with a length of t,"'" and

a diameter of a""" to the hinder end of the bag of the penis (fig. 19 d) continuing into the penis. The

bag of the penis (the prseputiimi) (figs iS, 19 dd) was large, 3'^'" long by a breadth of 2-1'''" and a

thickness of i^"""; it opened with a narrower neck foremost in the outer genital region (pi. I, fig. 2);

its walls were not thick, but tough; its inside was smooth, only in the neck were seen longitudinal

fold.s, of which a more strongh" marked one was seen in the outer aperture (fig. 2). In the prsej^ntii^im

was the whitish penis, quite bent double (figs. 19, 20); when straightened it measured 4'^™ by a diameter

varying between 9— 14"""; its contour was round or a little compressed, only the end of the organ

was more flat; on one side was found (quite as in the earlier examined Bathydoris) a rather narrow,

not superficial, rather long furrow without any discoverable aperture in the bottom; on the point was
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seen a quite fine round pore (fig. 19 f). The spermatic duct euterino- at the base of the organ (fig. 20a),

became by and by a Httle thinner forward, and witli its close winthngs it was to be traced througli-

out to the pore on the point of tlie penis (figs 20, igfj. The sliort oviduct (fig. igbj opened into

the uppermost part of the duct of the mucous gland. The spermatheca (fig. i8bj was formed like

a short bag, of a length of 2"'", it was parth' covered by the prteputium; its vaginal duct was a little

shorter than the seminal vesicle, by its short uterine duct hung by a short stalk the flat spermato-

cyst, covered b\- the spermatheca, empt\- like this, and about half as large. — The mucous gland

formed the chief portion of the whole anterior genital mass; hindmost on its under side was seen a

more separated, roinidish, more whitish, flat part, of a diameter of ca. 2"", the foremost part of which

might without tearing be loosened from the rest of the mass. In the foremost and undermost part

of the mucous gland was found the long and high, compressed cavit\- of the organ, the foremost wall

of which was only thin, while the hindmost one was formed by the chief mass of the nnicous gland,

the inside of which was yellowish , and showed several communicating cavities. The duct of the

mucous gland was short, onl\- 0-5"" long, with strong folds on the inside; the cleftlike outer aperture

was bordered hv the two abo\-e described genital folds, which below were only connected with each

other by a narrow commissure, and above by a very broad one (pi. I, fig. 2, iS cj.

In itself is was scarcely probable that this deep-sea form from the Davis vStrait could be

.specificallv identical with the earlier described form from the large depths in tlie middle of the Pacific.

We have also, in spite of considerable correspondences between the two forms, found not a few and

rather great differences. Among these differences were especially prominent the different colour of

the cavity of the mouth, another form of the mandibles, and a great difference in the structure of the

radula, the tooth-plates of which upon the whole were feebler and longer in this species, and the

median teeth especialh' had quite another form.

Fam. Doridoxidae. Nov. fam.

Forma corporis ut in Doridibus; sed branchia (dorsalis) nulla, et anus lateralis (non dor.salis).

Rhinophoria ut in Doridibus.

Bnlbus pliarvngeus fortis, mandibulis anticis fortis.simis armatus. Radula dente mediano forti,

pleuris nualtidentatis.

We know cladohepatic n udibr anch i a t a in which the whole branchial apparatus with

its hepatic lobes has disappeared; such is the case in the Phylliroidae, Pleuroleuridae and Hedylidac").

And others are found, the Tritoniadae, in which the branchial apparatus has remained without the

hepatic lobes. It was almost to be expected that also among the hololiepatic nu d ibran ch 1 ata

forms without gills were to be found. And such a form we find in the below described new animal,

which is also distinguished from all other holohepatica by the anus not being .situated dorsallv, but

) R. Ber^b, Die Hedyliileii, eine Fainilie tier kladoliepat. Nudibi-aiu'liicu. Vcrli. il. k. k. zool. bot. Gc-s. 111 Wicii.

XLV. 1895. p. I— 12. Taf. I- 11.
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having moved down on the (right) side. The Doridoxidae form a transition to the Tritoniadae, a

connective hnk between the holohepatic and the cladohepatic nndibranchiata.

The habitus of these animals is from the dorsal side quite like that of the Dorididae, in which

latter the branchial cleft was especially strongly contracted; but this cleft and the gill itself are

completely wanting, and the anus has moved from the dorsal side down on (the right) side of

the body. Already this characteristic gives them a resemblance to the Tritoniadae, which form the

outermost link of the Cladohepatica. And this resemblance is still greater by the fact that the strong

bulbus pharyngeus is provided with jjowerful mandibles situated on its fore side as in the Trito-

niadae. Bv the presence of these mandibles') the Doridoxidae are otherwise nearh- related to the

Bathydoridae, with which they also correspond with regard to the structure of the radula, this also

showing median tooth-plates, a feature otherwise rather rare in the Dorididae.

Hitherto the family contains only the genus

Doridoxa, Bgh. N. gen.

and this genus contains onlv the one species, described below^

Doridoxa Ingolfiana, Bgh. n. sp.

PL II, figs. 3-15; PL II.; figs. 1-3.

One specimen of this sjjecies was taken in 1895 at a depth of 55 fathoms, at station 34, L e.

on 65° 17' Lat. N. 54" 17' Long. W.

It was generally of a yellowish white colour, the back more whitish. The length was 12™™

by a breadth of 7™™ and a height of 5"""; the length of the foot was io-5™™ by a breadth of 4"^'"; the

breadth of the head was 5""", of which breadth 1-5™™ belongs to each tentacle; the height of the

rhinophores was i"'"', the breadth of the mantle-brim 075™'". The consistency of the animal was

rather soft.

The intestines were nowhere to be seen from without.

The form was oval, the hinder end a little more pointed (pi. II, fig. 3). The back was evenly

convex, anteriorly between the rhinophores it joined the somewhat projecting hinder margin of the

head; it was everywhere rather denseh- covered with small and quite small, semiglobular , and more

flattened papulae. The margin of the hollows of the rhinophores was slightly projecting, everted and

crenate; the (slightly projecting) clul:) of the rhinophores w-as perfoliate; the dorsal brim was only a

little projecting, the margin rather sharp, the lower side smooth. The head was rather large, some-

what flattened, .with a rather projecting hinder edge, a little produced on either side; with rather

large, rouudish-lobelike tentacles; the outer mouth was round (pi. II, fig. 3). The sides of the body

are only Tow before and behind, otherwise rather high, quite smooth; anteriorly to the right is seen

the large genital papilla with the prominent little penis, and behind this the vulva (fig. 3); at the

beginning of about the last fourth part of the length of the bod}- was the projecting anal papilla,

and a little before this the smaller renal papilla (fig. 3). The foot was powerful , but narrower than

') In .several families of the cladohepatic group quite similar mandibles are seen, in Bomella, Scyllaea, Phylliroidae,

Pleurophj'Uidiadae and Pleuroleuridae.
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the back, and projected only slio^htly from the liinder end of this; tlie rounded fore end was sHj^htly

broader than the other part, with a marginal fnrrow; the foot-brim was narrow; the hinder end onl\-

a little pointed (fig. 3).

The central nervons system (fig. 4) was rather flattened, white, chiefly as in the Doridae.

The ronnd cerebro-plenral ganglia (fig. 4a) were a little larger than the likewise ronnd pedal ones

(fig. 4b), the distinction between their two parts was not conspicuous; the chief commissures were

rather short; the globular buccal ganglia (fig. 4c) joined each other innnediatelw

The eyes at the base of the rhinophores had a diameter of o-io'^'". The otocysts appeared

to contain a not great mass of pale otoconia, no spicules at all were seen in the dorsal skin, or its

papnlce, nor in the leaves of the rhinophores.

The mouth-tid)e was short. The strong bulbus phar\'ngeus (figs. 5,6) reminded as to its

form somewhat of that in the Pleurophyllidiae. It was 3"25""" long b}- a breadth of 3""" and a height

of 275"'™. Its strongh' convex fore side was covered by the large mandibles; from about the middle

of the somewdrat con\'ex hinder side the oesophagus originated; the radula-sheath did not project ex-

ternally. The fore side of the large and strong mandibles w^ere (as in the Pleurophyllidiae) for the

greater part covered by a nurscular plate wdiich was, however, rather thin. The mandibles (fig. 7)

were amber coloured, only the masticatory edge was black brown; they were 2'5'"'" long, and their

breadth taken together was 3'5"""; they were rather bent, so that their height reached almost 1-5'"™;

along the middle of their length they showed a smooth, not deep excavation. The hinge-part was

rather short, as w^as also the masticatory process (fig 7a); the masticatory edge was not narrow; it

showed through its wdiole extent just to the hinge-part small roundish or angular facets (fig. 8) of a

diameter of 0-0055—0'0i'""\ The tongue (figs. 9,10) was broad and flat, and projected only a little in

the buccal cavity; the little, forward and downward tapering radula was strongly and shining yellow.

The radida contained 15 rows of tooth-plates; further back, in the somewhat bent radula-sheath,

which was not to be seen from without, were 24 more rows, of which the three hindmost were not

yet quite consolidated; the total number of the rows of teeth were thus 39. The eight foremost rows

were very iucomjjlete and the teeth worn; the foremost one contained only 6 and 7 toothplates on

each side of the median one. The middle of the radula with the median tooth and two side-teeth were

sunk a little under the level of the side part.s. On each side of the median one appeared up to 36

lateral tooth-plates. With the exception of the two innermost ones and the very outermost ones they

were of a strong yellow colour. The breadth of the clums\' median plates was 0.075""" ''>' "^ height

of o.io™"; the height of the two outermost lateral ones was 0-035—0-04"'"'; then it ro.se quickly to o-io,

and continued thus towards the rhachis, the two innermost lateral teeth were much lower (pi. Ill, fig. i).

The median tooth plates (pi. II, fig. 11 a; pi. Ill, figs, i a, 2 a) were short and clumsy, rather erect,

with a strong, broad base, hollowed in the fore edge, and with a short, strong, a little pointed hooked

part. The two first (inmost) lateral plates (fig. 11 b; fig.s. i b, 2 b) were of a deviating form with a quite

short and pointed hook. The other lateral plates (figs. 12; 1,2) reminded as to their form more of the

median plate, but the base was much .smaller and the hook was longer. The 2—3 outermost lateral

plates (pi. Ill, fig. 3 a) were feebler, and the hook more pointed.

The Itigolf-Hxpedition. IF. 3. 3
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The salivar\- glands were white, 3™™ long by a breadth of 075'"™, reaching to the foremost

part of the stomach; the excretory duct was more than a third of the length of the gland.

The sesophagus (fig 6 a, 13 a) was rather short. The stomach (fig. 13 b) formed a longish

bag (4""" long), the numerous longitudinal folds of which were distinctly to be seen from without. It

contained an abundance of whitish food of indeterminable animal nature with a few imbedded larger

calcareous bodies resembling those in the Alcyonia. From the hinder end of the stomach the inte-

stine arose to the right, crossed the fore end of the li\-er, bent backwards, and ran a little sinuous

to the anal papilla (fig. 13 cc). Its inner side showed fine longitudinal folds, its cavity was empty.

The liver, the outside and inside of which was yellow, was a little hollowed to the left of

the hinder end of the stomach, its hinder end that was a little narrower, was rounded; it was 5™'"

long by a breadth of 3""™; it opened by a round opening into the stomach. The yellowish biliary

bladder (fig. 13d), of a length of 2""", was on the left side of the stomach.

The heart was situated behind the basal part of the intestine. The blood gland was large,

lying behind the central nervous system, partly covering the stomach, yellowish, 3™'" long by a breadth

of 4""" and a thickness of o'S'"™.

The pericardio-renal organ (the renal syrinx) was situated under the rectum, a little more

inwardly than the renal papilla, was melon-shaped, and showed the usual groups of longitudinal folds.

The hermaphrodite gland was whitish, and covered with its rather large lobes the upper-

most and right side of the liver, especially in front; its large follicles contained large egg-cells and

bundles of zoosperms. The anterior genital mass was large, 4'5™'" long by a height of 3'5'""', and a

thickness of 2'^""", it was situated under and to the right of the intestine. The last part of the sper-

matic duct (fig. 14 b) was thick, and passed into the .short, cyHndrical (glan.s) penis (fig. 14 c); this

latter, as well as the spermatic duct, was without armature. The spermatheca appeared to be globu-

lar, its relation to the .spermatoc\'st (fig. 15), which was filled with sperm, somewhat bent together,

and about 1-5'"'" long, was not to be determined. The mucous gland was lime-white, at the base of

its duct was seen a larger, yellowhish gray part (the albuminous gland?).

D. Ingolfiana van?

PI. V, figs. 29—30.

The bulbus pharyngeus, of a length of 2.25™"', was completely like that in the other

specimen, onh' the end of the radula-sheath projected a little, and the muscular plate on the fore side

of the mandibles was a little thicker. The mandibles were a little lighter, and the masticatory edge

was only dark ^-ellow; the secondary oral cavities were not small, and their opening rather wide;

the masticatory edge as above. On the broad and flat tongue the sligthh' yellowish radula was seen

containing 11 rows of teeth, in the radula-.sheath 20 were found, of which the three hindmost were

not fully formed; thus the total number of tooth-plates was 31. On each side of the median tooth up

to 18 lateral tooth-jjlates were found. The median teeth were yellow, the lateral teeth almost colour-

less; the height of the median teeth rose to o-oj^""". The median teeth were essentially of the same
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form as above described, but had at the base of the hook a series of fine denticles (fig. ag). Tlie

lateral teeth were upon the whole somewhat more slender (fig. 30).

Future examinations must decide, whether we have here a new species, or only a variety.

Nudibranehiata eladohepatiea.

R. Bergh, System der nudibranchiaten (lasteropoden. 1892. p. 999— 1070.

F'am. Triton iadae.

R. Rergh, System. 1S92. p. 1066— 1070.

Among the cladohepatic nudibranehiata this family appears to be the one most closelx- related

to the holohepatic forms; the ramification of the liver otherwise peculiar to the cladohepatic forms,

has disappeared, while the Tritoniadae in other respects have retained the essential e.xterior and inte-

rior characters of this group.

The representatives of this family are already easily distinguished exteriorly by their large

frontal veil provided with appendages, and the spoon-shaped tentacles attached to it, further by their

peculiar rhinophoria, and the branchial tufts on the dorsal edge. In the interior structure the alwa\'s

colossal bulbus phar\'ngeus especially shows peculiaritie'-' ; the strong mandibles on its fore end are

closely resembling those in the Pleurophyllidiae, and like those they are coated with a strong muscu-

lar plate on the fore side; the strong radula with man\- rows and many teeth in the rows has broad,

somewhat depressed median teeth with a clumsy denticle on either side of the short and clumsy hook,

and the innermost lateral tooth is essentialh' different from all the others.

Hitherto the Tritoniadae include onh" two chief t\pcs, the real Tritoniae without, and the

Marioniae with masticatory plates in the stomach.

A sub-group under the Tritoniae is formed by

Candiella, Gray.

R. Bergh, 1. c. 1S92. p. 1069.

In this form the frontal veil has on the margin rather long fingers (not short papillae).

The hitherto known forms of this group have been of smaller size than the typical Tritoniae;

in this respect the form described below, differs from the others.

Candiella Ingolfiana, Bgh. n. sp.

PL II, figs. 20—22; PI. Ill, figs. 4—9.

On 61" 44' Lat. N., 27- 00 Long. W. (station 81) one single specimen was taken at a dei)th of

485 fath.s. (bottom temp. 61). It was rather well preserved, only somewhat contracted and hardened,

and behind on the left side was found a rupture with a prolapsus oi the entrails.

The colour of the sole of the foot, the genital jiapilla, and the region of the mouth was

somewhat yellowish; the other parts of the body were grayish blue, l)ut the rhinophoria yellow. The

length was s"" by a height of up to 1-4"", and a breadth of up to i-(f"'; the breadth of the frontal
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veil was 8""", its length 5""", half of which belonged to the fingers; the height of the sheaths of the

rhinophoria was a""", of the branchial tnfts np to 3""^; the breadth of the sole of the foot was np to

la'""", of the foot-brim up to 075""^. — The animal seemed to have imparted a peculiar odour to the

alcohol in which it was kept.

The form was as in other Candiellae. The animal was lougish, highest in the middle, and

sloping from there forward and especially backward where the back ultimately passed into the foot.

The fore edge of the frontal veil was a little notched in the middle, and had on each side of the

notch 6 fingers, and outermost the only little conspicuous tentacle with its furrow. At the base of

the veil were seen the somewhat projecting sheaths of the rhinophoria; the strongly retracted club

was a'S"'" high, and of the shape common in the Tritoniae, resembling a sword-knot, and the

rhachis of the hindmost leaf was prolonged in the usual way. The back was smooth: the edge of the

back that only projected a little, had on each side 12—14 small and short-branched branchial tufts,

of which the foremost one jDrojected outside the sheath of the rhinophore. The sides of the body

were rather high, a little convex, and a little sloping inward towards the foot; the genital papilla was

situated about under the the fifth (right) branchial tuft, the anus under the eighth, and close above

it the renal pore. Anteriorly the foot was rounded, with a strong marginal furrow: the foot-brim

was narrow.

The peritoneum was bluish black, and continuations of its connective tissue penetrated

everywhere between and wrapped the entrails.

The yellowish white central nervous system showed a rather closely adherent, dense, and

finely black pinictuated wrapping; as in other Tritoniadae it was rather flat, 4"'" broad. The cerebro-

pleural ganglia were of oval shape, 2""" long, a little broader anteriorly, the separation between their

two parts was only little conspicuous; the roundish pedal ganglia were almost as large as the cerebral

ones; the large commissures were half as long again as the breadth of the central nervous system.

The buccal ganglia were oblong, 0-6'""' long, connected by a short commissure; the long-stalked gastro-

aesophagal ones cpiite small, roundish.

The otocyst is situated closely before the quite short cerebro-pedal connective, containing a

not large number of otoconia.

The large bulb us pharyngeus was 13"™ long by a breadth of 9""" and a height of 7"'"',

being thus one fifth of the whole length of the bod}-; it was lying in a rather loosely attached veil-

like wrapping. Its form and structure in all respects as in other Tritoniae. The mandibles covered

with the common thick muscular plate, were greenish yellow, onlv the hindmost part of the hinge,

and the portion nearest to the masticatory edge were brownish; the length of the mandibles was 13™"',

by a breadth (behind) of 4-4""", and a height (of the convexity) of 3'5'"", the length of the masticatory

prolongation was 3"'"'. The masticatory edge was slightly convex, even, of a breadth of up to o-4'""\

mider the magnifying glass , as it were, finely transversely striated; it had 8— 11 series of short, round-

ish-edged columns, of a height of up to o-io"'"', and a diameter of up to o-o8™" (fig. 4), the series

being somewhat displaced among each other; in the outermost series many of the columns were torn

out, and many were worn away and upset more inwardh'. — The pharyn.x was black, the buccal

cavity grayish white. — The strong and broad tongue had at the base the powerful tectum radulte
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measuring- in length (from before backward) 2"'"'; behind this was seen the short radula-sheatli witli its

flat hinder end'); it was j^""" long, 3-25"^"' broad, and was to be seen on the outside of the bulbus

pharyngeus where it shone through with a reddish tint. The light yellow radula contained 35 series

of tooth-plates, the radula-sheath 32, of which the three hindmost were not yet developed, the whole

number of plates was thus 67. The length of the radula, when prepared off, was 9""", and the breadth

njj to 7"'"\ The foremost 11 series on the tongue were more or less defect, and the tooth-plates more

or less worn and broken; in the 6— 7 foremost series only the median tooth and a few lateral teeth

were left. The number of tooth-plates in a series rose in the back part of the radula to 85. The

tooth-plates were of a very light \'ellow. The breadth of the oldest median tooth was i-28"'-", that of

the youngest ones about the same. The height of the innermost lateral tooth was o-i6"'"', that of the

next one o-20'"™, and of the third o-24"""; the height of the lateral teeth rose to 0-30"'™, decreased to-

wards the edge of the radula, and of the three outermost teeth it was 0.12—O'lo— o-o8""". The median

teeth (fig. 5 a) were of the broad and short form common in the Tritoniae, with a clunis\' median

tooth, and a still more clums\- denticle on each side of this. The clumsy and rather low first lateral

tooth (fig. 20; 5) was \'ery finely denticulated along one edge of the hook; the hook of the second

lateral tooth was a little longer (fig. 21; 5), but, as all the others, without any trace of denticulation;

the\- had all (fig. 22; 6) the form connnon in the Tritoniae, the hook decreased in height through the

outer teeth (fig. 7).

The whitish salivary glands, parallel to the oesophagus, were longish (7— 8"'"' long b\' a

breadth of 2"'"), flat, highly lobed; the left one was h'ing on the Ijlack peritoneum, the right one

imder and behind the liulbus pharyngeus, between this and the anterior genital mass. The efferent

duct was almost as long as the gland itself.

The oesophagus was externe^lly and internally black, 17"'"' long, in its greatest length sack-

like widened (to a diameter of 5'5"""), with deep folds on the inside, empty; it opened into the hind

part of the stomach, close to the short biliary duct. The stomach, likewise black on the outside,

but gray on the inside, was almost globular, of a diameter of 7"'"\ and for half its length situated in

a hollow in the liver: in the hindmost part of the stomach before the opening of the biliary duct was

seen a circle of strong, yellowi.sh, longitudinal folds; the cavit_\" of the stomach was empty. From the

fore end of the stomach arose the intestine, externally black, internally gray, of a whole length of

18""" by a diameter of 4-2'"™, stretched over the anterior genital mass where it formed its curve, and

continued somewhat thinner to the anal papilla; throughout almost the whole length of the intestine

was seen, besides the fine longitudinal folds, the strong fold, rising to a height of up to 2'"-", that

had already begun in the hind part of the stomach; also the cavity of the intestine was empty.

The hindmost visceral mass (the liver
J
was .short-conical, broader in the hollowed fore end,

with rounded hinder end, of a length of 15""" b\' an anterior breadth of 12""", \-ellowish white, with a

rugged surface, wrapped in a very abundant, black, loose, but rather adhesive connective tissue. Im-oui

the liver itself a longish lobe, 10"'™ long, stretched over the cardia between the xsophagus and the

stomach, with the beginning of the intestine-).

M Comp. Malakolog. ITiiters. Heft XV. 18S4. Taf. LXXII, Fig. 5 (Tritoiiia llonibergi).

2) In the black wrapping round the hindmost visceral mass a Ciordius-like wonn was found of a length of fully

10mm ))y a diameter of 0'o65"i"i.
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The hermaphrodite gland was only of a little lighter colour than the liver, which latter

it covered with a thin coating; in its lobes were found ripe oogene cells and spennatozoids. The duct

of the hermaphrodite gland projected freely from under the stomach, and ran along the inside of the

anterior genital mass. This latter is also provided with a strong, strongly adhesive, black wrap-

ping, penetrating deeply between its single parts; it is large, longish, 14"^™ long by a breadth of 7"5"™,

and a height of 7™'". On the inside was seen farthest back the ampulla of the duct of the herma-

phrodite gland which ampulla formed a couple of short windings; and before it was lying the black

seminal vesicle with its long, big duct, and on its fore end the large bundle of the seminal duct. When

stretched out the ampulla measured 8""' by a diameter of 2"""'. The windings of the seminal duct that

were closely attached to each other by the black, cobweb-like connective tissue, measured, when

separated from each other and stretched out, 6™"' in length by a diameter almost everywhere of 0-6"'"'.

The seminal duct (fig. g a) opened in the top of the black, sacklike penis (praeputium) which was

fully 6""^ long by a diameter of 2'5"'"' (fig. 9b.); the walls of the cavity were gray, and in the cavity

was lying the white, tajiering glans (fig. 9), measuring, when stretched out, 15™"', and to the very

point pierced by the powerful seminal duct. The seminal vesicle (fig. 8 a) is , on account of its wrap-

ping, black, as is also its duct; it is bag-shaped, 6"'"' long b}- a diameter of a^""™, completely filled with

sperm; the powerful efferent duct (fig. 8b) is somewhat curved; when stretched out it is 14"'" long

by a diameter of i— 1-5"'"'. The albuminous-mucous gland formed far the greater part of the anterior

genital mass; it was higher and thicker behind than before, showed chiefly longitudinal windings, and

was, when free of its black veil, of a yellowish white colour. The vulva and the end of the penis-bag

were especially strongly pigmented, and wrapped in black connective tissue.

This Candiella, the largest one hitherto known, must certainly be a new species, what is also

indicated by details in the outer and inner structure.

Fam. Atthilidae, Bgh. N. fam.

Forma corporis fere ut in Tritoniadis, subelongata, subquadrilateralis. Velum orale non parvum,

margine laevi, utrinque tentaculatim prominens; rhinophoria vagina margine bilobata retractilia, cla\-o

simpliciter perfoliato. Dorsum appendicibus panels simplicibus (?) triseriatis praeditum; margine promi-

nnlo serie simplici branchiarum arbusculiformimn(?) instructo. Anus et porus renalis laterales. Po-

dariuni sat latum, antice rotundatum.

Bulbus pharyngeus magnus. Mandibulae facie anteriori bulbi impositae, massa musculari forti

tectae, sat elongatae, processu masticatorio nnllo, margine masticatorio laevi. Lingva lata, radula

multiseriata; rhachis dente augusto hamo elongate; pleurae multidentatae, dente intimo hamo denti-

culato, reliquis hamiformibus edentulis.

Hepar non ramificatum. Penis inermis.

The Atthilidae') resemble, as to their counnon structure, the Tritoniae, but are, however, already

in the exterior sufficiently marked off from those. The frontal veil is quite different from that of

') A-i'/ig, one of Sappho's female friends.
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the Tritoniae, and does not show the tentacles, peculiar to those. Tlie rhinophores are of a

qiute different structure. The back is not, as in the Tritoniae, without appendages, but has several

series of such; the somewhat projecting dorsal edge appears to have a series of low branchial tufts,

resembling those in the Tritoniae. The amis, the renal pore, and the foot are as in the Tritoniae.

The bulbus pharyngeus is \'er\- strong as in the Tritoniae, and as in those the mandibles

are h'ing on the fore end of the bulbus, and are covered by a thick muscular plate; but the\- have

no n.iasticatory continuation, and the masticatory edge is smooth. The tongue is broad, and the

radula bears a rather large number of series of teeth, and these series contain man\- tooth-plates.

The median teeth are quite different from those in the Tritoniae, longish, with a protracted denticu-

lated hook; also the lateral teeth are of a somewhat other shape, the innermost one with a denticu-

lated hook. — Also with regard to the liver, and the relation between this and the hermaphrodite

gland, there seems to be essential differences between the Atthilidae and the Tritoniadae, while both

families otherwise seem to agree with regard to the genitalia.

The Atthilidae seem (as the Tritoniadae) to be rather voracious beasts of prey.

Hitherto the family comprises only the one genus

Atthila, Bt;;h. N. gen.

with the one .species

Atthila Ingolfiana, Bgh. n. sp.

PI. Ill, fig.^.' 10—26.

At station 40 i. e. on 62° a3 Lat. N., 21" 36' Long. W. one single specimen was fished from a

depth of S45 faths, where the temperature was 33.

It is stated to luwe been, when living, pink or of a pale flesh-colour. Preser\-ed in 70 ",'0

alcohol it was upon the whole of a whitish or slighth' \-ellowish white colour. Its length was 3-2"" b\' a

breadth of up to i-j""^; the breadth of the frontal veil was 10"'", the height of the .sheaths of the rhinophores

3™"'; the length of the foot was 27'""' by a breadth of up to 10""", the breadth of the foot-brim was

3"^™. ~ The specimen was somewhat curved and contracted, the back with its edges somewhat

ndabed.

The form was somewhat longish, broader before, evenly narrowing and sloping backward,

upon the whole rather like the form in the Tritoniae. The frontal veil (fig. 10) was broad with

.smooth edges, and its rounded, somewhat tentacle-like lateral ends projected 2-5""", while its free upper

margin was 3™"' broad. Behind the frontal veil, adjoining the fore end of the dorsal margin, the

rhinophores were seen; their .sheath stood out with a two-lipped edge (fig. 11), the hinder lip low

and convex, the former one .seen as a somewhat tapering lobe, 2-5""" long; in the dei)th between both

the point of the club was distinguished; this latter was reddish gra\-, (highl\- contracted) 2-5""" high,

rather .short-stalked, with about 30 broad leaves (on either side), containing a number of highly re-

tractive bag-glands, of a length of up to o-04'""'. The back evenly convex, covered with small, whitish

papillae; as far as I was able to discern, 3 series of such papilke were found, a median one with 5,

and on either side a lateral one with 4—5 pajnlke; onl\- a single one was quite preserved, and was
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seen to be longish-conical (fig. 3 b) and of a height of 3""\ The dorsal margin j^rojected, abont in

the same way as in Tritonia, and appeared to have been covered with branchial tufts, resembling

those seen in that family, only a few (— 4""' high) remnants of these tnfts were left. The sides of

the body were as in Tritonia, rather high, and, on account of the projecting dorsal margin, a little

hollowed and sloping inward; in front the genital papilla was found in the common place as in Tritonia,

here with the glans penis stretched forth; a little before the beginning of the last third of the length

of the body, and somewhat upward the anal papilla was seen projecting i-^mm; about midway between

this and the genital papilla the minute renal aperture was seen. The foot is powerful; its fore end

(fig. 10) rounded, with a slight marginal furrow; the foot-brim of a breadth of up to 3"""; the back

and foot were coalesced quite to the point.

The visceral cavity reached to the beginning of the last fourth of the length of the body.

The white (4—5"™ broad) central nervous system (fig. 12) showed the cerebro-pleural ganglia

to be roundish, connected with a quite short commissure, with no distinct bordering between the two

parts; the pedal ganglia scarcely smaller than the former, of an o\al contour; the lower commissures

rather long (fig. 12 d). The buccal ganglia were of an oval contour, connected by a conmiissure, al-

most six times the length of the ganglion (fig. 12 e).

The otocysts were situated behind the jjleuro-pedal connective (figs. 12, 13) between the

ganglia; they had a diameter of o-i4""% and contained a few (ca. 10) clear, round, and oval otoconia of

a diameter of 0'035— o-04"'"'. The skin had no larger spicules.

The bulbus pharyngeus was large and powerful, somewhat resembling that in Tritonia,

but shorter, 6"™ long by a height and breadth of 5™". In front it is (fig. 14) somewhat narrower, and

foremost on the upper side it is higher (on account of the hinge-part of the mandibles); behind this

projecting part the wide pharynx is found, and behind tliis the short and broad radula sheath (fig. 14);

the margin of the upper side corresponds to the outer margin of the mandible, and below this (above

on the side of the bulbus pharyngeus) a hollowing was seen. The labial disk is narrow; behind and

outside of it is found
,
quite as in Tritonia , the powerful nuiscular plate resting on the fore side of

the mandibles. These latter (figs. 14— 17) are of a light amber-colour, 5'5"'"' long by a breadth of

1-25""', at the hinder end of 2-25"""; the height of the convexity about 2"'"'; they were rather thin,

nor was the hinge-part thick, thinner as well as lighter in the outer hinder half (fig 17). The some-

what upwardly directed hinge-part is more narrow, the hinder end broader and emarginate in the

middle (fig. 16); a masticatory continuation was completely wanting, and the masticatory edge was

quite smooth throughout its whole length (fig. 17). The cheeks join the in.side of the mandibles in

their whole length; only foremost in the little nioutli-cavity a short stretch (fig. 14) of the hinge-part

of the mandibles is uncovered. The mouth cavity is almost quite filled out by the (highly contracted)

large, high, and broad tongue (figs 14, 18), the middle part of which is through its whole length

(fig. 18) co\'ered b}- the light yellowish, rather broad radula, which farthest back continues in the

short and broad radnla-sheath (2-5'""' long, 4-5"" broad) (fig. 14). The tongue has 21 series of teeth,

further back 12 series were seen, two of which were not yet fulh- developed. Thus the total number

of series of teeth was 33. The number of tooth-plates on either side of the median tooth rose to 120.

They were of a very light yellowish colour. The length of the median tooth-plates (on the hind
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part of the tono^ue) was almost o-i2'''™ b\' a breadth of 0-065"'"' 'i"'^ ^ heij^ht of 0-06"'"'; the heights of

the three innermost lateral plates were 0'i2—0'i3—0'i4"'"', the lo''' measured alread}' a height of o-ao""',

and the height rose to o-22"'"', whereupon it again decreased outward, the height of the three outer-

most being o-o8"'"\ o-o6"'"\ 0-035— o-o4""". The median tooth-jalates (figs. 19, 22 a) showed a base, narrow

anteriorly, broader posteriorly, from which rose a tapering hook, denticulated through the greater part

of its length. The first lateral tooth (figs. 20, 21, 22 b) was denticulated on the inside of the hook.

All the other tooth-plates showed no denticidation on the somewhat bent and tapering hook (figs. 23,

24); the outermost one was quite low (fig. 25 a).

The whole visceral mass, 23"'"' long, tip to 13""" broad, was at the hinder end short-conical,

and showed, when \-iewed from above, foremost the large, light grayish yellow liver, prolonged along

the left side of the mass just to the hinder end; this prolongation has on the right side the herma-

phrodite gland, and along part of the right edge the rectum.

The salivary glands were seen as a large and flat, yellowish mass on either side of the

hinder part of the bnlbus phar\-ngeus.

The oesophagus was short, and opened into the stomach that was completely covered b\-

the liver. This stomach was 11™'" long b>- a breadth of 6""', with rather thin walls; to the right it

was attached to the anterior genital mass with the exception of the region of the cardia, otherwise it

was everywhere enclosed b\- the firmh' adhering liver; its inside showed strong longitudinal folds; on

the left side was seen a rather wide Ijiliary opening, and on the right side more downwards a smaller

one. To the right from the hinder end of the stomach rises the intestine, which is in its foremost,

transverse course completeh" enclosed b\' the liver, then proceeds freely, and runs down towards the

foot along the right side and the lower side of the hermaphrodite gland, running between this and

the liver up towards the anal papilla, closely attached to both of those; the length of the intestine

was 22"'"\ its diameter at the base 5"'"', else 4—3-5""'; in the first part of it a long, beautiful, feather-

shaped fold was seen. — The stomach and especialh' the intestine were distended by strongly brown-red,

animal contents, whose colour was due to enormous masses of long finel_\'- thorny and -rugged,

reddish spicules, perhaps originating from a form of Alcyonidae; further was found in the stonuach a

canary-coloured, globular body, on one side a little hollowed in an nmbilicate manner, of a diameter

of 4"'"', the nature of which could not be made out.

The large, light gTa\-ish yellow liver covered with a layer, before somewhat thicker, behind

thinner, the oesophagus, the stomach, the anterior genital mass, and part of the intestine; its foremost

part was on either side attached to the wall of the bod>-. The liver continues along the left side and

the lower .side of the hermaphrodite gland just to its point; in this part it rose to the largest thickness,

up to 3-5"'"'.

The pericardio-renal organ, of a length of 2"'"', was situated near the anus.

The yellowish white hermaphrodite gland was large, 16""" long b\- a breadth of 6""' and a

thickness of 5'""'; before and behind a little narrower than in the middle; a little cur\-ed longitudinally;

somewhat convex on the upper surface, conca\'e on the lower one; with superficial furrows; finely

gritty; of the connnou structure. In the endlobes were large oogene cells and zoo.sperm.s. — The

anterior genital mass was from above hidden by the liver, situated before the intestine, attached to

The Ingolf-Expedilion. U. 3. 4
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the right side of the stomach; it was of an oval roundish shape, 8™™ long by a breadth of 6™"" and

a height of S'SO""", whitish and yellowish white. In a hollow on the hinder end of the mucous gland

the intertwined, opaquely yellowish gray ampulla of the duct of the hermaphrodite gland was lying,

measuring, when stretched out, 12""" in length b}- a diameter of up to 2™™; on the fore end were seen

the windings of the spermatic duct forming a little coil; the glans that projected from the penis-bag,

was almost cylindrical, 4'"™ long by a diameter of 175™"'. Behind the spermatic duct and partly covered

by it was the spermatocyst, bent double in the middle, 4""" long when stretched out, its duct being

of about the same length. The mucous-albuminiparous gland was whitish and yellowish white.

Fam. Dendronotidae.

R. Bergh, System d. nudibranchiaten Gasteropoden. 1892. p. 1048— 1051.

The Dendronotidae form a group, rather well marked off by its peculiar forms; in this resjDect,

however, but still more by the inner structure, and especiallv by the structure of the pharyngeal bidb,

it proves to be related to the Aeolidiadae.

The animals belonging to this group, have hitherto only been found in the northern temperate,

and especially in the cold seas.

The rather strongly limited family includes o'^Jy two genera, the real Dendronotus and

Campaspe, which latter seemed to be distinguished from the former by a simpler structure of the

frontal appendages, of the rhinophoria, and of the dorsal papillce. It is, however, still to be doubted,

whether the two generic groups will not prove to be passing into each other, and the examination of

the following form seems already to imply such a result.

Dendronotus, Aid. et Hanc

R. Bergh, die Nudibranchien gesammelt wahrend der Fahrten des :Willem Barents in das nordliche

Eismeer. 1885. p. 19—33 (Bijdragen tot de Dierkunde. Aflevering XIII. Amsterdam. Onder-

zoekingstochten \-an de Willem Barents Expeditie. Gedeelte IV (1886) 1S8S).

A little series of species has been referred to this genus, but they are likely to be, for the

greater part, reduced to varieties of the typical species. The form examined below, seems, however,

to be distinctly specifically different from the typical one.

I. D. robustus, \'errill.

D. rohistiis, Verrill. Americ. Journ. I. 1S70. p. 405. Fig. i.

— , V. Catal. of marine moll, added to fauna of New Engl. Trans. Conn. Ac. V, 2. 1882. p. 550.

D. velifer; G. O. Sars. Bidr. til Kundsk. om Norges arktiske Fauna. I. ]\Ioll. reg. arct. Norv. 1878.

p. 315—316. Tab. 28, Fig. 2; Tab. XV, Fig. 15.

D. robustus, \. R. Bergh, die Opisthobranchien. Rep. on the dredging oper. off the West Coast of

Central-Amer. . . . b\- . . . Albatross . (Bull, of the Mus. of compar. zool. at Harvard college.

XXV, 10). 1894. p. 141— 144. Taf. II, Fig. 6—9; Taf. Ill, Fig. i.

PI. Ill, figs. 27— 29; PI. IV, figs. I— 5.
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This species, which, like the typical one, is distributed over the northern parts of both the

Atlantic and the Pacific ocean, is already sufficienth' marked by its lar<^e and broad frontal \-eil,

and by its simply fingered sheaths of the rhinophores (and the want of appendages at the

outside of these). Constant differences in the inner structure between tliis and the typical sjjecies

have hardly been pomted out.

On the 5''' of August 1895 a single specimen was fished on Dyrafiord (on the west coast of

Iceland), which was killed by means of anhydrous acetic acid, and preserved in 70^0 alcohol.

The well preserved specimen that was scarcely contracted to any appreciable degree, was 4'"'"

long, by a height of the body of i-2'", and a breadth likewise of i-2'"'; the breadth of the frontal veil

from one point to the other 2'5'"', the breadth of the head proper under the veil 10"""; the height of

the sheath of the rhinophores with their snips 6"", the height of the branchial tufts up to 7"""'; the length

of the foot almost ^5'^"' b}- a breadth of up to i-i"™; the breadth of the foot-brim 3-5'"™, the length of

the tail lo"""')- — The colour was whitisli; but a few of the fingers of the frontal veil, the club of

the rhinophores, the stem of some branchial tufts, and the genital papilla still showed renniants of

an earlier red colour').

The form was as before described b\- me. The head proper, which was strongly convex,

somewhat half-moonshaped, showed below the vertical mouth-slit, while the frontal margin had a

series of sessile or cpiite shortstalked papuke (fig. i). Behind the head the enormous (from before back-

wards almost 5""" broad) frontal veil was seen projecting strongly on the sides with its cleft ends; it

bears a series of tentacle-like, unequally large appendages of a length of up to 4— 5'"'", and set with

small knots or short branches (fig. i). x\lso between the frontal veil and the frontal margin of the head

small papula; are seen here and there. The sheath of the rhinophores as usually high (fig. 27), at the

top running into 4-5 unecpially large, finger.shaped continuations; the club as usual; no appendage

at the base of the sheath. On the right margin of the back were seen four branchial tufts, and on

the left margin six more irregular ones; the foremost were bipartite, the stems at the base separated

or nearly united, and outside of these still a .satellite like a branchial tuft was .seen, in a few instances

coalesced with the branchial tuft proper; this satellite was wanting in the hindmost branchial tufts.

On the tail were seen medianly three unpaired gill-like appendages, but only the foremost one showed

any trace of leaves (fig. 2). Closely in front of the right second branchial tuft the anal papilla and

the renal jDore were seen. The back was cpiite .smooth, without any papuke or small appendages.

The genital jjapilla as usual strong, with conically projecting praeputial papilla in front, and behind

this a bent, strong fold co\'ering the vulva.

The intestines were nowhere distinctly seen from without, only on the sides the)' shone through

with a grayish tint.

The visceral cavity reached to the base of the tail.

The central nervous system was milk-white. In the cerebro-pleural ganglia the two

1) Harrington, in the- liiological .section of New York Acad, of sc. (yth of Novbr. 1S96). pointed <nil that the large,

pale specimens of Dendronotus • from Puget sound could reach a length of full 25'-'"'. Comp. .Vnatoni. .An/.. XIII., 1S97. p. 95.

2) According to Sars (I.e. p. 31,5) the living animal is said to be Hght red (laete rufescens) with numerous scattered

white dots.

4*
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divisions were strongly marked off from each other, ahnost globular; the cerebral ones were a little

larger than the pleural ones. The pedal ganglia proceeding downward and inward from the mass of

the cerebro-pleural ganglia, were of a short-ovate form, a little larger than the cerebral ones, connected

by a double commissure, which was shorter than the diameter of the ganglia. The buccal and gastro-

oesophagal ganglia as in the typical species.

The eyes of a diameter of o-ii™", with a black pigment, and dark yellow lens of a diameter

of 0-03"'™.

The bulb us pharyngeus was 6™" long, by a breadth of 5'5™'", and a height before of 4™™,

behind of 3"""; its form was as in the typical species. On each side of the round labial disk was seen

inwardly a narrow, irregular, dirtily yellow stripe, which was formed of straight or irregularly bent,

onlv little stiff, unequally long, unequally thick, colourless or slightly dirtih" yellowish staves (fig. 3)

of a length of at least o-i6'"" by a breadth of 0-007"'""). ^^^^ mandibles were about as long and

high as the bulbus pharyngeus, lemon-coloured, only in the hinge-part of a black-brown colour. The

projecting portion in front and above together with its prolongation as in the typical species; the

masticatory process short with a not large number (at most ca. 50) of denticles which onh- reached to

a height of 0-04""", and were rather worn and blunt. The secondary (supplementary) oral cavities

were rather large, and their opening not narrow. The tongue as usual short, powerful, and keelshaped,

with a long foremost, and short upj^er edge (fig. 28). In the radula, which on account of the median

teeth is yellow, were counted on the fore edge of the tongue 11 series of tooth-plates, and marks

after several that had fallen off, and on tlie short upper edge three series; the continuation of the

radula in its sheath in the greatest length light red, and containing 16 series of tooth-plates, of which

the two hindmost ones were not yet developed; the total number of series was thus 30. The fore-

most series were very incomplete, and most of the teeth on the tongue were much worn. The breadth

of the oldest median teeth was 0'i8""", in the Iiinder part of the tongue it rose to o-22™"\ and upon

the whole it rose to o-29'""'. The strongh- coloured median tooth-plates had a strongly projecting

hook, on this and to both sides of it was found a not very large number (most frequently about 25)

of not ver}- strong denticles (fig. 4). The number of the almost colourless lateral tooth-plates varied

from 13 to 15; the innermost plate was a little smaller than the following one, they decreased in size

outward, and the two outermost ones, especially the \'ery outermost one, were small; none of them

showed (through the whole length of the radula) anv trace of denticulation (fig. 5)^).

The salivary glands were as in the typical species.

The oesophagus in the first (3"'"' long) part is rather narrow, then widening and with

numerous longitudinal folds that shine through on the exterior, running on and between the two

anterior livers, altogether about 14™"' long. The thinwalled stomach, which is also provided with

numerous longitudinal folds, is almost globular, of a diameter of 5'"'", and situated before the principal

') In the two specimens of D.robusitis that I have examined earlier, no traces of such a prehensile ring were

seen, and only in 4 out of 12 examined indi\-iduals of D. arboresceiis; in a specimen of X't-wo';-. Z>.7/// the prehensile ring was
not wanting, nor in a single specimen of D. purpitreus.

2) VerriU as well as G. O. Sars state the lateral teeth also to be quite or almost quite without denticulation ; on the

conlrarj- the specimen earlier examined by me, showed a sUght and irregular denticulation. The denticulation of the lateral

teeth in the Dendroiiotidae is upon the whole always much varj-ing.

i
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liver, between and on tlie two anterior livers; near the pylorus it receives in front and below two

short and wide biliary ducts from the anterior livers, and behind a similar duct from the princijjal

liver. To the right and uj^ward the stomach opens into the intestine; this was in the first part

much distended (wider than the stomach), passes over the hindmost part of the right anterior liver,

bends downward along, and is attached to, the anterior genital mass, forms a large curve on the rif^rht

side of the principal liver, and then rises to the anal papilla ; the whole length of the intestine was

275"" by a diameter generally of 075— i-j"-'"; the inside of the intestine showed numerous longitudinal

folds, of which one was higher than the other. — Tlie stomach and the foremost (distended) portion

of the intestine was filled with abundant, white and gray, black-dotted contents consisting of animal

substance, the greater part of wich could not be determined, mingled with pieces of Copepoda, bristles

of Annelida, cnidte, and grains of sand.

Two anterior livers and a principal liver were found as usual, but separated from each

other to a smaller degree than is otherwise the case in the Dendronotidae. The\- were all of a dirty

yellow colour, very strongly lobed, and the lobes looseh- connected; I did not succeed in substantiating

the existence of liver-branches going into the interior of the branchial tufts. The two anterior

livers were somewhat depressed, ioining each other on the lower side of the stomach; from as well

the right as the left one a conical continuation, 4— 5""" long, runs up towards the base of the first

branchial tuft. The principal li\-er, together with the hermaphrodite gland which rested on and

was looseh- attached to it, formed a conical mass, 18"'"' long, and, in front, 9'""' broad, the 'fore end of

which showed deep imjjressions of the stomach and the anterior genital mass. It is possible that the

fore end of the li\er passed directly into the two anterior li\ers.

The large, flaccid ventricle of the heart was 4'5""" long. The whitish pericard i o-r en al

organ 2""" long, of the usual structure ').

The large, \'ello\vish white hermaphrodite gland rises with its fore end a little over the

liver, along which it runs to its hinder end; it is composed of small, mostly roundish finely gritty

lobes, and in the lobules (the grits) there are ripe oogene cells and spermatozoids. The anterior

genital mass was large, a little C(jnipressed, 8"'"' long, b\' a height of 8'"™, and a thickne^:s of 4""";

on the upper edge was seen in front a Inmdle formed b\' the windings of the spernuitic duct; partly

covered by this on the right side of the mass was the smaller bundle of the windings of the prostate

gland, and the spermatic vesicle; and behind those the closeh' set, corkscrew-like windings of the

ampulla^) of the duct of the hermaphrodite gland. The male branch of this pa.sses directh- into the

prostate gland formed by the numerous windings of the spermatic duct; it was a little compressed-

globular, of a diameter of 2"'"'. The freely jjrojecting spermatic duct forms a larger bundle of loosely

connected windings measuring, when stretched out, about 4'-"'. The retracted, thinwalled praeputium

had a length of 6"""; the strongly contracted (glans) penis was 4™'" long, conical (fig. 29). The pear-

shaped spermatotheca (2'""' long) and the long vaginal duct as in the typical species. The greater

part of the anterior genital mass is formed by the powerful, lime white and white mucous gland, on

its right side of a more gray portion (the allnnninons gland).

1) Coinp. R. Ik-rgh, Nuclibranoh des Willeiu Harents. 1SS5. Taf. II, Fig. 24 b.

2) Comp. I.e. 1SS5. Taf. II, I'ig. 26.
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In 1896 were further taken, on 66°35' Lat. N., 23°47' Long. W. (station 129), from a depth of

117 faths (temp. 6"5), 2 specimens, wliich were strongly distorted by being preserved in alcohol. —
They showed here and there strong traces of a purple colour, and had a respective length of j^s"""

and 2-y". The common appendages of the frontal veil were reduced to two not very distinctly separ-

ated rows of knots or low papillae, and onh- the lateral ends of the veil projected strongly and in a

cleft manner; there was no tuft at the base of the simply fingered sheaths of the rhinophores; the

larger individual had 6, the smaller one 3 pairs of branchial tufts.

2. Dendron. arborescens (O. Fr. INKiller).

Sml. R. Bergh, die Niidibrancliien des Willem Barents . I.e. 1885. p. 25

—

t,t,. Taf. II,

Figs. 12— 28.

As well in 1895 as in 1896 several specimens were fished of this species, that is distributed

both in the eastern and western parts of the Atlantic, from the Polar sea to the ba}- of Biscay, and

also is found in the Pacific.

On 66^35' Lat. N., 55''54' Long. W. (station 31) 2 specimens were obtained from a depth of 88

faths. (temp. i"6), one of wich had a length of 4^""', by a height of i'3'''", and a breadth of 07-'"'; in the

other specimen the corresponding measures were 2—c 5—0-45'-''". The frontal veil had in the former

specimen 12 appendages, in the latter 8; the former had 8, the latter 5 pairs of branchiae.

On 65°i7' Lat. N., 54°i7' Long. W. (station 34) three individuals were taken from a depth of 55

faths. measuring in length 2-4-^2-2—i^""; they had all six pairs of branchial tufts.

On 65°34' Lat. N., 54^^31' Long. W. (station 34), on a depth of 68 faths. (temp. o-'2) was finally

taken two specimens. One of them was 2"" long; the other (the frontal veil of which was quite

bitten away, and the bulbus pharyngeus laid bare and projecting) measured only 1-4='"; the former had

8 appendages on the frontal veil and 7 jjairs of branchial tufts, the other only 6.

All these (7) individuals were of a yellowi.sh white colour. By ni)' earlier examinations I have

found, in 13 out of 28 individuals, 8 appendages on the frontal veil, and I never found more than 10

appendages; one of the 7 here examined had 12 such. The number of branchial tufts in the earlier

examined specimens was generally 6, and did not exceed 7; in one of those here examined, 8 tufts

were found on each side. The anal papilla was in these, as in the earlier examined specimens, always

situated between the first and the second branchial tuft.

Fam. Aeolidiadae.

vSiibfam. Coryphellidae.

R. Bergh, System d. nudibranch. Gasteropoden. 1892. p. 1027— 1029.

The Coryphellidae have long, simple (not perfoliated) rhinophores (Hiuiafclla only forming an

exception in this respect). The radula has three series of tooth-plates, and the lateral teeth are denti-

culated. The penis is without armature.
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The family comprises the genera Coryphflla with leiio-thened, slender body, and a masticatory

edge of the mandibles bearing several rows of denticles; Goi/n'olis, which is more clnnisy with a broad

head with strong rhinophores; and the nearly related ChlainyUa with its projecting dorsal brim, its

scarcely denticulated masticatory edge, its scarcely denticulated lateral teeth, and a developed prostate

gland; the genus HiiiiatcUa, finally is separated from the others by its perfoliated rhinophores.

Coryphella, Gray.

R. Bergh, 1. c. 1892. p. 1027—1029.

A series of species of this genus have been described, but great part of these, surelv, will

disappear as being synonymous.

The\- belong for the greater part to the more cold and temperate parts of the sea.

Coryphella sp. fanonynia).

PI. V, figs. 14—16.

In 1S95 two specimens were taken on 66''35' Lat. N., 5554' Long. W. (station 31) at a depth of

88 faths (temp. 16), one 2'^"', the other I'S"^"' long; jjreserved in alcohol they were quite \-ellowish white.

In the larger specimen the bod\' was 4""" high, 7""" broad; the highly contracted tentacles and

rhinophores had a length of only 3'5""", the papilke rose to a length of 4'5"""; the foot was 4'5'"'" broad,

of which i-^mm belonged to the footbrim, moreover the corners of the foot projected 1-5"""; the length

of the tail was also 1-5""". — In the back of the neck the central nervous system with the black eyes

shone through, on the right side of the body the white anterior genital mass did so.

The form was as usual. The papilke closel)- set on the lateral parts of the back, were in-

distinctly arranged in transverse rows, and these rows, perhaps, were gathered into three chief groups,

the rows containing scarcely upwards of 4—6 papillcc; the papilke were firmly attached, lengthened-

conical. The projecting anal papilla was situated under the middle of the length of the dorsal edge,

the fine renal pore midway between this and the genital papilla.

The cerebro-pleural ganglia were angular-o\-al, with a distinct transverse furrow; the roundish

pedal ones were a little larger than the pleural ones, the commissures between them rather short.

The nerve-cells, especially those of the pleural ganglia, were ver>- large, and rose to a diameter of

0-26'""". — The almost sessile eyes had a diameter of o-i2'"'" with a large yellowish lens; the otocysts

were only a little larger than the eyes, with inan\- clear otoconia.

The bulbus pharyngeus was 3'"'" long, by a height of 175"'"', and a breadth of 2'""'; of the

common form, the radula-sheath onh' slighth' projecting. The light yellow mauilihles were of the

same length as the bulbus; the hinge-part was not strong; the masticator)- process short; the masti-

catory edge with 4—5 rows of rounded teeth (fig. 14) rising only to a height of o-tx)9""". The second-

ary oral cavities were rather wide, hut their oiDcning rather luirrow. The tongue of the connniHi

form, the raduki colourless. The median tooth-plates were vellowish in the liasal j)art, otherwise the

tooth-plates were almost colourless. The height of the median teeth on the hinder part of the tongue
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was o'o8""°, the length o'24"""; the length of the lateral teeth 0-26""" (the oldest only measured 0.20™"),

and their height o-og""". On the tongue were seen 12 series of tooth-plates, and in the radula sheath

II series, two of which were not fully developed; thus the whole number of series was 23. The median

tooth-plates (fig. 15) had 6—7 denticles on either side of the only slightly projecting point. The lateral

plates had 9— 12 denticles on one edge (fig. 16).

The oesophagus was of the same length as the bulbus pharyngeus.

I am not able to decide whether this form is new, or is to be referred to one of the species

already described.

Coryphella sp.

PI. IV, fig. 20; V, figs. II— 13.

Of this form one specimen was taken on Isafjord on the 7''' of June 1895, ^"'^^ preserved in

70% alcohol.

This individual was 9""" long, by a breadth of 2'5'""' and a height of 3™"'; the length of the

rhinophores and the tentacles was r^""", of the dor^il papillae 2'5"""; the breadtli of the fore end of

the foot with its corners projecting in a fingerlike manner, was 2'25""". — The colour was now only

whitish with strong remnants of a dark brown pigment, especially on the back and sides.

The form was as in other Coryphellae. The head was large; the papillae (which had for a

great part fallen off) appeared to be gathered into four groups that only seemed to contain few series,

and few papillae in each series. The anal opening was at the hind end of the second group of papillae,

in the dorsal edge.

The bulbus phar}'ngeus was 2'"™ long, of the common form; the secondary mouth cavities

were rather large, their hind wall black-brown, their opening wide. The mandibles were yellowish,

with a darker hinge-jDart, the masticatory edge had a series of (about 40) denticles mostly truncate

(fig. II), and inside of these several irregular series of low tubercles (fig. 11). The tongue was of the

common form, with 5 series of tooth-plates, further back 9 series were found, two of which were not

yet consolidated; thus the total number of series was 14. The median tooth-plates were yellow, the

lateral ones almost colourless. The length of the median plates was 0-20"'"', by a breadth of o-io""°,

and a height of o-o8"'"; the length of the lateral ones was almost 0-14"'™. The median tooth-plates

(figs. 12a, 13; 20a) were of the common form, with 5—6 powerful denticles on each side of the short,

a little bent point. The lateral tooth-plates (figs. 12b; 20b) had the common form, with a less deep

notch in the fore end, and commonly with 12— 13 denticles.

This Coryphella seems scarcely to be identical with the preceding one, the lateral teeth

especially being too different for that.

i
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Cor. salmonacea (Couth).

CorypIicUa sahiioiiaccn (Couth.). R. Bergh, anatoni. Bidr. til Kunclsk. oin Aeolidierne. Kgl. D. X'ideusk.

Selsk. Skr. 5. R., uaturv. og mathem. Afdel. \'II. 1864. p. 227— 237. Tab. I\\

PL IV, fig.s. 18— 19; PI. V, fig.s. 2—8.

To this species may with rather great certainty be referred 3 spccinieus, takeu on 6^" 34' Lat. X.,

54' 31' Long.W. (station 29) at a depth of 68 faths (temp. o"2). — One large individual was quite eviscer-

ated, of the other the bulbus pharyngeus was taken.

According to an accompanying note the living animals were white with brown dorsal

papillae'). The specimens that had been preserved in alcohol, were as a rule of a \ellowish white

colour.

The length of the two large indi\'iduals was now 2'5-"\ while the little one onl\- measured

j.j.-m. (-he breadth of the bod>- was in the two former 8"'"', in the latter 3-5""", the height of the body

respectively 7"'"' and 3"'"'. In the large specimens the tentacles had a length of 5""", the rhinophores of

6'""', and the dorsal papilhe of up to 3"5"""; the foot rose to a length of 6-5"'"' and a breadth of S'5"'"',

the corners of the fore edge were only little produced, the foot-larim was narrow, the tail short.

The form was as usual. The head was as before (1. c. pi. I\', fig,s. 34, 40) described. The not

broad, papillose lateral parts of the back showed close-set, indistinctly separated, and often displaced

trans\'erse and oblique series of papilhe, the series mostly containing 4—6 papillre. The papilke were

lengthened-conical, and did not easily fall off. — From the region of the strong genital papilla the

intestine was seen very distinctly shining through in its direct course to the anal papilhe, projecting

at the dorsal edge a little behind the middle of the length of the bod\-; the fine renal pore was seen

(above the intestine) midway between the genital and the anal papilla. — The foot was powerful,

rather broad.

The white central nervous system was as before (I.e. fig.41) described b\" me; the right

pleural ganglion sent forth a rather long N. genitalis forming a rather large ganglion (of a diameter

of 0-24'""') with one large cell (diam. ot6"'™) and se\'eral smaller cells.

The almost sessile eye situated in front of the cerebro-pedal connective, is globular, of a dia-

meter of 0-I2""". Close behind the e\'e the otoc\'st is seen of a diameter of o'i4""" with a not great

number of clear otoconia.

Tiie bulbus pharyngeus is large and powerful, in the two large indi\iduals of a length of

5-5—6""", by a breadth of 4—4'5""" and a height of 3-25""". Its form was as has earlier been described

(1. c. figs. I—3); the labial disk large, the radula sheath projecting in a knoblike manner; in situ the

mandibles were seen of a light gra\ish brown colour. The\' were of the earlier (I.e. figs. 4—6) de-

scribed form, greenish \ellow with a not strong hinge-part, short and powerful masticatory jjrocess;

the masticatory edge rather broad with mosth' 8—9 series of obtuse or, on the edge itself, pointed

denticles (fig. 2). The secondary oral cavities were not small, but their opening narrow (comp. 1. c.

figs. 4, 10); their hinder \\-all is, for the greater ]>art, co\'ered with a strong, \ellow cuticle, crossed

I) .^ccordinij to the :\[SS cif tin- Greenlaiiil investi.ttator Mollt-r n-oiup. 1. c. iS6.|. p. 22.S1 tho animals are said to be

semitran.sparent, pink, with i;ray-l)ru\vn or red papillie with wliite ]ioitil.

The Ingolf-Expedition. II, 3. 5
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bv parallel, curved lines. The tongue is as earlier described (comp. I.e. figs. 14— 17); the shining,

greenish yellow radula contained in one specimen 13 series of teeth, in the other 16 series; further back

were seen in the radula sheath in one specimen 17 series, in the other 14 series, of which the two

hindmost ones were not yet fully developed; thus the whole number of series was 30'). Of the series

on the tongue the 9— 10 foremost ones showed more or less worn tooth-plates, especially the lateral

plates were sometimes broken or torn out. The median teeth were yellow, the thin lateral teeth colour-

less. The height of the median teeth behind the middle of the tongue was 0-28""^ hindmost in the

radula-sheath it was 0-37"'"'; the length of the lateral teeth rose to 0-29™"' by a breadth of the base of

0-I2"™. The median teeth (fig. 3a) .showed a short bifurcation of the side parts of tlie base; the hook

had commonh' down the sides 8—9 denticles, of which all the outer ones were small. The lateral

teeth w^ere flat, thin, tapering, with a rather broad base, fineh' and closely denticulated along the

greater part of their inner edge (fig. 3 b, 4).

The salivary glands (Gland, salivales) were white, lengthened, attached to the stomach,

composed of lengthened, ramifying lobes (fig. 5). Partly interwoven with this another gland (Gl. ptya-

lina?) seemed to be, the lobes of which were longer, thinner, and of a quite different appearance (fig. 6);

its long excretor\' duct was rather abundant!}' set with small glandular lobes (fig. 6), and perhaps it

opened into the mouth tube-).

The oesophagus had a length of 1-5™™; the inside showed strong longitudinal folds. The

stomach was large, bagshaped, 9""" long b}- a diameter of 4"""; from its cardia fine folds radiated

continuing through the whole length of the stomach and farther down through the blind bag of the

stomach, and out through the intestine. The intestine originating from the hinder end of the stomach,

runs to the right a little forward, and then with a bend backward. — The stomach and the fore part

of the intestine had ample whiti.sh and gray contents, which were for the greater part of an indeter-

minable animal nature, but in whicli were found portions of small Crustacea and hydroidea, as well as

diatoms, cnidse, and grains of sand.

The large, light yellowish white hermaphrodite gland reached behind only to the last third

of the length of the bod\-; it rested on the blind bag of the stomach (the principal biliary duct), which

continued backward to the beginning of the tail ; the length was 8"'"' by a breadth (behind) of ui3 to

3-5"'"' and a thickness of up to 2"""; it was composed of 4 large lobes; in the small endlobes were ripe

oogene cells and .spermatozoids. — The whitish anterior genital mass was 5""" long and broad.

In front was h'ing the large (fig. 7b), 5'"'" long bag of the penis, which was rather thick-walled; the

white glans was only i""" long, a little curtailed, compressed-conical (fig. 8). The seminal duct (figs.

7 a, 8 a) was very long, and formed a large bundle. I did not succeed in finding the seminal vesicle.

Coryph. salmonacea (C), var.

PI. V, figs. 9—10.

A specimen of this species that has come to hand after the finishing of the preceding examina-

tion, was taken on 65 17' Lat. N., 54" 1 7' L,ong. W., at a depth of 55 faths, and preserved in 70 °o alcohol.

') The number of series in 7 earlier (1. c.) examined specimens was 29— 32, in one it even rose to 36.

-) Comp. 1. c. p. 236.
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The specimen, which had lost great part of its dorsal papilkc (they were lyino; loose in the

glass), was of a whitish colonr, onl\- the papilke being slightly brownish. The length was i8""" by a

height of the body of np to 4""" and a breadth of 6"""; the length of the rhinojihores and the ten-

tacles was 2-5""', of the papilke — 3'5""'; the breadth of the foot in front was 4""", the length of the

tail only i"'"\

The form was as in the other specimens. The niunber of the papilke in the series (numbering

perhaps 60) seemed to be 6— 7. Also in this specimen the rectum shone whitish through in its course

to the anal papilla.

The powerful bulbus pharyugeus together with its conical radnla sheath, was 5"'"' long

b>- a breadth of t,-6"'"\ and a height of 2-4""'. The mandibles were yellowish with black-brown hinge-

part; the masticatory edge as abo\-e described. The hinder wall of the secondar\- oral ca\-ities was

seen as black-brown towards the narrow entrance. The tongue had twelve series of teeth; farther

back 16 series were seen, the two hindmost of which not yet consolidated; thus the total number of

series was 28. The median teeth were yellow, the lateral ones almost colourless; the former rose to

a height of 0-26™'", the latter had a length of o-25""". The median teeth as above, but the denticles

(8— 12) most frequently a little more numerous (fig. 10) as also the denticulation on the lateral teeth

(fig. 9) oftenest a little more marked.

Gonieolis, M. Sars.

M. Sars, Beretn. om en i Sommeren 1S59 foretagen zool. Reise \ed Kysten af Romsdals Amt. i860, p. 4.

G. O. Sars, on some remarkable forms of animal life from the great deeps of the Norwegian coast. I.

1872. p. 39-40.

R. Bergh, die Nudibranchien .... des Willem Barents . 1885. p. 13— 18 (Bijdrageu tot de Dierkunde.

Aflevering XIII. Amsterdam. (3nderzoekings-tochten \an de Willem Barents Expeditie.

Gedeelte IV (18S6). 1888).

— , 1. c. 1892. p. 1029.

Corpus oblongum, subdepressum, subpalliatum; caput sat latum tentaculis fortibus productum;

rhinophoria fortia, simplicia, elongata; podarium dorso paullo latins, antice vix angulatum.

!\Iargo masticatorius seriebus denticiilorum minutissimorum armatus. Dentes laterales radulae

fere ut in Coryphellis.

This genus, which belongs to the famih" of the Coryphellidae, has the characters connnon in

this family; the long, simple rhinophores and a lateral tooth on each side of the median teeth of the

radula. It is most nearly related to the genus CliloiiiyUa^ and it will perhaps, b\- further examinations,

be impossible to maintain the generic separation of these two generic forms.

Gonieolis has a somewhat jieculiar and depressed clums>' form with projecting dorsal edges,

and colossal rhino])liores and tentacles; the masticator\' edge of the mandibles has se\'eral series of

quite small irregular knobs.

5*
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Hitherto the genus only comprised the species found by Sars and examined by me. The

Ingolf expedition has brought home two specimens of Gonieolis, mutually different, and one of them

especially so deviating from the typical species, that I have thought it better, at least for the present,

not to identifx' these new individuals with the topical species.

I. Gon. typica, M. Sars.

R. Bergh, 1. c. 1885. p. 14—18. Taf. Ill, Fig. 1—26.

This .species seems to be marked off from the two others by a different form of the man-

dibles, by a stronger denticulation of the lateral teeth (and perhaps l^y the want of a specially

developed prostate gland).

2. Gon. intermedia, Bgh. n. sp.

PL IV, figs. 16-17.

Together with the following species one individual of the present species was taken on June

II''', at 930 a. m. on 66 43' Lat. N., 55^57' Long. W. with the trawl from a depth of 88 faths (temp.

2=6—2").

The specimen that was rather well preserved in alcohol, was of a whitish colour; its length

was 27™, the other measures relatively as in the following species.

The form was as in the typical species, the dorsal lateral edges more projecting than in the

following species; the corners and the fore edge of the foot distinctly projecting, nrore so than in

both the other species; the flaccid, dorsal papillae, many of which had fallen off, rose to a length of

6"""; the genital openings were quite as in the typical species, and so was the anal papilla.

The central nervous system together with eyes and otocj-sts were as in the species de-

scribed below.

The bulbus pharyngeus was to a remarkable degree like that in Clilauiylla borcalis'^), and

was likewise hollowed in the hinder part of the upper surface; it was 4"'"' broad by a length and

height of 3"'™. The light yellow mandibles had the same form as in the following species; only

the keel in front on the outside was a little slighter; the masticator\' process and the masticatory

edge were quite as described below. The tongue was quite as in the following species; in the co-

lourless radula 8 series of teeth were seen, and as many in the short radula sheath, which was directed

backward; thus the total number of series was 16, of which the two hindmost ones were not yet

quite developed. The tooth-plates were almost quite colourless; the breadth of the median teeth rose

to o-20'"™"by a height of o-io""", and a length of 0-35"""; the length of the lateral teeth rose to 0-20"'"'.

The form of the median tooth-plates (figs. 16 a, 17 a) was between the form of those in the preceding

species and those in the following one, though nearer to the latter; on each side of the rather short

point 12— 15 rather strong denticles were seen. The lateral tooth-plates (figs. 15b, 17b) were shorter

and more clumsv than in both the other species, and without denticulation.

') Conip. R. Bergh, dit Nudibranchien ... des >Willein Barents . 1, c. p. ii. Taf. I, Fig. ii.
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The anterior genital mass was of abont the same form as in the typical species, 6""" long

by a breadth of 4""" and a thickness of 5""". The ampulla of the duct of the hermaphrodite gland was

also as in the typical species, forming several windings. As in the following species') a little whitish

prostate gland of a diameter of 2""" was found, formed of fine interwoven windings; the mu.scular

seminal duct arising from this gland, was loosely rolled to a little bundle, also as in the following

species, its thinner fore end plunged into the to]i of the little preputial bag which j^rojected exter-

nally with its foremost edge; from this bag the highly tapering glans penis projected 3"™ 2-) 'p]^g

seminal vesicle as in the other species continuing in its powerful duct, the opening of which was seen

in the depth of the vulva 5) that projected externally. The white and whitish albuminou.s-mucous

gland formed the greater part of the anterior genital mass.

By the examination and the specific determination of Nudibranchiata it is frequentl\- an awk-

ward thing that this examination and determination has to be made by the means of only one indi-

vidual, especialh' when the forms of this individual as far as possible have to be spared. ;\Ian\' of

these animals seem to be able to vary considerably as well with regard to the outer as to the inner

structure. The indixidual here examined, agreed in the outer form more with the typical species, in

the nature of the mandibles and the presence of a prostate gland with the following species, but

differed from both bv the structure of the radula.

3. Gon. atypica, I^gh. n. sp.

PI. IV, figs. 6 -15; PI. V, fig. I.

Oi this form one specimen was taken on Jul\' 11''' 930 a.m. on 66 '43' Lat. N., 55 57' Long. \V.

with the trawl from a depth of 88 faths (temp. 2 6-2").

The individual, which was well preserved in alcohol, was generalh' of a whitish colour'). —
It surpassed in size the hitherto found (ronieolides; its length^) was 5'5"", by a breadth of the back

of I-6"" and a height of vy"\ The length of the tentacles in this colossal indi\idual rose to ii''''", and

that of the rhinophores to 15"""; the breadth of the lateral parts of the back, that were set with

papillae, appeared to rise to 4— 5""" and the remaining papilke rose onl\- to a length of at most 3""".

The length of the foot was almost 5^'"' by a breadth of up to I-6'-'"; the breadth of the foot-brim was

3""", and the length of the tail 3"'"'.

The form is .somewhat flattened, and the height evenly decreasing backward, very slight at

the hinder end. The head (figs. 6, 7), the region between the rhinophores and the tentacles, sloping

) It is hardly possible that I should have failed to notice the existence of a prostalc yland in the typical species.

•'I Conip. R. Berjih, die Nudiljranchien ... des Willem Barents . 1. c. p. iS. Taf. Ill, I'ii;. .\s ef, 2.

i) Conip. 1. c. p. iS. Taf. Ill, I-'ig. 2 f.

i) According to Sars the colour of the typical species is commonly yellowish white, only the lateral jjarts of the

back (on account of the liver) being yellowish brown; in the median Hue of the body, es])ecially on the sole of the foot, a

niiniuni-red stripe shone through.

5) The (3) individuals of Ga/i. typiia examined by Sars, measured 12""", the ij) specimens earlier examined l>y me,

measured 2

—

2,y^ in length.
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forward; in front the strong conical tentacle (fig. 6a) projects on either side; behind the rather close

set, longer, and more powerfnl rhinophores, likewise conical (fig. 6b); in front the ronndish onter

month. The back is broad, its last fonrth part highly decreasing in breadth, almost flat, smooth; its

lateral parts rising onl}- a little over the sides of the bod}-. The papilligerons lateral parts are rather

narrow, in front almost stretching to the base of the tentacles (fig. 6c— a), behind almost meeting at

the base of the tail. The papillte were densely crowded without being distinctly placed in obliqne

series, those series perhaps containing 6—8 papillse'). The size of the papillae is npon the whole as

in other Aeolidiadae, decreasing outwardly; the remaining papillae were uncommonly small, conical,

and did not fall off quite easily. The sides of the body were not quite low. In the region under

the right rhinophore a rather long and rather strongly projecting fold was seen rimning towards the

anus; the fore end (praeputium penis) of this fold projected 5'""' in a lobelike manner, and behind and

parth' covered b)- this fold the genital aperture was seen (fig. 6). Farther back, about at the middle

of the side of the body the anal papilla was found directed a little upward, and before it the little

renal papilla (fig. 6d). The foot is powerful, the rounded fore end with a deep marginal furrow (fig. 6),

and medianly emarginate upper lip; the foot-brim not narrow; the tail flat, lanceolate, rather short.

At the uppermost part of the sides of the body towards the dorsal edge the liver shone through

as quite small, slightly yellowish white grains; similar grains, but more powerful (for a great part

with mark from fallen-off papillse) were seen on the lateral parts of the back towards the papillae.

The central nervous sys1;em showed almost the same structure as was seen by the

preceding examination-') of the typical species; especially on account of the contractility of the

enclo.sing loose capsula, the absolute and relative form and size of the different ganglia vary not a

little in the Xudibranchiata. The boundar)' between the cerebral ganglia and the pleural ones (fig. 8 a)

was rather distinctly marked, and the pedal gangha (fig. 8b) a little larger than the cerebro-pleural

ones. The strong ganglia rhinophorialia (olfactoria) (fig. 8c) were rather short-stalked; the buccal

ganglia and the gastro-oesophagal ones (fig. 8d) were as before described. The pedal commissure

was a double one, before it the much thinner pleural one was seen, and in front a subcerebral com-

missure.

The otocysts as earlier described. I succeeded also in this individual in finding e}'es (fig. 8);

they were almost sessile, of a diameter of about o-i6"'"\ with a black pigment and a \'ellowish lens.

The buccal tube is short. The bulb us pharyngeus very strong, shorts), 8™™ broad by a

length of 6""", and a height of 6'"™, the radula sheath not projecting or indicated on the hinder end.

The mandibles were as long and high as the bulb, light amber coloured, only the crista connectiva

and the masticatory edge yellowish brown (fig. 9); in front on the outside was seen a short, strongly

projecting, broad keel (fig. 10); the masticatory edge rather broad (— o-oio"'"'), the masticatory process

rather short, straight; the masticatory edge somewhat worn with many (up to about 20) irregular rows of

close set, little (0-013^'"') projecting nodules, most frequently obtuse and cleft (fig. 11). The secondary

oral cavities rather large with a rather wide opening; their hinder wall had a slightly yellowish

') In the (smaller) individuals of the typical .species earlier examined by me, the series appeared to contain more
(8— 10) papilte, and the innermost of these to rise to a greater length (5-5"'"i).

2) 1. c. fig. 5.

3) Comp. 1. c. Taf. Ill, tig. 7.
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cuticula, that was dark-coloured towards its inner edge. The tongue was .short and powerful, only

2-25""" long, and of almost the same height and breadth, with an almost colourless radula. In this

latter were counted 13 series of tooth-plates; farther back, in the short (2""" long) whiti.sh radula sheath

that was directed backward, 12 series were found, two of which were not )et quite developed; thus

the total number of series was 25; but on the lower edge of the tongue marks were visible of 8 series

that liad fallen off. The tooth-plates were almost colourless (very pale yellowish), liighlx- fragile, and

all the plates on the tongue were worn or otherwise injured (fig. 14). The breadth between the legs

of the foremost tooth-plates was 0-20™'", fmt it rose to 0-35""". The median tooth-plates (fig. 12) were

of a shape somewhat different from that in the two other species; the\- were broader and their hook

shorter. The lateral plates were likewise of a somewhat different shape (figs. 13— 15), and the denticu-

lation of the edge of tlie hook was far slighter than in tlie typical species.

The whitish salivary glands were lengthened and stretched to the lower side of the sto-

mach; their excretory duct was rather long.

The oesophagus short (4""" long). The form of the stonuich was oval, it had a length of 13"""

by a diameter of up to 7"'"', and on the inside were strong longitudinal folds; it receives on either

side a biliary duct, and from the hindmost part of its right side it sends forth the intestine, inside of

which it, as it were, continues in the chief biliar\- duct (the lilind bag of the stomachj. The in-

testine nms along the upper edge of the anterior genital mass, forms a curve downward, and rises

to the anal papilla; its whole length was 18"'"' b}- diameter of 2'5—2"""; its inside showed numerous

longitudinal folds. -- The abundant white contents of the alimentary canal were an indeterminable

animal mass, in which were to be seen remains of Copepoda, bristles of Annelid.s, and a large quantity

of cnid;e.

The chief biliary duct nnis somewhat cur\"ed in a deep furrow on the lower side of the

hermaphrodite gland, recei\-es from either side several rather short, ramifying Ijiliary ducts, and con-

tinues a little way behind the hernuiphrodite gland. The branches of this duct, as well as of the

other two biliary ducts are covered with liver-cells, and form thus the thick, and, as it were, some-

what spongy la}-er of slightly yellowish li\-er mass covering the sides of the body abo\-e and the

lateral parts of the back, and shining through on the outside (fig. 7); from this la\-er the liver lobes

of the dorsal papillte rise, almost filling out their cavity; they are almost c\lindrical, onl\- little rugged.

At the points of the papillae the lengthened cnidocyst is seen, filled with mostly rounded cnid;e.

The ventricle of the heart had a length of 4-5"'"'. The renal layer and the pericardio-renal

organ as before described.

The hermaphrodite gland was powerful, yellowish, its whole length was 22'""' b\- a breadth

in front of 9"'"'; in front it projects with a somewhat flattened lobe under the rectum and the stomach;

it consists of a number of large lobes, made ujj of smaller ones; its end-lobes contained large oogene

cells and developed zoosperm.s. — The anterior genital mass was large, lengthened, compressed,

running along, and attached to, the right side of the stomach; it had a length of 14'"'" by a height

of 9-5""^ and a thickness of 5"""; the light yellowish gra\- ampulla of the duel of the hermaphrodite

gland (fig. I b) ran for the greater part of its lengtli along its inside; at its fore end the windings of
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the seminal duct were seen, behind them on tlie inside the prostate gland, and under that the seminal

bag was found. The ampulla was 19""" long by a diameter of 2™"; anteriorl\- it sends forth a quite

short oviduct and a seminal duct a little longer. The latter formed a large prostate mass (fig. i c),

-mm long, 3'5"'"' high, and 3""" thick, which mass was bent once or twice, and measured, when stretched

out, 20"'"' ])\' a diameter of 2"'"; it consisted of close set, quite fine windings; anteriorly it tapered a

little, and pa.ssed into the muscular continuation of the seminal duct (fig. i d). The windings of this

duct measured, when stretched out, 18"""; it tapered anteriorly, and ended in a hollow on the top of

the 2-5""" broad, thin-walled hinder end of the penis bag (fig. i e), which bag continues in the outer,

free part (fig. i f) that inclosed 4"'"' of the glans (fig. i), the whole lengtli of which was 6-5"^"', and which

is co\-ered by a strong ciliated epithelium; the seminal duct that grew thinner in its course, continued

in .snake-like windings to the very point of the glans. The seminal bag (fig. i g) the position of

which is rather hidden, is globular, of a diameter of 2-5"""; it passes by degrees into its only a little

longer duct (fig. i h). The whitish and limewhite mucous -albuminiparous gland formed the greater

part of the anterior genital mas.s.

This species is especially by the remarkable formation of a fold on the right side of

the body marked off from both the other species, from which it further appears to deviate with

regard to the nature of the lateral teeth of the radula.

Subfam. Tergipedinae.

R. Bergh, System der nudibranch. Gasteropoden. 1892. p. 1024— 1027.

This group contains forms with a somewhat compressed body, simple rhinophores, and a latero-

dorsal position of the anal papilla; the dorsal papillae are short and thick, clubshaped, and, as it were,

arranged in one or a few longitudinal series; the foot is rounded anteriorly. — The masticatory edge

of the mandibles bears mostly a single series of denticles; the tongue has most frequently onh' a

single series of tooth-plates. The otocyst contains onh- a single otolith.

The family comprises the genera: Tergipcs (Cuv., Aid. et Hanc.) with a single series of papillse

and unarmed ]3enis; Capclliiiia (Trinchese) also with only one series of papillae, but with three series

of tooth-plates (like the Galvinae) and with armed penis; Eiiiblctonia (Aid. et Hanc.) has one or more

.series of papilla;, a smooth masticatory edge, and unarmed penis; nearly related with this genus is

Ennoia (Bgh.), which has, howe\'er, real tentacles (and not head-lobes). Aiiipliorhia (Ouatrefages) has

peculiar tooth-plates, large Gl. ptyalinae, and armed penis ; Galviiia (Aid. et Hanc.) has three series of

toothplates, also Gl. ptyalinae, but unarmed penis; Myja (Bgh.) resembles somewhat Tergipcs, but has

a smooth masticatory edge; perhaps also the singular Forestia (Trinchese) in which the radula is

transformed into a serrated band, must be referred to this famih-.
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Amphorina, Quatrefages.

Aviplwrina. O. Mem. snr les Gasterop. phlebentere.s. Ann. de.s .sc. nat. 3 S. I. 1844. p. 145— 151.

—
, Q. R. Bergli, Beitr. z. Kenntn. d. Aeolidiadeii. \'II. \'erli. d. k. k. zool. hot CtCs. in Wieii.

XXXII. 1882. p. 54—61. — MIL I.e. XXXV. 18S5. p. 37-39.

— , O. Vay.ssiere, rech. sur les moll, opisthobr. II. Xudibranches et A.sco<jlosse.s. 1888.

p. 107— III.

Trinchcsia, Ilier. Zoolog. Anz. II. 1879. P- '^il Note.

Papillae subinflatae, fusiforme.s.

Margo masticatorius .serie denticulonim minutonim praeditus. Dente.s (mediani) apice quasi

elevato. Glandulae ptyalinae. — Penis st>-lo recto \-el curvato armatus.

The genns comprises only a few species:

1. A. Alberti, Ouatref.

var. h'opardiiia, Vayss.

M. atlant., mediterr.

2. A. cocriilca (Mtg.).

Eolidia Bass/. \'er.

M. atlant, mediterr.

3. A. uiolios. Herdmann.

:\I. atlant.

Amphorina Alberti, Quatrefages?

R. Bergh, Beitr. zur Kenntn. d. Aeolidiaden. \'II. I.e. XXXII, 18S2. P- 55— 57. Taf. I\',

Fig. 10— 24; Taf. VI, Fig. 19— 21.

PI. \', figs. 24—28.

On the lo''' of ]\Iay 1895 two specimens probably of this species were taken at Trangisvaag.

One individual had a length of 4""", the other of 5'5'"™, by a height of about i""\ and a breadth

of almost 075™™; the height of the papilke rose to aboiit 1-25"'"'. The bod\- had a yellowi.sh white

colour, the head was whitish, the dorsal papilke were brownish gray with a whitish point.

The form was the comUion one. The body was lengthened and narrow; the smooth, a little

truncate rhinophores and tentacles were not long. The papilla- were arranged in si.x groups with

two, sometimes three papilke in each; in the groups in front the papilke were smaller, and in the

hindmost group they were quite small; the two inmost papilke were of about equal size, and in

the three groups ver>- powerful, short-fusiform; if a third papilla was found it was always nmch

smaller. The anal papilla was situated innnediately at tlie outer edge of the fourth group of papilke.

The foot was narrow, anteriorly a little broader, with rounded corners; the tail was short.

The Ingolf-Expedition. tl. 3. o
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The bulb US pharyngeiis was of an oval form, o-S"'™ long. The hinge-part of the man-

dibles (fig. 24a) was strongly yellowish, otherwise they were almost colourless; the not short masti-

catory edge had a single series of pointed denticles of a height of 0'0045"'"' (fig. 24 b). The lengthened,

narrow tongue showed a very slightly yellowish radula containing 46 tooth-plates (34 on the lower

side, 12 on the upper one), and two were further found lying loose posteriorly at the base of the

tongue; in the radula-sheath 20 tooth-plates were seen, of which the three hindmost ones were not

yet fully developed; thus the total number of tooth-plates was 66'). The tooth-plates were yellowish;

they had a breadth of o-o6""" by a height of 0-04"'"', and were of the earlier described form with 6

pointed denticles on each side of the but little strong hook (figs. 25—27).

Tlie liver-lobes were as before mentioned. The pyriform cnidocyst was in the largest pa-

pillse 0-30""" long; the cnidse were roundish, their largest diameter 0-007—0-013""'.

The penis was as described before; the colourless hook that was slightly curved, and at the

end, as it were, obliquely cut off, (fig. 28 a) was about 0-07™™ long.

Galvina, Aid. et Hanc.

R. Bergh, System der nudibranchiaten Gasteropoden. 1892. p. 1026— 1027.

The Galvinae form a rather well marked g oup. Even their exterior is remarkable by the

dorsal papillae being, as it were, somewhat inflated; they show, however, especially a quite

peculiar structure of the radula, which has strong median teeth, the hooks of which are, as it

were, bent down and situated below the level of these teeth; the lateral teeth are very broad,

and their inner part projects backwards in a lanceolate hook.

The Galvinae seem chiefly to belong to the less warm tracts of the sea.

Galvina up. (anonynia).

PI. IV, figs. 21— 25.

Together with some specimens of CorypJuUa sahiioiiacca (mentioned above) another little Aeo-

lidia was taken, which, in a short notice, is said to have been whitish with red dorsal papillae.

The individual, which was only middlingly preserved in alcohol, was of a yellowish white

colour. Its length was 10™"', by a breadth of the body of up to 3'""', and a height of up to 2-5"'"'.

The rhinophores were 2""" long, the tentacles i""", and the (remaining) dorsal papilke likewise only

jmm long.

The form was the common one. The lateral parts of the back that were covered with pa-

pillcC, were more narrow tlian the naked middle part; the number of series of papillae was not large,

and the number of papillae in a series exceeded scarcely 6. The papillae were conical, partly some-

what inflated, a great deal had fallen off. The foot was anteriorly rather broad, almost witliout

projecting corners.

To spare the only known individual, only the bulbus pharyngeus was examined. It showed

the usual form, the radula formed a cone on the hinder end; the length was 2-3"'"', b\- a breadth

) The number of tooth-plate.s in the (3) earlier examined specimens was 67, 61, 64; in A. coerulea it was 60, 57, 60.
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of 2""", and a height of 1-3"""; the hinge-part was not strong; the masticator}- process was rather

short and slightly bent; the masticatory edge had a few series of short teeth, displaced among each

other (fig. 21). The tongue was of the common form; the radula was almost colourless, and had on

its long lower edge and short upper one 35 series of teeth (and besides a loose lying median tooth

below); in the radula sheath 41 series were seen, the four hindmost of which were not yet completely

developed; tlius tlie whole number of series was. 76. The median teeth were slightly yellowi.sh , the

lateral teeth colourless. The lieight of the oldest (foremost) median teeth was o-oS'""', and the breadth

likewise o-o8"'"'; tlie hindmost ones seemed to have the same measures, as also the lateral teeth, the

breadth of which was o-i2""\ The tooth-plates were of tlie form, which has l^een pointed out in the

other Galvinae; the strong median teeth (fig.s. 22 a, 23, 24, 25a) had the usual bent down hook, and

to each side of that four, more rareh' three, denticles, of which the inner one was tlie more chims\-.

The weak, but broad lateral teeth (figs. 22 b, 25 b) showed the usual lanceolate, .short hook.

None of the hitherto known (northern) (lalvinae have shown tlie above mentioned colours,

and thus the possibilit>" is not excluded that we have here a new form. It seems not to be possible

to differentiate the Galvinae by means of the structure of the radula.

-»<>)«4r7K=>-«-
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Most of the figures are drawn by means of the camera hicida.

PI. I.

Bathydoris Imjolfiana, Bgh.

Fig. I. The animal, from behind. Natural size.

— 2. The same, from before. Natural size.

— 3. One of the papulse of the back.

— 4. The bulbus pharyngeus, lateral view. Natural size, a the labial disk, /' the region of the

outer margin of the mandible, c the radula-sheath, d the oesophagus, e the duct of the sali-

vary gland with its ampulla.

— 5. The tongue with a the radula, behind this the tectum radulae, and hindmost b the end of

the radula-sheath.

— 6. The mandibles, from before, a the upper end. Natural size.

— 7. A piece of the median part of the radula, with a median tooth, and bb innermost lateral tooth.

X 100 diam.

— 8. ]\Iedian tooth, x 200 diam.

— 9. First lateral tooth, x 100 diam.

— 10. The same, lateral view, x 100 diam.

— II. Two of the largest lateral teeth, x 100 diam.

— 12. Outermost part of a series of teeth with ix tooth-plates, a the outermost one. x 100 diiim.

— 13. One of the outer tooth-plates, lateral view, x ico diam.

— 14. A couple of the outermost tooth-plates, from above, x 100 diam.

— 15. (abnormal) double tooth-plate, x 100 diam.

— 16. The hermaphrodite gland, from its upper side.

— 17. Follicles of the hermaphrodite gland.

— 18. The anterior genital mass; a the mucous gland, b the spermatheca, in front of and upon it

the penis bag, c the coalesced genital vulvarian folds.

— 19. a the duct of the liermaphrodite gland, b oviduct, c seminal duct, d the base of the praepu-

tinm, c glans penis, / the aperture on its point.

— 20. a seminal duct, b glans penis, slit longitudinally, with the continuation of the seminal duct

to the aperture c on its point.
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PI. II.

Buthffdoris Ingolfiana. Rgh.

Fig. I. (7 labial disk, 6 bulbus pharj-ngeus, cc the salivary glands on the sides of the first stomach,

to the left of this the second stomach, t/t/t/tif the intestine, circnmscribing the liver, and to the

right the renal branches with the base of the nrinal chamber.

— 2. The central nervous system, mostly drawn with cam. Inc. aa Ganglia cerebralia, dS G. plcu-

ralia, cc G. pedalia, </ Commissura magna, t'c G. buccalia, _/' Comm. buccali.s.

Doridoxa Iiujol/iana, Bgh.

Fig. 3. The animal from the \-entral side. -t/j.

— 4. The central nervous system, from above, x 55 diam. cia cerebro-pleural ganglia, d6 jjedal

ganglia, c buccal ganglia.

— 5. The bnlbus pharyngeus, from the lower side, a little obliquely.

— 6. The same, lateral \'iew. a oesophagus.

— 7. The mandibles, from before; a processus masticatorii. '"/j.

— 8. A piece of the innermost part of the masticatory edge, x 350 diam.

— 9. The tongue with the radula, from before.

— 10. The same, lateral view.

— II. The middle part of the radula, from below, a median teeth, />d innermost lateral tooth.

— 12. A piece of the middle part of two series of teeth.

Figs. II— 12 drawn with cam. Inc. x 350 diam.

— 13. The alimentar\- canal, a oesophagus, /; stomach, cr intestine, if biliary bladder.

— 14. <i the thinner, /' the thicker part of the seminal duct, c penis, x 55 diam.

— 15. Seminal vesicle, d its duct, x 55 diam.

Cadliiui repanda (A. et H.).

Fig. 16. A piece of the labial jjlate.

— 17. ^Middle part of the radula, c/ median teeth.

— 18. The largest tooth-plates.

— 19. Piece of the armature of glans penis and seminal duct.

Figs. 16— 19 drawn with cam. Inc. x 350 diam.

CandielUi Ingoljiuna, Bgh.

Fig. 20. The first lateral tooth.

— 21. Second and third lateral teeth.

— 22. One of the largest lateral teeth.

Figs. 20—22 drawn with cam. Inc. x 350 diam.
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PI. III.

Doridoxa Ingolfiana, Bgh.

Fig. I. The iniddle part of the radiila, from above, a median teeth, b iunenno.st lateral tooth.

— 2. Similar part, partly lateral \-ie\v. a and h a.s in fig. i.

— 3. Outermost part of two series of teeth, aa ontermost tooth-plate.

Figs. I—3 drawn with cam. Inc. >; 350 diam.

Candiella Ingolfiana. Bgh.

Fig. 4. A piece of the masticatory edge of the mandible, a the free edge, x 200 diam.

— 5. A piece of the middle part of the radnla, ti median tooth.

— 6. One of the largest lateral teeth.

— 7. The onter end of a series of teeth, a ontermost tooth.

Figs. 5— 7 drawn with Cam. Inc. x 350 diam.

— 8. a Seminal vesicle, d its dnct.

— 9- ^ Seminal dnct, d penis bag with the glans penis sitnated in its cavity.

Atthila Ingolfiana, Bgh.

Fig. 10. The fore end of the body with the oral apertnre, tentacles, and fore edge of the foot.

— II. The two-lipped sheath of the rhinophore, between the two nneqnally long lobes the point

of the clnb of the rhinophore is seen.

— 12. The central nervous system, drawn with cam. Inc. x 55 diam. a cerebro-plenral ganglia,

i pedal ganglia, c buccal ganglia, d the large common commissure, <• the buccal commissure.

— 13. Otocyst. X 350 diam.

— 14. The bulbus pharyngeus from abo\e, the pharynx removed, so that the tongue is laid bare,

a the region of the fore end of the mandibles.

— 15. The mandibles, from before, c? the hinge-part. ^/,.

— 16. The hinder end of the mandible, x 100 diam.

— 17. The hindmost part of the masticatory edge of the same, x 100 diam.

— 18. The tongue, from below, with radnla.

— 19. Median tooth from three series of teeth.

— 20. The first lateral tooth.

— 21. A similar one in another position.

— 22. a two median teeth, and i first lateral tooth, lateral ^iew.

— 23. The ninth and tenth lateral teeth (counted from the median tooth) of two series.

— 24. One of the largest lateral teeth.

— 25. The outer end of a series of tooth-plates with 5 tooth-plates, a the outermost one.

Figs. 19—25 drawn with cam. Inc. x 350 diam.

— 26. Dorsal papilla.
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Demlronotiis robustus, Verrill.

Fig. 27. The rhinopliore with its sheath and chili.

— 28. The tongue from above with the radula-slieath sliiniiig through and with the upper end of

the radula.

— 29. <! Seminal duct, /' glans penis projecting from the bottom of the praeputium.

Fig. I

— 2

— 3

— 4

— 5'

PI. IV.

Dendronotiis robnstns, Verrill.

The fore end of the animal.

The tail of the animal.

Elements of the prehensile ring. >: 350 diam.

A median tooth, from above, x 200 diam.

The outer end of a series of teeth, c? the outermost tooth, /> the edge of the radula. x 350 diam.

Gonii'olis (itiipica. Bgh.

Fig. 6. The fore end of the animal, from the right side, with <i tentacles, /> rhinophores, and r dorsal

papillfe; with the genital ajierture, the renal pore, (/ anal papilla, and c foot-brim.

— 7. The fore end, from above; tra, c as in fig. 6.

— 8. The central nervous system, from above, drawn with cam. luc; a Ganglia cerebro-pleuralia,

dd Ganglia pedalia, i-f Ganglia olfactoria, ci^d G. buccalia and gastro-oesophagaha, c commis-

sura subcerebralis, / comm. pleuralis, £' comm. pediaea.

The mandibles from the fore side. r'l.

The hinge-part of the right mandible, from before.

A piece of the masticatory edge, a fore edge. X 350 diam.

^Median tooth-plates, from above.

Lateral tooth-plate, from the radula.

Worn foremost (oldest) lateral tooth-plate.

Figs. 12— 14 drawn with cam. luc. x 200 diam.

— 15. Lateral tooth-plate, x 250 diam.

— 9-

— 10.

— II

— 12

— 13

— 14.

Gonit'olis iijtcnuedia, Bgh.

Fig. 16. From the middle part of the radula, (7 median plate, d lateral plate.

— 17. A similar piece, lateral view, ti and d as in fig. 16.

Figs. 16— 17 drawn with cam. luc. x 350 diam.

Cori/phella salinondcca (Coutli.

Fig. 18. E.xcretory duct of the Gland pt\alina? x 100 diam.

— 19. Lateral teeth. >; 350 diam.
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Corijphella sp. (anonyma).

Fig. 20. A piece of the radula, lateral \'ie\v, a median teeth, dl) lateral teeth, x 350 diani.

Gahnna sp. (anonyma).

Fig. 21. A piece of the masticatory edge of the mandible.

— 22. A piece of the radula, from above, a median teeth, /> lateral teeth.

— 23. A median tooth, from above.

— 24. Two median teeth, from the under side.

— 25. A piece of the radula, lateral \-ie\v; a and i as in fig. 22.

Figs. 21—25 drawn with cam. luc. x 350 diam.

PL V.

Gonieolis atypica, Bgh.

Fig. I. The efferent ducts of the genital system, viewed from the inside of the anterior genital mass.

** the hinder edge of the anterior genital mass; a the duct of the hermaphrodite gland,

b ampulla of the same; c the prostatic part, and d the nmsculous part of the seminal duct;

e the inner part, and / the outer part of the penis (with glans); g the seminal vesicle, and

// its duct.

Corijphella salinonacea (Couth.).

Fig. 2. A piece of the masticatory edge of the mandible, a the free edge, x 350 diam.

— 3. A piece of the radula, lateral view, aa median teeth, ii lateral teeth, x 200 diam.

— 4. A lateral tooth, x 350 diam.

— 5. A piece of the salivary gland (Gl. saliv.).

— 6. A piece of the gland of the oral tube (Gl. ptyaHna).

Figs. 5 and 6 drawn with cam. Inc. x 100 diam.

— 7. rt seminal duct, 6 penis bag.

— 8. a seminal duct, l> glans penis.

Corijphella salinonacea (Couth.), var.

Fig. 9. Lateral tooth-plate, from abowe.

— 10. Median tooth-plate, lateral view.

Fig. 9— 10 drawn with cam. luc. x 350 diam.

Coryphella sp.

Fig. II. A piece of the masticatory edge of the mandible, a the hinder end.

— 12. A piece of the radula, lateral view, aa median teeth, dd lateral teeth.

— 13. A median tooth, from the under side.
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Corijphella sp. (anonyma).

Fig. 14. A piece of the edge of the masticatory process of tlie mandible, // the free edge.

— 15. A median tooth, from the nnder side.

— 16. Two lateral teeth, from above.

Figs. II— 16 drawn with cam. Inc. x 350 diam.

Aldisa zetlandica (Aid. et Hanc).

Fig. 17. The central nervous system, from above, x 55 diam. (/a cerebral ganglia, />/> plenral ganglia,

cc pedal ganglia.

— 18. Otocyst. X 350 diam.

— 19. One of the largest tooth-plates.

— 20. One of the ontermost plates in the series of teeth.

Figs. 19—20 drawn with cam. Inc. x 750 diam.

— 21. Glans penis, x 350 diam.

— 22. A piece of the latter part of the seminal duct, x 350 diam.

— 23. Elements of the armature of the same, x 750 diam.

Amphorina Alherti. Ouatref.

Fig. 24. The fore end of the mandilile, with n the hinge-part, /' the masticatory process.

— 25. A tooth-plate, from above.

— 26. A similar one, from the under side.

— 27. A similar one, lateral view.

— 28. Penis, with a its hook.

Figs. 24—28 drawn with cam. Inc. x 350 diam.

Dorido.va Imjolfuma. Bgh., var.

Fig. 29. Median teeth, from above (the denticles drawn too strong).

— 30. Lateral tooth-j^lates of the outer third part of a series.

Lnmcllidoris muricala (O. F. Miill.).

Fig. 31. A piece of the radnla; n false median tooth-plate.s, /> lateral tooth-plates, c outermost toolh-i)late.s.

Figs. 29—31 drawn with cam. Inc. x 350 diam.

— 32. Crop of the bulbus phar\'ngeus, n the stem of the same.
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The Lycodinae of North Europe and Greenland.

Adolf Severin Jensen.

\ "\ rhilst engaged in working at the section Pisces for the , Coi/spcc/iis Fauna- Cruenlandicce,.

V V the present anthor nndertook a more extended research into the ( Greenland species of Lycodince.

This led qnite naturally to a revision of the remaining Lycodes-material in the Zoological Museum, so

that the work gradually de\-eloped into a systematic working out of all the species of North Europe

and Greenland. From lack of material I was unfortnnatel}- obliged to omit the North American

forms almost entirelw

It is right and fitting that the work in its entirety, as it now appears, should be pubhshed in

the reports of The Danish Ingolf-Expedition>- as a supplement to The Ichthyological Results
,

seeing that this Expedition has pro\-ided the greater proportion of the material for the research. It

seems to me also that it would be an injustice to tlie Expedition, if its rich and valuable collection

of fishes were not utilised scientificalh- in a greater degree than has hitherto been done, the late

Prof. C. F. Liitken having been pre\ented b\- ill health from going deeper into the work.

vSe\-eral zoologists in foreign countries have afforded very great assistance during the course

of the work, b>- lending me specimens which it was of special interest to stud\- anew; without this

assistance- various important questions would' have remained unsolved, and I take this opportunity

to express my warmest thanks to the following scientists: Conservator J. (irieg (Bergen), Prof. N.

Knipowitsch (St. Petersburg), Dr. E. Lonnberg (Upsala), Geh. Regier.-Rat, Prof. K. M obi us (Rerlin),

Hofrat, Dr. F. Steindachner (Vienna) and Prof. T. Tullberg (Up.sala).

I owe especial thanks to Prof. V. A. Smitt (Stockholm) and to Prof. R. Collett (Christianial.

Prof. Smitt with the utmost willingness, gave me the greatest possible freedom to stud\- the

rich collection of L\codes in the Riks-Museum. This collection was of great \-alue as it supple-

mented that of the Museum here in many ways.

Prof. Collett with rare generosity has sent me several of his t\i)C-speciniens for examination,

so that my determinations have attained a suret\- which otherwise would not have been reached. I

have been permitted also, to study a large portion of the valuable Lycodes-material which has been

received at the Christiania Museum within recent years. To Prof. Collett, wlu) has laboured inde-

fatigably throughout a long period of years, to increase our knowledge of the L\code.s-group and has

enriched the Hterature with a series of fundamental papers on the subject, I feel myself in addition in

a debt of a more personal character for the interest with which he lias followed the jirogress of

my work.

Th(^ IngoIf-t-.-cpcdition. II, 4 1
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Mv manuscript was completed in early summer 1902, but the printing was delayed as, during

that summer through the kindness of Dr. J oh an Hjort, I got the opportunity to take part in

the investio-ations of the steamer Michael Sars». An important collection of Lycodes was made

during the expedition and I was permitted to include this material in my work. For this friendliness

I would request Dr. Hjort to accept my best thanks.

Last but not least, to 'Mr. Th. Bloch my thanks are also due for the care with which he has

executed all the figures of the 10 plates as well as most of the drawings in the text. If one has

not made oneself familiar with the L>codes through several >ears study, an exact determination of the

species is often of great difficulty (insurmountable in many cases for the \oung stages), and one is

frequently at a loss if descriptions only are given. I consider the many figures in this treatise

to be of great value therefore, especialh' the series which illustrates the diverse appearances of certain

species according to age, sex and individual variation.

Dr. H. M. Kvle has done me the favour of undertaking the translation into English.

Introductory Remarks.

Systematic.

The first certain knowledge concerning the group of fishes here dealt with, dates from 1831

when J. Reiuhardt sen. formed the genus Lycodes. With regard to the systematic position of this

new genus, the same author in 1838 expressed as his opinion that it was very closely allied to Zoayces

on account of the slight developoment of the ventral fins, the lack of a swimbladder, the formation of

the digestive organs, mode of fixation of the scales and the whole form of the body'). With regard to

the structure of the skeleton also, the two genera agree as was shown much later by W. Lilljeborg^j.

It must be accepted therefore as perfectly correct when the American ichthyologists D. S. Jor-

dan & B. W. Evermanuj) make the Lycodince a subdivision of the family Zoarcidce Swainson {1839),

characterised (as opposed to ZoarcincE) by the unpaired fins being evenly developed all round, the

dorsal fin having no lower spinous portion, and (as opposed to GymnelincE) by ventral fins being present.

As time went on, a considerable number of species has been described from Greenland and

North Europe, and their authors have retained them within the original genus Lycodes Reinh. It

seems to me more natural to sulidivide the species of North Europe and Greenland into 3 genera:

Lycodes, Lycejichelys and Lycodoiins. Compared with some foreign (American) genera these have

the following structural characters in common: teeth occur both on the intermaxillary and the man-

dible, and on the vomer and palatines; the mandible has no barbule. The relationships may be shortly

displayed in the following manner -t):

) Kgl. D. Vidensk. Selsk. Skr. VII, 1S3S, p. 153.

2) Sveriges och Norges Fiskar, II, 1S91, p. 4 & 13— iS.

J) Jordan & Everniann: The Fi.she.s of North and Middle America, Part III, 1S9S, p. 2456. (Washingtonl.

4) \ more detailed diagnosis of the genera will be given later.
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Lycodes Reinhardt.

Lycodes Reinhardt, Overs. K. I). Videiisk. Selsk. ForliaiuU , 1S30 — 31, p. 74 (va/t/iij.

Bod}- moderate!)' elongated (zoarciforni), height over the anus ca. 7— 12' 2 times in the total

length. R. br. 6.

Lycenchelys Gill.

Lycenchelys Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1884, p. iSo (murcena).

Body very elongated (angnilliform), height over the anus ca. 16— 24 times in the total length.

R. br. 6.

Lycodontis Goode & Bean.

Lxcodoniis Goode & Bean, Bull. IMus. Comp. Zool., X, No. 5, 1SS3, p. 208 ( mirabllis).

Body ver\- elongated (anguilliform), height over the anus ca. 21—30 times in the total length.

R. br. 5.

In addition to being natiu'al, such a di\ision of the old genus Lycodes Reinli. contributes in an

important manner to simi^lify a review of the species. In the present treatise 19 species are described

in detail. Of these 6 can now be ascribed to the genera Lycoichelys and Lycodonus ^ which are

characterised by a ver\- elongated, eel-shaped bod>'. The genus Lycodes thus limited contains the 13

species with a less elongated, zoarciform body.

We may now pass over in review the characters of importance for the distinction of the

species, beginning with the genus Lycodes, which in spite of the reduction that has taken place

contains a somewhat considerable number of ver)' difficult and much disputed species.

Lycodes Reinhardt.

(cf. the synoptic table p. 11— 12).

In a treatise on Gronlands og Islands Lycoder^, C. F. Liitken has given a review of some

species known to him and divides them into three subdivisions according to the course taken by

the lateral line'). A foundation is thus laid, in m\' opinion, for a natural grouping of the species

of Lycodes, on which one must build further.

The species dealt with in the present work ma}' also be grouped according to Liitken's

system, in the following manner-):

a) lateral line single, ventral:

L. vahlii Reinh. 3)

L. frigidus Coll.

L. ai/auiiciis Jensen.

1) Liitken; Korte Bidrag til uordisk Ichthvographi. III. Vidensk. Meddel. Naturhi.st. Foren. Kbh\ii., 1S79—So (p. 329).

2) A single species, L. microccphahis Jensen, cannot for the present be brought into any cert.iin group, as it is only

known from a quite small individual on which the course of the lateral line cannot be determined with certainty.

3) Concerning the proper place of this species Liitken has had some doubt, as he writes: «Liueae medio-lateralis

interdum vestigium ?» but that has happened because he had assigned to L. vahlii a specimen of L. cudiplcurosticltis niihi

which possesses a double lateral line.

1'
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b) lateral line double, ventral and ni edi olat eral:

L. esvtarkii Coll.

L. eudipleurosticttis Jensen.

L.pallidus Coll.

L. platyyJiunis Jensen.

c) lateral line single, m ediol ateral:

L. rossi JMahngr.

L. liitkenti Coll.

L. yeticulatiis Reinh.

L. semiiiudus Reinh.

/-. aguostns Jensen.

With regard to the second group, it must be mentioned that the mediolateral branch of the

lateral line is frequently indistiiict in two of the species, namely L. esmarkii and L. fia/h'dns, so that

it is often only after a very careful study of a large number of specimens that one can rightly deter-

mine their position — this holds especially for L. pallidas, which stands as a sort of transition form

between groups a and b, so far as the lateral line is concerned').

For the rest, the groups a and b seem in other respects also, to stand near to one another and

to form together a separate subdivision contrasted with group c. Thus, in groiips a and b the tail is

relatively long, whilst the head and trunk together (or the distance between the snout and the anus)

most often amount only to 36,5—45% of the total length (sometimes reaching 47 "/o i" males of L.frigidiis);

in group c on the other hand the tail is relati\-ely short, whilst the head and trunk together amount

to 43— 52 ",0 of the total length. Groups a and b may therefore be described' as long-

tailed, group c as s h o r t - 1 a i 1 e d.

In close connection herewith is the number of rays in the unpaired fins. This is throughout

larger in the long-tailed species than in the short-tailed, and ver\' naturally so, since the anal fin

entirely and the dorsal fin for the most part, belong to the tail. In groups a and b the number

of rays in the dorsal fin is 94— 118, in the anal fin 81 — 102-), in group c the number

is 90— 97 for the dorsal fin, 70— 78 for the anal^).

It will appear from the foregoing that the groups of Liitken based on the lateral line only,

are not of eqiuil \alne, but that the groups having the ventral and ventral-mediolateral lines form

together one subdivision over against the group with the mediolateral lateral line. For practical

1) whilst speaking of the lateral line, it should be inentioiitil that one finds in some of the species, and in all three

}i;roups, a shorter or longer series of pores placed relatively remote from one another on each side of the back an indication

of a dorsal lateral line.

2) Both here and in the special portion of the work, the upper rays of the tail fin are reckoned with the dorsal fin,

the lower rays with the anal fin. since the unpaired fins pass without break right round the tip of the tail. — I think it not

unnecessary to remark that al! my statements of the number of fin-rays are based on my own obser\'ations , which do not

always agree with those given in the literature.

.5) Probably the number of the vertebrae will also be greater in the long-tailed than in the short-tailed species, but

the material in my hands is too little to allow any certain conclusions to be drawn in this regard; in four species of

groups a and b I have counted gS — iiS vertebrte I L. vahlii 98— 116, L. fyigitia.i 103— 107, L. eiidipleuyosiicUts 106 and L.

esmarkii 115— iiSi, in two species of grouji c i I., i-eticu/aius and /,. seuiiniidus) 93—96 vertebrae.
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reasons however, it is convenient to aj^ain split nj) tlie first division according as the hiteral line is

ventral or \-entral-niediolateral (cf. the table of anahsis p. ii — 12).

We mav now refer to some of the characters which have special importance in distinynishing

the species within the greater gronps based on the course of the lateral line.

Scales. Of the present species two are perfectly devoid of scales, nameh' J.yrodes agiiDstus

Jensen (Tab. VI, fig. i) and L. platyrhiimx }^\\)iit\\ (Tab. VI, fig. 2). The well-known ichthyologist P.

Bleeker has laid such great weight on the absence of scales that he has formed a special genus

Lyi-'odalcpis% which only differs from Lycodcs in this one character, and the later American naturalists

have followed him. It seems to me that I.ycodalepis is an unnatural genus. If the two scaleless

species mentioned are removed from the genus Lycodcs, they are then separated from species to which

in other respects they are closely allied. /.. Hi^i/ost/ts has its true place amongst the species of /,_)'rc;(f^.v

with mediolateral lateral line, not only on account of the situation of the lateral line, but also on

account of the relatively short tail (the head and trunk together are 46— 52"/,, of the total length) and

the number of rays in the unpaired fins (D. 91)—93, A. 70- 72). L. platyrliinus on the other hand,

belongs rightly to the Lycodcs with double lateral line, ]>artl\- because of the ventral-mediolateral

lateral lines, parth' because of the long tail (head and trunk together are 37",. of the total length)

and the number of rays in the unpaired fins (1X99, A. 82). One nnist be content therefore, to regard

the absence of scales as a good specific character and not ascribe to it an\' generic importance.

Of the remaining species of Lycodcs dealt with in this treatise, there is one which in its

slight development of the scaly covering, is a transition form to the naked species, namely /,. sciiiiiindiis

Reinh. As the name denotes, it is onl\- half covered with scales, on the tail nameh-'!, and moreover

the scaly area ends in front in the shape of a wedge leaving a naked part dorsalh' and ventralh-

(Tab. IX & Tab. X, fig. I). Some variation appears in this species howe\er, as the scaly wedge some-

times sends a portion forward on to the trunk; but as a rule the naked abdominal region is one of

the characters which aids to a ready determination of L. so/iii/tidns.

The naked L.. agnosttts and the half naked L. seiiiiiiiidiis belong, as mentioned, to the group

with mediolateral lateral line. The remaining species of this group, L. rossi Malmgr., /,. liitkeiiii Coll.

and A. riV/r// /(?///,? Reinh. have the scaly covering developed almost to the same extent, and it extends for-

wards on the sides of the trunk to a point which lies under or a little in front of the beginning

of the dorsal fin; but the front part of the back and the belly are alwa\s naked, and the fins are

likewise devoid of scales.

Most of the species of the groups with ventral or ventral-mediolateral lateral lines are remark-

able for the strono-er development of the .scaly covering. In adult individuals the scales cover the

whole of the body (head excluded) and extend on to the unpaired fins. vSuch is the case in L.valilii

Reinh., L. fyigidus ^o\\., /,. r?/^^////(7/.T Jensen, L. . csinaykii QoW. and /.. c/idip/c/iroslictiis jnw^cn. Of

these species L./n'ffidus is easih' recognisable by its extremeh' small scales (Tab. V, fig. i a). L.pallidus

') Verst K. .-V. W. 2e Rks. VIII, 1S74, ]>. 369 ( iiaifosiixl

•'-) Jordan iXc K verm an 11 form a snlij^cnns Lyctas undt-r Lytodi'S. cliaractcrisecl by tin- tail only being scaled: into

this snbgenns are brouKbt L. seniiniidiis Reinh. and the imperfectly de.scribed /,. iieha/o.ttis of Kroyer. later lost and never

rediscovered (Kishes of North and Middle America, III, tSg8, p. 2463).
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Coll. as a rule has a less developed scah- covering, as the anterior portion of the back and a large

part of the belly are naked, and the scales (in general) do not extend on to the unpaired fins (Tab. IV,

fig. I & Tab. V, fig. 2); in the variety sqiiamiventer mihi however, the scales reach to the neck and to

the underside of the bell}-, and appear as well on the unpaired fins (Tab. IV, fig. 2), but it is not

excluded that I have made an error in considering this form as a variety of L. pallidus ; it must

perhaps be raised to a separate species. Lastly L. platyr/iznus, as stated above, is entirely naked.

All in all, the extent of the scaly covering furnishes often a good specific character when adult

individuals can be examined.

Colour. One species can be said with certainty to be uniformly coloured at all ages, without

spots or bands, and that is L. frigidus Coll. (Tab. V, fig. i a, b). The reason for this, I presume, is

that this species is restricted to great depths (450— 1455 fathoms). L. atlajitiais Jensen, L. pallidus

Coll. van (vel sp. n.) squamiventer mihi (Tab. I\', fig. 2 a, b), L. murocephalns Jensen (Tab. I, fig. i) and

L. platyrhinus Jensen (Tab. VI, fig. 2) have likewise no markings so far as one can judge from the

present scarce material, and they all li\-e at great depths (respectively 516—1423 f., 537—957 f., 799 f.

and loio f.).

The remaining species which do not reach in general to so great depths, possess a more lively

colouration as a rule, because dark and light alternate; dark and light cross-bands are the most frequent

combination, but rings, network or festooned markings can also occur. Some examples may here be

mentioned where the colour markings afford a method of determining certain species.

L. esmarkii Coll. is remarkable for a specially characteristic colouration. When quite young

(Tab. Ill, fig. 2 a) it shows light, A-shaped cross-bands, which in medium-sized individuals (Tab. Ill,

fig. 2 b) enclose dark .spots or stripes, aud which finalh- in the adults (Tab. Ill, fig. 2 c) change to form

festooned markings.

In all the remaining species, the body of the quite young is adorned with dark and light cross-

bauds (sometimes the one, sometimes the other is the more prominent), and this colouration is still

retained essentially in the older individuals of the following species: L. eudipleurosticUis Jensen, L.

rossi Malmgr., L. Intkeiiii Coll. and L. agiwshis Jensen, whereas L. pallidus Coll., L. vahlii Reinh.,

L. reticulatus Reinh., and L. sei/ii/iiidus Reinh. frequently assume another colouration with age. L.

pallidus as a rule becomes uniformly coloured with age, aud the same is often true of L. seniinudtis.

In L. vahlii the bands disappear almost entirely in the adults or become resolved into ringshaped

stripes and irregular sjjots; one, two or three black spots, the one behind the other, occur almost

always on the anterior corner of the dorsal fin, so that the species can readily be recognised (Tab. I,

fig. 2 & Tab. II, fig. 1). In L. reticulaUis the bands change in the older individuals to form a charac-

teristic network, especially on the anterior portion of the body (Tab. II, fig. 2 & Tab. VIII).

However variable the colour markings may on the whole seem to be, they frequently give

good specific characters. On the other hand, it must not be forgotten that especially the young of

various species are so similar to one another in colomation, that confusion may very readily occur.
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The pectoral fins often give good specific characters. The number of ra\s in the present

species varies from 15 to 23, but the variation within the individual species is sometimes very limited.

The length of the pectoral fin also is sometimes a good determining character between nearly allied

species. The posterior margin of the pectoral fin is in general rounded, but the condition in L.

eJidipleHrustictns (Tab. Til, fig. i) is characteristic in that the lower ra\s are somewhat longer than the

middle ones, so that an indentation occurs (the same may also occur in individuals of I., frigidtis.

see Tab. \ , fig. i a).

Other characters which might be taken into consideration, though not to so great an extent,

are the relative height of the body (the dimension chosen in this work for the greater or less

elongation is always the height over the anus, which is to some extent independent of distension caused

by food or sexual products), the relative length of the head (which is nevertheless rather variable

within the individual species, the males as a rule having longer heads than the females or young),

size of the eyes, condition of the teeth etc.

A gap in the present work is the almost entire absence of the structural anatomy; I

must leave this aspect of the diagnosis of the Lycodime to others who can afford the necessar>- time.

I have onh' been able to examine the appendices pyloriccc, which in the present species of the genus

Lycodes are always two and very small, with exception of L. esinarkii Coll., where they are wanting

altogether.

Geographical Distribution. A not unimportant factor to be taken into account in deter-

mining a specimen, is where it was found, each species hawing its characteristic, horizontal and vertical

distribution, as will be mentioned in detail in the special part. A summary is given on p. g— 10 for

orientating the species which inhabit the various seas within the entire area; but though this

summary is based on a large amount of material, the possibility is of course not excluded that future

investigations may still find new forms within these seas.

Lycenchelys Gill and Lycodonus (^oode & Bean.

To the genus Lyce)ichelys I have referred 4 European and Greenland species: I., iiturceiia Coll.,

L. sarsn Coll., L. kolthofji Jensen and L. ijigolfimnis Jensen, the determination of which does not

cause great difficultv. A good specific character is formed seemingly by the large pits of the lateral

line along the upper jaw and under the e\'e. In L. iiigolfimuts their number is 8, in the others only

7. Other good characters are to be found in the distance of the dorsal fin from the .snout, the relative

length of the head and the number of rays in the pectoral fins. The colouration in L. jiiurceiia is

uniform, and this species also is restricted to great depths (340—620 f.); what the condition is in L.

ingolfiamis is not known, as only one adult specimen (uniformly coloured) has been found; L. kolihoffi

has a strongh- spotted (marbled) colouration; L. sarsii has dark markings in the young becoming

indistinct in the older stages. Each of these four species has its own sejiarate area of the sea, so

that one can conclude from the region alone which species is to hand. — Cf. for the rest, the synoptical

table which is given later.
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Of the genus Lycodoinis onh' two species are jDreseiit from tlie region here considered: L.

flagellicaiida Jensen which inhabits the polar depths from Spitsbergen down to Iceland and the Fseroe

Channel, and A. ophidiuvi Jensen of which onl\- a young specimen from the depths of the Atlantic

Ocean (south from Iceland) has been foinid. Cf. for the rest, the synoptical table.

Biology.

The Lycudi'i/cc are bottom-fishes which swim b)- vigorous movements of their strong tail. As the

fishing apparatus often brings them up alive to the surface, even from great depths, one can well

believe that they are tenacious of life. Lycodes frigidiis ^ for example, which is essentialh' a deep

water fish, was kept alive during the Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition by being placed in some

water in a tub; according to Collett, they generally remained at rest in a half coiled-up condition,

somewhat \\\i.& Zoarces vivipanis. During the (Michael Sars expedition of 1902 I placed two Lycodes

esmarkii, taken from 275 fathoms depths, in a tub with water and the}- remained alive several hours;

other individiials of the same species showed themselves extremely active on being preserved and

remained living for a long time.

According to the observations of Collett, myself and others, the Lycodince live chieflx' on

Crustacea: copepods ^C"rt/i7««,f), cumacese, isopod.s, amphipods and decapods (ZT^jz^/ip/j'/^, Z^7«^«t?^(?^rt etc.).

In the alimentary canal of the following species only the remains of Crustacea were found: Lycodes

rosst\ L. reticiilatns^ L. sei/riinid?ts^ L. agnostits and Lycodonus flagellicaiida. Lycodes valih'i and Lycev-

chelys sarsii feed both on Crustacea and small bivalves. Lycodes frigidits according to Collett, lives

chiefly on Crustacea, but he has also found in them the remains of a cephalopod; during' the Ingolf

Expedition a Go7iatiis was found in one, and I have taken from their stomachs the beaks of ink-fish

and remains of fishes. Collett found fish remains in L^ycodes liltkenii. Lycodes endipleitrostictns

feeds on Crustacea, but one just as frequently finds in them the tubes of tubicolous worms, and once

I have taken a Priapitlits from its stomach. Lycodes esmaykii seems to feed exclusively on echinoderms,

especially ophiuroids, partly also on Aniedon and Echiiuis ; both Collett and I myself have found

their stomachs and intestines crammed full of broken skeletons of these animals.

The Lycodince are not despised either by other fishes. At West Greenland they are found not

rarely in the stomachs of the cGreenland shark» (Sommosus im'crocepkalus), and I have once taken

a Lycodes (indeterminable) from the stomach of a cod.

Concerning the beginning of the spawning jjeriod but little is known. Collett says that

Lycodes esmarkii spawns in the earl}- winter months at Finmark, and that L. vahlii (= L. gracilis) spawns

during July—October in the Skagerak; I have found the last named species with ripe roe in the

beginning of July (Iceland). In the ccold area>. (the Polar Depths) the breeding time may begin at

the end of August, as I have observed the ripe roe at that time in Lycodes frigidns and L.

eudipleurostictus

.

The Lycodince are oviparous. The eggs are of considerable size and consequently relatively

few in number. Collett has found ovarian eggs in Lycodes esmarkii which were 6 mm. in
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diameter and he puts tlieir nuinher at about i2Ck). In a s])eciineii of fArodrs /ris[idi/s\ yx)inni.

long, I lia\-e counted 500 eggs e'ach ca. 7 nun. in diameter. The eggs are large also in the smaller

species; in fAxodes va/i/ii (from Iceland) I ha\e found them to be 4,5 mm. in diameter, in I..ciidip/eiiru-

stictiix 5 mm. in diameter (the number ca. 250) and in A. agnostiis 4,5 nnn. in diameter.

The eggs are laid without doubt on the bottom, as uf) pelagic egg is known wliich could be

ascribed to the Lycodnicv. The brood also must apparenth- live on the bottom; tolerabK- snuill \'oung,

for example, ha\"e often been taken in the trawl which is (h^agged on the bottom, ne\er howexer in

the pelagic net.

Distribution of the Species of Lycodinse in the North European

and Greenland Waters.

A. Species taken within the 300 fathom line.

(S. K a r a vS e a

;

/.ycodes pallidiis Coll.

— rossi Malmgr.

— seiniiiiidits Reinli.

— agnost/ts Jensen.

1. Kattegat (as far as the deep channel E. from

Lceso):

Lycodes va/i//i 'Ktmh. (= [..gracilis M. Sars).

2. S k a g e r R a k :

Lycodes vah/ii Reinh. (=--- L. gracilis M. vSars).

Lycenchelys sarsii Coll.

3. X o r w a y

:

Lycodes vakm ¥<t\n\\. (= L. gracilis M. Sars).

— esmarkii Coll. (Finmark and towards

Bear Island).

— ri^i-j/ Malmgr. (Porsanger Fjord in lO- J^u Ma yen:

q. S p i t z b e r gen:

Lycodes pallidtis Coll.

— eudipleitrostictiis Jensen.

— rossi ^lalmgr.

— soiiiuiidiis Reinh.

East Finmark).

Lycenchelys sarsii Coll.

4. N o r w a \- - S h e 1 1 a 11 d .S 1 o ]) e ( E g g e n )

:

Lycodes esmarkii Coll.

5. F £e r o e Isles:

Lycodes esmarkii Coll.

6. F'ter oe-I celan d Ridge:

Lycodes esmarkii Coll.

7. Iceland:

Lycodes vahlii Reinh. (= L. lugitbris Liitk.).

— esmarkii Coll. (E. from Iceland).

( — pallidtis Coll. |N. from Iceland, in the

cold arca|).

The Inj^olf-Iixpeditioii. II. 4.

Lycodes reticiilatiis Reinh.

cephaliis mihi.

\ar. macro-

II.

macro-

's ox \.\\er\\ E a s t - ( i r e e n 1 a 11 d :

J^ycodes pallidiis Coll.

— eiidipleiirostictiis Jensen.

— reticitlattis Reinh. \ar.

cephaliis mihi.

— scmiiiiidiis Reinh.

Lycenchelys kolthoffi Jensen.

1 2. W e s t - ( i r e e 11 1 a n d :

Lycodes vahlii Rcinii. (S. W. C'rreenland).

— eiidipleiirosiictits Jensen.

— rcticiilatiis Reinh.

— semiiiiidiis Reinh.
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B. Species taken beyond the 300 fathom line.

Polar Depths or the cold area '):

Lycodes frigidus Coll.

( — csinarkii Coll. (juv.; Fseroe-Channel)).

— eudipleurostictus Jensen.

— pallidus Coll.

— platyrhinus Jensen (between Iceland

and Jan Mayen).

— lutkenii Coll. (\V. from Spitzberg-en).

Lycodes semimidus Reinh.

Lycenchelys jmircBna Coll.

Lycodomis flagellicauda Jensen.

2. North Atlantic Ocean:

Lycodes microcephaltis Jensen. (S.W. from

Iceland).

Lycenchelys ingolfianus Jensen. (Davis Straits).

LycodouHS ophidiunt Jensen. (S. from Iceland).

Systematic Part.

Fam. Zoarcidce Swainson (1839).

Subfam. Lycodince Jordan & Evermann (1898).

Body elongated, zoarciform or angnillif orm, covered to a more or less e.xtent

by small round, non-imbricate scales, which are sometimes wanting. Lateral line

ventral, mediolateral or double, often less distinct. Fin-rays soft and jointed; the

unpaired fins are continuous, and the dorsal fin has no depressed portion; jDectoral

fins well-developed; ventral fins present, with few short rays, jugular in j^osition.

Ciill-membrane firml\- united below to tlie throat. Teeth on the mandible and inter-

maxillary, often also on the vomer and palatal bones. Pseu dobranclr ias present; no

swimbladder; pyloric appendages rudimentary (2) or absent.

Key to the determination of the European and Greenland genera of Lycodinae.

I. Body zoarciform, height over the anus contained ca. 7 — 12'/2 times in the total

length. Lycodes Reinh. P. 10.

II. Body anguilliform, height over the anus contained ca. 16— 30 times in the total

length.

A. Branchiostegal rays 6. Lycenchelys Gill. P. 82.

B. Branchiostegal ra>s 5. Lycodonu s Goode &. Bean. P. 93.

Lycodes Reinhardt.

Lycodes Reinhardt, Overs. K. D. Vidensk. Selsk. Forhandl., 1830—31, p. 74 [vahlii).

Lycodalepis Bleeker, Versl. K. A. W. 2 e Rks., VIII, 1874, p. 369 [jniicostis).

Lycias Jordan & Evermann, Tlie Fishes of North and Middle America, Part III, 1898, t^. zUf'oT^ (sentinudtis).

') B_v Polar Depths I understand the deep waters which are bounded to the south, not by the polar circle, but by

the submarine ridge between Greenland-Iceland-Fseroe Isles-Shetland; because north of this ridge, polar water with a tempera-

ture under 0° C. (the < cold area») is constantlj- found at the bottom where this lies more than c. 300 fathoms under the surface.
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Bocl\" inoderatolx elongated ( zoarci form ), liei<4lit o\cr the anus ca. 7— la'/j times

in the total lengtli. Teeth un the in terniaxi 1 1 ar\ and niandil)le, \-oiner and palatines.

Underjaw withont barbules. Scales small, coxeiin.i; a g^reater or less part of the trunk

and tail, sometimes wanting. Lateral line \eutral or in ed i ola t eral or both niedio-

lateral and \entral. Branch ioste gal rays 6.

The characters which are of special importance for distinguishing l:>et\veen the numerous

species of this genus have been mentioned in detail in the introduction (p. 3— 7). A detailed diagnosis

is given tinder each species and 1 shall here endeaxour (p. 11— 12) to draw up a Ke\' for the deter-

mination of the North European and Cireenland species — the many difficulties in the wax' of separa-

ting such nearh' allied species must be the excuse for the apparent shortcomings.

Tentative key for the determinatiou of the European and Greenland species 'i (and varieties) of Lycodes.

I. Vahlu'-esmarkii group: Lateral line ventral or both \entral and mediolateral. Distance between

the snout and the anus 36,5-45 (47)"/,, of the total length. I). 94--ii<S; A. 81 102.

A. Lateral line single, \-entral.

a. Rays in the pectoral fins 23. (East coast of North America; 516— 1423 fathomsi.

L. atIanticlis Jensen; p. 25.

b. Ra}-s in the pectoral fins 17—21.

1. Colour (at all ages) uniform, without spots or bands. (Polar Depths from Spitzbergen to

Iceland and Fteroe Isles; (260?) 450 -1455 fathoms). L.frigidns Coll.; p. 22.

2. Body with dark cross-bands, in adults ring-shaped markings or more uniform; in the

anterior corner of the dorsal fin almost always one or more dark spots. (Kattegat,

Skager Rak, Norway, Iceland, southerly West-Greenland; 30—300 fathoms).

L. vahlii Reinh.; p. 13.

B. Lateral line double, \-entral and mediolateral.

a. Body naked. (Polar Depths between Jan Mayen and Iceland; loio fathoms).

L. fi/atvrhnit/s Jensen; p. 51.

b. Bod\- with scales.

a. Pyloric appendages absent. Ra\s in the pectoral fins 22— 23, in the dorsal 113— 118, in

the anal 97—102. Hind-margin of pectoral not indented. (P'inmark and towards Bear Island,

Norwa\-Shetland Slope, Fieroe Channel, east of the Fceroes, Fieroe-Iceland Ridge, east of

Iceland, Nova Scotia; 150-300 (620) fathoms). A. esmark/i Coll.; p. 27.

/9. Pyloric appendages present. Rays in the pectoral fins 20—22(23), in the dorsal 100— 103,

in the anal 88—92. Hind-margin of pectoral indented. (Polar Depths west from Norwax-,

north from the Fa;roe Isles and east from Iceland, Spitzbergen, northerly East- and \\'est-

Greenland; 150—470 fathoms). L. eitdipleurostht/ts ]c\\<.<:\\\ p. 33.

') A North .\merican species, L. atlanlicus Jensen, is included in the key because I know it at first hand. /,. micro-

cephalus Jensen (from the Atlantic Ocean south from Iceland, 799 fathoms; p. 53) i.s omitted, because the course of the lateral

line in this species cannot be determined with certainty — only one small specimen beinjj known; for the rest, it is easily

distinguished from all the above species by reason of its small head, which is only i7.3"o of the tot;d length.
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/• P\loric appendages present Rays in the pectoral fins 17— 21, in the dorsal 94— loi, in

the anal 81—86.

* Belly naked on the underside.

1. Longitudinal diameter of the eye 4,5—3,1 % of the total length. (Kara vSea, Polar

Depths west from Norway, north from the Fseroe Lsles and north from Iceland,

Spitzbergen, northerh' East-Greenland; 18—495 fathoms).

L. paliidiis Coll.; p. 38.

2. Longitudinal diameter of the eye 5,6—4,7% of the total length. (Polar Depths

south from Jan Mayen; 371 fathoms). L. pallidiis Coll. var.

siiin'lis mihi; p. 39.

** Rellv with scales also on the underside (either the whole or in all cases the greater

portion). (Polar Depths west from Norwa)', north from the Fseroe Isles and east from

Iceland; 537—957 fathoms). L. palUdus Coll. var. (vel sp. n.)

sqiiainiventer mihi; p. 39.

II. Reticnlatiis group: Lateral line mediolateral. Distance between the snout and the anus 43—52%
of the total length. D. 90—97; A. 70— 78.

a. Bod\- naked. (Kara Sea, Ice Sea of Siberia; 15— 100 fathoms). L. agiiostits Jensen; p. 79.

b. Body more or less covered with scales.

II.. Length of the pectoral fin 16,8 ",o of the total length, number of ra\s 23. (West from Spitz-

bergen; 459 fathoms). L. liitkenti Coll.; p. 59.

[i. Length of the pectoral fin 14,4— 13"., of the total length, number of rays 17— 21.

* Colour marked by dark cross-bands. Rays in the pectoral (17) 18—19 (20). (Kara Sea,

East Finmark, Spitzbergen; 5— 100 fathoms). L. rossi Malmgr.-; p. 55.

** The dark cross-bands (in older individuals) form network patterns. Rays in the pectorals

19—21.

1. Longitudinal diameter of the eye 2,7—4 '^
o of the total length. (West Greenland;

100 fathoms).

L. reticulatus Reinh.; p. 61.

2. Longitudinal diameter of the eye 4,3—4,8 % of the total length. (Northerly East

Greenland, Jan Ma}-en; 40— 150 fathoms). L. reticulatus Reinh. var.

macrocephahts mihi; p. 66.

;-. Length of the pectoral fin 11,8—9,6% of the total length, number of rays 19—22. (Kara

Sea, Polar Depths between Norway and Fseroe Isles, east from Iceland and south from Jan

Mayen, Spitzbergen, northerly East Greenland, West Greenland; 100—600 fathoms).

L. seminudus Reinh.; p. 71.

I
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Lycodes vahlii Reinhardt.

Tab. I, Fig. 2a, b. f & Tab. II, Fiij, i a, b.

I'lg. I & 2 ill text.

1831. Lycodes Vahlii Reinhardt, ( )vers. Kgl. D. \'idensk. vSeLsk. Forh. 1830-31, p. 74.

1835. L. I'ahlii Reinhardt, Overs. K<jl. D. \'idensk. Selsk. Forh. 1834—35, p. 77.

1838. L. I'ahlii Reinliardt, K<,d. 1). Viden.sk. Selsk. Skr. VII, p. 153, Tab. 5.

1866. /..gracilis M. Sar.s, Forh. Vidensk. Selsk. Chria. 1866, p. 40, PI. 1, Fijj. i— 3.

1875. L. gracilis CoUett, Norojes Fi.ske; Tillregsli. til Forh. Viden.sk. Sel.sk. Chria. 1874, p. roo.

1880. L. Vahlii Liitken, \'idensk. Medd. Natnrh. Foren. Kbh\n., p. 3ri.

1880. L. liigitbris Liitken, ibid. p. 315.

1891. L. rossii Lilljeborg (nee Mahngreni, Sveriges och Norges Fiskar, III, p. 785.

1895. L. Vahlii Sniitt, Skandina\-iens Fiskar, II, p. 613 (partini).

1898. L. gracilis Liitken, The Danish Ingoif Expedition, II, i, p. 22.

1899. ^- g>-a^ilis Collett, Vidensk. Selsk. Skr. Cliria. No. 6, PI. I- III.

1901. f.. I'ahlii \ox\w?, gi'acilis .Sniitt, P>ih. K. vSv. Vet.-Akad. Hand!. Bd. 27, Afd. I\', Xo. 4, p. 22.

1901. L. vahlii Jensen, \'idensk. Medd. Natnrh. Foren. Kbh\'n. p. 202 iS: p. 212.

The height o\-er the anus amounts in general to 8

—

11",, of the total length.

The le'ngth of the head in the male.s is 19,6— 23,8",,, in the females 18,8 — 2i,4"„ of the

total length. The tail is consideralDl y longer than the head and trunk together, tlie

distance from the snout to the anus being in males 3 7,8 — 4 2 ,3 "

,,, in females 36,5 —
41,7";,, of the total length. The \oung have 8 — 10 broad, dark cross-bands over the

body; these bands in the adults either disappear entirely or dissolve into ring-shaped

stripes and irregular spots; on the anterior corner of the dorsal fin is almost alwavs a

black-brown patch, behind which there often is one or two more dark spots. .Scales

begin to apj^ear at a total length of ca. 60 mm.; at a length of ca. 100 mm. the tail and

the trunk are completely covered b > scales, as also the base of the unpaired fins.

Lateral line ventral. Pyloric ajipendages 2. The length reaches 520 mm.

D. 95— 117. A. 84 98. P. 17 -20. Vert. 98—116.

Distribution. Southerl\' West-Greenland, Iceland, .Scandina\ia; 30—300 fathoms.

L. vahlii typica: uu\.\imum length 520 mm. D. 117— 113; A. 98- 90; P. 20— 19. \'ert. 116— 112. (ireenland.

— Ingitbris: maximum length 355 mm. D. 105— 103; A. 90; P. 19-18 (171. \'ert. 105. Iceland.

— gracilis: maxinumi length 196 mm. '1 D. 97—95; A. 86—84; P. (19) iS— 17. \'ert. icx) 98.

Scandinavia. ^

Remarks on the S y n o n y m y.

In 1S66 a Lycodes, taken in the Chri.stiaiiia Fjord, was described by JI. .Sars under the name f.. gracilis. It was a

very young specimen, only 43 mui. long, characterised by lo saddle shaped cross-bands on a whitish background. The species

was not rediscovered until in iSSS, when Conservator Storm took 4 specimens, 97— 137111111. long, in Troiidhjein Fjord; a fifth,

very small individual was taken in the same fjord 6 years later. Lastly, during some of the practical fisheries investigations

') Cf. however Appendix, p. 21.
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carried out by Dr. C. G. Joh. Petersen and Dr. Johan Hjort in 1S97--98, a very lar;<e number of indi\aduals was taken

in the Kattegat, Skager Rak and Christiania Fjord. Based on this rich material, Prof. R. Collett published in 1899 a detailed

description with numerous figures of the species and of its changing appearances from the young stages up to the reproduc-

tive period, the latter stage being reached in these waters at a length of 125— 150 mm.; the largest .specimen was 178 mm. i)

During the same period, the geographical distribution of this species became widened to embrace Iceland and West Green-

land^); Collett had obtained from Iceland in 1891 a young specimen from B. Grondal of Reykjavik, and the Ingolf expedi-

tion took 2 .specimens 143 and 244 mm. long in Davis Straits in the summer of 1895; the last specimens were determined

by the present author as L. gracilis and were published under this name in the report on the ichthyological results of the

Ingolf expedition (Lutken I.e.).

Prof. Collett in tlie same treatise, examined the relation of L. gracilis to allied species. Lack of sufficient material

obUged Collett to leave unsettled whether or not L. gracilis is identical with L. roj«' Malmgr. and L. pallidus Coll.. both

known from Spitzbergen. Further it is possible, he states, that L. gracilis may be shown to grow elsewhere to a greater

size and be identical with some earlier described form, whose young stages are as vet unknown.

On the first possibility, I am unable to give Prof. Collett any support, as L. rossi is in all probability the young
stage of another species (^ L. celaius mihi)J) and L. pallidus is a good species as I shall show later.

On the other hand, L. gracilis is in my opinion identical with the species long known from Greenland
which Reinhardt (sen.) set up as the type of the genus, namely L. vakliii). Our Museum possesses half a score of

specimens of this Lycodes, and 7 of these were examined by Reinhardt and Lutken whilst 3 are of more recent date

(1885); the value of the material is diminished by the bad preservation of the specimens on tlie whole, but it is quite sufficient

to sustain the certaintj- of the contention here set forth.

Further, I am in a position to furnish proof that the L. liignbris from Iceland (Ofjordi, described by Lutken
in 1880, must also be referred to L. vahlii.

We see therefore the peculiar phenomenon that one and the same fish has been ascribed to 3 different species,

according as it lives in the waters of Scandinavia, Iceland or Greenland. The reasons for this are twofold: partly because

the separate authors have had only a limited material to decide upon; partly because the specimens fall into three groups,

which severally present certain differences, and each of these groups possesses its own geographical and separate region.

As a contribution to the knowledge of the importance of geographical elements 5) for the formation of separate races

the present example is not without interest, and we shall therefore look into this point a little closer later (p. 19),

I .shall proceed now to treat of the separate forms, employing as titles the names thev have hitherto borne.

Lycodes gracilis M. Sars.
,

Tlie form from Scandinavia is so well known from Collett's latest researches (1899) that I

need not dwell upon it. Collett's treatise I shall sitppose as known in the following pages.

Lycodes vahlii Reinhardt.

Tab. I, Fig. 2 a, li.

At the time when I was assisting Prof. Liitken with the revision of the manuscript of The

Ichthyological Results of the Ingolf Expedition, I saw that two small Lycodes, taken in Davis Straits

out from Sukkertoppen in 88 fathoms, must be ascribed to L. gracilis with which I was familiar

through the numerous .specimens from the Skager Rak presented by Dr. C. G. Joh. Petersen to the

Zoological Museum. Prof. Lutken sent these two .specimens to Prof. Collett who was then busy with

his monograph on L. gracilis ; Prof. Collett acknowledged the correctness of the determination and

has mentioned the discovery in his treatise.

At the same time, subjecting the other preserved material in the Museum of Lycodes from

Greenland to a hast)- review, it struck me that the youngest of the specimens labelled under the

1) A somewhat larger specimen, 196 mm. long, was taken later (1900) in the GuUmar Fjord (Bohusliiui; it is preserved

in the Riks-Museum at Stockholm, where I have had the opportunity of seeing it.

2) By an error in writing Collett has East-Greenland (1. c. p. 8).

3) Later: A rich material recently obtained has made it clear to Prof. Collett also that L. rossi is an independent species.

11 It might appear as if Prof. Smitt had already published a sinnlar opinion, but his L. vahlii is not tlie same as

/..vaiilii Reinhardt. See further p. 15, note i.

5) By ^.geographical elements I understand the sum of the natural conditions in the region.
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name L. vahlii Reinh. were apparently not distinguishable from the Inj^olfs two L. g^racilis. At that

time I liad no opportunity of folIowins4- uj) tlie matter; but now tliat I have examined it more

thorotio^hh- I find that m\- first impression was correct.

Proportions of the body. In order to display the proof of the correctness of this position,

I j^ive here the measurements of a number of .specimens, in part the two from the Ingolf, identified

b\- me as L. gracilis, in part the earlier ones ascribed by Reinhardt and Iviitken to L. vahlii.

Measurements of L. vahlii Reinh. from West Greenland:

Total length in inui.

Length of the head

Distance from snout to anus >

Height over the anus •:.

143

28

54

'3.5

197

37

72

19.5

235

45

88

>

? i ? ? ? $,

244 260 295 310 335 365

49 52 58.5 65 66 87 !

95 99 118 127 128 152

23 22 25 32 31 35

3S5

90

157

3"

410 415

90
j

So

1 60
j 1 70

33
I

44

The length of the head is therefore in females 18,8— 21" ',m in males 19,6— 23,8 "o of the total

length; in the specimens from Scandinavia the figures, expressed in "
,, from Collett's statement of

measurements, are 18,8— 21,4 '"/o and 20,4

—

22,7",, respectively. I'lU'ther, the head and the trunk

together (i. e. distance from snout to anus) is in the (Greenland specimens 36,4—41,6"',,, in those from

Scandinavia 37,1—41,3",, of the total length. — In other words, there is as close an agreement as is

possible between the (ireenland L. vahlii and Scandinavian F^. gracilis ^ with regard to the most

important measurements of the bod\-
'

).

Colour-markings. The smallest, Cyreenland specimen (one from the Ingolf Expedition) is a

male 143 mm., figured in Tab. I, fig. 2 a. The body is adorned with broad, dark cross-bands, 2 on the

trunk and 7 on the tail; on the tail posteriorh' the bands extend right across and out to the borders

of the unpaired fins, further forward the\' reach below to only a little under the median line; for the

rest, eacli band has a light part in the centre which is not much darker than the gra\ish yellow ground-

colour of the back and sides. In the anterior part of the dorsal fin are 3 ver\' dark, elongated spots, the

1) In his work Skandinaviens Fiskar . II, 1895, p. 615, Prof. F. A. Suii tt has expressed the conjecture that L.gracUis,

which was only known at that time (in the literature) from the original specimen of Sars, is the young stage of L. vahlit.

In a later note On the Genus Lycodes > (.A.nn. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) V, 1900, p. 57), written after the appearance of CoUetfs

treatise on L. gracilis, the same statement is repeated, but at the same time, L. gyacilis is given in his analytical table as a

pecuhar form (borealis) oi L. vahlii, specially characterised by this that the lengtli of the head is usually' less than 22 " o of

the total length, whilst in L. vahlii typica (forma ayc/ica) the length of the head exceeds 22 " o of the total length ;
with regard

to the first form it is correct that the length of the head is usually less than 22 " o of the total length (see above); but it does

not agree with the results of my measurements to say, that the length of the head in L. vahlii exceeds more than 220,, of

the total length (see above) — for the simple reason that vSmitts L. vahlii > is not the same as L. vahlii Reinhardt, as we

shall soon see. — Lastly, in his latest contribution concerning the systematic relations of the genus, Sinitt speaks thus: « Within the

limits of the foruier species (1. e. L. vahlii) it is easv enough to distinguish a local form, gracilis, living in the more southerly

locaUties on the European side of the Atlantic and perhaps by this geographical selection from the true home of tlie

genus stopped in the evolution and retaining the juvenile characters). (On the genus Lycodes. II. Bih. K. Sv. Vet.-.\kad.

Handl. Bd. 27, Afd. IV, No. 4, 1901, p. 20). .About the same time I expressed a similar idea, as I also looked on L. gracilis as

a local form of L. vahlii (but as a dwarf form indeed, not as a form which had jireserved the characters of the young of L. vahlii;

cf. Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. Kbhvn. igoi, p. 202 and the present treatise p. 19). ami in a footnote d. c. p. 203I I cited Prof.

Smitt's opinion as agreeing essentially with my view; but since I have had the opportunity, Uuinks to Prof. Smitt, of

examining his L. vahlii /ypica-, at Stockholm, I must take back my earher half-agreement with his view; the form mentioned

is not L. vahlii Reinhardt at all, but contains heterogeneous elements, chiefly .specimens of L. pallidus Collett and L. eudi-

pleuroslictus niihi — two species which, in my opinion, show no sjiecial relationship to L. vahlii Reinhardt.
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2nd and 3rd of which are in line each Avitli its cross-band, whilst the ist, in the ^•ery front corner of

the fin, is in line with the posterior edo;e of tlie foremost cross-band. Specimens from the Skager

Rak show the same colour-markino-s as the foregoing, bnt tlie comparison mnst be made with mnch

smaller specimens, becanse tlie cross-bands in those from the Skager Rak ha\e alread>- disappeared

as a rnle at the same size as the above.

The next larger specimen is a female of 197 nun. long, determined as L. vahlii by Liitken.

The colonr-markings are as in the foregoing; the dark cross-bands are however somewhat fainter, bnt

that may perhaps be dne to their longer preservation in spirit.

Observation of the remaining specimens shows that the colonr-markings of the \onng become

more and more indistinct with age, especially in the males. Even in the largest female, 415 nnn. long,

there are still traces of the dark bands, althongh the>- are partly resoh'ed into ring-shaped marking.s.

The larger males, on the other hand, are darker than the females on the whole, so that the bands,

partl\- in the form of rings, can scarceh' be discerned or ha\-e entirelv' disappeared; at the same time,

the belh- is often of a sharply delimited, relati\-el\- light, sometimes even qnite white colour (Tab. I,

fig. 2 c). The dark spot on the anterior corner of the dorsal fin is ver\- conspicuous both in the male

(Tab. I, fig. 2 c) and female (Tab. I, fig. 2 b), sometimes also the second and third spot.

The scah- covering has already attained essentially to its fullest extent in the 143mm. long

specimen (Tab. I, fig. 2 a), as it extends forwards to the neck (on a line across the gill openings), to the

bases of the pectoral fins and of the ventrals as well as out on to the impaired fins.

The lateral line is as in L. gracilis- : it courses along the ventral border of the tail and

rises dorsalh' over the anus in order to reach the upper notch of the gill-opening').

The numl)er of fin-ra}s differs somewhat from that in the vScandinavian specimens, which is

probably in relation to the fact that the Greenland form, taken on the whole, is a stronger race;

in this regard also, the Iceland specimens are transition-forms so that no specific distinctions can be

grounded on these differences. This point will be further considered later (p. 19I.

Since the general appearance of the bod\- offers no mark of distinction either — that the

species reaches a very much greater size at Greenland than at Iceland (cf. p. 19) denotes again only a racial

difference — I look upon it as certain, that the (ireenland /.. vahlii and the Scandinavian L. gracilis

belong to the same species.

Lycodes liigiibris Liitken.

Tab. II, Fi.y. I a, 1).

Before treating of this form I think it opportune to refer to some Lycodes which have recently

been received at the Zoological Museum from the east coast of Iceland. The\' were procured by

M This seems to dispute Liitken'.s obsen'atioii : As Hr. Collett has called to iiiv attention, there is some reason

for considerinj; there is another lateral line, a mediolateral, in one of the present specimens (Nr. 7) (Vidensk. Medd.

Naturh. l'"oren. 1880, p. 3121 and Collett's still more definite assertion: it must hoAvever be admitted, that one of the

typical specimens of L. vahlii exhibits traces of a mediolateral line (The Norw. North-Atl. Exp., Fishes, p. S6). From an exact

examination of the specimen concerned, I have come to the result that Collett's observation was perfecth- correct; but at tlie

same time I am nevertheless of the opinion tliat this specimen is not /,. vahlii at all — in .spite of the fact that it is one

of Reinhardt's tj-pe-specimens — but on the contrary, is identical as species with the fishes brought home by the <.Nor\vegian

Xortli-.\tlantic Expedition* from Spitzbergen, which Collett took for younj; specimens of L. csniarkii Coll., but which I have

been obliged to distinguish as a special species (see further under L.eitdipleurosticfus ^. }lb\.
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stud. mag. R. Horring during his cruise on the navy-schooner Diana-. Their number is half a .score,

of various sizes, and the>- are readily recognised as being of the same species as L. gracilis. Measure-

ments of some of the specimens will shew the exact agreement with those from the vSkager Rak.

Measurements of Lvcodes from Iceland, identified as «/,. s-yacilis'- M. Sars:

Total length in mm.

I^ength of the head »

Distance from snout to anus »

Height over the anus »

S7 95

17 19.5

33.5 56

8 S,5

121

23

47

II

130

27

53

12

I So 190 200

37.5 37.5 38

69 76 76

15 17.5 9

210

43

79

21

The length of the head therefore, amounts to 19— 20,5"',, of the total length in the females,

and to 20,8°/,. in the males; in specimens from Scandinavia these proportions, reckoned in percentages

from Collett's data, are 18,8—21,4 °/o and 20,4

—

22,7% respectively. Again, the head and the trunk

together (i. e. the distance from the snout to the anus) amounts to 37,6—40,8", o of the total length in

the Iceland specimens, and to 37,1—41,3 'Vo iu the Scandinavian. The narrower lintits to tlie percen-

tages in the Iceland specimens arise naturally from the fewer individuals on which the measurements

are based. In regard to the general form of the bod\-, course of the lateral line etc. the)- agree exactl)'

with the specimens from the vSkager Rak.

The colour-markings in the Iceland specimens do not differ from those of the Skager Rak

specimens. The }-oungest indi\-iduals (ca. 90 mm. long) are provided as a rule with 8 to 9 broad, dark

cross-bands, but these are alread\" not very conspicuous; in older individuals the\' can just be seen

or have wholly disappeared. On the dorsal fin anteriorly there are 2 (sometimes 3, sometimes only i)

black spots; this marking seems tolerably constant, even when the others di.sappear (Tab. II, fig. i a, b).

The youngest individual farther, possesses a light stripe across the neck. The ground colour is brownish

above, gray-yellow below.

The scales apjsear at the same size as in the Scandina\ian specimens. A yoimg sjjecimen of

87 mm. shows some portions here and there where the skin is still naked, but in a slightly older

specimen of 95 nnn. the scales are complete.

From an examination of these specimens I have arri\-ed at the same conclusion as CoUett

from his investigation of his specimen from Iceland, viz. that a Lycodes identical as species with L.

gracilis occurs at this island.

Accepting this as a fact, we may now enquire more closely into the single Lycodes formerly

known from the coast of Iceland, namely L. liigubris Liitk.

Of the 5 specimens, 4 males and i female, which in 1880 formed the basis for the establishment

of this species by Ltitken, only three, 2 males and i female now remain; a mounted skeleton in the

Museum labelled L. lugubris is certainly identical with the fotuth specimen but the fifth is no

longer in the Museum.

Lutken has remarked that his Iceland Lycodes stood near to L.z'ahlii in respect to body

form, scale-covering and course of the lateral line.

The Ingolf-Expedition. II, 4.
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As a determining character, he first names the colour which, in the Iceland specimens is

«of a perfectly uniform grayish or gray-brownish, without bands, network or the like, either on the

back or fins; the only marking apparent to the eye is that the under part of the belly and head are

somewhat lighter, though to a varying degree in the different individuals, and a whiter part especially

is present at the corners of the mouth, embracing generally the limbs of the underjaw and the

overlip and with a tolerably sharp boundary where it meets the darker head above . It may be

remarked meantime that L. vahlii — according to Liit ken's own perfectly correct statement — has

only dark bands in the young, and that the bands in the old (at least in the males) seem to dissolve

entirelv into an uniform dark colour . Since he pointed out the probable difference in the colouring,

Liitken has obviously compared the Iceland specimens with young L. vahlii; if the comparison

however had been made with older L. vahlii — which would have been better, since L. litgubris

Liitken consisted only of developed specimens — the result would have been quite different, namely

that there was the most perfect agreement between them; even the white part along the limbs of the

underjaw and the overlip are found in individual larger males of L. vahlii. An important patch of colour,

which Liitken either overlooked or attached no weight to, has also to be mentioned: in the anterior

corner of the dorsal fin the characteristic dark spot of L. vahlii-gracilis^ so often referred to above, is

clearly seen in two specimens, less clearly in the third, of L. higubris.

Again, according to Liitken, the Iceland form differs from the Greenland in having fewer

rays in the pectorals, namely 17— 18 against 19—20 in L. vahlii. The break is rather small by itself

to make one think this v a good specific character to distinguish it from L.vahlii . It is due to chance

also that all Liit ken's specimens showed the low number. One specimen sent from Arnarfjord in the

North-West Land in 1894, and ascribed by Liitken himself to L. lugiibris., possesses 19 rays in the

pectorals; I find the same number in a specimen which came from the same fjord as those of Liitken,

namely 0fjord, and would be ascribed to L. higubris Liitk. — Since the numbers of the rays in

the pectorals thus overlap in the two forms, this loses essential importance as a specific determining

character.

A further specific character is found by Liitken in this, that whilst the row of palatal teeth

is as a rule longer than that on the intermaxillary in L. vahlii, very rarely if ever, shorter than

on the latter, in L. higjibris it is always somewhat shorter than that on the intermaxillary. To

obtain this result Liitken must certainly have had before him male individuals of L. higubris.,

and oi L. vahlii females more particularly; because in tlie single $ L. lugiibris^ in the collection of the

Museum, the row of teeth on the palatal is of the same length (a little longer indeed on the one

side) as that on the intermaxillary; and contrariwise, I find that the row on the palatals is distinctly

shorter than that on the intermaxillary in all older males of L. vahlii. This, which Liitken had

taken for a specific distinction, is thus reduced to a sexual character, which appears equally in the

one form as in the other.

I think I ha\e thus sufficiently explained the untenableness of Liitk en's expressed reasons

for considering L. lugabris distinct from L. vahlii. There remains only to show from measurements

of L. lugubris., that it and L. vahlii-gracilis are in perfect agreement.
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Measurements of L. lugiibris Liitk.

Total length

Length of the head

Distance from snout to anus

Height over the anus

z ? $ $ i

in mm. 300 312 320 330 355

70 59 74 75 So

— 127 130 r2S '35 147

- 27 34 27 29.5 33

The length of the head is thus 18,9"/,, in the females, 22,5—23,3",,, in the males, of the total

length; the distance between the snout and the anus is 40—42,3 "/o of the total length. These num-

bers thus agree ver\- closely with those of adult L. valilii.

Remarks on the \"ariation of the species.

From the examination just completed it will be evident that L. vahlii-lugnbyis-gracilis cannot

be regarded as separate species. At the same time, it must be put forward that the members of this

chain represent 3 races, each possessing its own geographical and separate region, namely Greenland

(L.vahlii typica), Iceland (L.vahlii liignbris), and Scandinavia (L.vahUi gracilis).

First of all, there is a remarkable variation in regard to size. The species reaches its

maximum size at Greenland to over '/j m. (ca. 52 cm.) long; at Iceland the ma.ximum is 35,5 cm., and from

Scandinavia no greater specimen than 19,6 cm.') is known. Since these measurements are based on a

large number of specimens they can scared}- be regarded as resting on chance, but one ma>- believe

that the species decreases in size as it approaches the more easterh- (and southerly) regions.

Parallel with this decrease in size there is a diminution in the number of fin-

rays and vertebrse, as will be seen in the following tabular review.

Maximum length in mm
Numljer of rays in pectoral fin

— — dorsal

— — anal

Number of vertehr;e

Greenland

L. va/i/ii

lypica

Iceland

L. vahlii

Insitibris

Scandinavia

L. vahlii

gracilis

520 355
I

196

20— 19 19 — iS (17) I (19) iS— 17

117— 113 105—103 ! 97^95-1

9.S— 90 90 I S6— S4

116— 112 I 105
j

100— 9S

It seems therefore as if the species taken as a whole, reaches its greatest development at

Greenland; at Iceland there is already a recognisable decline, and at Scandinavia we meet with the

species in its most reduced condition i).

Differences between the sexes.

Prof. Collet t has observed on specimens from Scandinavia that it is ca.sy as a rule to disting-

uish males from females by their relatively longer head. The same is the case in Greenland and

1) Cf. Appendix however, p. 21.

2) CoUett gives the number as ca. 120, but this must be due to an error in counting.

3) Cf. Appendix however, p. 21.
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Iceland specimens, cf. p. 15 and p. 17 (see also Tab. I, fig. 2 b [?] and fig. 2 c [$]; Tab. II, fig. i a [$] and

fio-. I b [$]). On account of the greater length of the head (which shows almost to an eqvial degree

on the pre- and post-orbital portion) the profile in the males varies also with age; the upper margin

is straightened out and forms from the eye forward a faint, .sloping line (see Tab. I, fig. 2 c and Tab. II,

fig. I a); it is characteristic of the females (and the young individuals) that the upper margin from the

eye forward declines .somewhat sharply towards the snout (see Tab. I, fig. 2 b and Tab. II, fig. i b, also

fig. 2 a, Tab. I of a voung individual). Farther, the head of the males is broader over the cheeks than that

of the females (cf. text fig. i, S and fig. 2, ?), which has already been remarked by Collett in L.gracilisi>.

Here mav be added also that in the older males, the row of teeth on the intermaxillary becomes

^

in ii

'

Fig. I. /.. vailHi (J. Fig. 2. L. valilii p.

longer than that on the palatals, whilst in the females the row on the intermaxillary is only of the

same length or even shorter than that on the palatals.

Concerning the colour, Collett states that old males seem as a rule to be more uniform than

the females usually are at the same stage. The same holds also, but in greater degree, for the

specimens from Greenland.

Reproduction.

According to Collett, L.vaklii (iL.gracih's;'>J spawns in the Skager Rak from July to October;

the greatest number of eggs he found in a female was 30—48 and their maximum size was reckoned to

4 mm. in diameter. In a female 210 mm. long, taken on July 8th, 1899 at Seydisfjord on the east coast

of Iceland, I find on the contrary not less than 93 eggs, whose size is 4,5 mm. in diameter (in addition, this

female contained .some individual eggs, obviously late in development, and numerous small eggs reserved for

the next .spawning period). The Greenland specimens do not throw much light on the breeding conditions,

partly on account of the bad state of preservation, partly because data with regard to the catch are
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wanting. In a 247 mm. long female, taken on July nth 1895 off Holsten.sborg, the eggs measured

scarcely i mm. in diameter, so that it was hardly ready for spawning in that \ear. A female 310mm.

long, taken at Sukkertoppen August 5th 1SS5, seems to liave spawned as the ovaries are collapsed

and contain very small eggs only.

In a male of 180 mm., taken at Iceland on April 30th, the testes are very small (9,5 mm.) and

little developed. In a male 300 mm. long, likewise from Iceland, the testes measured ca. 30 mm. (the

free folds being ca. 7 nmi.) and are much swollen. In larger males from Greenland the testes reach a

length of ca. 45 mm. (folds ca. 20 mm.).

Distribution.

In Scandinavia the species has been taken in Trondhjem fjord'), in the Christiania fjord,

also in the Skager Rak and in the eastern Kattegat as far as the deep channel E. from L,£eso, at 30—300

fathoms depth (cf. Collet t 1. c. 1899 and C. G. Joh. Petersen-)). At Iceland: on the east coast stud,

mag. Horring has taken 7 specimens at Reydarfjord, 44 fathoms, one in outer Reydarfjord, 60—80

fathoms, one in Nordfjord's Floin, 35—55 fathoms and one in Seydisfjord, 30—60 fathoms; from the

Xorth Land the ]\Iuseum has obtained 5 specimens during the seventies from Ofjord; I have also had

a further specimen from the same fjord but of later origins); iu the North-West Land, Capt. Bast

obtained* a specimen iu Arnarfjord in 1894, and lastly a specimen 3) has been taken at North-west Ice-

land , ca. So fathoms. At Greenland: the si^ecies has been taken at the following places all lying

along the south-westerly stretch of coast: Nanortalik (ca. 60" N.L.I, Fiskenees, Godthaab, Sukkertoppen

and Ingolfs St. 31 (66° 35' N.L.), 88 fathoms; the distribution therefore extends over ca. 6'/2 degrees

of latitude.

Appendix.

During my i^articipation in the cruise of the Norwegian fisheries steamer, ^Michael Sars iu

the summer of 1902, a specimen of Lycodes vahlii gracilis was taken in the English trawl at a depth

of 190 fathoms; the place (St. 47) lay off the south-west of Norway (60° 57' N.L. 3" 42' E.L.).

Lastly, through the kindness of Prof. Collet t, I have had the opportunity to examine a

specimen which was taken (by the •: Michael Sars>, 14. 5.01) much further to the north of Norwa\' than

the species was hitherto known, namely at Baadsfjord (East Finmark). This specimen is conspicuous

by its considerable size, 268 mm. Amongst the hundreds of specimens which have previously been

reported from Scandinavia, none — as already mentioned — exceeded 196 mm. in length, but they

came from much more southerly regions (especially the Skager Rak). In the fjords of East Finmark, where

the conditions are half arctic, the species can thus attain almost as great a size as at Iceland; in the

number of fin-rays also this specimen approaches to the variety htgnhris^ as the pectoral fins have

19 ray.s, the dorsal fin loi, and the anal 189.

') Cf. Appendix this page.

2) Beretniiig IX fra den biologiske Station, p. 17— 32; Fi.skeri-Beretning for Fiiiansaaret 1898—99 (Kjobenhavn, 1900!.

3) This belongs to the Natural History Society at Reykjavik and was kindly lent me by my friend, Adjnnkt B.

Ssemundsson.
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Lycodes frigidus CoUett.

Tah. V, Fig. i a, h.

1878. Lycodes vahlii Collett, Fiske iudsanilede under den norske Nordhavs- Expeditions 2 forste

Togter; Forh. Vidensk. Selsk. Chria. 1878, No. 4, p. 11 (partim).

1878. L. frigidus Q.oVit.\X, Fi.ske fra Nordhavs-Expeditionens sidste Togt; Forh. Vidensk. Selsk. Chria.

1878, No. 14, p. 45.

1880. L. frigidus Collett, The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition, Fishes, p. 96, PI. Ill, Fig. 23—24.

1887. L. reticulatus Giinther (nee Reinhardt), The Voyage of H. M. S. Challenger, XXII, Report on

the Deep-Sea Fishe.s, p. 77, PI. XIII.

1887. L. frigidus Giinther, ibid. p. 79.

1891. L. frigidus Lilljeborg, Sveriges och Norges Fi.skar, II, p. 19.

1895. L. frigidus Smitt, Skandinaviens Fi.skar, II, p. 610, Fig. 146.

1898. L. frigidus Liitken, The Danish Ingolf-Expedition, II, i, p. 20 (partim).

1899. L. frigidus Lonnberg, Bihang K. Sv. Vetensk.-Akad. Handl. Bd. 24, Afd. I\', No. 9, p. 24.

1901. L. reticulatus forma frigida Smitt, Bih. K. Sv. Vetensk.-Akad. Handl. Bd. 27, Afd. IV, No. 4, p. 29

(partim). No. 10, 11 &: 12.

1901. L. frigidus Jensen, Vidensk. Medd. Naturli. Foren. Kbhvn., P- 213.

The height over the anus amounts to 9,5 — 14,2% of the total length (in the

young, 8— 9,67o)- The length of the head in the males is 23,6— 27,6%, in the females

22,4— 25, 2 "o of the total length. The tail is somewhat longer than the head and

trunk together, as the distance between the snout and the anxis is in the males

43,7 — 47%, in the females 38,2—45,6% of the total length. The colour is uniformly

reddish gray or brown gray (in living specimens, yellow brown to chocolate colour),

without bands or spots; the gill-covers and fins are dark brown toward the margins.

The scales are unusually small, covering the whole of the body as far as the head,

and the base of the fins also in the fully grown; in the }ounger, the middle part of

the belly, the fins and along their bases are most often naked. Lateral line ventral').

P}loric appendages 2^). The size reaches to ca. 560mm.

D. 99 — 104. A. 85--90. P. 19— 21. Vert. 103 — 107(21 — 22-1-81 — 85).

Distribution. Polar depths from Spitzbergen down to Iceland and the Fteroes,

(260?) 450 — 1455 fathom-s.

Prof. Collett has given detailed information with regard to the numerous specimens.- taken

on the Nqrw. North -Atlantic Exjiedition, representing the species from the younger stages up to

510 mm.; a new and searching descrii^tion is therefore unnecessary. I shall simply content myself

with making some comments, in part supplementary, in part for correction.

I give below the measurements of 17 specimens from the Ingolf Expedition; the sex is stated

where it could be determined with certaint}-, which is already possible at a length of ca. 100 mm.

') 111 well-preserved specimens a series of dorsal pores remote from one another, can also be seen.

2j I do not agree here with Collett, who states that the pj-loric appendages are wanting.
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Total lengtli in mm.

Iveiiijth of the head —
49.5

11.75

19.5

4

56,5
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22,5
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9,5

136

30.5

52

13

173
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20
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50
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24

215

51

94

25

226

57

26

290

72

130

35

327

82

146

45

345 f 402

82 96

160 180

44 56

406 42S 515

112 lOI 136

189 190 242

50
;

51 73

Distance from snout to anus —
Height over the anus —

The lengtli of the head therefore, amounts to 23,6—27,6 "^o of the total length in the males,

22,4—25,2 ''o ill the females (23—-24,6% in the young); the distance from the snout to the anus is

43,7—47°'o of the total length in the males, 38,2—45,6% in the females (38,8—43,1 o„ in the young);

the height over the anus 9,5— 14,2% (8— 9,6"/o in the young) of the same dimension.

Collett (Norw. North-Atlantic Expedition, Fishes, p. 100) states that the scales begin to develop

in the young when they are about 50 mm. long, as in one specimen (from St. 124) of 62 mm. total length,

the scales had begun to appear on the anterior part of the body. This statement does not agree with

my experience. Thus 10 specimens (Ingolf Expedition), whose lengths lay between 49,5 and 105 mm.

are cpiite devoid of scales. The smallest specimen on which scales can be observed, is loi mm. long;

in it scales appear about the median line of the .side, on the posterior half of the trunk, and on the

anterior two-thirds of the tail. This seems therefore to point to the conclusion, that the scab' covering

begins to form at the earliest at a total length of ca. 100 mm., also that Col left's specimen, which

was already furnished with scales at 62 mm., hardly belonged to the present species. For the

rest, there is some variation in the place of appearance and distribution of the scaly covering.

Four specimens, whose lengths are 108,5, 118, 120 and 138 mm. have it relatively less developed than

the one just mentioned of loi mm., as only on a small part over the anus, round the median line, do

the scales make their appearance. Five individuals of 120, 125, 137, 148 and 162 mm. are quite different

from these, as no scales appear on the trunk, but they are present on the other hand on the middle

third of the tail. Consequently, the scales may first appear either on the middle of the body, or on the

middle of the tail. At a total length of ca. 170 mm., the scaly covering extends in general from a little

behind the gill-covers to the neighbourhood of the end of the tail, also below on to the imderside of

the belly, but the anterior part of the Ijack (with a small strip under the front part of the dorsal fin)

together with the fins are bare. At a total length of ca. 180 mm., the scales also appear on the part

in front of the dorsal fin, and at ca. 200mm. they show on the base of the dorsal fin. In the adult.s,

the scales extend over the body right to the head as also out on the unpaired fins, but in two of the

largest specimens I cannot detect scales on the front part of the back (in front of the dorsal fin), nor

partly either on a strip under the front part of the dorsal fin.

Although L. frigidus is a well characterised species, and from its small scales and uni-

formly coloured body at all ages is the most readily recognised of all the Lycodes here dealt

with, yet a doubt has been expressed lately from two sides as to whether it is a good species.

F. A. Smitt thus states in his great work on the fishes of Scandinavia, that the pos.sibility is

not excluded that iinder Collett's L. fyigidiis is concealed a number of sterile perhaps hybrid

individuals ; the species, to which he refers, being L.va/i//i 3.\n\ L.rcticulatns. And from a note") which

Smitt: On the CJenus Lycodes. Ann. M;ig. Nat. History 17), 5, 1900, p. 56.
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has but recently appeared, it is evident that Prof. S mitt has not changed his standpoint in this regard.

— If one but reflects that L. frigidzis is exceedingly common in nature — both the North-Atlantic

and Ingolf Expedition have taken it more frequently and in much greater numbers than any other

Lycodes — and that it has quite a different area of distribution from L. vahlii or L. reticulattis^ which

are both (as shown in the present work) restricted to relatively small depths, whilst L. frigidus is

confined to the deeper and deepest part of the ;cold area , this supposition of Prof. Smitt that L.

frigidus is a number of sterile and hybrid (?) individuals of the two named species, strikes one at

once as unnatural. I can also assert that the specimens in my hands give no indications whatsoever

of being sterile; both tlie male and female sexual organs are well-developed, though not fully ripe,

since the specimens have obviously not been taken during the spawning-period. In the largest male

from the Ingolf Expedition the testes are 65 mm. long and 10 mm. broad, without free folds and of

equal length (Collett mentions that in a 510mm. long male the left testis was rudimentary); the eggs

in the largest female are 1,5 nun. in diameter in the sack-shaped, ca. 55 mm. long, ovary').

Again, Dr. E. Lonnberg (1. c.) is inclined to regard L. frigidus and L. pallidjis as colour-

varieties of one and the same species 2). If this author had had sjDecimens of L. pallidns for comparison,

he woxild certainly not have adopted this view. L. frigidus is distinguished in a moment, so to speak,

from L. pallidns — and indeed from all other scaled (European and Greenland) Lycodes species —
by its extremely small scales. So small are the scales in L. frigidus that there are ca. 48 scales in a

vertical line from the anus to the base of the dorsal fin in a specimen of 226 mm., whilst in a specimen

of L. pallidns (\'3.r. sqnamiventer), 230 mm. long, there are only 27 scales on the same line.

In his latest treatise on the genus Lycodes, F. A. Smitt (I.e. 1901) has so far changed his view

that he now brings under L. retictilatus a singular viorms, frigida-' ; during my visit to the Stock-

holm Riks-Museum I discovered that under this denomination were placed: i specimen of L. perspi-

cillum Kroyer {= L. reticiilatus ^€\Vib..]\\v.1) (No. i), 8 specimens of L. pallidns Coll. (No. 2—9) and 3

specimens of the veritable L. frigidus Coll. (No. 10—12).

Distribution.

The Ingolf Expedition has taken L. frigidus at the following stations which all lie north,

north-east and east of Iceland and south of Jan May en 3):

St. 124 495 fathoms — o°6 C. 5 specimens

125 729 — - o'^'S - I —
120 885 - — i°o - 6 -
no 781 - — o°8 - 2 —
102 750 - -0-9 - 6 —
104 957 — — i"i -

7 -
1) After this was written, I have observed a female L. frigidus with fully ripe eggs. The specimen was ca. 500 mm.

long, with an enormous ovary, 84 mm. long, 47 mm. broad, which contained 500 eggs, almost ready to be spawned, of a

diameter of 7 mm. It was taken on the 29th of August 1902, north from the Fseroes (63° 13' N.L.. 6° 32' \\'.L., depth 975 fathoms,

temperature of the bottom — 0,51° C.) by the fisheries steamer cMichael Sarsx.

2) Lilt ken has also suggested that L. pallidus was a ^subspecies or form, of L. frigidus. Vidensk. Medd. Naturhist.

Foreii. Kbhvn., 1880, p. 317.

)) 2 other specimens were brought home in addition to these 63, but the number of the station was lost later.
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vSt. Ill 860 fathoms - o°9 C. 6 s]iecinieiis

- 119 lOIO — — I'^O - 10 —
- 112 1267 — — l"^ I - 6 —
- IlS 1060 — — i"o - 8 —
- 117 1003 — — I'O - 5 —
- 113 1309 ' — - i°o - I —

25

The Eii,t;h,sh expeditions of tlie Kui,i;ht Errant and Triton (iS8oand 1882) canght a large

nnmber of specimens in tlie cold portion of the Fteroe Channel at 540—640 fathoms, bottom-tempera-

ture 29 2 and 30" F.; the largest of these specimens was a male which measured ca. 558 nnn. (22 inches) ).

The Norw. North-Atlantic Expedition took 15 specimens, 37— 510 mm. long, off the west of Norwa\,

west from Rear Island and west from vSpitzbergen ; the depths were (260) 457— 1333 fathoms, bottom-

temperature (— II) — o'7 to — i"6C. -). Again, the Nathorst Expedition of 1898 took 1 specimen off

West Spitzbergen where the depth was 2750 meters and the bottom-temperature — i''4 C. Further, the

Kolthoff Expedition of 1900 caught 3 specimens between Jan Ma\en and (Treenland (72 42' N.L. 14"

49'W.L.) at 2orx) meters. Lasth', the Alichael Sars in igo2 caught 17 sjjecimens (290— 530 mm. long)

north from the Fceroes (63" 13' N.L. 6 32' W.L.), where the depth was 975 fathoms, also 2 specimens

(366—430 mm. long) in the cold area off western Norway (63 7' N.L. i' 38' E.L.), where the depth was

650— 720 fathoms.

/.. fi'igidiis is so generalh- distributed over the deeper and deepest parts of the I'olar Depths,

from vSpitzbergen down to Iceland aiul the Fceroes, that it ma\- be reckoned amongst the most

characteristic inhabitants of this deep-sea basin.

I feel ver\' dubious, therefore, on finding that the American authors ha\'e identified a L>codes

occurring generalh- in the western part of the true Atlantic Ocean, with J., frigidns Coll. from the

ice-cold Polar Depths. I belie\e, indeed, I am in a position to sa\- there must be some errtir in this

determination. Although it is be\'ond tlie scope of the jiresent work to enter upon the .\merican

forms, I shall \'et make an exception in this case since it presents a \er\' important question in

biological regard, nameh', whether a species of fish can be conunon to the warm ground in the depths

of the Atlantic and to the ice-cold depths of the Northern Ocean.

Lycodes atlanticus Jensen.

1895. Lycodes fyigidits Goode iS: Bean (nee C(.>llett), C)ceanic Ichtlnology, p. 305; Mem. of the ]\Iuseum

of Comp. Zool. at Harvard College, \ol. XNII.

189S. L. frigidiis Jordan & Evermann (nee Collett), Fishes of Nortli .\merica, III, ]). 2465.

1901. L. atlanticus }(t\\^^\\, Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. Kbluu., ]). 207.

I Giinther (I.e.) has referred this to L. retkula/us Reiiih., l>ul butli l. .\. Sinitl and l.iitkeii liavc remarked upon

its reseni1)lance to I., frigidus Collett. It ajjrees perfectly in fact with the lart;e male of L. fyigidus from the Ingolf Expedition,

as appears both from Giinther's description and fijfure; only, Guntlier ,t;iyes his sjiecimcn a niediolateral lateral line, which

must rest on some error.

^) It is possible that the specimen from the relatiyely small depUi (260 fathoms) with high lioltom-temperature

(+i°iC.i arises from an error in determination; Prof. Collett has kindly informed me that it was giyen away to sonic

Museum so that the determination cannot now be controlled; concerninjj a second .specimen from ,^50 fathoms (X. Nortli-.-Vtlantic

Exped. St. 124) which Collett has mentioned, 1 liaye already remarked that the early appearance of the scaly coverinj;

indicates that it is no L. frigidus (ef. p. 23).

The Ingolf-Expetlitton. 11. 4. 4
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The iLMij^th of the head amounts to 22,6 "o of the total length, the distance

between the snout and the anus 37,6",,, the height over the anus ii,4°o. Colour

unifornil\ brown, without bands or spots. The scales, which are of the usual size,

extend forward to the head as well as out on to the unpaired fins and base of the

])ectorals. Lateral line ventral. !'• 23.

Dislribulion; .Atlantic Ocean off the east coast of North America, 516— 1423

fathoms.

In the work mentioned aho\e, (loode & Bean have identified a Lycodes taken in large

numbers in the waters of the .\tlantic Ocean off the east coast of North America (35' 12' 10"—41°

53' N.L. 65" 35' 74 34' 45" W.L.), at 516— 1423 fathoms depth, with L. frigidtts Collett from the ice-cold

depths of the Northern Ocean.

UnfortiinateU , the authors have contented themselves with copying Collett's diagnosis, and

impart no information whatsoever on their material apart from a recital of the separate localities.

And if one consults the most recent and principal work on the North American fi.slies by Jordan &
Evermann, one also finds nothing concerning the American form, as these authors have contented

themsehes with studying a t>pe-specimen from the Northern Ocean sent b>- Prof. Collett.

Thanks to the generosit}' of the Smithsonian Institution our Zoological IMnsenm has meantime

come into the posses.sion of a specimen of the American L. frigidits .

On comparing this individual with specimens from the Polar Depths I find that they belong

to two distinct species. In the uniform brown colouration, the ventral lateral line and other, though

more general, featmes the two forms present a certain resemblance to one another, but on closer

examination they are seen to be quite different in important characters.

Measurements of the .American specimen are as follows:

Total length 338 nnn.

76,5
—Length of the head

Distance from snout to anus

.

Height over the anns

\2-,

38,5

Put into jjercentages, the length of the head is therefore 22,6 "/o, the distance between the

snout and the anus 37,6 "/u, the height over the anus ii,4",o of the total length. The sex cannot be

determined as the internal organs of the fish have been destro\'ed.

Comparing this individual now with specimens from the Polar Depth.s, of the same length and

of both sexes, we find a very distinct difference with regard to the most important measurements.

Total length in nun
.

Length of the head in " p of the total length

Distance from snont to anu.s — —

The tail in the .American form has therefore a much greater proportion of the length in rela-

tion to the rest of the body; in agreement with this its head is relativelv somewhat smaller.

L. frigi

$

ius CoU.

?

1-L.frigidus-

G. & B.

?,27 345 338

i

25.1 23,8 22,6

44,6 43.4 37,6
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Otlifi- differences are also pres'ent, which just as distiiictlv dechire against the iwo forms heiiii^-

identical. The American specimen, for example, has miirh lar^jer scales so that the nnmher in the

vertical line from the anus to the base of the dorsal fin amounts to 34; whereas, on the same line in

a specimen of L. frigidus from the l\)lar l)e])ths there are ca. 55 scales, altlnjug^h its total lenjjth is

the same. Last!}-, the American form has 23 rays in the pectoral fins whilst the number in the

species from the Polar Depths is at most 21.

I can come to no other conclusion therefore, than that we have to deal with two s])ecies well

separated in important structural features. The .\merican form must consequenth' be renamed, and

convenientl\ L. at/anticiis^V which characterises it zoo-jj;-eo.<j'ra]ihicall\ in contrast to the I., frigidus of

the ice-cold Polar Deiiths. ^,

For the rest, it must be left to the .Vnierican ichtlnoloujists to j.;ive us further enlis^htenment

upon this species since the\- have of it a laroe nuiterial at their dis]3osal.

Lycodes esmarkii Collett.

Tab. Ill, I'lii". 2 a, li, c.

1869. Lycodes Vahli Ksnuu'k, IJidray til Finmarkens Fiskefauna; Forh. \. Skand. Xatnrf. 10. Mode i

Chria. 186H, p. 524.

1875. L. esmarkii Q.oVi^\X, Norges Fiske; Tilhegsh. til Vidensk. Selsk. Forhandl. Chria. 1874, p. 95.

1879. Z,. zfi^////?' Collett, Meddelelser om Nor.sjes P'iske i Aarene 1875- -78; Forhandl. \"idensk, .Selsk. Chria.

1879, No. I, p. 62 (partim).

1S80. L. esmarkii Collett, The Norw. North-Atlantic F^xpedition, Fi.shes, p. 84 (partim), PI. Ill, Fig. 22.

1884. L. esmarkii Collett, Meddelelser om Norges Fiske i Aarene 1879-83; Nyt Magaz. f. Natur\-idensk.

29 K., p. 73 (partim ).

1891. L. esmarkii Lilljeborg, Sveriges ocli Norges F'iskar, 11, p. 6 (partim).

1895. L. Vahlii Smitt, Skandinaviens F'iskar, II, p. 613 (partim). Fig. 149.

1899. /,. z/fl/i/// Lonnberg, Hihang K. Sw \'etensk.-Akad. Hand). P>d. 24, .-\fd. I\', No. 9, ]>. 23.

1901. [..esmarkii Jensen, \'idensk. Medd. Natnrh. P'oren. Kbhvu., p. 213.

Height o\-er the anus amounts to 8,9— 14,4",, of the total length. Length ot

the head in adult males is 21

—

24'-,,, in adult females and young indi\i duals 19,2 —

2i,9";'o of the total length. The tail is distinctlx longer than the head and trunk

together, as the distance between the snout and the anus amounts to 37,5 — 42,9",,-,

of the total length. The posterior margin of the pectorals rounded without

indentation. Coltinr brown, with a light stripe oxer the neck ( or a 1 i g h t s [jo I o n eacli

1) I ou>;ht however to explain, that the new .species has points of eonncetion with tlie Lycodes letra-iiovir from the

banks of Newfoundland, 155 m., founded b}' R. Collett in 1S96 (Resultats Camp. .Seient. .\lbert I. I'asc. X, p. 54 • ""t in two

.specimens of similar .size (370 & 310 mm. I to the above named /.. atlanticiis, the length of the licad is iS.g 18,4 "o, the distance

from snout to anus 35,i— 35,,S ° o, of the total length. In addition, there is a characteristic difference in regard to the teeth-

equipment of the palatine.s: in L. teyrm-novcr there are only 3— 5 teeth on the palatines, and the whole row is scarcely half

so long as that on the interma.xillaries ; whereas, in A. n//a>it!nis there are 10 teeth on the palatine.s, and the whole row is

more than douljle th.it on the intermaxillaries.

4*
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side of the neck 1 and 5-9 whitish yellow cross- lines on the body, which are /!; -formed

in the yonng, bnt in the medium-sized specimens enclose dark spots or stripes and

finallv form f est oon -s haped markinirs. The scales cover the whole of the body as

far as the neck and base of the ventral fins and extend far out on to the unpaired fins.

The lateral line is double, mediolateral and ventral, but often indistinct, especiall\-

the mediolateral. Pyloric appendao^es are wanting. The length reaches to 705 mm.

D. 113— 118. A. 97—102. P. 22— 23. Vert. I I 5— I 18 (23 ^ 92— 95)')-

Distribution. F'inmark, 150— 200 fathoms; between Norway and Bear Island,

200 fathoms; Norway-Shetland .Slope, 275 fathoms; Fjeroe Channel, 620 fathoms; east

from the Fseroes, 228 fathoms; between the Fseroes and Iceland, 250 fathoms; east

from Iceland, 300 fathoms; Nova Scotia.

Remarks on the S y n o n \- m y.

L. esinaikii was founded in 1S74 Ijy Collett for a Lycodes occurring in the fjords of Finmark, which wa,s however

abready mentioned by Esmark in 186S and referred by him to L. fa^/// Reinh. ; Collett also, at a certain period (1878—79),

was inclined to place these two species together, but finally raised L. esmarkii to an independent position. Through Collett's

exertions a bv no means small material was gradually acquired; in 1883 the number amounted to 22. All these specimens

were remarkable for their large size, lying between 575 and 705 mm. Prof. Collett kindly permitted me to examine the

smallest specimen which up to the present has come from Fiuniark ; it measured about 443 mm. Further I have had 3 larger

specimens under examination which our Zoological Museum owes to the generosity of Collett.

Meantime, the Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition during 1877— 78 found 4 Lycodes, 81— 295 ram. long, on the

banks off the Lofotens and on the north-west coast of Spitzbergen, concerning which Collett holds it for extremely probable

that they are the hitherto wanting young stages of L. esmarkii; the three largest of these are figured in the work on the

fishes of the expedition (PI. II, fig. 19, 20, 21I and for comparison an adult L. esmarkii from Finmark is also given (PI. Ill, fig.

22). The differences which appear between them, especially in the colour-markings, could be ascribed according to Collett,

to the great difference in age and size.

In 1896. the Ingolf Expedition obtained a 260 mm. long Lycodes north-west from the Fseroes which in colour-mar-

king recalls greatly the largest from the Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition, and for other reasons also must be considered

identical with the presumed young stages of L. esmarkii Coll. On opening this specimen I found the gut provided with

two pyloric appendages, small yet quite distinct. whiLst L. esmarkii of Collett displavs no trace of these^i. An investigation,

undertaken thereafter on a specimen from the Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition, showed that this likewise possessed

pyloric appendages. It was therefore clear that the supposed 3-oung of L. esmarkii could not be stages in the development

of this fish, but must belong to a separate species. A detailed comparison further strengthened the independence of the two
forms, so that I was obliged to set up a new species for the specimens obtained away from Finmark, which I have called

L. eudipletirosiiclus ; an explanation of this point will be given later (p. 34— 37).

Whilst I have been obliged to remove from L. esmarkii a form that had previously been considered its young stages*

I have at the same time had the satisfaction of being able to show a true early stage of L. esmarkii. This I found in a

small Lycodes, which the S\vedish Nathorst Expedition of 1S9S obtained between Norway and Bear Island, and which has already

been described as to its most important characters by Dr. E. Lonnberg (1. c ). This author ascribed it to L. vahlii, as he Uke
Prof. S mitt declares himself unable to distinguish between L. esmarkii and L. va/i/ii, a position I cannot agree with fcf. p. 31—32).

On a } o u n g specimen of Lycodes esjuarkii.

Tab. Ill, fig. 2 a.

A comparison between the specimen just referred to (from the sea between Norway and Bear

Island) and L. esinaykii from Finmark will show how it may rightly be considered as a very young

.specimen of L. esmarkii.

M Collett found \'ert. 23 -f 95 in one specimen, in another I counted 23 — 92, Lilljeborg (1. c. p. 16) also 23-^92
in a third.

-) After this was written, I have been able through Dr. E. Lonnb erg's kindness, to examine a well-preserved

specimen in the Museum at Upsala of the Finmark L. esmarkii and could convince mvself that the pvloric appendages were
completely wanting.
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Its dimensions are as follows:

Total length ig2 mm.
Length of the head in

Distance between snout and anns
/o —

Height o\'er the anus i- —

The length of the head is thus 20,3^0 of the total length and falls therefore within the limits

of variation occurring in the adult specimens from Finmark; thus, the measurements given hv

Prof. Collett, reckoned in percentages, show the length of the head as 19,2-24",, of the total length

(in 10 males 22,2—24" ,„ in 12 females 19,2—21,9 "'„). Again, the head and trunk together (or distance

between snout and anus) is 38",o of the total length, which figure is verv close to that of tlie adidt

individuals, where (in 4 specimens) it is 38,3—42,9 "/„')•

It is the colouration however which makes one think at once of L.esiiiarkii. The ground-

colour is dusky brown above, yellowish white below; the scales are whitish and .show as light points

against the dark background. ( )n the lirowu ground-colour the bod>- is marked h\ 7 whitish >-ellow

bands which are distributed wide apart with exception of the last. The foremost of the.se bands

extends from the gill-cover over the edge on to the middle line of the neck; the band on the one

.side does not reach so high up and does not therefore meet with that on the other side. The second

band lies almost over the end of the pectorals; it begins at the upper margin of the dor.sal fin and

divides like a horse-shoe a little below the line of the back. The third baud, which lies somewhat

behind the anus, is similarly branched but more angularly; the fourth and fifth bands have also

more or less the distinct form of a A- The sixth baud as also the seventh, which lies near to the

.sixth, just at the end of the tail, extends across the tail and out to the borders of the fins in the form

of forward projecting arches. — If one compares this with Collett's figure of an adult L.esmarkii

(1. c. PI. Ill, fig. 22) one sees that tlie colouration of the latter is only a further development of that in

the present young specimen, as the bands b)- much branching have assumed the form of festoons.

The pect(>ral fins have 22 rays, which number agrees with that of the adiilts from Finmark;

in five of these I have counted 22— 23 rays, the above mentioned specimen of 443 nun. has 23 ra\s-|.

The lower rays are gradually shortened so that the posterior margin of the fin is evenly rounded as

in the adults. The dorsal fin has 117 ray.s, the anal 102, which numbers also fall within the variations

found in the adult specimens from Finmark, viz. 113— 118 rays for the dorsal, 97—102 for the anal,

according to Collett.

The scal\' covering extends forward to the light band on the neck, to the base of the

pectorals and \entrals, also some wa\- on to the unpaired fins, especially the dorsal fin, but the fore-

most part of the anal fin on the other hand is naked. The scales have therefore almost reached their

complete distriljutiou.

') .\s it iniyht lie of iiUere.st to have tlie ineasureiiifnts of tlie specimen ca. 443 mm. iiK-ntioned above, the smallest

hitherto obtained from Finmark. I s^ive them here: distance between snout and aiiu.s 175 mm. (39,5 " o of the total len,a;th), Icugtli

of the head 90 mm. (20,30 o of the total length), height over the anus 54,5 mm. (12.3 o„ of the total length). The .specimen is

badly preserved and the colour has almost entirelv disappeared, the internal organs have been removed so that tile sex cannot be

determined.

-I When Collett gives 20—23 ravs. it must be remembered, that the lower number has arisen through including

under L. esmarkii the specimens with smaller number of fin-ravs (= L. cudipleitrosiiclus) from the Norwegian Xorth-.\Uautic

Kxpedition.
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Tile lateral line begins above the upper notch of the gill opening; its pores to the number

of some t\\ent\ can be followed as far as the nnddle of the posteriorh- extended pectoral; from this

point one can observe h\ good light a \er\ weak light line trending down towards the anus and

further along the lower border of the tail; this fine line represents tiie ventral lateral line, but pores

can onh be seen here and there singh and indistinct. 1 beliexe I have seen weak traces of a niedio-

lateral lateral line in the form of a few wideh' separated pores. The lateral line in this young

specimen is thus in the same stage of development as in the adult A. esviarkii; in these the lower

(ventral) branch can as a rule be followed; so far as concerns the upper (mediolateral) branch, CoUett

declares that it is ahva\s indistinct '|. and this I can confirm as onl\- in one of the three adult

specimens at w\\ disposal ha\e I found it possible to trace some single oblong pores.

La-stly, it ma\ be added that this young specimen shows not the slightest trace of pyloric

appendages, which are also wanting in the adult L.esmarkn, as already mentioned (p. 28).

All the characteristics displaced above lead to the conclusion that this small specimen from

the open sea off Finmark is a yomig stage of /-. esinarkii from the coasts of Finmark.

A p p e n d i x.

After the foregoing had been written I have had the further opportunity of examining 6

specimens of L. esmarkii obtained during m\- participation in the 1902 summer-cruise of the Michael

Sars to the seas of Shetland, the Faeroes and Iceland. The distribution of this species — hitherto

considered somewhat local has thus become considerabh extended. -Some remarks on these specimens

may fittingly find a place here.

The smallest of the specimens was taken in the Fa;roe Channel. The total length is 1S8 mm.,

4 mm. smaller therefore than the one referred to (p. 28 301 from the seas between Norwa\- and Bear Island.

F'or the rest, the\' agree ver\- closeh', chiefly in regard to the most important proportions, as will be seen:

Total length in mm
I^ength of the head in " o of t!ie total length

Distance between snout and amis —
Height over the anus — —

L. esmarkii juv. from

«Mich. Sars

1902

Nathorst-
Exped.
189S

188
I

192

20,7
j

20,3

9,6
I

8,9

In the new .specimen there are also 7 light bands. The foremost of the.se (neck-band) is

broken off at the middle of the back, so that it appears as a light spot on and over the edge of the

gill-cover, roinid the origin of the lateral line. The remaining bands have quite the same situation

as in the foregoing specimen; the .second to the sixth have the distinct form of a A, only the seventh,

at the end of the tail, is unbranched. The scah' covering and the mediolateral lateral line are in

essential agreement: the \enlral line however is distinct, not onl\- from the neck down to the anus,

') Nyt Magaz. i. N'aturvidensk. 29 Bd., 1884, p. 77. Nevertheless, the figure in the work on the fishes of the Norw.
North-Atlantic Expedition (PI. Ill, fig. 22) shows a clearly marked mediolateral lateral line.
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but also for a considerable distance along the underside of the tail. The ])ect()ral fin has 23 rays and

is not indented at its posterior niarj^in. P\loric appenda.ijes are wanting.

The others are niedinni-sized or larger specimens, the most important measurements of which

are the following:

L.esiiiaykii irovi\ Mich. Sars 1902

J ?.

Total lenj<tli

Ltnicth of the head

Distance between the snout and the anns

Heijihl over tlie anns

371 374 3.S3

1

521

7S,5 78,5 .S6 121

139 142 150 20S

4" 44 42 72

552

120

215

66

The length of the head is therefore 21— 23,2",,, the distance from the snout to the amis

37,5- -39,9 '^'',„ the height o\'er the anus 10 13,8",, of tlie total length.

The colouration of the three medimn-sized individuals (371 3S3 nun.) can l)e derived from

that of the \omig individual referred to above. In the light \ertical bands, whose nitmber is

6 --9, spots or stri]ies of the dark ground-colour have appeared, both on the dorsal fins and lower

down (Tab. Ill, fig. 2 b). The light neck-band is fnll\- developed in one of these specimens and extends

from gill-cover to gill-co\er, enclosing a dark stripe; in the second specimen the neck-band is restricted

to one, }et of good size, light spot on each side of the neck, enclosing a dark spot; in the third there

is onh' an ill-defined lighter part on the upper edge of the gill-cover. In the large specimens the

light bands are still further resoh-ed into festoon-shaped markings (Tal:). Ill, fig. 2 e).

The pectoral fins lia\-e 2}, raws in four specimens, 22 in the fifth; in none of them is there an\'

indentation of the posterior edge of the fin. In two of tlie specimens the dorsal fin has 115 rays,

the anal 97.

The scaly co\-ering has attained its full distribution, forwards as far as the neck and l)ase of

the \-entral fins, also on the unpaired fins to near their margin.

After what has been said above, the lateral line presents the somewhat unusual, as it seems,

pecnliarit\- that the mediolateral line is rather distinct in several of the specimens.

The gnt is lacking in pyloric appendages; in several s]3ecimens it was quite full of skeletal

remains of echinodernis (ophinroids).

Relation of /^. es)/wrk/i' io L.vali/ii.

After Prof. Collett had in his later treatises withdrawn his earlier ex]iressed opinion tliat /..

esmarkii was the same species as the (ireeuland L.vahlii Reinh., Prof. F. A. Smitt and Dr. ICinar

Lonnberg again took tip the matter and declared themselves unable to separate the two forms from

one another. This is not remarkable in itself, since neither of these authors liave had specimens of

L.z)ah/ii at their disposal; their acquaintance with thi.s fish was restricted to what the\- could read

of it in Liitken and Collett. And their doubts concerning the iiide]ieudence of tlie two forms, might

be justified even more as some of the distinctions ])ut forward by Collett are not constant.

There is not the difference with regard to the length of the liead, which Collett has mcntiinied,

iiamel\- that the head in L. esmarkii is on tlu- wdiole soinewliat longer than in /..7'a/i/ii. Lonnberg
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considers thai his specimen (wliicli I have examined in detail p. 28—30) fills up the gap between the

two forms in this regard. Lonnberg might even have concluded this from tlie large series of

measurements of L. esmarkii, which Collett published in 1884. Putting these into percentages, they

show that the length of the head in L. esinarkii \z.x\^^ from 19,2

—

24",, of the total length; as the

relation in L. ?>«///// according to numerous measurements b\- myself, is 18,8—23,8" ,„ no specific difference

conseqnenth' can be founded on this. Nor does the second important proportion give any basis for a

distinction; the distance between the snout and the aniis for example is in L.esinarku 38— 42,9°/o,

in /,. vahlii 36,5—42,3 °o 'I-

When Collett fiu'ther asserts that the shortness of the row of teeth on the palatal bones

distinguishes L. estnarkii from L. vahlii, where this row is as a rule longer than that on the inter-

maxillar\', seldom if ever shorter, he has allowed himself to be misled hx Liitken's erroneous observa-

tions; as we have seen (p. 18 & p. 20) the palatal row of teeth in the adult males of L. vahlii is

alwax's shorter than that on the intermaxillary. This character on whose uucertaint\' Prof. Smitt

has alread\' remarked, nnist therefore also fall to the ground.

Lastly, Lonnberg remarks that little reliance can be placed on the character, that L. vahlii

has onh' one, L.esniarkii two lateral lines, since Collett has seen traces of a mediolateral lateral line

in one of the t\pe-specimens of L. vahlii, and cou\-ersel\- the mediolateral line in L. esinarkii is often

defaced. This must however be corrected, as L. vahlii never occurs with a mediolateral lateral

line; this specimen, on whicli Collett has based his statement and which is in reality one of

Reinhardt's t>pe-specimens, is in no wa\- L. vahlii but belongs to the following species which is

provided with two lateral lines (see more in detail p. 36).

If now, one wishes to settle the independence of L. esinarkii — just as it has been done above,

by consideration of the identical and exclusion of the unrelated elements — as against L. vahlii, one

nuist first and foremost lay stress on the following characters: (i) want of pyloric appendages; (2) the

larger number of ra>s in the pectorals; (3) the characteristic colouration; (4) the double (ventral and

mediolateral) lateral line.

The\- differ from one another also in biological relations; /,. esinarkii li\-es on the whole at

greater depths than L. vahlii , and feeds chiefh' on echinoderms whilst L. vahlii feeds on Crustacea

and Mollusca.

Distribution.

According to Collett, L. esmarkii must be considered a stationary and scarce!}' a rare

fish on the coasts of Finmark; almost all the specimens examined hitherto have been caught in the

Varanger Fjord on lines, and at the depth of 150—200 fathom.s. Between Norway and Bear

Island (73' 3' N.L. 18° 30' E.L.), where the depth was 410 m. and bottom-temperature -f 2^ C. the

Nathorst Expedition caught the young specimen (i92nnn.| referred to in detail above (p. 28) on the

4th of September 1898.

It was taken b\- the Norwegian P'isheries steamer Michael Sars in the sunnner of 1902 at

the following places: Slope between Norway and Shetland (62- 30' N.L. 1° 56' E.L.), depth

'J The apparently smaller variation in L. esinarkii arises from the fact that the numbers are based on measurements
of only 5 specimens and of these but one only was a youug individual, (.\ppendix; in one of the specimens obtained later

|<tMichael ,Sars/, 1902J the distance between the snout and the anus amounts to only 37,50/0 of the total length).
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275 fathoms, bottom-temperature -L ^^8S C, 2 specimens 1371-374 mm) ; Channel between Shet-

land and the Fseroes (60° 19' X.L. 5" 39' W.L.), depth 620 fathoms, bottom-temperature — o°i5 C,

I young spechnen (iHSnnn.l'); east from the Fieroes (62" 26' N.L. 4 49' W.Iy.), depth 228 fathoms,

I specimen (552 mm.)-'); between the Fasroes and Iceland (62' 59' N.L. icy\:;7' W.L.), depth 251

fathoms, bottom-temperature -- 3° 24 C, i specimen (521 mm.); east from Iceland (64° 58' N.L. 11^

12'W.L.), depth 300 fathoms, bottom-temperature — 0^38 C, i specimen (383 mm.).

Judging from these cajitures, A. esinai'kii. which was hitherto considered as a species occurring

locall\' at Finmark, has probabh- a continuous distribution over the deeper parts of tlie coastal plateau

of the Northern Ocean and its shehing sides ( slopes ), from Bear Island and F'inmark down to Stat,

thence towards Shetland and the east banks of the Fseroes, north of the Fieroes and along the broad

ridge from the Fa;roe Isles to the Iceland plateau. Exceptionally, it nia\' \"enture o\'er the sloping

banks of the ocean down into the polar depths.

Again, it occurs on the east coast of North America, as CoUett has identified 4 full\- grown

specimens from off the coast of No \' a Scotia-^).

Lycodes eudipleurostictus Jensen.

Tall. Ill, Fig. I a, b.

1S7S. Lycodes vahlii Collett, Fiske indsamlede under den norske Nordhavs-Expeditions 2 forste Togter,

1876 og 1877; Forh. Vidensk. Selsk. Chria. 1878, No. 4, p. 11 (partiiu).

1878. L. vahlii Collett, Fiske fra Nordhavs-Expeditionens sidste Togt, Sommeren 1878; Forh. \'idensk.

Selsk. Chria. 1878, No. 14, p. 54 (partim).

1879. /.. z'rt///// Collett, Meddelelser om Norges Fiske i Aarene 1875— 78; Forh. Vidensk. Selsk. Chria.

1879, ^o. I, p. 62 (partim).

1880. L. fi-wrtr/vV Collett, The Norw. North-Atlantic Expedition, Fishes, p. 84 (partim), PI. II, Fig. 19—21.

1891. L.esmarkii Lilljeborg, Sveriges och Norges Fiskar, II, p. 6 (partim).

1895. L. va/i/a Smitt, Skandinaviens Fiskar, II, p. 613 (partim).

1898. L. Esjiiarkii Liitken, The Danish Ingolf Expedition, II, i, p. 21.

1901. L.esiiiarki Knipowitsch, Ann. ^Musee zool. I'Acad. Imp. St. Petersbourg, T. \T, j). 21.

1901. L. r^////yforma/'^7///rt'rtSmitt, Bih. K. Sv. Vet.-Akad. Handl. Bd. 27, Afd. IV,No.4,p. 24 (])artim ), No. 13.

1901. L. Vahlii typica Smitt, ibid. p. 26 (partim). No. 40, 41 & 42.

1901. L. eiidipleiirostictits Jensen, Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. p-oren. Kblnn. p. 206.

The height over the anus amounts to 8,1- 13,6",,. the length of the head to

19,8— 24, 3 "'o of the total length. The tail is distinctly longer than the head and

trunk together, as the distance Ijetvveen the snout and the anus is 36,7 — 41, 4 "o of

the total length. The posterior margin of the pectoral is indented. Colouration

I Giin ther (Chall. E.xped. Deep-Sea Fislics, 1.SS7, p. 77) also refers 2 speciiiicns from tlio I'leroe Cliaimcl. 60S fatliouis.

to this species, but tliey perhaps belong to L. eudifileurosliclus mihi which has 1)eeii coufuseil with /,. esmarkii.

-I This specimen was taken on a hne. the other specimens in the English trawl.

il Goode and Bean refer also to this species a number of .specimens, taken at 39° 43' -42° 43' ^--L. and 62'^ 20 —
-s' 42' W.I,.. 224-420 fathoms (Oceaniclchthyology, 1895, p. 303), but one cannot tell if the determination is correct.

The Inijoll-E.vpf-dition. II, 4. ^
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brown witli a light spot ou each side of tlie neck (sometimes a light stripe across

over the neck), and witli 5 — 8 as a rule narrow whitish yellow cross-bands over the

trunk and tail (sometimes partly assuming a ring-form). The scales cover the whole

of the body to in front of the dorsal fin and to the ventrals, and extend out on to the

unpaired fins. The lateral line is double, divided just behind the root of the pectoral

into a medio lateral and a ventral brancli, both distinct. Pyloric appendages 2. Size

reaches to 32 5 mm.

D. 100— 103. A. 88— 92. P. 20

—

22(23). Vert. 106 (20 ^ 86).

Distribution. Northerly West- and East-Greenland, ca. 150— 400 fathoms; Spitz-

bergen, 260— 460 fathoms; west from Lofotens in Norway, 350 fathoms; off Norway-

Shetland Slope
,
360—420 fathoms; north from the Faeroes, 470 fathoms; east from

Iceland, 300— 340 fathoms.

I have been obliged to found tliis new species for the 4 specimens brought home b>- the

Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition from Spitzbergen and from the seas off Lofoten, which Prof.

Collett after some reflection, considered were young specimens of L. esmarkii of Finmark, also for a

similar specimen (260 mm. longi taken by the Ingolf Expedition north-west from the Fjeroes (figured

in fig. I a of Tab. III). In addition, there is a further specimen from Umanak in West Greenland,

referred formerly b)' Reinhardt sen. to the L. vahlii founded by him. Lastly, I have been able to

examine 4 specimens in the Stockholm Riks-Museum, taken in Franz Joseph's Fjord (northerly East

Greenland) by the Nathorst and Kolthoff Expeditions, and considered by Prof. F. A. Smi tt as

<formsi of L. vahlii'^].

As I shall now proceed to confirm the necessit\- of the resolved upon separation from L. esinaykti\

I ma\- first of all set down the proportions of the 9 specimens, ^j

Franz

Josephs

Fjord

Off Spitz-

Lofoten I bersren

Total length in mm.

Length of the head —
Distance from snout to anus —
Height over the anus —

68

16,5

27

5,5

Si

18,5

31.5

7

Franz

Josephs

Fjord

?

Franz

Josephs

Fjord

S

N.W. f.

Faeroes

„ .. o -1
,

Franz
Spitz-

I

Spitz-
Josephs

bergen bergen
j

p^^^.^

$

114

25

45

12

165

39

66

17

227

54

94

26

260

57

102

31.5

265

60

105

32

295

65

1 16 3)

40

320

75

126

35

The form of the body is on the whole not unlike that oi L. esmarkn\ and the most important

proportions are somewhat similar; thus, the length of the head amounts to 21,9— 24,3 °/o, the distance

between the snout and the anus to 38,9—41,4° o of the total length.

The fins on the other hand show in several ways, tolerablv great differences from those of

the foregoing species. Whilst the pectorals in L. esmarkii have 22— 23 rays, the number in the present

species is mostly 21, more rarely 22, only in a single specimen and in one of its pectoral fins is the

'I My original diagnosis (I.e.) has been changed somewhat out of regard for these 4 specimens I likewise also for the

still later obtained 17 specimens of the -iMichael Sars Expeditions of 1900 and 1902 |cf. p. 36)1.

=) The West Greenland specimen is in a tolerably bad condition and will therefore be described by itself |p. 36).

31 Collett has 160, which must be a misprint
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number 23. Again, the pectoral fins in L. endipleiirostictiis are remarkable in that the lower ravs are

somewhat prolonoed and project distinctly forward be\oiul the middle ra\s; the posterior border

of the fin thus displays a distinct indentation. Collett even has remarked upon this peculiaritv

in his young specimens of L.esmarkii ^ but he imagines that the fin changes during development —
a condition, Collett admits howe\'er, he has ne\'er seen, nor anvthing similar, in other species. We
have just seen (p. 29 and p. 31) that tlie real )oung stage of L.esmarkii shows no such incision of the

pectoral — so that this ma\- be considered as one of the characteristic features of L.eiidiple/rrostictiis^).

Again, the vertical fins ha\-e distinctly fewer fin-ra\s. In the L. esiiiarkii from Finmark,

according to Collett, the dorsal fin has 113— iiS rays, the anal 97—102; in the specimens from the

Xorw. North-Atlantic E.xpedition on the other hand, the dorsal fin has oid\' 102— 103 raws (from the

Ingolf Expedition, 100), and anal fin <SS-92 ra\s (from the Ingolf Expedition, qo). Collett explains the

larger number of fin-rays in the large Specimens from Finmark by assuming that vertebrce might

continue to h(t laid down along with the ra\"s belonging to them during the whole development, but

I hardh- think that Prof. Collett retains this opinion.

Scales. Concerning the two largest specimens (265 and 295 mm.) from the Xorw. Xorth-Atlantic

Expedition, Collett has declared that the scaly covering extends forward in front of the beginning

of the dorsal fin, and on the belly to the ventrals; the dorsal and anal fins are likewise covered with

scales nearly to their margins. The 260 nun. long specimen from the Ingolf Expedition is quite similar.

In the two young specimens from the Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition the scaled integument

is for the most i)art full}- de\-eloped on the bod\-; in the largest individual (i 14 mm. total length)

both the fins and the .skin along their base are still naked ; in the smallest (Si mm. total length) the

scales on the tail are just beginning to develop . With regard to the three larger specimens (165-

-

320 nun) in the Stockholm Aluseum, I have noted that the scales reach forward to the head and out

on to the unpaired fins; the 68 mm. long individual was still naked on the posterior half of the tail,

whereas the remaining part of the tail as well as the tnmk to a little behind the base of the pectoral

shows indications of scales.

The lateral line in L. cHdip/eiirostictits is very distinctly double (I have founded the name

of the species on this characteristic). It arises singly at the upper end of the gill-openings, forms a

slight arch over the free edge of the gill-cover, then divides a little posterior to this into two branches,

the upper of which, the mediolateral, is the most distinct and courses along the middle line of the

whole body right to the caudal fin; the lower branch, the ventral, cour.ses .slantwise downwards towards

the anal fin, then runs along the edge of this fin towards the caudal fin. vSuch is the case in the

medium-sized and largest specimens. In the 81 nun. long specimen both lines are still indistinct, but

they are already apparent in the one 114 mm. long. — In L. esinarkii the mediolateral line is often

more or less indistinct.

The colouration oi L.endiplcttrostiiiiis is rather different from tliat of the foregoing species

and can hardly be thought to give ri.se to that in L. esinarkii. as Collett believed. The ground-

'I vSniitt (1. c. 1901) states that the pectoral is incised iu more of the Nalhorst-Kollhoff Expeilitious' I.vcodcs than

the four I have here referred to L. eudipleurosticivs, lint after a personal ins])ection of the specimens in question I have not

been able to confirm this statement. In L. /n'gidns on the other hand, the posterior margin of the pectoral is often

weaklv incised.
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colour is brown, more or less dark, with narrow wliitisli yellow cross-bands whose niunber varies from

5—8. Further, as sign of a neck-band, there is a more or less distinct whitish yellow spot inmiediately

over the upper end of the gill-opening, sometimes lower down on the edge of the gill-cover; concerning

one of the specimens from East Greenland I have indeed noted: the neck light across over. What

especially distinguishes L. eiidipletirostictus from the foregoing species in the colouration, is that the

vertical bands show no signs of resolving themselves into the characteristic festooned markings of the

adult L. esmarkii.

When we add to this that the gut immediately behind the stomach is provided with 2 small

appendages, whilst the L. esmarkii of Finmark is wanting in any trace of such, we have the most

important differences between tlie present and foregoing species.

The Greenland specimen >et remains to be briefh' mentioned. It was sent from Umanak in

1S34 and mentioned by Reinhardt sen. amongst the 7 Lycodes which served for the preparation of

his detailed treatise on L. va/ih'i^)\ its preservation however was not good, and R. when preparing

his description, seems to have made no further use of it, otherwise its distinctness from L. vahlii

might have been apparent to him. Nor did Lutken find anything remarkable in it. Prof. Collett

however, on a visit to our ^Museum, discovered that this specimen showed signs of a mediolateral in

addition to the ventral lateral line usual to L. vahlii^]. This fact was for me still more striking: the

two lateral lines are especially distinct, just as distinct as in the other specimens of L. eudipleiirostictiis

at my disposal. Further, the number of rays in the pectorals agrees witli this species and amounts to

21, a number that is never reached in L. vahlii. Where the colour is preserved, it is in agreement

with the present species. Its length is ca. 275 mm.

I do not hesitate therefore to separate this specimen from A. vahlii and place it with L.

eitdipleurosticiits.

Appendix.

After completing \\\\ MvSS. on /.. ciidiplciirostictus I have had the opportunit\' of studying a

series of specimens, caught during \\\\ participation in the 1902 summer cruise of the Norwegian

steamer Michael Sars . These specimens should be briefly described here as the\- lead to a few

changes in the diagnosis.

The most important measurements of these 16 specimens, likewise of a 17th taken during the

1900 cruise of the (Michael Sarss, are as follows:

Total lenjith in mm
Length of the head —
Distance from snout to anus —
Heiglit over the anus —

z 51 <?

205 206
1 209 223 232

44' 46,51 45 50,5 52

253 277 285

56 59,5' 62

86' 100 104
I

113

26i 29
\

35,5 31,5

293

69

119

39

? i

302 [307

64, 5
j

65

123
j

119

37
I

37

315 '323

62,5 72,5

127
j

124

40,5 40,5

325

73

121

41

75 :
152

I

203

16
j
34

j
43

28 ' 57,5! 74,5! 821 82 I 82,51 87

6,25j 17
^

24
j

21 ' 22,5: 24 24

Put into percentages of the total length therefore, the length of the head in the males is

21,2— 23,6" o, in the females and young specimens 19,8— 22,6 ^u; distance between the snout and the

anus 36,7—40,7 %; the height over the anus 8,9—13,3%.

j K. D. Videusk. Selsk. Skr. VII, 1S3S, p. 165.

2) The Norwegian North-.-\tlantic Expedition, Fishes. 1880, p. 86.
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The miinber of ra\s in the pectoral fin varies from 20-22; there arc 20 ravs in 6 specimens,

21 in 8, 22 in 2; in all, the posterior edge of the fin is distinctU' indented. In one of the

largest specimens I have counted 103 rays in the dorsal fin, 88 rays in the anal and 106 vertebrae in

all (20 in the trunk, 86 in the tail); the number of the vertebra- is thus less than in /,. esninrkii (23 -

92—95) and has to be reckoned anrongst the distinguishing characters from that species.

In the smallest specimen (total length, 75 mm.) figured in fig. i b on Tal). Ill, the hindmost

portion of the tail is naked, whereas scales have begun to appear on the anterior part of the tail as

well as on the trunk. In all the remaining specimens the scaly covering extends from the end of

the tail to the head. The scales extend more or less out on to the unpaired fins, least on the anterior

part of the dorsal and anal.

The lateral line is distinct (except in the young sjDecinien), both the mediolateral and the

ventral branch.

The colour is dark brown, with 5— 7 whitish vellow, as a ride very narrow cross-bands; some-

times indeed single light bands show transition stages to a ring-form, or (only in a single individual)

they ma\' be relati\'el\' broad, and the dark ground-colour between them appears light in the middle,

so that we obtain a colouration recalling somewhat that in L. rossi; there is one specimen also

where one or other of the vertical stripes shows signs of bifurcation below. The upper part of gill-

covers have a light border; sometimes the light colour extends a little also on to the neck above,

over the gill-openings.

All the specimens have two small appendages behind the pvlorus.

Two of the females have large eggs in the ovary. In the one, 315 mm. long, caught on the

19th of July, the diameter of the eggs is 4—4,5 mm., and their number ca. 250 (apart from main-

very small eggs in the o\ary); in the other, 302 mm. long, taken on the 25th of August, the diameter

of the eggs is 5 mm.

If we now, with this extended knowledge of L. cudiplcuyostictns^ wish to sum up the characters

in which this species differs from L. csi//ai'ki/\ these would be chiefly:

(1) the indentation in the posterior margin of the pectoral fin,

(2) the smaller nund^er of rays in the dorsal and anal fins,

(3) the smaller nund^er of vertebra;,

(4) presence of two small pyloric appendages,

and in the second place:

the alwa\s distinct, double lateral line,

the (as a rule) simple banded markings.

In biological regards also the two forms are markedly different: /.. ciid/fi/enrust/ctiis is pre-

eminently a cold water, L. csinarki! on the other hand mainh' a warm water form; L. csi/tarkn lives

almost exclusiveh- on echinoderms (especialh- ophiuroids), L. eadiplcut'osticliis on worms and Crustacea.

Nor does L. eudipleurosiictiis become nearl\- so large as I., esiiiarkii.
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Distribution.

In Europe, L. eudipletirosiichis has been caught at several places in the cold area-, and extends

from thence over to the east coast of Greenland and probably north of that land, as well as a stretch

along the west coast, as a specimen has been taken there at Umanak (70° 40' N.L.)- At East Green-

land it has been taken in Franz Josephs Fjord, e. g. 2 specimens at 760 meters b}- the Nathorst

Expedition of 1899, and 2 specimens at 200—300 meters by the Kolthoff Expedition of 1900. At Spitz-

bergen, the Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition took 3 specimens at depths of 459 and 260 fathoms,

bottom-temperature — i' C. and -}- i°i C.'); a Russian Expedition in 1899, one specimen, where the depth

was 497 meters and bottom-temperature — 0^9 C.^). The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition took one

specimen off Helg eland in Norway where the depth was 350 fathoms, and bottom-temperature — o°9 C.

Again, tlie Ingolf Expedition caught a specimen N.W. from the Fjeroes (St. 138) where the depth was

471 fathoms and bottom-temperature — o°6 C. Lastly, the steamer Michael Sars obtained it at the

following places in 1902: off the Norway-Shetland Slope (62° 43' N.L. i°26'E.L.), depth 420

fathoms, bottom-temperature under o^ C. (2 specimens) and (62^ 40' N.L. i" 56' E.L.), depth 360 fathoms,

bottom-temperature — o'"3 C. (2 specimens); east from Iceland {64" 58' N.L. 11° 12' W.L.), depth 300

fathouLS, bottom-temperature — o°38 C. (12 .specimens); and in 1900: east from Iceland, depth 340 fathoms,

bottom-temperature — 0^69 C. (i specimen).

Lycodes pallidus Collett.

Tab. IV, Fig. i a, b, c, d, e.

1878. Lycodes pallidus Collett, Fiske fra Nordhavs-Expeditionens sidste Togt, Sommeren 1878; Forh.

Vidensk. Selsk. Chria. 1878, Nr. 14, p. 70.

1880. L. pallidus Collett, The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition, Fishes, p. no, PI. Ill, Fig. 26— 27.

1886. L. pallidus Liitken, Dijmphna-Togtets zoologisk-botaniske Udbytte, p. 134, Tab. XVII, Fig. i—3.

1898. L. pallidus Liitken, The Danish Ingolf-Expedition, II, i, p. 22 (partim).

1901. L. pallidus Knipowitsch, Zool. Ergebn. d. Ru.ss. Exped. nach Spitzbergen, Fische; Ann. Musee Zool.

de I'Acad. Imp. d. Sci., St. Petersbourg, T. \T, igoi, p. 23.

1901. L. vahlii forma pallida Smitt, Bihang. K. Sv. Vet.-Akad. Handl. Bd. 27, Afd. IV, No. 4, p. 24 (par-

tim). No. 12 & 14—26.

igoi. L. vahlii ionwdi typica Smitt, ibid. p. 26 (partim). No. 30—39.

1901. L.reticulaius ioxms. frigida Smitt, ibid. p. 29 (partim). No. 2— 9.

In proportions of the total length the height over the anus is 83)— 10,6 °o, the

length of the head 20,7— 25,3 "o (in females 20,9 — 23,8%, in males 22— 25,3 %), the

distance between the snout and the anus 38—44,7%, the longitudinal diameter of the

eye 3,1— 4,5"'„. The young and smaller individuals are coloured on the back and

') The station lies however just ou the boundaries of the "Cold area».

2) From the report, which Prof. N. Knipowitsch has given (1. c.i of this but 87,5 mm. long specimen, it is clearly

seen that it belongs to the same species as Collett's «Z. esniarkii ^n-v. >, or — in other words — that it is a L. ctidipleurostictus.

3) In weakly young specimens sometinie.s sinking to 7,3 °o.
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sides with dark cross-bands wliicli become indistinct in the older; the\- remain longest

as dark patches on the dorsal fin bnt may also disapj^ear from there, so that the

colon r in the end becomes uniformly brownish, as a rule however, darkened on the

belly and posterior border of the gill-covers; the anal fin dark posteriorly (or with

several dark patches); sometimes a light spot o\-er the gill-co\-er or a light stripe

across the neck. In older specimens the scales extend from the end of the tail almost

to the root of the pectorals, bnt the anterior part of the back and a large portion of the

b e 1 1 >' are naked; as a rule there are no scales on the u n ^d a i r e d fins. The lateral line

double, ventral and m e d i o 1 a t e r a 1 , but in general o n 1 \- distinct in its course down
towards the anus. Pyloric appendages 2. The size reaches 207 nun.

D. 97— loi. A. 84— 86. P. (17) 18— 20(21).

Distribution. Kara Sea, 46— 106 fathoms; Spitzbergen, 60— 459 fathoms; north-

eastern Greenland, (6',) 18—400 fathoms; north from Iceland, 293-495 fathoms;

north from the Fteroes, 471 fathoms; off the Shetland-Norway .Slope , 420 fathoms.

van similis m.

Tab. V, Fig, 2 a, b, c, (1 & Tali. VI, Fig. 3 a, b, c, d.

1S98. Lycodes paUidiis Liitken, The Danish Ingolf-Expedition, II, i, p. 22 (partim).

1898. L. Liitkenii Liitken, ibid. p. 21 (partim).

1901. L. similis Jensen, Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. Kbhvn., p. 205.

In proportions of the total length the height over the anus is 10— 12, 4^0, the

length of the head 23— 25,9",:, (in females 23— 24 "o, in males 24,8 — 25,9°,,), distance

between the snout and the anus 41,4— 44 "o, longitudinal diameter of the eye 4,7 —
5,6 °/o. The colour is yellowish or brownish, in some individuals with indistinct

dark cross-bands, in others distinct cross-bands, dark- brown with lighter colour

in the middle, and with a light stripe across the neck. In the adults the scales cover

the tail and the trunk as far as the neighbourhood of the base of the pectorals, but

the anterior part of the back, a stripe under the foremost part of the dorsal fin and

the greatest portion of the bell\' (in front of the anus) are naked; no scales on the

unpaired fins. The lateral line is double, ventral and m e d i o 1 a t e r a 1 , but usually o n 1 y

distinct in its course down towards the anus. Pyloric appendages 2. The size reaches

to 175 mm.

D.94-96. A.8i— 82. P. 19— 20(21).

Distribution. South from Jan M a >• e n
, 371 fathoms.

var. squamiventei- ra.

Tab. IV, F'ig. 2 a, b.

1898. L. pallidus Liitken, The Danish Ingolf-Expedition, II, i, p. 22 (partim).

In proportions of the total length, the height over the anus is 9,4 — io,8°o. the

length of the head 19,6— 22,4 "o, the distance between the snout and the anus 37,9 —
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41,1%, the loiif^i ludiual diameter of the eye 3 — 4,4'^,,. The colour is uniform, brown

or grayish, without bands or spots'); the belly and posterior border of the gill-cover

darkish. The scales are small, relatively smaller than in the two foregoing forms and

have a somewliat wider distribution, as the}- extend from the end of the tail not

only to near the base of the pectorals, but also to the neck ( sometimes how e ver, a

bare strip occurs in the middle line of the back in front of the dorsal fin ), as well as

on the underside of the belly, which is scaled a considerable portion in front of the

anus, often just to the tip or even to the root of the ventral fins; in medium-sized

and adult indix'i duals the scales spread out also on to the unpaired fins. The lateral

line is double, \-entral and inediolat eral, most distinct in its course down towards

the anus. Pvloric appendages 2. The size reaches to 260 mm.

D. 96— 97. A. 81— 82' P. 18 — 20.

Distribution. East from Iceland, 537 — 957 fathoms; north from the Fieroes,

679 fathoms; off the S h e 1 1 a n d - N o r w a y Slope, 650 fathoms.

Remarks on the Synonymy.
L. paUulits was formed by R. Collett for two small Lj'codes, taken by the Norwegiau North-Atlantic Expedition

in 1878, north-west from Spitzbergen at 260—459 fathoms depth. In 1881—82 the species was again taken in the Kara Sea

by the Dijniphna Expedition, according to Liitken, who described 11 specimens from there and figured some of them.

Later, the same autlior mentions a number of specimens, taken by the Ingolf Expedition of 1896 at 8 stations in the cold

water between the Faroes, Iceland and Jan Maven. Lastly, N. Knipowitsch has recently described a specimen, taken by

a Russian expedition to Spitzbergen.

The species seems thus to have gradually gained recognition. In his latest treatise {ow L. gracilis ) Prof. Collett has

meanwhile come to doubt how far L. pal/idtts (and its probable young .stage L.russi) is a good species, or if it possibty is

synonjTuous with L. gracilis M. Sars.

The results my investigations have led to, are as follows: L. pallidus Collett is an independent species, which does

not show any near relation to L. rossi or to L. gracilis (= L. va/i/ii). L. pallidus Liitken from tlie Kara Sea is identical with

Collett's species, and the same holds for L. pallidus Knipowitsch. L. pallidas Liitken from the Ingolf Expedition belongs

likewise to the same species, but in certain regards displays a tolerably great amount of variation, and for some of the

specimens I have been led to form two separate varieties: similis {cf. p. 46) and squamivcnter (p. 48).

After these prehminary remarks had been written down, I have had the opportunity to examine an additional and
considerable number of specimens, especially from the Polar Depths and from the north-eastern Greenland; regard has also

been taken for the.se in my diagnosis, and they are deserving of special mention.

Lycudes pallidus from the Ingolf Expedition.

Tab. IV, fig. I a, li, c, d, e.

There are 11 specimens in all from the seas north of the Fseroes (St. 138) and Iceland

(St. 124, 126); the depths varied from 293—495 fathoms.

I give below the most important measurements of these specimens:

«t. 126 St i26iSt. 126 St 138 St 124 St 124 St 138 St 138 St 124
St 138 St 124

?

Total length
, in mm. 53 53,5 85

j
104

|

115 130 133
j

135 140
[

158 183

Length of the head — ii 12,5 13 19 ! 23 26 29 32 I 30 32 ! 40 41

Distance from snout to anus -
,; 21,5 22 35 41 45 53 54 56 58 ]

66 75

Height over the anus ^ il 4,5 \ 4,5 s 9,5 10,5
|

13 14 13 I3
\

16 17,5

> Ouitc young in<lividuals are certainly not known, but siuh is the condition in all the specimens to hand
whose total length is down to ii7,,i mm.
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The body is thus moderateh' elongated (zoarciforni), as tlie height over tlie anus amounts to

9,1—-10,5 "., of the total length. From the neck to the anus it is almost of even height, thereafter the

height gradualh' lessens towards the pointed end of the tail. The tail is compressed, likewise the

trunk, as the thickness here is still somewhat less than the height; the greatest thickness lies forward

on the cheeks and is somewhat greater than the height over the anus. The head and trunk together

are a good deal shorter than the tail, as the distance between the snout and the anus amounts to

39,1—41,2 % of the total length.

The length of the head is 22,1—25,3",:, of the total length. It is tolerablv elongated, as the

height over the neck is contained twice or somewhat more in the length; it is also compressed down-

wards, flatly arched above, curved outwards at the sides and tolerably flat below. Seen from the side,

the over margin forms a slight curve to the fore end of the snout, whose smooth point extends more

or less forward in front of the intermaxillary; this again is in front of the mandible, so that the mouth

lies on the under surface of the head. The e>-es are tolerably small, their longitudinal diameter (in

individuals over 100 mm. length) amounting to 4—4,4 "o of the total length. Seen from the side, the

upper border of the e\'e curves up over the margin of the brow; seen from abo\'e, there is a space

between the two eves which is almost equal to the vertical diameter of the e\'e; they are for the rest,

oval, longer than high. On the cranium, the breadth of the forehead l^etween the eyes amounts to

only ca. ",o of the length of the head. The snout is tolerably long, its length reckoned to the anterior

border of the eye, being ca. 7—8,5% of the total length; the males seem to have the longest snout; in

the i5Snmi. long male the length of the snout is 8,5 "/„ of the total length, in the 183 mm. long female

only 6,8", o- The shallow pits along the borders of the jaws are specially distinct in well-preserved

specimens. The nostrils are in the form of tubes as usual. The teeth are short, conical, truncated,

but tolerably strong, inserted on the intermaxillary (double row in front, single behind), on the palatals,

vomer and mandible (in several rows in front).

The dorsal fin, whose distance from the snout is 29,5—31 '^ o of the total length, contains

ca. 97— 100 raysM, the anal ca. 84-'); in both cases half the caudal fin is as usual included. The pectorals

have (18)19—20(21) rays3|. The ventral fins are relatively smaller than in other species.

The scales are laid down early. In the two smallest specimens (total length 53—53,5 mm.) the

scales are already in process of development on the foremost part of the body (see Tab. IV, fig. i a),

and in the 85 mm. long specimen (Tab. IV, fig. i b) they cover the anterior part of the tail, also the

trunk as far as the beginning of the dorsal fin, though the anterior portion of the back and the whole

of the belly are naked. The 104 mm. long specimen (Tab. IV, fig. i c) is alread\- almost entirelv covered

with scales, from near the tip of the tail forward as far as the dorsal fin extends; the anterior part

of the back is however naked, as also a small portion under the base of the foremost part of the

dorsal fin and the belly, or speaking more accuratelv, that part of the trunk which lies under the

branch of the lateral line descending towards the anus. In the 115 nun. long specimen, there is

a slightly larger naked part posteriori)- on the tail, but the scaly covering has the same distribution

•) According; to Collett 9S— loi.

2) — . — S4-S6.

3) — - — iS -19.

The Ingoll-Ivxpedition. II. 4.
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in front, likewise in the 130 mm. long specimen, though here the end of the tail is scaled. In the

133 mm. long specimen, there are one to two rows of scales under the descending part of the lateral

line, and the scales extend a little further forward towards the head; the neck (in front of the dorsal

fin) is still however naked. The scales have a similar distribution in the specimens of 135, 140

and 158 mm. length, but there are respectively 3 to 4, 2 to 3, and 2 to 3 rows of scales under the

branch of the lateral line descending towards the anus; the largest of the specimens (Tab. IV, fig. i d)

has still a naked strip under the foremost part of the root of the dorsal fin. Lastly, in the specimen

of 183 mm. (Tab. IV, fig. i e) the scaly covering extends from the tip of the tail to tolerably near the

base of the pectorals, and there are ca. 6 rows of scales under the descending portion of the lateral

line, but the belly itself is still naked, as also the back in front of the dorsal fin; in one respect this

specimen differs from all the foregoing, namely, that the scales extend out on to the base of the

dorsal and anal fins.

The lateral line begins over the upper end of the gill-opening, forms a slight arch over the

edge of the gill-cover and bends thereafter down towards the anus; from there it can be followed —

though often with difficulty and only under the lens — a shorter or longer distance along the tail,

in the neighbourhood of the edge of the body. Most often there are also more or less distinct traces

of a mediolateral lateral line, especially on the tail. The descending part of the lateral line is developed

early and is seen already on the 53 mm. long young.

Colour. The two smallest (53— 53,5nni].) show 9 dark cross-bands, which are very sharply

marked on the dorsal fin, but lower down on the body become quite feeble; between these darker

cross-bands the yellowish ground-colour of the body shows itself as light cross stripes; the anal fin is

dark-coloured posteriorly, almost black (Tab. IV, fig. i a). During development the dark cross-bands

become more and more indistinct; they jDcrsist longest on the dorsal fin as dark patches, especially on

the hindmost part. There is also some individual variation. In one specimen of 85 mm. (Tab. IV,

fig. I b) the bands are already tolerably faint on the dorsal fin and hardly to be distinguished on the

body; in one 104 mm. long (Tab. IV, fig. i c) on the other hand, they are still rather distinct right across.

The following remarks on the remaining specimens will be sufficient: total length 115mm.: 10 distinct

dark markings on the dorsal fin, faint shadows on the body under them, anal fin dark posteriorly;

total length 130 mm.: traces of dark markings on the dorsal fin posteriorly, anal fin dark posteriorly;

total length 133 mm.: 9 dark markings on the dorsal fin, two such on the posterior part of the anal

fin ; total length 135 mm. : faint traces of dark markings on the dorsal, under them indistinct shadows

on the body, anal fin darkened posteriorly; total length 140mm.: two very faint shadings posteriorly

on the dorsal fin, anal a little darkened quite at the posterior end; total length 158 mm.: 12 indistinct

dark markings on the dorsal fin, here and there traces also of faint shadows under them on

the body (Tab. IV, fig. i d). Finalh', the 183 mm. specimen is uniformly coloured, brown, with the

scales showing somewhat lighter than the ground-colour (Tab. IV, fig. i e). The belly in consequence

of the dark peritoneum, has commonly a more or less darkened appearance; also, the posterior margin

of the gill-covers and the skin over the branchiostegal rays, sometimes also the pectoral fins, are

darkened.
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Sexual organs. Only in one of the individuals to hand are tlie eggs so large that they can

be recognised with the naked e\'e, namely in the one of 1S3 mm.; the sack-formed ovary is 14 mm.

long and contains a somewliat small number of eggs, whose diameter does not exceed 1,5 mm.: thc

date of capture was the 28th of July.

Lycodes pn//idi/s from the Kara Sea.

From the Kara Sea 11 specimens, 85— 160 mm. long, have been obtained and are mentioned by

Littken (I.e.). Calculated from my measurements, the height o\-er the anus is 8,4—8,7'^',,, the length

of the head 22,6—24,6".,, the distance between the snout and the anus 41,4—43,1",,, the longitudinal

diameter of the e\'e 3,3—4,1",, of the total length. Compared with the specimens from the Ingolf

Expedition, L. pallidns from the Kara Sea has therefore a somewhat more slender body and the tail is

relatively a little shorter. The pectoral fins have throughout fewer rays, their number being iS or

19, seldom 17. The head, anterior part of the back and the lielly are always naked. The .smaller

specimens have distinct dark cross-bands on the bod\' and unpaired fins, in the older these become

less clear on the body, and the largest (160 mm.) is almost without markings. Liitkeu mentions

only one lateral line, viz. the \'entral, but faint traces of a mediolateral branch can be detected in

several specimens.

L vcodes pallidns from S p i t z b e r g e n.

The two t_\-pe-specimens of the species, 93 and 164 mm. long, were taken at Spitzbergen at 260

and 459 fathoms. In these, the length of the head is 22,6 "o, the distance between the .snout and the

anus 39— 39,8%, the height over the anus 8,5—9,1°/,,, the longitudinal diameter of the eye 4,3"., of

the total length. The pectorals contain 18 — 19 ray.s. Scales cover the body as far as the region of

the pectoral fins, but the head, neck, middle of the belly and the fins are naked; in the .smallest

specimen the scales extend farthest forward, nameU', immediately to the base of the pectorals, and

onh- a small strip along the middle of the belly is naked; in the largest individual on the other hand,

a larger part of the belly is naked (cf. PI. Ill, fig. 26 and 27 in Collett, 1. c. 18801. The colour is gray-

brown, with 5— 7 dark markings on the dorsal fin and an almost indistinguishable shading on the

body under each of them; a dark patch likewise on the anal fin towards the end. Of the lateral line

Collett has only seen the ventral branch. — For the rest, see the detailed and careful description

of Collett.

Again, N. Knipowitsch (I.e.) has described a specimen, 188,5 mm. long, taken in Stor Fjord at

60 fathoms depth. In it, the length of the head is 25,2 "o, the distance between the .snout and the

anus 42,4 "/o, the lieight over the anus 9",,,, the longitudinal diameter of the eye 3,5"., of the total

length. The pectorals contain 18 ravs. The scaly covering extends to a little in front of the conunen-

cement of the dorsal fin, the belly is naked. The colour is brown-gra\-, with indistinct traces of darker

cross-bands. The \-entral lateral line is distinct, traces of a mediolateral branch are also to be seen.

Of specimens from Spitzbergen I have myself made occasional notes concerning three; one

( L. retiailaUts iormsi frigida No. 7 apud Smilt I.e.; was taken by the Kolthoff Expedition of
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I9CX3 in the mouth of the Ise Fjord at a depth of 350 meters, the other two by the - Michael Sars'» in

1901 in the Ise Fjord at a depth of 260 meters. The most important measurements of these individuals

are as follows:

? s

1

1

117 147 207

21,8 23.1 24,9

41 42,2 44,7

10,2 8,5 9.9

3,6 4,1 3,1

Total length in mm
I.ength of the head iu °,o of the total length

Distance between the snout and anus — —
Height over the anus — —
Longitudinal diameter of the e3-e ... — —

The largest of the individuals is remarkable for its great breadth of head just behind the

eyes; it is a male and the same characteristic has already been noted for this sex in another species

{L.vahlu\ cf. p. 20 with fig. i & 2); further, the snoitt in this individual extends unusually far forward

in front of the iinderjaw. The pectorals contain 18, iS and 19 rays. The distance of the dorsal fin

from the snout is 28,2—31,2°;,:, of the total length. On the side of the body the scales extend forward

to a little behind the root of the pectorals, but both the anterior portion of the back and the belly on the

other hand are free from scales, even in the largest of the specimens. The 207 mm. long specimen is

wanting in cross-bands, uniformly grayish brown, lighter underneath especially on the underside of

the head forward; the anal fin darkish, the front part lighter and with a li.ght border. The colour

in the 147 mm. long specimen is very dark, rusty brown, with extremely faint indications of cross-

bands; the belly and fins are of a dark moitse-gray, the anal darker posteriorly, the underside of the

head lighter in parts. In the one 117 mm. long, the colour is likewise very dark except on the fore-

most part of the underside of the head, with very indistinct bands, which are however, very apparent

on the dorsal fin, especially towards the inargin, to the number of 7 with a dark spot on the point

of the tail; the anal fin blackish, especially posteriorly, forward lighter on the lower margin. The

ventral lateral line is distinct, also the mediolateral in parts, yet only in the smallest individual.

Lyeodes pa llidiis from East-Greenland.

In the Stockholm's Riks-Museum I have seen not less than 53 specimens, taken at the

northerly East-Greenland by the Nathorst-Kolthoff Expeditions of 1899 and 1900. A large number

of these specimens have been described by F. A. Smitt (1- c.) under the names: L. vahlii iorms. fiallidn,

L. vahlii f. typica and L. reticitlatiis f. frigida.

Most of the specimens are under 100 mm. in length, only 18 are above that from 105— 178 mm.

In
1,2,

of these (55,5— 178 mm.) the length of the head is 20,7—25,3 °/o, the distance between the snout

and the anus 38 — 44,4-0, the height over the anus 8— io,3°/o')i the longitudinal diameter of the eye

(in individuals of 125 mm. and over) 3,4—4,5% of the total length. The pectoral fins contain 18—19,

more rarely 20 rays. A young specimen of 55,5 mm. is still naked, but scales have begun to appear

in another of 65 mm. In specimens of total length 70—125 mm., the scaly covering extends forward

>) In one case ii,io/o, in young specimen,^ sometimes as low as 7,3 '^/o.
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to near tlie root of the pectorals, but a portion of the end of the tail is still more or less free from

scales; at a total length of 137 mm. and over, the tail is completely covered with scales, so that these

extend from the tip of the tail almost to the root of the pectorals, but the head, bellv and fins

continue to be naked even in the largest specimens, (^)n the trunk and tail, there are 7— 11 dark

cross-bands (frequently also a dark spot at the end of the tail), which ma>- become indistinct in the older

(seldom in the relatively small individuals), especially on the foremost part of the body; they remain as

a rule, however, on the dorsal fin; the anal fin is usually light in front, posteriorly on the other hand,

it is more or less blackish (from the fusing together, entirely or in part, of the most posterior cross-bands)

not rareh- with a narrow, light strip along the lower margin; more rarely the anal fin is uniformlv

dark the whole way. Sometimes a light spot is present over the edges of the gill-cover or a light

stripe across the neck. The ventral lateral line is distinct, especially on the part descending towards

the anus; a distinct mediolateral lateral line is seldom seen; sometimes there is a short series of pores

forwards under the dorsal fin')-

Lycodcs pallidiis from the cruise of the sMichael Sars- 1902.

Six specimens of a Lycodes, which I think L. pallidiis, were taken off the vShetland-Norway

Slope at ca. 420 fathoms depth.

The most important measurements are as follows:

98 I
121

i
122 142 1 iSi

I

1S6

22,8 . 23,1 23
I

23,2 24 22,6

Total length in mm
Length of the head in ^ p of the total length

Distance between snout and anus.... — —
]

40,8 40,9, 39,81 42,3 42 , 41''ill"Height over the anus — —
I 8,9 I 10,2 1 9,4 10,6 9,1 8,7

In addition, the longitudinal diameter of the eye is 4,1— 3,8"^, o, the length of the snout (to the

eye) 7,6— 8,5 " o, the distance of the dorsal fin from the snout 28,7—30,4 '-'/o of the total length. The

pectoral fins contain 19—20 rays. The scaly covering is almost equally developed in all specimens

and extends towards the root of the pectoral fins; the anterior part of the back and the fins are

naked, likewise almost all that part of the belly which lies under the branch of the lateral line

descending towards the anus. The ground-coloitr is brownish, but darkened on the belly by the

peritoneum shining through; on the body itself no cross-bands appear; in the three smallest specimens

on the other hand, rather distinct black markings appear on the dorsal fin, especially on the most

posterior part, and weak traces of these can be detected also in the three larger individuals; the anal

fin is grayish in front, dark posteriorly. The ventral lateral line is distinct, frequently even a good

bit beyond the anus; a mediolateral lateral line is rather apparent in a .single individual (that of 142 mm.),

in others only scattered elements of it are to be seen.

') I have also observed such dorsal pores sometimes, in L. pa/lidiis from other regions.
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Lycodes pallidns from Jan Mayen.

(van siiiiilis in.).

Tab. V, fig. 2 a. b, c, d & Tab. VI, fig. 3 a, b, c, d.

I consider as belonging to a distinct variety, 15 specimens which the Ingolf Expedition obtained

in the neighbourhood of Jan Mayen (St. 116), at 371 fathoms depth. Liitken (1. c.) had referred

10 of them to A. pallidns Coll. , to which they indeed are closely related , the remaining 5 to Z.

liitkenii Coll. to which they have a certain resemblance in colour-marking but no close relation other-

wise. In my preliminary report (I.e.) I have formed these Lycodes from Jan Mayen into a separate

species (L. similis), pointing out at the same time their near relationshii^ to L. pallidns ; with my

present increased knowledge of L. pallidits I consider it best to regard them as a local variety of

this species.

The most important measurements of these specimens are as follows:

u ? ? ? <? ? ? ^

49 73 74 106 109 118 125 125 130 132 134 143 145 170 175

12 18,5 iS 25,5 26 28 31 30 30 31,5 31 37 35 40 44

21 30.5 31 46 48 51 53 55 55 57 56 62 60 73} 75

5 7,5 7,5 11,5 11,5 12,5 14 14 14 13 15,5 16 17 21 19

Total length iu mm.

Length of the head —
Distance between snout and anus —
Height over the anus —

The body as to form has a great similarity to that in the typical L. pallidjts, but it is

throughout somewhat higher, and is thus less elongated; the height over the anus amounts to 10

—

12,4% of the total length. The tail again is throughout somewhat shorter, the distance between the

snout and the anus being 41,4— 44°,'o of the body's whole length.

The head is of similar length as in the typical L. pallidns and amounts to 23— 25,9% of the

total length. It appears however less lengthy, as the height over the neck is greater and as a rule

is contained not quite twice in the length; it is consequently less depressed, and its lateral aspects

approach more to the vertical. Seen from the side, its upper border from the neck to the posterior

margin of the pupil is almost horizontal, and then inclines sharply almost in a straight line down to

the snout. The e\es are relativeh' a little larger than in the typical form, their longitudinal diameter

(in specimens of 118 mm. and over) being 4,7—5,6 "/o of the total length; their upper margin projects

outwards over the level of the forehead; seen from above, there is a tolerably small space between

the two eyes; on the cranium the breadth of the forehead is '/^o of the length of the head. The

snout is not depressed, as in the true L. pallidns , but somewhat high; on the whole its head is

higher than in the previous form whether the snout or the neck is considered. The length of the

postorbital part of the head is somewhat the same in both forms; consequently, on account of the

greater dimensions of the eye, the snout is relatively a little shorter in the variety similis and

amounts to only 6,2—7,5% °^ ^^'^^ total length against 6,8—8,5 % (or more) in the typical L. pallidns.

The cup-shaped depressions along the margins of the jaws, and the nostrils are as in the typical form,

nor do the teeth show anv differences.
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The dorsal fin begins about the same place as in tvpical specimens, namelv at a distance

from the snout which is 29—32,2 " o of the total length; it has ca. 94—96 rays, the anal fin ca. 81— 82

ra\-s; as usual, half the tail fin is reckoned in both. The pectoral contains 19—20, seldom 21 ravs.

The ventral fins are just as small as in typical L. pa/Iidns.

Scales. The .smallest specimen (49 mm.) is naked (Tab. VI, fig. 3 a). In the 73—74 nin:. long

specimens the scaly covering extends from the beginning of the dorsal fin some distance on to the

tail, but the anterior part of the back and the belly are naked (Tab. V, fig. 2 a). In the 106 and 109 mm.

long specimens the end of the tail is further naked (Tab. V, fig. 2 b). It is only late that this portion

begins to be covered with scales, viz. at a total length of 118— 130 nnn. In the larger specimens tlie

scales extend from the tip of the tail forward to a line from the anterior end of the dorsal fin, yet

the anterior part of the back and a strip just forward under the base of the dorsal fin as well as the

greatest part of the trunk under the branch of the lateral line descending towards the anus, are free

from scales (some specimens mav have 2—3 rows of scales at the most, on the belly under the lateral line);

scales on the unpaired fins cannot be discovered. The scales are relatively large as in the typical

form and are fairly close together.

The lateral line is double. The ventral branch is distinct on the stretch from the edge of

the gill-covers down to the anus, also for a shorter or longer distance along the underside of the tail;

the mediolateral line is more or less apparent, sometimes specially distinct with a considerable number

of pores and short lines. Some pores are sometimes seen forward under the dorsal fin.

Colour. The variety siniilis occurs in two different colour-forms, namely in one with indistinct

cross-bands (Tab. V, fig. 2 a, b, c, d), another with these distinct (Tab. \'I, fig. 3 a, b, c, d). Under the first

come 10 specimens. The two young specimens of 73— 74 mm. (Tab. V, fig. 2 ai have 4 dark bauds

over the first two-thirds of the dorsal fins, almost black and most distinct towards the edge of the

fin; under each of these patches there is a more or less distinct, brownish cross-band on the body.

The anal fin is black posteriori}- , to a more or less extent, on the nuxrgin or e\-en to the base. The

peritoneum shines through giving the belly a blue-black appearance, and the posterior margin of

the gill-cover as well as the skin over the branchiostegal rays is dark. Otherwise the ground-colour is

yellowish brown. Two specimens which follow these in size and measure 106— 109 mm., are .similarly

coloured; the dark markings of the fins appear mainly, however, as stripes on the margins, and the anal

fin is not ver\- dark jjosteriorly (Tab. V, fig. 2 b). Six other specimens at 125 (Tab. \\ fig. 2 c), 130, 132,

134, 143 and 175 mm. (Tab. V, fig. 2 d) , display' similar colouration or have the dark markings almost

entirely obliterated, so that the body seems almost uniformly brownish, with light scale-points and

dark belly and gill-cover. The other colour variety is shown by 5 specimens. The first is the 49 nnn.

long young specimen (Tab. VI, fig. 3 a): it has a very broad cross-band on the trunk and 4 over the

tail, decreasing in size posteriorly; the bands are brown, but there is a lighter ])art in the centre of

those in front; a light band extends across the neck from gill-co\-er to gill-cover; the anal fin is

shaded with black posteriorly. 4 .specimens of 118, 125, 145 and 170 nnn. have preserved this colouration

in the main (Tab. VI, fig. 3 b, c, d ) : all show a light band across the neck as well as the dark brown

cross-bands on the trunk and tail, all, or in every case the most anterior of them, with a light
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centre'); on the anal fin the dark bands may be scattered or fused together to form a length)- patch

on the fin posteriori \-. In this group of specimens also, the scales appear as lighter points, and the

bellj' and gill-covers are dark. — This remarkable variation in colour-marking is not a sex-difference

as both males and females occur in both colour-forms.

The sexual organs are little developed in the specimens to hand. In the largest male

(175 mm. long) the testes are 10 mm. long, 4,5 mm. broad, without developed free folds. In the largest

female (170 mm.) taken on the 23rd of July, the ovar)- is ca. 10 mm. long, and contains a tolerably

small number of eggs of 1,5 mm. in diameter.

It is especially the less elongated body-form, the somewhat shorter tail and the relativelv large

eyes, which justifies the variety sitiii/is.

Lycodes pa/h'dns

var. sqiiainiventer m.

Tab. IV, fig. 2 a, b.

The 12 specimens, now to be mentioned in more detail, were taken partly by the Ingolf

Expedition of 1896 in the waters east from Iceland (St. 105, 104, loi ) and north from the Freroe Isles

(St. 141), partl\- b}- the « Michael Sars Expedition of 1902 off the Shetland-Norway v Slope ; the depths

were 537—957 fathoms.

The most important proportions of these 12 specimens are as follows:

02

Total length in mm. ', 117.5

Length of the head —
J 24,5

Distance between snout and anus —
i' 47

Height over the anus —
l \\

128

27

50,5

12,25
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34

63.75
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36
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37,75 37

68 70

17.5 17

230

50

90
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245
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51
,
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25
I

25
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The form of the body is similar to that in the tj-pical L. pallidns ; the anus has almost

the same position, namely in its distance from the snout which is here 37,9—41,1 % of the total length,

and the height over the anus is 9,4—10,8% of the same length.

The head is relatively shorter than in both preceding forms, as its length is only 19,6—22,4%

of the total length, somewhat depressed, especially in adult specimens. The ej-es have a similar

length as in the typical L. pallidtis^ their longitudinal diameter being 3—4,4% of the total length.

The snout, whose length is 7—8,7 %, of the total length, is relatively somewhat higher in the young

specimens than in the old, where it is depressed. The tube-shaped nostrils are well-developed; the

teeth-characters as usual.

M The colouration of these specimens has a delusive resemblance to that in L. liilkenii, which must be the reason
why Liitken in the earlier report on the Fishes of the Ingolf Expedition referred them to that species.
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The cU)rsal fin, wliose distance from the snout is 27—29",, of the total length, contains

96 97 rays, the anal fin Si— 82 (half the caudal fin is reckoned with eachi. The pectorals have 18— 20

rays. The ventrals are on the whole, somewhat longer and more de\eloped than in the other forms

of L. pallidtis.

Scales. We do not know the youngest stage.s, but the smallest of the jn-esent s])ecimens is

already remarkable for the strong development of scales, though it is onh- 11 7,5, mm. long; the scalv

covering extends forward to the neck and almost to the base of the pectorals, as well as forward on

the belh' to a line drawn almost between the anterior third of the ]:>ectorals. The r2.S nun. long

specimen has scales on the whole of the belly, to the base of the \entrals, and scales ha\e begun

to appear on the base of the unpaired fins; the scal\- covering h;is thus almost reached its fullest

development in this small specimen, as much as it does in the Lycodes genus, as it is essentiallv onlv

the head which remains naked. The three largest specimens (245, 24S and 26<j mm.) have onl\' ad\'anced

further in that the scales have spread out more on to the unpaired fins. The remaining specimens,

whose lengths lie between 143 and 230 mm., display a little \-ariation, as the scal\- co\ering in some

of them has almost the same distribution as in the largest individuals, whereas in others the scales

on the bell\- only reacli forward to a line between the anterior third of the pectorals or to the tip of

v^ the ventrals when stretched out backwards, and there ma\- also be a naked strip in the middle line

of the back in front of the dorsal fin; in all, the scales extend out more or less on to the unpaired

fins. — Whilst, in the two previous forms of f.. pallidiis. the scales did not extend below on to the

belly itself, the underpart of the belly is always scaled in the present form, either to the base of the

ventrals or at least to a short distance from it, and on the whole also, the scales extend further for-

ward on the back as well as, except in the smallest specimens, out on to the base of the imjiaired

fins. The scales themselves are small, on the whole less than in the other forms of Z. />i-7///V///.v .• the\-

are sometimes so close together that the\' partly give one the impressiiin of being imbricate.

The lateral line has its origin over the upper edge of the gill-co\er, bends down towards

the anus and can be followed a shorter or longer distance along the lower edge of the tail, sometimes

even to the tip of the tail. In addition to this \-entral lateral line, more or less distinct traces of a

mediolateral branoji are to be seen, sometimes as onh' single pores, sometimes more numerous ])ores,

partly also as a thin line.

The colour is uniform, without bands or spots, dark-brown or lighter, \ellowish brown or

gray-brown, in all the specimens at hand; tlie scales stand out lighter than the ground-colour; the

belly and posterior margin of the gill-cover are darker.

Sexual organs. The testes are very broad relative to the length and with very small free

folds; in one specimen 245 mm. long, the testis measttres 16 nnn. in length b\ 7 mm. in breadth, the

free fold is only 3 mm. long. The largest individual (260 nun. | is a female taken on the 28th ol June;

the ovar>' is 22 mm. in length and contains eggs with a diameter of 3,5, mm. The next largest female

is 147 mm. long; the o\-ar\' is onh' 8 mm. long and contains extremeU small eggs.

In certain respects therefore, the present form is sonie\\hat distant from L. (xilh'diis-: the head

is relatively a little shorter; the scales are less and have a wider distribution, both on the bellv, back

The Injjolf-Expedition. II, +. I
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and unpaired fins; the colour is uniform and shows no indication of bands or spots (though it must be

remembered, however, that the \oung are unknown).

For the rest, it lias a ver\- great resemblance to L. pallidus ^ and I think it most prudent

meantime to consider it a variet\- of this species. In time it ma\- possibly be raised to a separate

species, and its name sqiiamiventer could then be retained as the specific name.

As the facts are at present, I regard it as a deep water form of L. pallidns. It lives at depths

of 537—957 fathoms, whilst the true L. pallidns in my opinion is not known to go to greater depths

than 495 fathoms. It seems to me worthy of remark in this regard, that one of the specimens of L.

pallidus from the deepest place (the 1S3 mm. long specimen described before and represented in fig. i e

on Tab. I\') forms in part a transition stage to the variety squainiventer ^ being scaled on the upper-

most part of the bell>- (6 rows of scales beneath the descending branch of the lateral line) and contrary

to the usual, has scales on the base of the unpaired fins.

Distribution.

The typical L. pallidus is found in the Kara.Sea, at Spi'tzbergen, at north-eastern

Greenland, and north from Iceland, north from the Fceroes and N.N.E. from Shetland.

In the Kara Sea the Dijmphna Expedition took 11 specimens at a depth of 46— 106 fathoms.

At Spitsbergen the Norw. North-Atlantic Expedition took 2 specimens where the depths were

260—459 fathom.s, and the bottom-temperature -)- i°i and — i" C; a Russian Exi:)edition i specimen in

Stor Fjord at a depth of 60 fathoms, and bottom-temperature of - 2"C.; the Kolthoff Expedition of

1900 I specimen at the mouth of Ise Fjord, where the depth was 1S5 fathoms, and the Michael Sars»

1901 2 specimens at Ise Fjord at a depth of 140 fathoms.

.\t north-eastern Greenland no fewer than 53 specimens have been taken. The Nathorst

Expedition of 1899 took it in Franz Josephs Fjord, at 400 fathoms (4 .specimens) and at it^ 20' N.L.

21 2o'W.L. where the depth was y^ fathoms (i specimen). The Kolthoff Expedition of 1900 obtained

it at the following jilaces: Franz Josephs Fjord, head of Alyskoxe Bay, 53 fathoms (2 specimens); Franz

Josephs Fjord, outer part of Myskoxe Bay, 106 fathoms (i specimen); mouth of Franz Josephs Fjord,

106— 212 fathoms (4 specimens); off Franz Josephs Fjord, between Bontekoe Island and Mackenzie Bay,

132 fathoms (2 specimens); Mackenzie Ba}', 6'/2— 18 fathoms (35 specimen.s, i of 178 mm., i of 125 mm.,

the rest between 40— no mm.); off Mackenzie Bay, 53 fathoms (3 .specimens); S.E. from Walrus Island

(74'" 30' N.L. 18" 40' W.L.), 42—53 fathoms (i specimen).

The Ingolf Expedition of 1896 took 7 specimens north of Iceland at St. 124 and 126, where

the depthij were 293—495 fathoms, and bottom-temperature — 0-5 and — o°6 C.

The .same Expedition of 1896 took 4 .specimens north from the Fceroes at vSt. 138, at a

de])th of 471 fathoms, and bottom-temperature - o°6 C.

Off the Shetland-Norway Slope (62' 43' N.L. i" 26' E.L.) the Michael Sars in 1902

took 6 .specimens, where the depth was ca. 420 fathoms and bottom-temperature under 0° C.

The variety similis was taken by the Ingolf Expedition of 1896 (15 specimens) south from

Jan Ma yen (St. iiO) where the depth was 371 fathoms and bottom-temperature — o°4 C.
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The variety sqtiainivoiier was taken Ijv tlie In^olf Expedition of 1.S96 east from Iceland

(vSt. 105, 104, loi), where the depths were 537 957 fatlionis and the l)olt(ini-tein])eratnre 07 to i 1 C.

(5 specimens); nortli from tlie Fa;roe Isles (St. 141I at 679 fatlionis and l)ottom-tem])eratnre

—o^GC. (I sjiecimen); and by the Michael Sars in 1902 off tlie vS h e 1 1 a n d - X or \v a y Slope (63''

7' N.L. 1° 3<S' E.L.), where the depth was 650 fathoms and lK)ttoni-teni])erature niider o' C. (6 specimens).

L. pallidns lu'es in polar waters: in southern latitudes therefore, it is first met with at jjreat

depths (300 fathoms and deeper) but in hiyh arctic seas it comes up quite to the sublittoral zone.

Lycodes platyrhinus Jensen.

Tab. VI, fit;. 2. Fitf.s. ,v-.S in text.

1898. Lycudes frigidIIS Liitken, The Danish In.^olf Expedition, II, i, p. 20 (parti 111).

1901. L. platyrhinus Jensen, \'idensk. Aledd. Naturli. Foren. Kblun. p. 208.

Kod\- zoar ci f o r 111 , \et relative! v more elongated than in most other species of

the genus L>codes, the height o\-er the anus being oiil\- 8,2",, of tlie total length;

the length of the iiead is 19,9",, of the same length, the distance between the snout

and tlie anus 3 7",,. The colour is uiiiforml\- of a ruddx' brown- gray. Scales are

wanting. Lateral line double, \eiitral and med i ol ater al , most distinct in its course

towards the anus. The size (of the single specimen) 148,5 mm.

D. 99. A. 82. P. 15.

Distribution. Between Jan May en and Iceland, loio fathoms.}

Onl\- one specimen of this species, which was placed b\- Liitken with L. frigidiis. is at hand

for in\-estigation; it is a male.

The most important proportions are the following:

Total length 148,5 ""H-

Length of the head 29,5

Distance between snout and anus. . 55 —
Height over the anus 12,25 ~

The form of the bod>- is more slender than in most other species oi the genus Lycodes. the

height over the anus being onh 8,2",, of the total length. On the trunk the height is almost uniform

and the tail tapers very gradual h' down to the tip. The trunk is .somewhat compres.sed, its thickness

being 1',;, times in the height, and the tail becomes gradually more and more compressed. The anus

lies a little behind the termination of the anterior third of the body, the distance between the snout

and the anus being 37 '\, of the total length.

The head is broad, flat in front and tolerably short, its length being 19,9",! of the total

length. The height over the crown is .somewhat greater than the breadth at the same place, but

further forward the head becomes very low without at the .same time lo.sing in breadth; the end of

the snout is blunt, but low, .seen from above it is broadly rounded off. The eyes are small, .so that

their longitudinal diameter is scarcely ytli of the total length of the head; they are ])laced high up,

on the very margin of tlie forehead, but at a fairly clear distance from one another anumnling to quite one
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and a half times tlie diameter of the eye. The lenoth of the snout to the eye, is not quite 3' , times

in the whole lenji^th of the head. The lower jaw extends almost as far forward as the upper, whose

posterior angle lies under the anterior third of the eye. The lips are tolerably fleshy. The teeth are

small and pointed, placed as usual on the intermaxillary, palatal, vomer and mandible. The grooves

for the pores of the lateral line are in parts considerable and very deep, surrounded b\- soft, projec-

ting borders; from the snout to under the e>e there is a row of 7 distinct pits, and another

row of pits, likewise 7 in number, from the tip of the mandible to the lower posterior corner of the

Kit Head of Lycodes p/alyr/nniis, .seen from above, the side and from underneath. X i.

preojjerculum. The tube-shaped nostrils are situated a little above the interspace between the two

foremost grooves of the upper jaw.

The dorsal fin begins almost over the posterior third of the pectoral when extended back-

wards, at a distance from the snout equal to 26,3 % of the total length. Both this fin and the anal

fin are covered b\' a thick skin, so that it is diffictdt to count the rays; I have reckoned the number

to be 99 in the dorsal fin, <S2 in the anal, half of the tail fin being as usual reckoned in each. The

pectoral, which contains 15 rays, is of an oblique quadrangular form; its length is ii,3'7o of the total

length. The ventral fins are short (almost of the same length as the space between the eyes) and placed

very close to one another.

Of scales no trace can be observed; whether this naked condition is a constant feature or

only due to the small size of the specimen, can naturally not be decided with certainty, but the scab-

covering is generally far advanced in development at a length of ca. 150 nnu. in the Lycodes which

are on the whole provided with scales, so that the first alternative is the most probable.

The \-entral branch of the lateral line is only distinct in its course down towards the anus.

It begins on the neck, forms a small arch over the free flap of the gill-cover and inclines thereafter

down towards the anus, but becomes already indistinct over the anus. Along the median line of the

side a tolerably distinct line with not a few pores is to be seen under the lens; the pores are some-

what far apart in front but closer together posteriorly.

The colour is uniformly a ruddy brown-gra\-, the fins and underside of the head lighter,

dirty gra\'; the dark peritoneum shows through the belly.

Distribution. A single specimen ($) was taken by the Ingolf Expedition in 1896 between

Jan Mayen and Iceland (St. 119), where the depth was loio fathoms and bottom-temperature — i°o C.
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Relation of tlie species to Lycodes frigidus Coll.

L. platyyhiiiiis was placed with L. /n\^/dits Coll. by Liitken, and it certainh' presents some

resemblance with this species in appearance, namely, in its uniform, ruddy brown-<jra\- colour; but a

more thorough comparison will at once show important differences of which the followin.ij ma\' he

emphasized.

L. frigidus has a less elongated body-form, the heis^ht cjver the anus, in a specimen of similar

length, being lo",, or somewhat more of the total length; the tail especially is quite different in

appearance when seen fr(jm the side, as it becomes pointed postericjrly somewhat quickh' in L. /rigidits.

Again, the head is larger in L. frigidus , its length being 22"., or more of the total length. L.

frigidus has more rays in the pectoral fins, namely 19—21. LastK', the scal\- covering in L. frigidus

is far advanced at the total length of the present species, and its lateral line is single (ventral).

Lycodes niicrocephalus Jensen.

T;ilj. I, fi.s;-. i. I'i,i;. 6 -S in text.

1901. I.ycodcs inicrocephalus Jensen, Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. Kbhvn., p. 206.

The height over the anus is 8",, of tlie total length. The head is small, its

length being only 17,3",, of the total length. The tail is much longer than the head

and trunk together, the distance from the snout to the anus being 38,3",, of the total

length. The colour is a uniform \'ellowish white, without bands or spots, blue-black

on the belly. Lateral line m e di ola t eral (?) , only apparent on the trunk. The scales

extend to the point of the pectoral fin, but naked spots occur here and there,

especially on the tail posteriorly; incipient scale-formation on the unpaired fins.

vSize 81 mm.

D. 92. A. 76. P. 15.

Distribution. Northern Atlantic Ocean S.W. from Iceland, 799 fathoms.

I )nl\' one specimen is present for examination. Its most important jiroportions are the following:

Total length 81 mm.

Length of the head 14 —
Distance between the snout and the anus 31 —
Height over the anus 6,5 —

The form of the body is somewhat elongated; the greatest height lies over the belly a little

in front of the anus and goes 10 times in the length. The trunk itself is alnu)st of even height, but

lessens at the anu.s, its height here going 12' ^ times in the total length; the tail la].)ers slowly and

fairly evenly towards the point. The greatest thickness lies across the cheeks and is but little less

than the greatest height of the bodv; the trunk is a little smaller, and the tail becomes more and

more compressed towards the tip. The anus lies a long distance in front of the middle of the length

of the body, its distance from the snout being 38,3",, of the total length.
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The head is less tliaii in some of the L}codes species here treated of, its length being only

17,30/0 of the total length. For the rest it has a thick and plnnip appearance; seen from the side,

the upper and lower edges converge slighth- forwards, and the end is bhmt; seen from above it

narrows a little towards the broad ronnded end of the snont. The eyes are placed so high np that

their upper margin projects a little in front of the forehead; their longitudinal diameter is 5' , times

in the length of the head; seen from abo\-e, the distance between the e>es is equal to the diameter

of the eye. The length of the snout to the eye, is about 3+ ^ times in the length of the head. The

lower jaw extends almost as far forward as the upper, whose posterior angle lies under the anterior

third of the e\e. The lips are thick. The tubular nostrils are well-developed. Of large, cup-shaped pits

there is a no small number: i behind tlie eye, towards the upper side, 5 under and in front of the

eye, i Jjehind and i in front of the nostril, S on the preoperculum and mandible, lastly i on the neck

.^'.

Fig. 6—S. Head of Lycodes rnicrocepha/tts, seen from above, the .side and from underneath. X 2.

a little in front of the origin of the lateral line. Further, there is a number of fine lateral line pores

on the top of the head, the operculum and preoperculum.

The dorsal fin begins relatively far forward, namely, at a distance from the snout which is

equal to 21,6" „ of the total length; it contains ca. 92 rays, the anal fin ca. 76 rays (half the tail fin

being reckoned with each). The ventral fins are relatively long (3,5 mm. I, but ver\- thin. The pectorals

are 8,5 mm. long and contain 15 rays, the lowermost of which extend at their points beyond the

covering skin.

The scales already show a tolerabl\- wide distribution, namely, forward to the tip of the

pectoral fin when laid backwards. They are not \et ver\- close together, here and there also are some

naked spots, especialh- on tlie hindmost portion of the tail, and in front the scah' covering projects

forwards in the shape of a wedge leaving the belly and back bare. Further, the scales show signs

of going to .spread out on to the unpaired fins.

The lateral line seems to be mediolateral. It begins over the upper notch of the gill-cover,

forms a slight arch over the flap of the latter, and can then be followed along the median line of

the trunk as far as the vertical line through the anus; the pores are tolerabh" distant from one

another and onl\ number 21 on the whole distance mentioned. Possiblv there is likewise a ventral

branch, as on the one side there seem to be 2—3 pores on the bell\- in front of the anus.

Tlie colour is a uniform brownish \ellow without any signs of stripes. The bellv shows

blue-black owing to the peritoneum shining through. In the journal of the Expedition it is written
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concerning the fresh fisli: ahnost without colour, a little bluish gray in tone; the top of the head

slightly reddish; the side of the trunk and Ijelly (over the peritoneum) dark blue .

An unpaired sexual organ is present. No pyloric appendages to be seen.

Distribution. The single specimen taken in 1896 by the Ingolf E.xpedition ') was obtained

vS.W. from Iceland, were the depth was 799 fathoms and the bottom-temperature 45 C. (,St. 78).

This new species does not seem to stand an\wa\- near any of the other Lycodes; L. atlanticus

mihi, to which one might be inclined to relegate it as the young, has a relati\-ely greater head and

more numerous rays in the pectorals (23).

Lycodes rossi .Malnigreu.

Tab. VII, Fig. 1 a. b, c, d, l-. f, g.

\^2^.^)Blen7iins polan's Ross (vix Sabine) in Parry, Narrati\-e of an attempt to reach the North Pole, p. 200.

1864. Lycodes rossi Malmgren, <_)m Spetsbergens Fiskfauna; Ofvers. Kgl. Sv. \'et. Akad. Forhandl., p. 516. )

1880. L. rossi Collett, The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition, Fishes, p. 106.

'886. L. reticiilatiis Rhdt. (?) jun., Eiitken, Kara-Havets Fiske; Diiinphna-Togtets zoologisk-botaniske

Udbytte, p. 136, Tab. XVII, Fig. 4— 5.

1886. L. IJltkoiii Liitken, ibid. p. 128 (partini). Tab. X\'I, hig. i (nee Fig. 2 -6).

1895. L. rctiiidatiis Smitt, Skandinaviens Fiskar, II, p. 612 (partim). Fig. 148.

1899. L. rossi Collett, \'idensk. Selsk. Skr. Cliria., No. 6, p. 8 (cum fig.).

igoi. L. reticiilatus Reinh. (?), Knipowitsch, Ann. Musee Zool. I'Acad. Imp.St. Petersbourg, T. \'I, p. 25.

1901. L. reficiilatiis forma reticulata Smitt, Ihh. K. vSv. Vet.-Akad. Handl. Bd. 27, Afd. I\'. N'o. 4, p. -i^T^

(partim), No. 23 & 27.

1901. L. reticiilatus forma seiiiiniida Smitt, ibid. p. 32 (partim), No. 16.

igoi. L. celattis Jensen, \'idensk. Aledd. Naturhist. Foren. Kblu'n., p. 208.

igoi. L.rossii Jensen, ibid, jx 213 (partim).

( Of the total length the height over the anus is (8,5) 9,4—11,7",,, the length of

the head 22,4 — 25,3",,, the longitudinal diameter of the eye 3,6— 4",., the distance

between the snout and the anus 43,1 -49,3",,, the length of the pectorals i 3, i — 1 3,6":o-

The young have dark cross-bands on a light ground, the t) a u d s relati\el\- li.ght in

the centre, but with a very dark margin (on t h e dor sa 1 f i n , bl ack ish ); a light band

across the neck. In larger indi\-iduals the dark (6—10) cross-bands on the side of

the body are parti v confluent below, so that the light interspaces partly show

as saddle-slia ped markings from the free edge of the dorsal fin down towards

the lateral line; the light neck-band frequently divides u ]) into several s])ot.s. Tlie

scal\' covering in tlie older individuals reaches forward to a point, which lies almost

under the beginning of the dorsal fin, and is wedge-shaped in front so that the

'1 The specimen was overlooked and not incliiiUd in Tlie Ichthyological Results .
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anterior part of the back and belly are free of scales, likewise the head and fins.

The lateral line is m ed iolat eral. Pyloric appendages 2. Size 223 mm.

I). 91— 96. A. 71— 76. P. (.17) 18— 19 (20).

Distribntion. vSpitzbergen, 5— 75 fathoms; Kara Sea, 46 — 100 fa thom s; Pors-

anger Fjord (East iMnmark). 30— 50 fathoms,
j

Remarks on the S > n o n }•m }-.

In 1S2S, Ross referred a fish taken l)y the Parry North Pole Expedition north of Spitzbergen at a depth of So

fathoms, to the BUnniiis polaris described by Sabine from arctic .\nierica, though Ross at the same time noted some

differences between them. From the description, it is quite clear that Ross' specimen was a species of the genus Lycodcs.

In 1861, a Swedish Expedition to Spitzbergen obtained two small Lycodes, which Malmgren took — and probably

riglitly - to be identical as species with Ross' specimen. But M. rejected the reference of this Lycodes to Sabine's Bleimius

Polaris, and after likewise rejecting the possibility of its identity with either of the L. perspicillum and L. nebulostis from

Greenland established by Kro3'er, gave it the name L. i-ossi, the diagnosis of which is leased on a .single 32 mm. long speci-

men (the second specimen seems to have been lost).

The next reference to /.. rossi '\9. bv CoUett in 18S0. .\fter examining Malnigren's type-specimen CoUett came

to the conclusion that L. rossi was realh- the same as L. perspicilbmi Kr., aud again that L. gracilis M. Sars, which was

only known from a young specimen from Christiania Fjord, was identical with L. rossi. Further. CoUett explains: it is

probable that all these are onlv voung stages either of L reticulaliis alone, or also of a second nearly related species, perhaps

L. liilkenii (1. c. p. 105).

In his great work on Scandinavian Fishes Prof. F. .\. Smitt likewise expresses the opinion that L. rossi is the

voung of L. reticularis Reinh., but with this he unites not only L. pcrspici/hnn Kr.. but also L. semiuudus Reinh. and

L. liitkcnii Coll. of the European-Greenland forms.

In his monograph on L. gracilis (1899) CoUett again takes up the question of the position of /.. rossi. He de-

clares that ill certain features L. rossi differs from L. gracilis, but he is still inclined to consider th.em identical; on the other

hand, he now considers the transference of L. perspicillum to this species as problematical, and there is no further talk of

bringing L. gracilis-rossi under L. reiictilahts.

In my preliminary report 011 the Lvcodes of the Iiigolf Expedition 1 was of the opinion that I had again found

L. rossi in two small specimens from the seas south of Jan Mayen, and that these united L. rossi with L. liitkenii Coll. In

this however, I made an error. Later, in the material of the Kolthoff Expedition, I have seen so many specimens identical

with the form from Jan Ma\en, that with this increased knowledge, I must refer them to L. semimidus (cf. this species).

.\nd after I had the opportunity, through the favour of Prof. F. A. Smitt, of examining Malnigren's type-specimen of

L. rossi, I think it certain that this form is a very young stage of the species /.. celatus inihi.

This specific name I had employed for three small Lycodes from the Kara Sea; they were considered bj- Liitken,

though with some doubt, as the young of L. reiiculaitis Reinh. I could not agree with this author on this point and formed

the species L. celatus. To this I further referred two small Lycodes taken by Russian Expeditions in the Stor Fjord at Spitz-

bergen. Prof. N. Knipowitsch had identified these .specimens as Liitken's 7.. reticulatus jun. ? and with right, as I could

judge from a direct comparison which Prof. K. kindly enabled me to make; through some differences in the most important

proportions however, I felt obliged to distinguish it as a distinct variety: spitsbcrgensis.

But, as said, after 1 had seen the type-specimen of L. rossi Malnigr, . I came to the conclusion tliat my L. celatus

must be somewhat larger specimens of the same species.

Later, I got to know L. rossi closer through a whole series of specimens, old and young, which Dr. Johan Hjort

had taken in 1,901 in the Ise Fjord at Spitzbergen. And for use in this treatise. Prof. R. CoUett has lent ine a series of .spe-

cimens, which kindness I appreciate the more as Prof. CoUett had intended to work them out. With the help of this

excellent material, I discovered that the largest of the .specimens, which Liitken in his report on the fishes of the Kara

Sea had referred to A. liiikeiiii Coll.. belonged to L. rossi^. Lastly. I became convinced that two Lycodes must also be

referred to L. rossi, which were taken at Spitzbergen (Ise Fjord and \V. from Cape Mitra) by the Kolthoff Expedition of

1900 and ascribed to L. reticulatus by Prof. Smitt (1. c).

Descri p tion.

Altogether I have had 19 specimens for in\estigatior. ; the\' are ennmerated below with the

most important proportions:

') The remaining (27) specimens, on the other hand, form a new .species belonging to the scaleless Lycodes, which

I have named Lycodes agnostus (cf. p. 79 -Sol.
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Total length in uiiii. ;,2 54,5 60,5 6,s 6S,2 75.5 75.

S

S5 86 88.592,594 105 114 118 163 191 20522,^

Len.ijtli of the head — 7,5 12.5 14 15.5 17.25 1S.25 18,5 20.2 21,2 21 22,522 23,5 2S 28.5 4<:) 47.5 50 55

Distance from snout to :um.s — 14.5 24,227.528 52 54 34.5 ;,7 ,^9 39.542 42 47 53 53,5 7,8 92 loriio

Height over the anus — 3 5.2 6 6.5 7 8 7,75 999 9.5 8 10 12 11.25 '6.5 21 24 24.5

The form is nioderatelv elono-ated, the heio;lit u\-er the anus lieiiio- 8' ,— 10'
_. times (in \<))in<^

indivichials sometimes ahiiosl 12) in tlie total lenotli. As in other L>codes sjiecies llie liead is some-

wliat depressed, whilst the somewliat compressed trnnk j^asses e\enh- into the strono;lv compressed

tail. The head is a little broader than the trunk: its oreatest thickness lies o\-er the cheeks and is

ca. I' ,0 I- ., greater than the greatest height of the trunk. In adult specimens the anus lies almost

at the middle of the bod\-, as its distance from the snout is 47,S -49.3",, of the total length: \-ounger

specimens (under 120 nun.i ha\e relati\-el\ longer tails, the distance of the anus frt)m the snout in

them being 43,1—47",, of the tt)tal length.

The head is relati\'ely small, its length Ijeing onl\- 22,4 25,3",, of the total length. The eyes

are situated high up, so that their upper margins project forward over the forehead, and the space

between them is somewhat hollow: their longitudinal diameter (in specimens of iiS- 223 mm. I is

6—6,9 times in the length of the head or 4 3,6",, of the total length; the\- are thus relativel\- snuUl.

The length of the snout, reckoned to the eye, is 2,9— 3,7 times in the length of the head or 7,6 -8,6",,

of the total length. The upper-jaw extends to the vertical line through the middle of the e\-e: the

end of the snout projects a certain distance in front of the nuderjaw. The li])s are thick: the under-

lip has a dependant fold on each side, and the fold of skin along the undcrjaw's lower edge is ovcr-

lapi^ing on the chin. The tube-shaped nostrils are well-de\eloped. Along the ujjper and untler-jaws

are shallow pits for the lateral line. The strong teeth are placed in a single row on the inter-

maxillaries (10 151, on the palatals (9— 14) and on the nurndible {\o— 15): on the foremost part of

the jaws (especiall\- on the under-jaw) they form howe\er a double row; further, there is a small grouii

(4^-5) on the portion of the \-omer Iviug bet\\een the anterior ends of the palatals.

The dorsal fin begins at a distance from the snout eciual to 3{)--3i,7",, of the total length:

it contains 91—96 rays, the anal 71-76. The ventral fins are small (of a length ahnosl equal to the

breadth of the forehead between the e\-es). The length of the pectorals is 13,1 — 13,6"., of the total

length, i. e. almost equal to the distance between the posterior margin of the eye and the edge of

the gill-cover; the\' contain most frequenth' 18—19, more rareh' 17 or 20 ra\s, of which the lower ones

project at their points beyond the co\-ering skin.

The scales in the larger s]3ecimens (163—223 mm.. Tali. \'ll, fig. i f .S; gi cover the sides of

the tail almost conipletei\', but on its foremost pari are ahead)' somewhat distant from the dorsal fin

and continue forward from thence on the side of the trunk as a broad wedge, ending a little behind.

The Ingolf-E.\pedUion. II. \.
^
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or at a point opposite to, the beginning of the dorsal fin; the head, anterior part of the back, the belly

and fins are tluis qnite free of scales. The two smallest specimens (32 and 54,5 mm.. Tab. VII, fig. i a

iS: b) are naked, but scales have already begun to show on the 60,5 mm. specimen, on the foremost part of the

tail and on the trunk to the point of the closed pectoral fin, mainly above the median line of the side.

In the 65 nun. long specimen, only some few scales can be observed on the boundary between the

trunk and the tail, up towards the back, but in three young specimens of 6(S,2, 75 and 75,8 mm.

(Tab. \'II, fig. I c & d) a distinct strip of scales is seen on the side of the body, in front to the

middle of the pectoral when laid backwards and posteriorly an almost equal distance behind the anus.

In the 85 nun. long specimen, the scaly co\ering is relatively very earl\- developed, as it has here

essentialh' the same distribution as in the adults, only the end of the tail is naked (which may also

occur in part in much larger specimens); the individuals of 114 and 118 mm. are in a similar condi-

tion, but one of 105 nun. is nnicli less advanced: in this the scales are onh on the foremost three

fifths of the tail and on the trunk to a little distance behind the tip of the pectoral, and for the most

part thev only extend from the back more or less to near the middle line of the side; only on a small

portion do the\' reach below this. These examples should sufficiently illustrate the variations in the

distribution of the scales in \oung and medium-sized specimens.

The' lateral line is single, mediolateral, arises at the upper end of the gill-opening, forms a

slight arch on the shoulder and coiu-ses along the dorsal aspect of the trunk but more in the median

line on the tail. Over the first obliquely descending jjart of this lateral line there is a horizontal row

of 4 to 5 pores, placed somewhat remote from one another, and there is a similar row between the

posterior part of the head and the front end of the dorsal fin.

Colour. I shall begin with a description of the smallest specimen but 32 unn. long (type-

specimen of L. rossi Malmgr.). As fig. i a of Tab. VII in natural size shows, this has 8 broad, dark

bands on the body, and also a dark spot at the end of the caudal fin. The first of these bands reaches

from behind the head to the front end of the dorsal fin, the second band lies under and a little beyond

the posterior portion of the pectoral, the third has its anterior border lying over the anus, the most

posterior (eighth) covers the end of the tail. All the bauds reach down over the linear depression

along the middle of the side of the bod\'; the fifth extends to near the anal fin, the sixth, seventh

and eighth extend on to this fin. .\bove, they all extend on to the dorsal fin. The ground-colour is

\ellow white (that is, on the specimen now much bleached; Malmgren wrote: dilute fulvo flavus
),

and the bands which are saddle-shaped, have a small, dark margin with lighter centre. The first

band is separated from the dark posterior margin of the head b\- a light stripe acro.ss the neck. There

is a dark streak on each side of the head, from the snout on to the gill cover').— The next smallest

specimen .(54,5 mm.), represented in fig. i b of Tab. \'II, is ver\- similar to the foregoing in colour-

markings, but the bands are broader and their number is only 7. Then comes the 60,5 mm. specimen

whose colouration agrees completely with that of the t}-pe-specimen. The 65 nun. specimen from the

Kara Sea displays a certain difference as a small, dark-browm spot appears in the lighter centre of the

') The figure in F. A. Siuitt (1. c. 1S95) show a hght spot behind the eye, towards the upper side, but I think

the artist has depicted the braiu showing through the skull; Malmgren savs expressh' (concerning the specimens at hand,

two this time): ^ in the .Spitzbergen specimens the Hght spots on the dark crown characteristic for the last-named (i. e. L.

perspicillum Kr. 1 are moreover wanting».
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bands (see fig. 5, Tal). X\'II of Liitkeii 1. c. j<S(S6); this specimen has 9 dark cross-bands (besides tlie

dark spot on the point of the tail), bnt it does not stand alone, as in my fi^;. i e. Tab. \'II a specimen

with 10 cross-bands will be seen, whilst on the other hand, the nnmber of bands in a sjjecimen ii4nnn.

long is rednced to 6. — In specimens not qnite xonng the sliarp boundar\- between the dark cross-

bands on the .side of the body gradnalh' disappear, dark colonr-material being here de])ositcd; the light

interspaces between the bands then assnnie the form of saddle-shaped markings, which extend fron)

the free edge of the dorsal fin down towards the lateral line, but they may be traced especially on

the posterior part of the tail right across the liody (of. the two largest figures on Tab. \'II). — The

light dark-margined band, \\ hich extends across the neck and down on to the free fold of the gill-

co\'er, is freqnenth (li\-ided in part or entire!)', into three light spots b\ a dark longitudinal streak <>u

each side, sometimes e\-en into four spots b\' another dark streak on the middle line of the neck;

rarely it is represented onh' by a light spot on and o\'er the gill-co\er.

In all the 3 females the eggs are small, at the most with a diameter of 1,5 nnn. (in the 205 nnn.

female, taken the 26th of Julv 1901).

Distribution. A. r/>ss/ is a high arctic fish, hitherto only foiuid in the Kara Sea, in Por-

sanger Fjord and at vSpit/.bergen.

At Spitsbergen, it has been taken at several places. First b\ a Swedish expedition of 1861

in Trenrenberg Ka\-, at 5 fathoms depth, and at p-Qsters Islands in Hinlopen vStraits, in each case a quite

small specimen; next, by the Russian expeditions of iSgg and 1900 in the Stor Fjord, where the depth

was 39-75 fathoms and bottom-temperature — 0,7 to — 1,6 C, a small specimen at each place. The

Kolthoff Fvxpedition of 1900 took one speciuien 163 nnu. long in Ise Fjord (Coal Bay) at uxj meters

depth, and another of S7 mm., W. from C. Alitra (79' 10' N. L. 11
" E. L.) at 100 meters. Lasth', Dr. J oh an

Hjort in 1901 took a nnmber of s]:)ecimens (54,5— 205 mm. long) in Green Harbour (an arm of Ise

Fjord), where the depth was 75 fathoms.

In the Kara vSea the Dijmphna F^xpedition of i<S82— 83 obtained four specimens (65—223 nun.

long) at 46—100 fathoms depth.

Finally, Dr. Hjort during the 1900 cruise of the ?klicliael vSars ,
obtained it in one of the

fjords of East F'inmark, namely in the innermost part of the Por.sanger Fprd (the so-called Ostpol)

where the depth was 30—50 fathoms and the bottom-temperature — 1,2' C.

Relation to allied Species.

L. rossi stands \erv close to the Greenland L. reticiilatiis Reinh.; it has howe\er a more

.slender form, and on the whole fewer rays in the pectoral fin (| 17I iS— 19 |2o| against |i9|2o|2i|), aiul

its colouration does not change over with age into the network-formation (reticulate). Concerning its

relation to L. reticiilatns var. macrocepha/iis see p. 70.

L. lutkenii Coll. is also a closely allied form (cf. p. bi).

Lycodes liitkenii Collett.

1878. Lycodes reticitlatnx Collett (nee Reinhardt), Fiske fra Nordhav-s-F^xpeditiouens .sidste Togt; Forh.

Vidensk. Selsk. Chria. 187S, No. 14, p. 59.

1880. /.. //i/z^^w/V Collett, The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition, Fishes, p. 103, PI. Ill, Fig. 25.

8"
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In relation to tlie total leno'tli, the length of the head is 25,7 "o, the distance

between the snout and the anus 47,3 " ,,, the height over the anus 12,7 « o, the lon-

gitudinal diameter of the eye 3,3 "
.>, the length of the pectoral 16,8 « „ The colour

is grav-brown with 7 broad, dark cross-bands; a light band across the neck. The

scales extend to a point under the anterior end of the dorsal fin. The lateral line is

niediolateral. Pvloric appendages 2. The size (of the single specimen, a female),

370 mm.

I). 94. A. jb. P. 23.

Distribution. W. from North Spitzbergen, 459 fathoms.

Remarks on the S > n o n ym y.

L. luikenii was establi.shed in iSSo by R. CoUett for a species, a single specimen of which, 370 mm. long, was

taken by the Xorth-Atlantic Expedition W. from North Spitzbergen, where the depth was 459 fathoms and the bottom-tempe-

rature — 1° C; it was previously described by the same author in 1S78 under the name L. reiictilahis Reinhardt, an error

that Collett himself corrected in the interval after he had examined the real L. reiicu/atus in the Zoological IMuseum of

Copenhagen.

Later. /.. liiikenii was reported, on the authority of Liitken, to have been again found in numbers botli b}- the

Dijmphna and lugolf Expeditions. In 1886 he referred no less than 28 specimens from the Kara Sea to L. liitkenii : I ha\-e

come to the conclusion however, that the largest of these specimens must be referred to L. rossi Malmgr., and that the

others constitute a new species, belonging to the scaleless Lycodes: Lycodes agiwsius (cf. p. 79I. In 1898 further, Liitken
mentioned quite briefh- that the Ingolf had taken 6 L. luikenii S. from Jan Mayen. Five of these however, are a colour-

variety of Lycodes pallidus Coll, var. simiiis mihi (cf. p. 46). The sixth specimen was rightly determined according to my
earlier opinion, as expressed in my preliminary report on the Lycodes of the Ingolf Expedition (1. c. I, but after examining a

whole series of similar specimens in the Stockholm Riks-Museum, brought from East Greenland by the X athorst- Kolthof f

Expeditions, I have come to a different conclusion, namely: that we have here a form which cannot be separated from L.sc-

minudus Reinhardt, and must be considered as a colovir-variety of this species Csee further p. -ji).

On Lycodes liUkenii Coll. (nee Liitken).

This form has been described in detail and well illustrated b\" Collett in his work on the

fishes of the Xorth-Atlantic Expedition. After I had learnt, through the kindness of Prof. Collett,

to know it for myself, I became quite at one with him in believing it to be a distinct species from

L. reticulatiis Reinh. as C. has well shown (1. c. p. 104). In certain respects, L. liitkenii is nearh' re-

lated to L. seinijindus, as we now know it with the banded colour-markings, and I shall therefore

briefly discuss the mutual relations of these forms.

If the single female .specimen of L. liitkenii is compared with a specimen of L. semimidus of

the same sex and similar size, they agree essential]}- in the most important proportions of the body;

vet L. liitkenii is a less slender form, as will be seen:

Total length in mm
Length of the head in " o of total length

Distance from snout to anus — —
Height over the anus — —

L. liitkenii
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- Tlie head is oi similar form as in A. seininitdns, l)ut seems to he less hroad-siiouted. The

eyes seem relatively a little smaller, their longitudinal diameter hein.s^ 3,3" <, of the total length (against

3,7"',. in the ahove specimen of L. seiitiiiudits), and the flap t)f the gill-cover is not bent u])\vards.

The number of teeth is somewhat less than in L. seininudus ; on the intermaxillary 1 have counted

15 in series, 15 on the palatines, 5 on the vomer, and on the mandible 15 in series (cf. p. 78).

The dorsal fin begins at a distance from the snout, which is equal to 30",, of the total

length. The number of ra\s in the unpaired fins falls within that in A. seininudus. The ]jectorals,

on the other hand, show a ver\' important difference, being of a much greater size, their length

being r6,S "
,, of the total length; in none of the 18 specimens of L. scDiiiiiidns does the length

of the pectorals CNxeed ii,S".. of the total length.

The scales extend further forward than in the most scaled specimen of L. seniiiindiis, nameh'

to a point under the anterior end of the dorsal fin, hut at the same time both the belh- and anterior

portion of the back are naked.

The colouration agrees on the whole with that in the banded forms of f.. senihmdiis ; that

the dark bands are rather indistinct (except on the dorsal fin) comes probablv from the advanced size

of the specimen.

The differences mentioned, especialK' the less slender form of the bod\-, and the large pectorals,

seem to me so important, that A. littkciu'i Coll. ought to be held distinct from A. sciiihiitdns Reinh.

(Later. A. liitkenii presents even greater resemblance to I., rossi ^lalmgr., whose appearance

in the adidt condition is now known. ()f important differences I can (^dy mention, that in L. rossi

the pectoral fins are shorter (their length being 13,1- 13,6^' ,0 of the total length) and contain fewer

ra\'s, luimeh- 17— 20. All the same, I think it best to keep these forms separate so long as transitional

forms are not found).

Lycodes reticulatus Reinhardt.

Tab. II, Fig. 2. Fig. 9- 10 in text.

1835. Lycodes rettcidatits Reinhardt, Overs. Kgl. D. \'idensk. Selsk. Forh. 1834- 35. p. 77.

1838. I., rcticiilains Reinhardt, Kgl. D. Vidensk. Selsk. Skr. VH, p. 167, Tab. 6.

1880. L. reticulatus Liitken, \'idensk. !\Iedd. Naturh. Foren. Kbhvn., p. 318 (partim).

1895. L. reticulatus Smitt, Skandinaviens Fiskar II, p. 611 (partim).

1897. L. reticulatus Vanhoffen, Gronland-Expedition der Gesellschaft fiir Erdkunde zu Berlin, II, i, p. loi.

The height over the anus amounts to 11,3—14,2 " „ of the total length. The

length of the head in males is 25,1 - 26,5 "/„, iu females 22,4 24,4 "
,, and the longi-

tudinal diameter of the eye 4 — 2,7 "
,, of the total length. The distance between the

snout and the anus in males is 46,7-49,7 "
,, of the total length, in females 46,2 -47,4 "„•

The length of the pectoral is 13—14,2 "
,, of the total length. Young specimens have

7—9 dark cross-bands on the trunk and tail, which (all or essentially only the

foremost) form network markings in the older; a light l)and across over the neck
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and dark lines of nt-twork on the sides of the head. Tlie scaly covering reaches to a

point nnder or a little in front of the anterior end of the dorsal fin, but the belly and

the anterior part of the back as well as the fins are naked. The lateral line is niedio-

lateral. Pyloric appendages 2. Size up to 380 mm.

D. 92 — 93. A. 75. P. 19 — 21. \'ert. 93 12 I — 22 + 72 — 71).

Distril)ntion. West rrreenland, ca. 100 fathom.s. ,'

Remarks on the Synonym\.

Of the 10 .specimens referred by Liitkeii (I.e.) to L. reticiilattiS Reiiih., 1 Uiink we inu.st reject the following: Nr. 18

must be brought under L. semimidtts Reinh. : Nr. 24 and Xr. 25, now prepared skeletons, I am unable to determine with

perfect cerfaint\-, but in all ])robabiht\- they likewise belong to /,. setnimidus Reinh. Further reasons for this separation will

be found under /. seminudus |cf. p. 71 and p. 751.

I.astlv, it cannot be considered absolutely certain, that Nr. 23, t3'pe-specimen to L. perspicilhi)>i Kroyer, is the young

form of the present species; it is better therefore, to discuss it separately with some young specimens of similar appe-

arance which have appeared later |cf. p. 64—66).

Description.

After separating out the foreign elements as mentioned above, our knowledge of L. j^eticulatus

rests upon 6 specimens preser\ed in the Museum here. Their proportions are given below along with

those of a seventh (255 nmi. long) which was taken later by Dr. E. Vanliciffen and preserved in the

Berlin Museum, from which I liave had it for inspection.

Total length in mm.

Length of tlie head —
Distance from snout to anus —
Height over the anus —

? 5 ? ? ^ 5

225 255 270 2S6 345 370

55 64 62 64 90 98

106 119 128 132 161 1S4

25.5 32 37 33 49 47

3S0

97

184

?

The form is therefore somewhat elongated, the height o\-er the anus going 7— 8,<S times in

the total length. The greatest breadth lies as usual forward on the cheeks, and is ca. i' 3 times

greater than the height at the same place; the trunk is somewhat compressed, the height half wa}'

along being i' , times greater than its thickness, and the tail posteriori}- becomes gradualh' more and

more compressed. The tail has a slight advantage in length o\er the rest of the body, the distance

between the snout and anus being in males 46,7

—

49,7",, of the total length, in females 46,2—47,4%.

The length of the head amounts in the males to 25,1

—

26,5",,, in the females to 22,4— 24,4",,

of tlie total length. ,Seen from the side the upper and lower margins each form a slighth' bent line,

seen from above (fig. 9 in text) the outline approaches an oval form. The head above is somewhat

arched, and rounded towards the sides, which again are con\-ex; the nnder surface is also slighth'

arched. The eyes are rather small and as usual relativel\- the smallest in full-grown specimens, so

that their longitudinal diameter is 6-10 times in the length of the head or 4— 2,7 " „ of the total

length; the distance between the two eyes is almost equal to the longitudinal diameter of the eye.

The length of the snout tt) the eye is 7,8

—

9°o of the total length. The upper jaw reaches to the
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perpendicular line throujfli the centre or the posterior third of the eve, and extends anteriorly a little

in front of the lower jaw. The lips are particularly flesh\-; the underlip has an overhan<>;inor fold on

each side, and the fold of skin along the underjaw's lower niar.y;in droops like a flap on the chin

(see fig. TO in text). The teeth are curved, conical or almost c\lindrical; on the intermaxillary in

front there is a double row, and on the underjaw 3 rows in front, but otherwise they are in a .single

Fig. 9- 10. Head of I.ycodes reilculaliis, seen from above and below. X i.

From a 255 uuii. long .specimen (o") from the innermo.st parts of T'manak Fjord (West Greenland), [90 m. Dryjjalski F^xpedition

(Dr. v.. Vanhnffeni, 27. 3. rS93.

row; I have counted 9 14 teeth in a row on the intermaxillary, on the palatines 9— 13, on the vomer

2— 5 and on the underjaw 8-15 in a row.

The dorsal fin begins at a distance from the snout wdrich is equal to 30 — 31,8",j of the total

length; it contains 92— 93 ra^'s, the anal fin 75 ra\'s. The \"entral fins are small, almost of the same

length as the diameter of the pu])il. The length of the pectorals amounts to 13— 14,2",, of the total

length; the\' contain (19)20(21) rays.

The scales in all the present specimens (225—380 nnn. long) reach to a point which lies imder

or a httle in front of the anterior end of the dorsal fin, yet a part under the dorsal fin anteriorK' and

the belh- to the anus (likewise a little behind this) are naked. In the smallest specimen the scab'

covering ceases at some distance (23 nnn.) from the end of the tail, but in the others it extends \ery

close or even to the root of the tail. The fins are free of scales.

The lateral line begins on the back of the head o\er the gill-co\-er, cur\es down with a

slight arch towards the median line, along wdiich it then continues to the point of the tail. .\ few

jjores are to be seen forward on the trunk above this mediolateral lateral line.

The colouration is somewhat speckled (Tab. 11, fig. 2 and fig. i) in texti. I cannot gi\e a

better notion of it than In- citing Liitken's descri]Hion, which sa\-s concerning the males: The

colour-nuirkings are as a nde in the form of a network on the trunk and tail, i. e. composed of an
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irregular network of brown bands and lines of various breadth, which separate spots more or less

large of a lighter ground-colour; but it is clear as a rule — and noticeable in all cases, if one seeks

for it, in \ounger specimens — that the foundation for this network lies or has been in a s\-stem of

7—9 dark and especialh' dark-margined cross-bands, which extend from the trunk and tail out on to

the dorsal fin where the\- are usually ver\- distinct; between these bands, which extend down almost

to the median line, are light jiarts or spots (often with a darker spot again in the Hght). Especially

constant is such a dark margined light spot or cross-band across over the neck from the one gill-

ojjening to the otlier, and also some light dark-bordered spots or sinuous markings posterior to and

over the e\es, as well as on the sides of the head under the eyes as far the nostrils . And of the

females it is said at the same place: <The two larger specimens have plainly the reticulate markings

characteinstic of the species in general; these extend out on to the dorsal fin and the posterior part

of the anal fin as more or less distinct bands, and on the head like the markings already described

above for the males; the smallest has also these on the whole, specific and very characteristic markings

on the head, but on the trunk and tail on the other hand there are only 8 dark-margined cross-bands

on the back and dorsal fin .

Distribution.

L. reticiilatits is distributed along the southern parts of West Greenland. Dm'ing the last

century 7 .specimens are known to have been taken there, at Julianehaab, Fiskentes, Godthaab and

Umanak. Only of one of tliese specimens is there the further information (by Dr. Vanhof f en ) that

it was taken in the innermost parts of Umanak Fjord (Karajak Fjord) in a trap at 190 metres depth.

According to Croode & Bean') the species has been taken at several places on the east

coast of the United States at 17— 140 fathoms depth, but one cannot tell with certaint\- if these

authors have had the true Z,. ;r;'/c7//rt/'//i' before them; their figures (PL 78, fig. 273 and PL 81, fig. 281 a b)

indicate so however.

Relation to allied form s.

L. reticiilatiis stands \er\- close to the form from East Cireenland I ha\e called A. reticiilatiis

var. inacrocepkahis\ on p. 70 I give the reasons for holding them partly separate for the time.

Concerning the relation of this species to L. seminudns see p. 78 and to L. rossi p. 59.

Young forms of /,. rcticidatus ( I., perspicillinn Kroyer , Tab. II, fig. 3).

The specimens certainly L. reticulatiis sent here from Greenland are medium-sized to large

'225—380mm.). Concerning the appearance of the young we have onlv conjectures. Pro! Collett in

1878 expressing the supposition that the .small Lycodes described long ago by Kroyer under the

name /.. perspt'ci'lhan was the young oi L. reticiilatns-). With this view Liitken agreed. In my
preliminary report on the European-Greenland Lycodes I differed from this opinion and made L.

perspicillion a distinct species without giving particular reasons for this step ho\ve\-er; certain know-

') Goode & Bean: Oceanic Ichthyology, p. 305; Mem. of the Museum afComp. Zoology at Harvard College, vol. XXII, 1S96.

2| Vidensk. Selsk. I-orh. Chria. 1S7S. No. 14, p. 61.
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ledge gained in the interval lias bronght me however to the position that Collett was ])rohahly

right, and in that case tlie synonynn'-list for L. rcticiilalits ninst be auoniented b\' the following names:

1S44. Lycodes perspicillKiii Kro\er, 0\'ers. Kgl. D. \'idensk. vSelsk. Forh. p. 140.

{I'^i,'^). L. perspicillitiii Kroyer, in Gainiard: \'oyages en Scandina\ie, en Laponie etc., Zoologie,

Poissons, PL 7.

1S62. L.perspicillitni Kro\er, Naturhist. Tidsskr. 3. R., i. 1]., p. 289.

1880. L. perspicilliiin Liitken, Vidensk. IMedd. Natnrh. Foren. Kbhvn. \>. 321.

1898. L.pcrspicillnni Liitken, The Danish Ingolf Expedition, II, i, ]). 22, Tab. I\', Fig. 5.

1899. L. Liltkeiiu Holmqnist (nee Collett), Ann. Mag. Nat. History (7), \'ol. 3, p. 221 (partini).

1901. L. reticiilatiis forma fn'gida Smitt, Bill. K. S\'. \'et.-Akad. Handl. lid. 27, Afd. I\", No. 4, p. 29

(partim). No. i.

1901. L. perspicillitut Jensen, \'idensk. Medd. Natnrh. Foren. Kliluii., ]i. 213.

This form is known b\' 3 specimens from West (Greenland. ( )iic of these is the 65 mm.

long specimen') described in detail b>- Kroner and figured in (yaimard's \'oyages (PI. 7, fig. A-).

A second specimen, 43 mm. long, was taken b\' the Ingolf Ex])edition of 1S95 'J^' Sukkertoppen (63°

24' N.L.) at 68 fathoms depth; the figure cited, painted from the li\-iiig fish, gives an idea of its

appearance. Lastly, Dr. A. (.)liliii who was with the Pear\- Anxiliar\- Expedition as Zoologist, also

obtained a 43 mm. long specimen in Murchison Sound (between 77— 78^ N.L.) at 45 fathoms depth; it

is the one of the two specimens which Holmqnist (1. c.) has determined as L. iutkeini Coll.; F. A.

Smitt has later referred it to L.reiicnlatHS ioxwvA frigida ; of the incorrectness of both determinations

I have been able to convince myself by an examination of the s].iecimen itself, which is preserved in

the Riks-Mnseum at vStockholm.

The most important proportions of these 3 specimens j) are as follows:

Total length in mm. 43 43 65

Length of the head ID ID 15

Distance from snout to anus > 18,75 i.s.y.s 28

4.25 4.5 6.5

The length of the head is therefore 23,1—23,3"/,,, the distance between the snout and the anus

43—43,6%, the height over the anus 10— 10,5 "/o of the total length. It is clear therefore, that these

young forms are relativelv long-tailed in comparison with the adult /L. reticiilatns . but this is no

absolute objection to their being referred to the named species, because in other L>'Codes I have

observed an approximateh' similar disagreement between the young and adult individuals (cf. e. g. L.

rossi, p. 57).

') Kroyer mentions and figures (PI. 7, fig. B) still another specimen, ca. 40 mm. long, l>ul that has been disposed of

long since.

2) The figure is not entirelj- successful, showing amongst other things not the slightest trace of scales.

3) Liitken mentions and figures still a fourth -L. pcrspicilhmt> .. 69 mm. long, in ^Dijmphna-Togtets zoologisk-

botaniske Udbytte >, 18S6, p. 137— 13S, Tab. 17, fig. 6. This specimen was from Greenland (Di.sko Hay); it must have been lost

as I cannot find it in our collection. Concerning the other L. perspicitliim'>.v from Kara Sea mentioned at the same place,

see L. rossi Mahngr. (p. 56).

The Ingolf-Expedition. IL 4. 9
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The colouration (cf. Tab. II, fig. 3, representing Kroy er's type-specimen) consists of 9— 11

dark saddle-shaped cross-bands on the trunk and tail, the most posterior on the outermost point of

the tail; each of these bands is bordered by a very dark, sharply outlined margin; the most anterior

band is separated from the dark upper surface of the head by a light cross-stripe (neck-band); the head

is encircled by a dark-brown O-shaped stripe, extending from the snout to the front margin of the eye,

from the posterior margin of the eye to the gill-cover's edge and from there on to the neck in front of

the light neck-band; further an oval spot, light-coloured but surrounded by a brown ring is observed

behind the e\-e towards the upper edge of the head. — This regular banded marking seemed to me

previousl\- to tell against these individuals being considered the young of the network-marked L.

retic7ilatus ; but after I had seen in a series of specimens of the nearly allied L. reticit/atiis var.

macrocepha/i/s, just such a similar change in colouration, occuring with age (cf. p. 68—69 and Tab. VIII),

I think it very probable that L. perspicilluin can change in a similar manner to L. yeticnlatiis.

The scales in the largest specimen show on the middle third of the bod\', namely on the

portion from a point under the anterior end of the dorsal fin, to the middle of the tail; in the smallest

specimen of L. reticulatns the scales also cease at some distance from the end of the tail.

Taking all in all, it seems to me extremely probable, that L. perspicilluin Kroyer is the yoimg

stage of L. reticulatns Reinhardt, as Collett was the first to remark. Complete certainty, of course,

will not be arrived at until the transition stages are found.

I ma\- jiist add, that according to Goode & Bean (Oceanic Ichthxology, 1895, p. 307), the

Albatross: has taken specimens of L. perspicilluin Kr. off the east coast of North America (45" 2472'

—\f 29' N.L.), at 59—86 fathoms depth; the figures given (PI. 80, fig. 278 & 278 a) suggest that these

author's L. perspicilhim. which they consider a separate species, is identical with Kroyer's; it agrees

well therefore, that there should be a form on the east coast of North America which is probably the

same as L. reiic?ilatus Reinhardt (cf. p. 64).

var. macrocephalus m.

Tab. VIII, Fig. i a, b, c, d, e, f.

1886. Lycodes reticulatus Steindachner, Die Osterr. Polarst. Jan Mayen (Internat. Polarforsch. 1882—83),

3. Bd., p. 107.

1901. L. reticulatus forma reticulata Smitt, Bih. K. Sv. Vet.-Akad. Handl. Bd. 27, Afd. IV, No. 4, p. 33

(partim). No. 26 & 28—36, Fig. 4— 5.

1 901. L. reticulatus forma semiimda Smitt, ibid. p. 31 dsartim). No. 13.

In proportions of the total length, the height over the anus is 10—12,2%, the

length of the head in males 26,2 — 28,6 "/o, in females and young 25— 26,6%, the

longitudinal diameter of the eye 4,3— 4,8'^'„, the distance between the snout and the

anus 46,2 — 50,6 "/„, the length of the pectorals 13-14,4%. The young have 7 — 9 dark

and dark-bordered cross-bands on a light ground, and in addition a dark spot on

the end of the caudal fin; a light band across over the neck, and often a dark longi-

tudinal streak on the sides of the head. In older specimens a more or less distinct
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network-iiuirkiiig is developed from the dark l)order.s of the bands, especiallv on tlie

front portion of the l)ody. Tlie scaly coverinj^- in older individuals extends from a

little behind the root of the pectorals to the end of the tail or ceases somewhat in

front of this, bnt the bell\ and the anterior part of the back are naked; there are no

scales on the fins. The lateral line is m ediola t eral. Pyloric appenda.<^es 2. Size

245 mm.

D. 9 I — 9 6. A. 7 2— 78. P. ( 1 9 ) 2 o— 2 I

.

Distribution. Northern East Greenland, ca. 50— 150 fathoms; Jan ]\Iaven, en.

40— 100 fathoms. /

Of this form, which I ha\e thouoht it best to consider as a \ariet\ of the fore.t:;-oin!J- species,

there is a number (14) of specimens, presenting a special interest as they show transition stages in

markings from the \oung with sharpl\- marked lilack cross-bands to a network formation in the adults

(cf. Tab. VIII), reminding one quite of that in L. reticiilatiis. For this reason Prof. vSmitt (I.e.) has

referred (the most of) these specimens to the \Vest-(Treeuland .species; I cannot bnt think however

that the differences are important, and I must for the time being hold them in part distinct.

Eleven .specimens were taken at northern East Greenland b>- vSwedish expeditions; two were taken at

Jan ;\Iayen in 1900 b\- the steamer Michael Sars and kindh' handed over to me for examination

by Prof. Collett; one was likewi.se taken at Jan ;\Iayen by Dr. Fischer and has been placed at mv
disposal by Prof. F". .S teindachner.

Description.

The most important proportions of all 14 .specimens are as follows:

East-
Greenland

I

goo Is

1—

>

East-
Greenland

1900

«H COA CO

S

East-
Greenland

1900

, 1 East-

'<i5 'S OS Greenland

W^^ 1900

East-Greenlanil 1900

Total lent;th - in mm. 6.

16

29

1
^

8^ S6

22.75

41,25

9,5

SS

22.5

42

8,8

113 1115

2S.2
! 29,2

53
;

52,5

1 1,5 1 12

116 119

30,5 3"

54,5 5S

12,5 '4

120 133 I56i95!245

30,5 34 42; 53 70

56.5 61.5 76 94 124

\-i, 14 16 20' 30
;

Length of the head —
Distance from snout to anus . . —

20,75

39,5

Q

22,2

41,5

Height over the anus —
1

The form is moderateh' elongated, the height over the anus going .S— 10 times in the total

length. The greatest thickness lies forward on the cheeks and is ca. i' , times greater than the height

at the .same place; the trunk is alreadx' somewhat compressed, as its thickness a little in front of the

end of the pectoral goes about 1,4 times in the height, and the tail l)ecomes gradnalh' more and

more compressed. The anus lies almost at the middle of the bod>, its distance from the snout being

46,2— 50,6"/,;, of the total length.

The length of the head is 26,2-28,6",, of the total length in males, 25—26,2"., in young-

females and small specimens. vSeen from the side, its upper ami lower margins each form a sliglith'

curved line, seen from above the outline is somewhat o\-al. The top of the head is slighth' arched.

The eyes are placed high up, so that their upper margins project forward over the forehead; their

9'
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longitudinal diameter is contained 5,4—6,7 times in the leno;!!: of tlie head, or is 4,3—4,8% of the

total length; the distance between the two e>es is a little smaller than the longitudinal diameter of

the eve. The length of the snout, measured to the eye, is contained 2,7—3,3 times in the length

of the head or is 8—9,8"o of the total length. The upper jaw reaches to the vertical line through

the middle or anterior third of the eye, and anteriorly extends a little wa>- in front of the under jaw.

The lips are thick: the underlip has a dependant fold on each side, and the fold of skin along the

lower margin of the lower jaw is spread out like a flap on the chin. The nasal tubes are well-

developed. Along the upper and lower jaws there are shallow pits for the lateral line. The teeth

are short but strong; I have counted <S—n teeth in a row on the intermaxillary, 8—10 on the palatine,

I—5 on the \-omer, 9—14 in a row on the mandible; forward on the intermaxillary and mandible

there is further a posterior row of teeth.

The dorsal fin begins at a distance from the snout which is equal to 29,2 — 32,3 ";'o of the

total length; it contains 91— 96 rays, the anal fin 72— 78 ray.s. The ventral fins are short (almost of

the same length as the longitudinal diameter of the eye). The length of the pectoral is almost eqiial

to the distance from the snout to the posterior margin of the eye and amounts to 13— 14,4 °/o of the

total length; they contain 20—21 ra\s (only in one specimen - that of 113 mm.— have I found 19 rays).

Scales. The smallest of the present .specimens, which is 61 nun. long, lacks any trace of

scales. In the 83 nun. specimen (Tab. VIII, fig. i c) scales have begun to appear as a small strip roxuid

the lateral line, forward to the middle of the posteriorly extended pectoral and posteriorly almost the

same distance behind the anus. The further development of the scaly covering con.sists essentially in

the appearance of scales on the ])osterior part of the tail also, and at the same time the rows are

increased in a vertical direction. Some variation exists however. Thus, the scaly covering in a

133 nnn. long specimen (Tab. VIII, fig. i d) does not have any greater extension relatively than in that

of 83 mm., whilst in another onh- 116 mm. long, it approaches distinctly nearer to the root of the tail.

In some of the largest spechnens the scales extend from a little behind the base of the pectoral to,

or nearly to, the beginning of the caudal fin, but they are less close together at the root of the tail

fin, and the belly as also a stretch on the back anteriorly are naked; in other specimens just as large

the end of the tail is however still naked, and that holds also for a narrow stretch along the base of

the dorsal and anal fins (Tab. \TII, fig. i e &. f). No scales are to be seen on the unpaired fins.

The lateral line begins over the operculum, forms a slight arch on the shoulder and from

there courses along the median line of the body. A shorter or longer series of pores, with wide inter-

spaces and without the character of a true lateral line, is often to be seen on the anterior portion of

the back above this mediolateral lateral line.

Colour. The young have 7—9 dark cross-bands on a light ground, and in addition a dark spot

on the end of the tail; the bands again are bordered by a more or less marked edge of darker, almost

blackish colour; the hindmost 2—5 bands extend out on to the anal fin as darkish streaks in line

with those on the dorsal fin where the bands end; further forward the bands extend more or less

down below the median line of the side. Across over the neck and on to the operculum extends a

light band which is most frequenth' divided in part or entirely into three light spots by a dark

streak on each side, which crosses from the dark edge bordering the neck-band in front and behind.
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On the side of the head, from the snout to under tlie eye and out on to tlie gill-cover, a dark streak

often runs. The central part of the cross-bands Ijeconies lighter and lighter with age, or several

light spots appear in each band, retaining the dark border, so that a reticulate marking is formed, as

is seen in fig. i e, Tab. VIII. The distinct network-marking does not occur equally earlv or strong in

all specimens. The largest of those present (245 mm. long) is es-sentially at the same stage as that of

195 mm. represented in fig. 1 f, whereas the specimen only 156 mm. long represented in fig. i e, Tab. VIII,

presents a very distinct reticnlate marking. <Jf the specimens from Jan Mayen a somewhat di.stinct

reticulate marking is already seen in that of iig nun. (Talx VIII, fig. i b), and even in the specimen

87 nnn. long such a marking has already begun to form in the foremost band; in the specimen 83 nun.

long (Tab. VIII, fig. i c) an oval spot, light and surrounded by a dark ring, is present behind the eye

towards the upper side.

Concerning the reproduction, but little can be elucidated, as none of the females are more

than 120 mm. long. In a female of this .size, taken on the 7th of July 1900 at East (xreenland

(72^ 25' X.L.), the eggs measure .scarcely 0,5 mm. in diameter. In the largest of the males (245 mm.

long) the testes are well-developed, 16,5 mm. long.

Distribution. L. yeticiilatns var. uiacrocephaliis is a high-arctic fish, only known from

northern East Greenland and Jan ;\Iayen.

At East (xreenland 11 specimens, whose size la\- between 61 and 245 mm., were taken be-

tween 72" 25' and 74- 35' N.L. The several localities are distributed as follows:

72^^25'X.B. 17 56'W.E.

73=32' - 24^38' ~
73' 55' - 19^20' —
74' 35' ~ i^" 15' —

300 metres 6 specimens Kolthoff E.xpedition 1900.

-no - I — Nathorst — 1899.

150 - 3 — Kolthoff — 1900.

150 - I — — — —

At Jan Ma\en the Austrian Polar station in 1S82— 83 took a small specimen (87 mm.i at a

depth of 100 fathoms, and the Michael Sars 2 siDecimens (83— 119 nnn.) at a depth of 60— 75 m. on

the Sth of August 1900.

Appendi.x.

Two small Lycodes, taken during the cruise of the Eylla in 18S6 by the botanist Th. Holm

at northern West Greenland, namely in Baffins Ba>', at 92 fathoms, ma>' ]ierhaps be referred to L. re-

tiatlatits Reinh. \'ar. inacyocephalits. These specimens measure:

Total length

Lengtli of the head

Distance from snout to anus

Height over the anius

in mm. 45.5 47>5

• "-5 12

» 21 22

5,25 5.5

The height over the anus is therefore 11,3— 11,6 "„, the length of the head 25,3 '' o, the distance

between the snout and the anus 46,2—46,3 "
,, of the total length. In respect to the most important

projDortions they thus stand very close to the above-described yotmg /,. reticitlatus var. macrocepkalus,

but the tail is relatively a little longer and the height over the anus a little greater. The coloura-
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tion is also very similar: 7 saddle-shaped bands, bordered by a dark margin, break the light ground-

colour; between the foremost band and the dark-coloured neck there is a light cross-stripe. In addition,

a brown stripe is present on the head, extending from the snout under the eye on to the gill-covers;

further, there is a light oval spot but surrounded b>- a dark margin, behind the eye towards the upper

side. The pectorals count 20—21 ra\s; in one specimen there are 92 ra>s in the dorsal fin, 73 rays

in the anal.

One of the.se .specimens is represented in fig. i a on Tab. \'III.

C o m ]) a r i s o 11 \v i t h Lycodes 7-etiailatns.

The present form displa\s no slight resemblance to L. reticulatus Reinh. from West Greenland,

mainh- in respect to colouration, as both in the older stages have the dark cross-bands transformed

to a more or less distinct network-formation; further, the}- have a mediolateral lateral line; nor do the

numbers of rays in the fins present any differentiating character. On the other hand, it seems as if

the variety macrocephahis was a form with relatively large head and large eye, which will appear

from the following comparison between two male specimens of almost eqiial size:

L. reiiculahis

forma iyfiica var. iiiacroceplialus

^ s

Total leii;.<th in mm. 255 245

Length of the head in „ of total length 25.1 2S,6

Longitudinal diameter of the eye 3.5 4.3

Further comparison between almost equally large adult specimens is unfortunateh- not possible

for the time being, as L. reticulatus is not present in smaller nor var. macrocephalits in larger male

specimens than those given, and there is also a great gap in size between the females at hand. I

must provisionally suggest that the differences noted cannot be overlooked without further investi-

gation and that two varieties are to be reckoned with.

If we bring .L. perspicillum Kr., the supposed young of L. reticulatus, into the comparison,

we see that the young of the latter have likewise a smaller head as well as a relatively longer tail:

Total length

Length of the head

Di.stance from snout to auu.s

. , m mm.

in o'o of total length

L. reiicidatus juv. ?

(L. perspicillum Kr.)

43

23,3

43.6

43

23,3

43

65

23,

1

43.1

L. reticulatzis

var. 7)iacroceplialus

61 83 86 87

26,2 25 25.8 26,1

47.5 47.6 48,3 47.4

25,6

47.7

L. rossi Malmgr. (from Spitzbergen and the Kara Sea) is also near to the present form, but it

has a smaller head (length, 22,4—25,3% of the total length) and relatively .small eyes (longitudinal

diameter, 3,6—4"',, of the total length). In addition, L. rossi has on the average fewer ra}-s in the

pectorals, namely 117) t8— 19(20), and the marking does not change over into the reticulate.
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Lycodes seminudus Reinhardt.

Tab. IX, Vii^. i a, t), c, d, e S; Tali. X, I'ijj. 1 a, li. Fi^;, 1 1 — 14 in text.

1838. Lycodes seinimtdns Reinhardt, K.q^l. I). \'iden.sk. vSelsk. Skr. VII, p. 223.
\

1878. L. seininndits Collett, Fi.ske fra Nordhavs-Expeditionens .sidste Togt, .Sommereii 1S78; Forh.

Viden.sk.Selsk.Chria.187S, Xo. 14, p. 67.

1880. L. seminudus Liitken, Viden.sk. Medd. Naturli. F'oren. Kbhvn., p. 325.

1880. L.reticnlatus Liitken, ibid. p. 318 (parti ni).

1880. L.seimimdus Collett, The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition, Fishes, p. 113, PL IV, Fig. 28.

1895. L.rcticulatus Sniitt, Skandinaviens Fiskar, II, p. 611 (partini).

1897. L. seiniiiudns \'aiihoffeii, Gronland-Expedition der (resellschaft fiir Erdkundezn Berlin, II, i, p. 100.

1898. L. IJitkenii Liitken, The Danish Ingolf-E.xjiedition, II, i, p. 22 (partini).

1901. L. reticulatiis forma semiuuda Sniitt, liih. K. Sv. Vet.-.Vkad. Handl. Bd. 27, .\fd. I\', No. 4, p. 31

(partim). No. 14-15, 17— 18 S: 20—22.

The height over the anus is 9— 10,6 "',, of the total length. The lengtli of the

head in males is 27— 30 "
,,, in females 25 — 28 ",',, of the total length. The longitudi-

nal diameter of the e>'e is 5,3— 3 "
,, of the total lengtli. The distance between the

snout and the anus is 44,6— 50,6 "
,, of the total lengtli. The length of the pectoral is

9,6— 1 1,8 "',, of the total length. The colour is a uniform gra\- brown, or there are indi-

stinct dark cross-bands on the trunk and tail, or distinct dark cross-bands (7— 9)

and as a rule a light neck-band. The scales as a rule reach forward onl\- to a point a

little behind, over or a little in front of the anus (seldom to the tip of the flattened-

out pectoral). Lateral line mediol ater al. P\loric appendages 2. The size ca. 500 mm.

D. 91-97. A. 73— 78. P. (19)20— 22.

Distribution. West Greenland, ca. 100 fathoms; East-Greenland, ca. 100--400

fathoms; Jau ^Ia\en, 370 fathoms; off the Norway-Shetland Slojje , 600 fathoms;

Spitzbergen, 260 fathoms; Kara Sea, 92 fathoms. J

Remarks on the S \- n o n y m y.

The .species L. se»iinudus was formed in 183S by Prof. Reinhardt sen. for a L3"Codes ahnost i' 2 feet long, taken

at I'nianak in West Greenland. p'roin L. reticulalus Reinh. to which it .stood near in .several ways, it was distinjfui.shed at

the first glance in that the body was uniformly coloured and naked from the snout to the vertical line through the anterior

end of the anal fin ; in his detailed description however, R. laid less weight on these characters, rightly jiaying attention

especially to other more important structural features (number of the teeth, shortness of the pectorals etc.).

The same specimen was dealt with bv Liitken in his treatise of 18S0. L. came to the conclusion, after some

acquaintance with larger males of L. relicutalus had lieen gained in the interval, that there was nothing else on which a

specific difference between L. yeliculaltis and L. st-minudus could Ije based, than tlie distinctly less extension of the scaly

covering in tlie latter. This impression in my opinion was due to an erroneous division of the material which I, iitken had.

So far as I can see, namely, Nr. iS (1. c. p. 332) of the .specimens referred by Liitken to L. reticulalus belongs to the pre-

sent species; this indi\-idual, whose length is 365 mm., possesses certainly a weakly banded marking and a somewhat widely

<listributed scaly covering, but in more important characters it seems to agree with L. seminudus. In all probability also,

the specimens Nr. 24 and Nr. 25 il. c p. 332) referred bv Liitken to L. reliculatus belong to /.. seminudus ; perfect certainty,

however, cannot be attained as they are now unfortunatelv prepared skeletons').

') Liitken says of these specimens, tliat the colouration was not at all and the scaly covering only partly recogni-

sable. The moderate condition of these individuals has naturally lirouglU it about that a failure in determination could more

easily take place.
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In later vears 2 further specimens of L. seminudus have been taken at West Greenland. One of these, a iinifornilv

coloureil female of 335 mm., was taken 1S93 by Dr. E. Vanhoffen in Umanak Fjorfl; it was kindly handed over to me for in-

vestigation bv the Berlin Museum. The other was sent to our Zoological Museum in 1901 by P. Miiller of JakobshavU.

governor of the colonv; it is only 180 mm. long and of special interest, as in agreement with the above mentioned specimen

it shows a not ver\- distinct, yet clearly recognisable, banded marking.

Apart from West Greenland L. seminudus was again found at Spitzbergen by the Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedi-

tion, as a single, uniformlv coloured specimen only 128 mm. long: Prof. Collett has kindly handed it to me for study and I

can confirm the correctness of his determination.

In addition to the uniformly coloured or weakly banded form, L. seminudus may however also appear with ver\- di-

stinct cross-bands and with a light band across over the neck. In the Riks-Museum of Stockholm I have had the oppor-

tunitv. through the kindness of Prof. Smitt, to see no less than 7 specimens (129—280 nmi. long) from East Greenland

(Nathorst and Kolthoff Expeditions of 1899 and 1900) of a form, which only differs from the typical L. semimidus by

tlie pronounced, liveher marking. In his treatise of 1901 F. A. Smitt had rightly referred these specimens to Reinhardt's

L. seminudus. but in this species lie sees only a fonn of L. retictUatus, an opinion I cannot agree with.

A similar specimen (iSo mm. long) had also been taken by the Ingolf Expedition south from Jan Mayen. In my
preliminary notice on the Lycodes of this expedition (1. c. p. 213), I have referred it to L. h'llkenii CoW., which again I identi-

fied with L. rossi Mahngr. from Spitzbergen, as a small specimen (67 mm. long) from the Ingolf Expedition seemed to me
a transition-form between L. rossi and the larger specimen from the same expedition referred to L. liitkeuii. This position I

have meanwhile been obliged to give up. L. rossi Malmgr. is without doubt the young stage of L. celalus established by

mj-self (cf. further p. 56). And since both the specimen of the Ingolf Expedition (that of 180 mm.) and the above-mentioned

7 specimens of the Nathorst-Kolthoff Expeditions seem constantly to have verj' short pectorals, whereas L. liiilicnii Coll. is

characterized specially by large pectoral fins, I consider it best to keep the last named separate from L. semimidus. And the

small specimen referred to (from the Ingolf Expedition), which I had erroneously taken for a connecting-link with L. rossi,

becomes the young form of Z. seminudus (cf. further p. 76— 77I.

Description.

Proportions of the uniformh- coloured or indistinctly banded form:

?') ? 1 ¥ 3 ^

Total length in mm.

Length of the head —
Distance from snout to anus -

128

32

57

12,5

I So

46

82,5

18,75

335

84

157

34

365

100

184

38.5

445

127

225

50Height over the anus —

Proportions of the distinctly banded form:

Total length in mm.
Length of the head —
Distance from snout to anus —
Height over the anus —

129

36

61,5

12

ja) 5 ^

161

43.5

77

16

I So

48,5

88

19

180

49

83

16

197

52.5

94

18

21S

61

106

250

67,5

116

25.5

2S0

77

130

28

The form is elongated, the height over the anus going ca. cfi^—w times in the total length.

The greatest thickness lies forward on the cheeks and is equal to or somewhat greater than the

height at the same place; the trunk is tolerably compressed, its height midway being i'/^ greater

than the thickness, and the tail becomes more and more slender posteriorh-. The anus in the males

lies at, or a little in front of, the middle of the body, its distance from the snout being 46,1—50,6%
of the total length ; in females its distance from the snout is 44,6—48,3 % of the total length.

') The specimen is from Spitzbergen (North-Atlantic Expedition), the others from West Greenland.

^) This specimen is from Jan Mayen (Ingolf Expedition), the others from East Greenland (Nathorst and Kolthoff

Expeditions).
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The lenu'th of the liead in males is 27—28,5",.,, in females 25— 2<S",, of the total leuoth. Seen

from the side, the n])per maroin is almost horizontal at the neck, and from there slopes }>-radnall\-,

evenh- and almost in a strai,>^ht line down towards the snont, winch is low; the nnder mart^in

rises up slig-htl\- only in front; seen from above, the head decreases \nn little in breadth towards

the anterior end of the snont, which is broadl\- rounded off so that the outline of the head forms an

elongated oval. The crown is flat, the cheeks almost perpendicular or onl\- slighth' convex; taken with

the depressed and broad, somewhat flat snout, this gives the head a characteristic appearance, re-

minding one somewhat of a pike. The eyes are situated high up, so that their upper border juts

forward over the forehead; the size decreases a good deal relatively with age, their longitudinal dia-

meter going 4,8—9,4 times in the length of the head, i. e. 5,3—3",,' of the total length; tlie distauce

Fij;. II IJ. The head of Lycoiies Si'iiiintidi/s, seen from al]Ove ami underneath. X > 4.

From a 3;i5 mm. long specimen (O) from the innermost parts of the I'manak Fjord (West Greenland!. 200 in. Drvijalski-

Expedition (Dr. l\. Vanhoffeni, ly.^^.iSg^.

between the two eves is almost ecpuil to -/, rds of the longitudinal diameter of the e)e (in old speci-

mens C|uite ecpial to this). The length of the snout to the e\'e, is 3,5— 2,q times in the length ot the

head or 7,5— 10"/,, of the total length. The upper jaw reaches to a perpcndicidar line through the

centre or anterior third of the eve, and anteriorl\' it extends a little in front of the lower jaw. Tin-

lips are rather flesln- along the upjier jaw and o\\ the sides of the lower, but somewhat thin in front

on the latter; the fold of skin along the under uuu'gin of the latter is relati\el\- little de\-cloped the

whole wa\' (see fig. 12 in text). The free fla|3 of the gill-co\-er is relati\'el\ long and bent up at the

corner. There is a number of shalhnv groo\-es for the lateral line along the upper and nnder jaws.

The teeth are tnmcate and conical or almost c\lindrical, in a dotd)le row on tlu' mtermaxillary an-

teriorly, in three rows (2 in _\oiing specimens) on the mandible anteriorly, but otherwise lorm a single

row; in larger specimens I have counted 17 24 teeth in a row on the intermaxillary, 16 24 on the

palatines, 3-6 on the vomer and 17—26 in a row on the mandible.

Tile Ingolf-Expedition. li.
.i- lo
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The dorsal fin l)eg-ins at a distance from the snout equal to 29,6—33,7",) of the total length;

it contains 91—97 ra\s, the anal fin 73-78 rays. The ventral fins are small (almost of the same

length as or even shorter than the longitudinal diameter of the pupil). The pectorals are relativel\-

broad but .short, their length being 9,6—11",, of the total length or always less than the distance be-

tween the snout and the posterior margin of the eye; the\- contain (19)20—22 rays, of which the lower

])roject at their points from the connecting skin.

The scales e.xtend from the end of the tail more or less far forward on the sides of the body;

the covering tends to a point in front like a wedge, leaving the side of tlie back and belly naked for

some distance; tliere are no scales on the fins, or in any case only on the posterior half of the dorsal

fin, along the base. In the uniformh- coloured or weakly banded form, the scaly covering is subject

to great variation in regard to distribution in part independently of the age of tlie individuals, it seems.

In the type-specimen, which is 445 nun. long, the scaly covering extends forward scarce!)' to a point

which lies directly over the origin of the anal fin. In the second largest (365 mm.) on the other hand,

the scales reach to a point at the tip of the flattened pectoral and have thus attained the greatest

extension known as yet for the species. In the 335 mm. specimen (Tab. X. fig. i b) and that of 180 mm.

(Tab. X, fig. I a) the seal}' covering extends forward a little in front of the anus, in Collett's speci-

men from Spitzbergen (128 mm. long) just a trifle in front of the anus. Tlie specimens present of the

distinctly banded variety have a nnich more regular distribution of the

scales (Tab. IX, fig. i b, c, d, e). In 3 specimens of 280, 218 and 180 mm.

the scaly covering extends forward like a wedge to a point, which lies

directly over the anus, whilst in 5 specimens of 250, 197, 180, 161 and

129 nun. it stops at a short distance behind the anus.

Tlie lateral line begins over the gill-cover, forms an arch over

the shoulder and courses from there along the middle of the body. On

the foremost part of the trunk in well-preserved specimens, a shorter or

longer series of pores is present above the lateral line, with wide inter-

spaces and without forming any true lateral line.

Colour. The present species occurs in two colour-varieties, it

seems, namely, one uniformly coloured or with slighth' marked cross-

bands, the other with distinct cross-bands. — Those entireh' uniform of

a gray-brown are: Reinhardt's t>-pe-specimen (445 mm. 5) from Unianak;

Van h off en's specimen (335 nnn. J) from Umanak Fjord (Tab. X, fig. i b)');

Collett's specimen (128mm. J) from Spitzbergen. A weak banded mar-

W/lllh\\\

Kig. 13. The head of Lycodes se-

minudas, of the variety with di-

stinct cross-bands. X .14.

From a 280 mm. long specimen (rf

)

from northern East Greenland ^i"? i^ «een in: the specimen (365 mm. $) from Godthaab, referred to

(Franz Joseph's Fjord) 760 m. / reticiilatus bv L ii t k e u , also the specimen (180 mm. 2) recentlv sent
N'atliorst Exped., 14.S.1S99.

' r > -r/ .

from Jakobshavn. In the first of these, there are above the median

line 7 dark bands, 2 on the trunk and 5 on the tail, which again are somewhat lighter in the centre;

in the small specimen, a similar number of somewhat more apparent bands are seen (Tab. X, fig. i a). —

') By very favourable light, exceedingly weak traces of a faded, banded marking may perhaps be detected in this

specimen.
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Tlie .s])ecimens from Kast (ireenlaiid and Jan Mayen all show a li\eliL-r colouration, as is seen in

Fig. I b, c, d, e of Tab. IX and Fig-. 13 & 14 in the text. The\- lia\e distincth' 2 dark bands on the

trunk and 5— 7 on the tail; in addition, the end of the tail (fin) is (ku-k-coloured; the dark bands are

especiall\- distinct on the dorsal fin and the upper part of the body, lower down the\- nia\- disappear in

the general darkish ground-colour, but the\ are often also, especiallv on the tail ])osteriorl\-, separated

by light interspaces right across, the light nia>' e\en separate the bands forward on the bodv and

constitute an important part of the colouration. The dark bands are light in the centre, often so light

that the margins show as a distinct, dark-brown frame, or that an originalh' single band dissol\-es

into two; sometimes the light in the band is partly hniited to a rounded-off spot (see Fig. i e of Tab. IX^.

Right across the neck, from gill-co\-er to gill-co\er stretches a light, dark -bordered stripe, which some-

times however can be limited tt) a rounded-off light spot on the centre of the neck or \'er\- rareh'

may disappear almost entirely.

As alread\- mentioned, I am much inclined to refer Xr. 24 and Xr. 25 among Liitken's /..

reticulatits (I.e. p. 332) to L. seiniundiis. Full certaint\- cannot be attained as the s]iecimens are now

skeletons, but the considerable length of the head (2.S,5

—

29,5",, of the total length), the rich proxision

of teeth (on the internia.xillarx' 17— iS teeth in a row, 5— 7 on the \omer and 20 in a row on the mandible),

as also the shortness of the pectorals (io'\, of the total length) seem to point certainly in this direction.

The number of the \'ertebrie is 95—96 (23—24 + 72).

I

Later addition. During m\- participation in the summer cruise of the Michael Sars in

1902, a specimen of /.. seim'iiiidus was taken on the 26th (.)f June at 62° 58' N.L. i 56' E.L., and at c.

600 fathoms; the place lies in the cold area off western Xorwa\-.

It is a 5 with all the known characters of the species; its most important proportions are

as follows:

Total length 26S nun.

Length of the head 73 -

Distance from snout to anus 128 —
Height o\er the anus 28 —

In proportions of the total length, the length of the head is therefore 27,2".,, the distance

between the snout and the anus 47,8"/,,, the height over the anus 10,4",,; (jf the same length the

distance between the snout and the anterior end (jf the dorsal fin is 32,1°,,, the length of the pectoral

10,6%; the latter fin contains 21 22 ra\s.

The scah' covering reaches from the end of the tail forward to a point, which lies an eye's

length liehind the jioint of the pectoral, being wedge-shaped in front; the scales extend out on to the

basis of the posterior part of the dorsal fin. The bod\' is without markings.

Further, (Uir ^luseum has recenth' recei\ed through Mr. H. Kranl, director of the Uperni\ik

colony in \\'est (rreenland, 4 \ery large L. semiiiiidits (400—497 nun. long), all males, which are

remarkable for their relativelx large head (its length being 27,6—30"
,, of the total length). The pectorals,

which count (19) 20 rays, amount in length to ii,i— ii,8"/„ of the total length. The .scah' wedge in

one specimen extends forward slightl_\' in front of the \-erlical line through the anterior end ot the
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anal fin, in the three others it ceases a little behind this point. The colouration has almost vanished,

yet traces of dark cross-bands and light interspaces may be detected, especially on the dorsal fin.|

()n an earl\' and a young stage of Lycodes semtnudus.

Amongst the material brought home by the Ingolf Expedition is a small, 67 mm. long Lycodes

wliich I take to be an earlv stage of L. seminudus ; it remained undetermined and is not mentioned in

the report on tlie ichth\ological results of the expedition.

This specimen was taken at vSt. 116 (south from Jan Alayen, 371 fathoms), at the same place

therefore, where the 180 nnn. long specimen of L. seininudus^ mentioned previously, was taken — a

circumstance that might at once make one think of the possible specific identity of these specimens.

The proportions of this little specimen are as follows:

Total length 67 mm.

Length of the head 18 -

Distance from snout to anus 31 —
Height over the anus 6 —

Putting these figures into percentage, one finds that the length of the head is 26,9 "o, the

distance between the snout and the anus 46,3 ",_„ the height over the anus 9°o of the total length.

As is shown in Fig. i a of Tab. IX, which represents this young specimen natural size, it has

8 broad, dark bands over the bod}-. The first band extends from the back of the head to the beginning

of the dorsal fin, the second lies over the tip of the pectoral, the anterior margin of the third lies over

the anus, the eighth (last) band covers the end of the tail. All the bands reach from the outer border

of the dorsal fin across the back and traverse the linear depression running along the middle of the

body; the fifth reaches to near the anal fin, the sixth to the basis of this fin, the seventh and the

eighth extend a little on to it. The ground-colour of the body is \-ellowish white, except on the belly,

which is coloured blue-black on account of the peritoneum shining through; the cross-bands have

chestnut-brown borders and a somewhat lighter centre. Lasth-, one can discern an indication of a

neck-band, namely a light spot in the centre line of the neck, beyond the upper notch of the gill-

openings. Scales are wanting and a lateral line is not _\'et apparent. The dorsal fin contains 95 rays,

the anal 77, and the pectoral 22.

If we now compare this young individiial with the specimen of L. semiuiidits, t8o nnn. long,

from the same Ingolf station, we find such a great agreement between them that their specific identity

cannot be doubted. Figure 14 below shows this larger specimen, natural size.

The length of the head is 27 "'o, the distance between the snout and the anus 49°'o of the

total length (180 mm.). The head has thus relatively the same length as in the younger specimen,

whereas the tail has less preponderance in length over the rest of the body. It must be added that

it is a female with ver\' small eggs in the ovary.

On the trunk are again the two broad bands, although at the first glance they are not

recognised as corresponding to the dark bands of the younger specimen; the central part nameh' has

become very light and takes up also such a large part of the band that only its borders stand out
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as dark cross-stripes. The tail has only 5 chirk bands. None of the hands sIkjw, as in tlie Nonngcr

sta.i^e, any sliarp bonndaries beh)\v, as tlie .i;Tonnd colour lias here become dark, but thev stand out

clearly as^ainst the yellow-white colour of the back and dorsal fin. The neck-band is more stron<rl\- deve-

loped than in the \dun,L;'er indi\-idual and e.xtends from gill-cover to gill-cover as a narrow, light band.

The number ot ra\s in the tins is in tolerably close agreement with that in the \'ounger

specimen, iiamel}- 94 in the dorsal fin, 75 in the anal and 21 in tlie pectoral.

m£i- -:»•

l'"ij^. 14. Lycndcs sciiiiuudus Rt-iiih. (9). X i. S. fruiii Jan Mayeii, 371 fathoms. Ingolf P^xpedition 1S96.

Lasth', amongst the specimens from the Kara Sea labelled by Liitken L. pallidus , I have

found a \'oung L\'codes which nndonlitedh' belongs to the species L. semiiiiidns ; this specimen is not

named with the other L. pallidiis in Liit ken's report on the fishes of the Dijmphna Expedition, so

that L. has probabh' regarded the determination as less certain.

Its proportions are as follows:

Total length 87 mm.

Length of the head 22,5 —
Distance from snout to anus 40 —
Height over the anus S —

The length of the head is thus 25,9",., the distance between the snout and the anus 46°'o,

the height over the anus 9,2'., of the total length, which numbers fall within those found in L. scini-

niidiis. Just as certain a mark of recognition lies in the small pectorals whose length is onh"

10,3 "'o of the total length; the\- contain 19 ra\s.

Although the specimen is somewhat bleached, one can readily see that the colouration in the

main has been the same as in the smaller specimen just described, nameh' 8 broad, dark and dark-

bordered cross-bands, 2 on the body and 6 on the tail, in addition a dark spot at the end of the

caudal fin; on the neck one can detect signs of a light cross-band. Scales ha\-e begun to ap]iear on

the tail, at some distance behind the anus.

It was taken by the Dijmphna Expedition in the Kara Sea at 92 fathoms depth.

D i str ibu ti on.

.\ specimen was taken at West Cyreenland at each of the following localities: dodthaab,

Jakobshavn, Karajak P'jord (in the innermost part of Umanak Ejord, 2(X) meters depth! and Umanak,

also 4 specimens at Upernivik. At East Greenland the Nathorst P-xpedition of 1S99 took a

specimen as far up as 74 52' N.L. 17"" 16' W.L. (S. from Shannon Lsland), 350 meters, and 2 specimens in
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Franz Joseph's Fjord, 760 meters, wiiilst tlie Kolthoff Expedition of 1900 took 4 specimens at \arions

places in Franz Joseph's Fjord, 200—300 meters. The specimen of the North-Atlantic Expedition was

taken on the north coast of Spitz berg en, where the depth was 260 fathoms and bottom-tempera-

ture of -f 1,1^ C. The Dijmphna Expedition took the above-mentioned, bnt 87 mm. long, specimen in

the Kara Sea at 92 fathoms depth. The 2 specimens of the Ingolf Expedition were canght south

from Jan Mayen, where the depth was 371 fathoms and the bottom-temperature — 0^4 C. Lastly,

the < Michael Sars in 1902 took a specimen in the cold area off the west coast of Norway,

at 62° 58' N.L. 1° 56' E.L., 600 fathoms.

Comparison between Lyeodes semimidus and L. reticnlatus.

As it has often been doubted that these names represent two different species, it may be of use to

go over the most important differences between them, so far as the>- are limited in this treatise.

The form of the l)ody is more slender in L. seii/inudtis than in L. j'etictilatus^ so that the

height over the anus is 9 — 10,6",, of the total length in the former against 11,3— 14,2 "o in the latter.

The head is relativel\- larger in L. semimidus than in L. reticnlatus ; in the first-named nameh',

the length in the males is 27—30 "o, in the females 25—28 "/„ of the total length, whereas in the latter

the numbers are respectively 25,1

—

26,5",, and 22,4— 24,4 °,o- The form also is .somewhat different:

seen from the side, the head in /.. seiniHudiis is more pointed forward, which arises from the snout

being much compressed in this species by comparison with L. retictilattis ; the flat crown and the

almost vertical cheeks in L. semimidus are also in contrast to the con\-ex cheeks and the somewhat

arched crown of L. reticnlatus. Next, L. semimidus has larger eyes, their longitudinal diameter being

5,3—3 ^'o of the total length, whilst the same proportion sinks with age from 4— 2,7 '/o of the total

length in L. reticnlatus. The lips in L. semimidus are less flesh}" than in L. reticulaius, and the

doiible fold of skin hanging down from the chin in the latter (see fig. 10 in text) is \-er\' little developed

in L. semimidus (see fig. 12 in text). Further, tlie bones of the mouth in L. semimidus ha\-e a greater

equipment of teeth than those of L. reticnlatus ; thus in L. reticulatns., I have counted 9—14 teeth in

a row on the intermaxillar)-, 8— 15 in a row on the mandible, 9—13 on the palatine; in L. semimidus

on the other hand, 17 -24 teeth in a row on the intermaxillar\-, 17— 26 on the mandible, 16—24 on

the palatine. Lastl\- ma\- be mentioned, that the free flap of the gill-co\'er is relati\-el\' long in L.

sentinndus. and that in this .species the distance between the gill-openings across the bell\- is much

less than in L. reticnlatus (cf. fig. 12 with fig. 10 in text).

A very evident difference is shown in the size of the pectorals, as their length in L. reticnlatus

is 13— 14,2",, of the total length, but only 9,6

—

ii,8"o in L. seminndns.

The scal>- covering has on the whole a greater extension in L. reticulatns than in L.

seminndns, so far as we yet know. In all the specimens of L. reticnlatus to hand, whose lengths lie

between 225—380 mm., not only tlie tail, but also most of the trunk is covered with scales, as these

reach forward to a point which lies mider, or indeed somewhat in front of, the anterior end of the

dorsal fin. In a single specimen of L. semimidus, that of 365 mm. nameh", the scab" covering extends

forward to a point at the end of the flattened-out pectoral fin, and in all the remaining (17) specimens
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whose lengths are from 129—497 nun., it dues nut once extend so far, l:)ul ceases a httle in front of

tlie amis, o\'er the anus or a httle behind this.

Lastly, as regards colouration, none of the present specimens of L. seini/n/dns^ not even

the distincth- banded, show signs of assuming the network markings so characteristic ai /.. reticulattis.

Taking all together, the differentiating characters seem to me so important, that the reference

of these two forms to one species would be quite unnatural.

If we take L. yeticiilafits var. iitacrocephalns into the comparison, the boundaries between the

two species are certain!}- reduced, so far as the relative sizes of the head and e\es are concerned, but

the other distinguishing characters (length of the pectorals, distribution of the scales etc.) still hold good.

Lycodes agnostus Jensen.

Tab. VI, Fix. 1 a, b.

1886. Lycodes Liitkei/// Liitken, Kara-Havets Fiske; Dijmphna-Togtets zoologisk-botaniske Udbytte,

p. 128 (partim). Tab. XVI, Fig. 2--6.

1895. L.reticulatiis Smitt, vSkandinaviens Fiskar, II, p. 611 (partim). Fig. 147.

1901. A. reticnlafits forma seinhinda Smitt, I!ih. K. .Sv. Vet.-Akad. Handl. Bd. 27, Afd. IV, No. 4, p. 32

(parti m). No. 19.

1901. L. agiiostits Jensen, \'idensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. Kblu'u., p. 209.

In proportions of the total length, the height over the anus is 9,3— 12^,,. the

length of the head 22- 24,8 ,,, the distance from the snout to the anus 46— 52 "o, the

longitudinal diameter (.if the eye in larger indi\-iduals 3,4 -2,7°,o, t'le length of the

pectorals 10— 12,5/0. 9—12 cross-bands, dark with lighter central part; a light

stripe across the neck above. Scales wanting. Lateral line med i ol a t eraP). P\-loric

appendages 2. Size 233 mm.

D. 90 — 93. A. 70— 75. P. 16— 17.

Distribution. Kara Sea, 46 — 100 fathoms; Arctic Sea of vSiberia (Chatanga

Bay), 35 fathoms.

In the report on the fishes of the Kara Sea, Liitken referred 28 specimens of a L>'codes to

the /.. liitkeuii described by Collett from the deep water at Spitzbergen. From an examination of

these specimens however, I discovered that Liitken had mixed two species together under his /..

lutkenii . as I shall now explain.

The largest specimen, which is 223 nnn. long-), has scales on the tail and a great part of the

trunk, whereas the remaining 27 specimens are completeh' wanting in scales, although amongst them

there are specimens up to 186 nnn. in length. This alone at the beginning would counsel great caution

in bringing these individuals together under one species; certainh" one ma\- find in the ]n-esent treatise

man\' examples to show that variation ma\- occur within one and the same species of the genus

') 111 wtU-preserveil .specimens further, a whole series of dorsal (lores can lie seen.

-) Liitken gives the length to 225 mm.
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Lycodes with respect to tlie development of the scaly coveriiiy, but such a sudden jump as Liitken

here makes possible, would be quite singular.

Again, the 27 specimens in comparison with the 28th belong to a relati\-el\- small-exed form,

the longitudinal diameter of the eye (in specimens of over 100 mni.'s length) amounting to only 3,4

—

2,7 "/o of tlie total length; in the two largest specimens (1S5— 186 mm.) the horizontal diameter of the

eve is thus 3-- 2,7°,, of the total length, but in the 223 mm. long specimen 3,6",, of the total length,

although in consequence of its greater size it should ha\'e had relativeh" still smaller e\es than the

two named, if we had to do with the same species.

Further, the number of ra\'s in the pectorals shows a very considerable difference: the 27

specimens ha\e only 16-17 ^^Y^- whereas the 28th has 19. Liitken indeed, has remarked this

difference, but lie endeavotired to exjilain it away b\' supposing that the number undergoes some

increase with age .

Although the colouration ma\' seem quite similar on a cursory view, when rightly seen

there is the difference that the 27 specimens have more numerous dark cross-bands, namely 9— 12 (cf.

Liitken 1. c. Tab. XVI, fig. 2— 6), whilst the 28th has only 8 (ibid. fig. i).

From all these important differences I drew the conclusion that the 223 mm. long specimen

must be specificalh' distinct from the others, and I was successful later in identifying it with L. rossi

Malmgr. (cf. p. 56).

The remaining 27 specimens seemed t(.i me to belong to a form which retained its naked

condition throughout its whole life; in my preliminary report (1. c.) I gave it the name Lycodes

agnostus.

Later I gained a welcome confirmation that I had judged righth', as I found a specimen in

the vStockholm Rik.s-AIuseum, which in all respects agreed with the form from the Kara Sea, also in

that it was perfectly naked e\-en though its total length was still greater than that of the

specimens in my hands. F. A. Smitt in his great work on the Scandina\ian Fishes gives a figure

of it (fig. 147) under tlie name L. retictilatiis , Tiiyncrii , and in his later treatise On the genus

Lycodes (I.e. 1901) he has mentioned it under the name L. reticii/atiis forma scii/hn/da . Its most

important proportions are as follows:

Total length 233 mm.
Length of the head 56,5 —
Distance from snout to anus 117 —
Height over the anus 22,5 —

In proportions of the total length, the length of the head is thus 24,3",,, the distance between

the snouf and the anus 50,2 "o, and the height over the anus 9,7",,. The eves are small, their

longitudinal diameter being only 2,7'^,, of the total length. The bodv, as already mentioned, is quite

free of scales. The lateral line is mediolateral. The colouration has now disappeared so that I cannot

decide if the figure in Smitt has struck the right proportion between the light and dark bands.

The pectorals contain 16 rays, the dorsal fin ca. 90 and the anal ca. 70 ra\-s.

The specimen, which is a male with well-de\eloped testes (33 mm. long), was taken on the

24th of August 187S by the Vega Exj^edition on the east side of the Taimur peninsula, namely in
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tlie iiioutli of Chatanga Bay (75 N.L. 113" 30' E.L.), where tlie depth was 15 fathoms and the bottom-

temperature 0,8° C.

The specimens of the Dijmphna Kxpeditioii were taken in the Kara Sea at a deptli of 46— loc)

fathoms. I give below the proportions of 11 specimens chosen accordin.^' to size:

Total leii.yth

Length of the head .

Distance from snout to anus

Heitrht over the anus

66

16

31

6.5

70 94

16,5 23

32 44

6,5 9

105

26

52

10

116

2.S

5S

1 I

135

33

6.S

13.:

34

67

14

147

35

70

15

155 1S5 1S6

45 41

97 9"

22 16

In the 185 mm. long' female the eggs are of a considerable size, namely 4,5 nnn. in diameter;

the date of the catch is not forthcoming.

Comparison with allied forms.

A scaleless Lycodes lias not been known hitlierto from the European-Greenland coasts. From

Arctic North America however, 2 species were known, which are described as perfecth' naked, and set

up by Bleeker therefore as a separate genus: Lycodalepis, nameh L. tnnic'rii Bean (Alaska, Bering

vStraits) and /,. iinirosiis Richardson (Northumberland Sound, Cumberland (xulf). The scaleless Lycodes

from the Kara vSea presents great similarit>- to A. tiinicrii amongst these, the latter's proportions

according to P)eaiiM being as follows:

Total length 330 mm.

Length of the head in '-Yo of the total length 23

Longitudinal diameter of the e\e — — 2,5

Distance of the anal fin from the snout — — 51

But L.tiiriierii has 18 rays in the pectorals, 85 in the dor.sal fin, and 67 in the anal; and these

data can scarceh' be regarded as resting on wrong counting, since Scofield-') in a second specimen

has found: P. 18, I). 86, A. 67. Nor does the colouration agree, so far as I can discern from the figure

which Jordan & K\'erniann'') ha\e given of Beau's type-specimen.

Lhitil further information is forthcoming, I must therefore consider the scaleless L\codes from

the Kara vSea and Chatanga Ba>' a separate species. The Kuropean L>codes-fauna is thus enriched by

an interesting fnrm which has hitherto been misunderstood. I cannot find howe\-er, an\- sufficient ground

for adopting the genus-uauie Lvcoda/c/iis proposed by I>leeker, since we know forms which, in their

weak develojMuent of the scal\- covering [e. g. J^. se/ii/ii/idt/s), present transitions between entireh" naked

and perfecth- scaled species; and other characters do not exist which might be the basis for a generic

separation of the naked species, .so far as I can see (cf. for the rest p. 5, with remarks on the likewise

scaleless [.. p/at\rlii)iiis mihi).

I) t'roc. r. S. Nat. IVIus. 1S7S, p. 463.

-) List of fishes obtained in the waters of .\retie .\Iaska. The I'ur Se.ils and I'ur-Seal Islands of tlir .North Tacifie

Ocean, I'art III, 1S99, p. 505.

i) Fishes of North and Middle .\nierica, IV, I'l. 3,50. I'ig. S5.S. I'.nll. I'. S. Nat. Mns. igcx).

The Ingolf-Expeiiition. II. 4. I t
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Lycenchelys Gill.

Lycenchelys (lill, Proc. Acad. Xat. Sci. Philad., 18S4, p. 180 {miircena).

The b o d \- i .s \- e r >• elongated ( a n g u i 1 1 i f o r ni
)

, the height o \- e r the a ini s going c a.

16 — 24 t i 111 e .s i 11 the total length. Teeth on the i n t e r m a x i 1 1 a r }• and mandible, \- o m e

r

and palatines. Lower jaw withont barbnles. Scales small. Lateral line \entral or

niediolateral, or both \-entral and mediol a teral. P>r an chios t egal rays 6.

PYom the waters of North America 3 species of this genus have been described, namely:

Lycenchelys verrillii (loode & Bean, off the east coast of the United States (34° 39' 40"—42° 33' N.L.

68° 22'— 75° 14' 40" W.L.), 75—603 fathoms; Lycenchelys paxillus Goode «&: Bean, off the east coast of the

United States (35'' 45' 30"— 42" 48' N.L. 63^07'—74" 48' W.L.), 263—904 fathoms; Lycenchelys porifer Gil-

bert, off Lower California, 857 fathoms').

PYom the European and Greenland waters are at present known 4 species, distinguished from

one another in the following manner:

I. 7 pits for the lateral line along the upper jaw and under the eye.

A. Distance of the dorsal fin from the snout is less than 20% of the total length.

a. Length of the head is less than 14 "'/o of the total length. Colour uniform. (The cold

area off west Norway, east Iceland, and in the P'teroe Channel; 340—620 fathoms).

L. murcEua Coll.; p. 82.

b. Length of the head is more than 14 "'o of the total length. Dark .spotted colouration.

(Northern East Greenland; ca. 160 fathoms). L. kollho/Ji ]i^\\s&ry\ p. 88.

B. Distance of the dorsal fin from the snoxit is 21 °
o or more of the total length. (Skager

Rak, south and west Norway; 70—300 fathoms). L. sarsli Coll.; p. 86.

II. 8 (larger) pits for the lateral line along the upper jaw and under the eye. (Davis Straits; 393 fathoms).

L. ingolfianiis Jensen; p. 90.

Lycenchelys muraena Collett.

Fig. 15— ig in text.

1878. Lycodes murcena Collett, Fiske fra den Norske Nordhavs-E.xped. 1876-77; Forh. \'iden,sk. Selsk.

Chria. 1878, No. 4, p. 15.

1878. L. mzircena Collett, Fiske fra Nordhavs-Expeditionen 1878; Forh. Vidensk. Selsk. Chria. 1878, No. 14,

p. 74 (parti m).

1880. L. murcena Collett, The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition, Fi.she.s, p. 116 (partim), PI. IV,

Fig. 30 (nee Fig. 29 iS: 3 i).

1891. I^. mztrcBna Lilljeborg, vSveriges och Norges Fiskar, II, p. 25 (partim).

1895. L.vmrcena Smitt, vSkandinaviens Fi.skar, II, p. 616 (partim) (non Fig. 152).

1901. Lycenchelys murcena Jensen, Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. Kbhvn., p. 214.

I Conceming these species, see Goode & Bean: Oceanic Ichthyology, 1S95, p. 309—312; also Jordan & Ever-
niann; The Fishes of North and Middle America, Part III, 189S, p. 2470.
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The heiglit over llie amis is 4,1—5"/,, of the total lenotli. Tlie liead, whose
length is 12,9—13,3 /„ of the total length, is not particnl a r 1\- broad, the trunk is sonie-

wliat compressed; the tail becomes much compressed and loses gradually in li eight

towards tlie end. The lower jaw extends almost to the end of the ui)])er. 7 pits for

the lateral line along the upper jaw and under the eye. The distance between the

snout and the anus is 27,6— 30,4 "/,, of the total length. The distance of the dorsal

fin from the snout is 17,6—18,2 "/,, of the total length. The colour uniform \ellow-

brown. The scales are distributed over the tail and trunk, whilst the head and fins

are naked. Lateral line double, divided into a ventral and mediolateral branch, the

latter however frequently indistinct. Pyloric ap])endages not de\eloped. Size

181 m m.

D. I I 8 — I 2 6. A. 100—104')- I'- 13 — 15-

Distribution. The cold area off west Norway, east from Iceland, and in. the

Foeroe Channel; 340-620 fathoms.

Remarks on the S\ non\ni\.

Lycodes miii-ccna was established by CoUett for a 140 mm. lonjj specimen of an elongated Lvcodes, which the Xorth-
Atlantic Expedition of 1S77 took in the ice-cold waters off Helgeland in Norway, at 350 fathoms depth. In 1878, off Bear
Island and Spitzbergen, in ice-cold water and from depths of 459—658 fathoms, the North-Atlantic Expedition got 3 other
specimens (ti2— 19S mm.) hkewise of a very elongated Lycode, which Collett referred to the same species, as he considererl

certain differences as less essential and a sign of the variabiHty of the species. From a study of the figures 29, 30 and 31 of

the chief publication of the North-,\tlantic Expedition's Fishes I got however the impression that if the figures were
correct — they could not belong to one and the same species: figs. 29 and 3[ must re]5resent another species than fig. 30.

which formed the type-specimen from the 1S77 cruise of the North-Atlantic F;xpeilition.

After I had had the opportunity-, through the kindness of Prof. Collett, to examine 2 of the specimens of the

Nortli-.\tlantic E.xpedition, namely the type-specimen from 1877 and one of the specimens (not figured) from 187,8, mv jire-

supposition became a certaint\-: the specimens from the 1878 cruise of the North-.\tlantic F;xpedition ought to form a .species

by themselves, belonging to the genus Lycodoniis (ioode & Bean icf. p. 95) and this 1 propose<l to name L. flagcllicaiida.

To this fonn further are to be referred, the specimens obtained by the English expeditions of the Knight Errant> and
<Triton - in the Fteroe Channel, and which (liinther referred to Lycodes murana Coll. (the figures in Chall. Report leave no
doubt about the matter), and also the specimens from the Ingolf Expedition referred to /,. imtiwiia Coll., which were taken
north of the Iceland-Faeroe ridge-). Of the true Lycodes murccua , wliich ought to be referred tu the genus Lyccnchc/ys

Gill, onl}- the type-specimen was known until a short time ago, but during the revision of mv manuscript 1 have further been

able to study 2 specimens, taken by the Michael ,Sars . the one (145 mm. long, in 1900 E. from Iceland, the other (181 mm.
long) in 1902 in the Fjeroe Channel.

A detailed comparison will vindicate the necessity of the intended separation.

Comparison between Lycenc/ie/ys murcEua Coll. and fA<codo)ms flagellicaitda ni.

The form of the l.todx' is throughout more elongated in I.. fiagellicaiida ; in L. inurcriia

namel\, the height over the anus is 4,1 -5",, of the total length, in specimens of L. flagellicai(da of

.similar size 3,4— 4,4''',,. In other regards also the form is essentially different. A. miircrna is a com-

pressed form: the trunk is already (if not distended b}' sexual products) somewhat thinner than high, and

the tail quickly becomes strongly compressed; close behind the anus, the thickness is to the height

') According to Collett I). iiS, .\. loo; according tu mv olisers ations in another specimen II. 1 2(\ .\. 104.

-) But not the large specimen from Davis Straits, because it forms a distinct s])ecics both from /.. inurana and from

L. flage/iiea/ida : Lyct-nchclys ingo/fianns (see p. 901. Nor the \-oung s])ecimen from the Atlantic ,S. from Iceland; though it

stands very close to L flagellicazida, it represents in mv opinion ()uite a separate species: Lycodoniis ophidium (cf. p. 97).

1
1*
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in the relation of about i : 2 (sometimes 2
:
3), and thereafter the tail becomes narrower towards

the root of the caudal fin. L. flagellicauda on the other hand has a much broader body : the

trunk is round; at the beginning of the anal fin the bod\- is almost as thick as high, and the tail

has almost the same thickness relativeh- in tlie greatest part of its length, onl>- near the end does it

become compressed. Seen from above, L. mitrcena (fig. 16) with its compressed tail looks therefore

rather different b\- the side of the round-tailed L. Jiagcllicaiida (fig. 30). The difference is most appa-

rent indeed, if the animals are viewed from the side: in L. miirceiia (fig. 15) the tail displays a

gradual decrease in height, whereas in L. flagellicauda (fig. 29) the tail becomes directly

remarkably low, as the lower edge immediately behind the anus rises upwards with a rapid slope;

by its special!}- slender, whip-like tail, L.flagellicazida stands on the whole quite isolated amongst the

?^^i^S8^«J^aMg.S^!}58^aa^g;:^^^>- gjgars^g-;

Fig- 15— 16. Lycenchclys iinirana, seeu from the side and from above, x i.

The scales are omitted. The oval ring over the upper figure shows the form of a cross-section at the place indicated. — The
figures are drawn from Collet t's type-specimen of Lycodes imiyana from the Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition of 1877.

Lycodes known to me. — The distance between the snout and the anus in L.murcEna is 27,6—30,4%

of the total length, in specimens of L. flagellicauda (of similar size) 24,2—28 "/o, i. e. on the whole is

greater in L. murcEna.

'7 18 19

Fig. 17—19. Head of Lycenchelys murwna, seen from above, the side and below. X ^
i.

Drawn from Collett's type-specimen from the Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition of 187;

The head has about the .same relative length in the two species; in the specimens at hand of

L. murcEua the length of the head namely is 12,9—13,3 ° „ of the total length, in adult specimens of
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L. tla«;clluniida 12,7 14,2",,. lint Inr tlie rest, there are apparent differences. The head in

L. flagellicaiida (fi,!^^ 31) is niucli broader tlian in /.. miircriia (fig. 17). In L. iiiuncna llie undcrjaw,

seen from below, fonns a toleral)I\' steep arcli, and its end reaches ahnost as far forward as tlie upper

jaw (fig. 19); in L. flagellicaiida on the otlier hand, the under jaw forms a fhrt arch, and its an-

terior end lies a good way behind the point of the upper jaw (fig. 2,1)^ so that the month alwavs

stands open . As a result of the breadth of the head, the eyes in L.flagellicauda are more upturned

than in L. miinviia, in which the\- look more out to the side. Teeth are found in both species on

the jaws, palatines and \-omer, but they are relatively long in L.iiiitriviia. The lunnber of branchiostegal

rays is 6 in L. un/nrna, onl\' 3 in L. flagcll/ca/ida. The lateral line's deep, cup-shaped groo\-es along

the upper and lower jaws, reminding one of the suckers of the octopus, adorn the head of [..flagelli-

caitda in a characteristic manner; also, the number in the row on tlie upper jaw is a little different,

lieing S in L. flagellicaiida against 7 in L. innrcnia (cf. fig. 32 and i(S).

The dorsal fin begins, as Collett has also remarked, a little further forward relati\'eh' in

L. luiira-na. as its distance from the snout in this species is 17,6— 18,2 °/o of the total length, whilst

its distance in 12 specimens of L. flagellicaiida amounts to iS,cS 20,6 ",, As I coidd not count the

rays in the dorsal and anal fins of L. tiiiiririia with certainty, I am unable to say if any distinguishing

character can be obtained therefrom; according to Collett the numbers (A. /-'/«r('r;/rt sens, strict. : I). 118,

A. 100'); L. flagellicaiida: D. loi — loS, A. 97— 103) would indicate not. On the other hand, /.. iniinvna

has certainly a fewer nundjer of rays tliroughout in the pectorals, viz. 13— 15; in 12 specimens of

L. flagellicaiida I have counted 15— 17 rays, and Collett gives for his two large specimens likewise

15— 17 rays, onh' a quite small specimen appears to have 13— 14.

The scales are evidently laid down earlier in A. iiiitrajiia than in L. flagellicaiida. The

smallest specimen present, 140 mm. long, of L. miircena s. str. is already covered with scales on the

tail and the trunk, and the larger specimens (145 and 181 mm. long) are similarh' covered; only the

middle of the belly (in front of the anns) is naked. L. flagellicaiida shows some irregularity with

regard to the time of appearance of the scales. (Jf the specimens from the Ingolf Expedition, the

largest, whose total length is 204 mm., shows but quite solitary scales on the posterior portion of the

tail. The next largest, 200 mm. long, is much more richh' provided with scales; it has the posterior

l)ortion of the tail densely co\'ered, but further forward on the tail the scales are more spread out and

none are to be seen on the trunk. In a 1.S3 mm. long specimen, the scaly co\'ering has a similar dis-

tribution as in the foregoing, but the scales are on the whole less close. Lastls', two s])ecimens of

respectiveh' 184 and 170 mm. are perfectly naked. These specimens all come from one and the same

place (Ingolf St. 104). The remaining specimens (no— 188 mm. long) are either quite naked or show

only weak traces of scales. (){ Collett's two large specimens, the one (217 mm. long) was at the same

stage as the Ingolf's 204 mm. specimen, whereas the second, 19S mm. long, is much more richly co\-ercd

with scales than any other specimen of this species as \et known, not only the tail but also the trunk

itself being provided with scales ^i.
— Altogether, one may .say, that the scales are laid down earlier in

') 111 a specimen obtained later (from the Michael Sars
I

I have louiiil: L). 12b. .\. 104.

-) In one of 3 specimens 1 have seen later (Michael Sars > 1902), the scales also extendcrl relatively far forward,

namely to the vertical line through the anterior end of the dorsal fin, thongli they were ninch scattered; the len.yth of this

specimen was 203 mm.
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L. murcena sens, stn, and lia\e a greater distribution in relation to tlie total length of the fish, than

in L. flagellicatida.

The lateral line is double in both species, niediolateral and ventral; the mediolateral branch

niav sometimes be particnlarh' distinct in L. miirana (see fig. 15), but in L. flagellicauda it is always

verv indistinct, as even in the most favourable cases onh" single pores can be seen'). For the rest, the

ventral branch in both species may be rather difficult to follow, or not at all traced, beyond the anus.

The colour in both species is uniform, without bands or spots. L. imircriia is browni.sh above,

below the median line \ellowish; the anal fin and pectorals are grayish-white, the dorsal fin dark-

grav; on the belU', the black peritoneum shines through; the scales stand out lighter than the ground-

colour of the body. L. ^flagellicauda tends most often to be more gray-brown.

In conclusion I may gi\e the most important proportions of the three L. )in/nF>ia present:

... in mm.

? ?

Total length

Length of the head

140

iS

39

5,75

25

145

19.25

40

7

25,5

iSi

24

55

Height over the anus

Distance of dorsal fin from snout . .

9

35

Distribution. With the limitation here given to Lyceiichelys nii/nnia Coll., the species is only

known from 3 specimens. The first of these (140 mm. long) was taken by the Norwegian North-Atlantic

Expedition in June 1S77 off Helgeland in Norwa\', 325 kilom. W.S.W'. from Bodo (66' 41' N.L. 6° 59' E.L.),

where the depth was 350 fathoms and temperature of the bottom — 0^9 C. The second specimen (145 mm.

long) was caught in July igoo by the steamer Michael Sars E. from Iceland (64' 53' N.L. 10° W.L.)

where the depth was 340 fathoms and bottom-temperature — o°69 C. Lasth', the third specimen (181 nnii.

long) was taken in 1902, likewise by the ]\Iichael vSars , in the Fteroe Channel (60" 19' N.L. 5" 39' W.L.),

where the depth was 620 fathoms and bottom-temperature under o'^ C.

Lycenchelys sarsii CoUett.

Fig. 20— 22 in text.

1871. Lycodes sarsii Collett, Forh. Vidensk. vSelsk. Chria., p. 62, c. tab.

1874. f.. sarsii Q-oW^tl, Norges Fi.ske; Tilla;gsh. til Forh. \'iden.sk. Selsk. Chria. 1874, p. 102.

1884. L. sarsii Collett, Meddelelser om Norges Fiske i Aarene 1879—83; Nyt Magaz. f. Naturvidensk.

29 Bd., p. 78, PI. I, Fig. 3-4.

1891. L. sarsii Eilljeborg, Sveriges och Norges Fiskar, II, p. 2^.

1895. L. sarsii Smitt, Skandinaviens Fiskar, II, p. 616, Fig. 151.

1898. Z.. j«^j« Collett, Vidensk. Selsk. Skr. Chria. No. I, PI. I— II.

T901. Lycenchelys sarsii Jensen, \'idensk. Medd. Naturh. P'oren. Kbhvn., p. 214.

') Such is the case at any rate in my present specimens. Fig. 31 in the Fishes of the North-Atlantic Expedition

shows however, a whole row of pores along the Unear median furrow of the side; such a condition 1 have not seen.
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Tlie hei,y;ht ox-er the anus (in inecliu m-sized and adult individuals) is 5,2— 5,9" o

of the total lenj^tli. The head is loleiahK- broad, the trunk a little com ])ressed, the

tail oradualU" becoming' more strongly comjn'essed and losing slo\vl\' in height. The

length of the head in males is 14,1 — 15" ,,, in females 13,7 -14,2" ,,') of the total

length. The lower jaw reaches almost to the end of the upper. 7 pits for the lateral

line along the upper jaw and under the e\-e. The distance between the snout and

the anus is in males 27,2— 2S,6 " ,,, in feinales 26,2 — 27,7 "
,, of the total length-').

The distance of the dorsal fin from the snout is 21

—

24,7 "
,, of the total length.

Small s ]3 e c i m ens u n i f o r m 1 y g r a y - b r o w n a long the back, > e 1 1 o w -white 1 1 n the under-

side, somewhat larger specin.iens similar but with irregular, brown to black cross-

markings and shades over the back and tail, and with a dark stripe between the eve

and the snout; older indix'iduals uniformly yellowish brown with indistinct shadings

down the sides. The scales in d e \- e 1 o ]3 e d specimens reach to the head and p a r 1 1
\-

out on to the unpaired fins. The lateral line ventral, indistinct. P\loric appendages

ru d im en t ar \". The size up to 184 mm.

D. c a. 12 3. A. c a. 11 7. P. i 5 - i 6.

Distribution. Western and southern X o r w a > ; S k a g e r R a k
;
70— 300 fathoms.^).

Fit;. 20— 22. Head of I.yccncheiys sarsii, seen from above, the side and Ijelow.

Prof. Collett has recenth' (189S) given so detailed and careful information concerning tliis

species, a relatively considerable number of specimens of which has been brought to light by the

practical fisheries investigations of Dr. Petersen and Dr. Hjort, that there is no need to treat of it

anew. As supplementar}' information I shall only state the proportions of the 8 specimens from the

Skager Rak at m\- disposal, mentioning the sex; it will thus appear that the differences in prt)])or-

tions are not great in adult individuals (cf. Diagnosis).

'I In small specimens 144-62 mm. long) 14,9-17.50^^ according to Collett.

^) 29,8-32,800,

j) Concerning the separate localities where the species was taken, cf. Collett I. c. 1S98 and C. C. J oh. Petersen,

Beretning IX fra den biologiske Station, p. 17, 21 & 22 iFiskeri-Beretning for Fiuansaaret 189S— 99, Kjobcnhavn 1900). - How-

far the form from -North Atlantic, in 180 fathoms , which Ciinther formerly referred to Anguilla kiencri, and Day cor-

rected to Lycodes kieneyi and Oiinther finally to L. sarsii |cf. Voy. Challenger, Rep. Deep-Sea Fishes, XXII, 18S7, p. So),

is really a L. sarsii, I shall leave unanswered as I have not seen the specimen; if the accompanying fi,gure in Chall. Rep.

(Fig. 3) purports to be more than a sketch, it would indicate indeed that the form was not identical with L. sarsii.
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Total lengtli

Length of the heatl

Distance from snout to anus

Hei<?ht over the anus

89

J 2,5

24,5

5

12S

iS

35,5 1

140

21

40

146

20

39,5

7.5

151

21,5

39,5

7,5

152
I

169 ! 184

21,5

:

24 < 27,5

42 ! 46
: 51

9 9>5 10

J^ycenchelys miircuiia Coll. is the European Lycode with which the present species might most

easily be confused. The following distinguishing characters however, are sufficient to separate them:

A murcena is a more elongated species than L. saysii\ the height over the anus being only

4,1— 5°,, of the total length.

In /,. niiiyinia the dorsal fin begins further forward than in L. sarsii, its distance from the

snout being onl\- 17,6— 18,2° „ of the total length.

L. innrcEna has fewer rays in the pectorals, nanieh' 13— 15.

Lycndonns fiagellicauda Jensen is likewise a more elongated species, the height o\er the anus

being onl\- 3,4—4,4",, of the total length, and is immediateh' distinguished from the present h\ its

particular!) slender, whip-like tail.

Lycenchelys kolthoffi n. sp.

Tab. X, Fig. 2. Fig. 23— 25 in text.

1901. Lycodes Vcrrillii Smitt (nee Goode & Bean), Bih. K. Sv. Vet.-Akad. Handl. Bd. 27, Afd. IV, No. 4,

p. 22, Fig 1-3.

The height over the anus amounts to 4,9— 5,2 '^'

,, of the total length. The head,

whose length is 14,3— 14,8 °/o of the total length, is tolerably broad and flat, the

-y%^ W \
%

Fig. 23- 25. Head of Lycenche/ys koUlioffi., seen from aliove, the side and below. X 2.

trunk is appro.xi ma tely cylindrical; the tail is of a low, very elongated form, not

much compressed, except near the end. The anterior point o f the low er j a w lies a

good bit behind the end of the upper jaw. 7 pits for the lateral line along the

upper jaw and under the eye. The distance between the snout and the anus is
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27,8— 28,4 '
,, of the total leiii^th. Tlie distance of the dorsal fin from tlie snout is

18,6— 18,9 " o of the total length. The colour \ello w-wli i t e, with nianv brown spots,

which on the tail posteriori}, adorn both the unpaired fins and the Ijody Ijetween

them, but on the foremost part of the tail and on the trunk are mainl\- on the dorsal

fin, the back and the upper part of the side; a dark-brown spot abo\e at the slioulder,

and a dark arched l)and across o\er the jiectoral, on the skin between the ra\'s; to])

of the head brown, the sides and under surface whitish; a dark band from the snout

to the e\e, a dark spot behind the e\"e and one on the "ill -cover. The scales extend

from the end of tlie tail to, or a little beyond, the anterior end of the dorsal fin, but

the bell\' and the under part of the trunk (in front of the anus) are naked; no scales

on the fins. The lateral line double, rather distinct from the i\a\> of the giU-co \-er

down towards the anus (the \entral branch); in addition, isolated pores are present

along the median line (the mediolateral liranchi. I^yloric a]ipendages not de\-eloped.

The size (of the two males to hand) ca. 131') mm.

D. ca. 124. A. c a. 1 10. P. 14 - 15.

Distribution. X(_>rtliern Kas t- ( i r e enland, ca. 160 fathoms.

Of this new species the Kolthoff Expedition took 2 specimens {$$) off the east coast of

northern Greenland (72 25' X.L. 17' 56' W'.L.) on the 30th of Jnh' 1900; the depth was 300 meters, and

the bottom stony and sandy.

The most important proportions of these specimens are as follows:

Total Ifiigtli

Length of the head

Distance from snout to anu.s . . . .

Height over the anus

Distance from snout to dorsal fin.

Length of the pectoral

Length of the snout

Loneitudinal diameter of the eve.

'28,5
I

19
i

36,5

6,75

24.25

14.5

6.3

3.2.S

"31.5

18.75

36,5

6.5

24.5

'3.5

6.4

The North American I.ycodes ]'eri'!llii (xoode 8: Bean (Oceanic Iclithyolog-\-, 1895, p. 3CK;,

P'ijj'. 277), with which F. A. .Smitt (1. c.) had identified the present form, is quite a different siiecies,

as will appear from the following measurements of 2 specimens, presented to the Copenhagen Zoo-

logical Museum from the Smithsonian Institution.

L. verrillii (ioode iS: Bean:

The IngoU-Expedition. IT \
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Total length in mm.

Length of the head —
Distance from snout to anus —
Height over the anus —
Distance from snout to dorsal fin —
Length of the pectoral —
Longitudinal diameter of the eye —

135

26

45

7.25

35

12

5

138

22

44

8,5

32

10,5

5.5

Compared with L. verrillii Goode & Bean, therefore, we have in L. kolthoffi:

The bodv is more slender, tlie height over the anus being 4,9—5,2 '^o of the total length (against

5,5—6,2% in L. verrillii).

The anus lies further forward, its distance from the snout being 27,8—28,4 "/o of the total length

(against 31,9—33,3 "/o in L. verrillii'].

The head is relatively shorter, its length being 14,3— 14,8'^ o of the total length (against 19,3 [in $ 16J %
in L. verrillii).

The dorsal fin begins relatively further forward, its distance from tlie snout being 18,6—18,9% of the

total length (against 23,2

—

2^f)'''n\\\ L.verrillii).

The pectorals are larger, their length being 10,3—11,3% of the total length (against 8,3—8,9% in

L. verrillii).

The eyes are relatively smaller, their longitudinal diameter being 2,5'^,, of the total length (against

3,7—4 '^
,, in L. verrillii).

In addition, the dark colouration is marbled in L. kolthofji., but in regular cross-bands in

L. verrillii.

L. kolthofji stands nmch nearer to L. sarsii Coll., from which however it can be easily

distinguished in that the eyes are relatively a little smaller, that the pectorals are larger, and that

the dorsal fin begins further forward; thus in a 140 mm. long L. sarsii S, tlie longitudinal diameter

of the eye is 2,9" o, the length of the pectoral 7,9" o, the distance of the dorsal fin from the snout

22,2% of the total length. In addition, the colouration is quite different; the present species is

strongly .spotted, whilst adult L. sarsii are more uniform, with onh' indistinct shadings down on

the sides.

Lycenchelys ingolfianus Jensen.

Tab. X, Fig. 3. Fig. 26— 28 in text.

1898. Lycodes mnrcoia Liitken, The Danish Ingolf-Expedition, II, i, p. 20 (partim).

Tgoi. Lycenchelys ingolfiajiits Jensen, \'idensk. Medd. Natnrh. Foren., p. 210.

The height over the anus is 5,1 °'o of the total length. The head tolerably

broad, the bod\- almost round, the tail gradually compressed and losing very slowly

in height. The length of the head is i2,4°/o of the total length. The anterior end of
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the lower jaw lies a good bit behind the point of the npper. <S large pores for the

lateral line along tlie upper jaw and nnder the eye. The distance between the snout

and the anus amounts to 27,6",, of the total length. The distance of the dorsal fin

from the snout is 20"',, of the total length. The colour uniforml\' yellow-brown.

Scales coN'er the tail and the trunk as also the unpaired fins towards their margin.

Lateral line double, d i \- i d e d into a \' e n t r a 1 and a m e d i o 1 a t e r a 1 branch. Pyloric

appendages very small. The size (of the only known specimen) 275 mm.

D. 128. A. 116. P. 1 7.

Distribution. Da\-is vS traits, 393 fathom.s. )

The single specimen to hand of this new species, which L lit ken had referred to L. miirceiia

Coll., though with some hesitation, is a female with small eggs in the o\'ary; the most important

proportions are as follows:

Total length 275 mm.

Length of the head 34 —
Distance from snout to anus 76 —
Height o\'er the anus 14 —
Distance of dorsal fin from snout 55 —

The form of the bod\' is more elongated than in most of the species of the genus, the

height o\-er the anus being 5,1 ",o of the total length. The greatest height of the body lie.s o\-er the

anus; from this the height remains almost unaltered towards the head, and posteriorh- decreases \-er\-

slowly and evenh' towards the tail. The trunk itself approximates to the cylindrical, its thickness

being only V-^^— V-j^ times in the height, but the tail becomes gradually more strongh' compressed.

The anus lies far forward, its distance from the snout being 27,6 '^'

/„ of the total length.

26 ..7 -'S

Fig. 26 2S. Head of Lycciicliclys ingolfianns, seen from above, the side and lielow. x i.

The head is relatively short, its length being 12,4% of the total length. It is lolerabh'

broad, especially on the cheeks, where the breadth indeed is a little greater than the height. Seen

from the side, the height remains the same from the neck to near the eye, where the orbit shows a

little convexity; from the anterior margin of the eye the snout descends somewhat sharj^ly, yet .so

that the slope forms a weak arch, and at the same time the lower surface ri.ses up. Seen from above,

it is a little bent out over the cheek.s, and the point of the snout is broadU rounded off. The upper
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surface is flat on the crown, slightly arched on the snont bnt has a depression between the eyes.

The eyes are large, their longitndinal diameter being '
,

of the length of the head; seen from the

side, the npper margin projects forward over the forehead; seen from above, there is an eye's diameter

between the two eyes; they are almost circular. The length of the snout to the eye is ca. 3^', times

in the whole head. The lower jaw is much shorter than the upper and reaches only to the

vertical line through the tube-shaped nostrils. The upper lip is swollen, the lower lip tolerabh- thin

it the middle, btit thick at the sides and provided as usual with a dependant fold. The teeth are

small, truncate and conical. On the intermaxillary there are two rows, the first of which is much the

longest and con.sists of 15 teeth on each side, decreasing in size towards the angle of the mouth; the

second row has 5 teeth. On each palatal bone there is a tolerably short row of teeth; the vomer is

also sparingly provided with teeth. The lower jaw has several irregular rows of teeth in the centre,

a single row towards the sides.

The dorsal fin begins almost over the point of the flattened-out pectoral, at a distance from

the snout equal to 20 '^o of the total length. It contains, so far as I have been able to count, 128

rays, the anal 116 ra\s; in both numbers half the tail fin is as usiial reckoned. The pectorals, which

contain 17 ra}s, are of a broad oval form; their length is 7,4 °,o of the total length or equal to the

distance from the end of the opercular flap to the middle of the lens of the eye. The ventral fins

are small (about -'
. rds the diameter of the eye) and thin.

The head and the paired fins are naked; the rest of the body is covered with small scales

which on the unpaired fins reach to near the margins.

The lateral line is double, divided into a mediolateral and a ventral branch, but for the

greatest part of its course it is only discernible under a lens. It begins on the neck, a little above

and in front of the posterior corner of the gill-cover, and inclines obliqueh- therefrom towards the

belly, which it reaches at a distance of about V3 rd of the length of the trunk from the base of the

pectoral; this descending portion of the lateral line is relatively distinct with pores close together.

From there it continues almost on the boundary between the .side and the belly and can be followed

a good distance on the tail as an extremeh- fine light strip with ver}- small, but rather closely-placed

pores. The mediolateral branch can be followed right out to the base of the caudal fin; its pores are

less close to one another than in the \eutral branch, so that there are 2—3 scales between two

successive pores against i— 2 scales in the latter.

On the head, the lateral line opens into a number of distinct pores. From the snout to

under the eye there is a row of 8 large pores, from the tip of the lower jaw to the preoperculum's

lower and posterior corner there is another row of 7 similar pores. Between the posterior margin of

the eye and the neck is a row of 8 fine pores, whose 5th pair is connected b\- a cross line of 2 pores.

Between the eye and the upper posterior corner of the preoperculum there are 3 pores and on the

preoperculum itself another 3 pores.

The colour is a uniform yellow-brown on the back, yellowish or grayish on the belly; of

markings only a dark border is seen along the free edge of the gill-cover, and the tube-shaped nostrils

are coloured black. The scales appear as light points.
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Di s tr i bn tiuu. A single spfciiiieii (J) was taken h\- tlie Iiiyolf Expedition of 1895 (St. 27) in

Davis Straits off tlie coast between tlie colonies (xoclthaab and Sukkertoppen 164" 54' X.I^. ss" lo'W.L.i,

wliere tlie depth was 393 fathoms and bottoni-tenipcratnre -\- 3'^8 C.

Relation to allied species. Of these, L. iniinrtia Coll. is the one which is most remote from

the present species. I., ini/ra-iiii is namely a still more elongated form, the height over the anus being

4,1— 5"'. of the total length, and it has a more compressed tail; further, its iniderjaw reaches almost

to the tip of the npjier, its dorsal fin begins further forward (the distance from the snout is =^ 17,6— 18,2°,,

of the total length), and it has fewer rays in the pectorals, namely 13— 15.

L. Stirs// Coll. is distincth- nearer to the present species, but its head is somewhat longer (the

length in the two females at my disposal being 13,7

—

14,2"',, of the total length), and flatter, and the

lower jaw reaches almost as far forward as the upper (see Fig. 21 & 22 in text). In addition, it has

fewer raws in the pectorals, nameU' 15 16.

( )n the other hand, there might be some doubt, wdiether the present species is not identical

with the L. pax/llus (ioode 8: IJean') taken on the east coast of North America in deep water (263

—904 fathoms). As I am not myself acquainted with L. pax/Hits, I shall onl\- indicate that this

species appears to be less elongated, the height going 16 times in the total length (whereas in L.

/}tgoiJ/aiii/s it is almost 20 times); further, L. pax/llits seems to have only 16 rays in the pectorals, 118

in the dorsal and no in the anal fin; lastl\', the -ateral line is given as being single (mediolateral).

Lycodonus Cioode & Bean.

Lycodomts (ioode & Bean, Bull. Mus. Com]x Zool., X, No. 5, 18S3, p. 208 (iii/rah/l/s>.

The bod\- very elongated ( an gu ill i f or m ), the height over the anus g<-)ing ca.

21 — 30 times in the length. Teeth on the in term ax ill ar\', mandible, vijuier and

palatines. Lower jaw without barbules. Scales small. Lateral line mediolateral or

both mediolateral and ventral. Along the bases of the dorsal and anal fins a row of

small JDony plates ( 1 a teral ou t-gro w th s of the upper ends o f t he i n terspinous ray s), on

which the rays are superimposed. Bran chi oste gal rays 5.

This genus, which in relation to the other anguilliform Lycodimv is specialh- characterized by

the structure of the iuterspinous bones and by only having 5 branchiostegal rays, consists now of 3

species from deep water: Lycodonus iii/rab/l/s Goode & Bean, off the east coast of the United .States

(35' 45' 23"—41' 53' N.L. 65' 21' 50"— 74"^ 34' 45" W.L.), 721— 1309 fathoms; A. oph/d/iiiii Jensen, North

Atlantic l )ceau S. from Iceland, 1089 fathoms; L. flagcU/caiida Jensen, the polar de])ths from Spits-

bergen down towards Iceland and the Fieroes, 459— ioc)3 fathoms.

The American species lacks fin-ra\-s on the anterior (9— 11) plates on the back, whereas all

the plates bear fin-rays in the Eiu-opean species. The two last species can be distingiushed from one

another by the following characters:

') Lycodes- paxillus (ioode & Bean, Proc. U. S. N.-it. Mus. 1S79, ]i. .(4. /.. paxilloides C.oode & liean, Hull. Mus. Com]).

Zool., X, 18S3, p. 207. Lycenclielys paxillits Goode & Beau, Oceanii- kiiUiyologv, r.Sgs. p. 31 i, I'ij;. 279 & 2S2; Jordan & Kver-

inann, Fishes of North America, III, 1S9S, p. 2471.
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a. The distance between the snout and the anus is 24,1— 28° o of the total length, the distance

of the dorsal fin from the snout, 18,2—20,6%. L. flagellicauda Jensen; p. 94.

b. The distance between the snout and the anus is 21,6° „ of the total length, the distance of the

dorsal fin from the snout 15,3 "o- L.ophidhim Jensen; p. 97.

Lycodonus flagellicauda Jensen.

Fig. 29—33 in text. /

187S. Lycodes imircena CoUett, Fiske fra Nordhavs-Expeditionen 1878; Forh. Viden.sk. Selsk. Chria., 1878,

No. 14, p. 74 (partim).

1880. L. mtircena Collett, The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition, Fi.shes, p. 116 (partim), PI. I\',

Fig. 29 & 31.

1887. L. murctna Gtinther, The \'oyage of H. I\I. S. Challenger, vol. XXII, Report on the Deep-Sea

F'i.she.s, p. 79, PI. XII, Fig. A.

1891. L.nmrcena Lilljeborg, Sveriges och Norges Fiskar, II, p. 25 (partim),

1895. L.ni2ircBna Smitt, Skandinaviens Fiskar, II, p. 616 (partim). Fig. 152.

1898. L.miircEiia Eritken, The Danish Ingolf-Expedition, II, i, p. 20 (partim).

1901. Lycenchelys flagellicauda Jensen, Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. Kbhvn., p. 210.

The height over the anus is 3,4—4,4% of the total length. The head, whose

length is 12,7 — 14,5",;,') of the total length, is broad and flat, the trunk round; the

tail becomes very low immediatel>- behind the anus and is of a round whip-shaped

form, only becoming compressed near the end. The front of the lower jaw lies a

good bit behind the tip of the upper. 8 pits for the lateral line along the u p p e r j a w

and under the eye. The distance between the snout and the anus is 24,1 — 2 8 '^/o of the

total length'). The distance between the snout and the dorsal fin is 18,2 — 20,6% of

the total length. The colour uniformly gra\-brown. The scales may extend to the

head, when the total length of the fish is ca. 200 mm., but tisually the\' are much less

advanced at this (or a still greater) total length. The lateral line double, divided into

a \- e n t r a 1 and a m e d i o 1 a t e r a 1 branch, 1 > u t of the latter o n 1 >• isolated pores are u s u a 1 1 >

to be seen along the median line of the side^). P\-loric appendages not developed.

The size up to 217 mm.

D. 101—109^1. A. 97

—

1034). P. (13—14) 15 — 17.

Distribution. The polar depths from vSpitzbergen down towards Iceland and

the P'ceroes, 459— 1003 fathoms.

') In 4 males 13,3—14,200, in 8 females 12,7—13,800, in 2 young specimens 14,1— 14,50,0.

2) In 4 males 25—26,80,0, in S females 24,4—2800, in 2 young specimens 24,1— 25,40/0.

31 Figure 31 in Collett (N. Korth-.\tIantic Exped., Fishes) shows a whole row of pores along the middle of the .side,

hut I have not seen anything similar.

4) According to Collett; IJ. loi — loS; A. 97— 103. In two specimens I have found: I). loS — 109; A. 98—102.
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Under Lyceiiclielys mnnvna (p. S3—86) I have described this form in detail and indicated its

independence from L. innycuna.

In my preliminary notice on the Lycodina; of the Ingolf Expedition (1. c.) the present form is

given as a Lyceiiche/ys, with the addition however that it wonld seem most natnral to remove it and

Fig. 29— 30. Lycodonus Jiagellicauda^ seen from the side and above. X i.

Scales are omitted, likewise the small bony plates along the bases of the unpaired fins. The two rings over the upper figure

represent the fonn of a cross-section at the place indicated.

L
^:

,'.

i' ,^2 Si

Fig. 31—33. Head of Lycodonus flagellicauda. seen from above, the side and below. X .^'-,.

make it into a separate genus. 0\\ fnrther research I find this supposition strengthened: Lycei/c/ielys»

flagcllicauda (and the following species, L.opludiHiii) are of one genus with Lycodonns Goode & Bean.

The genus Lycodonns was founded in 18S3 b\' the American ichthyologists Goode S: Rean

(Bull. ^lus. Comp. Zool. X, No. 5, p. 208) with a single species: L. iiiirabilis. In 1895, when tliis fish was

again mentioned by the same authors in their work Oceanic Ichthyology (p. 312), a considerable

number of specimens had been taken off the coast of New England, in dee]i water (721— 1309 fathoms).

Ottr Museum possesses two specimens presented b\- the Smithsonian Institution, so that I can judge

of it from personal observation.

The two most important peculiarities, which in my opinion, specially characterise the genus

Lycodonns^ are shared in common by this species and L. ffagellicaiida (and the succeeding A. (7/>///i3^/«;«):

first and foremost, the number of the branchiostegal raws, which is only 5 on each .side (in Lyceiiclielys
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on the other hand, 6); and next, a pecuHarit)- in the structure of the dorsal and anal fin: along the

bases of these fins there is a row of small bony shields, on which the fin-ra\s are superimposed, one

on each plate; these bony plates are especially apparent in A. uiirabih's. in lesser degree in L. flagel-

licauda, because it is quite a small fish, but one can observe them easih' under a lens, especially if

the skin is allowed to drv a little; Go ode & Bean designate these plates as ectodermal scutes or

plates , but on dissection the\- prove to be lateral outgrowths of the outer ends of the interspinous

ra\-s (or perhaps more con-ecth- of the small bones fused with the outer part of the interspinous rays).

For the rest, the genera Lycenckelys and Lycodoiins agree so far as I can see. Goode &

Bean certainh mentioned another peculiarity in the latter, namely: caudal distinct not fully connect

witli dorsal and anal , but in the two specimens of L. mirabilis at my disposal the unpaired fins join

into one, just as in L. flagellicaitda.

Concerning Lycodoiuis iiiirahilis^ Cioode & Bean remark: The first lo or ii scutes do not

support ra\s, but whetlier raws were originalh- present or not cannot be ascertained . In the two

specimens at m\- disposal fin-ra\"s are wanting on the first g— ii plates, and there is no sign that the

rays ha\e been torn off, so that it must be a normal condition. In F.. flagellicanda (and L.ophidiicm)

on the other hand, all the plates bear fin-rays. This difference seems to me indeed of subordinate

importance, in any case not so important, that it should prevent the three species being placed within

the same genus.

For the sake of completeness, I add here tlie most important proportions of 14 Lycndoniis

flagellicmtda which I have investigated (those of 185, 197 and 203 mm. are from the 1902 cruise of the

< Michael vSars , the others from the Ingolf Expedition of 1896).

Total length iu mm.

Length of the head —
Distance from snout to anus —
Height over the anus —
Distance of dorsal fin from the snout . . —

no 114

15,5 16,5
, 1

26,5
I

29

3.75i 4

20
I

22

141

20

35,5

5.5

28,5

162

20,5

39,5

5.5

31

170

22

43

6,5

35

181

24,25

46,5

6,75

36,5

183

23,5

45

6,75

34.5

184

24.5

46,5

6.5

35.5

185 ! 188

25.5 25

50,5 48,25

7 ' S

36 tS,

s ?

I
I

197 200
i
203

j

204

27 26,5 28
i

28

55 50 54.5 54

7.5 8.25 7.75' 9
I

39-5 40 40,25 41

D i s t r i Id u t i o n.

The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition took 2 specimens W. from Spitzbergen, where

the depth was 459 fathoms and bottom-temperature -- i^ C, and a small individual W. from Bear

Island,' where the depth was 658 fathoms and bottom-temperature ~ i°2 C. The Engli-sh Expeditions

of 1880 and 1882 with the < Knight Errant and Triton obtained many .specimens in the Fteroe

Channel, where the depths were 540 and 608 fathoms, bottom-temperature 29-2—30° F.; in the

same channel (at 60" 19' N.L. 5" 39' W.L.) the Michael Sars in the summer of 1902 took 3 specimens

where the depth was 620 fathoms and bottom-temp, under 0° C. Further, the Ingolf Expedition took

it in 1896 at the following places:
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St. 117. South from Jan Ma\en... 1003 fathom.s — i' C. i .specimen

- 125. North from Iceland 729 — — o"S- i

- 102. East from Iceland 750 — — 09

-

i —
- 104. » 957 — _ i^i. 3 _
- 105. • 762 — — o'S - 2 —
- 139. North from Fteroes 702 — — 0^6 - i —

Lycodoiiiis flagellicaiida is thu.s widel\- distributed o\-er the deeper parts of the cold area-^',

from Spitzbergen down to Iceland and the Fieroe Channel.

Lycodonus ophidium Jensen.

1898. I.ycodcs iiiurcTiia Liitken, The Danish Ingolf-Expedition, II, 1, p. 20 (partim).

1901. Lyceiichclys ophidjitiii Jensen, \'idensk. IMedd Naturh. Foren. Kl.)h\n., p. 212.

The single specimen present, a young individual of iiS mm., stands very near

to Lycodo)! II s flage / lie an da, but in proportion to the total length, the length of the

head is 12 "
,,, the distance between the snout and the anus 21,6 "

,, and the distance

of the dorsal fin from the snout 15,3 "/o- P- 15.

Distribution. North Atlantic Ocean S. from Iceland, 1089 fathoms.

As there is but a single and young s]3ecimen to hand, onh- the above preliminary characteri-

sation of the species can be gi\en.

This specimen has in the main the same characteristic appearance as the young L. flagclli-

canda and is hardh' to be distinguished from these on superficial obser\'ation. But the measurements

show that the head is shorter, that the anus lies further forward and that the dorsal fin begins nearer

the head. These features will appear on comparison with three L. flagel/icaiida of similar length:

Lycodcni/s flagcllicanda L. ophidiii

Totall. Totall. 1

1

Totall. Totall.

1 10 mm. 112 mm. 114 mm. 1 iS mm.

In percentage of the total length:

Length of the head 14,10/0 i4.3°o '4.5% 1200

Distance from snout to anus 24,1 o;„ 26,800 25.4 °o 21,6°

18,2 0/0 19.6 °o I9..V".. 15.3°"

The .specimen was taken by the Ingolf Expedition of 1S96 in the North Atlantic S. from Ice-

land (St. 65), where the depth was 1089 fathoms and bottom-temperature 4- 3" C. In Liitkens report

on the ichtlu'ological results of the expedition it is referred to L. miircena Coll.

|| From Colletts mea-,ureinents of a specimen from the North-.\tlanlic l-'.xpeditioii ; the two other specimens arc

from the Ingolf Expedition.

The Ino;olf-F.xppiiition, [I 4.



APPENDIX.

On some new d i s c o \- e r i e s of L y code s.

Dr. phil. J oh. vSchmidt, who conducted the zoological investigations of the Danish steamer

Thor at Iceland during 1903, has had the goodness to show me the Lycodes taken during this cruise.

Of special interest were the following:

Lycodes vahlii Reinh. This species occurs, in addition to what has been stated previously

(p. 21) at west, north and east Iceland, also at south Iceland, as the Thor. took 3 young specimens

at 63° 15'N.L. 20 4' W.L., at a depth of 326-216 m.

Lycodes frigidiis Coll. i specimen was taken in the polar depths off north-east Iceland (66° 19'

N.L. 10° 45' W.L.) where the depth was 1440 m., bottom-temp. — o'92 C.

Lycodes pallidiis Coll. i specimen was taken in the j^olar depths off north-east Iceland (66° 2'

N.L. ii°5'W.L.), wliere the depth was 1040—900 m., bottom-temp. — o°58 C.

Lycodes seminudus Reinh. 3 specimens (2 $$, 31—36 cm. long, i ?, 33 cm. long, all uniformly

coloured) were taken in the polar depths off north-east Iceland (66° 2' N.L. 11° 5' W.L.) where the depth

\vas 1040—900 m., bottom-temp. — o°58 C.

Literature published (or coming into the hands of the author)

after the end of the year 1902.

Romer und Schaudinn: Fauna Arctica. II, i, 1901. Die Fische von E. Ehrenbaura.

In this general treatise (p. 123) Prof. Ehrenbaum mentions that Romer and Schaudinn in 1898

took a .small Lycodes (67 nnu. long) N.W. from Ross Island at a depth of 85 m.; this specimen E. refers

to jC. ^(?/zt-«/«te.5- Reinhardt (in the synonymy-list including with others, L.rossi Malmgr.); further, that

the Olga-Expedition took 2 specimens of Lycodes (180 and 250 mm. long) at the entrance to Green

Harbour in 145— 180 m. dejath, both of which had to be referred to the reticulatns-grow^.

All these 3 sjiecimens belong without doubt to Lycodes i-ossi Malmgren.

R. Collett: Om tre for Norges Fauna nye Fiske. Arch. f. Math, og Naturvidensk. B. XXV.

Nr. 2. 1903.

On p. 14— 26, Collett discusses the Lycodes rosst ]\Ialmgr. taken by the Michael Sars» in

Porsanger Fjord and at Spitzbergen, and mentions also a specimen from the bank south from Bear Is-

land, depth 130 m., bottom-temp. + 05 C.'). Concerning the delimiting of the species Prof. C. has a

similar opinion to nn- owai, being however inclined to consider L. liUkenii Coll. as the ful]\- grown

stage of Z. rossii ;
I have set forth my own views, on this point on p. 61.

') When Collett (p. 26) also gives L. yossi as from East Greenland, that is incorrect, but the fault lies entirelj- with

myself, as I at a certain time considered the East Greenland Lycode, which I have named L. retkzilatus Reinh. var. tnacro-

cephalus in the present work, to be identical with L. rossi and had informed Prof. C. of this.
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N. Knipowitsch: Zool. Ei'oebn. d. Riiss. Exped. nach Spitzber<:^eii. Fische. Nachtra.ij.

Ann. Mnsee Zool. de IWcad. Imp. d. Sci. St.-Petersbourg, T. VIII, 1903.

In tliis treatise Prof. K n i]-)o \v i t sell corrects the Lycodes esinarki Coll. and A. retictilatiis

Reinh. (?) ]ire\'ionsl\- described 1)\- him from Spitzl:)ergen to: /,. eiidipleurostictiis Jensen and A. yossi

Malmgr. A new discovery is fnrther mentioned (1901): Lycodes pallidus Coll., a 70,8 mm. long speci-

men taken in Stor Fjord, de])th 102','. m., bottom-temp. — i°8C. ; A rossi Malmgr., a 42 mm. long

specimen taken in Stor Fjord, (lenevra Ba\', depth 42 m., bottom-temperature -j- 2°3 C.

R. Collett: Meddelelser om Norges F"iske i Aarene 1884— 1901. II. Chria. Vidensk.-Selsk.

Forhandl. 1903, No. 9.

(.)n p. 3-18, Prof. Collett discusses in detail the 4 Lycodes occurring in Norway: J.ycodes

vahlii Reinh., gracilis ^I. Sars, L. rossi ^lalmgr., /,. esiiiarkii Coll. and Lycettchelys ( Lycodes^')

sarsii Coll.

With regard to f.ycodes vahlii Reinh., gracilis M. Sars, Prof. Collett agrees with the \'iew

set forth by me that L. gracilis M. Sars is a form of A. vahlii R.einh. It is common at relatively

shallow depths along the whole coast-line of the land, and penetrates far into the large fjords, such

as Trondhjem and Christiania F'jords . . . <:it is taken tolerabl\- frequently by the fishermen during

the fi.shing for the so called deep-water prawn (Paiidaliis borealis)^ which has been carried on within

recent years in various fjords and bays on the south coast. This fishing takes place in the mouths

of the Christiania Fjord at about 30 to 60 fathoms as a rule . FVom Finmark, in addition to the

specimen from Baads F'jord mentioned in the ]3resent work (p. 21), C. mentions 3 others, 179— 220 mm.

long, taken by the Michael Sars during 1901 in Varanger Fjord at ca. 100 fathoms depth.

Lycodes csmarkii Coll. Since 18S4 Prof. C. has again been able to examine a considerable

number (almost 50) of adult individuals (the largest 745 mm. long), all taken on lines at the same

localities in F'inmark as before: Ox Fjord, \'ardo and Varanger Fjord.

Lycenchelys sarsii Coll. Since C.'s latest report on this species (1898) only two new specimens

have been found, from Trondhjem I'jord, 150 fathoms and from Nordfold in Salten, 280 fathoms. The

19 certain specimens hitherto known were taken within the waters l>'ing between the Skager Rak ami

the Polar Circle .

Ad. S. Jensen: The Fishes of East-Cxreenland. Meddelelser om Gronland, vol. NNIX, 1904.

Contains a report on the Lycodes taken by Swedish expeditions at northern East-Greenland:

Lycodes pallidus Coll. (p. 256), A. cndipletirostictiis Jensen (p. 257), L. reticitlatits Reinh. \-ar n. inacro-

cephaliis (p. 258; PI. XIII, fig. 2 a ^S: b), L. seiniiindus Reinh. (p. 260) and Lycenchelys kolthofji n. sp.

(p. 261; PI. XIII, fig. i|.

i-^*
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Tab. I.

Fig. I. Lycodes imcrocephalits Jensen
; p. 53.

The only specimen, 81 mm. long; nat. size.

S.W. from Iceland, 799 fathoms. Ingolf Expedition, 1896.

Fig. 2. Lycodes vahlii Reinh., iypica ; p. 14.

2 a. A yonng specimen, 143 mm. long, with distinct banded markings, mentioned p. 15; nat. size.

Sontherly West-Greenland, 88 fathoms. Ingolf Expedition, 1895.

2 b. An adult female, 310 mm. long, still with traces of the dark bands; reduced to 3'^ nat. size.

Sontherly West-Greenland (Sukkertoppen). Copenhagen Museum.
1

2 c. An adult male, 410 mm. long, where the banded markings have almost disappeared; reduced

to ca. 5 g nat. size.

Southerly West-Greenland (Sukkertoppen). Copenhagen Museum.
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Tab. 11.

Fig. I . Lycodes vahlit Reinh., higubris Liitk.
; p. i6.

I a. An adult male specimen, 300 mm. long, where the dark bands have disappeared; with

characteristic dark spot in the anterior corner of the dorsal fin; reduced to ''/15 nat. size.

North-west Iceland (Arnar Fjord). Copenhagen Mnsenm.

I b. An adult female, 210 mm. long, similar to the foregoing specimen; nat. size.

East Iceland (Seydis Fjord). Copenhagen Museum.

Fig. 2. Lycodes reticulatus Reinh.; p. 61.

An adult male, 255 mm. long; a little reduced.

West Greenland (Umanak Fjord). Drygalski Expedition, 1893.

Fig. 3. Lycodes yeticnlalits Reinh. (?), juv.
; p. 64.

Type-specimen of Lycodes perspicillum> Kroyer; nat. size.

West Greenland. Copenhagen Museum.

i
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Tab. III.



Tab. m.

Fig. I. Lycodes eudipleurostictus Jensen; p. 33.

I a. An adult female, 260 nrni. long; a little reduced.

N.W. from the Faeroes, 471 fathoms. Ingolf Expedition, 1896.

1 b. A young specimen, 75 mm. long; nat. size.

Off the Norway-Shetland Slope
,
360 fathoms. .Michael Bars , 1902.

Fig. 2. Lycodes esniayku Coll.; p. 27.

2 a. A young specimen, 192 mm. long, with A-shaped, light bands (cf. p. 28); almost nat. size.

Between Norway and Bear Island, 410 metres. Nathorst Expedition, 1898.

2 b. A somewhat larger specimen, 371 mm. long, with dark stripes and spots in the light bands

(cf. p. 31); reduced to ^,5 nat. size.

Norway-Shetland «Slope , 275 fathoms. «Michael Sars», 1902.

2 c. An adult [$) specimen, 552 mm. long, colouration in the final stage, the light bands

being dissolved into festoon-shaped markings; reduced to Syi, nat. size.

E. from the Faeroes, 228 fathoms. « Michael Sars , 1902.
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Tab. IV.

Fig. I. Lycodes pallidits Coll., typica ; p. 38 & 40.

I a, b, c, d og e. A series of specimens showing the varying colouration from the young's

distinct banded markings to the adult's uniform colour; nat. size.

N. from the Fteroes and N. from Iceland, 293—495 fathoms. Ingolf Expedition, 1896.

Fig. 2 a, b. Lycodes pallidits Coll., var. sqnamiveiiter m.; p. 39 & 48.

The scales are seen to be more widely distributed, both on the bell_\- and back, than in the

typical form; nat. size.

E. from Iceland and N. from Fseroes, 679—957 fathoms. Ingolf Expedition, 1896.
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Tab. V.



Tab. V.

Fig. I. Lycodes frtgidtis Coll.; p. 22.

I a. A medium-sized specimen, 232 mm. long; nat. size.

S. from Jan Mayen, 1003 fathoms. Ingolf Expedition, 1896.

1 b. A very )'oung specimen, 50,5 mm. long; nat. size.

N.E. from Iceland, 860 fathoms. Ingolf Expedition, 1896.

Fig. 2. Lycodes palUdns Coll., var. siuiilis m.
; p. 39 & 46.

2 a, b, c and d. A series of specimens in which the dark bands become indistinct with age;

nat. size.
'

S. from Jan Mayen, 371 fathoms. Ingolf Expedition, 1896.
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Tab. VI.



Tab. VL

Fig. I. Lycodes agnostus Jensen; p. 79.

I a. A medium-sized specimen, 147 mm. long; nat. size.

The Kara Sea, 46— 100 fathoms. Dijmphna Expedition, 1882—83.

I b. A young specimen, 62 mm. long; nat. size.

The Kara Sea, 46— 100 fathoms. Dijmphna Expedition, 1882—83.

Fig. 2. Lycodes platyrhitius Jensen; p. 51.

The only specimen, 148,5 mm. long; nat. size.

Between Jan Mayen and Iceland, loio fathoms. Ingolf Expedition, 1896.

Fig. 3. Lycodes pallidus Coll., var. sJmih's m.
; p. 39 & 46.

3 a, b, c and d. A series of specimens in which the dark bands remain distinct; nat. size.

S. from Jan Mayen, 371 fathoms. Ingolf Expedition, 1896.
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Tab. VII.

Lycodes rossi Malmgr.; p. 55.

I a. Type-specimen of L. rossi Malmgr.

Spitzbergen, Treiirenberg Ba)', 5 fathoms. Stockholm Museum.

I b. Specimen, 54,5 mm. long.

Spitzbergen, Green Harbour, 75 fathoms. < Michael Sars , 1901.

I c. Specimen, 68,2 mm. long.

Spitzbergen, Stor Fjord, 39 fathoms. St. Petersburg Museum.

I d. Specimen, 75,8 mm. long.

Spitzbergen, Stor Fjord, 75 fathoms. St. Petersburg Museum.

I e. Specimen, 118 mm. long.

Spitzbergen, Green Harbour, 75 fathom.s. .Michael Sars , 1901.

I f. Si^ecimen, 163 mm. long (J).

Spitzbergen, Ise Fjord, 100 metres. Kolthoff Expedition, 1900.

I g. Specimen, 205 mm. long (J).

Spitzbergen, Green Harbour, 75 fathoms. ..Michael Sars , 1901.

All natural size.
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Tab. VIII.

Lycodes reticulatus Reinh. var. niacrocephalits m.; p. 66.

I a. A specimen, 45,5 mm. long, doubtfully of the present species (cf. p. 69).

Baffins Bay, 92 fathoms. Copenhagen Museum.

I b & c. Two specimens, 119 and 83 mm. long; in the largest the bands have already begun to

assume the net-form.

Jan Mayen, 60—75 metres. « Michael Sars , 1900.

I d, e and f. Three specimens, 133, 156 and 195 mm. long; the intermediate shows very distinct

reticulate markings, which is far from being the case in the larger last specimen.

Northern East-Greenland (i d from 74° 35' N.L. 18° 15' W.L., 150 metres; i e and f from 72' 25' N.L.

17" 56' W.L., 300 metres). Kolthoff Expedition, 1900.

All natural size.
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Tab. IX.

Lycodes semmndiis Reinh.; p. /i.

I a. A very young specimen, 67 mm. long, still naked, with distinct dark bands; cf. p. 76.

S. from Jan Mayen, 371 fathoms. Ingolf Expedition, 1896.

I b, c, d and e. Four specimens, 129 (<?), 161 (5), 218 ($) and 280 [$) mm. long, belonging to

the variety with a distinct banded marking (cf. p. 74— 75).

Northern East-Greenland (i b and d from the mouth of Franz Joseph Fjord, 200—300 metres; i c

from outer part of Myskoxe Bay, 200 metres; i e from Franz Joseph Fjord, 760 metres). Nathorst

Expedition, 1899 and Kolthoff Expedition, 1900.

All natural size, except i e which is slightly reduced.
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Tab. X.

Fig. I a. Lycodes seminndus Reinh.; p. 71.

Specimen, 180 mm. long ($), with less distinct banded marking; cf. p. 74; nat. size.

West Greenland (Jakobshavn). Copenhagen Museum.

Fig. I b. Lycodes semi/mdits Reinh.; p. 71.

Specimen, 335 mm. long (J), of the uniformly coloured \-ariety; cf. p. 74; reduced to '
_,
nat. size.

West Greenland (Umanak Fjord). Drygalski Expedition, 1893.

Fig. 2. Lycenchelys koltJioffi Jensen; p. 88.

Specimen, 131,5 mm. long (<?); nat. size.

Northern East-Greenland (72° 25' N.L. 17° 56' W.L.), 300 metres. Kolthoff Expedition, 1900.

Fig. 3. Lvceiichclys iiigolfiaims Jensen; p. 90.

The only specimen, 275 nmi. long (J); slightly reduced.

Davis Straits (64° 54' N.L. 55° 10' W.L.), 393 fathoms. Ingolf Expedition, 1895.
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Introduction.

The Danish Inoolf-Expedition of 1S95—96 brought lioiiie a very considerable material of Mollu.sca

from the waters round the F;eroes, Iceland and vSonth Greenland. The Expedition was planned on

the lines of a deep-sea in\-estigation and the greater part of the material collected comes therefore

from great depths; of the 144 stations investigated no less than 125 have depths of over 100 fathoms.

This material is naturally of great interest; the area in\-estigated was but little known before

and an extension of our knowledge of the deep-sea fauna must be classed among the relatively rare

occurrences.

Whilst working up this material I felt appreciabl}- the lack of information regarding the

distribution of the Mollusca in the coastal regions round a great part of the area. This does not

apply however to Greenland; on the west coast of that country collections have been made for many

years and the material has been worked up by H. J. Posselt, and from the east coast the gatherings

of the expeditions of recent years have been worked up b\' Posselt, R. Hrigg, Ad. S. Jensen and

J. Grieg. From Iceland and the Faeroes, on the other hand, we had, just as previouslv for Greenland,

but incomplete and short lists of the species and, as these, mainly drawn up b\' O. A. Iv. Morch.

This deplorable absence of material from the coastal region of Iceland and the Fjeroes has

now been made good. In 1S92 and 1S93 already Mag. scient. Will. IvUndbeck had collected a great

number of Mollusca in the north-western fjords of Iceland during his voyage with the fishing-cutter

"Prinsesse Marie" and in recent years a number of the younger naturalists, who ha\-e \-isited the Iveroes

and Iceland, have willingl)- met my wishes and made a special effort to collect the .Mollirscs of

those regions.

I nia\' thus mention in particular, that in the summers of 189S, 1899 and 1901 Mag. sc.

R. Htirring made considerable collections at the F;eroes and along the east and south-west coasts of

Iceland during his crui.ses with the fi.shery-inspection ship the "Diana"; further, that Dr. .\. C. J ohan-

sen in 1900 brought home a large collection from the cast and south coasts of Iceland, also made

during a summer cruise with the cruiser "Diana". In 1902 Mag. scient. A. Ditlevsen was sent out

with the "Diana", in 1903 IMag. scient. C. \'. Otters trc'lm with the new ins]H'cti<)n-ship "I!eskytteren",

in 1904 Cand. magist. H. J. Gemzoe ("P>eskytteren"), in 1905 Cand. I'.Johansen i"i'>esk\tteren"| and

in 1907 Cand. magist. O. P,6rup ("Pe.skytteren"); all of these brought home collections, which lielped

til throw li.ght on the Molluscan fauna of the F'xroes and Iceland.

. Tlic lnsult•E^vcJition, II ;.
•
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Information with regard to the Molhiscan fauna of our North Atlantic islands was also obtained

from another side. The Icelandic botanist, Dr. Helgi J 6ns son, who was dredging for algae at the

Fseroes and Iceland during the years 1897, 1898 and 1901, in response to my request, preserved the

jMolluscs collected at the same time and with great liberality presented them to the Zoological Museum

of Copenhagen University. His countryman, the zoologist Bjarni Ssemundsson, has also assisted

me, among other ways, by lending material from the Natural History Collection at Reykjavik.

A very considerable collection has been brought home from the Fseroes by Dr. Th. Morten sen,

who in 1899 carried out a series of dredgings from the gunboat "Guldborgsund" partly in the fjords,

partly on the banks down to a depth of ca. 150 fm.

Lastly, Dr. Jobs. Schmidt, the leader of the cruises with the research-steamer "Thor", has

during .several years made collections at the Fajroes and Iceland and brought home a considerable

and very valuable material, from the littoral right down to the abyssal region, which he lias preserved

for science by presenting it to the Zoological Museum of Copenhagen.

For the sake of completeness I may further mention, that during my participation in the 1902

cruise of the research-steamer "Michael Sars" under the direction of Dr. J oh an Hjort, I was given

the opportunity of collecting a quantity of Mollusca on the banks round about the Faeroes, on the

east coast of Iceland as well as north and south of the Wyville Thomson Ridge. During my voyages

in West-Greenland in 1906, 1908 and 1909 I also collected a great number of Molluscs.

The present part of the work on the entire material will show, that my endeavours have been

directed first and foremost to the disentanglement of the species. The determinations have been made

as carefully as possible; that we can not be sufficiently critical regarding the determinations made

by our predecessors, even of common and apparently well-known species, I have already shown in my

small papers on Mya and Tcllhia.

With respect to Greenland, I have restricted myself to give a brief review of the distribution,

as the works of Posselt and others have already discussed the details. For Iceland and the Fseroes,

on the other hand, each single place of occurrence has been mentioned, as there is a need here for

all the information we can obtain — better to have too much detail than the reverse.

With regard to the synonym}' lists I may remark here, that they have been intentionally

divided into two sections, the first referring to the most necessary, systematic literature, whilst the

second contains references to the principal, local fauna-list.s.

The region dealt with here — the "bridge" between Europe and America across the North

Atlantic Ocean and the slopes down to two deep-sea basins very different in hydrographical regards

— offers more than ordinary interest, and many and varied problems have presented themselves for

discussion as the work advanced. But the treatment of these and other conditions I shall postpone

meantime, until the systematic elaboration of the material is completed.

Copenhagen, Zoological Mitsejiui,

October ign. Acl. S. Jensen.



Lamellibranchiata.
Part I.

Anomiidae.

Anomia.

The genus ^-[iioinia is represented by 2 species at the Fteroes and Iceland: Aiio)nia si]iiiiniiila L.

and Anomia patclliforinis L.

As regard tlie former, I am unable to agree with tlie prevailing view that A. sijuaninla is a

variety of ^]. cpliippiiiiii. The latter is considerably larger and easily distinguished from the fact, that

the upper (free) valve of the shell has 3 muscular impressions (one of the adductor, two of the byssus

musculature; comp. PI. I, fig. 3), whilst the upper valve in .i. sqnaiiiiila only shows two nmscular

impressions (one of the adductor, one of the byssus muscle).

^[iioiiiia aculcata ]\I filler (PI. I, fig. 2 d) I take to be a variety of ^L sijiiaiitit/a. as there are all

transitions l)etween smooth and spinous specimens and they agree exactly in other regards, e. g. in the

byssus musculature. G. O. Sars has observed correcth' in so far that he only found two muscular

impressions in the upper valve of .J. aciilcdta and was consequently disinclined to refer ^[.aculcata

as a variety to ^i. cphippiiiiii, where there are three nmscular imprints') on the upper valve. Puit Sars

has not noticed at the same time, that .i. squaiiiiila also has only two muscular impressions (PI. I,

fig. 2 c) and consequentl}- cannot be a variety of ^J. iphippiiDii either.

I have sought in vain for the true A. cphippiuiii in my material from the F?eroes and Iceland.

Nor ha\e I found this species among the material which has been collected in the course of years in

the Danish waters. It is perhaps even doubtful, if A. (pliippimii occurs at Norway; I do not think it

altogether inconceivable that G. O. Sars, starting from the anticipated view that A. squaiiniht is a

variety of A. rpliippinin^ has a.scribed to ^l. rphippiuiii a distribution in Norway cm this erroneous basis-).

Again, it is difficult enough to distinguish ^liioniid patcUifoniiis from ./. sqiiaiitnla — and prob-

ably not always with certainty; the upper valve shows only two nmscular impressions in both species

(comp. PI. I, fig. ic with fig. 2C). The best distinguisliing marks are, that the notch in the lower valve

is large, almost triangular in A. palrllijoniiis (PI. I, fig. i 1j) and the umbo a little way from the margin

(PI. I, fig. I a), whereas in A. sqiDiuni/ti the notch in the lower val\e is small, oval (PI. I, fig. 2b) and

the umbo entirely or almost on the margin (PI. I, fig. 2a).

1) It is not quite fortunate, when Sars describes the aiUluctor inijirint as beiuj,' hi- or tripartite.

2) Linne also has his two species geographically sejiarateil, the main region for A. .-{'Iiippuim being given as the

Jlediterranean, whilst A. squainula lives "in Oceano Svecico". Syst. Nat. ed- 12, 1, 2, 1767, p. 1150 and 1151.

I*
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Anomia patelliformis Linne.

PI. I, figs. I a— c.

Anomia patelliformis LiiniL-, Sy.st. Nat. ed. 12, I, 2, 1767, p. 1151; Jeffrey.s, Brit. Conch. II, 1863, p. 34,

pi. 20, fig. 2; Sars, Moll. Reg. Arct. Nor v., 1S78, p. 15.

Anomia patelliformis Morch, Vidensk. Medd. Naturhi.st. Foren. 1867, jx 99.

Iceland.

At this i-slaiid, from which it has not been known earlier, the species has been taken in recent

years mostly on the south coast, rarely on the southernmost part of the west coast, from the beach

down to a depth of ca. 70 fm.

West Iceland:

64°45.8' N. L., 23''55.2' W. L., 30 fm i valve.

64°ii'-64°i8.5' N. L., 22°30.5'— 22°46' W. L., i4-29fm i —
Reykjavik i spec.

South Iceland:

Grindavik 2 valves.

Vestmannaeyjar, shore 2 spec.

— 10—20 fm 2 —
— ca. 20 fm I —
— 30 fm., gravel with shells 12 valves.

— Heimaey, shore 13 —
63°3o'N.L., 20°i4'W.L., 42fm 6 —
63°2i' — , i7''3i' — , 69 fm., black sand i spec.

63°2i' — , i7°i5' —
, 58 fm I valve.

63°3o' — , 17° — , 57 fm I spec, (from stomach of a cod).

The largest specimen has a length of 47 "'".

The Faeroes.

When Morch ])ublished his list of the molluscan fauna of the Fteroes, only one specimen was

known, locality not stated; during the latest years it has been taken at the following places:

62°29'N.L., 7°37'W.L., 60 fm., sand and shells i spec.

Ejde, 5— 6fm., coarse black sand i valve.

.Skaalefjord, 4— lofm 2 —
Solmunde, on Serpula tubes 5 —
Kongshavn, 12— 16 fm 9 —
'Vestmanhavn, 10—30 fm i —
5 miles N. of east point of Myggeuses, 50 fm i spec. & i valve.

7 miles N. by E. of east point of Myggenses, 57 fm 2 valves.

6i°4o'N.L., 7°4o'W.L., 135 fm i valve.

Akralejte in N. 57 W. 12 miles, ca. 150 fm i —
Faeroe Bank, 58 fm 2 valves.

6i°N.L., 8°52'W.L., 90 fm i spec.
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The largest specimen measures 35""". Amon_<^ a immher of specimens collected at an earlier

date, the locality not stated more precise than "the Fteroes", the larj^est measures 40""". The "greatest

depth at which an adult specimen has been taken is 60 fm.').

Distribution. Apart from South-West and vSouth Iceland and the I'';eroes, .luoii/ia /'ii/rl/i/oniiis

occurs along the Norwegian coast from Lofoten southwards (0—40 fm.|, and rareh' in the n(jrlliern

and eastern Kattegat (10 — 25fm.). It is found on all the IJritish coasts (10— 86fm.), north and west

coast of France, at Spain and Portugal, in the Mediterranean and Adriatic.

Anomia squamula Linne.

PL I, figs. 2a-d.

^[iioiiiin sqiiiiiinthi Linne, S\st. Nat. ed. 12, I, 2, 1767, p. 1151. — Aiininiti rpliippiniii lM)rhcs iS:

Hanley, Brit. Moll. II, 1S53, p. 325 (partim); Jeffreys, IJrit. Conch. II, I.S63, p. 30 (]>artim);

Sars, Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv., 1878, p. 14 (partim?). — Aihniiin (uuhala Miiller, Zool. Dan.

Prodrom., 1776, \^. 249; Sars, Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv., 187S, p. 15, PI. 19, fig. i.

^iuoiiiia sqiiaiiinla Morch, \'idensk. Medd. Naturhistorisk Foren. 1S67, p. 98; ibid. 1S68, p. 226. —
A)ioiiiia (pliippitiii/ Miirch, ibid. 1867, p. 99.

The Ingolf-E.xpedition lias taken this species at:

Bottoni-ttinp.

St. 51. E. of Iceland 68 fm. 7°32 C. 5 •''Pec. (on liugiilo).

- 127. N. - — 44 - 5^6 - 8 .— (on I[urnera and Bt/g/i/a).

- 129. N. W. of Iceland 117 - 6^5 - i —
16. W. - — 250 - 6°i - 7 — (on .S'(7///A/, 7>c/-i//A//7'i'/ and CVV/c/mspiues).

- 86. — - — (P>rede lUigt) 76 - Several hundred \alves and i spec, on a H\droid.

- 87. — - — — no - vSeveral hundred valves and 3 spec, on

.

/a6///a«,v

BaJJiiii and 7 spec, on Tiibiilaria.

- 98. — - — 138 - 5"9 - Several hundred vahes and i spec.

- 89. — - — 310 - 8°4 - 2 spec, (on P)rachiopod and Cidan's spine).

- II. — - — 1300 - 1^6 - 3 valves (apparently old).

9. — - — 295 - 5°8 - I spec, and i \alvc.

- 8. S.W. - - 136 - 6^0 - I —
- 85. — - — 170 - 3 valves.

- 67. S. - — 975 - 3^0 - I spec, with 3 others on it.

- 54. vS. E. - — 691 - 3°9 - I -
- 1^5. — - — 316 - 5'"'9 - 4 — (on Oiiiliiia and on Cidaris spinel.

6. — - — 90 - 7°o - 6 — and 7 vaKes.

I. W. of the F'ieroes 132 - 7''2 - s — ("" Cidaris sj)ines and on shell of Pic/ni

srplniiradiatiis).

The greatest depth at which any living specimen was taken was 1)75 fm., but lliey may liave

been attached to two large i)ieces of timber brought up in the trawl; otherwise the greatest depth

was 691 fm.; the other depths lie between 44 and 316 fm.

') The sptcimeu from gofni. is very small, 5""". long.
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The specimens from deep water are more or less thin-shelled and of small dimensions; of those

from 170 fm. and more the largest specimen is 11.5""" long. Some of the many shells from St. 86, 87

and 98 belong to the variety aculcata.

Besides, the tendency of the species to vary is shown in a remarkable power of changing

.scnlptnre and form according to the snbstratum, po.sse.ssed not only by the valve which is

closely adherent to the substratum but also by the free, upper valve. Thus a specimen o\\ Rctcpora

has a pitted surface on the upper valve, where the pits correspond to the openings in the network of

the IJryozoa; a second specimen shows spinous ribs corresponding to the costoe of the Pcctoi scpton-

radialits to which it is attached; a third on a spine of a Cidaris shows folds or wrinkles corresponding

to the longitudinal ribs of the spine; a fourth specimen attached crossways on a Scrpula tube has

sharp ridges opposite the rings of the tube, and so on. The contour of the shell is as a rule circular,

but .sometimes the length is considerably greater than the breadth or the reverse or the contour

becomes very irregular according as the substratum restricts the growth in the one or other direction.

Iceland.

In addition to the specimens from the "Ingolf" stations, ^{itoinia sqitmiiula has been taken at

Iceland in recent }ears at other places, east, north, west and south, as is shown b)- the following list.

East Iceland:

Myre Bugt 26 fm. 7 spec, and 10 valves.

— -^ 36 - I —
lyonsvik 40 -

,
nnul and clay. i valve.

64°27' N. L., I3°27' W. L 84 - Many spec, on Balaims Haiiicri.

The Horn N. 74 E. 9 miles .... 38 - 2 spec.

64°58' N. L., i3°25' W. L 40 - 3 valves.

Faskrudsfjordr 50 -20 -
,
blue clay. i —

Reydarfjordr 14 - 2 spec.

Vidfjordr 8—12 - 6 valves.

Nordfjordr 40 - i

Seydisfjcirdr at Sknlavig 6 - i spec, and 18 valves.

— - - 30 - 3 -
Bakkafjordr 12-15 " . I'kick sand. i valve.

— 20 — 28 - , sand and cla>'. i spec.

— 32—25 -
, sand and clay vith shells. 3 valves.

The largest specimen measures 15.5""".

North Iceland:

66°32'N. L., i5"i5'W. Iv 75 fm. i .spec, and 2 valves.

Thistil I'jordr 10 - 2 — on algse, 3 spec, on Cy-

prina and 9 spec.

— — 50 -
) clay vith stones. i valve.
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Thorshofii 6 fm. 35 valves.

\'idarvik 11- 2 —

— i3'/'2 - , black sand. 6 .spec, and 4 valves.

Haganesvik 3V2—4 - 5 valves.

Axafjurdr 22 - , mud. 3 sjjcc. (( on Prrfni islaiidiais)

and 7 valves.

— 30 - , sand and stones. iS valves.

Grjotnes 12— 15 - 2 —
vSkjalfandi Bngt 31 - , f'»e, black .sand. i spec, and 2 valve.s.

Ofjord S. of Hrisey 18 - , clay. i —
~ - - — 17— 20 - , stones and mud. 2 valves.

Hedinsfjordr 13 - i

66°i7'N. L., i8°i3'W.L 52 - 8 spec.

Kollafjordr 5- i

Skagastrand i^

Prestbakki 3—4 - 2 —
66°i7'N.I^., 2i°i4'W.L 95 - I - (on BtigH/a].

66°36' - , 21^57' - .... 32-37 - II -

The largest specimen measures 20.5"'"'. A few I:)elong to the variety acitlratn.

West Iceland:

Hofnvik 9— lofm. 2 spec, and 3 valve.s.

Adalvik 6—9- 3 —
Isafjardardjup 60—63 ' 23 —
Skutulsfjordr 2— 4 - i —
Arnarues 5— 7 - i —
Gnundarfjordr 11- i —
66"8'N.L., 24°2i'W.L 47 - 2 — and 3 valves.

Dyrafjordr, inside ThinguKs lo'/j-iaVi - , ooze and small stones. 15 valves.

— 19^/2 - 2 spec.

65=52' N.L., 23°58'W.L 33 - I valve.

Arnarfjordr 10 - 2 sj^ec.

64=45.8' N. L., 23'55.2'W.Iv 30 - 10 — (2 on Hyas).

Talknafjordr 15 - 2 —
Stykkisholmr 6—9 - 14 —
Hvalfjordr 24 - i — and 25 \al\es.

Krossvik 8 -
, .shell-gra\x-], blue clay, stones. 12 vah'cs.

Faxafjordr i4'/2 - 2 spec, and 2 valves.

— 17 - ' coarse shell-sand. ca. 100 \alves.

— 14-29 - - 13 —
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Faxafjordr, ca. 3 miles N. 59 W. from

Grotta lighthouse . . 25 fm. 8 valves.

—
, off Kollafjordr . . 8— ii'/z - , ^nxiA and stones. 5 spec, and 2 valves.

—
, mouth of Kolla-

fjordr 9',— II - , fine, black sand and mud. 12 valves.

—
, off Kollafjordr .... 10 - 17 —

—
, Keflavik 15— 16 - , fine, black sand. 8 —

—
, ca. 2 miles N. E. of Kefla-

vik i9'/2—20'/2 - 10 —
—

, I mile W. of Helgasker

Vager 13—16 - 4 —
—

, I mile W. of Helgasker

Vager 14' /2 - i — (on Pecfeu islaiidicJis).

—
, E. of Videy .... 9—10 -

, fine sand and mud. 5 —
—

, 7 miles N. N. E. of Ska-

gens light . . . 17— 20V2 -
, sand and shells. i —

Reykjavik, on Laiiiinaria driven on land. ca. 80 spec.

—
, at low-water mark i spec.

— 1^2 fill-, stony bottom. g —
— I'A -

,
gravel - i ~

— 2— 3 - , on Lainiiiaria liyperborea. 15 —
— 8 - 2 —
— (Engey) 7—8'

2 - , mud. i spec, and 3 valves.

Hafnarfjordr, on the beach 10 —
— 4 fm., sand and mud. i vahe.

— 25 - , fine, black sand and mud. 10 —
Skagi 21 - 13 —

The largest specimen is 22'""' long. A number of specimens belong to the variety aculeata.

South Iceland:

63°i5'N. L., 22°23'W. L. . . . 170—ii4fm. 2 .spec, and 20 valves.

63" 18' —
, 2i°3o' — 94 - 5 valves.

63°3o' — >
20-14' — 42 - I spec.

63 05' — ,
20° 7' — 293 - 3 valves.

Vestmannaeyjar, beach 14 —
—

^

10 fm. 2 spec, and 4 valves.

— 15-2" - 8 -
— 30 - , shell-gravel. 2 valves.

— 49 - , cla\- with a little mud. ca. 100 valves.

— Heimae)', l)each 70 —
f)2°57'N. L., i9°58'W.L 500 fm. 2 —
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63°i7';V N.L., I7°39'W. L S7 fiii., black sand w.slu-lls and stones. 3 spec, and i valve.

6Ti'2i' —
, I7°3i' — 69 - , l)lack .sand with shells. 2 —

63°2i' — ,
I7°i5' — 5^ ' ^ sand, stones and shell-gravel. 3 spec, and 25 valves.

63°24' — ,
17° 5' — 70 - , black sanil \v. stones and shells. 4 valves.

63°3o' — ,
17° — 57 - 4 spec, (from stomach of cod).

63°2i' — , i6'"22' — . . 263 -295 - 2 —
Tlie largest specimen is 21"""; some are of the variet)' aciiUaUi.

The Faeroes.

Aiiomia squiiviula has been frequently taken at the I'^eroes during recent years, from the shore

down to a depth of 475 fm. The localities are the following:

Viderejde i valve.

Svino 9 .spec.

Klaksvig 10— 15 fm. 25 valves.

— I r -
, on Laminaria. 32 spec.

Arnefjord 0—15 - , hard bottom. 12 —
Bordovig 7 -10 - , black sand, small stones,

Laminaria. ca. 100 valves.

— 7— 15 "
1
sand with I.,aminaria. 2 spec.

— 10 - 9 valves.

Ejde 5~f' - 1 coarse, black sand. 72 —
Fundingsfjord 12— ca. 20 -

, coarse .sand and clay. Some .spec, and many valves.

Andefjord 16—23 - 3 spec, (on Modiola luodiolus).

Solmunde , on Srrpula tulies. 7 spec.

Kongshavn 12— 16 fm. 5 —
Vestmanhavn 3'/2 - fine Iilack sand. 8 valves.

— 4 - , sand. i spec.

— 4-5 - 2 —
— 5 — 6 - , fine, Idack sand. 10 valves.

— 10—30 - Some sjK'cimens and ca. itK)\a!\es.

Vestmansund ca. 70 - 8 valves.

Sandevaag on Laminaria. 10 spec.

Sorvaag 14— 167., fm., mud. f> valves.

Midvaag 7— 11 - 3 —
Kalbakfjord 3 ^P'-'C-

Thor.shavn, outer harbour . . 12— i6fm. 3 — and 5 valves.

Glivursn;es at Thorshax'n 2 —
Nolso, Ijeach S valves.

— deep hole at north end, ca. 100 fm. Many si)ec. (on Afodiola iiiodioliis].

Sandsvaag on I,aniinaria. 5 s]icc.

The lii{;olf-E\j>eJiuoii. II. ;.
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Kvalbo

Trangisvaag 6— 8fm., nind and clay.

— 20 -
, on L,auiinaria.

62°29'N.Iv., 7°37'W. L 60 -
, .'^and and shells.

5 miles N. of east point of

Myggenses 50 -

7 miles N. by E. of east point

of Myggenses 57
-

13 miles S. of Myggenaesholm 70 -

6i°4o'^^-L., 7°4o'W.L 135 -

6i°i5' - 9°35' - ca.475 -

61° 7' — 9°3o' 440 -

6i°o6' — 8°3o' 61 -

61° - 8°52' 90 -

6o°55' - 8°56' ca. 75
-

9 miles E. S. E. of Bispen . . . ca. 70 -

5 — S.vS.E. - 50 -

6 — N. by W. of Kalso .... 60 -

I'/z— 2 miles off month of Bordo-

vig 20—30 -

Bordonses in N. 75 W., i3/,, miles . . 30 -

16 miles E. by S. of sonth point

of Nolso 80 -

Akralejte in N. 57 W. 12 miles . . 150 -

13 miles W. by S. of Munken ca. 150 -

6i°35'N.L., 4°39'W.L 210 -

I valve.

4 —
40 spec.

7
—

80 valves.

3
—

2 —
19 spec, and 22 valves.

3
— - 67 —

30 valves.

2 spec.

4
—

20 — (on Balani).

12 valve.s.

3
—

12 spec.

27 — and 5 valves.

60 — (on Modiola modiolus).

5 spec, and 6 valves.

2 - -- 7 —
ca. 100 valves.

4 —

The largest specimen measures 23.5 "'"'. A number belong to the variety acidrafa. Tlie

specimens from the deep localities (210—475 fm.) are thin-shelled and small (none over 11 "'"'.). The

shells ma\' also be very thin however in the littoral belt.

Distribution. A/wmia squaniiila with the variety aculcata has its northern boundary in the

"warm area" of the White Sea (Knipo witsch) and Murman Coast (Her zen stein). It is distributed

along the whole of the Norwegian coast, from the shore down to 400 fm. (G. O. Sars), and goes through

the Kattegat down to the northern part of the Great Belt and the Sound |C. G. Joh. Petersen).

Towards the west it is distributed, as shown above, as far as the Fteroes and round the whole of

Iceland. In the Zoological Museum of Copenhagen specimens occur on Cidaris papillata spikes from

the sea between Orkney and the Shetlands (135 fm.) and from 6o"39'N.L., 3-09' W.L. (203 fm.) as also

from many localities in the North Sea, down to a depth of 65 fm. It occurs on all the British coast.s.

Where the southern boundary of its distribution lies, I am unable to say, as the authors have confused

this species with the more southerly Anoinia cpliippiniii (comp. p. 3). but it goes at least to the Ba}-

of Biscay, where the Danish research-steamer "Thor" has taken some specimens at great deptlis
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(43°37'N.L., 2°oS'W.L.; 250-790 fin.). On the western .side of the Atlantic it is distribnted from Hattcra.s

to the .southeninio.st part of Labrador')-

Ostreidae.

Ostrea edulis Linne.

[Iceland.]

Ill "Brit. Concliol." vol. 11, 1863, p. 40 Jeffrey.s .tjives Iceland as the northern boundary

for the distribution of the oyster-) and Mohr as his authority. If we look up the work of the latter:

"l-'orsog til en Islandsk Naturliistorie", 1786, we find Osfna rditiis mentioned (p. 130), it i.s true, but

with the addition, that it "is said to occur in Hvalfjorden" according to E. Olafsen. But in the work

of Hggert Olafsen and Biarne Povelsen: -'Reise igjennem Island" (2nd part, 1772, p. loio) the

record cited is followed Ijy the remark "but we have not seen it." As no other naturalist has found

the oyster at Iceland since that time, it nuiy be deleted from the fauna.

[The Faeroes.]

From here the collection of the Zoological Museum possesses quite a small owster (length

8"""., height 10 """.) attached to a shell of AFodiohi modinliis and still containing the dried-up soft

parts; the specimen was sent in b)- Syssehnand Miiller in 1873.

So far as I know, this is the only evidence we have, that the oyster nia\' occur at the F;eroes>).

It is hardly credible, however, that adult oysters occur at the islands, as the>' wt)uld scarcely have

escaped attention. Nor can the small sjjecimen referred to be considered to have been transported

here as larva by oceanic currents, as no current runs from the English or other European coasts to

the Fteroes-i). But experiments have perhaps at some time been made to "introduce" oysters at the Fteroes.

Pectinidae.

Pecten pusio Linuc.

Ostrea pusio Linne, S\'st. Nat. ed. 12, i, 2, 1767, p. 114C). -- Pcctfii pusio Jeffrews, Ihit. Conchol.

II, 1863, p. 51, PL 22, fig. I.

Pcctni (lliiiiiit(s) dtstortus Morch, Vidensk. Medd. naturhist. I''orening 1867, ]). <>S.

') In a geologically very late (postglacial) period Aitomia squaiiiula wa.s distributed to West Crei-Mlaiid. where it is

now extinct; cf. Ad. S.Jensen: On the fossil quaternary Mollusc-Fauna of Greenland (Wedil. oni C.irmland, XXIX, hjlk),

p. 293); and Ad. S.Jensen and P. Harder: Post-glacial changes of climate in arctic regions as revealed liy investigations

on marine deposits (Postglaziale Klimaverrinderungen, Stockholm igto, p. 399).

-) The same statement is repeated in Proc, Zool. Society, 1S79, p. 555.

i) In his "Faunula Moll. Insul. Fseroensium" (p. 99) Miircli cites the following passage from I.andt: "it (i.e. .Inoiiiia

squamiila) is attached to small stones on the bottom at the same place as "tlie small oyster, Ostn-a ininuta", which he has fislied

up from the Ijottom of Vestmanhavnsfjorden close to the Vaagn side" and adds to this: "what we are to understand by

Landt's Oitrca minuin is not clear; Landt has perhaps overlooked the hole in the shell of an Ariotiiia, or lie may even have

meant a distorte<l Saxicava".

I) The Fsroes are washed by the C.ulf Stream, but it is imiuoUable that tlie pelagic life of the oyster is of such

long duration, that the larvte could be carried the long distance acro.ss the Atlantic. I'urther, the specimen in question

belongs to the European oyster (Ostn-a edulis), as the muscular impression is white, not d.irk as in the American Ostrea

virginica (cf, W hi te a v es, Catal. of the marine Invertebrata of ICastern Canada, 1901, p. 116),

2*
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The "Ingolf has taken this species at:

St. 87. West Iceland (Brede Bngt) no fni. i valve (height 4 """.).

P'urther, Pcctoi pnsio has been taken dnring recent years at several places on Sonth-West

and Sonth Iceland, namely:

Sonth-West Iceland:

Brede Bngt, off Hellissandnr ... 20 fm.

Faxafjordr 17 -
, coarse shell-sand.

month of Kollafjordr g'/j-n -
, fine black sand and mud. i fragment.

Hafnarfjordr, i mile W. \4N. of Hel-

I valve (small).

10 — —

gasker Vager 1472 fm-

Skagi 21

Grindavik

Vestmannaeyjar 10—20 fm.

Sonth Iceland:

1 spec.

2 valves.

I valve.

I sjiec. and i valve.

30 -
,
gravel with man\- shells. 4 valves.

49 - ,
clay.

Heimaey shore.

Numerous valves.

17 valves.

The largest specimens are from the \'estmannae)jar and measure:

length 30 '""'., height 35 "'"'.

— 33-5- — 36 -

The largest specimen from the west coast (that from Hafnarfjordr, 14'/, fm.) measures:

length 15 "'"'., height 18.5 '""'.

The fragment from Faxafjordr, 9Y2—n fm-, however, has been of considerably larger dimensions.

The Faeroes.

When Alorch wrote his "Fanunla Molluscornm Insnlarum Fieroensium" he knew a sj^ecimen

and a \alve from the Faeroes, but the locality is not stated; the specimen, which contains the remains

of the soft parts, is 32 nun. high and 27 mm. long; the valve is 38 mm. high. In recent years Pcctcn

piisio has been taken with the dredge at the following places:

Ejde 5— 6 fm., coarse, black .sand.

Vestmanhavn 10—30 -

Nolso, deep hole at north end ca. 100 -

7 miles N. by E. of east point

I valve (small).

2 —

of Myggemcs . 57

5 miles X. of east point of

Myggenses 50

13 miles W. by S. of Munken ca. 150

Fseroe Bank 58

I —
4 —
I —
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The largest of these valves is 36 """. high and 26 """. long.

Among the specimens from Iceland are some down to a size of scarcelv 2 "'"". The prodis-

soconch is smooth; imniediateh- nnder it are radiating ribs, which are more or less spinons and

tnbercnlons. Small specimens arc difficult to recognize as belonging to this species, as the\' are relatively

elongated, with the two dimensions of the shell almost the same, and the ears extremely well-

developed; the}- might easily be confused, for example, with the \oung of I'rcfcii vnrins. Medium-

sized specimens still free are higher than long and of regular form. Later, the gr(;\vth becomes

irregular owing to the sedentary mode of life.

Distribution. In addition to South-West and South Iceland and the Fteroes, /'. pusio

occurs at Southern Norway, but it has not l)een found li\ing in the Danish waters inside the Skaw

(a few dead, probably fossil, vahes have been taken in the Eastern Kattegat). It also occurs at the

British coasts ("on every rock\- coast from Shetland t<.> Cornwall"), along the coast of France and the

Liberian Peninsula, through the whole of the Mediterranean right to Asia Minor. It is further distributed

as far as Madeira, Canar\- Isles, Azores and Liberia, according to Dunker even to the Cape of Ciood Hope.

The vertical distribution extends at Xorwa>- from o to 90 fm., according to Ci. (). Sars, and at

the British Isles from o to 85 fm., according to Jeffreys. Nevertheless, the latter author records the

species as taken by the "Lightning" N. of the Hebrides in 530 fm. and by the "Porcupine" off the west

coast of Ireland in S08 fm. Other authors also record it from great depths, thus Dau tzen berg and

Fischer') from 1360m. and 1494 m. at the Azores, and A. Locard-) from S96— 22S5m. in the Bay

of Biscay and north coast of Spain, as also from 1200 m. W. of the vSoudan. Is it not possible that

these records are based on mistakes? Or were the}' onl)- dead shells which occurred at the great depihs?

Remarks. Pcctcn pusio is here taken sciisii hifiorr. The Inx-nch malacologist A. Locard defin-

itely maintains that the •• I'. pusio" of the authors covers two distinct species, namely: (i) a free-living

species for the whole of its life, of regular form (Pcctcu luuitistrialus Poll); (2) a sjjecies permanently

attached iii adult condition, always of irregular form {P. distortus da Costa); the first species belongs

to the Mediterranean, though excei^tionally occurring in the Atlantic as far as the Bay of Biscay

and coast of Liberia, whereas the latter species is exclusively an oceanic form, with a distribution

from the Azores to Norwa\' 5). It seems to me, howe\er, that Lo card's mode of reast)ning is not

conclusive in the matter. Buccjuoy, Dautzenberg and Dollfus seem likewise most inclined to

consider P. distoiius and /'. uiultistriatus as one and the same species, iiitrr alio^ because Ijoth forms

may be found as members of the same "colon\" and thus in all iMobabilitv' of the same origin. m

Pecten opercularis Linne.

Ostrca opercularis Linne, Syst. Nat. ed. 12, i, 2, 1767, p. 1147. — Piclcii opirciilaris Jeffreys,

Brit. Conch. II, 1)^63, p. 59, PI. 22, fig. 3.

l'i-ct(ii opt-niildris Morch, Vidensk. Medd. Naturhist. P'oren. 1867, ji. ()S.

') Mem. Soc. Zool. de France, X, 1S97, p. 193.

-) Hxped. scient. Travaillcur-Talisiuaii, Moll. Test. II. 1S9S, p, 379-

i) A. Locard: Contrib. a la faune iiialacol lM-ain,-aiNe. XI M(.iio,i;r.ipliic. IVcteii. iS.s.S, p. 3S; idem: Hxped. .scieiit.

Travailleur-Talisiiian, Moll. Test. II, i8gS, p ,177 — 79.

4} MoUusqiies marins du Rous.silloii, II, 18S7— 9S, p. 106.
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The Faeroes:

Morch's list i^ives this species from Kollefjoid (on Stroino)') and from "Fiskebanken" W. of

tlie Fteroes. In recent years Pictcn opcrciilaris has been dredged at the following places:

Klaksvig 10—15 fm. i valve.

Andefjord 16— 23
- i —

Fundingsfjord 12—ca. 20 -
, coarse sand and clay. i sjDec. & 5 valves.

Ejde 5— 6 -
, coarse black sand. 2 valves.

Vestnianhavn 5— 6 -
, fine black sand. i spec.

5~i3 - nuid and black sand. i —
— 10—30 - I valve.

Nolso, deep hole at north end ca. 100 - 2 spec. &; i valve.

Trangisvaag i— 12 - i spec.

62°29' N.L., 7"37'W. L 60 -
, sand and shells. i valve & i fragment.

62' 16.5' — ,
6"6' — 50—60 - 10 valves.

62°i6 — , 5°54' — 50—60 - I valve.

5 miles N. of east point of

Myggences 50 - 2 fragments.

7 — N. by E. of east point

of Myggenses 57 - g valves.

6i°56'N.L., 704'W.L 30 - I valve.

6i°4o' - 7°4o' - 135 - I -
61° — 8°52' — 90 - 2 spec, and i valve.

6o°55' — 8°56' — 69 - 4 valves and some fragments.

9 miles E. S. E. of Bispen .... ca. 70 - 3 valves.

6 — N. by W. of Kalso .

.

60 - 7 spec.

I '/a—2 miles off mouth of Bor-

dovig 20—30 - I spec, and i valve.

16 miles E. by S. of south

point of Nolso ca. 80 - 4 spec.

13 miles W. by vS. of Munken - 150 - 7 valves.

It should be emphasized, that all the specimens taken in the fjords and at the coast itself are

small, at most 24.5 """. In the open sea round about the F'seroes, on the contrary, many large indiv-

iduals have been taken; the largest living specimen measures 65 '""'., the largest of the empty

shells 80""".

The .specimens vary .somewhat in regard to colour and sculpture, just as at other places.

Distribution. Pcctcn opcrcitlaris occurs at the Canary Isles, Madeira and the Azores. It is

connnon in the Mediterranean (including the Aegean) and along the coasts of Europe to Southern

) It is prob,-il)ly these specimens (collected by lap. Steeii st rup) to which Jeffreys refers, when he writes (I.e.

p. 60): ".Steenstrup informs me that he has found it (P. opfrailaris) in Iceland'', the B'iEroese locality being confused with
KoUafjordr in Iceland. rccUn opcrciilaris has never been found at Iceland.
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Norway; its northern boundary, accordino- to Sparrc Scli n cider, is reached in Norwav at Gy^N.L.

It enters the Kattegat, in the sontliern i)art of which it is common, as also into tlie .Sound to the

island Hveen. In the west, as shown abo\'e, it ranges to the Faeroes.

Jeffreys estimates the vertical distribution of the species at o— iSofm., and at Norway accor-

ding to vSars, it only goes down to loo fni. and at the Faeroes to 100(150?) fni. Nevertheless, Jcffrc\'S

states that the "Lightning" and "Poi'cupiue" Exped. have taken it N. of the Hebrides at 530 fm., \V.

of Ireland at 80.S fm. and off the Channel at 257—690 fm., as well as off Portugal at 364 fni., Init it is

not stated whether these were living specimens or empty shells; from the Azores also it is given by

Fischer and Dautzeuberg from a de])th of 1360 m.

Pecten islandicus Miilkr.

PI. I, figs. 4 a—b and c—d (young).

Pccfrn isl/nnficiis M filler, Zool. Dan. Prodrom., 1776, p. 248; Sars, iVIoll. Reg. Arct. Norv., i<S78, p. 16,

PI. 2, fig. 2; Verrill, Trans. Conn. Acad., X, 1S99, p. 72, PI. XVI, fig.s. 2—5. — J^cfri/ Fabricii

Philiiipi, Abb. u. Beschreib. neuer oder wenig gekanuter Couchyl., I, 1845, p. loi, Pecten

Tab. I, fig. 5.

Pfctrii islandicus Fabricius, Fauna groenl., 1780, p. 415; Moller, Index Moll. Groenl., 1842, p. 16;

Morch, Rink's Gronland, 1857, p. 94; \'idensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. 1868, p. 225; Arctic Manual,

1875, P- ^33' Rink's Dan. Greenland, 1S77, p. 442; Becher, Usterr. Polarstat. Jan Mayen III, i886,

p. 68; Posselt, Medd. om Gronland, XXIII, 1898, p. 14.

This species has been taken by the Ingolf-Expedition at the folluwiug places:

vSt. 31. Davis Strait 88 fm. i°6 C. i spec, (small).

- 26. — — 34 - o°6 - I —
- 127. N. of Iceland 44 - 5''6 - 4 valves (i with remains of soft parts).

- 87. W. - — (Brede Bugt). . no - 2 — , ancient in appearance.

- 86. — - — — — . . 76 - I small spec, and several \alves, ancient in

appearance.

6. E. - -- 90 - 7°6 - I young spec.

West Greenland.

Very common from the southernmost parts and as far north as zoological investigations

have been made, namely to Ivsugig.sok (76° N. L,.). The largest s|)eoimen I have seen is from

Pvgedesminde and measures 105 "'"'. It occurs luost frequenth' at depths of 15—50 fm. and jirefers

hard bottom. At some of the colonies (Holstensborg, Egedesminde) the Danes fretiuently send

out men to dredge for it on the "bank.s", where it flourishes in quantity, especiall>- when they have

guests to wliom they wish to offer this Greenland delicacy; its large adductor muscle has a very

good taste and it even seemed to the malacologist H. P. C. Moller "nune tender and finer in the llesli

than Ostrra cdiilis'\ The same author states, in a niannserii>l, that /'. islaudictis "moves very rapidly

by firm beats of the valves and can thus s]iriug almost a fool each time; I have never seen it u.se

the foot".
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East Greenland.

Whole valves, still less living specimens, have not been found; on the other hand, some

fragments have been taken in the dredge off Angmagsalik in 140 fm. (a fragment) and in Forsblads

Fjord in 50—90 fm. (fragments of a larger and a smaller valve). F'urther, a shell fragment has been

found at Rolige Brae in tlie inner part of Scoresby Sound M.

Jan Mayen.

Tlie Austrian Expedition of 1882—S3 found numerous specimens on the nortli side of the

island, 75—95 fm. The Danish Expedition of 1900 obtained 9 living specimens and various valves on

mudd\- l)ottom at a depth of 55 fm.; the largest was 86""" in height.

Iceland.

Prc/fu islaiidicns has not been found at all on the south coast but it is common on the other

coasts of the island. The specimens, wliich are preserved in the Zoological Museum, come from the

following localities

:

East Iceland:

64°27'N. L., i3"27'W. L 84 fm. i valve (fossil perhaps).

64°58' — , i3-=25' - 40 - I -
Faskrudsfjordr 50— 20 - 3 spec, (small).

Outer Reydarfjordr 60—80 - 2 —
Reydarfjordr 86 - i —
Nordfjordrs Floin 35— 55 - i —
Mjofifjordr 40—52 - i —
Seydisfjordr 10 - i —

— at Skulavig 6- i —
Bakkafjordr 20— 28 - i —

— 25—32 - 10 —
— 52—43 - " -- (small)

The largest .specimen is 78"'"' high.

N o r t h I c e 1 a n d

:

Haganesvik 31/2—4 fm. 3 valves.

Axafjordr 22 - 3 spec.

— 30 - 2 valves.

0fjord 2—3 - I spec.

— II - 2 —
66°i7'N.L., i8-^i3'W.L 52 - i —
Kollafjordr 5- i —
— 10 - I — & 3 valve.s.

Veidiley.safjordr 21— 25 - 3 —
') Cf. .All. S. Jensen, Meild. oni (".ronland, XXIX, igoq, pp. 301— 2 and 333.
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It is naturally due to chance that all the shells brought home are small in size, none over

60™"'; in reality very large specimens occur at North Iceland and in extremely large quantities at places.

Hesteyrarfjordr 15

—

17"/^ fni.

Dyrafjordr, inside Thingnses 10—12'/, - ,

— 18 -

— 20 -

Bildudalr 5— 7 -

Fossfjordr 44 -

Talknafjordr 14 -

— ca. 24 -

N.W. of Talkni

Patreksfjordr drag-net on beach

65°i7.5' NX., 23°24' W.L 28 fm.

Hvalfjordr 24 -

Faxafjordr, Keflavik 15— 16 -
,

—
, ca. 2 miles N.E. of Kefla-

West Iceland:

mud and small stones.

vik I9'/,-20'/,

fine, black sand.

ooze.

— , ca. 3 miles N. 59 W. of

Grotta Light 25

Rejkjavik Roads

near Engey

— , Engey 7—^' 1

2

-

Hafnarfjordr 4^7 -

— ,1 mile E.N.E. of Helga-

sker Vager 11 ", -

—
, I mile W.5/^N. of Helga-

sker Vager 147, -

ooze.

2 spec.

15 valves.

7 spec.

I —

1 —
2 valves.

10 spec.

I —
I — & 2 valves.

I —
3
—

Several spec.

I fragment.

I valve.

I spec.

I —
8 -

I —

bottom-temp. 9.3° C. (August). 6

4 —
Even at the southern boundary of its occurrence at Iceland the species attains a considerable

size; the specimens from Hvalfjordr reach a size of up to 80'""', from Reykjavik up to 95™"' and from

Hafnarfjordr up to 78™"'. Outside the fjords however, it has not been taken further south than in

Brede Bugt, and the living specimens from there are only 20— 25""".

[The Faeroes.]

In recent \-ears a number of shells of P. is/ai/dicus, all large (72—90 '""') and with a "fossilized" appear-

ance, have been taken with the dredge at various places out to sea round about the islands, namely:

S. of Myggemes from the line-fishing i valve

Akralejte in N. 57\\'. 12 miles 150 fm. 3 - , fragments.

6i''io'N.L., 5'46'W.L 150—160 - I —
6i'2i' N.L., 5 12'W.L 210 - I —

The lng.ll|.E^pl.Jhilln. II. J. 5
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As no living specimens were forthcoming, it may probably be taken as fairly certain, that

Pecten islandicus no longer lives at the islands.

Remarks. The radiating ribs of the shell begin to appear in the young immediately below

the prodissocouch. In the beginning the shell is provided with very dense, concentric lines (PI. I,

figs. 4 c and d), which in the spaces between the longitudinal ribs give way later to a very characteristic

rasp-like structure (distinct under the lens) (PL I, fig. 4a). The longitudinal ribs themselves are often

smooth, but not rarely rough from down-turned spines or scales. The rasp-like sculpture is almost

always present, if the shell is not too much rubbed; it may be difficult to see or has disappeared only

in the cases, when the radiating ribs lie very closely and are covered with scales, but even on such

specimens it can as a rule be observed on the older parts of the shell (PI. I, fig. 4b). Curiously enough

authors do not seem to have attached any weight to this good distinguishing character, and

Verrill has even recently established a special variety inscnlpfa (I. c, p. 73, fig. 5) for specimens

with such structure; in my experience this is practically never wanting, when carefully sought for

under a lens.

Some few of the Greenland and Iceland specimens belong to the variety, which Chemnitz

has described and figured in Conch\l. Cabinet VII, 1784, p- 318, Tab. 65, fig. 616: the shell is thrown

into undulating, radial folds. I have also a similar variety from Jan Mayen.

Distribution. Prcfcn islandicus is an arctic species, but whether it is circumpolar, as is generally

stated, seems to me more than doubtful. It has been taken, it is true, at Labrador, West Greenland,

Iceland and Spitzbergen, in the Barents Sea and at the entrance to the Kara Sea, but it has not

been found in the Kara Sea nor in the Polar Sea of Siberia'); then it appears again in the Bering

Sea, but it has not been met with in the Polar Sea north of arctic America^), any more than at the

high-arctic East Greenland. In the Atlantic to the south it reaches to Cape Cod and West Norway 5),

in the Pacific to Korea and North Japan +). — Its vertical distribution extends in general from 5 to

50 fathoms, but sometimes it goes deeper down.

Shells ancient in appearance have been taken at many places, where it is certain the species

no longer lives, e. g. at Bohuslan (Malm), in the Kattegat (C. G. Joh. Petersen), in the North Sea

(Metzgeri, at the British coasts (Forbes & Hanley) and off the west coast of Ireland ("Porcupine").

') The Dijinphna-Exped., which made many dredgiugs in the Kara Sea, only got a single small specimen, and it

was not taken in the Kara Sea itself, but in the entrance (Jugor Strait). Nor was it found by the Vega-Exped. in the Polar

Sea of Siberia.

=) Under the distribution of P. islandicus, Posselt (1. c, p. 15) notes "Wellington Channel" and Belcher as his authority.

But on looking up Belcher: "The last of the Arctic voyages" (1855), where P. islandicus is certainly noted among the

:Mo11uscs collected by the Expedition and determined by Lovell Reeve (Vol. II, p. 396), we find the locality given as

"I.ievely, Greenland'', i. e. Godhavn on Disko Isl. in W. Greenland, which was touched at by the Expedition both on the

outward and homeward voyage. "Lievely" is the name given by the EngHsh whalers to Godhavn.
3) The southern boundary lies right down about 59°N.L., where Dr. O. Nordgaard in 1902 took a specimen off

the mouth of Lysefjord (Bergens Museums Aarbog 1903, No. 8, p. 36); Dr. Nordgaard kindly permitted me to see this

specimen, which was 45 mm. high and taken at a depth of ca. 24 fm. At Bergen already, where M. Sars found it, though
only as small, dwarf-like specimens (50 mm. high), P. islandicus is rare, as it is not mentioned in Friele's or Norman's hsts of

the MoUuscan fauna of Bergen Fjord. I have had the opportunity of seeing two specimens from the immediate neighbourhood
of Bergen, taken by Dr. Nord gaard, the one in Radosund at a depth of ca. 5ofm. (height of specimen 29.5mm.), the

other, of the same size, in Alva^rstrommen at a depth of 16 fm. along with Pfch-n opercularis.

1) From Engineer Schonau of the Great Northern Telegraph Co., our Museum has received a specimen from the
coast of Korea and one from the waters S. of Wladiwostock (42°i5'N. L., I30°43' E.L.).
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Nor can I believe, that the shells of this species stated to have been taken off the west coast of

France, 748—1262 m. ("Princesse Alice") and in the Bay of Biscay, 400 ni. r'Caudan") were "fresli"

— unfortunately, the authors say nothing as to the condition of the shells — though Locard makes

the following statement regarding P. ixlaitdiciis : "Cest, conune on le salt, une espcce particnlierement

septentrionale, c^ui ne vient jusque dans nos regions qu'a la condition de se propager en eaux

profondes".')

Pectcii ishiiidictis is not a particularly high-arctic species; it lives in greatest quantity, forming

whole banks of shells, at Finmarken, North Iceland and South-West Greenland as well as on the

fishing banks of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, whereas it occurs much more sparsely at Spitzbergen-).

Morch also remarks, that it does not grow so large in the high north J). As mentioned, it attains a

considerable size even so far south as S. W. Iceland, where the bottom-temperature in August

amounted to 9.3° C.

Pecten aratus Gmelin.

PI. I, figs. 5a— e.

Picfcii arafus Gmelin, Linn. Syst. Nat. ed. 13, 17S8, p. 3327. — Pcctni snlcatiis Jeffreys,

Brit. Conchol. II, 1863, p. 64; Proc. Zool. Soc, 1879, P- 557- — Pcctcii arafus Sar.s, Moll. Reg. Arct.

Norv. 1878, p. 17, Tab. 2, fig. 3.

The "Ingolf Expedition has taken this species at:

St. 98. W. of Iceland 138 fm. 5.9° C. A number of valves.

- 97- - - — 450 - 5-5° - I riglit valve.

- 89. - - — 310 - 8.4^ - I spec. &. I left valve.

9. S.W. - — 295 - 5.8° - II valves.

. 10. - - — 788 - 3.5° - I small spec, (height 6""')-

- 85. - - — 170 - 2 valves.

- 55. S. E. - — 316 - 5.9° - 2 spec.

At Iceland and the Faeroes — where it has not been known hitherto — it has also been

taken at the following places by Danish expeditions:

64^42' N.L., 27-43' W.L 426 fin. 6^ C. i spec.

63°i5' — 22^23' - 170-114 - I —
63°05' — 20°7' — 293 - 2 — S: 13 valves.

63"i2.5' — 2o"o6' — 268 - ca. 20 spec.

6i°i5' ~ 9 35' - ca. 475 - I spec.

The specimens to hand are rather variable both in form and sculpture. As a rule the height is

somewhat greater than the length, but the two dimensions may be almost equal. In consequence of

this the circumference is variable, the lower contom- forming sometimes a i)art of an oblique oval, some-

times an almost perfect arc of a circle. The number of the primary, stronger ribs is extremely variable

") Canipagne du "Caudan", par R. Koehler, 1896, p. 207.

2) Torell: Spitsbergens MoUuskfauna, 1S59, p. 124.

3) Catal. des Moll, du Spitzberg, p. 27. Ann. Soc. Mai. dt Bol.yique, IV. 1S69.
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e. g. 6, 8 (PI. I, figs. 5a & b), 10 and 12. Sometimes the intermediate ribs are almost as well developed as

the primary, so that the difference is not appreciable, and the sculpture then assumes a certain res-

emblance to that in Pecten islandictis ; it lacks however the characteristic intercostal, rasp-like structure

of the latter (PI. I, figs. 5 c & di. Each primary rib again is composed of a varying number of small

ribs, which may be smooth but are usually rough (at least towards the periphery) from the presence

of small, erect scales (PI. i, fig. 5e). All the specimens to hand are grayish-yellow to straw- or orange-

yellow (elsewhere the colour is described as purple-red or rose-red). The largest specimens measured:

Length Height Breadth

29.5 - 29.5- 8 -

28.5 - 29 - 7 -

24.5 - 27 - 7 -

Distribution. Pcctoi aratits ranges from Morea through the Mediterranean to the Atlantic

off Soudan ("Talisman"), Pyrenean Peninsula, France and Ireland, as also north of vShetland'); further,

it occurs from Bohuslan along the coast of Norway to Lofoten ^). Lastly, the Danish investigations

have shown that it goes south of the Fseroes and south of Iceland and a good way up into the

Denmark Strait. Its vertical distribution is placed by Jeffreys at from 20 to 530 fm.; the "Ingolf"

however has taken a living (though small) specimen at a depth of even 788 fm. (St. 10).

Among the synonyms of this species Jeffreys gives Pecteii britci Payraudeau, but French

and Italian authors do not agree with him here. After examining a specimen of P. britci (from

Corsica) sent to our Zoological Museum by Marchese di Monterosato, I consider there is no doubt,

that Jeffreys is right; this means at the same time that P.arahis is distributed in the Mediterranean.

Pecten septemradiatus Muller.

PI. I, figs. 6a—c (\'2iX.scaber).

Ostrea septemradiata Muller, Zool. Dan. Prodr., 1776, p. 248. — Pecten septeinradiatus Jeffreys, Brit.

Conchol. II, 1863, p. 62, PI. 23, fig. i.

This species has been taken by the "Ingolf" at the following stations:

St. 98. W. of Iceland 138 fm. 5.9° C. Fragments of numerous valves.

- 89. - - — 310 - 8.4" - I spec.

9. S.W. - —
295 - 5.8' - I .spec, and 8 valves.

8. - - — 1^6 - 6.0° - Fragments of 4 —
- 85. - - — 170 - — - 1 —
- 55- S. E. - — 316 - 5.9° - I spec.

6. - - — 90 - 7.0° - 2 valves.

I. N.W. of the Fseroes 132 - 7.2° - 7 spec.

') During iiij- participation in the cruise of the "Michael Sars'' in 1902, I obtained a specimen at 6o°2i.5' N. L., 3°

55'W.L, 14S fni.

2) Neman's record of its occurrence right up at 71° i2'3o" N.L., 20°3o'3o" E.L., 135 fni. seems hardly credible and
is based in all probability on an erroneous detenninadou (Niederland. Arch. f. Zoologie, Suppl. Bd. i, 1S81— 83, No. 10 p. 3).
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In recent years, fnrther, it has been taken at other places at Iceland and the Fteroes, namely:

Iceland.

63°i5'N.L., 22''23'W.Iv 170— 114 fm. 2 spec, and 23 valves.

63°i8' — 2i"'3o' — 94 - I fragment.

63°05' — 20°07' — 293 - II valves.

63° 1 2.5' — 20°o6' — 268 - I valve.

Faeroes.

62-29' N.L., 517' W. L 191 fm. 2 valves.

61 "40' — 7°4o' — 135 - ca. 25 valves.

6i'i5' — 9'35' — ca. 475 -
'3 valves.

6i°09' — 7-54' — 180 - 2 spec, and 5 valves.

61 "07' — 9"3o' — 440 - I vah-e.

6i°o6' — 9'2i' — 210 - I —
Akralejte in N. 57 W. 12 miles ca. 150 - 9 spec. X; numerous valves.

13 miles W. by S. of IMunken - 150 - i valve.

PcctcJi sciiiptonradiattts is thus quite connnon round the Faeroes and the south and south-west

of Iceland, which has not been known hitherto. It does not enter the fjords, however, occurring only

in the open sea. It has been taken at depths of 90—475 fm. (li\-ing specimens however only from

132—316 fm.).

The specimens to hand from Iceland and the Faeroes show no small variation with regard to

the sculpture of the shells. Compared with tvpical specimens (from the Kattegat) the\' have on the

whole more numerous folds (8— 13) (PI. I, figs. 6a— b) and are very distincth- radially striated on the left

shell. Some specimens are smooth, in others again the radiating stripes of the left shell are rough

from the presence of small, down-turned scales; lastl>\ the specimens from stations 9 and 89 of the

"Ingolf have not only the stripes on the left valve densely beset with such sharp scales (PI. I, fig. 6 c),

but likewise have the stripes which lie between the radiating folds of the right vahe provided with

small spines. Had transitions not been present, one might have been tempted to consider the last-

named specimens as belonging to an independent species; it will now be most correct to call this, the

most strongly spined form, by the name of var. scahcr.

At the Freroes and Iceland the species attains to a considerable size; the largest specimens

measure:
Length 55 """ Height 52 """ Breadth 13 """

— 55
- — 55

- — 13-5-

Distribution. According to Locard') Pcctoi scptciiiyadiatii.'; does not live in the Mediterranean,

but is an oceanic species occurring off West Africa (Saharal, at the Canaries, the French Atlantic coast

and in the Channel. At the northern parts of the British Isles, as also in tlie southern Skager Rak

J A. Locard: Contrib, a la faune iiialacol. frani^'ai.se, XI. Mouosr. Pectcii. iSS.S, p. 90; idem: Ri'.>i. .soieiit. do la camp,

du "Caudan". 1896, p. 211. English authors are said to have confused with /'. Sfptniiraduilus the more southerly /'. c/avatiis

Poll (= P. inflfxa Poli; P. Dumasii Payraudeau). Cf. also Bucquoy, Dautzeubcrg et Dollfus: I,es Moll, marins du

Roussillon, II, 1887—98, pp. 69—70; cf. also, however, the record of the occurrence of /'. siptemraiiiatus at Bouches du Rhone, p. S02.
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and iu the eastern Kattegat (its southern boundary lies in the Sound at Hveen Island). Further it is

very common along the Norwegian coast, right up to Varanger Fjord (7o°N.L.) and, as shown above,

our knowledge of its distribution has been extended to embrace also the Atlantic at the Faeroes and

at south and south-west Iceland. — The bathymetric distribution extends from 15 to over 300 fm.

]M. Sars considered P. sepfewradmhes (P. dafz/cus Cheran.) as an arctic species'), and G. O. Sars

inclines to the same view, as his father has found the same species \ery common in the fossil con-

dition in the older glacial marl. As will have been seen from the above list, the "Ingolf has only

taken this bivalve at localities with fairly high temperature; nor has the species been foimd elsewhere,

where the conditions are "arctic" in the hydrographical sense of the word. As it is inconceivable,

that the above authors could have made an erroneous determination of this easily recognized species,

I venture to conclude that P. septoiiradiahis belongs to a layer, which has been deposited under

milder climatic conditions. I notice also, that W. C. Brogger has put forward quite the same view.

He writes namely^): "When we see, what a considerable size this species attains to in the Isocardia-

clay (up to more than 62"""), there is no reason for believing it to be originally an arctic species, the

less so, as it does not occur at all in the living or fossil, high arctic fauna. It is therefore undoubt-

edly a typically boreal species".

Pecten tigrinus Miiller.

Pecten Hg('e)rmus Miiller, Zool.Dan. II, 1788, p. 26, Tab.6o, figs.6—8; Jeffreys, Brit. Conchol. II, 1863,

p. 65, PI. 23, fig. 2.

Pecten iigcriims Morch, Vidensk. Meddel. Naturh. Foren. 1868, p. 226 and p. 229.

The "Ingolf" has taken this species at:

St. 86. W. of Iceland (Brede Bugt) 76 fm. 9 valves (fragments).

Iceland.

Jeffreys gives "Iceland" as the home of this pretty species, as also Morch, who mentions

Torell as his authority-. In addition to the above locality from the "Ingolf, P. tigrimis has been

taken iu recent years at the following places at South Iceland:

63°i5'N.L., 22°23'W.L 170—ii4fm. i valve.

63°3o' —
, 20 14' — 42 - I —

Vestmannaeyjar 30 -
,
gravel with shells. 3 —

—
49 -

.
clay with a little mud. 5 —

63°2i'N.I:,., 17^31'W.L 69 -
,
black sand. 2 —

63°2i' —
,

I7"'i5' — 58 -
,
sand, stones, .shell-gravel. 15 —

63"24' —
1
17' 5' ~ 70 -

)
black sand w. stones and shells, i spec, and 9 valves.

The largest of these shells mea.sures: length 21.5™™, height 22'mm

') M. Sars: Fossile Dyrelevninger fra Quartserperioden, 1865, p. 127.

2) W. C. Brogger: Om de senglaciale og postglaciale nivaforandringer i Kristianiafeltet, 1900- 1901, p. 469.
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Faeroes.

In an appendix to "Fannnla Moll. Insul. Freroensiuni" jMorcli (I.e.) has added /-'. figrimis to

the fanna of the islands, withont however stating the locality. In recent years it has been taken at

many places ronnd the islands at depths of 20— 150 fni., as will appear from the following list:

Vestmanhavn 10—30 fm. i valve.

Nolso, deep hole at north end ca. 100 - i spec, and i valve.

62°29' N.L., 7°37'W.L 60 - 2 valves.

62' 16' —
,
5^54' - 50- 60 - 5 -

5 miles N.E. of east point of Myggenses. . 50 - 2 —
7 — N.byE. - - — - — ca. 57

- i —
13 — S. of Myggenassholm ca. 70 - 28 —
61^40' N.L., 7'40'W.L 135 - 6 —
6i°o6' — , 8" 30' — 61 - 2 —
60^55' -

.
8°56' - 69 - I -

5 miles S.S. E. of Bispen 50 - i —
9 — E. S. E. - — ca. 70 - 22 —
6 — N.byW. - Kalso 60 - 2

1^2— 2 miles off month of Bordovig. . . 20—30 - i spec.

16 miles E. byS. of S. point of Nolsci . . ca. 80 - 4 valves.

Akralejte in N.57W. 12 miles ca. 150 - i spec, and 10 valves.

13 miles W. byS. of Mnnken ca. 150 - i — - 90 —

The largest of these shells measnres: length 32"""., height 31.5"".

These shells from Iceland and the Foeroes vary greatly in regard to form, sculptnre and colonr.

Forbes and Hanley have given the following description which agrees well with onr shells: "Some-

times the surface is otherwise smooth, sometimes there is a marginal belt of narrow and very closely

disposed depressed radiating costellse; occasionally these latter extend over the whole shell with or

without the presence of about five principal radiating ribs, which are rounded, generally broad, and

variable in amount of elevation (var. cosfa fa Jeffreys)".') In the last variety the margin of the shell

is sometimes inflexed.

Distribution. P. tigrinus is distributed along the west coast of Europe from the north of

Spain to West Finmarken, also over the Fteroes to South and South-West Iceland; it goes further

into the Kattegat. The vertical distribution is given by Jeffreys as 5— 180 fm.

Remarks on /'. figriiins and P. sfriatus.

Pecfcii figrimis and P. sfriafiis are as a rule most readily distinguished from one another by

the hindmost ears in the former being almost rudimentary, but well-developed in the latter; further,

the radiating ribs in P. sfriafiis are beset with short \-aulted spines or prickles, whereas these are

lacking in P. figrimis. Sometimes, liowever, it is not at all easy to separate them, as the posterior

') Forbes and Hanley; A liistorj- of British JloUusca, II, 185.^, p. 286.
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ears in P. tigrinus ina\- be fairly large, and the hindmost part of the shell may show a trace of being

echinated; on the other hand, the nnmber of the spined ribs in P. siriafits may be limited to two, even

to one along the anterior edge of the shell, whilst the whole of the remaining part of the shell in

form and sculpture agrees with P. tigrimis.

Pecten striatus Mullen

Pecten striahis Miiller, Zool. Dan. II, 1788, p. 26, Tab. 60, figs. 3—5; Jeffreys Brit.Conchol.il, 1863,

p. 69, PL 23, fig. 4.

Pecten striatus Morch, Vidensk. Meddel. Naturh. Foren. 1867, p. 98.

At Iceland the "Ingolf Expedition took this fragile species at:

St. 98. W. of Iceland (Brede Bugt) 138 fm. 5.9° C. 4 valves.

- 86. - - — — — 76 - 8 —
- 87. - - — — — no - 3 —

6. S.S. E. of — 90 - 7° C. 3 spec. &; i valve.

- 51- — 68 - 7.32= - I _ - I _

It has later been taken at Iceland at the following places:

63°i5'N.L., 22°23'W.L 170— ii4fm. i spec, and 12 valves.

63°2i' — ^7°3i' — 69 - 3 valves.

63°2i' — i7°i5' — 58 - I valve.

The largest of these shells is 20 """. high.

At the Faeroes, where it had already been noted by Morch, P. striatus has been taken at the

following places:

Thorshavn, outer roads 12— 16 fm. i valve.

Nolso, deep hole at north end ca. 100 - i spec.

6i°4o' N.L., 7°4o'W.L i35 - i valve.

16 miles E. by S. of south point

of Nolso - So - 7 spec, and i valve.

Akralejte in N. 57\V., 12 miles - 150 - 5 valves.

13 miles W. by S. of Munken - 150 - 3 —

The largest of these .shells is 22.5 '"™. high.

Distribution. P. striatus occurs in the Western Mediterranean (from Sicily) and ranges along

the west of Europe to West Finmarken in Norway; it goes over the Fseroes to South and South-

West Iceland'). It enters tlie Kattegat as far as Hellebcek and Samso. The vertical distribution is

given by Jeffreys to be from 5 to 180 fm.

Regarding its relation to P. tigrinus. see notes under the latter.

I) The record given by Becher, that the Austrian Expedition has taken the species on the north side of Jan Mayen,
140— 180 ui. (Osterr. Polarstat. Jan Mayen, i8S6, III, p. 68) is undoubtedly based on an erroneous determination.
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Pecten imbrifer Loven.

PI. II, fig. I [\i\v. iiKi/or) &. fig. 2 (vav. niiimr).

Prcfoi iiiihrifrr Ivoven, Index Moll. vScaiid., 1S46, p. 31 ; Dall, Hull. Mu.s. Coiiip. Zool. Harvard Coll. XII

1886, p. 220, PI. IV, fig. 4; Friele 8: Grieg, Norw. North-Atlantic Expcd., Mollu.sca III, 1901, p. 8.

— Pfctoi )iiaiiiiUafns M. vSar.s, Christ. Vid. Selsk. Forh. 1873, p. 12. — /\rfri/ /foskyiisid. O. Sars,

Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv., 1878, p. 20, PI. 2, fig. i ; van iiin/or Leche, K. Sv. \'cteii.sk. Akad. Handl. 16,

No. 2, 1S78, p. 35; Collin, Dijniphna-Togtets zool.-bot. Udb^'tte, 1886, p. 453; \&x. piis/iilos/is

Verrill, Trans. Conn. Acad. V, 1SS2, p. 581, PI. 42, fig. 22. — Cyr/oprctni piixfii/osiiK Verrill,

Trans. Conn. Acad.X, 1899, p. 70, fig. i & p. 83, PI. 19, figs. 3, 4; Verrill & P.usli, Proc. Unit.

StaL Nat. AIu.s. XX, 1898, p. 839, PI. 85, figs. 5, 6, 10, ii. — Cyclopicfni stihiiiibrifcr Verrill

& Bnsh, Tran.s. Conn. Acad. X, 1S99, p. 84; Proc. Unit. vStat. Nat. Ahis. XX, 1898, p. 840,

PI. 85, figs. 8, 9. — Pfcfni hiiidiis Noniann, Niederland. Arch. f. Zool, .Supjd. I!d. I, 1881—82,

No. 10, p. 2, PI. I, fig.s. 5, 6, 7, 8.

Pfcfrii //('.v/-i7/.v/ P'riel e, Nyt Mag. f. Naturvidensk. 24 Bd., 1879, p. 222; P>echer, Osterr. Polarst. Jan

Mayen, 1886, III, p. 68. — Prctcii hiihrifcr Posselt, Medd. oni (yronland, XIX, 1895, p. 66; ibid.

XXIII, 189S, p. 12; J ensen, ibid. XXIX, 1905 (1909), p. 332; Hagg; Arkiv for Zoologi, Bd.2, 1904,

No. 2, p. 30; var. lanicllosn Posselt, Medd. om frronland, XXIII, i8g8, p. 13, PL i, fig. i.

Prcfi-ii iiiibrifcr has been taken bv the "Ingolf" at:

St. 115

- 116,

- 98,

- 97

- 87

- 90.

9-

- 85,

- 81

- 54

- 59

- H3'

S. of Jan Mayen 86 fm.

- 371 -

W. of Iceland 138 -

- - - 450 -

S.W.

S.

E.

no

568

295

170

485

691

310

N. of the Ficroes 388

0.1° C. I valve.

0.4° - 3 spec, and a nunibe

5-9° - ca. 35 spec.

5-5° - I spec, and 3 \alves.

I valve.

4.4° - 3 valves (fragments).

5.8° - I valve.

7 \-al\-es.

6.1° - ca. 65 spec.

3-9' - 2 valves.

0.1° -
3 —

0.4= - I spec.

West Greenland.

Dnring ni\- cruise with the "Tjalfe" I took P.iiiibri/cr in I)a\is .Strait at:

66"22' N. E., 57' 16' W. L 360 fm. 6 spec.

The Swedish p;xpedition of 1871 found it in Umanak b'jord at 397 fm. and in Baffins B;i\ at 227 fm.

East Greenland.

Danish P^xpeditions have taken P. imbrifer at the followini; [)laces:

Off Scoresby Sound 167 fm. 1 valve.

Forsblads Fjord 50 - i —
— — 50—90 - ^'•''- 125 spec.

The Ingolf-Expi-aition. II. ,-•
"*
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The Swedish Expedition of 1900 took P.iinbrifer at:

vS. ?:. of Pendiihnn Island (74°35' N.L.) 79 fni. i spec.

Jan Mayen.

In addition to at the above stations of the "Ingolf", P.iinhrifcr has been taken by the Norwegian

North-Atlantic Exped. at a depth of 263 fm. (bottom-temp. — 0.3° C.) and by the Austrian Exped. at a

depth of 75—95 fm.

Iceland.

In addition to at the 8 "Ingolf" stations, P.iinhrifcr has been taken by the "Thor" at:

63°05'N.L., 20°7'W.L 293 fm i spec, and 10 valves.

62°57' — i9°58' - 500 - . I — - 9 —

The Faeroes.

As well as N. of the Fteroes, as noted above, P. iinbrifcr has been taken (by the "Thor") S. W.

of the Fseroes, at:

61" 15' N.L., 9°35' W. L ca. 475 fm. 12 spec, and 25 valves.

Remarks. The specimens to hand of Pccfnt iinbrifrr from East Greenland and from Jan

Mayen differ from the Atlantic specimens (W., S. W. and S. of Iceland, as well as S. W. of the Fteroes)

in attaining to a greater size, namely 15—22 "'"'. for full-grown specimens, against 10— 12 "'"'. in the

Atlantic, as also in the fact, that the posterior ears of the shell are relatively large (cf. in PI. II figs.

I a, b, c, d, e and f with figs. 2 a and b).

On the whole the Polar vSea form probably reaches a greater size than the Atlantic. The

specimens brought home by the Dijmphna Exped. from the Kara Sea measure up to 21 '""'., and Lcche

records the maximum .size from the Kara Sea as 22'""'.'); F'riele and Grieg give 20""". as being not

nncommou for high-arctic specimens, whereas the species does not become more than 11 '""'. at the

Norwegian coast. Leche for his specimens found it convenient to set up a \-2a. iiiajor\ I quite agree

with this and propose therefore to call the southern, smaller form van minor. So far as m\- experience

goes, the variety major also differs from the more southerly form by having as a rule the ]iosterior

ears of the shell relatively large (comp. in PI. II figs, i a— f [\^x. major) with figs. 2 a—b (var. minor]).

I am of o])ini()n, therefore, that the forms major and minor represent geographical subspecies, connected

resi^ectively with the "cold" (or transitional belt to this) and the "warm" area in the deeper region.s.
2)

Within each of these subspecies there are numerous modifications in regard to the sculpture

of the left valve. Posselt (I.e.) has some pertinent remarks on this point. Whilst Posselt received

his impressions from "a consideration of the figures cited", I have been able to observe the transitions

on the material before me and I may take the opportunity of illustrating these not uninteresting

conditions by some figures.

; In the Vega-Exped. Veteusk. lakttagelser III, 1SS3, p. 452 J.,eche records the species from the Bering Sea with

an even greater size, namely 30 "'"'., but the specimens in question I have had the opportunitv of seeing in the Riks-Museum
at Stockhohn, do not belong to this species.

-) The specimens from St. 59 and St. 143 of the Ingolf, with negative temperatures, are small but seem, to judge
foni the relatively large, posterior ears of the shell, to be the young of var. major.
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The lilies of .growth on the ri,i;'lit \'alve appear as iiuiiierous, low and sharp folds, whilst the left \-al\-c,

in addition to similar folds, bears in general radialU' arranged, pored, small vesicles (1*1. II, figs, ig -h),

the number of which increases towards the perij)hery, new ones arising regularl)- in the interspaces.

Closer consideration shows, that the vesicles ha\'e the lower edge free and that they are simply

outgrowths of the concentric lamelUe. Thus, we iiia\- find some specimens, in which the left valve

in regard to sculpture onl\- differs in the main from the right Ity some few, distant rows of \-ery

small, pocketdike outgrowths (PI. II, fig. la), but geiierall\- their number is large (fig. 1 b). Other specimens

have larger and fewer, rather vaulted outgrowths (fig. i c). In others again the vesicles are so

broad and flat, that tlies- almost meet one another (fig. i e). Lasth', we find in the \-ariety I'tincllosa

Posselt (fig. if) a form where the vesicles are fused together to concentric, porous wrinkles, formed

of projecting, down-turned lamelhe, which at their lower free margin reach to and rest on the next

wrinkle; the lamella are in general interrupted and broken, so that only remnants of them remain as

sharp combs. The vesicular outgrowths are also broken off more or less and their position is then

shown as a concavity in the line of growth; sometimes almost all the \X'sicles are rubbed off, so that

the lines of growth appear like the cogs on a cog-wheel (fig. id & li). Among other variations it may

further ije mentioned, that the upper part of the shell may be almost completely smooth and the

outgrowths appear onh- towards the margin, as shown in fig. 2a; lasth', fig. 2b represents a specimen

in which the left \-alve is almost quite smooth.

I would not have entered so much into detail on these points had not Prof. A. R. \'errill

and Miss Katherine I>usli raised these variations to the rank of species; \\\ii\\ Pccttii [^iisfulosiis

and P.snbiiiibrif\r are in fact based on specimens such as are represented in my figures ic and id.

Distribution. The form iiiajor is an arctic, deep-water form (30—400 fin., perhaps even deeper,

65ofni.M, occurring at Ivist Greenland, Jan Mayeii and Spitzbergen, in the Barents Sea and the Kara

Sea-). The form iniitoy is an Atlantic, deep-water form, which occurs in Davis Strait and off the east

coast of the United States of North America, down to ca. 4o°N.U, along West and South Iceland, vS.

of the p-teroes and at the western and northern coasts of Norway. The "Thor" has taken it S. E. of

the Ficroes (6i°25'N.L., 4°39'W.L., 210 fin.) and in the North Sea (58 32' N.I^., 4°i.S'E.L., 147 fin.). How

far the species goes southwards along the west coast of Europe cannot be stated'), as I\ inibrijcr is

said not to be identical — as assumed earlier — with the Mediterranean-Atlantic /'. Iloskyiisi Forb.i).

Pecten vitreus Chemnitz.

PiiUiiiiii vifrcniii Chemnitz, Conch. Cab. VII, 1784, p. 335, PI. 67, Pig. 637a. — rcclcii vilnus G. O.

Sar.s, Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv., 187S, p. 21, PI. 2, fig. 5; Jeffrev.s, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1879, P- S^^G

Smith, Chall. Rep. XIII, 1885, p. 303. — Palliolitw vitr.uin VerriU, Traii.s. Conn. Acad. X,

I) St. 192 of the Norwfg. North-.\tlaiitic Exped. lies at 69 '46' N.I,., ir,°i.s' I'M,, with a dqith of 6.(9 fin. and hottoni-

temp. of —0.7° C, but I have not seen specimens from here.

'-) Leche's record of its occurrence in the Bering Sea is due to an erroneous determination, as shown on p. 26 note 1.

i) Dautzenberg & Fischer record it right down at the .\zores (Ura.ya.iies effectues par rUiK.ndelle el par la

Princesse AUce; Mem. Soc. Zool. France 1897, T. 10, p. 192).

\) Cf. Dall, l!ull Mus. Comp. Zoologv, XII, 1SS6, pp.214 and 220.

4*
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1899, p. 66, PI. 18, figs. 6— 13. — Prctcn abyssorum (Loven M. S.) G. O. Sars, Moll. Reg.

Arct Norv., 1878, p. 22, PI. 2, fig. 6. — Chlamys Chaperi Dautzenberg & Fi.seller, Mem.

Soc. Zool. France X, 1897, p. 190, PI. 5, figs. 5—8.

Pectcn vitrcus Posselt, Medd. oni Gronland, XXIII, 1898, p. 11.

This species has been taken by the "Ingolf Expedition at:

St. 28. Davis Strait 420 fm. 3.5° C. 3 spec.

- 25. — 582 - 3.3° - 3 — and I valve.

- 98. W. of Iceland 138 - 5.9" - i — - 4 valves.

- 90. — 568 - 4.4° - 3 valves.

- 10. — 788 - 3.5" - 7 spec, and i valve.

- 9-
- 295 - 5.8° - 2 - - I -

8. S. W. of Iceland 136 - 6 ° - 3 valves.

- 80. — 935 - 4 ° - I valve.

- 78. — 799 - 4.5° - 2 sjDcc. and 32 valves.

- 73-
- 486 - 5-5° - 2 -

- 69. ,S. of Iceland 589 - 3.9° - i — and 6 valves.

- 68. - 843 - 3.4'' - 3 -
- 39-

- 865 - 2.9° - 7 -
- 67. — 975 - 3 ° - 6 — and 3 valves.

- 40. - 845 - 3.3° - 16 -
- 7-

— 600 - 4.5° - I —
- 46. W. of the Fsetoes 720 - 2.4° - i —

The largest of these specimens (from St. 25) measnres: length 25"""., height 25.5"""., breadth

8'""'.; the second largest (from St. 40): length 19"""., height 19.5"""., breadth 7"'"'.

Further, P. vitrcus has been taken b}- the "Thor" at the following places:

Iceland.

63=05' N.L., 2o°7'W.L 293 fm. i spec, and 5 valves.

63"i2.5' — 2o'o6' — 268 - 7 — - I valve.

62°57' - 19° 58' — 500 - I — - 40 valves.

62°io.5' — i9°36' — ca. 1000 - 3 —
63=21' — i6°22' — 263^295 - 3 —

Faeroes.

6i°8' N.Iv., 9°46'W. L 450 fm. i spec, (on .spine of Cidaris).

6i°i5' — 9^35' _ ca.475 - 6 — and 17 valves.

Remarks. Examination of the numerous sjaecimens at hand has led me to the same view as

that held by Jeffrey.s, Norman, Verrill, Friele and Grieg, namely that P. abyssorum (Loven)
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vSars is only a variety of P.vitrius Clieniii.') On llie one liaiul, there are all transitions from the densely

scaled to the perfectly smooth specimens; on the other, we find specimens which have jnst as thin valves

and just as small ears as /'. abyssoriiii/ in combination with a sculpture such as we find in J\ '.'itrrus.

Distribution. The investigations of tlie "luf^olf" show that Pnlcii vitrnix does not enter into

the "cold" area, but keeps to places with positive bottom-temperature (2.4'-'—6' C.) in the southern part

of the Davis and Denmark Straits, also south round Iceland over to the Fieroes, in 136 to 975 fni.^)

On the European side the species ranges from I^ofoten along the Norwegian coast, 50—650 fm. (Sars),

into the northern part of the North Sea, ca. 150 fm. ("Thor") and down into the Skager Rak, ca. 240—

350 fm. ("Thor"'). Further, it occurs lietweeu the Fa;roes and Hebrides, 229— 650 fm. ("Lightning"), off

the west coast of Ireland, France and the Pyrenean Peninsula, 90— 994 fm. ("Porcupine"), in the Bay

of Biscay, ca. 340—895 fm. ("Caudan"), N. of the Azores, 2240 fm. ("Travailleur-Talisnian"), at the

Azores, ca. 445— 840 fm. ("Princesse Alice") 5), at the Canaries and W. of Morocco and vSoudan, ca. 85

—

iioo fm. ("Travailleur-Talisman"), Sargasso vSea, 1650 fm. (id.) as also in the Mediterranean (to Sicily).

In the Western Atlantic it occurs off Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, 57—4oofm. and further south

as far as Florida, going down to a depth of 1537 fm. off Chesapeake Bay (Verrill). It has also been

taken off the west coast of Patagonia, 140—400 fm., at the Philii^piues, 100— 700 fm. and at the south

of Japan, 345 fm. ("Challenger").

Pecten similis Laskey.

Pcctcii similis Laske\-, Mem. Wern. Soc. I, 1811, p. 387, pi. 8, fig. 8; Jeffrey.s, Brit. Conchol. II, 1S63,

p. 71, PL 23, fig. 5.

At Iceland the "Ingolf" has taken this species at:

St. 98. W. of Iceland 138 fm. 5.9" C. 8 valves

- 86. - - — (Brede Bugt) 76 - 6 —
- 87. - - — — 110 - I —
- 85. S.W. - — 170 - I spec, and 15 \alves.

- 6. S.E. - - 90 - 7.0° C. 3 -

The largest of these specimens (vSt. 98) measure: length 7""", height 6.25""".

Further, /-". similis has been taken S. of Iceland at

63° 15' N. L., 22" 23' \V. L. 170— 114 fm. Numerous spec,

as well as at the following places at the Faeroes:

Klaksvig 10—15 f'"- - ^''ilve.s.

Fundingsfjord 12—ca. 20 - coarse sand 23 —
Vestmauhavn 5—6 - fine black sand 2 —
61-40' N. E., 7° 40' W. L. 135 - 5 -

) III his great work iin the- Mcillusca from tlic "Hxprd. si-iiiit. du Travailli'in- it du T.disiiian" (T, II, 1898, p. 39S)

A. Locuril niaiiitaiiis the opposite view.

=
) Posselt records a specimen from Sukkerl<>i)peii ialmosl in tlie same latitude as St. .'S of tlie ••Iiii;oh"l at 15—

20 fm., tint the specimen has certainly not been living at this shallow ilepth.

j| It can be seen from the figures, that Chlamys C/uipi-r: Dautzeuberg and iMsclier (1, c.i is identical with the

present species.
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13 miles S. of Myggensesholm ca. 70 fm. 85 valves.

9 - E. S. E. of Bispen - 70 - ca. 100 valve.s.

6 - N. by W. of Kalso 60 - i spec.

16 - E. hy S. of south point of Nolso 80 - i valve.

13 - W. b\- S. of Muiiken - 150 - 24 —

This pretty little Pecten was not known earlier from Iceland or from the Fteroes.

Distribution. Pcctrii siniilis ranges from the Gulf of Aegina through the Mediterranean, from

Madeira along Europe to West Finmarken and into the eastern Kattegat; over the Faeroes it reaches

to vSouth and South-West Iceland. According to Jeffreys it is also said to occur at Jamaica and

Korea. The same author gives its vertical distribution at from 2 to 300 fm.

Pecten groenlandicus Sowerby.

Pcctcii vifrciis (non Chemnitz) Gray, Parry's first voyage, 1820, vSuppl. to App. p. 245. — Pcctcii groen-

landicus Sowerby, Thes. Conch. II, 1842, p. 57, PL 13, fig. 40; Sars, Moll. Reg. Arct.

Norv. 1878, p. 23, PI. 2, fig. 4. — Cainptoucclcs grotnlandica Verrill, Proc. Unit. Stat. Nat.

Mu.s., XX, 1898, p. 837, PI. 85, fig. 7.

Pecten gronlandicHs Morcli, Rink's Gronland, 1857, p. 94; Medd. Naturh. Foren. 1868, p. 226; Arctic

Manual, 1875, p. 133; Rink's Dan. Greenland, 1877, p. 442; F'riele, Nyt Mag. f. Naturvidensk.,

24 Bd., 1879, p. 222; Becher, Osterr. Polarst. Jan Mayen, III, 1886, p. 69; Posselt, Medd.

om Gronland, XIX, 1895, p. 65; ibid. XXIII, 1898, p. 9; Hagg, Ark. f. Zoologi, 1904, Bd. 2,

No. 2, p. 28; Jensen, Medd. om Crronland XXIX, 1905 (1909), p. 331.

The "Ingolf" has taken this species at:

vSt. 24. Davis Strait 1199 fm. 2.4° C. 2 valves.

- 115. S. of Jan Mayen. ... 86 - 0.1° - Numerous spec,

- 116. — - - .... 371 - —0.4° - I valve.

- 126. N. qI Iceland 293 - —0.5° - 3 —
- 128. — - 194 - 0.6° - 17 —
- 127. - - 44 - 5-6° - 3 -
- 85. S.W. of - 170 - 20 —
- i8- - - - "35 - 3° - I —
- 81. - - - 485 - 6.1" - 4 spec.

- 69. S. - - 589 - 3.9° - 6 valves.

- 40. - - - 845 - 1.2," - I -
4- li. - - 237 - 2.5° - 2 —

- 58- - - - 211 - 0.8° - 3 spec, and a number of valves.

- 59- " - - 310 - —0.1° - I spec.
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West Greenland.

At the northern part I^ccfr)i ornriihuidicns lias been taken l)y .Swedish ICxpeditions in Unianak

Fjord and in llaffins IJay, 12— 227 f'"-> '\^' the Fox Exped. in Melville P>ay and at Ca])e York. On the

American side it is known ri^ht np to 8i°4i' N. L. (Discovery Bay).

East Greenland.

Here P. grooilaiidinis has been taken both by Danish and by Swedish Expeditions at the

following places:

Off Angmagsalik 25^40 fin. cla\-. 15 .spec.

Tasin.sak 30—50 - 9 —
Gdesnnd S^^S - stones with alg;e. 2 —
Cape Dalton 9— 11 - cla\- with small stones. i fragnient.

Off Henry Land ca. 20 - stones. i val\-e.

Tnrner Sound ca. 3 - i spec, and i valve.

Hekla Havii 3—" - ca. 20 spec.

Hnrry Inlet 10 - clay. - 50 —
Fleming- Inlet iiS - red clay. i valve.

Month of F'orsblads Fjord . 14— 3
- ca. 70 spec.

F'orsblads F'jord go— 50 - cla\- with sharp stones. 6 spec.

Cape Borlase Warren .... 10 - Laminaria. i —
Sabine Island. — 4 —
S. F;. of Hvalros Island . . . 42—53 - mud and stone.s. Nnmerons spec.

S. F;. of Pendnlum Island . . 79 - . . - 2 spec.

It has thus been found at many places o\-er the distance from 65''35' N. E. to 74 '35' N. L. and

reaches the considerable size of 2S.5""". (Forsblads Fjord).

Jan Mayen.

According to iMiele P.gyoriilaiidicus is common at a depth of 30-ioofm.; the Danish Ivxped-

ition of 1900 took over 300 living s]iecimens at a depth of 55 fm. and on ooze bottom, ,ind the "Ingolf",

as mentioned, found numerous specimens at a depth of 86 fm. on mudil\- bottom; the .\nslrian ENjH-d.

also dredged up numerous specimens. It reaches a length of 22 """.

Iceland.

In addition to the "Ingolf" stations mentioned, /'. grorii/niidinis has been taken at the following

places by Danish Expeditions:

5 miles E. of Se)'disfj6rdr (east coast) 135 fm. i spec.

6— 7 miles N. of Borgarfjordr (N. W. coast) 85 - i —
N. F;. of Eaiiganes (N. \V. coast) 70 - I frat^m. (on tube of Oiiupliis).
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Also on the S. coast of Iceland at:

63°05' N. L., 20°7' \V. L 293 fni. Numerons spec.

62°57' — I9°58' — 500 - 12 spec. & 23 valves.

Faeroes.

P.groriilaiidicus has been taken off the islands at:

63°i5' N. ly., 9^35' W.L, 270 fm. 2 spec.

63°03' — 9°28' — 275 - I — & 4 valves.

6i°i5' — 9°35' — ca. 475 - ca. 150 spec.

6i°7' — 9°3o' — W^ ' ^o spec. &. 19 valves.

Distribution. Pcctrii grocnhindiciis occurs further at Spitzbergen (30— 26ofni., Norweg. North-

Atlantic Exped. and others), Fininarken (30— 150 fni., Sars), in the Barents Sea (7—250 fm., "Will.

Barents") and the Kara Sea (5— 125 fm., "Dijmphna", Leche) as also in the Siberia Sea as far as to

116^ E.L. (15—36 fni., "Vega"). It has not been met with in the Bering Sea, and it is therefore doulst-

fully circumpolar. On the other hand, it occurs in the arctic seas N. of America, in the western part

of Davis Strait, as well as off Newfoundland (130— 224 fm., VerriU). In high-northern seas it is one

of the most frequent Molluscs and occurs in such incredible numbers, that the trawl can take it sometimes

by hundredweights (cf. Kranse, Mollnsken von Ostspitzbergen, Zool. Jahrb. Abth. f. Syst. 6. Bd., P341).

Apart from its arctic distribution P. grocnlaudic2is has also another, in the Atlantic. As shown

above, it has been taken in the Atlantic S. of Iceland and S. of the Fceroes; Jeffreys records it from

the waters N. of the Hebrides (542 fm.), W. and S. of Ireland (257—5i7fm., "Lightning" and "Porcu-

pine"); the "Thor" has taken i: off the Channel (625- 670 fm.), the "Caudan" in the Bay of Biscay

(500 and 740 fm.), the "Travailleur" and "Talisman" also in the Bay of Biscaj' (365—610 fm.) and N. of

Spain (570—625 fm.), the "Josephine" between the Azores and Gibraltar (550 fm.), the "Travailleur" and

"Talisman" W. of Morocco and W. of Soudan (410—05 fm.).

Remarks. In high-northern regions P.grociiliDidiciis reaches a considerable size; at E.Green-

land, we have heard, it becomes up to 28.5™™. long, at Jan Mayen 22 '""'., in the Kara Sea 28"'"'.'), at

Spitzbergen even 32.5'""'.^). In comparison with these sizes all my specimens from the true Atlantic

are very small; the largest is only 10.75 "'". ^ believe therefore, that the P. grooilandiciis living in the

Atlantic is a dwarf-form. With this agrees also Locard's remark regarding the specimens taken by the

"Travailleur-Talisman", that they belong to a var. i/iiiior^^) and Jeffreys' statement that the specimens

taken by the "Porcupine" P^xped. off the British Isles were "young only" 4); I believe, that the .species in

the warm Atlantic is already full-grown at a size, which in the Polar Sea would still be considered young.

As it is still constantly stated, that the left valve is considerably larger than the right, I may

say J.Collin is perfectly right when he writes (I.e., p. 452): "in most .... the valves are of the same

') Collin has introduced the term var. major for specimens from the Kara Sea; Dijniphna-Togtets Zool.-bot. Ud-

bytte, 1886, p. 452.

2) N. Knipowi tsch; Zool. Krgebn. d. russ. Exped. nach Spitzbergen. Moll, luid Brachiop. I, p. 79; Ann. Mus. ZooL

St. retersbourg, T. VI, 1901.

3j Exped. scient. du Travailleur et du Talisman; Moll. Test. II, 1898, p. 399.

4) Proc. Zool. Soc, 1879, p. 560.
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size, only in a few does the inaroin of the left valve extend a trifle beyond that of the rij^ht, without

however bending over it" and p. 453 (under Pcctoi Iloskyiisi Forbes var. major Leche): "in all verv

thin-shelled /'<'Y-/c7/'-fornis the weakest \-al\e gives way at the edge, when the animal retracts strongiv

on dying, thus producing the characteristic concavity, which runs concentrically with the margin of the

shell, the sculpture markings on the right valve gi\-ing this a greater firmness".

In his diary written on the Danish East (ireenland Exj^edition of igcx), the \oung zoologist

Soren Jensen, since dead, entered the following observations regarding P. grooilaitdiciis : ''.... this

small l^ivalve is able to swim when fully-developed. It opens and shuts the valves, beating the

water out during the latter process with consiilerable force and thus moving backwards through

the water. The specimens which la\- on the l>ottom of a glass with water, coidd in this way "gaj)e"

their way right np to the surface".

Pecten frigidus Jensen.

PI. I, figs. 7 a— f.

1S76. Pccfcii fragiiis Jeffreys, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) XVIII, p. 424 (partim).

1877. P-fragilis Friele, Nyt Mag. f. Natnrvidensk., 23 Hd., 1S77, II, p. 2.

1879. P.fragiiis Jeffreys, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., p. 561 (partim), PI. 45, fig- i ad dextram. M

1879. P.fragiiis Friele, Catal. d. an! d. norw. Nordmeerexped. bei vSpitzbergen gef. IMollusken; Jahrb.

Deutsch. Alal. (iesellsch. \'I, p. 264.

1901. P. fragiiis F-riele & (.irieg. The Norwegian North Atlantic F^xped., Zool., iMoUusca III,

1901. p. 8.

1902. P. biscayciisis Friele (nou Locard), Moll. d. ersten Nordmeerfahrt d. Fischereid. "Michael Sars"

1900; Bergens IMnsenms Aarbog 1902, No. 3, pp.3, 15 S: 17.

1904. P.frigidns ]Q\\sen^ \'idensk. .Aledd. fra den natnrhist. Foren. i Kblivn. 1904. 1^305 (cum fig.i.

1904. P.fragiiis Hiigg, Arkiv for Zoologi, Bd. 2, 1904, No. 2, p- 30.

1905. P.f-igidiis Bavay, Mem. de la Soc. Zool. de F'rance, T. X\'II, 1905, p. 189, PI. 17, fi.g. 4-

The shell a little higher than long, irregularly snbor])icular, with the anterior and lower

margins forming together a semicircle and the posterior margin sligthly arched or almost straight,

compressed, the right \-alve flatter than the left, translucent silver\- white. The valves very thin,

fragile, with concentric folds, to the number of about 12 in the adult, broad in tlic middle of the

shell, narrowing towards the lateral margins, with numerous fine, ele\-atcd, radiating slritc. The

auricles small, unequal, the posterior the smallest, fainth' marked off from the shell, the anterior

distinctly marked off from the shell, the left triangular, the right with an acutely angulaled sinus for

the by.ssus. Hinge-margin straight, pit for the cartilage ver\- small, triangular; the internal surface

shining. Length 27"""., height 29 "'"'., breadth 6.5""".

Distribution: The ice-cold depths of the Norwegian vSea, from Spitsbergen down towards

Iceland, the Fferoes and Shetland, 579— 1539 fm.

') The figure to the left represents, so far as the contour is concerned, the same valve seen from the insi.le, Imt

provideil with a form and sculpture as if seen from the outside.

'riie Ingolf-Iixpcditioii. H. J.
5
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This species has been taken by the "Ingolf" at:

gj ^2^ 729 fni. —0.8° C. Fragments of 2 valves.

. 2JT 1309 - — I ° - 8 spec, and some fragments.

. II

J

1003 - — I ° - 6 spec, and ca. 14 valves.

. 118 1060 - — I ° - 10 spec, and ca. 50 valves.

. 112 1267 - — i.i^ - Fragment of i valve.

. iiQ loio - — I
°

- 25 spec, and ca. 20 valves.

. Ill 860 - —0.9° - I spec, and 14 valves.

. 120 885 - — I ° - 3 — - ca. 20 valves.

- no 781 - -0.8° - 4 —
. 102 750 - —0.9° - ca. 25 valves.

- 103 579- -0.6°- I spec.

. 104 957 - —1.1° - 10 spec, and ca. 80 valves.

- 105 762 - —0.8° - 3 — - 2 valves.

These 13 stations all lie between Jan Mayen, Iceland and the Faeroes, with depths of 579

—

1309 fm. and bottom-temperature of —0.6° 1.1° C. According to Friele and Grieg (I.e.) it was

taken at 12 of the stations of the Norweg. North-Atlantic Exped., from Spitzbergen down towards the

Faeroes and Shetland; the depths varied from 658—1539 fm., the bottom-temperature from — 1° 1.6° C.

It was also found again in 1900 by the "Michael Sars" N. of the Faeroes, at a depth of ca. iioofm.

and with a bottom-temperature of — 1.12^ C. (according to Friele, I.e. 1902), likewise in 1900 by the

Nathor.st Exped. between Greenland and Jan Mayen (72°42' N. L., i4°49' W. L.) and at depth of ca.

1050 fm. (19 spec). Lastly, the "Thor" in 1903 took 3 shells off N.E. Iceland at 66°i9'N.E., io°45' W.L.,

766 fm., bottom-temp. —0.95° C.

Pectcn frigidiis must be considered the most characteristic Bivalve of the ice-cold depths of

the Norwegian Sea, both in regard to size of individuals and numbers.

The variation is fairly small, being confined to some changes in the strength of the radiating

striae and contour of the shell. As a rule the shell is a little higher than long (PI. I, figs. 7 a & b),

sometimes the two dimensions are approximately equal (PI. I, figs. 7 c & d). The specimens figured measure:

Height Length

28.5 "™. 26.5 """.

27 - 26.5 -

Quite small specimens have the ears of the shell comparatively enormously large, as is shown

in fig. 7f, which represents a specimen 2"'". long. Even in the full-grown the ears of the shell may be

of slightly different .size (cf. figs. 7a & b with figs. 7c & d), but are yet on the whole comparatively very

small, by which means the species is distinguished from the nearly related P.pudicus Smith and

P.undatus V err ill and vSmith (see p. 36).

P./rigidus, as indicated in the diagnosis, is not exactly synnuetrical and it obviously rests on

the flattest (right) valve, as this is always "clean", whereas the left valve is covered with Foraminifera,

worm-tubes, Scalpellum etc.
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Remarks on ••Pccffii /'ni<;ilis Jeffreys"').

As I find myself able to clear wy^ the obscurity which has hitherto rested over this species of

Jeffreys, I take this opportunity of niakino; a few remarks in this regard.

I'rcfcii fiagilis was founded by Jeffreys in i<S76 (Ann. Mag-. Nat. Hist. (41 18, p. 424) for a

•species taken by the "Valorous" Expedition in the North Atlantic, between Ireland and vSouth Green-

land, at depths of 1450, 1750 and 17CS5 fm. At the same time Jeffreys reports, that the Xorweg.

North-Atlantic Exped. liad taken the same species during its cruise of 1.S76, at 1000— 1500 fm.; this

latter information must have come through H. Friele (of IJergen), to whom the working up

of the Mollnsca of the Norwegian Expedition was entrusted, sending Jeffreys a specimen of

this Pecten of the northern ocean, which the latter has identified as belonging to his North Atlantic

species.

In 1.S79 Jeffreys again mentions Prcfci/ /rm^i/is. in the report on the Mollnsca collected bv

the "Lightning" and "Porcupine" Expeditions (Proc. Zool. Soc. lyoud. 1879, p. 561), a specimen having

been taken by the "Porcupine" in iS6g off the west coast of Ireland in 420 fm. On this occasion two

figures of the shell are given (I.e. PI. 45, fig- i)-

In the same year P'riele stated, that P.fn/g/7/s Jeffreys was common over the whole of the

deep "cold area" from the P'leroe-Shetland Channel to vSpitzliergen.

On comparing the "fragile" Pecten found by the "Ingolf" Expedition in great depths in the

"cold area" with the P./r<7<;/7/s Jeffr. figured in the Proc. Zool. vSoc. 1H79, PI. 45, fig. i /o flic r/'i;///. it was

e\'ideut to me, that it must be the same species, and that fig. i /o Hu: left on the same Plate must

have arisen from the artist turning the right valve round and jiublishing it as left valve, as it has

the auricidar sinus (for the b>'ssns) and is on the whole a copy of the right valve.

I had some doubts, however, as to how far the figure to the right had really been drawn

from one of the original specimens of the "\'alorous" Expedition, as it is stated regarding these in

Jeffreys' paper of 1876: "Fragments oidy"; nor could I belie\-e, that the sijecimen of the "Porcupine"

Expedition had served as basis for the figure, as it is designated "ytmng", whilst the figinx- in (piestion

represents a fairly large specimen. To still further increase the confusion, it is stated in Jeffreys'

diagnosis of 1S76: "tlie lower valve has a few slight concentric ribs, but no longitudinal stri:c", which

does not agree with va\ specimens from the depths of the Norwegian vSea (nor with Jeffrey.s' figure)

and "ears equal in size", which does not agree either.

I had my suspicions, therefore, that the figtire in the Proceedings of the Zool. Soc. had been

drawn from a specimen from the deep arctic basin, sent to Jeffreys by P'riele. I therefore a.sked

Dr. A. C. Johansen, wdio was at that time studying at the I!ritish Museum in London, to examine

into this matter, and through the friendly assistance of Mr. P'. A.vSmith, the Director of the ^lalacol-

ogical Department, Dr.Johansen was able to send me tlie following information.

From the "Valorous" Expedition there were only rather poor fragments of ••Ptc/oi /ragilis

) These remarks are a translation from my earlier article, uritUn in Danish, on Pntrii fn'gii/us (I.e.).

5*
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Jeffreys", of whicli a couple of very small pieces show similar characteristic, concentric folds which

mark the Pcctcn of the Norwegian vSea, whilst others and larger pieces obviously belong to

another type. The specimen from the "Porcupine" Expedition is entire, but only ca. lo '""\ long. —

Under the name of P.fragilis, further, there were found a right and a left valve from tiie waters of

Spitzbergen, sent by H. Friele, but the left valve was in pieces; these valves proved to be comp-

letely identical with a specimen from the "Ingolf Expedition, which I had sent Dr. Johansen for

comparison.

The explanation of the matter is now quite clear; Jeffreys has identified the fragments from

the "Valorous" Expedition with the deep-water Pccten taken by the Norwegian North-Atlantic Ex-

pedition a year later; the diagnosis has been based on the specimen from the deep basin of the Nor-

wegian Sea, but as the left vah'e of this specimen was in pieces, Jeffrey's has made use of the

larger fragments from the "Valorous" Expedition ; these belong, however, to quite a different type,

obviously without striation, since they reminded Dr. Johansen of P.groculandicns — from this has

come the passage, which has caused so much trouble to authors: "the lower valve has .... no longit-

udinal strife". Later, in the paper of 1879, Jeffreys' artist has replaced the fragmentary left valve

in another way, namely, by placing the right valve on its convex side, taken its contour and furnish-

ing it with a sculpture, as if it was seen from the outer side. I need not refer to the manner in

which other authors have sought to explain the difficulties caused in this way.

It is not at all certain, therefore, that the fragile Pecten of the Norwegian Sea with concentric

folds is identical with the North Atlantic P.fragilis Jeffreys from the "Valorous" Expedition; on the

contrary, I feel convinced, that there are two species, nearh' related jet distinct, and for the following

reasons.

From the Western Atlantic off the United States (37°38'4o" N. I^., 73°i6'3o" W. Iv., 1423 fm.)

Verrill and Smith have described a Pcctcii iiiidatus, which agrees in all regards with the Pcctrii

of the Norwegian Sea except that tlic cars of the shell are considerably larger, for which reason it

must be considered a different species from the arctic deej^-water form. It is more reasonable to

conclude, therefore, that the fragments of the Atlantic P.fragilis Jeffr. from the ''Valorou.s" Expedition

and the small specimen from tlie "Porcupine" belong to the same species as P.iiiidatiis Verrill &
Smith than to the species living in the deep water of the Norwegian vSea under quite different

physical conditions. For this reason I have given the form from the Norwegian North-Atlantic and

"Ingolf Expeditions a new name: frigidus. meaning, that it li\-es at temperatures which are constantly

under 0° C.

In the same year (1885I in which P.nndahts was founded, E.A.Smith described a Pecten

pudiciis from the Southern Ocean E. of Marion Island (46°46'S. L., 45'31'E. E., 1375 fm.), which likewise

shows a great resemblance to my form from the northern cold area, but has in common with

P. iiudalus the relatively large ears and will perhaps on direct comparison prove to be identical with

the latter.

Pecten (Ilyalopccteii) dilectiis Verrill & Bush from the east coast of North America, 1813 fm.,

will also ])robably prove to belong to P. iindafiis as its \ounger developmental stage.
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If these suppositions prove to be well-founded, the synonymy of the Atlantic form will then

be as follows:

Pecten undatus Verrill ^c Smith').

1876. Picti-ii fragilis Jeffreys, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) X\'III, p. 42.^ (partini). — Northern Atlantic

(between Ireland and Cireenland), 1450— 1785 fm.

1879. P. /)v7^o77/.f Jeffreys, Proc. Zool. See. Lond. p. 561 (partim) (noii I'l. 45, fig. i). -- W. of Ireland, 420 fm.

1885. P.iiiidatits Verrill &. Smith, Trans. Conn. Acad. VI, p. 444, 1*1.44, fig- 21. -— Off Virt'-inia

1423 fm.

1885. P.pudiciis E.xA.Smith, Chall. Rep., XIII, Lamellihranchiata, p. 302, PI. 21, fig. 8. — Southern

Ocean E. of Marion Island, 1375 fm.

1888. P.biscayrjisis Locard, Coutrib. a la faune malacologiquc fran9ai.se, XI Monogr. des esp. app.

an Genre Pecten, p. 144. — Bay of Biscay, "zones profondes".

1897. C/ilai/iys (PscudaniHssiiDii) pitdica Dautzenberg & F'ischer, Mem. Soc. Zool. de PVance, 10,

p. 191. — Azores, 1846 fm.

1898. Pcctcii Biscayn/sia Locard, E.xped. scient. dn Travailleur et du Talisman, Moll. Test. II, p. 400.

— N. of Spain, 1353 m.; off Santander, 1960 m.; W. of vSoudaii, 2635 m.

1898. Hyalopccfcii dilcclns Verrill & Bush, Proc. Unit. Stat. Nat. Mu.s., 20, p. 836, PI. 97, fi.g. 9. —
Off Marthas Vineyard, 1813 fm.

1899. H.dilecfus Verrill tK: Bush, Trans. Conn. Acad., X, p. 90.

1899. H.itiidatus Verrill & Bush, ibid., PI. 18, fig. 5.

To this species I refer a fragment of a left valve, taken by the "lugolf" at

St. 18. Entrance to the Denmark vStrait 1135 fm. 3.0" C.

Pecten maxim us Linne.

Ostrra maxima Linne, ,Syst. Nat. ed. 12, 1,2, 1767, p. 1144. — Pcifti/ maxi/uti.s Jeff revs, Brit Conchol. II,

1S63, p. -j^.^ PI- 24-

A fragment, ancient in appearance, of a large valve (the ventricose right \-alve) was obtained

b\- me in the dredge on Faeroe Bank (6o°55' N. L., 8°56' W. L.) at a depth of 69 fm.

Distribution. Tlie Western Mediterranean^) and along Pairope from the Canar\- Isles and

Madeira to Scotland, Southern Norway, .Skager Rak and Bohusl'ln.

Amussium lucidum Jeffreys.

PI. II, figs. 3 a— c.

rir/troiicctia liicida Jeffreys, in Wyville Thomson's Depths of the Sea, 1873, p. 464, fig. 78. ^j —
.imiissiiim tinidiiiii Jeffrey's, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) X\'III, 1876, p.425; Jeffrey's, Proc.

') The name Pcctm fiagtiis Jeffreys cannot be taken into consiiieration. as on tlie one hand, .is shown, it embraces

heterogenous forms, on the other it lias been used, as Locard has shown, botli by Chemnitz an<l \>y Montaj;u for other

species. More doubtful is the question between the names undatus and /lui/uus, as they were brought into use ill the same year.

-) Cf. M on terosa to: Revision de quelques Pecten des mers d'lCurope (Journ. de ConehylioIoj;ie, 1S99, Xr. 3, p. -D-

i) Dall is of opinion, that only the figure to the left rejiresents A. lucidum, whereas the figure to the right (b) is

of another species, namely A. Pourtnltnanuiii ; Bull. Wiis. Coniii. Zool, vol. XII, Xo. 6, p. 211.
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Zool. vSoc. 1879, p. 562; Smith, Challenger Report XIII, I^amellibranchiata, 1885, p. 317, PI. 24,

fig. 2; Fischer & Dautzeuberg, Mem. Soc. Zool. de France, 10, 1897, jx 193; Locard,

Exped. scient. du Tra\aillenr et dn Talisman, Moll. Test. II, 1898, j). 406.

The shell slightly oblong-orbicular, the anterior margin more strongly curved outwards than

the posterior, which slopes fairly steeply down towards the ventral margin, compressed, the right

valve flatter than the left, somewhat translucent, glistening. The valves thin, the left almost smooth

or only with the margin provided with more distinct, concentric lines, the right valve on the other hand

with strong, rather dense, slighth- elevated, concentric strife. Beaks small, little prominent, least on the right

valve. The ears well-developed, the posterior a little smaller than the anterior, with lamelhe-like lines

of growth; the anterior ear on the right valve with a small sinus at the base. The hinee-marein straiaht,

cartilage-pit small, triangular. The internal surface shining, with 10—15 elevated radiating ribs,

translucent on the outer side as milk-white stripes. Height 8.5'"™., length 9"""., breadth 2.3""".

It has been taken by the "Ingolf Expedition at

vSt. 10. Denmark Strait 788 fm. 3.5° C i spec, and 10 valves.

The above diagnosis, which is based on the specimens of the "lugolf" Expedition, agrees on

the whole with that given by Jeffreys in Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (1876). A couple of small differences,

I beHeve, can be .satisfactorily explained. For example, Jeffreys gives the number of radiating ribs

as g, but the figure in Thomson's book shows 10; further, Edg. Smith found 11 on two shells pres-

erved in the Briti.sh Museum and 14 usually on the "Challenger" specimens. Jeffreys says nothing

as to a byssal sinus in the anterior ear of the right valve, but that such is present can be seen in

the figure given by Edg. Smith.

Distribution. AvutssiiDii luciduni has a wide distribution within the northern and tropical

Atlantic'): off the entrance to the Denmark Strait, 1450 fm. ("Valorous"'); 49''27' N.L,., i3°33'W.L., ca.

1 100 fm. ("Thor"); N. and W. of Spain, 580—1100 fm. and N. of the Azores, 2240 fm. ("Travailleur",

"Talisman"); the Azores 1000 fm. and 725— loio fm. ("Challenger", "Priucesse Alice"); W. of Morocco

and W. of Soudan, 500—1385 fm. ("Travailleur", "Talisman") ; off Pernambuco in Brazil, 675 fm. ("Challenger").

Limidae.

Lima loscombii Sowerby.

Lima loscoiiihii Sowerby, Genera of shells, 1820—24, Lima, fig. 4; Jeffreys, Brit. Couchol.

II, 1863, p. 85, PI. 25, fig. 4.

At the Faeroes, where it has not been known earlier, the species has been taken in recent

years at the following places:

16 miles E. b)' S. of south point of Nolso ca. 80 fm. i valve.

13 — W. by S. of Mnnken - 150 - i —
6o°55'N.L., 8°56'W.L 69- i -

) The form from the Southern Oce.ui referred by Jeffreys (I. c. 1S79J to A. lucidum as a variety (stnataj has been separ-
ated by Eilg. Smith (I.e., p. 3:6) as an independent speeies: A. mt-ndwnalc.
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The largest of these shells (from the last-nientioued locality) measures 17"™.

Its distribution extends from Lofoten along Europe and Africa as far as the west coast of

Soudan, also into the Mediterranean to the Aegean. From the Skager Rak it goes into the soutli-

eastcrn Kattegat.

G. O. Sars gives its vertical distribution as from 5— 100 fm., Jeffreys from 5— 205 fin. Yet it

is stated, that the "Porcupine" has taken it at great depths (4, 5 and 6 hundred fm. on the line I-'al-

mouth-Gibraltar, in the Mediterranean even at 1456 fm.).

Lima excavata Labricius.

Ostrca excavata Fabricius, in Schroter's Naturgeschichte, II, 1780, p. 117. — Excavata Fabricii Clieui-

uitz. Conch. Cab., VII, 1784, p. 355, PI. 68, fig. 654. — Li)iia excavata Jeffrey.s, Proc. Zool.

Sec, 1S79, P-S'^H' Sars, Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv. 1878, p. 24, PI. 3, fig. i; Locard, Exped. .scient.

du Travailleur et du Talisman, Moll. Test. II, 1898, p. 409. — Radnla (AccstaJ excavata

Da utzenberg iS: Fischer, Mem. Soc. Zool. de France, X, 1897, p. 186.

This beautiful species has been taken b}- the "Thor" at 3 places S. of Iceland, namely at:

63*^05' N. ly., 20°7' W. E 293 fm. I valve and some fragments.

63°i2.5' N.L., 20°o6' W.E 268 - 4 spec, and 7 valves (height 27.5—87""".), along

with a quantity' of Ociil/iia.

63°2i'N. E., i6'''22' W. E 263— 295 - I spec, (height 56 """.), along with h\-ing

Oculiiia (Loplielia) protifeni.

Although these specimens attain to a ver\' considerable size (87'""'.) they are yet far from the

maximum size of the species; Sars gives the size of Norwegian specimens as "almost equal to a

palm of the hand", and our Zoological Museum possesses specimens from the Trondhjems Fjord up

to a size of 160 "'"\

Distribution. LiiJia excavata is best known from Norway, especially from Hardanger Fjord.

G. O. Sars (I.e.) ascribes to it the following distribution: West Finmarken, Eofoten and West Norway,

150— 400 fm.; to this O. Nordgaard adds the following remark: "On our coast the species is limited

to the great fiord depths with their particularly constant temperature and salinity (6— 7° C, about

35 %o). As the Vest Fiord is the most northern of the principal fiords where these physical condit-

ions prevail, I am inclined to think that the mention of this species from P'inuuuk must be a

mistake. The northern limit should be looked upon as Eofoten, until there is definite information

that it is distributed still further northwards."')

Eoven') records it from IJoluislan, without stating however whether living specimens were

obtained.

Further information regarding this species is given by Jeffreys (I.e.); the "I.iglUning" took

it N. of the Hebrides, 189 fm. ("A hinge and a part of the valves, quite fresh and united by the cart-

ilage. Perhaps taken by a fish on the Norwegian coast, and carried out to sea" (!), and the "Porcupine"

') Nordgaard: llydro^r. and bioloR. iiivc'stig. Xorwc.i^daii l"ionls, 1905, p. 175-

2) Ofvers. Kgl. Vetensk.-Akad. Forh. 3, 1H46, p. 1S6.
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obtained it at three stations off the S. W. coast of Portugal, 292—718 fni. ("Fragments of old and

young specimens. Semifossil?").

Next, it is mentioned by Dautzenberg and Fischer (I.e.) from the Azores, 595—900 fm. and

by Locard (I.e.) W. of Soudan, 335— 1380 fm.')

It is found as postglacial fossil in Norway, up to a size of 160"'"'.-)

Lima gwyni Sykes.

PI. II, figs. 4 a—c.

L////ti flliptica Jeffrey.s, Brit. Conch., II, 1863, p. 81; V, 1869, p. 169, PI. 25, fig. 2; Proc. Zool. Soc. 1879,

p. 563; Locard, Exped. scient. du Travailleur et du Talisman, Moll. Test. II, 1898, p. 418. -

Livia gwyni Sykes, Journ. of Malacol., X, 1903, p. 104.

The "Ingolf has taken this species at:

St. 6. S. of Iceland 90 fm. i valve.

- 81. S. W. of Iceland 485 - i —

Further, it has been taken at Iceland at the following places

:

63°i5' N. L,., 22°23' W. L, 114— 170 fm. 11 valves.

63°i8' — 2i°3o' — 94 - I valve.

Vestmannaeyjar 68—70 - 2 valves.

63°i7' V N. I^., I7°39' W. L 87 - black sand with shells and stones. i valve.

These localities all lie off the south coast. The largest shell measures 13.5 """. One of the

shells from Vestmannaeyjar comes near to the \'ariety hviusci/la. the ribs being almost lacking.

At the Faeroes it has been taken at:

6i°9' N. L., 7°54' W. L 180 fm. 2 valves.

The largest of these valves is 11 "'"\ high.

Distribution. This species reaches from Lofoten along the west coast of Europe into the

Mediterranean to the Aegean; according to Jeffreys it is also said to ha\e been found at Newfound-

land and the northern Jaj^an; the same author gives its vertical distribution as from 6—400 fm.

Lima gwyni h3.s not earlier been recorded from Danish waters; in reality however it has been

taken in the Kattegat, namely, a specimen at Trindelen as also a specimen and a valve in the neigh-

bourhood of Fladen, 1372— 29 fm., but an erronous determination placed it under L.suhauriculnta Mtg. >')

Synonymy. With regard to the designation of the species the following information may be

quoted from Sykes4): "In 1863 Jeffreys described (Brit. Conch, vol.11, p. 81) a shell from the British

') At the place cited Jeffreys also ascribes it .1 distribution to Patagonia and Japan, but in Zool. Chall. E.xp., Part

XXXV, 1SS5, p. 290, E.A.Smith refers the specimens in question to the nearly related species Lima goliath Sow.
2) P. A. 0yen, in Archiv f. Math, og Naturvidensk. Bd. XXX, Nr. 3, 1909, pp. 33—37.

3) C. G. Joh. Petersen: Om de skalbaerende Molluskers Udbredningsforhold i de danske Have indeufor Skagen,

1888, p. 122, and: Det vidensk. Udbytte af Kauonbaaden "Hauch's Togter, 1S93, p. 66. — Only one of the shells mentioned,
uamely that from No 39, belongs to L. subauriculata.

4) E.R. Sykes: On the Name Lima elliptica. The Journ. of Malacology, vol. X, 1903, p. 104.
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Seas under tliis name [L. clliptica]. Unfortunately the name had been used in Au.^iist 1861, l)y

Wliiteaves (Ann. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, vol. VIII, p. 146) for a fossil from the "Corallian Oolithcs of 0.\-

ford". Under these circumstance.s, as I am unable to trace any other name applicabk- to the recent

shell, I propose to name it Lima gioyi/i, nom. nov."

Lima hyperborea Jensen.

PI. II, figs. 5a— e.

Limatula Iiypcrboira Jensen, Medd. om firouland, XXIX, igog, p. 32g, figs. la-d.

The shell oval or elliptical, extremely tumid, white or yellowish white with a faint lustre.

The valve is thin, slighth' oblique, with the anterior margin forming a slight, regular curve, the

posterior margin somewhat more strongly curved outwards above, with ca. 24—36 fine, but distinctly

elevated, sharp radiating ribs, disappearing outwards towards the sides, two of the central ones as a

rule stronger and with larger interspace than the others, thus producing a fairly well-marked furrow,

lying almost medially or a little to the anterior side of a line through the middle of tiie valve

(sometimes however only one prominent median rib); the concentric striation e.xtremeh' fine; the

beaks prominent; the hinge-margin relatively long, almost straight, passing into the lateral margins

at an obtuse angle; the cartilage-pit triangular; the inner side glistening silvery white or of a i)earlv

lustre. Height 15"""., length 9.5"""., breadth 9""".

The "Ingolf" has taken this species at:

vSt. 116 S. of Jan JNIayen 371 fm. —0.4° C. i spec, and fragments

of 2 valves.

- 139. N. of the Faeroes 702 - —0.6° - 2 spec.

Whilst the specimen from vSt. 116 is 20""". high, the largest from St. 139 is only 4.5""".

Lima Iivpcrhorea was originally described l)v me from East Greenland, where it was taken

In- the Danish li.xped. of 1900 at the following places:

Fleming Inlet iiS fm. clay. i spec.

Forsblads Fjord ca. 50 - clay with stones. i —
Forsblads Fjord 90—50 - clay with stones. 12 spec, and 14 \alve.s.

The largest of these specimens measures: height 16.5"""., length 10'""'.

Distribution. In addition to at E. (Greenland Lima liypcrborra li\es at Jan Mayen and in the

"cold area" N. of the P'reroes, at Spitzbergen and in the Kara vSea (40 -70 fm.)'), from which I have

seen specimens prcser\ed in the vStockholm .State-Museum. It also li\es presunuU)l\- in the H;uents

,Sea and in the cold Norwegian Sea, where -'L.. subovata Jeffr." is said to have been taken at several

places, according to Friele and Grieg-), as confusion with the ])resent species has ]irnbabl\- occurred.

The .same also holds good probably with regard to the ••Lima clliptica Jeffr." taken liy the Dutch

) The specimens from the Kara Sc.i were referred l>y W. Lcehe to Lima sulciilin (I.each) I, oven; Koiij;!. Sv. Vet.

Akademiens Handl. Bd. 16, No. 2, 1S7S, p. 34.

2) Norw. North-.^tlantic Rxped. Zool., Molhise.i III. lyoi, p.".

Tlie Ingo]t".li).['edilion. II, s-
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Exped. ill the Barents Sea (76°3i'N.L., 45°36'E.L.) at 130 fm., bottom-temperature —i'^ C, as Nomaiiii')

gives the maximum size to be 11 '""\ in the length and 18""". in height, a size never i-eached by

L. dliptica so far as I know, but which might well agree with the present species.

Remarks. From Lima gwyiii Sykes (= L. cllipfica Jeffr. (non Whiteaves)), with which the

present species has some resemblance, it is distinguished by the following characters: the form of the

shell is higher; the ventral margin forms a steeper curve with the lateral margins; the radiating ribs

(fig. 5e) are sharp, not serrate. L. subovata Jeffr. is also a nearly related species, but it has more

numerous (50—60) radiating ribs and is even more tumid.

Lima subauriculata Montagu.

PI. II, fig.s. 6a— c.

Pectctt siibauriaildfa Montagti, Test. Brit., Suppl, 1808, p. 63, PL 29, fig. 2. — Lima sithaiiriciilafa

Jeffreys, Brit. Conchol. II, 1863, p. 82, PL 25, fig. 2.

Lima sulcata Mo Her, Index Moll. Groenl., 1842, p. 16. — LJma conclusa Beck, Amtl. Ber. 24 Vers.

deutscher Naturf. und Aerzte in Kiel, 1847, p. 114. — Liiiiatitla siilcitliis Morch, Rink's

Gronland, 1857, p. 94. — Lii)ia (Limatula) siibaitriciilata Morch, Vidensk. Medd. Naturh.

Foren. 1867, p. 98; ibid. 1868, p. 226. — Limatula sulculus Morch, Arctic Manual, 1875, P- i33>

Rink's Dan. Greenland, 1877, p. 442. — L^imatula subauriculata Boss el t, Medd. om Gronland,

XXIII, 1898, p. 17.

This species has been taken by the "Ingolf at:

.St. 87. W. of Iceland (Brede Bugt) iiofm. 2 valves.

- 86. - - — — — 76 - ca. 20 valves.

The largest of these shells measure 5.5 "'"\

West Greenland.

Here Lima subauriculata is common, on hard bottom and at depths of 15— 100 fm., from the

southernmost part up to Upernivik (72°47' N. E.). It reaches the considerable size of 11""".

Iceland.

At East Iceland L. subauriculata has been taken at:

64°58' N. L., I3°25' W. L 40 fm. 23 spec, and 27 valves.

Reydarfjordr 68 - ' i valve.

Nordfjordr 40 - 2 valves.

Scydisfjordr, mouth 38—14 - i valve.

— — ca. 40 -
, from stomachs of haddock. 7 sjiec. and 7 \alves.

At North Iceland:

Axafjordr 30 fm., stones and sand. 2 valves.

') Niederliind. Arch. f. Zoologie, Suppl.-Bil. I, 1S81— 82, No. 10, p. 4.
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At West Iceland, at tlie two stations in Brede Bu.p;t (86 and Sj) mentioned above,

and at South Iceland:

Vestniannaeyjar 49 fni., clay with a little mud. 4 valves.

63°2i' N. L., i7°3i' W. L 69 - , sand. i valve.

At East Iceland the species reaches the considerable size of 10"'"'.; of the shells from the rest

of Iceland none are over 5.5
""".

Faeroes.

Here L.siibaiiriculata has been taken at the followinq- places:

Bordovig- 7— 10 fni., black sand, small stones,

Laminaria. 2 valves.

— 10 -
, sand, Laminaria. i valve.

Ejde 5—

6

-
, coarse black sand. 9 valves.

Fundingsfjord 12— ca. 20 -
, coarse sand and clay. 4 —

Vestnunihavu 2)'lz—

5

-
, fine black sand. i .siJec. and 10 valves.

5-6 -
, — — — 3 — - 35 —

— lo—30 - 3 valves.

Sorvaag 14— 16'/^ - i valve.

13 miles S. of iMyggenseshohn ca. 70 - 4 valve.s.

9 — E. S. E. of Bispen - 70 - 40 —
16 — E. by S. of south point of

Nolso 80 - 4 —
13 — W. by S. of Munken ca. 150 - ca. 100 valves.

The maximum size of the shells taken inshore is 5 """., of those taken further out to sea 6 '""'.

Distribution. On the European side L. sithaiiriculata ranges from West Finmarken') to the

Canary Isles, also in the Mediterranean to its eastern part; doubtfully living in the Kattegat at present.-^)

On the American side it reaches from the Strait of Florida to Labrador and the southern West

Greenland; it is also said to occur on the west coast of North America, according to Jeffrey.s.

At Norwav, the Fterocs, Iceland and Greenland its vertical distribution is from 10— 150 fm. On

the other hand, Jeffreys gives its vertical distribution to extend from 10— 1785 fu). .^) and Locard

also records it from great depths, down to 2200 m. t); but as the species of the genus T.iiiia are very

difficult to distinguish from one another, it is conceivable that erroneous determinations have given

rise to the records of these enormous depths (cf. under L. si111His n. sp.).

J) According to G. O. Sars it lias not been found at East I'Minnarkcn, Inil it is rocordci] from the Murinan Coast

(Herzenstein: Beitrage zur Kenntnis der Fauna der Murniankustc und dts Weisst-n Mt-eres. I. Mollusca, 1SS5, p. 642!. It

is stated by W. Leche to occur at Nova Zembla and in tlie Kara Sea, but this conies from an erroneous determination, the

specimens in question belonging to Lima hypcrborea m. (cf. the latter).

2) Only a single shell namely has been found at "Fladeu" (Eastern Kattegat); as the other specimens taken in the

Kattegat (including one living), which were referred by C. G. Joh. Petersen to L.subauriaclata (Det videusk. Udb. af '•Hauch"s

Togter, 1S89, p. 66), do not belong to this species, but to L.gwyi:i .Sykes (= /.. flliplica Jeffreys, non Whiteaves).

i) Proc. Zoo). Soc. London, 1879, p. 563.

4) Exped. scient. Travailleur-Talisnuui, Moll. Test., II, 1S98, p. 417.

6*
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Lima similis n. sp.

PI. II, figs. 7 a— c.

Tlie shell oblong, nearly equilateral, tumid, silvery white. The valves thin, with ca. 34—38

radiating rib.s, two of the middle ones stronger than the others, with an interstitial furrow, or only

one prominent median rib; the concentric lines consiDicuous and close set. The beaks fairly prominent,

the hinge-margin almost straight, forming with the lateral margins an obtuse angle. The inside

glistening silvery white. Height 7 '""'., length 3.75
""".

The "Ingolf ' has not taken this species, but the "Thor" found it S. of the Faeroes, namely at

6i°7' N. L., 9''3o' W. L 440 fm. 5 valves.

6i°i5' — 9°35' — ca. 475 - 10 —

Further, the "Thor" has dredged the same species in the Bay of Biscay at

43°37' N. L., 2°o8' W.L. 250—790 fm. 8 spec, and 15 valves.

This species has a great resemblance to Lii}ia snbaiiriculata, but the umbones are less swollen,

the radiating (fig. 7 c) ribs finer and more numerous and

the dorsal margin forms more distinct angles with the

lateral margins than in the latter (comp. figs, i and 2).

Fig. I. Umaumihs. vi^. 2. Luna .ubaurtcuiata. I imagine, that the rccords given by authors oi L.subcut-

^ ^- x.^- riculata from very great depths are due to mistakes in

determination, L. similis being concealed under the name of L. suhaiiriculata.

Lima subovata Jeffreys.

PI. II, fig. 8a— c.

Lima subovata Jeffreys, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) XVIII, 1S76, p. 427; Proc. Zool. Soc, 1879, P- 5^3,

PI. 45, fig. 2; Smith, Challenger Rei^ort XIII, 1885, p. 292.

vSt. 24

- 36.

- 3&

- 22

- 90.

- 10.

- 80.

- 81

- 69,

This species has been taken by the "Ingolf at:

Davis .Strait 1199 fm. 2.4'' C.

- — 1435 - 1-5° -

S. of Greenland 1870 - 1.3° -

- - - 1845 - 1.4° -

Denmark Strait 568 - 4.4° -

- 788 - 3-5° -

vS. W. of Iceland 935 - 4 ° -

-"
- - - 485 - 6.1= -

S. of Iceland 589 - 3.9° -

I spec.

I spec, and fragments of 10 valves.

3 spec, and 2 valves.

1 spec.

15 valves.

10 — (mostly fragments).

2 —
I spec, and i valve.

ca. 30 valves (mostly fragments).

Further, the "Thor" has taken L. subovata to the south of Iceland at the following places:

63°05' N. L., 20°7' W.L 293 fm. i valve.

62°57' — i9°58' — 500 - 3 spec, and ca. 80 valves (many in fragments).
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The largest of these shells measures: height 10.5-"., length 6.5"'"., the seeoiul largest is

8 """. high.

vSpecially characteristic of this species seems to me the large number of radiating ribs (fig.Sc);

under the lens they are seen to extend right to tlie ears of the shell; Jeffreys has counted about

50 ribs, and on my specimens I have counted 60— 70 ribs.

According to Jeffreys L.sulwvata has been taken in the Northern .\tlautic off the entrance

to the Denmark vStrait, 1450 fm.; l^etwcen the Hebrides and F;eroes, 542 fm.; off the west coast of

Ireland, 420— 1443 fm.; off the Azores, 1000 fm. ; in the Western Mediterraneari, 1456 fm. )

Lima ingolfiana n. sp.

PI. II, fig.s. 9a—d.

The shell oval, somewhat oljlique, moderately convex, silvery-white. The valves thin, with

ca. 30—40 radiating ribs, the ridges of wdiicli are as a rule finely scaled or spined; the middlemost

ribs (or rib) are stronger than the other.s, thus giving ri.se to a median furrow (or two furrows); the

beaks prominent; the hinge-margin fairh- short, slightly sloping, forming obtu.se angles with the

lateral margins; cartilage-pit triangular; the internal surface glistening silverv-white. Height 5.25""".,

length 3.5
""".

The "Ingolf has taken this small, elegant species at Iceland at:

St. 98. W. of Iceland 138 fm. 5.9° C. i valve.

- 90. - - — 568 - 4.4° - 30 valves.

- 78. S. W. of — 799 - 4.5° - I spec, and 20 valves.

This species is well characterized Ijv its somewhat oblique, more or less broadly oval contour,

the postero-dorsal margin forming a blunt angle not onl\- with the hinge-margin but also with the

postero-median margin; as also by the rather well-niarked sculpture of its finely scaled or .spined

radiating ribs (fig. 9d).

Lima Jeffreys! Fischer.

PL II, fig.s. loa— c.

Lima Jcfji-iysi P. Fischer, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) \T, 1880, p. 315; Journ. Conch. XXX, 1882,

p. 52; Locard, Exped. Scient. Travailleur-Talisman, Moll. Test. II, 1898, pi. 415, PI. X\',

figs. 20— 23.

The "Ingolf has taken this si^ecies at:

vSt. iS. Off entrance to Denmark Strait. ii35fm. 3-o'^ C. i valve.

- 90. S. W. of Iceland 568 - 4.4' - i —
- 69. S. - - 589 - 3.9° - I —

The largest of these shells (from vSt. 90) is 9.5 """. high.

') On the other li.aiul, imhke Jefrej'S, I am unable to refer to this .species the siieciniens of "L. subovatu" taken by

the Norwegian and the Dutch Exped. in the Norwegian and Barents Seas, as I beHevc, that they belong to my species

Lima liypirboi-ia (see the latter).
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In addition L.jeffrcysi has been taken b\- the "Thor" at the following places south of Iceland:

63°05' N. L., 30°7' W. L 293 fm. 7 valves (mostly fragments).

62°:;7' i9°58' — 50° '^^^ ^° valves (many fragments).

The largest of these shells is 12 "'"'. high.

This species is easily recognizable by its obliqne shape, its .sqnaninlar radiating ribs (fig. loc)

and its lack of a central fnrrow. The nnniber of ribs is 20— 25, and even in the middle of the shell

their breadth is less than that of the intervening fnrrows.

L.jeffrcysi was only known earlier from the Bay of Biscay, 580 fm. ("Travaillenr").

This species is nearly related to L. coifiisa E. A. Smith") from the Azores, Sombrero Island

and Pernambuco, 450— 1000 fm.; this again is said to be identical with L.ovata Jeffreys (non Searles

Wood==) from the North Atlantic, 1450 fm. L. setfera Balls) from Havanna, Barbadoes and North

Carolina, 52— 45ofm., is also a nearly related species.

Lima sarsii Loven.

PI. II, fig.s. II a—d.

tLima crassa Forbes, Rep. Brit. Assoc. Adv. Science, 1843, p. 193. — L/iii(e)a Sarsii Loven, Index

JMoll. Scand., 1846, p. 32; Jeffreys, Brit. Conchol. II, 1863, p. 78, PI. 25, fig. i. — Liinatitla

crassa Bars, Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv. 1878, p. 26.

At Iceland this species has been taken by the "Ingolf" at:

St. 98. W. of Iceland 138 fm. 5.9° C. i valve.

- 85. S. W. of Iceland 170 - i —

The largest of these shells (St. 98) is 4
mm

Further, L. sarsii has been taken at the Faeroes at:

61° 15' N. L., 9° 35' W. L ca. 475 fm. i valve (height 4""".)

61° 35' - - 4° 39' - - 210 - 2 valves (max. height 3 """.)

This species, which is readil)- recognizable from its solid, densely and coarsely scaled shell (fig. 11 d)

and crennlated cardinal margin (fig. 11 c), was not known earlier from these regions of the Atlantic.

Its distribution extends from northernmost Norway (Varanger Fjord) along Europe and

into the Mediterranean to the Aegean vSea t). It is not known in the Skager Rak or the seas within thi.s.

G.O.Sars estimates the vertical distribution to be from 50—300 fm., Jeffreys from 80—300 fm.

Nevertheless the latter records it from great depths (off Ireland and on the line from Falmouth-

Gibraltar, 400, 500 and 6cx)fm., in the Mediterranean even 1456 fm.), and Locard records it from

2018 meters off Cape Finisterre.

1) Challenger Report, vol. XIII, 1S85, Laniellibrancliiata, p. 292, PI. XXIV, fig. 6.

2) Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) vol. XVIII. 1876, p. 426.

3) Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., XII, 1S86, p. 225; Proc. U.S. Nat. Museum, XII, 18S9, p. 250, PI. XIV, fig. 10.

4) According to Locard it is said to have been found at St. Helena.
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Mytilidae.

Mytilus edulis IJnnc.

Alytihts edulis Liinie, vSyst. Nat. ed. 12, i, 2, 1767, p. 1157; Jeffreys, Brit. Conchol. II, 1863, p. 104,

PL 27, fig. I ; Gould & Biiiney, Rep. Inv. Mass. 1870, p. 183, figs. 483—84.

JMyfilus edulis Fabricius, Fauna groeiil. 1780, p. 417; Moller, Index Moll. Groenl, 1S42, \^. 19;

Morch, Rink's Gronland, 1S57, p. 94; Viden.sk. Medd. Natnrh. Foren. 1867, p. 97; ibid. 1868,

p. 225; Arctic Manual, 1875, p. 133; Rink's Dan. Greenland, 1877, p. 442; Posselt, Medd. oni

Gronland XIX, 1895, p. 66; ibid. XXIII, 1898, p. 18; Jensen, ibid. XXIX, 1909, p. 322.

At West Greenland the edible nuissel is connnon from the southernmost parts up to at

least Umanak; further north it is said to have been taken by the "Fox" in Melville Bay. The largest

specimen (from Disko Fjord) measures no"""., and specimens of 80—90™"'. are not rare.

Regarding the edible mu.ssel at Greenland H. P. CM oiler writes in a posthumous mann.script:

"The ordinar\- length is 64— 77"'"'., the largest specimen I possess is 105""". long and 50""". broad;

it was found at Julianehaab. It occurs everywhere on the west coast of Danish Greenland in great

quantities, both on the shores by the open sea and in the bays, among the stones and in craks and

crevices of the rocks. It always lives at a depth corresponding with lowest ebb-tide. Gould (Rep.

Inv. Mass.) states, that it keeps to places which are laid dry by the water during ebb, but in this

country it keeps to the boundary of the lowest ebb, or a little below or outside this; if it went higher

up, it would be enclosed by the ice from November to May. It is eaten by the Greenlanders, boiled,

raw or pickled in train-oil. It is an even more common source of nourishment for the ra\-ens, foxes,

dogs and all the animals, which are forced to seek their food on the shore at ebb-tide". It may be

remarked here, however, that I have often seen living mussels in Greenland on seaweed laid dr\'

during ebb-tide, and that Dr. V. Nordmann likewise found living Mytilus in great numbers in

Nordre Stronifjord, fixed among Fucus which was daily laid dry at low-water.

At East Greenland the edible mussel onl)- lives on the southernmost j^arts; it is not rare

in the Angmagsalik district, but the limit for its distribution lies not far north of this place, namel\-

at ca. 66° 30' N. L'). It may reach a length of 84""". F'or the details of its occurrence I ma)- refer

to my paper: "On the Mollusca of East Greenland" (I.e.).

At Iceland it occurs in rpiantities round the whole island; the largest specinieu I have seen

is 85 """. long.

At the Faeroes it is found at many jilaces and reaches a length of 93
"'"'.

The material at hand from Iceland and Greenland shows, that 2fytilus edulis is just as variable

in the north as in more southern regions; but without an exact knowledge of the conditions at the

different localities, it will hardly rejDay to discuss the variation.

M It is recorded in tlie literature (Posselt I.e.), that the Danish East C.reenland Exped. of 1S92 took a small etlihlc

mussel in the pelagic net out in the open sea between Spitzbergen and E. Greenland (75° 37' X. I,., 6" 4' W. L.I. It was 11 """.

long, thus long past the pelagic stage, and cannot have arrived here as floating larva. I imagine, that mu.ssels have been

attached b\- the byssus to the sides of the ship or algae growing there; by the rubl>ing of the ice against the ship the

mussel has been toru off and come by chance iuto the net towed I)ehind the shi]). Cf. X. Hart?.' report, that on the

same Exped. lie obtained numerous small algae in the net, especially when the ice was dense (Medd. om Gronland, XVII,

lSy6, p. 3S7, uote).
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Distribution. Mytilus edtilis has a wide range within the temperate, in part also the arctic

zone, both in the northern and sonthern hemispheres. In North America it occnrs from North Carolina

to Labrador; next, it occnrs on the western and south-eastern coasts of Greenland, at Iceland and

the Faeroes; from the west coast of Nova Zembla its distribution extends along the whole coast of

Europe, and also into the Mediterranean (var. galloproviucialis Lam.) to its easternmost end; through the

Kattegat, decreasing in size, it reaches into the Baltic and up into the Gulf of Bothnia (to 62°6'N.L.).

In the Pacific it ranges from Bering Sea to the vSea of Okotsk, Japan and Mexico. In the southern

hemisphere the "Challenger" has taken it off Rio de la Plata, at the Falkland I.sland.s, Kerguelen

and New Zealand. — It belongs to the littoral belt; I have some )onng specimens, however, from

greater depths, down to 50 fni.
')

In high-arctic regions the dead shells of Mytilus cdiilis have been found at many places, where

in spite of the keenest search not a single living specimen could be taken. In P^urope it does not

li\-e north of Nova Zembla, yet dead shells occur in large numbers on Spitzbergen (both on the shore,

at the beach and in raised deposits), on King Charles Land (Svenska Forlandet, 25 m. above the sea)

and on Franz Josephs Land (3— 6 m. above the sea). At East Greenland, as mentioned, it does not

live N. of 66°3o'N. L., but it has been found as fossil at ca. 73° N.L., namely at the mouth of vSophias

Sound (25 m. above the sea) and in the innermost parts of Franz Josephs Fjord (10 m. above the sea).

These discoveries of fossil (postglacial) Mytilus cdulis indicate, that the high-arctic regions mentioned

must have had a somewhat warmer marine climate than now at a not very remote geological period 2).

Modiola modiolus Linne.

PI. Ill, figs. I a—b (young).

Mytilus modiolus Linne, S)st. Nat. ed. 12, i, 2, 1767, p. 1158; Jeffreys, Brit. Conchol. II, 1863, p. 11,

PI. 27, fig. 2; (Modiola) Gould & Binney, Rep. Inv. Mass. 1870, p. 186, fig. 4S5. — Mytilus

jiuibilicatus Pennant, Brit. Zool., IV, 1767, p. 112.

Modiola uDibilicata Morch, Videu.sk. Medd. Naturh. P'oren. 1867, p. 96; ibid. 1868, p. 224.

The "Ingolf" has taken this species at:

St. 87. W. of Iceland (Brede Bugt) iiofm. i spec, (empty).

[Greenland].

The .species is recorded from here by G. O. Sarss) and by Dr. A. Krausei). I have no hes-

itation in refusing to admit the correctness of these records; a bivah-e of such a size and so easy to

get could not have escaped the attention of those, whose collections are preserved in the Copen-

').N. Knipowitsch (Verhandl. Kais. Russ. Mineral. Gesellscli. Bd, 43, 1906, p 271) mentions a few cases where he
lias found living, full-grown Myt. ednlis in great depths and at a constantly verj- low temperature but at the same time ex-

presses agreement with a view 1 had put forward elsewhere (K. D. Vidensk. Selsk. Forhandl. 1904, p. 394), namely, that such
IS not the noi-mal habitat of the species; the specimens in question must be considered to have been carried out into the

deep, cold layers with seaweed, perhaps also with ice-floes (in the Kara Sea, for example, M. n/iih's has been found on drift-

ice; cf. J en sen 1. c).

'} For further details see .^d. S.Jensen and Poul Harder: Post-Glacial changes of climate in Arctic regions as

revealed by investigations on marine deposits (Postglaziale Klimaveranderungen. Stockholm, 1910, p. 399).

3) Sars: Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv., 1878, p. 387.

4; Krause, in Griinland-Kxpedition der Gesellsch. f. Erdkunde zu Berlin, II, i, 1S97, p. 1S5.
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liagen Zoological Museimi; here there is not and never has been any specimen of Af. niodinlus from

Greenland '). ;

Iceland.

Dr. A. C.J oh an sen mentions AI. modiolus among the JVIolliuscs which occnrred in tlic greatest

abnndance 2—3 meters below the high-water mark at the coasts of Iceland')- Fnrther, O. Bardarson

has made the following observation on the northern coast: •M. modiolus lives here at Hnnafloi at a

depth of 10—15 meters and is thrown np on the beach in a heavy sea, but in small quantity", and

regarding the conditions on the west coast he writes as follows: "At Isafjordnr and Breidifjordnr

it is found washed np at a few i)laces in considerable quantit\'. At Faxafloi it is common .... still

more frequent at Grindavik S. of Reykjanes, where thousands can be collected after a heavy sea.

M. modiolus thus lives in shallower depths and is more frequently washed up, the further south we

come along the west coast of Iceland".-') Lastl\-, the Icelandic naturalist Bj. vSLcmundsson writes

to me, that JM. modiolus is often thrown up on the beach in autunni on the north coast.

I have made these preliminary remarks in order that the following lists may not give the

impression, that AJ. modiolus is a rarit_\-, for example, at East and North Iceland; its littoral occurrence

and its considerable size have probably been the reasons why a comparativeh' small material of this

species has been brought home.

East Iceland:

64°58'N. L-, i3°25'W. L 40 fm. 5 spec, and i valve.

Rakkafjordr 32 — 25 - 2 valve.s.

.

- The shells last-mentioned reach a length of 105 """.

North Iceland:

Hnsavik. washed up with Eaminaria rhizoids. 3 spec.

Skagastrand Bngt 33 fm. i —

The last specimen is small, the first up to 100""".

West Iceland:

66°6' N. L., 23°59' W. L 23 fm. i spec.

Dyrafjordr ca. ig - 3 —

65°52' N. L., 23°58' W. L 2>i - ^ ^'^i'^'^-

Arnarfjcirdr, beach r spec.

65-32' N. L., 24"3.S' W. L 22 - 4 —
Grnndarfjordr 9'/, - 4 valves.

64°45-8' N. L., 23'^55.2' W. L 30 - 3 spec.

Hvalfjordr 24 - 1 — and i vahe.

Krossvik 8 -
,
shell-gravel, blue clay, stones, i —

M G. O. vSars has also iikuIl' tho mistake in his "TaUulac dislril)iitionis" (np. oit.) of iiu-hi<h!ig Spitz) )i.rgc-ii miiK-r its

rfKion of distribution. ...

~) Videusk. Medd. Natiirh. Foren. Kbhvn., 190J, p. 3S7.

3) Videiisk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. Klihvn.. 1910, p. 62.

'riie Iiig(>ir-E\pfiliiinn. il. S-
'
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Faxafjordr 25 fm. Many valves.

— 14V2 - I spec.

— Keflavik 15—16 - , fine black sand. 3 fragments.

Re3'kjavik beach, on Larainaria rhizoids 11 spec.

— 1
1/2 fill-, stony bottom. 2 spec.

8 - 4 -
Hafnarfjordr beach 3 —

— 4 - I -
— 25 - , fine black sand and ooze. i valve.

— I mile E. N. E. of Helgasker

Vager ii'/z - 2 valves.

It has thus been taken living even at a depth of 30 fm.; the specimen from the "Ingolf St. 87,

which also lies on the west coast of Iceland at a depth of iiofm., was on the other hand empty and

ma}- possibh- have been carried out with Eaminaria, to the rhizoids of which Af. nwdiolns is accustomed

to attach itself by means of its byssus. The largest specimen is 146 '""\ long.

South Iceland:

63°3o' N. L,., 20° 14'W L 42 fm. 3 valves.

Heymaey, Vestmannaeyjar beach. 4 spec. & many valves.

Vestmannaeyjar 30 fm., shell-gravel. 3 valves.

— 49 - , clay with a little mud. Fragments of 3 valves.

The specimens washed up on the beach at Heymaey are up to 95 '""'. long.

The Faeroes.

According to earlier authors (Svabo, Landt) M. modiolus occurs at many places at the

Faeroes; after a heavy sea it is often found washed into the bays, not rarely hanging to large tufts

of seaweed under whose rhizoids it likes to live.

The largest specimens I have seen are 155™"'. long; large specimens are taken at a depth of

even ca. 100 fm.

In recent years it has been taken at the following places at the Fa;roes:

Klaksvig 11 fm., on Laminaria rhizoids. 5 spec.

Fundings Fjord 12— ca. 20 -
, coarse sand and cla}-. i — and 16 valves.

Andefjord 16— 23 - i —
Kongshavn 12— 16 - 2 —
Vestmanhavn 3V2—5 -

> fi"e black sand. i —
— 4-) sand. I —
— 4-5 - I -
— ca. 10 - 2 —
— 10—30 - 10 —
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Vestmansuiid 70 fm. 6 spec.

Sorvaag beach. 2 — and 3 valves.

— 14— 16'/;, - , ooze. I —
Thorshavii beacli. a

— 3-4 - I —
Nolso beach. 4 valves.

— deej) hole at north end ca. 100 - 30 .spec, and man waives.

Trangisvaag- Fjord, month 4—5 - , among rhizoids of Laminaria. i — and 3 valves.

62°29'N.L., 7''37'W.L 60- 3 —
62^16.5' N. L., 6°6' ~ 50-60 - 5 _
5 miles N. by E. of east point of

Myggentes 50 - 2 —
7 — N. b)' E. of Myggenses Point 57 - 6 —
6 — N. by W. of Kalso 60 - 14 —
i'/2— 2 miles off mouth of Bordovig 20—30 - i —

Bordonces in N. 57 W., 1V4 miles.. 30 - 15 — '-^ man\- valves.

9 miles E. of Nolso Light ca. 30 - 2 —
16 — E. by S. of south point of

Nolso 80 - I —

Distribution. (_)n the Pvuropean side Mudiola modiolus ranges from the "warm area" of the

White Sea') to the British Isles and west of France (Loire)-) as also through the Kattegat into the

Sound and Belts; next, over the Fseroes to the coasts of Iceland. On the American .side it is distrib-

uted from Labrador to North Carolina, and from Bering Sea to Japan and California. Jeffreys gives

the vertical distribution to be from o— 100 fm., which agrees with the oljservations ixowx the Fccroes

and Icelaiul (cf. above); its true habitat is the Lamiiu^ria region.

IVIodiola phaseolina Philippi.

PI. Ill, figs. 2a—b.

Modio/a plinsi'oliita Philippi, Enum. Moll. vSiciliae, II, 1844, p. 51, PI. 15, fig. 14. — Mytilns phasroliiiiis

Jeffreys, Brit. Conchol. II, 1863, p. 118, PI. 27, fig. 5.

Modiola pliascoliiia Morch, Viden.sk. Medd. Naturh. Foren., 1868, p. 224.

1) According to Collin ( Dijniphna-Togtets zool.-bot. I'dbytte, iSS6, p. 4,So) .-i very young specimen (19""". long) is

said to have been taken in the Kara Sea at 53 fm., but this case is isolated, and 1 dou!)t whetlier the .species really belongs

to this Sea. N. Knipo wi tsch also reports, that he has once obtained M. moJioliis from the deep part of the White Sea, where

a very low temperature constantly prevails (the "cold area"), but he is of opinion, that it is not Uie normal home of the

species, but that the .specimens have probably been carried out there from the coastal region with seaweed or ice-floes (Ver-

handl. d. Kais. Russ. Min. Gesellsch. Bd. 43, 1906, p. 275). — The circumpolarity of .1/; wri(//<'//w, as maintained by some authors,

is in any case a mistake; it has not been taken at (Greenland (cf. antea p. (S), nor at Spitzbergeu (cf K n ipo witsch, .\nn.

Musee zool. de I'Acad. Imp. St.-Petersbourg, VI, 1902, p. 119, note), nor on the north coast of .^Vsia or in the waters N. of

arctic America.

2) It has been forgotten by I^oeard in his list: Lcs cotpiilles marines des cotes de France (1S92); in the same

author's Prodrome de Malacologie Francjaise, j\IolIus(iues marins (1SS6) numerous localities are given for it (p. 491).

7*
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St. 98,

- 86.

- 87

- 54

- 55

- 6,

- 51

I

This species has been taken by the "Ingolf at:

W. of Iceland 138 fm.

- - — (Brede Bugt) 76 -

— — no -

S. E. of Iceland 691 -

— - — 316 -

- - - 90 -

— - — 68 -

N. W. of the Faeroes 132 -

5.9° c. 15 valves.

Numerous valves.

I spec. &: numerous valves

3-9° - I —
5-9°- 3 -
7° - 6 -

7-32°- I — & I valve.

7.2° - I —

Previously lil. pliascoli)ia was only known in these regions from Faxafjordr in West Iceland,

where lap. Steenstrup had taken 2 specimens (recorded in Jeffreys I.e.).

In addition to at the above stations of the "Ingolf", M.pliascoliiia has in recent years been

taken at many other places on the west, south and south-east coast of Iceland as well as at the

Faeroes, as will be seen from the following sunnnary.

66°8'N.L., 24°2i'W.L.

Faxafjordr

Skagi

.

West Iceland:

47 fm.

13 -

17 -
, coarse shell-sand.

17— 2072 -
, sand and shells.

21 -

South Iceland:

63°i5' N.L., 22^23' W.L 170— 114 fm.

63°i8' - 2i°3o' -
Vestmannaeyjar

— Heymaey, on beach

63°i7V;n.L., i7°39'W.L

63°2i' - i7°3i' -
63°2i' — i7"i5' -
Ingolfshofdi in N. by E. V2 E., g'/^ miles

64=3' N.L., i5°4o' W. L

Myre Bugt

64^27' N.L., 13^27' W.L

94 -

49 -

87 -

69 -

58

53

clay with a little mud.

black sand with shells and

stones.

, sand, stones, shell-gravel.

Ejde

13 miles S. of Myggena^sholm

6i°56'N.L., 7°04'W.L

S o u t h-E ast Iceland:

35 fm-

36 -

84 -

The Fceroes:

5— 6 fm., coarse black sand.

ca. 70 -

30 -

I spec.

I —
15 valves.

3 —
I valve.

7 valves.

I valve.

25 valves.

18 -

I spec.

I valve.

9 spec, and 12 valves.

I —

5 spec.

1 spec, and i valve.

3 spec.

6 valves.

2 —
I spec.
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6i°4o' — 7°4o' — 135 fni- i •'^pec. and 1 valve.

6i°9' — 7°54' — 181 - Temp. 8.42° C. i —
,

9 miles E. S. E. of Bi.spen ca. 70 - 3 valves.

16 — E. by ,S. of south point of Nolso 80 - 4 spec, and i \alve.

Akralejte in N. 57 W., 12 miles - 150 - i —

13 miles W. by S. of Munken - 150 -
'

ca. 100 valves.

At Iceland it reaches a length of 19 """. in the shallower waters, whilst the specimen from

691 fm. (St. 54) is only 3.5""". long and the largest specimen from 316 fm. (St. 55) 7.5""". The largest

of the specimens at hand from the Fjeroes is 16 """. long.

Remarks. The numerous specimens to hand c()nfirm in every respect tlie variation remarked

upon by other authors; the form of the shell is sometimes elongated, sometimes very short, but with

all transitions.

Afodiola phasioliiia is often confused with the young of M. modiolus, from which however it

can be distinguished with certainty by means of the following combination of characteristics (cf. PI. Ill,

figs. 2a—b {M. pliascoliiia) with figs, i a—b {M. modiohis, }oung);

The shell is more ventricose.

The anterior end under the umbo is less prominent.

The inner edge of the antero-dorsal margin is finely crenulated across, and the hinge-margin

in from the beak is somewhat flattened and expanded and marked by minute transverse teeth.

The impression of the anterior closing muscle is bounded above by a ridge-like projection from

the shell-margin.

The antero-dorsal margin rises more steeply and the dorsal margin is for some distance almost

parallel with the ventral margin.

Distribution. Modiola phascolimi is distributed from northernmost Norway (Varanger Fjord)

along Europe and into the Mediterranean as far as the Aegean Sea; it goes down into the Kattegat.

To the west it reaches over the Fceroes to the south-eastern, southern and western coasts of Iceland.

— Jeffreys gives the vertical distribution to be from o — 30oofm., though it is not apparent where

he has obtained the record of this enormous depth from; the greatest dejDtli noted b}' himself lies in

the Mediterranean at 1415 fm ). At Norway, according to G. O. Sars, it reaches down to 300 fm., at the

P\eroes and Iceland to 691 fm., so that I am inclined to doubt the correctness of Jeffrey.s" record.

Nor is the jjurely littoral occurrence quite certain, as it has not been taken living at less depths than

13 fm. at Iceland, the F~teroes, Norway or Denmark. That it may be washed up on land is another

matter; I have before me a number of apparently fresh .shells, which had been washed up on the

beach at He)'maey, Vestmannaeyjar on South Iceland (collected by Dr. A. C. Johansen).

Dacrydium vitreum M oiler.

Modiola? vitrra "Holboll", Moller, Index Moll. Groenl., 1842, p. 19. - Thurydiiim vitrnim Torell,

Spitsbergens Mollu.skfauna, 1859, P- ^39' I''- i) f'."- 2; Sar.s, Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv., 187S, p. 28,

PI. 3, fig. 2; Verrill, Transact. Connecticut Acad., V, 1882, p. 579, PI- 4-1. ^ig- ^'^•

I) Jeffreys, as usual, does not nieiition whetlier the shells were "dead'' or contained the animal.
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Modiolaria vitrea Morch, Tiling til Rink's Gronland, 1857, p. 94; Arctic Manual, 1875, p. 133; Rink's

Dan. Greenland, 1877, p. 442. — Dacrydiiim vitreum Friele, Nyt. Mag. Naturvidensk., 1879,

p. 22; Posselt, Medd. om Gronland, XIX, 1895, p. 66; idem, ibid. XXIII, 1898, p. 21; J ensen,

Medd. oni Gronland, XXIX, 1909, p. 325.

The "Ingoir has taken this species at:

St. 32. Davis Strait 318 fni. 3.9° C. ^^ spec.

- 28. — 420 - 3.5° - 30 —
- 35-

- 362 - 3-6° -
3 -

- 24. — 1199 - 2.4° -
5 -

- 115. S. of Jan ;\Iayen 86 - 0.1° - 18 — and 25 valves.

- 116. — 371 - — 0.4° - 2 valves (corresponding).

- 117. — 1003 - — 1.0° - I spec.

- loi. N. E. of Iceland 537 - —0.7° - i —
- 124. N. of Iceland 495 - —0.6° - 1 —
- 126. — 293 - —0.5° - 12 — and 12 valves.

- 128. — 194 - 0.6° - 27 — - 9 —

- 87. W. of Iceland (Brede Bugt) no - 4 — - 50 — I
Quite small,

ma.ximum
- 86. — — 76 - I valve.

| gj^e i
"""

- 98. W. of Iceland 138 - 5.9° - 8 spec, and 25 valves.

- 97- - - — 450 - 5-5° - I —
- 9°- - -

- 568 - 4-4° - 2 - - 7 -
- 85. S.W. of - 170 - 5

-

- 80. — - — 935 - 4.0° - I — - I valve.

- 78- — -
- 799- 4-5°- 35 - -ca. 50 valves.

- 58. E. - — 211 - 0.8° - I valve.

- 138. N. of the Fteroes 471 - —0.6° - 10 spec.

The largest shell, namely of 7"'"., is one from St. 58, E. of Iceland; in the Davis Strait a size

of 5 """. is attained (St. 28) and S. of Jan Mayen a size of 5""". (St. 115 and 116). From the stations

west and south-west of Iceland the maximum size is 4 """. From the two very deep stations, 24 and

117, the size is respectively only 3™"'. and 2.5"'"'.

There is considerable variation in regard to the form and thickness of the shell ) The spec-

imens from west and south-west of Iceland (St. 87, 86, 98, 97, 90, 85, 80 and 78) differ especially from the

t\-pical D.viiraiin in having a relatively elongated form and a less convex dorsal line; they greatly

resemble the Dacrydium occidcntalc of E.A.Smith 2) (West Indies, 390 fm.), but I have not thought

it right to separate these specimens as an independent species.

) Cf. also A. Locard, who distinguishes between the following varieties: minor, elongata, carta, incur-vata, vcntricosa

and albida; Exped. scieut. Travailleur-Talisnian, Moll. Test, 11, 1S98, p. 364.

2) Zool. Chall. Exp., Part XXXV, 1885, p. 282, PI. 17, fig. i.
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Elsewhere tlie followiii.t,^ information may be gi\ en retjardinjj the distribution of the species.

West Greenland.

In addition to the "Inrrdf" stations in tlie Davis vStrait, 318— 1199 fm., D.vilrntin has been

taken at 7 locaHties from tlie sonthernmost (Julianehaab) to the northernmost part (724' N. L.) of

Danish West Greenland, on clay bottom and at depths of 4iS— 250 fm. The size is up to 5""".

East Greenland.

Here />. vitrcum has been taken b\- Danish K.xpeditions at 9 localities from Cape Dalton to

Sabine Island, or from 69'/2°— 74'/^°N. L. and at depths of 10— 127 fm. It reaches here a size of 6'""'.

Jan Mayen.

The Norweg. Nortli-Atlanlic lixped. took D.7<itrciuii at 2 stations, witli depths of 70— 95 fm.

Tlie Danish Exped. of 1892 took 8 specimens S. of the island (70'32'N.L., 8°io' W. L.), at a depth of

470 fill.; the Danish Exped. of 1900 took 4 specimens and 2 valves at a depth of 55 fm., as also 3

specimens and i valve at a depth of 50— 6ofni. Eastly, as shown above, the "Ingolf Exped. found it

at 2 stations at a depth of 86 and 371 fm., as also a specimen far to the south of the island (St. 117)

at a depth of 1003 fm., but it is only 2.5 """. long.

Iceland.

Apart from the stations of the "Ingolf north-east, north, west, south-west and ea.st of the island,

D. vitrcum has also been taken at the following places:

66°32' N. L., i5"i5' W. L 75 fm. i valve.

64°58' - ii°i2' — 300 - —o.38"C. i .spec.

The Faeroes.

Besides at the "Ingolf station N. of the Fceroes (St. 13S, depth 471 fm.; maximum size of the

specimens 4""".) I), vitrcum has been taken at the following places:

63° 14' N. L., 9"46' W. L 260 fm. 18 spec.

63°03' — 9°28' - 275 - I valve.

5miles N.by E. of east point of MyggeiiKS 5° - 2 \alves.

61 =40' N. L., 7°4o' W. L 135 - ' valve.

6i°i5' — 9"35' — ca.475 - 2 spec, and 9 valves.

6i°7' — 9°3o' — 440 - I valve.

6 miles N. by W. of Kalso 60 2 valves.

13 — W. by S. of Munken - i55 - 9 —

From the deepest of these places (475 fin.) the specimens have a size of 3.5"""., from the other

places still smaller (1—3""".).
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Elsewhere D. vitreum ranges from the Kara Sea and Spitzbergen to the Mediterranean and

the Azores; on the American side from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to Campeche. It is said to occur

down to a depth of 2750 fm., and in arctic regions it reaches as high up as 10 fm. (cf. under East

Greenland).

Idas argenteus Jeffreys.

PI. Ill, figs. 3 a— e.

Idas argenteus Jeffreys, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (IV), vol. XVIII, 1S76, p. 428; Proc. Zool. Soc. 1879,

p. 570, PI. 45, fig. 3; Proc. Zool. Soc., 1882, p. 683.

Shell having the shape of an irregular parallelogram (varying from rhomboidal to oblong), of

a delicate texture, rather opaque, iridescent; it is covered with a pale brownish-yellow periostracum,

which rises into fibrous excrescences on the posterior side; under the periostracum the shell is silvery

white, except the beaks which are reddish brown; sculpture, very fine and close-set transverse striae

and microscopic longitudinal strite, radiating from the beaks; margins straight at the back and in

front, rounded on the anterior and smaller side, and sloping from the back with a curved outline on

the posterior side; beaks circular and incurved, placed near the anterior side; an internal and long

cartilage covers the hinge; hinge-line nearly straight, but obtuse-angled at the hinge; hinge-plate

narrow, minutely and closely denticulated on both sides of the hinge; inside polished and nacreous;

edge plain; scars inconspicuous. Size of the largest specimens about 8 "'"'.

In 1876 Jeffreys described the species almost as above, the additions and changes made by

himself in 1882, however, being added.

This small Mytilid was taken by the "Ingolf at:

St. 67. S. of Iceland 975 fm. 3° C. ca. 260 spec.

The specimens of the "Ingolf'-Expedition agree extremely well with the descriptions of Jeffreys.

A radiating striation however can hardly be seen and the hairy periostracum is often distributed over

a greater part of the shell, mostly however on the posterior and dorsal surfaces.

Distribution. During the "Valorous" Cruise of 1875 one valve was taken in the North

Atlantic (56°ii'N.L., 37°4i' W.L.I at 1450 fm. The "Porcupine" Expedition of 1869 also found a shell

in the Bay of Biscay at a depth of 994 fm. Lastly, it was taken on the cruise of the "Triton" between

the Hebrides and the Faeroes at 516 fm., "inhabiting deserted tubes of Teredo megotara in a large

water-logged piece of pine-wood, to which the Idas had fixed itself by a strong byssus". The specimens

of the "Ingolf'-Exped. were taken south of Iceland (6i°3o'N. L., 22°30'W. L.) at 975 fm., under .similar

conditions to the last; the trawl brought up two large pieces of jiine-wood, which had been pierced

through and through by Teredo; in some of the Teredo tunnels were in addition mud and worm-

tubes, further worms and small bivalves, namely Idas arge)ite2is.

In 1882 Verrill mentions an "Idas argeiifei/s Jeffreys van? laiiiellosus Vcrrill (perhaps sp.

nov.)", taken by the "Fi.sh Hawk" in 1881 at New England off Martha's Vineyard (S. S. W. V4 W.,

1031/2 miles) at a depth of 335 fm.'). On this Jeffreys (I.e. 1882) makes the following comment:

) R. .\. Verrill: Catcil. of Marine Mollusca added to the Fauna of New England; Trans. Conn Acad. vol. V, 18S2 (p. 579).
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•/das argn/fnis is probably the species of that name noticed l)y \'crrill as \'m-. /tii/ir//osa" . and the

added knowledge of Ii/as tn-i;,///n/s ol:)tained in that year really disposed of the peculiarities of

\'erri ll's /i/i/\.

Modiolaria.

The 4 northern species of this genus may, according to mv experience, most rcadilv be dis-

tinguished from one another in tlie followini'' manner:

The shell

radially

striated

over the whole M.faba.

not distinctly separated M. nigra.

o\\\\ on anterior

or also on the

posterior area.

Central

and poster-

ior areas of

shell

separated

by a dia-

gonal fur-

row.

Central

area

smooth M. discors

(cum var. [(cr'igatd et substriala).

shagreen-like wrinkled M.cornigata.

Modiolaria discors Linne.

The true Alodiolaria discors Triune does not occtir at (ireenland, Jan Ma)'en or Iceland. The

species is represented here by -Alodiolaria Im'igata Gra)" and •Modiolaria suhstriata Gray", which I

do not consider separate species, but varieties of a species which also emljraces "Modiolaria discors

I^innc". The last name has the prior right by age and must consequenth' ha\'e the ad\'antage in

the designation of the species.

\3.x. /(r7'igafa Gray.

PL III, fig.s. 4a—b.

Modiola hrvigata Ciray, Parry's first voyage, Snppl. to App., 1S24, p. 244. — Crnirlla /fcr'iga/a

T o r e 1 1, vSiDitsbergens IMolluskfauna, 1859, p. 133. — Modiolaria discors (t o u 1 d &

Binne}', Rep. Invert. Mass., 1870, p. 192, fig. 489. — Alodiolaria hcvigata Sars, Moll. Reg.

Arct. Norv., 1S78, p. 29, PI. 3, fig. 3; Lechc, Vega-Exped. Vetensk. Arb. Ill, 18S3, p. 450, PI. 34,

figs. 27—28.

Mylilus discors Fabricius, Fauna groenl., 1780, p. 418. — jifylil//s discors, arciicus Fabricius (partim),

K. D. Viden.sk. Selsk. vSkr. 1788, p. 453, figs, i & 4—6. — i\fodiola discors ^Moller, Index

Moll. Groenl., 1842, p. 19. — Modiolaria discors Peck, in Gaimard, \'o\age de la Recherche,

PI. 17, fig. 2a— h. — Modiolaria l,r7'is Beck, il)id. PL 17, fig. 3f. — J/odiola discors Beck,

Amtl. Bericht 24. Versamml. deutsch. Naturf. in Kiel, 1847, p. 115. — Modiolaria hrrigala

Morch, Rink's (irnnland, 1857, p. 94; Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. I'oren. 1868, p. 224; Arctic

Manual, 1875, p. 133; Rink's Dan. Greenland, 1877, p. 442; Beclier, Osterr. Polarst. Jan

Mayen III, 1886, p. 69; Posselt, IMedd. oni Gr(inland, XIX, 1895, p. 67; ibid.XXIIl, 1898,

p. 25; Jensen, ibid. XXIX, 1909, ]). 326. — Afodiolaria corriigata (non .Stimi^son) et hrvigata

Hiigg, Ark. fiir Zoologi, Bd. 2, No. 2, 1904, p. 22 <S: 23.

Tlie Iiigiilf-Exiuditlon. II. j.
^
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var. siibstriata Gray.

PI. Ill, figs. 5a—b.

Mytilus discors, ardicus Fabriciu.s, K. D. Viden.sk. Selsk. vSkr. 17SS, p. 453 (partim), figs. 2 & 3. —

Modiolaria Icrvis Beck, in Gainiard, Voyage de la Recherche, PI. 17, figs. 3a— e. — Modiolaria

discors Morch, \'idensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. 1868, p. 224. — Modiolaria Icevigata var. sitb-

striata Posselt, Medd. om Gronland, XIX, 1895, p. 67; ibid. XXIII, 1898, p. 26; Jensen,

ibid. XXIX, 1909, p. 326. — Modiolaria substriata H jig g, Arcli. for Zoologi, Bd. 2, No. 2, 1904, p. 25.

The "Ingolf has taken this species at:

St. 33. Davis Strait 35 fm- 0.8° C. i spec. 1 var.

. 34. _ _ 55 - I ~ very young J lavigafa.

- 119. Norwegian Sea 1010 - i — young (empty), ya.iL.sHbslriata.

At West Greenland the species is very common from the southernmost part of the land as

far northwards as the investigations extend, namely to N. W. of Cape York; on the American side it

is still met with in Franklin Pierce-Bay at 79°25'N. L. It prefers shallow water, o— 3ofni., but it is

said to live also in greater depths, down to 100 and 200 fm. The variety subslriala is less common

than IcBvigata. The largest specimens at my disposal of var. hrvigata measure 46 "'"\, of var. substriata

30"'"'.; O.Fabricins mentions specimens of up to 50™"'.

At East Greenland the species has been taken at many places, sometimes in large numbers,

from Angmagssalik as far north as collections have been made (Shannon Island at 75—75V2° N. L.).

The depths noted are o—30 fm. The variety krvigata is also by far the most abundant here; the

largest specimen of this variety measures 36.5 "'"\, of substriata 32 """.

Jan Mayen. The Austrian Expedition took 13 specimens up to 28 ™"\ long on the north side

of the island, at a depth of 8— 13 fm. The Danish Exped. of 1900 took some smaller specimens at

15 and 50—60 fm.

At Iceland the species is probably common all round the island, from lowest water') and (in

small specimens) out to 50—6ofm.; the localities mentioned below hardly give a correct picture of its

distribution, as only few dredgings were made in very shallow water, where the species mainly lives.

The variety hrvigata, which is the most frequent, reaches a length of 48 "'"'., and among the var.

substriata there is one of 52 """.

East Iceland:

Ivonsvik 8— 10 fm., fine black sand. 1 spec.

Berufjordr, Djupivogr 3 - , on I^aminaria rhizoids. 2 —
— — 6-, mud with black sand. i —
— — 8- 2 —
— — 10 - 3

—
Breiddalsvik 14 - i —

') .'\. C. J oliansen records Modiolaria Itevigaia among the Molluscs which occurred in the greatest abundance 2—3
meters below the high water mark at the coasts of Iceland. Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. 1902, p. 3S7.
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Faskrudsfjordr, Hafnarnes 50—10 fiii.. bine clav. 2 spec.

Re\darfjordr 60—80 - i —
- 70 - I -

Seydisfjordr at vSkalanes on lyaminaria rhi/.oids. 7 —
— - — 6-, on Lamiiiaria leav-es. i —
— - — 7—8 - 2 -
— - Briinnes 8—4 - i —

Bakkafjordr 12—15 - 7 —
— 52—20 - 15 —

Finuafjordr, Gimolfsvik 12 - i —

All these are for the most part quite small specimens, due to chance naturally; the larj^est

specimen is only 25'"'". long, but in the vStockholm Museum I have seen a specimen from Berufjordr,

which was 48 "
'". long. The variety siibstridfa is rather frequent, comparatively speaking, in the

material at hand.

North Iceland:

Thistilfjordr 10 fm., sand, coral. i spec.

Kollafjordr 7 —
— 10 - I —
— Hunafloi 5- i —

Skagastrand 4 —
Bugt 33 - I -

66°36'N.L., 2i°57'W.L 32~37- i -

Though there happens to be only such a small material from this part of the coast, it ne\-crthe-

less contains large specimens, of the \-ariety l(i-7'ig<ifa up to 48 """., and of the variety snhstriala of 52 '"'".

West Iceland:

Hofuvik 10 fm. i spec.

Adalvik 6—9 - 3 —
Isafjordr i —
Onundarfjordr '/2—o - i —

Dyrafjordr i —
65°52' N.L., 23°58' W.L il - i -
65°

1
7-5' - 23°32' - 7-12- r —

Hvalfjordr 24 - 3 —
Faxe-Bugt 15 —
Reykjavik 20 —

All these specimens belong to the variety hrvigala : the largest (from Onundarfjordr) is 45""".,

the second-largest (from Re)-kjavik) is 44.5 """. long.
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vS o 11 1 h Iceland:

Vestmaunaeyjar beach i valve.

— 10—15 fni. 1 spec.

These specimens belong to the variety siihsfriata and reach a length of 18 "'"'.

I

At the Faeroes the species has not been /o!uid\.

Remarks. At Iceland and Greenland the species occurs, as mentioned above, under two main forms

:

a. Modiolaria discors L. var. hrvigata Gray (PI. Ill, fig.?. 4a—b): the shell somewhat compressed,

posteriorlv high, rounded-truncate; the posterior area without radiating strise.

b. Modiolaria discors L. var. siibstriata Gray (PI. Ill, figs. 5a— b): the shell ventricose, posteriorly

low, rounded-pointed; the posterior area with radiating strias.

But each of these forms again is subject to variation.

The typical hrvigata is a high form, but even among the full-grown we meet with specimens

which are much more elongated than is usually tlie case. The t\pical Idvigata does not have the

radiating stride on the posterior area, but sometimes a faint striation may be seen here')-

In the typical substriata the postero-dorsal margin slopes rapidh- downwards, but we also find

specimens in which the slope of the posterior margin is less abrupt. The typical substriata has the

posterior area distinctly striated radially, but sometimes the striation is not to be seen, even under a

leus ("Modiolaria Iccvis" Beck I.e.).

The two forms frequently occur together and one is often at a loss to determine to which of the

forms a given specimen has to be referred; in the case of small specimens it is often quite imjjossible.

Modiolaria hn'igata-siibstriata are arctic and circumpolar forms, whose southern boundaries lie

at Massachusetts, Lofoten and northern Japan. Viewed in a wider sense, including also Modiolaria

discors, the species is distributed further along the rest of West Europe to Madeira, including the

Kattegat-Baltic (to Kiel and Neustadter Bugt) and the Mediterranean^).

In opposition to G. O. Sars I must maintain, that Modiolaria substriata and Mod. la-vigata are

not distinct, but forms of one and the same species.

And I am most inclined to believe with Jeffreys, that Modiolaria hn'igata Gray and Modio-

laria discors Linne are specifically identical. Against this G. O. Sars has objected very definitely

and I can in so far agree with this author, that there is not an excessively great resemblance between

Mod. discors and an adult, typical Mod. la-^'igata ; on the other hand, I certainly consider it as more than

probable, that Afod. discors is nothing else but a southern^), pygmy^l and slightl\' altered form

') I e.KcUule here the fact, tliat all /,cvi'i;ala in the very young stages have the posterior area radially striated and in

the adult condition retain this striation on the umbonal region; the striation is obviously a characteristic of the young stages.

-) Kucquoy, Dautzenberg and DoUfus however write in their oft-cited work, on the marine MoUusca of

Roussillon, that the occurrence of Mod. discors in the Mediterranean requires to be confirmed; they mention various cases, in

which .Mod. marmorata Forb. has been confused with Mod. discors.

.!) Mod. discors is certainly very commonly regarded as an arctic form, but the basis for this is undoubtedly a con-

fusion with the form substriata; among many hundreds of specimens, which I have examined from arctic regions (Greenland,

Iceland, Spitzbergen, Kara iSea), I have not found a single one of the true discors ; this hardly goes further than northernmost
Norway or Munnan Coast, further east and north it is replaced by the substriata form. As mentioned by Spar re Schneider
(Troinsosundets uiolluskfauna; Tromso Museums Aarshefter VIII, 1SS6, p. 65) the form substriata {"Mod.hrvis Beck") does not
occur at Norway for the simple reason, in my opinion, that Mod. discors is its modification in boreal rtgious.

4) The maximum length of Mod. discors {sX Denmark and Norway) is 20 "'"'., whereas Mod. substriata becomes over 50 """. long.
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of ••Mod.sitbstriafa"
, so small is the difference between them'). Mod.Jiscors (Pi. Ill, figs. 6a b) is on

the whole a more oblong form; this is the essential difference. P>ut whilst maintaining, that Mod. lirvigata.

Mod. siibsfn'afa and Afod. discors are identical specificalh', I may yet emphasize that in their tvpical

.shape they are representatives for just as many special forms and must not be summarilv thrown together.

Furthermore, the form discors, as I know it from Danish waters, is also not a little variable;

frequently the posterior area is distinctly striated, but sometimes it appears almost .smooth (cf. var.

sciiiihcvis Jeffrey.?, Brit. Conchol. II, p. 127); I have even before me at this moment a specimen from

the Great Belt (Svendborg), which combines a striatiou such as we find in substriata with the form of

a t\pical licvigata, or on the whole shows a great resemblance to a very young Afod. Iccvigata.

In conclusion I ma\' cpu)te some little known observations regarding the biolog}- of this species.

In his paper "Om Ueens-Muslingen" (i.e. M. discors xax. lu-viga/tt and substriala) O. Fabrici us-)

writes as follows: "This Bivalve I have found to be of common occurrence in Greenland, where it is

called Bibibiarsiil; : I do not know the certain origin of this word one might be inclined to think,

that the Greenlanders have found this name suitable for the whistling or hissing noise, this Bivahe...

produces when it has stood for a long time closed at ebb-tide for want of water and then with the

coming of the flood begins to open again. It is attached by its fine silk (byssus) to large stones or

rocks in the sea, the largest end sticking upwards, the open side turned towards the stone or foreign

body, to which it is attached. It lives preferably so far from the land, that it does not become drv

except at spring-tides when the greatest ebb occurs. On the blind rocks out to sea, therefore, it is

most numerous .... When its silk)' hairs have been broken l)y the waves or other cause, I have seen

it stretch out its foot, attaching it to the .solid rock, elongating and contracting it, and thus push

itself forwards .... the fattest and largest are found on clay bottom . . .

."

In a manuscript left b>' H. P. C. M oiler we find: "It occurs everywhere in quantities on the

coast of Danish West Greenland and especially where there is shallow water, jDartly on Laminaria,

more rarely on Fucus, partly among the string-like algal forms and among stones, down to a depth

of 20 fm. or still deeper, e. g. at Nennortalik, Godhavn; I have taken it in 30 fm. opposite Nepisene

at a distance of 8 Danish miles from the coast."

And in a notice: "Ueber Alyfilus discors" lap. Steenstr u p makes the following remarks on

Modiolaria discors var. lirvit^afo at Iceland: ".
. . . Noch mehr zeichnet sicli diese jNIuschel durch ihren

sehr ausstreckbaren P'uss aus, welcher ihr erlaubt, die Byssusfaden nicht nur um die Seiten der vSchaleu,

sondern audi iiber den Riicken derselben herumzufiihren; dadurch kanu sie sich ganz mit einer

Byssushiille mngeben oder sich wie in einem Byssussack verstecken. Die Enden der aussereii By.s-

susfaden werden auf kleinen Steinchen, Muschelschalentriimmern und dergleichen festgeheftet, .so dass

der Byssussack ganz einem Stcinhaufchen gleicht; die innere Wand der liyssushulle ist dagegen selir

glatt, aus dichtliegenden, sich krenzenden Byssusfaden gebildet, und schliesst sich den IMuschelschalen

ziemlich dicht an. Nur das hintere Ende der Hiille hat eine Oeffnung, sonst ist sie ganz gesclilossen.

In seichten Meeresbusen, in welchen der Boden mit grobem Sande und Grande bedeckt war, hat S.

') Leche has obviou.sly bcc-n of the same opinion, as hv writes (I.e. p. l.Si), Hial Uie MoJ. discors from Kiel Hay,

sent him by Mobius, cannot 1)e specifically distinguishe<l from Mo<t ln-vis Beck; Leche refers to thi.s in connection witli the

fact, that G.O.Sars had erroneously identified Miibiiis' Mod. discors with Mod.corrm^ola Stimpson.
') Nye Samling af det Kgl. Dan.ske Videnskabenies Selskal)s .Skrifter. .v I'cel, 17.SS, ji. .|,Sj.
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sehr oft bedeutende Flachen von den oben erwahnten Steinhaufcheii eingenommen gesehen; in jedeni

derselben steckte eiiie lebende Mytihts discors-Mws.Ax^, ganz wie eine Puppe in ilirer Puppenhiille" ')•

Modiolaria corrugata Stimpson.

PI. Ill, figs. 7 a—d.

Modiola discors Gould [iion Linne), Rep. Invert. Mass. 1841, p. 130, fig. 84. — MyfHits corrugata

Stimpson, Shells of New England, 1851, p. 12. — Modiolaria corrugata Gould and

Binney, Rep. Invert. Mass. 1870, p. 193, fig- 491; Sars, Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv. 1878, p. 30,

PI. 19, fig. 2.

Modiolaria corrtigata Morch, Rink's Gronland, 1857, p. 94; Arctic Manual, 1875, p. 133; Rink's Danish

Greenland, 1877, p.442; Posselt, Medd. om Gronland, XXIII, 189S, p. 23 (partim). - Modi-

olaria nigra Walker {noii Gray), Journ. Roy. Dublin Soc, vol.3, i860, p. 70.

At West Greenland this .species is not common according to Posselt. In this I can confirm

Posselt and I even believe, that it is more rare than he thought, as he has in several cases

confused Modiolaria nigra with the present species. Specimens which are certainly M. corrugata

I have seen in the Copenhagen and Stockholm Zoological Museums from the following West Green-

land localities: Fiskenses, 70 fm., shell bottom; Godthaab, 50—6ofm.; Disco, Harungen, 160 fm., clay

bottom; Godhavn, 70 fm., clay bottom; Umanak, 12 fm. and 25— 35fm., stony bottom; N. W. of Cape

York, 5— i2fm., sand mixed with clay. From each locality there is only one or a couple of specimens.

According to Jeffreys-), the so-called "Modiolaria nigra" taken by the "Fox" at Cape York and Port

Kennedy belong to this species. — The largest Greenland specimen which I have seen is 15.75"'™- long.

[At East Greenland M. corrugata is stated to have been taken b}' the Swedish Exped. of

1900, according to R. Hagg3); I have had the opportunity of seeing the specimens in question and

found, that they were in reality the two varieties la-vigata Gray and snbstriata Gray of Modiolaria

discors L. M. corrugata has thus not yet been found on the east coast of Greenland].

[On the north side of Jan Mayen the Austrian Polar Station is said to have taken 2 specimens,

according to Becher^), but we do not know, whether the determination was correct].

|That Mod. corr2tgata occurs at Iceland, as stated by Verkriizen?), I consider as more than

doubtful ; the species is not represented in the systematic collections made from the Danish side. I

imagine, that the specimens Verkriizen obtained at Reykjavik by dredging in July 1872, were

M. discors var. substriatd\.

Distribution. In addition, we have more or less certain records that Modiolaria corrugata

lives at vSpitzbergen, ca.372— 63fm. (Torell, Knipowitsch) and at Finmarken, 20— 5ofm. (Sars), in

the Kara Sea, 20—78fm. (Collin), in the Polar Sea of Siberia, 9— 12 fm. (Leche), in the Bering Sea,

15 — 2ofm. (Krause) and on the north-east coast of America down to Cape Hatteras (Dall).

1) Amtl. Bericht iiber die 24. Versamml. Deutscher Naturf. unci Acrzte in Kiel, 1S47, p. 222.

2) Scient. Proceed. Roy. Dublin Soc, N. S., II, 1880, p. 128.

3) R. Hagg, Arkiv for Zoologi, Bd. 2, No. 2, 1904, p. 22.

4) Becher, Osterr. Pohirst. Jan Mayen, III, 1886, p. 69.

i) T. ,\. Verkruzen: Dredging-Excursion to Iceland. Ann. Mag. Nat Hist. 4 ser. Vol. X, 1872, p. 372.
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Remarks. Great uncertaint\' pre\ails among autliors regarding Modiolaria corru!:;ata ; often it

is called a "transitional form" to otlier arctic species of Modiolurid, and especially to M. discors L. van

sjtbstrinta Gray ["M. Levis Beck"). From a close investigation I have come to the result, that

M. corntgafa is an exceedingly well defined species. AI. cnrnigata certainh- shows some resemblance in

habit to M. discors var. suhsfriafa, but is readily distinguished from this by the middle area being not

smooth or simply striated (cf. PI. Ill, fig. 5c) but showing under the lens a shagreen-like wrinkling of

the surface, as shown in_ fig. jd on PI. Ill (cf. also Krause: Ein Beitrag zur Kenntuiss der Mollusken-

Fauna des Beringsmeeres, p. 19) '). A similar kind of surface is also found, however, in M. nigra; but

in the latter the posterior, striated area grades evenly o\'er into the middle area, whereas in Af. corrit-

gata the middle area appears depressed along the boundary line towards the posterior area, as in M.

discors; further, in AJ. corrKgafa the radial striation is coarser, the shell more ventricose (cf. measure-

ments of M.corritgata with those of M. nigra) and with more prominent umbones. In regard to shape,

moreover, M. corrngafa is rather variable, as will be seen from the following measurements of a number

of specimens:

Length of Height of Height Breadth of Breadth
Localitj-

' — - - ^
sliell fehell Length shell Length

Greenland 15.75
"'"'• ^o "'"'• ^S-S °/o 7-5

"""• 47-^ %
— 14-5 - 9-5 - 65.5 - 7.5 - 51.7 -

— 14-25 - 9 - 63.2 - 7.5 - 52.6 -

— 12.3 - 7.75- 63 - 7 - 56.9 -

— 8 - 5.75 - 71.9 - 4-75 - 594 -

vSpitzbergen 26.5 - i/ - 64.2 - 11 - 41.5 -

— 24 - 15.75 - 65.6 - 10.25 - 42-7 -

— 22.5 - 1475 - 65.6 - 10 - 44.4 -

— 18.75 - 12 - 64 - 8 - 42.7 -

— 13-75 - 8.75 - 63.6 - 5.75
- 41.8 -

— 13-25 - 8.8 - 66.4 - 5.75
- 43-4 -

— -• 13 - 8.75- 67.3 - 5.5 - 42-3-

— 8.5 - 6 - 70.6 - 4.75 - 55.9 -

— 8.25 - 5.75 - 69.7 - 4 - 48.5 -

Kara Sea 21.5 - 13 - 60.5 - 9 - 41.9 -

Modiolaria nigra Gray.

Modiola nigra Gray, Parry's first voyage, Suppl. to Apji., 1824, p. 244. — Crcnclla nigra Tor ell,

Spitsbergens Mollnskfauna, 1859, p. 130. — Modiolaria nigra Jeffreys, Brit. Conchol. II,

1863, p. 128, PI. 28, fig. 4; Gould & Biuney, Rep. Invert. Ma.s.s. 1870, p. 190, fig. 487 (juv.) & 488.

Modiola discrcpans Moller, Ind. Moll. Groenlandioe, 1S42, p. 19- Modiolaria striatula Beck, in Gai-

mard. Voyage de la Recherche, PI. 17, figs, i a- f ; Amtl. P.ericht 24. \'er.samml. deutsch. Naturf.

) Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte, 1S85.
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in Kiel, 1847, p. 115. — Modiolaria nigra Morch, Rink's Gronland, 1857, p. 93; Vidensk.

Medd. Naturh. Foren. 1867, p. 96; ibid. 1868, p. 224; Arctic Manual, 1875, P- 132; Rink's Dan.

Greenland, 1877, p. 442; Posselt, Medd. om Gronland, XXIII, 1898, p. 27; Hiigg, Ark. for

Zool., Bd. 2, No. 2, 1904, p. 26; Jensen, Medd. om Gronland, XXIX, 1909, p. 328.

West Greenland.

The species has been taken at many jjlaces from the southernmost part np to Proven (72°

23'N. L.), and it will certainly prove to occur even further north, as it has been taken on tlie American

side right up to 78°45' N.L. '). The depths recorded lie between 10—200 fm. It attains to a very

considerable size, up to 62 """.

Regarding this species H. P. C. Mo Her writes in a manuscript preserved in the Museum here:

"This bivalve is living along the whole coast of Danish West Greenland, but only solitary and where

the sea is deep (30— 6ofm.) and the Ijottom is clay. Young individuals are frequently to be met with;

the adults on the other hand are rather seldom to be found, because thev conceal themselves dieeinsf

down deep in the clay."

East Greenland.

M. nigra has been taken at 6 localities between Angmagssalik (65°3s' N. L.) and Cape Borlase

Warren (74°2o' N. L.), at depths of ca. 3—19 fm. The largest specimen is 45.5 "'"\ long.

Iceland.

M. nigra has been taken all round the i.sland, at depths of ca. 6—50 fm. The largest specimen

is not less than 67 '""'. long, but as a general rule only small specimens are taken.

The various localities are .shown in the following lists.

East Iceland:

Berufjordr, Djupivogr 6 fm., mud with l^lack sand. 45 spec.

Faskrudsfjordr 50-20 -
, blue clay. 2 —

Reydarfjordr 44 - i —
Seydisfjordr at Skalanes 8— 7 - 10 —
Bakkafjordr ca. 10 - 2 —

— 12—.15 - , black sand. i —
— 52—43 - Fragments of a large specimen.

Finnafjordr 18 - 3 spec.

Tlie specimen from Re\darfj6rdr is 67 ™"'. long, the specimen from the greatest depth in

Bakkafjordr has also been of considerable size, but the others are quite small .specimens.

North Iceland:

Thorshofu 6 fm. i valve.

Axafjordr 22 - i

Ofjord at Svalbardseyri 10—20 - 4 spec.

These are small specimens.

') Grieg: Rep. Sec. Nonv. Arctic Exped, in the "Fram'', No. 20, 1909, p. 9.
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West Iceland:

Ritur Huk-Strauinu;es 30 fin., in haddock. 2 sjiec.

Dyrafjordr, in.side Thingiiccs 10— 12' , -
, mud and .small .stones. i —

Hvalfjordr 24 - i —
Faxafjordr, off Kollafjordr 10 - 2 spec. S: 2 \-alves.

— ,- — 8— II72-, ooze and stones. i —
—

, ca. 2 miles N. E. of Keflavik 19'/^— 20'/, - , ooze. 3 —
—

, 4.3 miles W. 3/4 S. of Hel-

gasker Vager 25 - i vahe.

All these are qtnte small specimens; the largest (from the first locality) are only 12 """. long.

South Iceland:

Medallaud P.ngt 47~37 f'"- 5 spec.

These specimens reach a length of up to 7,1,
""".

The Faeroes.

From earlier \'ears we have se\'eral s])ecimens of up to 53.5 "'"'. long, hut the localitx' is mereh'

given as "the Fteroes". In recent years A/. ///);/</ has been taken at the following places:

Bordovig 7— 10 fm., black sand, small stones, I^a-

minaria. 18 spec.

— 10 - , sand with Laminaria. 5 —
Kongshavn 5° - 9 ~

Vestmanhavn 3' ,—5 - , fine black sand. i —
— 5—6 - , fine black sand. 11 —

Trangisvaagfjord, head of o— i - i fragment.

9 miles K. S. E. of Rispen ca. 70 - 4 spec.

Among the specimens from Kougsha\u there arc 2 which measure 39.5 and 13.5""".; the re-

mainder are only small specimens.

The distribution is undcud^tedh- circunijiolar; Modiolariti )ii<^ra has been taken at arctic .\mcrica

(Nortlnnnberland vSound and Wellington Channel, Jones vSound and Rice vStr.iit), West and EastC.reen-

land and Spitzbergen, in the Kara vSea, Polar Sea of Siberia and I'.ering Sea; towards the south it

reaches to Cape Hatteras, Dogger Bank and western part of the lialtic, vSca of Okotsk and Xorlli-West

America. -- The vertical distribution extends from ca. 3— 200 fm.

Variation. Modioidn'u i/i<;r<i is subject to no small modification in regard to the form of the shell;

as will be seen from the measurements below, the lieighl of the shell in these 17 siH'cimens aloiu- varies

from 48.3—58.1 "/,;, of the length of the shell and the Ineadtli from 29.6—40.8",,, of the length of the shell.

Tlii; liigolf-HxrcJilion. l\. j. 9
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Localit)'

West Greenlaiul (Nanortalik)

.

East (Ticcnland (Cape Dalton)

— — (Turner Sound!

.

Length of

shell

I
46.5

""'•

132-5 -

(40 -

35-5
-

35-5 -

34-5 -

(44-5
-

I31 -

Iceland (Reydarfjordr) 67

43-5 -

The Fceroes (Kongsliavn 41-5 -

39-5 -

|5i-5

149

(Hveen) 42

(41

I37

Denmark (Helleba;k)

(Kattegat)

Height of

sheU

25 """.

18 -

22 -

19-5-

20 -

18.5-

21.5-

17 -

33-5-

22.5-

23 -

21.5-

29 -

26 -

23 -

21-5-

21-5-

Height

Length

53-8%

554 -

55
-

54-9 -

56-3 -

53-6 -

48.3 -

54-8 -

50 -

51-7 -

55-4 -

54-4 -

56-3 -

53-1 -

54-8 -

524 -

58.1 -

Breadth of

shell

14.5 "-'.

II

14 -

14-5 -

12.5 -

12.25 -

16 -

10.5 -

20.5 -

14 -

12.5 -

16 -

14-5 -

14-5 -

14 -

11.25 -

Breadth

Length

31-2%

33-8 -

35 -

40.8 -

35-2 -

35-5 -

36 -

33-9 -

30.6 -

32.2 -

31.6 -

311 -

29.6 -

34-5 -

34-1 -

304 -

Modiolaria faba (Miiller) Fabricius').

PI. Ill, figs. 8a-c.

Mytihis faba Miiller, Prodr. Zool. Dan., 1776, p. 250; Fabricius, Fauna groenlandica, 1780, p. 419. —
Modiola arctica Leach, in Ross, A voyage of discovery, 1819, App. II, p. 62. — Modiola faba

Moller, Index Moll. Groeulaudise, 1842, p. 19. — Modiola fubiis Beck, Amtl. Ber. 24. Ver-

samml. deutsch. Naturf. u. Aerzte in Kiel, 1847, p. 115. — Croiclla deciissata Walker (iio)i

Montagu), Journ. Roy. Dublin Soc. Ill, i860, p. 72. — Modiolaria faba Beck, in Gaimard,

Voyage de la Recherche, PL 17, figs. 4a— i; Packard, Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. I, 1867,

p. 280; Morch, in Rink, Dan. Greenland, 1877, p. 442^); Dall, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., XV,

1879, p. 146. — Crciiilla faba Jeffreys, Sc. Proc. Dublin Soc, N. S., II, 1880, p. 128; Bush,

Proc. U. St. Nat. Mu.s. 1883, p. 244, PI. 9, fig. 3; Dall, ibid., 1886, p. 207; Pfeffer, Jahrb.

Hamb. wiss. Anst., 3. Jahrg., 18S6, p. 44. — Modiolaria faba Posselt, Medd. om Gronland,

XXIII, 1898, p. 22. — Crcnclla faba Grieg, Rep. Sec. Norw. Arct. Exped. in the "Fram",

No. 20, 1909, p. 10, PI. I, fig. I.

The shell more or less ventricose, somewhat trapezoidal with a faint tendency to be oval,

truncate in front, anterior margin rather curved, obliquely rounded posteriorly, ventral margin faintly

1) Of this little known species I give here a synonymy-list, which is complete, so far as I know; by far the most of

references, however, are to nomma titida only. — I think it doubtful whether M. faba is a Modiolaria, but it seems to me to

stand further from the genus Crcnclla, and I retain the species under Modiolaria, therefore, to avoid founding a new genus on

a single, northern species.

2) Morch lias forgotten to include the species in his earher lists on the MoUusca of Greenland.
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curved, dorsal side risseii in tlie middle and compressed, with the rather tumid and prominent umhones

lying at the front end. Tlie valves fairly thin hut strong, with a brownish or xellowish, somewhat

iridescent periostracum and provided over the whole with distinct, flatly rounded ribs, wdiich to a

number of ca. 50 radiate out from the umbones towards the circumference of the shell and are of tlie

same breadth as or little broader than the intercostal furrows, but broadest towards the anterior end;

the circular lines of growth very fine. Interior iridescent, irsually pale-reddi.sh or violet, crenulated at

the margin; a crenulatiou of ca. 7 small teeth on the hinge-plate under and in front of the beak.

L,engtli up to 17.5 "'"'.

At West Greenland Mm1iolari<i fahn has been taken as far south as at Ivigtut (61° 13' N. I.,.);

it first appears in quantit\- at Godthaab (64''ii' N.L.) and it is common further north, at least u]) to

Meh-ille ]'>a\-. It is met with most frequently in shallow water (o— 15 fm., more seldom 20—30 fin.) and

chieflv on stony, algae-covered clay bottom. — In Umanak Fjord I have found it attached by its

b)-ssus to sea-weed, wdiich floated at the surface over ver\- great depths.

Distribution. Elsewhere the si^ecies is only known on the American side, namely: Ca]>e Sabine

in vSniith Sound (78°45' N. L.), 2— 5 fm. and Havnefjord in Jones vSouud ((xrieg), Cumberland vSound on

Baffin Land (Dall, Pfeffer), as also from Labrador southwards to 5i°33'N.L., o— 15 fm. (Packard,

Bush and Dall')-

Remarks. The numerous specimens at my disposal from Greenland show, that the form is

variable to some extent, sometimes swollen and low, sometimes coniparati\-ely flat and high; to make

this evident I have taken the measurements of the following specimens:

Height Breadth
Leugth of shell Height of shell Breadth of sIkU —

Length Length

io"">'. 7.5"'™. 75 % 6.5""". 65 %
9 - 7 - 77-8- 5-5 - 61.1

-

10 - 8 - 80 - 5 - so-
la - 10 - 66.7 - 5 - 41.7 -

In a manuscript left by the author of the Index Moll, (iroenlandiae, H. P. C. Moller, the following

information is given regarding the animal: "The mantle is ojieii in front for two-thirds of its

extent; the posterior third is closed and forms a .short conical tube, broad at the base. The hindmost

part of the open mantle may extend a little out over the margin of the shell. The foot, when ([uite

extended, is twice as long as the greatest length of the shell, otherwi.se quite similar in form to the

foot in M.lccvigata ; extended whitish, contracted brownish, in >oung specimens yellowish."

Moller writes furtlier on Al.faha: "The colour of the shell is dark chestnut-brown; the quite

small specimens are clear lilac; those I have taken liere in deep water and in the open sea, were

greenish and very light-coloured .... It occurs on Laminaria in great quantitx- at Godthaab and

further north along the coast; but I have also obtained it at a dei>tli of 30 fm., S Dani.sh miles from

the coast."

) Miirch's record of its occurrence at the coasts of Denmark must be l)ascd on a mistake, as C. t'.. J oh. Petersen

has already remarked (Om de .skalb. MoUuskers Udliredningsforhold, iSHS, p. 12S), as also Becks statement thai it lives at Iceland.

9'
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Lastly, 1 may quote a remark by lap. Steenstrup ') \yith regard to Modiolaria faba: "Eben

diesclbe Lebensart (i.e. wie Afod. hcvigata, cf. p. 6i) nius.s auch eine andere Mirschel aus derselben

Abtheilung der Gattung Modiolus, iiaiiilich der Mytilus faba Fabr. fii. gronl., fiihren, denn Prof.

Steenstrup hatte mehrere in Spiritus aufbewahrte Kxemplare aus Gronland in ahnlichen Byssus-

liiillen gesehen; die Hiillen waren durcli aussere Faden theils an Sertularien- nnd Corallinen-Zweige

gelieftet uud ganz niit denselben bedeckt, theils waren sie zwisclien verschiedenen Ascidien eingewebt,

zum Theil selbst yon den letztgenannten iibervvachsen".

Crenella decussata Montagu.

Mylilns dcciissafns Montagu, Test. Brit. Suppl., 1808, p. 69. — Cni/rlla drcnssafa Jeffrey.s, Brit.

Conchol. II, 1S63, p. 133, PI. 28, fig. 6; Sars, Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv., 1S78, p. 31, PI. 3, fig. 4,

Modiola? ciccrcula Mollcr, Ind. Moll. Groenlandise, 1842, p. 19. — Crcuclla decussata var. Morch,

Rink's Gronland, 1857, p. 94; Arctic Manual, 1875, p. 133; Rink's Dan. Greenland, 1877, p. 442.

— Crenella decussata Posselt, Aledd. oni (ironland, XXIII, 1898, p. 19; Hagg, Ark.

f. Zoologi, Bd. 2, Nr. 13, 1905, p. 113; Jensen, Medd. om Gronland, XXIX, 1909, p. 329.

The "Ingolf" has taken this species at:

St. 129. N. W. of Iceland 117 fni. 6.5° C. i yalve.

86. W. of Iceland (Brede Bugt) ... 76 - 4 spec. &: numerous valves.

87. - - — — — ... no - 12 — & numerous valves.

The largest of these shells (St. 87) is 3.75 "'"'.

West Greenland.

Here C. decussata is common from the southernmost parts up to a least Upernivik (72°47' N. L.).

It occurs on clay and sand and among fragments of shells, most frequently at 20—50 fm. but also goes

higher up (10 fm.) as well as deeper down (200 fm.). The largest specimens measure 5.5""". — "It

spins, but the threads are so fine, that they can scarcely be seen with the naked eye and even under

the lens only in certain directions of the light" (H. P. C. Moller M.S.).

East Greenland.

A single .specimen, 4.75""". high, has been taken on the .southern part of the coast at Ti-

ningnekelak (65''56' N. L.); according to Hiigg (I.e.) a Swedish Exi^edition is said to have taken a very

small .specimen in Franz Josephs F'jord, the outer part of Myskokse p-jord, at ii6'/2f"i-

Iceland.

When Morch wrote his review of the Mollusca of Iceland he did not himself know Crenella

decussata from the island, but was only able to report, that Jeffreys had seen a .single .specimen

') Extract in: Aiiitl. Ik-rielit iiber die 24. Versaminl. Deutscher Naturf. u, Aerzte in Kiel, 1847, p. 222.
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from tlicre. From recent year's collections, however, C. (/rrnssn/a proves to be common all round

Iceland at depths of 6—50 fm. The following are the \arions localities where it has been

found.

East Iceland:

Jvonsvik 40 fm., ooze and clay. I spec. &. 3 \al\'es.

Oster Horn 40 - 4 valves.

Berufjordr, Djupivogr 6 - 100 spec. & 16 valve.s.

— — 6—9 - , mud with black sand. i —
Breiddalsvik 14 - 6 —
64'58' N.L., i3°25' W.L 40 - 4 — & 25 valves.

Vidfjordr 8—12 - 70 — &. -jo —
— 15 - 5 -

Nordfjordr 40 - 2 valves

Seydisfjordr at Skulavig; 6 - 7 spec.

Bakkafjordr 12— 15 - ,
Idack sand. 10 — &. 3 valves.

— 32— 25 - , clay and sand with shells. 5 - & 5 —
— 52—43 - I ^ & 2 —

Finnafjordr 18 - i valve.

The ma.ximum size is 4.75 """.

North Iceland:

Thorshofu 6 fm., mud. i valve.

Vidarvik 11- 2 spec. & 3 valves.

— 1372 - , black sand. i valve.

A.xaljordr 30 - , sand and stones. 9 valves.

Siglufjordr 15 - 3 spec. & 3 valves.

Skagastraud i spec.

The largest of these specimens is 3.75
""".

West Iceland:

Isaljardardju]) 60—63 f'"- ^ spec.

Dyrafjordr, inside Thingntes 10 — 12'/, - , mud, small stones. 4 valves.

Hvalfjordr 24 - 60 .spec. .S: 140 valves.

Krossvik 8 - , shell-gravel, blue clay, stones. 1 1 - i-S: 4 —

Faxafjordr 17 - , coarse .shell-sand. 1 — .S: 12 —
— off Kollafjordr 8— 11'

.,
- , ooze and stone.s. i — ^ 28 —

. 10 - Several hundred spec.

& valves.

— mouth of Kollafjordr 9'/, - 24 .spec, c^ ca. 200 valv.
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Faxafjoiilr, incnitli of Kollafjordr. .. 9V2— 11 fm., fine l)lack sand and ooze. 3 spec. & 4 valves.

— Keflavik 15— 16 - ,
fine l)lack saud. 4 — & ca. 150 valv.

— ca.2 miles N.E.of Keflavik ig'/j—20V2 - , ooze. 2 — & - 100 —
— i() miles W. of Helo-asker

\'ager 13-16 - , shell-gravel, stones ^ Lamiii. 5 — &. 8 valves.

— 4.3 miles W. =j^ S. of Hel-

gasker Vager 25 - ca. 200 valves.

— K. of Videy g—10 - , fine sand and ooze. 2 spec. &. 20 valves.

— 7 miles N. N. K. of vSka-

gens Light 17- 2072 - , sand and shells. i — &. i valve.

Hafnarfjordr 25 - , fine black sand and ooze. 2 valves.

The ma.xininni size of all these specimens is 4 """.

South Iceland:

\'eslniannaeyjar 49 fni., cla\- with a little nind. 5 spec. & 60 valves.

The maximum size is 3 "•"'.

The Faeroes.

At the time when .Mcirch prepared his I'-aunula Moll. In.s. I'^croensium, Crnnila drcitssata

was still unknown, nuving the in\esligatious of recent years it has frequently been founil at the

Fceroes, at a depth of ca. 5 — 5ofni.; the following are the different localities:

Klaksvig 11 fra. 2 spec. &. i valve.

— 10—15 ^o — ^ 1^0 valves.

Bordovig 7— 10 - black sand, snudl stones, Lam- ca. 300 spec. & numer-

inaria. ous \-alves.

— 10 - , sand with Laminaria. 60 spec.

Kjde 5 — 6 - , coarse, black sand. 35 — iSi ca. 100 valv.

Fundingsfjord 12 — ca. 20 -
, coarse sand & clay. So — & - 200 —

Kougshavn 12—16 - 10 — &. 60 valves.

25-35 - I —
— ca. 50 - 9 — iS: 160 —

Vestmanhavn 3'/j—5 - , fine black sand. Over 1000 spec.

— 5~6 - , fine black sand. ca. 200 spec. & a num-
ber of valves.

— 10—30 - I spec.

Sorvaag 14—16'/, -
, ooze. i valve.

Kalbakfjord 40—10 - 3 valves.

Trangisvaag 5 spec.

6i°4o' N. L., 7^40' W. L 135 - I valve.

9 miles E. S. E. of Bispen ca. 70 - i —
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i6 miles F;. by vS. of south point of NoLso. Sofni. i spec. & 2 valves.

13 — W. b\- S. of Rluiiken ca. 150 - 12 \alvcs.

Tlie maxinuun size of all these shells in onlv 3.5 """.

Distribution. Cmiclla dccussata is an arctic and boreal species, rangin<j in the north to Melville

Bay ("Fox"), West and Kast Greenland, Spitzbergen (Torell and others). Nova Zenibla (Leche), Kara

Sea (Pfeffer) and Bering Sea (Krause); in the south it reaches to Cape Hatteras (fide Dall, 1889),

the British Isles'), Korea and California. In Danish waters it reaches to tlie .southern Kattegat. The

vertical distribution extends from 2—30ofm.; Jeffrey.s' statement, that it goes down to 1750 fm.

probably rests on some mistake.

According to m\- measurements the species becomes 5.5 "'"'. at Greenland, 4.75 """. at East Ice-

land, 4 """. at West Iceland and only 3.5 """. at the Faeroes. The size thus decrease in the same pro-

portion as the marine climate becomes milder.

Cardiidae.

Cardium echinatum Linne.

PI. Ill, fig. II (young).

Card/Ill// (cliinatiiiii Linne, Syst. Nat. ed. 12, i, 2, 1767, p. 1122; Jeffrey.s, Brit. Conchol. II, 1863,

p. 270, PL 34, fig. 2.

CardiiDii (^icaiifliocardia) rcl/iiiaf/ii// IVIorch, \'idensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. Kbhvn. 1S67, p. 93.

[Greenland].

Fabricius mentions-), that he had seen a weathered valve washed up on the beach. Since

then no one has found the species at Greenland and there is in fact not the least probability that it

lives there. 3)

Iceland.

The species, which was not known earlier from this island, has in recent \-ears been found at

several places on the south-western, southern and south-eastern coasts.

vS o u t h-W est Iceland:

P'axafjordr, off KollafjiJrdr 8— 11'/, fm., ooze and stones. i spec. & 6 valves.

— - — 10 - 3 - & 50 —
— mouth of Kollafjordr 972—n - , fiue black sand and ooze. 3 — '^ 25 —
— Keflavik 15— 16 - , fine black sand. 4 — iS: 40 —

1) According to Jeffreys the "Porcupine" ha,s taken Cn-nr/la itrnissnia on Adventure Hank in the Jleiliterranean;

this statement seems all the more remarkable as the species is not mentioned either by French or Italian nialacologists.

2) Fauna groenlandica, 17S0, p. 409.

3) Cf. also \V. H. Oall in Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. XXIII, 1900, p. 3SS: -'Caniiiiw ,rlii,„iliim, O. ! abricius 17.Sc), from

Greenl.ind was doul)tless derived from Fairopean ballast."
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Faxa^ordr, ca. 2 miles N. E. of Kef-

lavik 19' 2—20' 2 fill., ooze. 4 spec. & 24 valves.

—
, 4.3 miles W. '/^ S. of Hel-

gasker Vager 25 - 13 valves.

—
, E. of Videj- 9— 10 - , fine .sand and ooze. 4 —

—
, 7 miles N. N. E. of Ska-

gens Light 17— 20'/2 - , sand and shells. i valve.

Hafnarfjordr 25 - , fine black sand and ooze. i spec. & 10 valves.

These are on the whole small shells; the largest is only 40""". long, and of the specimens

containing the soft parts the largest is only 22 """. long.

South Iceland:

Vestmannaeyjar i spec.

— 49 fm., clay with a little mnd. i fragment & 2 valves.

S. W. of Eyjafjallajokul 17- 2 spec.

— - — 23- 15 — &;4 valves.

63°i7"/2' N. L., i7°39'W. L 87 -
, .sand mixed with ooze. i valve.

Medalland Bngt 47— 37 - 6 valves.

The maximum length of these specimens is likewise small, namely 38 '""\

Sonth-East Iceland:

Myre Bugt 58 fm., sand mixed with ooze. 3 valves.

64°i7.3' N.L., i4°44'W.L 45 - , black clay. i .spec. &: 4 valves.

Lonsvik 40 - , ooze and clay. 7 — - 2 —

The maximum length of these is also only 40 "'"^

The Faeroes.

Here the species is common, at depths from ca. 5— Sofm., and reaches a considerable length,

namely 57""". The various places where it has been found are the following:

Viderejde ca. 25 fm. 4 valves.

Klaksvig 6~io - 3 —
Bordovig 7 — 10 - , black sand and .small stones. 2 spec, and 6 valves.

— 10 -, sand. 2 —
I^'J'ie 5—6 - , coarse black sand. 2 valves.

Pundingsfjord 12— ca. 20 -
, coarse .sand and clay. 2 .spec. &. 20 valves.

Skaalefjord 4_io - 4 valves.

Kongshavn ca. 50 - 3

Vestinanhavn 3 - 14 - 4

5— '^-) black sand. 7 spec.
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Off Sandevaag.
j spec.

Sorvaas;, beach.
^

— 14— 16'/', fill., OO'/C. I

Kalbakfjord 40—10 - 12 valves.

Thorshavii. 2 spec.

Traiigi-svaag.
4

~
15 - 7 valves.

13 miles vS. of Mvggciuesholni ca. 70 - i valve.

16 — E. by S. of south point ot

Nolso - 80 - 2 spec.

Distribution. Cdrdinm ril/iniifiiiii is distributed along Europe from West Fiiiniarken to

Madeira and the Canary Isles, it reaches down to the south-western Kattegat and the Sound (Ilveen).

Towards the west it extends over the Fa;roes to the south-eastern, southern and south-western coasts

of Iceland. In the JMediterranean, including

the Adriatic and Sea of Marmora, a \'ariety 4

(\ar. DiHcroiiata) occurs. Its vertical distribu-
"~^

tion is ca. 5—80 fm. )

Remarks. The very small specimens

of this species are not easy to recognize at

first glance; as fig. 3 shows, the antero-dorsal 1 _,

corner forms a sharp angle. During the
Figs. 3 5. C'orJiiim t'cJnnatKiii, very young specimens.

growth of the shell, however, the distance .,., . i 1 , - ;„ 1: , ^ ,1, „ ,> , 1 ;^ ' ' llie appeiiileu cross inilicates the natural size.

between the "angle" and the beak becomes

reduced (see figs. 4 &: 5), so that the earlier, proininent corner now only appears as a tooth close in

front of the umbo.

Cardium eclule Linne.

I

Iceland.)

Dr. A. C. Johan sen has brought home a left valve of C.cdiilr taken 011 the beach at Heiiiiae\',

which is the largest of the Vestmanna Islands at South-Iceland; the \al\-e is thick-shelled and 33.5""".

long. As the species has not been found elsewhere at Iceland, we must be careful in drawing con-

clusions from this isolated find; this \'al\e ma\- lia\e been brouglit to the islands with ballast or in

other ways.-)

fXhe Faeroes.]

According to Morch (\'ideiisk. Medd. Naturhist. Foreii. Kblivii. 1867, \>. 93) C. rdidc lives at

the Fa;roes, but from an examination of the specimens from tlie l'\eroes labelled •Card/ton cdult"

1) According to Jeffreys the Porcupine Kxpeilition of 1.S69 has taken it W. of Ireland ilown to 1S3 fni.. t>ut it is

not stated whether the specimens were living or not.

2) Mohr's C.fihil,- (Forsog til eu Isl.imls Historic, 1 7.S6, p. 12S) is identical with Canlnim liliatiim Fabricius.

The Ingolf-ExpcJIlion. II. J.
•"
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bv Morcli and preserved in the Museum I have found, that this statement rests on a confusion with

C./asciafitm Mtg. •) (cf. p. 79 and figs. 9
f, g and h in PI. III).

The species is tlius not known from the Fteroes and must Ije omitted from the fauna Hst.

Cardium minimum Philippi.

Cardhivi vimimuiii Philippi, Euum. Moll. vSicil. I, 1836, p.51; II, 1844, p. 38, PI. 14, fig. 18. — Carditiin

suecicuiii Loven, Inde.x Moll. Scand., 1846, p. 36. — Cardiitiii iiiiiiiminii Jeffrcy.s, Brit.

Conchol. II, 1863, p. 292, PI. 35, fig. 6.

The "Ingolf has taken this small species at the following places:

St. 98. W. of Iceland 138 fm. 5.9° C. 3 spec. & ca. 200 valves.

. 86. - - — (Rrede Bugt) 76 - i — & 4 valves.

- 87. - - — — — no - I valve.

- 10. - - — 788 - 3.5° - 2 corresponding valves.

8. S. W. of Iceland 136 - 6° - 3 spec. & 4 valves.

- 85. - - - — 1 70 - 50 — &: ca. 100 valves.

6. S. of Iceland 90 - 7° - 10 — & - 75 —

[West Greenland.]

According to Posselt-), there are 5 specimens of C. ii/iiiiinuiii in the Riksmuseum of Stock-

holm, labelled as taken by the Swedish Expedition of 187 1 at Kekertarsuak, which lies at Disko

Fjord at (x)^j2 N. E. I have had the opportunit>- of seeing one of these specimens and can confirm

the correctness of the determination ; but on taking the general geographical distribution of the species

into account, I feel convinced that some change in the label has taken place, and that the s])ecimens

in (piestion do not come from Greenland.

Iceland.

The species was not known earlier from Iceland, but in recent years it has been taken (besides

at the "Ingolf" stations noted above) at the following places:

63''i5' N. L., 22°23' W. L 170— 114 fm. ca. 1000 spec.

63°i8' — 2i°3o' — 94 - 10 — & 18 valves.

150 — & a ntimber of

63°05' — 20°7' — 293 - valves.

Vestmannaeyjar 68 - 5 —
dfifii N.L., i7''39' W. L 87 - , black sand with shells 1 spec. & 4 valves.

and stone.s.

63°42' N.L., i7°34' W.L 18-40 - 5 valves.

1 Has Morch himself been in doubt as to the correctness of the deteniiination, since he has not inchuled C. nhde
m his sunimarj- at the end of his paper, or has he simply forgotten?

2) IVIedd. otn Gronland, XXIII, 1S9.S, p. 60.
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Myre Bugt 58 fni., sand mixed with ooze. i valve.

Lonsvik 40 - , ooze and clay. 4 spec. & 9 valves.

C. iiiiiininiiii is thus fairly coininou and even occurs in considerable numbers off the western

and southern coasts of Iceland, at depths of 40—293 fm.'). The maximum length is 10 ""'.

The Faeroes.

Nor was the species known from here formerI\', but in recent years it has been taken at the

following places:

Fundingsfjord 12—ca. 20 fm., coarse sand and cla}-. i spec.

Vestmanhavn 5— 6 - , fine, black sand. i —
6i°4o' N. L., 7°4o' W. L 135 - i — & 75 valves.

61^15' — 9°35' — ca. 475 - ca. 600 .si^ec.

6i''7' — 9°3o' — 440 - - 400 —
16 miles E. by S. of south point of Nolso So - i spec.

Akralejte in N. 57 W., 12 miles 150 - 40 — ^: a number of

valves.

The specimen from shallow water (Vestmanhavn, 5-6 fm.) is \ery small (2""".); at the other

localities the species reaches a length of 7— 9""". Large nuinliers still occur at a depth of 475 fm.

Distribution. Cardiitin iiiiiiiiiiiiin is distributed along Europe from the North Cape to Ciibraltar,

also in the Mediterranean; through the Kattegat it reaches down to the north coast of Fuuen and

the Sound; over the Fieroes it extends to the south and west coast of Iceland. It has been taken at

depths of 10— ca. 800 fm.

Card] urn fasciatum Montagu.

PI. Ill, figs.9a-k.

CardiiDii Jasciattiiii INIontagn, Test. Brit. Suppl., 1S08, p. 30, PI. 27, fig. 6; Jeffreys, Brit. Couchol. II,

1S63, p. 281, PL 35, fig. 3.

Cardiitiii fascia f11 ui Alorch, Videusk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. Kbhvn. 1867, p. 93; ibid. 1868, p. 220. —

Cardiiuii cdiilc Morch (non Linne), ibid. 1867, p. 93.

The "Ingolf has taken this species at:

St. 98. W. of Iceland 138 fm. 5.9° C. 2 valves.

- 86. - - — (Brede Bugt). . . 76 - 4 spec. & 80 valves.

- 87. - - — — — . .

.

1 10 - ca. 70 val\-e.s.

These valves are up to 11 """.

[West Greenland.]

According to Posselt-) there are 2 specimens of this species in the Riksmuscum of Stock-

holm, which are stated to have been taken at Julianehaab in southern West Greenland. I feel con-

) A single .spccinien indeed has been taken at a depth of 7S8 fni. ("IngoU"' St. 10), but it was dead.

-\ Mcdd. oni tironland, XXIII, 1898, p. 60.

10*
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.

vinced, however, for the same reason as that given under the preceding species, that some mistake or

other lias occurred, and tliat C./ascialtim does not live at all at Greenland.

Iceland.

I-'roin the west coast it is present from many localities, and in some cases in fairh' large

numbers, so that we may say that it is common there; it seems also to be fairly common on the

south coast; it occurs in smaller numbers and at comparatively few localities on the north and east

coasts, which is also quite natural, as these coasts have a relativel\- cold marine climate')- The depths

at which the species has been taken lie between ca. lo— 120 fm. The maximum length is 15""".

Tlie various localities are as follows.

East Iceland:

Myre P.ugt 26 fm. 2 valves.

Seydisfjordr off Brimnes 40 - i valve.

Bakkafjordr 32—25 - i spec.

The largest .specimen is 9.5 '"'". long.

North Iceland:

Thistil Fjordr 50 fm., clay with many stones. i valve.

Axafjordr 22 -
, mud. i —

Skjalfandi Bugt 31 - , very fine black sand. 2 spec.

Husavik in E. 4 miles 42 - i —
0fjord at Svalbardseyri 10—20 - i —
vSkagastrand Bugt 119 - , mud. i —
Kollafjordr 10 - i

Veidileysa 21—25 - i — .

The largest of these specimens is 12 ""'. long.

West Iceland:

6niuidarfj(")rdr 10 fm. 7 spec. & 7 valves.

— ca. 12 - ca. 100 spec.

Dyrafjordr. 7 spec. & 5 valves.

inside Thingn;es lO'/a— 12V2 - , i"ud and snudl stones. 50 ~ & ca. 300 valv.

Fossfjordr. i spec.

Talknafjordr. 6 —
N. W. of Talkni. i spec. & 3 valves.

Brede Bugt, off Hellissandnr 20 - i valve.

Krossvik 8 -
, shell-gravel, blue clay, stones, i —

') It has to be reuienibered, however, that not so many coUections liave been niiide at the other coasts as on the
west coast.
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Faxafjordr. 12 spec. & 20 vah'es.

—
, 17 fm., coarse shell-saiul. 4 vahx-s.

—
, 14-29 - 2 —

—
, off Kollafjordr 8

—

ii'/^ - , ooze and slcjues. 5

—
,

- — 10 - I spec. & 34 valves.

—
,
iiioulli of Kollafjordr 9'/^— 11 - , fine black sand and ooze. 5 — & 9 —

—
, Keflavik 15— 16 - , fine black sand. 4 — & 80 —

—
, 2 miles N.E. of Keflavik 19'/,— 20'/.> - , ooze. i — ^44 —

—
, I iiiileW.ofHelgaskerVager 13—16 - , shell-gravel, stones. 1 valve.

—
, 4.3 miles W. 3/4 S. of Helga-

sker Vager 25 - 5 spec. & 80 valves.

—
, E. of Videy 9— 10 - , fine sand and ooze. 2 — "^7 —

—
, 7 miles N. N. E. of Skagens

Light 17— 20'/, - , sand and shells. 4 valves.

Reykjavik. 3 spec. .S: cj \al\es.

Reykjavik Roads. i spec.

Hafnarfjordr 11V2 - i —
— 25 - , fine black sand and ooze. i - - & 9 valves.

Skagi 21 - I —

One of these s]3ecimens is 15""". long, a second 14.5""". and several are 10—13""". long.

S o u t h I c e 1 a n d

:

^

Heimaey, beach. 2 valves.

Vestmannaeyjar 30 fm., shell-gravel. i spec. .!v 7 vaK'es.

— 49-1 elay with a little mud. 16 — iS: 160 —
S. W. of Eyjafjallajokul 15— iS - i valve.

63°i7'/,' N.E., 17^39' W. L 87 - I spec.

63=24' N.L., 17'^5'W.L 70 - I -

The largest specimen is 11.5""".

Faeroes.

From these islands we have nnmerons .specimens and valves from man\- localities, so that it

must be considered common both near the coast and out to .sea; living specimens have been taken

in depths of ca. 5—135 fm. It may attain a con,siderable size, namely up to 19""". and is not rarely

14—16""".; in deep water, however, just as at Iceland, it seems to have a smaller size.

The localities are as follows:

Viderejde 10 fm. i valve.

Bordovig 7— 10 - , black sand, small stone.s. 2 valves.

Ejde 5— 6 - ,
coarse black .sand. 36

Fundingsfjord i2—ca. 20 - , coarse .sand and clay. 8 spec. .S: 42 valves.
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Skaalefjord 4^5 f'"- ~ calves.

Kono-shavu 12— 16 - ,
sand and ooze. 14 spec. & 17 valves.

- 25-35 - I valve.

_ ca. 50 - 10 spec. & 45 valves.

Ve-stmanhavii S''^—5 -, fine black .sand. 2 — & 3 —
- 5-6 -

, - - - I _ & 2 -
Sorvaag 14— iS'/^ -

,
ooze. 2 — & 9 ~

Kollefjord. i

Thor.shavn. 2 —
—

, onter roads 12— 16 - 2 valves.

Nolso, deep hole at north end ca. 100 - 2 spec. & 8 valves.

Trangisvaag. Nnmerous spec. & —

5 miles N. by E. of Myggenaes east point 50 - i valve.

13 — S. of MyggencE.sholin - 70 - 50 valves.

6i°4o' N.L., 7°4o' W.L 135 - 2 spec. & 11 valves.

6 miles N. by W. of Kalso 60 - i valve.

i'/^— 2 miles off the month of Bordovig 20—30 - i spec.

16 miles vS. of .sonth point of Nolso . . ca. 80 - 5 —
16 — E. by S. of sonth point of Nolso - 80 - i — & 4 valves.

Akralejte in N. 57 W., 12 miles - 150 - 2 valves.

13 miles W. by vS. of Mnnken - 150 - 40 —

Distribution. C.fasciatum is distributed along the whole of Enrope, from the western part of

the Mnnnan Coast to the Canary Isles and the Eastern Mediterranean; through the Belts it reaches

down into the Western Baltic. Towards the west it extends to the Fseroes and Iceland. G. O. Sars

estimates the vertical distribution to be from 10— 180 fni. '), but at the Fseroes it reaches up to 5 fm.

(cf. above), according to Spar re Schneider it comes into 3 fm. (at Tromso) and according to

C. G. Joh. Petersen into 2 fm. in the southern Kattegat.

Remarks. Cardiuni fasciatuin appears to be a very variable species at Iceland and the

Faeroes. It occurs in tw-o forms:

a. The shell short, strongl}- ventricose, with the posterior area sloping quickly downwards and

as if abruptly separated from the middle area by a keel (PI. Ill, fig.s. 9a—b).

b. The shell somewhat elongated (especially posteriorly), not much tumid, with the middle

area grading without sharp boundary into the posterior area (PL III, figs. 9c— d).

Between these extreme forms, however, there are transitions. So far as my experience goes,

the tumid variety is usually an oceanic form, whilst the elongated and flat variety is found in fjords;

but both ma}' be found together in the latter-).

') Jeffreys states, that the "Porcupine" has taken it W. of Ireland at a depth of 808 fm., but as usual without

stating whether living specimens or dead shells were found. But the statement itself is perhaps erroneous.

2) Whilst the tumid form is predominant at Iceland and the Kteroes, I find the flat form by far the commonest in
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The contour changes from the obhquely cordifomi or quite triangular (sec PI. Ill, fig. 91; just

as in C. rx/i^'iun//) to become broadly oval or almost circular.

There is also great variation in regard to the sculpture. Sometimes for example, the ribs mav

be rough with scales and pointed tubercles not only on the anterior and posterior area, but the

middle area may also be partialK- or wholly beset with scales or tubercles; in this way \vc obtain a

form such as that figured in PI. Ill, fig. ge, the sculpture (jf which resembles that in C. Jiodositni. but

transitions show, that it can be traced back to the common form C. fascia/n 111 with smooth, central

ribs. In the \oung, with contour like that of 6'. cxigiittiii, the posterior ribs are beset with very

pointed and comparatively long spines.

The ribs are usualh' quite flat and only separated by a fine line, but very often the intcr.space

between them is somewhat broader, yet never so broad as the ribs themseh'cs. Sometimes, however,

the ribs are more or less convex, especially when the\' are separated by a distinct interspace. Xot

rarel\- an intercostal sculpture is seen under the lens in the form of a fine pricking iPl. Ill, fig. 9k).

I have further represented (PL III, fig. gf, g and h) that form of C. fasciafiiiii, which was con-

fused by Morcli with C.fditlr: the resemblance is striking, indeed, but the pointed tubercles on the

posterior ribs (PL III, fig. gh) reveal its true nature — in C.tdnlc the rugosities are lamelliform here.

Carclium nodosum Turton.

I

Faeroes |.

To this species Morch (Viden.sk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. Kbhvn. 1S67, p. 94) refers 7 specimens

from Thorsluu'u in the Fieroes. I have not been able to find these specimens here in the Museum,

and as the species is not present in the considerable collections, which ha\'e been made at the I';eroes

in recent years, I think it \'ery doubtful, if the species occurs there. Possibly, an unnsualh- well

sculptured form of C. fasciatiiiii (cf. above and PL III, fig. ge) has given rise to the confusion.

Cardlum ciliatum Fabriciu.s.

PL III, fig. 10 (young).

Cardiuiii ciliatniii Fabricius, F'auna groeuL, 1780, p. 410. — Cardiiini ixlaiidiciiiii Chemnitz, Ciuich.

Cab. VI, 1782, p. 200, PL 19, fig.195—96.') — CardiiDii piihrscciis Con lhou\-, lioston Journ. Nat.

Hist. II, 1838, p. 60, PL 3, fig. 6 — Cardiiiiii uniianii vSowerby, Proc. Zool. vSoc. 1S40, p. 106;

Conch. Illustr., 1841, fig. 26. — C^/v/ww //rnv.w St i m pson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc. Philadelphia,

1863, p. 58; Packard, Mem. Boston vSoc. Nat. Hist. I, 1867, p. 2 78, PL 7, fi.g. 14. — Cardiiiw

islandiciiiii ("Tould & liinney, Rep. Invert. Mass., 1870, p. 139, fi.g- 450- " Cardiniii cilialiiiii

Sars, Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv., 1878, p. 46, PL 5, fig. 4.

Cardiinii fd/i/r Mohr (non Linne), Forsog til en Islandsk Naturhisiorie, 1786, p. 128. — Cardiuiii

islaiidiatiii Moller, Index Moll. CroeuL, 1842, p. 20. -- Cardiuiii liliahiiii Morch, Rink's

the material collected from Denmark; it is onlj- among the .siieciineiis from llie Katlegal tliat there are some which resemble

the ventricose, keeled form from Iceland and the Ifteroes.

) Chemnitz is the author of the name Cnnliiiiii jslaiitlicum, n<it I.inne, as the species first occurs in the i,;th VA.

of Syst. Nat, pars 6, 1792 (p. 3252) and with a reference to Cliemnitz' work of 17S2. liy erroneously referring the n.-ime

C.islamliaim to the I2th Kd. (17671 of I.innei v'^yst. Nat. ithougli no C„r.li:im of that name occurs there), several older authors

have got the present species renamed •Cuilinm nlamlit im: I,inMe": tills eimr aiijiears again in KolieU's I'loilr. b:iun. Moll.

Test. Mar. Eur. (1880).
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Gronland, 1857, p. 92; Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren., 1868, p. 220; Arctic Manual, 1875, p. 132;

Rink's Dan. Greenland, 1877, p.441; Posselt, Medd. om Gronland, XIX, 1895, p. 70; ibid.

XXIII, 1898, p. 57; Hagg, Ark. f. Zoologi, Bd. 2, 1904, No. 2, p. 51; Jen.sen, Medd. om Gron-

land, XXIX, 1909, p. 352.

The '•Ingolf ha.s taken tlii.s species at:

St. 113. Norwegian Sea 1309 fm. i valve, of a very small spec

- 104. — - 957 - I small spec, dead bnt with

connected valves.

98. W. of Iceland 138 - 5.9° C. i spec, (yonng).

West Greenland.

Here the species is \-ery connnon from tlie sonthernmost part of the coast at least np to

Upernivik; fnrther north, it has been taken in Melville Bay ("Fox"), and on the American side it has

been found as far north as at Grinnell Land in Dobbin Bay (79°4o' N. L). It occnrs most frequently

on clay bottom and in moderate depths (10—80 fm.), but is also found both on hard and quite soft

bottom, as also in greater depths (100— 280 fm.). The largest sijecimen is 65""". long.

East Greenland.

It has been taken here at 5 localities, from Angmagssalik to Mackenzie Bay (65°35'—ca. 73^/2° N. L.)

and in depths of ca. 10—40 fm. The largest specimen is 62"'". long.

Iceland.

On the north coast Cardiiiiii riliafiim is very common, as also on the east coast (at least down

to Berufjordr'i and on the north-west coast; on the .south-west coast it lives in Hvalfjordr^); on the

south coast it has not been found. It keeps especially to clay and sand mixed with clay, but is also

found where there is ooze. The depths vary from 6—85 fm., but are most frequently 25—50 fm., the

young however being comparatively frequent in more .shallow water; on the other hand, the "Ingolf

took a very young specimen (living) at i3Sfm. (cf. above). The maximum length is 74""".

The \-arious places where the species was found are as follow.s.

East Iceland:

Myre Bugt 58 fm., sand mixed with ooze. i spec.

Lonsvik 40 -
, ooze and clay. 4 — & 10 valves.

Berufjordr 6 -
, mud with black sand. 2 —

— mouth 54—41 -
, ooze. 27 —

Breiddalsvik 14 -
, sand. 3

—
Faskrudsfjordr 50—20 - , blue clay. 24 —

') On Uiu boundary to the south coast it has been taken in Lonsvik and Myre Bugt, bnt only as small and dead
specimens.

') It has al.so been taken at various places out in Taxafjurdr (cf. the following list), but only as dead specimens
and valves.
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Rcydarfjordr 48 fni.

50 -

68 -

74 -

86 -

, ooze and clay.

, nuid.

, stoinacii of liaddock.

ooze.

Outer Reydarfjordr 68—80 -

Vidfjordr 15 -

Nordfjordr 40 -

Mjofifjordr, head of fjord.

Seydi.sfjordr g—5 -

26—50 -

— 40 -

Mouth of Seydisfjordr 38— 14 -

— - — ca. 40 -

Seydisfjordr 60—30 -

— Hanefsstadeyrar 10— 2 -

Lodnuuidarfjordr 30—23 -

Bank off Lodniundarfjordr 38—47 -

65^42' N. L., i3°57' W.L 60 -

Vopnafjordr 6— 12 -

Bakkafjordr 7 -

— 12-15 -

— 20—28 -

— 32-25 -

— 20—52 -

— 52-43 -

Off Midfjordr 35—50 -

Finnafjordr 18 -

As ah'eady mentioned, the specinien.s from the two .soutliernmost localitie.s arc .small; from Myre

Bngt there is only a ver)' small specimen (1.5""".), which besides was dead; and from r^(ins\-ik the

specimens are likewise dead, though of a fresh appearance and of at most 22.5 """. in length. I!ut

from Bernfjordr already the species becomes common, the siiecimens being U]i to 50""". in length.

The largest specimen taken on the east coast is 73 """.

black sand.

clav mixed with sand.

I spec. S: I \'alve.

5
—

8 — & 12 valves.

I — & 1 —
I —

2 —

I —

3 valves.

I s])ec.

I —
14 —

3
—

23 —

9
—

I —
I —
I —
I —
I —
2 —
I —

12 —

4
—

7
—

30 — & 35 valves.

12 —
I —
I valve.

North Iceland:

Thistil Fjordr 10— 24 ^"^-i sand and "coral".

— — 27— 28 - , sand with mud.

— — 50 - , clav with many stones.

Thorshofn 6 -

The Ingolf-Expedition. II. J.

I valve.

4 spec, vt 3 \alves.

I \alvc.

I —
II
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Vidarvik i3'/2 fi""-, black sand. i spec. & 3 valves.

Axa^ordr 22 - , stones and shells. i —
— 22 - , mnd. II —
_ 25 - , ooze. 3 spec. & 2 valves.

_ 30 - , sand and stones. 5 valves.

Skjalfandi Bugt 21 - ,
black sand. 4 —

— — 31 - , very fine, black sand. i spec.

Husavik in E. 4 miles 42 - 2 —
— in E. by S 47-58 - 3 —

Ofjord. 3 —
—

, west side of Oddeyri 5— 9 - From stomach of Hippoglos- 8 —
—

, Hofdi 6—12 - ^ I —
—

, at Svalbardseyri 10—20 - i —
—

, Aknreyri 17 - i —
—

,
just S. of Hrisey 18 - , clay. 2 —

—
, S. of Hrisey 17—20 - , .stones and mud. i valve.

Kollafjordr 5- i spec.

Skagastrand. 2 —

The largest specimen is 74 "'"'. long.

West Iceland:

Skutulsfjordr 5— 13 fm. i spec.

Ouundarfjordr 10 - 2 —
— ca. 1 1 - 6 —
— - 12 - 6 —

Dyrafjordr. 11 —
—

,
in.side Thingnses lo'/j— 1272 - , mnd and small stones. 12 valves.

65°52' N. L., 23=58' W. L 33 - I valve.

Fossfjordr 44 - 6 spec.

Talknafjordr. 4

— ca. 25 - I —
N. W. of Talkni. i _
Grundarfjordr. i

Hvalfjordr 24 - 20 .spec. & 75 valves.

Krossvik 8 - , shell-gravel, blue clay, stones, i fragment.

Faxafjordr, off Kollafjordr 8— ii'/^ - , ooze and stones. 14 valves.

1 - — 10- 5 spec. & 34 valves.

—
,
mouth of Kollafjordr Q'/z—n - < fine black .sand and ooze. 2 — & 40 —

—
,
Keflavik 15— 16 - , fiue black sand. 30 valves.
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Faxafjordr,ca.2 miles N.E. of Keflavik 19"',— 20"/^ fm., ooze. iS valves.

—
, I mile E. N. E. of Helgasker

Vager ii'/a -
i spec.

— ,4.3 miles \V. 1
^ S. of Helga-

sker Vager 25 - 5 valve.s.

— ,E. of Vide}' g— lo - , fine .sand and ooze. i spec. &, i valve.

— ,ca. I'/, miles N. W. '/^ N. of

Engey I3aake ^9 - , shells and stone.s. i —
Re\-kjavik. 3 valves.

—
, Engey 7-8V2 - , ooze. i spec. cS: 2 valve.s.

Hafnaifjordr 25 - , fine black .sand and ooze. i — & 20 —

From tile south-west coast (region of Faxafjordr) only separated valves or dead (empt\-)

specimens are represented, though they often appear quite "fresh", with well-preserved ligament and

periostracum ; the maximum length is only 53""". Hvalfjordr is however an exception from what has

just been said, as living specimens have been taken there, the- largest of which is 14""". long; a inucli

larger, but dead specimen appears quite "fresh" and the largest of the separated valves is 61 """. lon<>'.

On the north-west coast the species thrives well and reaches a length of 73
inni

[Faeroes.]

A valve has been taken south-west of Sydero (6i"9'N. I^., 7'^54'W. L.) at a depth of 180 fm., but

it is quite small (3.75 """.) and looks ancient (fossil). The species does not li\'e at the island.s.

Distribution. Cardinin ciUatuin is a high-arctic and circumpolar species, as it occurs, apart

from West and East Greenland and northern Iceland, at Spitzbergen, in the I^arents Sea, at Nova

Zembla and in the Kara vSea, in the Polar Sea of Siberia, Bering vSea, at Sitka and in the Wellington

Cliannel; the southern boundary- for its distribution lies at Cape Cod (Da 11), East Finmarken (Sars

and Friele), northern Japan and l^uget Sound (Dall).

Remarks. The shape of this species varies a good deal, as will be seen from the accompanying

measurements of 4 specimens from Iceland:

Height Breadth
Leugth Height - - - Breadth

Length Length

73
•-. 67 "". 91.8 7, 48 """. 65.8 7„

72 - 71 - 9S.6 - 40 - 55.6 -

71 - 64 - 90.1 - 42.5- 59.9 -

65 - 58 - 89.2 - II - 50.8 -

The very small specimens (see PI. Ill, fig. 10) can only be recognized as belonging to this

species on comparing them with somewhat larger specimens because the dorsal margin forms an angle

with the anterior margin. The young thus obtain some resemblance lo those of C. rcliiiinlitiii (cf. p. 73

and PI. Ill, fig. II), but are ea.sily distinguished by the fact, that the radiating ribs are more numerous,
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ca. 27 (against ca. 19 in C. cchinatum) and have a much finer spination; further, the posterior margin

rises ahuost verticalK- (in C. cdunatuin on the other hand tlie posterior margin bends forwards).

Cardium elegantulum (Beck) Moller.

Cardium elcgafiiulum (Beck) ^loller, Index Moll. Groenl., 1842, p. 20; Gould & Binney, Rep. Invert.

Mass., 1870, p. 141, fig. 451; Sars, Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv., 1878, p. 47, PI. 5, fig. 5.

Cardium clcgantuhim Morch, Rink's Gronland, 1857, p. 92; Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. 1868,

p. 220; Arctic Manual, 1875, p. 132; Rink's Dan. Greenland, 1877, p.441; Posselt, Medd. oni

Gronland, XXIII, 1898, p. 56; Jensen, ibid. XXIX, 1909, p. 352; Odhner, Ark. f. Zoologi,

Bd. 7, No. 4, 1910, p. 19.

West Greenland.

The species has been taken here at several localities, from Julianehaab (60-43' N. L.) to Upernivik

(72'^47' N. L.); it keeps niaiul\- to clay bottom and depths of 20-ioofm. It reaches a length of 15"'"'.

East Greenland.

Tiie Danish Expedition of 1898—99 took a specimen of 12'""'. in length at 65°39' N. L., namely

at Tasiusak, 20—30 fm., stony ground with sparse algal vegetation.

Iceland.

It has only been taken here at some few places and only on the north-eastern part of the

island ibetween Berufjordr on the east coast and Thistil Fjordr on the north coast). Tlie various places

are as follows:

East Iceland:

Mouth of Berufjordr 54—41 fm., ooze. 3 spec. & 6 valves.

Off Borgarfjordr 80 - 2 valves.

The largest specimen is 12""". long. Odhner (I.e.) also records some few specimens from

Berufjordr.

North Iceland:

N. of Langanes 70 fm. i spec.

Thistil Fjordr 5° - i valve.

The largest .specimen is 9.5""". long. Odhner (I.e.) records further a young specimen from

Thistil Fjordr, 10— 16 fm.

Distribution. C. clcgaiititliuu is an arctic species, which is found, apart from West and East

Greenland and North-East Iceland, only at north-western Norway (to Tromso) at depths of (lo) 15

—

127 fm. (vSar.s, vSp.-vSchneider, Friele & Grieg)"). — It has been found as fossil by M.Sars at

') Both CO. Sars and H.J. Posselt give the east coast of N. America as habitat for this species, but this is un-

doubtedly a mistake; both of these authors have probably assumed that Cardium elegantulum is Atnerican, because it was in-

cluded by Gould in his work on the Invertebrates of Massachusetts (I.e.), but Gould does not give any American locahtj',

only Greenland. Nor have I been able to find the species as American in other lists of Packard, Dall, Bush, Whit eaves
etc.

;
thus, it is only mentioned as from Greenland by W. H. D a 1 1 in his "Synopsis of the Fain. Cardiidse aud of the North

American Species" (Proc. U. St. Nat. Mus. XXIII, 1900, p. 386).
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Christiansund in western Norway, by W. C. Brogger at Clnistiaiiia (in tlie ''vounger Area-clay") and

by Knipowitsch at Dwina.

Remarks. Measnrements of some specimens show, that tlie sliape is more or less variable:

Length of shtll Height of sIk-II IJre.ulth uf shi-ll

12.5 "'"'. II.2'^ """. 8 """.

12.5 - 10 - 8 -

12 - 11.5 - 9.5-

12 - 9-5 - 7-5
-

ICardium norvegicum vSpengler.]

Mclrch has shown already (Vidensk. Meddel. Naturh. P'oren. Kijhvn. 1867, p. 94), that Jeffreys'

reference to this species as Fteroese (Brit. Conchul. II, 1863, p. 296) is dne to a misnnderstanding.

Cardium (Serripes) groenlandicum Chemnitz.

PI. Ill, figs. 12a—b (young).

Cardium grociilaiidiiiiiii Chemnitz, Conch. Cab. VI, 1782, p. 202, PL IQ, fig. 198. — Cardium borcalc

Reeve, Conch. Icon. II, 1844—45, Sp. 131, PI. 22, fig. 131. — Cardium fabricii Deshayes,

Proc. Zool. vSoc, 1854, p. },T^2>- -~ Aphroditr grocnlaiidica Gould &. Binney, Rep. Invert.

Mas,s., 1870, p. 144, fig. 454; vSars, Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv., 1878, p. 49, PI. 5, fig. 3.

Vciii/s islaiidica Fabricius (non Linne), Fauna groenl., 1780, p. 411. — Cardium groenlandicum

Moller, Index Moll. Groenl., 1842, p. 20; Beck, in Gaimard, Voyage de la Recherche, PL 15,

fig. I— 15; Morch, Rink's Gronland, 1S57, p. 92; Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren., 1868, p. 221

{\'3.r. solida); Arctic Manual, 1875, p. 132; Rink's Dan. Greenland, 1877, p. 441 ; P'riele, Xyt

Mag. f. Naturvidensk., 24 Bd., 1879, p. 222; Becher, Osterr. Polarst. Jan Mayen, i886. III,

p. 70; Posselt, Medd. om Gronland, XIX, 1S95, p. 70; ibid. XXIII, 1898, 1x55; Jensen,

ibid. XXIX, 1909, p. 353; Hagg, Ark. f. ZooL, Bd. 2, 1904, No. 2, p. 50.

The "Ingolf has taken this species at:

St. 113. Norwegian Sea 1309 fm. A fragment of a left \al\e.

- 119. — - loio - A fragment of a right valve.

West Greenland.

The species is one of the commonest Mollu.scs here, from the .southernmost part of the coast

at least up to Upernivik ; further north it has been taken by the "Fox" in Melville Bay and by the

"Frani" on the American .side in Rice vStrait (78''45' N. L.). It keeps nuainly to soft (clay) bottom and

to depths of 10—50 fm. It ma)- attain a length of no""".

East Greenland.

It has been taken here at 9 localities distributed from /Xngmagssalik to .Sabine Island, with

depths of ca. 7— 25 (40) fm. The largest specimen was 70""". long.
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Jan Mayen.

Tlie Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition of 1877 took nnnierous, small specimens at 10— 20 fm.,

the Austrian Polar Exped. of 1883 17 specimens up to 62""". long at a depth of 10 fm. The Danish

Expedition of 1900 also took several sjjecimens up to 62 """. long, but all empty, at dejDths of 55 and

50—60 fm.

Iceland.

The species is very common on the north-west, north and east coasts (down to Berufjordr);

on the south-west coast it lives at any rate in Hvalfjordr; it has not been found on the south coast.

It keeps to .soft bottom and depths of ca. (4) 6— 6ofm. The largest specimen is 92""". long.

The various localities are as follows.

East Iceland:

Hornafjordr, beach. i spec.

Rerufjordr 35—22 fm. i —
Djupivogr 6 -

, mud with black sand. 9 —
— 10 - , stone.s. 2 —

Breiddalsvik 14 -
, sand. 2 spec. & 3 valves.

Faskrudsfjordr 50—20 - , blue clay. i spec.

Eskifj(")rdr 20 - i —
Vidfjordr 15 - i

Seydisfjordr. 18

—
, between the bridges on north

side of fjord. i —
—

, Brimnes 4- i

—
, at vSkulavik 6 - , black sand. i —

— 31—15 - 4 —
— 38—14 - , mud. I —

20—50 - I —
—

,
mouth ca. 40 -

, stomach of haddock. i —
Bank off Lodmundarfjordr 38—47 - i —
Vopnafjordr 6- 3_

— 6—12 - I —
Bakkafjordr 12-15 -

, black sand. 7 —
— 32— 25 - , clay mixed with sand. i valve.

Finuafjordr 18 .
^ spec.

The -specimen from tlie southernmost locality, Hornafjordr, is empty and only 8.5™™. long; but

from Berufjordr northwards the species becomes comiuon and reaches a considerable size (maxinuun

length 92""".). The specimen from the shallowest depth, 4fm. namely, is young (only 15.5"'"'. long), but

already at a depth of 6 fm. the species reaches a length of 89 '""'.
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North Iceland:

Thistil Fjordr 25 fni., sand. 3 spec.

Thorshofu, I '/^ miles from mouth of river 6 - , sand. i —
Haganesvik 3V2—4 - 2 —
Husavik in E. 4 miles 42 - 4 valves.

— in E. by S 47—58 - 3 spcc.

0fjord at Svalbardseyri 10—20 - i —
Hofdi 16—12 - 3

—
Siglufjordr 15 - i —
Skagafjordr, Miklavatn in Fljotum .... 5—6 - i —

It is due naturally to incomplete collections, that so little of this species is present from tlie

north coast. The specimen from the shallowest depth (4-3'/, fm.) is only 28 """. long, but that from a

depth of 6fm. is 86.5"'"'.

West Iceland:

Lonafjordr 27'/2—30 fm. i spec.

Isafjardardjup 60—63 - i —
Arnarnes 5— 7 - 2 —

Onundarfjordr. 2 —
— ca. 9 - I —
— 10 - 6 —
— - 10 - 35

-

— - 12 - 3
—

— 12-14 -
7
-

Dyrafjordr. 4
—

—
, inside Thingnres 10—12',.. - , mud and small stone.s. t^t, valves.

Fossfjordr 44 - i valve.

Talknafjordr. 3 spec.

Patriksfjiirdr. i —
Grundarfjordr. 8 valve.s.

Olafsvik. 3
-

Hvalfjordr 10- 12 - 1 spec. iS: 3 valve.s.

— 24 - 10 —
—

, Hvammsvik 10—12 - , Idack ooze. 2 —
— - 111/2—12 - 3

—

Fa.xafjurdr, Kollafjordr 8 - , fine sand and mud. i
—

—
, mouth of Kollafjordr .... g'/, - 7 — & 40 valves.

—
,
— - — .... 9'/2- II -

, fine black .sand and

ooze. I — S: 22 —
—

, off Kollafjordr 8— ii'/.. - , ooze and stones. i .S; 30 —
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Faxafjordr, off Kollafjordr lo fm. ca. 25 spec. & 100 valves.

—
, Keflavik 15— 16 - i — & 2 —

—
, ca. 2 mil. N.E. of Keflavik ig'/a— 20'/2 -

, ooze. i —
—

, E. of Videy 9— 10 -
, fine sand and ooze. 3 —

Rej'kjavik, Engej' 7—S'/j -
, ooze. i fragment of a valve

Hafnarfjordr. i valve.

— 25 -
, fine black sand and ooze. r —

On the northern jDart of the west coast C.gronilandiaivi is common and reaches the consid-

erable length of 80 "'"'. As the above list shows, a considerable material has also been collected on

the southern part of the west coast (region of Faxafjordr); we might think, therefore, that the

species is also common on this part of the coast. It must be emphasized, however, that the living

specimens hitherto taken from the bottom of the sea are usually small (2— 12 "'"\ long), and that the

separated valves accompanying them most often have an "ancient" appearance and do not reach any

great length either (at most 43 """. long). From this, however, Hvalfjordr, with the Hvammsvik l)ing

on its south side, again forms an exception, as very large specimens have been taken here (up to

79 "'"'. in length) and containing the animals. The specimen from Keflavik is also of a fairly good

size and, though empty, appears rather "fresh".

Distribution. Vardium grociilandiciini is a high-arctic and circumpolar species; its southern

boundary lies in the Atlantic at Cape Cod (Dall) and Varanger Fjord (G. O. Sars)') and Porsanger

Fjord (Friele), in the Pacific at Hakodade and Puget Sound (Dall).

Remarks. However well-characterized this species may be against all the other northern

Cardiida, it nevertheless shows a series of variations.

This is especially evident in quite young specimens. In regard to sculiDture some are radially

furrowed only on the posterior area, the majority likewise on the anterior area, some even over the

whole shell. Some are quite flat, others greatly ventricose and transitions occur. Some are uniformly

coloured, whitish, straw-yellow, gray or brownish, others again have dashes of yellowish-red.

Adult specimens var\- especially in regard to form. Some are high, short and greatly ventricose,

others comparatively elongated and flat, as will appear from the accompanying measurements:

,., , ,
Height Breadth

LocaUty Lensth Height ^^

—

Breadth
Length Length

Berufjordr (Iceland) 90""". 77 ""^ 85.6% 50 ™"\ 55-6%
Jakob-shavn (Greenland).. 85 - 71 - 83.5 - 50 - 58.8 -

Djupivogr (Iceland) 75 - 59.5 . 79.3 . 35 . 46.7 .

Tunngdliarfik (Greenland) 73.5- 57 - 77.6 - 34 - 46.3 -

0nundarfjordr (Iceland) . . 71 - 59.5 - 83.6 - 37 - 52.1 -

Godhavn (Greenland) 70 - 62 - 88.6 - 42 - 60 -

') .\t this place, liowever, only small specimens have been t.aken, according to Sars I.e.
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Both Morch and Posselt Iia\c noticed that the species is variable. The former remarks:

"The Icelandic specimens are much more thick shelled and elongated than tliose from Greenland".

Posselt modifies the last part of the sentence in the following statement: "The variety oblonga,

which is the commonest form at Iceland, is met with here and there at South Greenland". So far as

I can judge, there is no such connection between the geographical distribution and the outer form

of the animal; the variation seems rather individual. In any case, Morch's statement is erroneous in

regard to the first point and greatly exaggerated as to the second.

In PI. Ill, fig. 12 a I have represented a small specimen of the strongly scnlj)tured, vouthful

form, which might possibly give rise to difficulty in the determination, if it occurred i.solated. Further,

for the .sake of comparison I give a comparatively smooth specimen (PI. Ill, fig. 12b), on which, however,

as usual the prodissoconch is strongly sculptured.

Isocardiidae.

[Isocardla cor Ivinne.]

Posselt has introduced this characteristic Bivalve into the fauna of Greenland. In the Stock-

holm Museum he found, namely, a fragmentary valve, 70"'"'. long, taken according to the label bv

the Swedish Exped. of 1871 at 63°35' N. L., 52°57'W. L. and a depth of 43 fm. "To judge from the

discovery of the dead valve, it may be taken as probable, that Isdcardia cor lives in the Davis Strait",

writes Posselt ').

W. C. Brogg er -), on the other hand, has pointed out, that Tsocardin cor, which is a southern

(Lusitanian) form, at the present time to be considered a great rarity on the Norwegian coasts, is

certainly extinct at Greenland, and that the fragment mentioned by Posselt must in all probability

have belonged to a fossil specimen.

As I. cor does not occur at the Fjeroes, nor at Iceland, which have a much milder marine

climate than West Greenland, and as it does not occur at North America either, I also think it quite

improbable that it lives on the banks in the Davis Strait.

During a visit to the Stockholm Museum I came to the conviction, that an exchange of label

had probably taken place, and that the valve referred to had not been taken at (heenland at all. In

any case Isocardia cor should be struck out of the Greenland fauna.

Cyprinidae.

Cyprina islandica Linnc.

Vc)ij(s islandica Linne, Syst. Nat. ed. 12, i, 2, 1767, p. 1131. — Cyprina islandica Jeffreys, Brit.

Conchol. II, 1863, p. 304, PI. 36, fig. 2; Gould & Binney, Rej). Inv. Mas.s., 1870, p. 129, fig.443.

Cyprina islandica Morch, Rink's Gronland, 1857, p. 92; Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren., 1S67, p. 94;

ibid. 1868, p.22i; Arctic Manual, 1S75, p. 132; Rink's Dan. Greenland, 1877, p.441; Posselt,

Medd. om Gronland, XXIII, 1898, p. 61.

) Medd. 0111 Gronland, XXIII, 1S9S, p. 54.

2) Brogger; Oni ile scnglaciale og postgl.iciale nivaforanilrin,ni-r i KrislianiatVlti't, igcw 01, p. 591.

The Ingolf-Expedition. II. $.
^-
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The "Ingolf has taken this species at:

St 86. West Iceland (Brede Bugt) 76 fm.

6. S. E. of Iceland 90 -

A spec. 13 "'"'. long and 3 valves of small

specimens and fragments of a larger

specimen.

A fragment (with sharp edges) of a large

specimen.

|West Greenland|.

The Copenhagen Zoological Museum contains:

a. 2 corresponding valves, 43 "'"'. in length, taken according to the label at Jakobshavn by

Dr. Rudolph; on this basis C.islamiica was for the first time recorded as belonging to Greenland in

:\I6rch's list of 1857. The periostracum is preserved; there is no trace of soft parts and the valves

bear distinct marks of having lain in a mass of sand mixed with clay.

b. I right valve'), 37™"'. long-'), taken according to the label by the malacologist H. P. C. Moller

(thus about the middle of last century) in "Davis Strait, 7—8 miles from land".

Thus, living specimens are not known from Greenland, and it seems to me inconceivable, that

a Bivalve such as C. islandica could possibly have escaped attention, if it now lives anywhere at

Greenland In the first place, its size is considerable, so that it is not likely to have been overlooked,

as the Danish part of the West Greenland may be said to have been well-investigated, so far as the

coastal belt is concerned. Further, we must remember, that C. islandica is frequently washed up on

the beach, near which it lives; but C. islandica is not found either among the large number of

washed-up shells, which have been brought home from Greenland.

These facts seem to me to indicate quite definitely, that C. islandica does not now live at

Greenland; the "dead" shells mentioned above may be taken to have been "subfossil", unless some

change of label has taken place in the course of time.

In any case Cyprina islandica should be omitted from the Greenland fauna.

Iceland.

The species is to hand in large numbers from the east, north, west and south coasts, so that it

is probably common all round the island-'). Adult specimens have been taken at depths of 4—3ofm.
»),

the young down to 76 fm. It lives chiefly on sandy bottom or sand mi.xed with clay, but may also

be met with on clay bottom. The maximum length is 103 "'"'.

Faeroes.

H-ere the species is qxiite common, on sandy bottom or sand mixed with clay, and reaches a

length of 110™'". Adult specimens have been taken at depths of 5— 5ofm., the young down to 70 fm.

') This single valve is erroneously given in Posselt as "2 spec".

2) It is consequently misleading, when the length is given as 120 mm. in Consp. Fauufe groenlandica?.

3) I omit stating the various places where it has been found, as the material at hand consists for the most part of

young and small specimens, whilst adults are rarely brought home, owing to the large space they take up.

4) On the south and south-east coasts, however, large empty shells have been taken at several places at greater

depths, down to go fm.
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Distribution. On the North American side Cyprinn islaiidica occurs from Cape Hatteras to

the Newfoundland Bank and the southern part of the (rulf of vSt. Lawrence'). On the European side

it is distributed from the south-west of France (Arcachon) to tlie Murman Coast and White Sea^);

towards the west it reaches over the Fteroes to Iceland; from tlie Kattegat it reaches into the Sound

and through the Belts down into the south-western Baltic'). Cypn'i/u is/aiidica is consequently, as I

have already more full)- shown on an earlier occasion 4), a distinctly boreal form, a result that

Prof. Brogger has also come to from a consideration of its late immigration into southern Norway^).

The vertical distribution is ca 4— ^ofm., but the young may be met with in greater depths").

In geologically very late (postglacial) deposits it has been found as far north as at vSpitzbergen,

which indicates that the climate of that time was somewhat milder than it is now?).

Remarks. Gould <i Binney write regarding Cyprina islaiidica (op. cit. p. 131): "It is subject

to very little variety". This does not agree with the experience I have gained on going through a

number of specimens from Iceland and the Faeroes. I find, that the three dimensions of the shell

may vary considerably, as will be seen from the measurements gi\"en below.

Locality Length
HeiKht Breadth

Height _-2_ Breadth
Length Length

Reykjavik 105 93 88.6 7, 61.5 """. 58.6 7,

Vestmanhavn 104,5 " §9 " ''^5-2 - 51 - 48-8 -

Keflavik 102.5

"

83.5 - 81.5 - 58 - 56.6 -

Seydisfjordr 102 - 78 - 76.5 - 51 - 5° "

Reykjavik 99 - 82 - 82.8 -
57

- 55-8 "

Onundarfjordr 98.5 - 82 - 83.2 - 50 - 50.S -

Vidarvik 93 - 88 - 94.6 - 52 - 55.9
-

') Posselt (I.e.) gives it from Labrador and Packard as his authority, but it is not mentioned in the latter's

"View of the recent Invertebrate Fauna of Labrador" (Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist, vol.1, Part U, 1^67, p. 262), nor in the

later lists of the Molluscan fauna of Labrador bv W. H. Dall and Katharine Bush. The northern boundary for its occur-

rence at N. America is fixed, I find by the following statement of Whiteaves: ".Although recorded by Fabricius as a

Greenland shell, this species has not yet been found in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, north of the Bale des Chaleurs" (Catal. of

the Marine Invertebrata of Eastern Canada, p. 130; Geol. Sur\-ev of Canada, 1901). W. is not right however in his reference

to Fabricius' Venus islaudica (Fauna groenlandica, 1780, p. 411), as this is obviously not identical with Linne's Vt-yius

{Cyprina) is/andica, but with Cunfiiim (Scrn'pes) groentandicuni Chemnitz.
2) Cattie states, that it has also been taken in the eastern (the "cold") p.irt of the Murman .Sea (Les Lamcllibran-

ches du "Willem Barents". Bijdrageu tot de Dierkunde. 18S6), but Knipowitsch has never found it there (Zur Kcunt-

niss der geol. Gesch. der Fauna des Weissen und des Murman-Meeres, p. 24, Verhandl. Kais. Russ. Mineral. GescUsch.

St. Petersburg. 2. Ser., Bd. XXXVIH, No. i), so that it must be in any case extremely rare.

3) In his lists showing the distribution of the MoUusca taken by the Swedish Expeditions of 1S75 and 1S76, Lcclie

has given C.islandka as occurring in the Bering Sea (K. Sv. Vet.-.Akad. Ilamll. Bd. 16, No, 2, 187,8, p. Sn, and this statement

appears again in Posselt (I.e.); some mistake in writing or printing must have crept in here, as the species is not mentioned

in any of the lists published by Dall, Crosse, Edg. Smith or Krausc on the Mollusca of the Bering Sea.

4) -Ad. S. Jensen: Studier over nordiske MoUusker. II. Cyprina idandica. Vidensk. Medd. ualurii. I'oren. Kbhvn.,

1902, p. 33-

i) Brogger: Om de senglaciale og postglaciale nivaforandringer i KrisUaniafcllet, 1900—01, p. 57,i-

t'l A. C. Johansen has shown, that small (young) .specimens can be met with even in the at)y.s.sal region, as Jeffreys'

statement of the occurrence of (". islandica \V. of Ireland down to 1215 fm. refers to quite small individuals (Vid. Medd.

Naturh. Foren. Kbhvn., 1901, p. 44).

7) Cf. my paper on Cyprina islandua I.e. and Jensen & Harder in: "Postglaziale Kliiuaveriinderungen, Stockholm

1910, p. 400.

12*
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Astartidse.

Astarte borealis Chemnitz.

PI. IV, figs. I a— f.

Venus borealis Chemnitz (partim), Conch. Cab. VII, 1784, p. 26, PL 39, fig.412 (non figs. 413-414 )• -

Tridonta borealis Sars, Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv., 1878, p. 50, PI. 5, fig. 8^).

Astarte arctica :\Ioller, Index Moll. Groenl., 1842, p. 19. — Astarte semisulcata Morch, Rink's Gron-

land, 1857, p. 92; Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren., 1867, p. 95; ibid. 1868, p. 222; Arctic Manual,

1875, p. 132; Rink's Dan. (xreenland, 1877, p. 441. — Astarte borealis Posselt, Medd. oni

Gronland, XIX, 1895, p. 71, PL I, figs. 8— 12 {v2iX. sericea Poss.); ibid. XXIII, 1898, p. 61;

Jensen, ibid. XXIX, 1909, p. 335.

The "Ingolf has taken this species at:

St. 33. Davis vStrait 35 f™- ^ living, i dead spec, and i valve.

- 35. — — 362 - I valve of a young spec.

- 86. W. of Iceland 76 - 8 valves of young spec.

- 124. N. - — 495 - I valve.

- 125. - - - 729 - I -
- no. N. E. of — 781 - 4 valves (corresponding).

- 120. — - — 885 - 4 — —
- 116. S. of Jan Mayen 371- 4 — —
- 117. - - - — 1003 - I valve.

- 113- - - - — 1309 - I —

West Greenland.

.i. borealis is common along the Danish part of the coast; further north, it is found at Port

Foulke on Smith Sound (Hayes), on the American side even at Dumbbell Harbour at 82°3o' N. L.

("Alert & Discovery"); the bottom-soil is mud, sand and clay. The depths recorded lie between

5— 5ofm. 5). The ma.ximum length is 44""".

East Greenland.

Here the species has been taken by Danish, Swedish and German Expeditions at quite a dozen

places on the stretch from Angmagssalik to Shannon Island (ca. 65°3o'—75°3o' N. L.^, in depths of

3—40 fm. The maximum length is 44 """.

') Fig. 413 ob\'iously represents Astarte crenata Gray, fig. 414 A. sulcata d. C
==) A fairly detailed synoiiyiiiy-list for this species of many names is given bv Kobelt: Prodr. Moll. Test- Mar.

Europ., 1888, p. 394.

5) As will be seen, the species is certainly taken in the Davis Strait at the considerable depth of 362 fm., but as the

shell in question is of a young specimen, the occurrence cannot be considered as normal
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Jan Mayen.

A. borealis has been taken here by the Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition at lo— I5fm. (Friele),

the Austrian Expedition at 65— 90 fm. (Beclier, sub. noni. A.horcdlis Ch. and A. prociucta Sow.) and

the Danish Expedition of igoo at 15 and 50 fin.

Iceland.

On the west coast a large number of specimens have been taken at many localities, so that

the species must be comnidu here. From the north coast and especialh- from the east coast, on the

other hand, we have ^[.borealis o\\\\ from a few places and it would thus seem to be comparatively

rare in these parts of Iceland. — It occurs on sand, clay and mixed bottom-soil; the depths recorded

for living specimens lie between 3 and 31 fm. The maximum length is 47""".')

The various localities are as follows.

East Iceland:

Berufjordr, Djnpivogr 10 fm. 2 valves.

Seydisfjordr, at Skulavig 6 - , black sand. i spec.

Lodmundarfjordr ca. 20 - , from stomach of haddock. i —
Gunnolfsvik. 7 valves.

These few occurrences might indicate, as mentioned, that ^i. borealis is comparatively rare on

the east coast; and we can hardly consider it due to chance, that this species especially has not been

taken by the collectors, when a species of similar size and occurrence such as A. eUiptica is to hand

from the east coast in large numbers and from rather many localities icf. p. 109).

On referring to Dr. A. C. J oh an sen, who has explored the coasts of Iceland, this zoologist has

kindly given me the following information, which agrees well with what has been said abo\-e: "In

my notes from Iceland I find Asfartc borealis recorded from the beach at Seydisfjordr, but not from

Bakkafjordr, Berufjordr or Haraarsfjordr. As I ha\e noted it from the beach on the south-west and

west coasts, from \'estmannaeyiar, Reykjavik, Stykkisholmr and Arnarfjordr, this would indicate, that

it is conmioner on the shores of the south-west and west coasts than those of the east coast".

It may however be added, at the same time, that Nils Odhner, who has only had a relat-

ively small material at his disposal for his paper: "Marine Mollusca of Iceland"-^) is able, nevertheless,

to record A. borealis from a locality on the east coast, namely:

Berufjordr 9 —30 fni. Many .spec.

The largest of our specimens is 44""". long, of Dr. Od liner's 46'mm

North Iceland:

Thistil Fjordr 10—24 f'l'i ^^\'n^ and "coral". 5 spec.

Vidarvik 13' ', - , black sand. 6 .spec. .S: 5 valve.s.

1) Some separate valves, which are only labelled "Icehuid", reach however a iiuich larger size, namely 52— 56""".

2) Arkiv for Zoologi, Bd. 7, 1910, No. 4.
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Axafjordr 30 fni., sand and stones. i spec.

Skjalfandi Bugt :.... 31 -
, fine black sand. i —

Husavik 7'/2 — 10 - i valve.

Gfjord I —
Skagastrand i —

Odhner I.e. records it as taken at:

Ranfarhofn 30 fni. Many spec.

The largest of the specimens to hand is 40 "'"'. long.

The same almo,st may be said regarding this part of the coast as about East Iceland; we

might have expected to find A. borcalis very common on the north coast, and it is thus remarkable

that there is so little material from there.

West Iceland:

Hofnvik 10 fm. 3 spec.

Adalvik 572—9 - 2 —
Hesteyrarfjordr 15—1772 - 5 valves.

Isafjordr 3 spec. & i valve.

—
, beach. i — &. i —

Skutilsfjordr i spec.

5-13 - I -
0nimdarfj6rdr ca. 9 - 2 —
Dyrafjordr 3 —

—
,
inside Thingnses. . 10—1272 - , mud and small stones. 4 valves.

65"56' N. L., 24°3o' W. L 37 - 2 -
Arnarfjordr, beach. 2 —
Talknafjordr 2 spec.

65=32' N.L., 24=38' W.L 22 -, stones. 3 —
Stykkisholmr, beach. i valve.

Grnndarfjordr i spec. & i valve.

Olafsvik I _
Hvalfjordr 5—13 . i valve.

— 24 - I —
Krossvik 8 -

, shell-gravel, blue clay, stones. 5 spec. & 20 valves.

Faxafjordr 15—16 -
, fine black sand. i — & 2 —

— 17 -
, coarse sand. 2 — &: 14 —

— 14—29 - 3 valves.

~ 25 - I valve.

— , mouth of Kollafjordr 972— n - , fine black sand and ooze. 4 spec. & 17 valves.

— , off Kollafjordr 8— ii' ^ - , ooze and stones. 6 — & 9 —
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Faxafjordr, i mile PI N.E. of Helgasker ii", fni.

—
,

I — W. of Helgasker... 13—16 - , shell-gravel and stones.

—
, 7 miles N. N. E. of Skagens

Light 17— 2o'/2 -
, sand and shells.

Reykjavik

—
, beach.

— 8 -

— (Engey) 7—8'A - , ooze.

Hafnarfjordr

— 3-4 - .
ooze.

The largest specimen is 47 """. long.

I spec.

10 valves.

I spec. & 10 valves.

I —

I —

I - & 3 -
I —

3
-

I —

South Iceland:

Vestmannaeyjar, beach.

—
, harbour '/j—o fm.

— 30 - >
.gravel.

^

—

49 - , clay with a little mud.

—
, Heimaey, beach.

63°2i' N.L., 17=31' W.L 69 - , black .sand.

63°2i' — I7'"i5' — 58 -
!
sand, stones, shell-gravel.

63°42' — i6"32' — 29 -

The largest specimen is 39 """. long.

5 spec

7 -
3 — & 3 valves.

I valve.

3 spec. & 23 —
I valve.

I —
3 spec.

[The Faeroes.
I

Landt records "J "t/z/ts borra/is" as "taken at the bottom of Vestmanhavn Fjord"'), and Morch

states, that a very large specimen of ^Isfarfc st-iiiisiih-ata Leach was received from the pastor P.Holm,

who had collected at the Fseroes-^). As A.horcalis has not been found however during the extensive

investigations of recent years, these records probably are mistakes, and I believe m\'self entitled to

remove ^J. borcalis from the fauna of the F:eroes, unless certain records are forthcoming.

Remarks. At Iceland and Greenland Astartr borcalis is very variable, both in regard to

form and sculpture of the shell and the structure of the periostracum.

Periostracum. On the Icelandic specimens the periostracum may form a thin layer, smooth

or finely fibrous towards the margin, or it may be somewhat thicker and as if frayed; the .smooth

periostracum is most frecpiently fairly light-coloured, yellowish-brown and somewhat glistening, the

fibrous kind is darker, brown or almost quite black.

In the West Greenland specimens the periostracum varies in the same way.

In all mv specimens from E a s t G r e e n 1 a n d the periostracum is brown to swarthy, thick and bast-like.

) Landt: For.so.tj til cii Be.skrivc-lse over I-'aeroerne, 1800, p. 289.

2) Miirch I.e. 1868, p. yj.
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It seems as if the periostracuni were thickest and most frayed in arctic specimens, as this

characteristic is seen not onlv in the specimens from East Greenland (and in part those from West

Greenland [and Iceland]), but also in (my) specimens from Spitzbergen and the Kara Sea').

Sculpture. The shell may be, apart from the fine lines of growth, quite smooth or more or

less distinctly folded, at the nmbones only or more or less far down on the shell. The folds sometimes

appear as fine and dense, sometimes coarser ribs with wider intervals, and these ribs may sometimes

in the adult specimens reach at least halfway down on the shell.

Form. At Iceland the form is relatively high and more or less convex, as will be seen

from the following measurements:

Height Breadth
Locality Lengtli Height Breadth

Length Length

Vestmannaeyjar 44 """. 38 ""'. 86.4 °/„ 17 "-"'. 38.6 °/„

Reykjavik 43 - 36.2 - 84.2 - 17.75

"

4i-3 "

— 42 - 34 - 81 - 15.5 - 36.9 -

— 38 - 33-5 - 88.2 - 17 - 44.7 -

Faxafjordr ^7 - 32.25 - 87.2 - 14.25 - 38.5 -

— 36-5 - 32-5 - 89 - 16 - 43.8 -

— 34-75 - 29 - 83.5 - 16.5 - 47.6 -

Seydisfjordr 44.25 - 34.25 - 77.4 - 20.25 - 45.8 -

At West Greenland similar forms occur, but here also — though apparently not very fre-

quently along the more southern (Danish) part of the coast — we find a greatly compressed form (var.

placenta Morch-) =^ Astartc Ric/iardsoiii Reeved), of which I may give the following measurements

as example:
Height Breadth

Locahty Length Height Breadth
Length Length

West Greenland 39 "'"'. 31 """. 79.5 °/^ 12.25 """. 31.4 %

At East Greenland we find more or less compressed, often strikingly elongated forms ^)

as will be seen from the following measurements:

Height Breadth
Locahty Length Height — Breadth

Length Length

Turner Sound 44 '"™. 35 '""'. 79.5 °/^ 18 """. 40.9 °!^

— — 40 - 30 - 75 - 14-25 - 35-6 -

Tasiusak 32.5 - 27.2 - 83.7 - 13 - 40 -

— 29 - 24.5 - 84.5 - 10.5 - 36.2 -

Hekla Havn 29 - 21.5 - 74.1 - 9.5 - 32.8 -

Forsblads -Fjord 27 - 20 - 74.1 - 8.25 - 30.6 -

') C. G. J oh. Petersen's statement regarding A. borealis in Danish waters seems to me of interest in this connection:
"the epidermis is here (i.e. in specimens from the Belts and Baltic) much more frayed than in the Kattegat specimens'' (Det
vidensk. Udbytte af Kanonbaaden Hauch's Togter, 1893, p. 75). Compare also in this connection .A. Krogh; "The tension of

carbonic acid affecting the structure and preser\-ation of moUuscan .shells'"; Medd. om Gronland, XXVI, 1904, p. 3S7.

2) Morch: Catal. des Moll, du .Spitzberg. Mem. vSoc. Malacol. Belgique, T. IV, 1S69, p. 22.

3; Reeve in Belcher: The last of the .Arctic 'Voyages, II, 1855, p. 397, PI. 33, fig. 7.

4) For such specimens Posselt {1. c) has set up a special variety, sm'cea. on account of the elongated form of the
shell, the thick epidermis and its silk-hke sheen; in my opinion it cannot be kept separate from the va.v\e\.y placfiita Morch.
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The following figures on PI. W may serve as illustrations of the above-mentioned, varying

form and structure in Astartr borralis:

Fig. I a represents a specimen without folds and with an almost smocHh (fibrous only at the

margin), fairl\- light-coloured periostracum. The shell is rather cou\e.\, as is seen from fig. i b.

Western Iceland.

Fig. ic represents a very high form, with quite narrow folds on the uppermost part of the

shell and with fairly thick, fibrous periostracum on the lowest part. Western Iceland.

Figs, id and le represent a strongly comjjressed form {\-a\. placciitd Morch) with distinct

folds on the uppermost part of the shell. Western Cireenland.

Fig. I f represents a very elongated form ( var. .iw/cvv/ Posselt). East Greenland.

Distribution, ^istniir horraUs is an arctic and circuuipolar species. In Norway it is said not

to live south of Bergen'), uor has it been taken living in the Skager Rak or Northern Kattegat; but

after this break in its distribution it appears again in the siiuth-western Kattegat and reaches tlirougli

tlie Sound and Belts, increasing in numbers but decreasing in size, down into Kiel Bay and thence

south of LoUand to a little east of Bornholm (C. ( x. Job. Petersen). It is said to occur in the middle

of the North Sea-), but empty shells only have been found at Scotland, the Hebrides and vShetland.

On the American side the southern boundary lies at New P^ngland, in the Pacific at Alaska, the

Aleutians and Kamsehatka. — Its bathymetric distribution is 3— 260 fni. i).

Astarte Montagu! DiUwyn.

PI. IV, figs. 2 a— c.

Vrniis coDiprcssa (non Linne) Montagu, Test. Brit. Suppl , 180S, p. 43, PI. 26, fig. i ; [Asfartt]

Forbes & Hanley, Hist. Brit. .Moll, I, 1853, p. 464, PI. 30, fig. i; Jeffrey.s, Brit. Conchol.,

II, 1863, PI. 37, fig. 3- — Venus Mo/ifagiii Dillwvu, De.script. Catal. Recent Shells, I, 1817,

p. 167. — i\'icai/i(i Baiiksii Leach, Ros.s' Voyage of Discovery, 1819, Append, p. 62: Sars,

Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv., 1878, p. 51, PI 6, fig. i. — A^/caii/n sfria/a Leach, I c. p. 62. — As/ar/r

o/obos/i M oiler. Index Moll. Groenl, 1842, p. 19; Reeve, Belcher's Last of the Arctic Voy-

ages, 1855, p. 39S, PI. 33, fig. 6. — AsMi-tr W'orhaiiii Hancock, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. 18,

1846, p. 336, PI 5, fig. 15—16. — Astartr pulchrlhi J o n a .s, Philippi, Abbild. u. Beschreib. nener

Conchyl, II, 1S47, p. 60, PI. i, fig. 12. — Ashnir fabtila Reeve, I.e. p. 398, PI 33, ti.g. 5 ')

Aslartc Bauksii Moller, Index Moll. Groenl, 1842, p. 19; Morch, Rink's Gronland, 1857, p. 20; Vidensk.

Medd. Naturh. Foren. 1S68, ]). 223; Arctic Manual, 1875, p. 132; Rink's Dan. (yreenland, 1S77,

p. 441; Posselt, Medd. oni Gronland, XIX, 1895, p. 73, PI i, fig.s. i—4; ibid. XXIII, 1898,]^ 68:

) C. G.Joh. Petersen's reference to it as livinv,' in ClirisUania Fjord lOni de skalbierendc Mollnskers l"<llirednin;j;.s-

forhold, iSSS, p. 461 is based on a mistake, caused by Asbjornsen; Bros,ner h.is explained (Oni dc senglacialc og po.st-

;.,daciale nivaforandringer i Kristianiafeltet, 1900-01. p. 5S1), that Asbjornsen's "A. srmnuUttta" was not A.horialis but a form

of A. elliptica.

^) Schrader: I^aniellilirancbiatcn dcr Nordsee (Inaug-Dissert.l, 1910, p. 4,1.

1) As a rule the boundary is placed at a depth of ca. 60 fm., but greater depths — down to 26.1 fm. — arc recorded

by Friele & Grieg (Norw. North-Atlantic F,xped., MoUusca III, iqoi, p. 24) from Spilzbergen.

\] For further references to the extensive .synonymy see Kolult: I'rodr. JIoll. Test. Mar. Hurop., iSSS, p. 395, uniler

Astailr Banksii Leach.

riie Ingnlf-Expcdilion. II. J.
'"^
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Jensen, ibid., XXIX, 1909, p. 333. — .Ij/'fls'-/'.^ J/'/'/^/'tf Moller I.e., p. 20; Morch 1. c- 1857, p. 20;

1875, P- 132; 1877, p. 441. — Astartc pulchello Morch, I.e. 1857, p. 20; 1875, p. 132; 1877, p.

iA\. — Astortc Montagui Morch, Viden.sk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. 1867, p. 95; ibid. 1868, p. 223.

Tlie "Ingolf has taken A. Montagui at the following places:

St. 35. Davis vStrait 362 fm. i valve.

- 33. - — 35 - 2 valves.

- 86. W. of Iceland (Brede Bugt) .... 76 - 3° —
. 87. - - — — — .... no - 2 —
- 104. N. E. of Iceland 957 - 4 —
- 113. vS. E. of Jan Mayen 1309 - 5 —

Remarks. In the figures 2 a—c on PI. IV I have compared 3 specimens, which seem to me

to illustrate the main types of this very variable species within the fannistic region dealt with here.

Fig. 2a represents A. Monfagui Dillw. typica. a short and high, somewhat triangular form;

the anterior end is a little elongated-rounded, the posterior end shorter, strongly .sloping downward.s,

truncate; the umbones lie a little behind the middle of the shell.

Fig. 2b represents A. Monfagui Dillw. var. afviata (Leach) Sar.s, a more elongated form,

which stands midwa\' between the foregoing and the following.

Fig. 2c represents A. Montag7ii T)\\\^k var. Warluuni Hancock, the shell of which is elong-

ated, elliptical, in general rounded both in front and behind; the umbones lie almost in the middle

of the shell.

The measurements of the three specimens, which I have chosen as types, are as follows:

Height Breadth
Length Height Breadth —

'^ ^ Length Length

A. Montagu! typica 14 """. 13 """. 92.9 °/<, 7.5 '"™. 53-6 %
— \z.x. striata 15 - ^3 " 86.7 - 8 - 53.3 -

— - Warhaiui ... 22 - 16.75

"

/^-i " 9-5 " 43-2 -

These three forms are not at all sharply separated, however; all transitions may occur. In

di,scussing the separate geographical regions further opportunity will be taken to mention the variab-

ility of this species.

West Greenland.

Here the species is conmion, from the southernmost parts up to Cape York; on the American

side it has been taken as far north as 8o°N.L- It occurs most frequently at depths of 5— 50 fm., but

is also met with at greater depths.

At West Greenland the variet>- striata is b\- far the most predominant, and along with it

occurs rather frequently the variety globosa ]\Ioller, which is characterized by an extremely tumid

form; the typical form and the variety War/iaii/i 3.re: comparatively rare. At the same time it must

be remembered, however, that all possible transitional stages exist between the forms mentioned.
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The niaximnni length is 23 """.

The measurements of some specimens will illustrate the form-relation amon<r the varieties

mentioned.

A. Mo}itagui fypi'ca :

Length

20 """.

16 -

15 -

14 -

12.8 -

Height

18.5 """

14

13

12

Height

Length
Bread

92.5 "/„ II.5"

937 - 9-25

93-3 - 9

92.9 - 8.25

93-8 - 7-25

Breadth

Length

57-5 ''

o

57-8 -

60 -

58.9 -

56.6 -

A. Montagui vax. glohosa :

17 -

14.5 -

ii.S -

"•5 -

10.5 -

15

12.75

11-5

10.5

11.25

10.25

88.2 - II

85.2 - 9-5

97-5 - 8.2

91-3 - 7.2

97.8 - 8

07.6 - 7.2,

64.7

65-5

69-5

62.6

69.6

69

A. Montagui var. striata:

23 -

19.8 -

19 -

18.5 -

15

1975

16.75

16.5

16

14-75

13

85.9

84.6

86.8

86.5

86.8

86.7

12

9-5

9-25

8.5

8

52.2

50

50

50

53-3

A. Moi/tiii'iii var. H'ar/ia/Ni

.

19 - 15

1775- 14

14.5 - 11.25

12.75- 9-75

78.9

78.9

77.6

76.5

9-25- 48.4

9 - 50.7

7 48.3

6-5 - 51

East Greenland.

Here A. ^rolltag/li has been taken at 15 localities between Angmagssalik and vSabine Island

(65°4o'— 74°32' N. L.), at depths of 3—50 fm. The largest specimen is 24.2""". long.

The majority of the specimens at hand belong to the variety Warliaiiii. in a form wliich is

generally rather compressed but is sometimes rather tumid: the variation in this regard will be seen

from the accompanying measurements.
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A. Montagui var. IVarhami:

Length

24.2 """.

23-5
-

23 -

22.5 -

22

22

20.5 -

20.5 -

20.5 -

20

Height

18.5 '""

16.5 -

18

18

17-25 -

i6-75 -

1575 -

15-5 -

16.5 -

16

Height

Length

764 7o 8.25 •"

70.4 - 8.5

77.8 - 9-75

80 - 12

78.4 - 8.75

76.1 - 9-5

76.8 - 8.5

75-6 - 8

80.5 - 9

80 - 10

Breadth

Length

34-1 7c

36.2 -

42.2 -

53-3 -

39-8 -

43-2 -

41-5 -

39 -

43-9 -

50 -

The concentric ribs frequently reach right down to the ventral margin, but other specimens

are only ribbed on the umbonal region or to the middle of the shell, showing on the rest of the shell

only fine lines of growth (= Astarte fabnla Reeve).

Some few .specimens belong to the variety striata, which in my opinion — as already mentioned —

is only a shorter form than \Varliaiiii')\ to try and keep them distinct owing to the different colour

of the periostracum is not correct, as the variety Warhaiiii, for example, ma>- begin as straw-yellow

and end as dark-brown. — For the sake of comparison I ma)' give here the measurements of the

few specimens from East Greenland

:

A. Mo?itagiii var. striata:

Length

21-5

19

17-5

Heiglit

17.5 """

16

14-5 -

Height Breadth

Length

82.6 °/„ 9-75

84.2 - 10.25

82.9 - 9

Length

45-3 7c

53-9 -

514 -

Only one specimen (from Hekla Havnl is so short in form, that it can be referred to the

typical Astarte Montagui; it has the following measurements:

Length

14 '"".

Height

12.75 "'"'

Height

Length

91-1 7o

Breadth
Breadth

Length

.- i-r mm
/•/5 55-3 "L

This specimen also differs in its sculpture, the shell onl>- showing fine lines of growth and

not the usual concentric ribs. ^).

Jan Mayen.

None of the Danish Expeditions have found it here, but it is stated to have been taken by

the Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition as the variety globosn at a depth of 195 fni. (Friele) as also

by the Austrian Expedition at a depth of 105 fm. (Becher).

') The "Astarte Banksii Leach var. Warhami" of Posselt in his East Greenland Molluscs (I.e. 1895; PI. I, figs. 3-4)
has to be referred in my opinion to the variety striata owing to the relative shortness of the shell.

') It is this specimen which is figured by Posselt, I.e., figs. 1-2, under the name of Astarte Banksii Leach.
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Iceland.

A. Montagui has been taken in large quantity on the west coast, in part also on the east

coast; from the sonth coast there are but few specimens and from the north coast only one, but

whether this is due to imperfect collections or to the actual scarcity of the species on the north coast.

I am unable to sav"). The depths noted lie between ca. <S—50 fm. On the west coast it reaches to

19 """., and on the east coast to a very considerable size, namely 26.2 """.

The various localities are as follows.

East Iceland:

Myre Bugt 26 fm. i valve.

Berufjordr, Djupivogr 6—9 -
, mud with black sand. 50 spec.

Mouth of Bernfjordr 54—41 -
,
ooze. i —

64°58'N.L., i3"25'W.L 4° - 4 — & 27 valves.

Breiddalsvik 14 - 2 — & i valve.

Vattarnes 20—16 - i —
Vidfjordr 8—12 - i —
- 15 - 2 -

Nordfjordr 40 - 9 —
Seydisfjordr 15—20 - i —

—
, the mouth 38—14 -

,
'""d- 12 —

—
, off Brimnes .... 40 -

, ooze and clay. i —

The specimens from liast Iceland belong in part to the variety striata, in part to the t\ pical

form or to transitional stages between the two, as will be seen from the following measurements:

Height Breadth
LocaUty Length Height

-^^^^^^-^
Breadth

^^^^^^^

Djupivogr 26.2 """. 23 """. 87.8 7„ 12.5 """. 477 7o

— 24.7 - 22.25- 90-1 - 11-2 - 45-3 -

— 22.5 - 18.75- ^l-Z - 12 - 53-3 -

Berufjordr 16 - 14.5 - 90.6 - 8 - 5° "

Vattarnes 17 - i4-5 " 85.3 - 9.2 - 54-i -

Seydisfjordr 22 - 19.25 - 87.5 - 10 - 45 "

21.2 - 19 - 89.6 - 10.2 - 48-2 -

_ 20.5 - 18.5 - 90.2 - 10 - 48.8 -

_ 20.2 - 17.8 - 88.1 - 10 - 49.5
-

— 20 - 18 - go - IQ - 5° "

_ 20 - 17.2 - 86 - 10 - 50 -

— 19.5 - 17 - 87.2 - 9.25 - 47-4 -

— 19 - 17 - 89.5 - 9 - 474 -

Nordfjordr 21.8 - 18.75- 86 - 10.8 - 49.5 -

_ 21.5 - 19 - 88.4 - 11-75- 54-7 -

— 20.2 - 18.25 - 90.3 - 9-5 47

I) As Odhner in lii.s hst over the comparatively sin.il! eolleetioii of marine Molhisea from Iceland in the Stockholm

Mu.seum records the .species from 2 localities from tlie north coast (Arkiv f(-.r Zoologi. l!d. 7, No. ^, igio, p. Jo), the first view

seems to be the most probable one.
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Nortli Iceland:

From here we liave on]\- a small specimen (12.5"'"'. longi from

Axafjordr 30 fm., sand and stones. i spec.

But, in addition, Odliner (I.e.) records it from the following localities on the north coast, np

to 18 """. in lencjth:

Raufarhofn 35 fm. 13 spec.

Siglufjordr 12 - Many spec.

West Iceland:

Skntilsfjordr.

Dyrafjordr.

Talknafjordr.

N. W. of Talkni.

Patreksfjordr 10—20 fm.

— 14 -

Grnndarfjordr.

— 12 -

Hvalfjordr 24 -

Faxafjordr 25 -

—
, mouth of KoUafjordr g\'.^ -

— — - — 9',,2— II -
,
fine black sand and ooze.

—
, off KoUafjordr 8— ii'/^ - , ooze and stones.

— 10 -

—
, Keflavik 15—16 - , fine black sand.

—
, 2 miles N.E. of Keflavik ig'/j— 2o'/2 -

, ooze.

—
,

I mile E. N. E. of Helga-
sker Vager iii/,, -

—
, 4.3 miles W. 3/^ S. of Hel-

gasker Vager 25 -

E. of Videy y— 10 -
, fine sand and ooze.

Reykjavik..

—
, beach.

— (Engey) 7—^'/^ -
, ooze.

Hafnarfjordr 25 - , fine black sand and ooze.

Skagi 21 -

The maximum length is 19 """.

9 spec.

I —

7 —
I valve.

1 spec.

3 — 6c 5 valves.

1 —

2 —
75 spec. & ca. 100 valv.

2 valves.

I spec. & 40 valves.

10 — S: ca. 100 valv.

3 - & - 225 —
ca. 100 valves.

6 spec. & 135 valves,

no valves.

1 spec.

2 spec. & 55 valves.

4 valves.

6 spec. & II valves.

20 valves.

2 spec.

11 valves.

I valve.
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B\' far the great niajorit\' of tlie West Icelandic s])eciinen.s belong to the typical A. Montagui^).

Thus, all the specimens from the southern part of the west coast belong to the tvpical form,

as will be seen from the following examples:

. ,
Height Breadth

Locality Leii<;th Height lirt-adth
Length Length

Grundarfjordr 18.3""". 17 """.
92-9 7o 1° """•

54-6 ^'o

— 17 - 15-7 - 924 - 9 - 52-9 -

Engey 17.2 - 15.8 - 91.9 - 8 - 46.5 -

Hafnarfjcirdr 17.2 - 16 -
93

- 10 - 58.1 -

— 16.5 - 15-8 - 95.8 - 10 - 60.6 -

E. N. E. of Helganes 13.5 - 13 - 96.3 - 7.5 - 55.6 -

Keflavik 14 - 13 - 92.9 - 7.5 - 53.6 -

The typical A. Maiifagiii also occurs on the northern part of the west coast, but by side of

it we find moreover somewhat more elongated specimens, which ajiproach to or nuw be entirely re-

ferred to the \-ariety sfnata ; this is seen from the following measurements:

Height Hrcadtli
Locality Length Height Breadth

Length Length

Talknafjordr 18.2 """. 16 "'"'. 87.9 °!^ 9 """. 49.4 °
„

— 16.8 - 15.2 - 90.5 - 8.5 - 50.6 -

— 15 - 14 - 93-3 - 8 - 53.3 -

Patreksfjordr 19 - 16.5 - 86.8 -

— 17 - 13-2 - 89.4 - 8.75- 51.5 -

15-7 - 14 - 89.2 - 8 - 51 -

— 14 - 13 - 92.8 - 7-5 - 53-6 -

South Iceland:

Vestmannae>jar 30 fm., gravel. 5 valves.

— 49 - , clay with a little mud. i spec. & 40 valves.

63^24' N. L., i7°5' W. L 70 - 2 valves.

The maximum length of these specimen.s, which belong to the t\i)ical A. Moi/fngiii, is i.| """.

Faeroes.

Here the species is common at depths of ca. 5—50 I'm. The maximum length is 19.8""".

The various localities are as follows:

Viderejde 10 fm. i ^pec. & 6 valve.s.

Klaksvig 10— 15 - i — '^7

>) A specimen from C.rundarfj.irdr is eyen so high and short, with tlie [.osterior margin sloping so steejily, that it

resembles the form figured by Brown under the name of Cnissiii.i obliqua (Illustr. Conchol. Great Britain and Ireland, 1S27,

PI. 18, fig. 6), but in the second edition of his work given as a variety of Cia^simi striata (Illustr. Rec. Conchol. Or. Britani

and Ireland, 1S44, p. 96, I'l. 38, fig. 6). Us measurements are as follows; height 17.5"""., length 17.5"""., breadth 10.5"""'.

This characteristic form also occurs at the I'Veroes.
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Klaksvig ii fni., from rhizoids of Laininaria. i spec.

Bordovig 7— lo -
, black sand and small stones. 30 — & 14 valves.

— 10 -
, sand. 5 — & 4 —

Fundingsfjord 12— ca. 20 -
, coarse sand and clay. 2 — & 2 —

Andefjord 16—23 " 2—1 valve.

Skaalefjord 4—

5

- i valve.

Kongshavn ' 2 spec.

— 12— 16 -
, small stones, sand &. ooze. 3 — &; 14 valves.

— ca. 50 - 33 — & 90 —
Vestmansund - 70 - 12 valves.

Vestmanhavn 3'/2—

5

-
, fine black sand. ca. 125 spec, (small).

— 5—

6

-
, fine black sand. 10 spec. &. 70 valves.

Scirvaag 14— 16'/, -
, ooze. i valve.

Midvaag, beach i —
Thorshavn 3 —
Nolso, deep hole at north end ca. 100 fm. i spec. & i valve.

Vaagfjord 10 - i —
5 miles S. S. E. of Bispen 50 - 8 valves.

13 — W. b\- vS. of Mmiken - 150 - i valve.

The Fferoese specimens belong to the t\pical A. Aloiitagui. thongh sometimes with a tendency

in the direction of va.r. striata, as will be seen from the measnrements below:

Height Breadth
Locahty Length Height ^

—

Breadth
Length Length

Klaksvig - 20.6 ™"'.
19.5 "'"\

94.7 7o 9-^ """•
49 °/o

Andefjord 19.8 - 17.5 - 88.4 - 10 - 50.5 -

— 16.8 - 15.5 - 92.3 - 8.75- 52.1 -

Nolso 17.2 - 15.2 - 88.4 - 7.8 - 45.3 -

Kongshavn 17 - 15.3 - 90 - 8.2 - 48.2 -

— 16 - 14.2 - 88.8 - 8.2 - 51.3 -

— 15-8 - 15 -
94-9 - 8.5 - 53.8 -

— 15-5 - 13-8 - 89 - 8 - 51.6 -

— 1+7 - 13 - 92-9 - 7-5
- 51 -

— 14 - 13-5 - 964 - 8 - 57.1 -

— 14 - 13 - 92-2 - 7-5
- 53-6 -

Vaagfjord 14 - 12.7 - 90.7 -
7

- 5° -

Fundingsfjord 12.8 - 11.8 - 92.2 - 7.2 - 56.3 -

Viderejde
_ 13 - ii-7 - 90 -

7
- 53.8 -

Concluding remarks. It may be seen from the foregoing, that there is a certain regularity

in the variation of the species, since the form becomes elongated on the whole in the same degree

as the marine climate becomes more severe. At the Fteroes and the southern West Iceland we

have onh- the short A. Montagui typica. thongh sometimes with a tendenc>- in the direction of the

slighth- more elongated variety striata ; at northern West Iceland the variety striata begins to appear
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and at East Iceland it occurs commoiih- together with the t\pical Moiifa<^tii. At West Greenland the

variety striata is by far the most predominant, and at the same time the still more elongated varietv

WarluiDii is appearing; lasll>-, at East Greenland the variety ll'in/iui/ii is almost the only form.

Accompanying the elongation of the form we also find an increase in the maxinnun length, namelv

from ca. 19-20""". at the Fceroes and West Iceland to 23—26"''". at I{ast Iceland and Greenland.

Distribution. Astarff Mniitagiii is circnmpolar in arctic seas. Towards the south it reaches

to the Aleutians and Vancouver Island in the Pacific, and in the .Vtlantic to Massachusetts and the

Channel.

Astarte sulcata da Costa.

PL I\', figs. 3 a— c.

Prcttninil/is s/tlcdtiis da Costa, P>rit. Conchol., 1778, p. 192. — Astartr s/dnita Forbes and Hanle\',

Hist. Brit. Moll, I, 1853, p. 452, PI. 30, figs. 5- 6') & PL 133, fig. 4; G. O. Sars, Moll. Reg.

Arct. Norv., 1878, p. 52.

Astarte siitcata Posselt (partim), Medd. om Gronland, XIX, 1895, p. 72; ibid. XXIII, 1898, 15.65.

The "Ingolf" has taken this species at:

St. 94. Off South-East Greenland 204 fm.

- 16. W. of Iceland 250 -

98.

86.

87

89.

8.

84

81

71

6,

138

4.1" C.

6.1° -

5-9° -

(Brede Bugti 76

— — — no

- - — 310

- - — 295

S. W. of Iceland 136

8.4"

5-8'^

6.0°

I spec.

1 valve.

2 spec, and several hundred

separate valves, mostly of

very small specimens.

I large valve and many quite

small.

ca. 20 valves.

I spec. & I valve.

4 spec. & ca. 20 valves.

10 separated valves of young

specimens.

ca. 20 spec. & many vah'cs.

I valve.

6 ancient valves.

I valve.

Some fragments of larger val-

ves and a number of valves,

separate or connected, of

quite small specimens.

West Greenland.

Posselt records A. sulcata from Igaliko Fjord, Sukkertoppcn and the fjord off Upcrnivik; of

these I have seen one specimen labelled as coming from the first-named locality, but in appearance

it is .so "European", that I think it not unlikeix that some exchange of labels has taken place.

') 111 the explaiKition cif the figures uikIiv the I'hite, fig. 6 is <;iveii uiuler tlie .syiioiiyui ./. />.»imoiii,;,sis, fig- .S hy :\

type-error as A. tna>:giilar:s.

S. E. of Iceland

170 -

633 -
4.8

485 -
6.1

486 -
5-5

90 -
7.0

The Ingolf-Expedition. II.
14
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East Greenland.

Here there occurs a comparatively closely ribbed form oi A.s/iha/a, which has been taken off

the south-eastern ("warm") part by Nordenskj old's Expedition (1883) at 130 fm. depth and Ijy the

Ingolf-Expedition at St. 94 in 204 fm., as also by the Amdrnp Expedition off Angmagssalik at a

depth of 140 fm. The maximum length is 23 mm. — Further, Mo bins') records it from north-eastern

Greenland, but I feel certain that this record is due to some mistake.

[Jan Mayen].

Bee her records the species from here'), but I am convinced that his record refers to a form

of A. crenata Gray (cf. A. creiinfa var. iitflata^ p. 117); A. sulcata is perfectly clearly, from the results

of the lugolf-Expedition, a distinctly warm-water form.

Iceland.

In addition to the stations mentioned of tlie Ingolf-Expedition, A. sulcata has later been taken

at the following places:

63°i5' N. L., 22°23' W. L 170— 114 fm. 6 spec. & 24 valves.

63°i8' - - 2130' - - 94 - I — - I —
63°05' - - 20° 7' - - 293 - 15 valves.

62°57' - - i9°58' - - 500 - I valve.

63°2i' - - i7°3i' - - 69 -
, black sand. i —

63°2i' - - I7°i5' - - 58 -
, sand, stones, shell-gravel. 3 spec, and 12 valves.

63°24' - - 17° 5' - - 70 - < black sand with stones i spec, and 3 valves.

and shells.

Thu.s, taken on the \^\\o\^, A. stilcata may be said to be fairlv common off western and southern

Iceland; living specimens have been taken at depths of 58—310 fm., but dead shells even at a depth

of 633 fm. Tlie maximum length is 26 """.

The Faeroes.

From the investigations of recent years the Zoological Museum has obtained A. sulcata from

the following places.

Fundingsfjord 12—20 fm., coarse sand and cla}-. 9 spec. &; 34 valves.

Nolso, deep hole at north end ca. 100 - 4 — & 6 —
62°29' N. Iv., 5°i7' W. L 160 -

, stones and sand. i — & 5 —
62°29' -• - 4°52' - - 112 -

,
sand. 2 spec.

62°i7V2' - - 4°57' - - 144 -
, clay and stones. 2 —

13 miles S. of Myggensesholm ........ 70 - i spec. & 9 valves.

vS. W. of Myggenses 135 - 18 — & 165 —

") Die zweite Deutsche Nordpolarfahrt in d. Jahreu 1S69 u. 1S70. Wiss. Ergebn., 11, 1874, Zoologie, p. 251.

2) Die Osterr. Polarstatioii Jan Mayen, Beob.-Krgebn., Ill, 18S6, p. 71.
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ei^is' N. L., g^^s' W. L ca. 475 fiii. 90 valves.

61° i - - 9^30' - - 440 - 12 spec. & 185 valves.

61" 9' - - 7°54' - - 181 -
, sand and shells. 4 — & 2 —

61' 10' - - 5°46' - - 160 -
, sand with .stones and sliclls. 2 — & i —

5 miles S. S. E. of Bispen 5° -
i —

16 miles E. by S. of sonth point of Nolso ca. 80 - 2 — it 9
—

12 miles vS. S. E. of Akralejte 150 - 70 — & 42 —
13 miles W. by S. of Munken ca. 150 - 25 —

A. siilcata has thns lieen taken at varions places ronnd about and in part also at the Fieroes

at depths of (12) 20—440 fm. It reaches a length up to 29 """.

Remarks. Compared with other Asfarfc species, A. sitlcdtn is subject to comijarativel_\' little

\-ariation, so far as the present geographical region is concerned. The most important variation —
so far as I can see — consists in a tendenc\' of the number of ribs to increase somewhat in the

western part of the geographical region of the species; in specimens from off the south-eastern Green-

land the ribs are so dense, that their number — in specimens of 19—23'""'. in length — amounts to ca.

35—42, whilst the number in topical specimens, 21— 23""". in length, from the Faeroes is ca. 30—33.

The form may vary somewhat, as will be seen from the following measurements of some s])e-

cimens, most different from one another in regard to the three dimensions:

Heia;ht Breadth
Locality Length Height Breadth

Length Lengtli

East Greenland 23 """. 18.25'""'. 79-3 °o 11.2 """. 487%
— — 20.25- 15.5 - 76.5 - 9.5 - 46.9 -

- - 20.25 - 15.75 - 77-8 - 8.5 - 42 -

Iceland 24 - 19.75 - 82.3 - 12.75 - 53-i -

— 23.5 - 21 - 89.4 - 12 - 51.1 -

Faeroes 26 - 21.5 - 82.7 - 13.5 - 51-9 -

— 23.5 - 17.75 - 75-5
- 12.5 - 53.2 -

— 22 - 18.2 - 82.7 - 12 - 54.5
-

As a further illustration of the change of form in this species as a whole, I may gii,-c here

the measurements of 3 specimens, which I have dredged along with many others X. \\. of Shetland,

at a depth of 150— 220 fm.

Height
, , ,

Breadth
Leutrth Height T Breadth

° '- Length LengUi

26"'"'. 21.5 """. 82.7% 12 """. 46-2 °o

25 - 19.5 - 78 - '175 - 47 -

25 - 21.75 - 87 - 13 - 52 -

In illustration of the variability with reganl In the number of concentric rih.s, the following

examples are represented on PI. IV:

F'ig. 3 a. A typical specimen from the Faroes,

Fig. 3 c. A .specimen with comparativclv closely-placed rib.s, from East Greenland.
14*
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Distribution. On the European side Astartc sulcafa is distributed from the western part of

the IMurman Coast (Kni powitsch) to the Mediterranean and west coast of North Africa; it goes

down into the Kattegat. Over the Faeroes it reaches to the southern and western coasts of Iceland

and to Denmark Strait off the south-eastern Greenland. The bathymetric distribution is 5—ca. 1000 fm.

Astarte elliptica Brown.

PI. IV, figs. 4 a-g.

?Vemis comprcssa Linne, Mantissa Plantarum Altera, 1771, Regni Animalis App., p. 546. — Crasshia

elliptica Brown, 111. Conchol. Great Britain and Ireland, 1827, PI. 18, fig. 3; 111. Rec. Con-

chol. Great Brit, and Ireland, 1844, p. 96, PL 38, fig. 3. — Astartc comprcssa Sars, Moll. Reg.

Arct. Nor v., 1878, p. 53'|.

Astarte semisulcata Moller, Index Moll. Groenl., 1842, p. 19. — Astartc comprcssa Morch, Rink's

Gronland, 1857, p. 91; Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. 1867, p. 95; ibid. 186S, p. 222; Arctic

Manual, 1875, p. 131; Rink's Dan. Greenland, 1877, p. 441; Posselt, Medd. om Gronland,

XIX, 1895, p. 72, PL I, figs. 5— 7 (var. dcprcssa Poss.); ibid. XXIII, 1898, p. 66; Jensen,

ibid., XXIX, 1909, p. 339.

The "Ingolf" has taken this species at:

St. 86. W. of Iceland 76 fm. 12 valves of young (mostly quite \oung)

specimens.

87. - - — no - 5 valves of young specimens.

- 113. S. of Jan Mayen 1309 - 2 valves,

- 104. N. W. of Iceland 957 - i valve of a young specimen.

West Greenland.

Here the species occurs commonly from the southernmost parts up to Melville Bay, on mud,

clay, shell and stone ground. The depths noted for living specimens lie between 10 and 235 fm.^).

The maximum length amounts to 36 """.

East Greenland.

A. elliptica has been taken by Danish Expeditions at Angmagssalik, Cape Dalton, in Scoresby

Sound and Forsblads Fjord, (3) 10— 30 (50) fm., on mud, clay and stony ground, as also by the Germania

E.xpedition at northern East Greenland (Mobius, as A. sulcata). The maximum length amounts

to 30 "'"'.

I

Jan Mayen.]

Here, curiously enough, the species has not been met with. Posselt (I.e. 1898, p. 67) records

it from Jan Mayen and Copenhagen Museum as the authority or source, but this is due to some mis-

take, as our Museum possesses no specimen of A. elliptica from this island.

') For the remaining synonyms cf. Kobelt: Piodr. Moll. Test. Mar. luirop. i8S8, p. 392.

:) A living, adnlt specimen from this considerable depth has been taken at 66°49' N. L., 56°28' W. L.
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Iceland.

Here As/ar/c ///i/^/ii/! is common round the island; it occurs both on sand, ooze, mud and mixed

bottom-soil; living- it is taken at depths of 5—6ofni., once of ion I'm. The maximum length is 38.5""".

The various localities are as follows:

East Iceland:

Berufjordr, Djupivogr 6— 9 fm., mud with Idack sand.

— mouth 54—41 - , ooze.

Faskrudsfjordr 50—20 - , blue clay.

64°58' N. L., i3°25' W. L 40 -

Eskifjordr 0—12 -

Vidfjordr 15 -

Nordfjordr 22 -

— 40 -

Seydisfjordr 9—5 -

—
, mouth 38— 14 - , mud.

—
, mouth ca. 40 - , stomachs of haddock.

— 50—20 - , blue clay.

65°42' N. L., i3°57' W. L 60 -

Bakkafjordr 28-20 -
,
sand mixed with clay.

32—25 - , sand mixed with clay.

52—43 -
, sand mixed with clay.

The largest specimen is 38 """. long.

North Iceland:

Thistilfjordr 10—24 fi"-- sand and "coral".

50 - , clay with man\' stones.

Axafjordr 22 - ,
mud.

Skjalfandi Bugt 21 -
,
black sand.

— 31 ' ) l'"*^ sand.

4 miles E. of Erik Skger 100 -

Husavik in E. 4 miles 42 -

66°i7' N. L., 18^13' W. L 52 -

0fjord

just S. of Hrisey iS - ,
clay.

Veidileysa 21— 25 -

The largest of these specimens are 35""". long.

25 spec.

13 —
I — & I valve.

I — & 44 vahes.

2 —

17 -

4 -
8 - & 6 valves.

I —
24 —

I valve.

2 spec.

I —
4 - and 2 valves.

22 — and 30 valves.

7 — and 5 valves.

2 spec.

30 vah'es.

14 spec.

5
—

19 —
I —
4

—
I \alve.

40 spec.

5
—

7
—
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West Iceland:

Hesteyrarfjordr, at the head is-iy'/^fm. i spec. & 30 valves.

0mindarfj6rdr 9" -^ "

Dyrafjordr, inside Thing^njes 10—12'/2 - , mud and small stones. 2 — & 40 valves.

13 - 2 -
Fossfjordr AA - ^

Talknafjordr 42 —
N. W. of Talkni 2 — & 2 valves.

Patreksfjordr 5- 5~
- H - I -

Grundarfjordr i —
Hvalfjordr 24 - 50 — & 70 valves.

Faxafjordr 15 - 5 —
._ 25 - I valve.

—
, month of Kollafjordr .... c^l^—w -

, fine black sand and ooze. i spec, and 30 valves.

—
, off Kollafjordr 8—11V2 - , ooze and stones. 11 valves.

_ 10 - I spec. & 10 valves.

—
, Keflavik 15—16 - , fine black sand. 3 — and 80 valves.

—
, ca. 2 miles N. E. of Kef-

lavik ig'/^— 20\'3 - , ooze. 21 valves.

, I mile E. N. E. of Helgasker

Vager iii/, - 7 spec.

—
, 4.3 miles W. 3/4 S. of Hel-

gasker Vager 25 - 4° valves.

Reykjavik (Engey) 7— S'/a - 5 —
—

, roads 8 - i spec.

Hafnarfjordr 25 - , fine black sand and ooze. i — and 14 valves.

The largest of these nnmerons specimens is 38.5 "'"'.

South Iceland:

Vestmannaeyjar 30 fm., shell-gravel. 2 valves.

— 49 -
,
gray, fatty clay. 4 spec. & 4 valves.

The largest specimen is 27 """. long.

Faeroes.

Here A. elliptica seems to be common at depths of 3—50 fm. The maximum length is 37 """.

The separate localities at which the species has been taken are as follows:

Viderejde 10 fm. 4 valves.

Kvannesund, between Videro and Bordo 4—6 - i spec.

I
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Klaksvig 6— lo fm. i spec.

— 10^15 - 40 — &niany valves.

— II -, from Lamiiiaria rliizoids. 18 —
Arnefjord 0—15 -

, hard ground. i _
Bordovig 7— 10 -

, black sand and small stones, i valve.

— 10 -
, sand with Laminaria. 4 spec.

Andefjord 16— 23 - 4 —
Kongshavn 12—16 -

, small stones, .sand and ooze. 2 -

— ca. 50 - ca. 25 spec. & 90 valve.s.

Vestmanhavn y/^,—

5

-
, fine black sand. 80 spec.

— 5—6 -
, fine black sand. 6 — S: 40 valves.

— TO - I —
— 10—30 - 3 valves.

Sorvaag 14— 16'
,.

-
, ooze. i .spec. & 2 valves.

Nolso, beach i valve.

Trangisvaag i''4—3
- i spec. & 2 valves.

— 6—

8

- I valve.

Vaagfjord barely i - i spec.

— 10 - I —
S. W. of Myggenses 135 - i valve )•

I'/a—2 miles off the month of Bordovig 20—30 - i spec. &; i valve.

Remarks. The material to hand from the Fa;roe.s, Iceland and (ireenland slio\v.s, that both

the form and sculpture vary to a great degree in Astarfr i-lllpficu.

At the Fteroes, however, the character is fairh- nnifnrm, it seems. The species appears here

with strongly marked folds right from the umboiies down to the ventral margin and the\' onl\- disappear

at the very back. It is onl\ in a single specimen that the folds become indistinct a little below the

middle of the shell. The form is not specially variable, on the whole rather elongated, more or less

compressed, sometimes however somewhat vaulted. Measurements of some of the specimens which

differ in dimensions give the following result:

Height Breadtli
Length Height

^^^^^^^
Brea.Ith

^^^^^^

30 "'"'. 23 "'"'. 76.8 °/o 1 1 """. 36.7 °,'o

31 - 23.5 - 75.8 - 12.5 - 40.3 -

31.25 - 22.5 - 72 - 14 - 44-8 -

At Iceland, on the other hand, we very frequentlv find forms which lack the folds over a

greater or smaller part of the shell; sometimes the folds disai)]iear bt'low the middle of the shell, in

other specimens they only reach to the middle of the shell, and some specimens even have folds only

') The shell from this i-<iiisi(leral)k; depth has .1 very ancient ("fcssil"' appearance.
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on llie unibonal area. Sucli specimens may have great resemblance and are certainly often confused

with the more or less folded varieties of Astartc borealis Chemn. ('vi. semisulcata L,each" etc.)');

the large ligament projecting over the shell of the last-named as also the more or less fibrous or

frayed structure of the periostracum makes the separation in general quite easy. — The form also

appears to be ver\- variable, both in relative height and breadth, as will be seen from the following

measurements.

. ,
Height Breadth

I.ocalitv Length Height Breadth
Length Length

Seydisfjordr 32.25 """. 23.25 ""'. 72.1 % 9-5 """• 29.5 %
31-25- 21.75 - 69.6 - 12 - 38.3 -

Nordfjordr 32.5 - 23.25 - 71.5 - 11.75 - 36.2 -

Uyrafjordr 31 - 23 - 74.2 - 14 - 45.2 -

Talknafjordr 32 - 25.5 - 79.7 - 14 - 43.8 -

At West Greenland A. rUiptira is subject to similar variations as at Iceland. In regard to

form there are specimens w-hich are even higher and more vaulted than those which go to an

extreme in this direction at Iceland, so that we find such dimensions as the following:

. ,
Height Breadth

Length Height Breadth
Length Length

31.25"'"'. 26.25"'". 84% 15.2'""'. 48.6%

27.25 - 23.25 - 85 - 14.2 - 52.1 -

It has obviou.sly been such specimens as these, which have led Leche to set up the variety crassa').

At East Greenland A.rlliptica usually appears with folds right down to the ventral margin;

not rareh-, however, they cease about the middle of the shell. — With regard to the form, this is

remarkable on the whole for its elongation, as will be seen from the measurements below; Posselt

for this reason set up a special variety dcprcssa (for specimens from Hekla HavnS).

Height , Breadth
Locahty Length Height ^^

—

Breadth
Length Length

Cape Dalton 29.5 '""'. 21.5 "'"'.
72.9 % 12.5 ''"". 42.4 %

— — 29.5 - 21.5 - 72.9 - 1 1.5 - 39 -

Hurry Inlet 27 - 20 - 74.1 - 9.5 - 35.2 -

Hekla Havn 23.5 - 16 - 68.1 - 8 - 34 -

- — 22.5 - 16.5 - 73.3
- 7.75 - 34.4 -

The following figures on PI. I\' may serve as illustration of the varying form and sculpture

in Astartc fl/iptira, mentioned in the foregoing:

Fig. 4 a and b represent a typical A. rllipiica (from the Fseroes), seen from the side and from above.

') l'"or example, both Morch and Posselt have made mistakes in this direction.

2} Lee he: Ofversigt ofver de af svenska expeditioneriia till Nowaja vSemlja och Jenissej 1875 och 1876 insanilade
hafs-molhi.sker, p. 19, PI. L figs. 3 a-b. Kongl. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl., Bd. 16, No. 2, 1878.

3) L. c. 1895, p. 72. PI L figs. 5-7.
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Figs. 4c and d represent a very elongated form fvar. drprrssa Posselt), from East Greenland.

Figs. 4e and f show a very high (and ventricose) forni(var. crassn Leche), from West Greenland.

Fig. 4g shows a specimen in which the folds disappear almost abont the middle of the shell.

From West Greenland.

Distribution, ^istarfr ellipticd is an arctic-boreal species, known from the east coa.st of North

America down to New England, from ( Greenland, Iceland, the Fteroes, British Isles, Danish waters

down to Bornholm, Norway, north coast of Rnssia, Kara Sea and Spitzbergen. The bathvmelric

distribntion is 3—235 fm.

Astarte crenata Gray.

PI. IV', figs. 5 a—m.

Nicania cniiata Gray, Parry's first voyage, Suppl. to Append., 1824, p. 242.

Astarte crrhricosfata Morch, Rink's Gronland, 1S57, p. 91; \'idensk. Medd. Xaturh. Foren. 186S, p. 222;

.\rctic Mannal, 1875, p. 131; Rink's Dan. Greenland, 1877, p. 441. — Astartr crniata Posselt,

INIedd. om Gronland, XIX, 1895, p. 71 ; ibid., XXIII, 1898, p. 64; Jens^en, ibid., XXIX, 1909, p. 337.

The "Ingolf" has taken this species at various stations and in three varieties, nameh-

:

forma typica

St. 29. Davis Strait 68 fm. 0.2° C. r spec.

var. stibarqiiilatcra S o w b.

St. 32-

31-

35-

28.

27.

US-

Davis Strait 31S fm.

— — 88 -

~ — 362 -

— — 420 -

— — 393 -

St. 116,

- 15

- 124

- 126

- 128,

- 106.

St. 127

Jan Mayen 86 -

var. acitticostata Jeffr.

S. of Jan Mayen 371 fm.

N. W. of Iceland 330 -

N. of Iceland 495 -

- - ~ 293 -

- - — 194 -

E. of Iceland 447 -

Between Faeroes and Iceland. . . 272 -

1 at the following station, where the variel

N. of Iceland 44 fm.

3.9° C.

1.6° -

3-6°-

3-5"-

3.8°-

0.1° -

Numerous spec.

3 spec.

Numerous spec.

6 spec, and a number of con-

nected or separated valves.

I lie lng..lf-i;x|.cJition. II.

- 0.4 ° c. Numerous spec.

- 0.75" - I spec.

— 0.6 ° - Numerous spec.

~ 0.5 ° - I \alve.

0.6 " - 4 spec.

- 0.6 '^ -
5 -^

0.5 ° - 3 spec. & 4 \'al\'cs.

nnot be determined:

5.6'^ c. I sjKC. & I valve (botli small)

15
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Asfarte crenata is an extremely variable species and has given rise to not a few "species";

these I can only recognize as nominal, as my material contains transitions between them. The

specimens living in the waters of Iceland, Jan Mayen and Greenland must, therefore, in m\- opinion,

be arranged under the following varieties: forma fypica, var. siibwquilatera Sowb., var. crcbricostata

Mc. Andr. & Forb., var. inflata Hagg and var. acuticosfata Jeffr.

Forma typica.

PI. IV, figs. 5 a, 1) and c.

Astarfc crenata Reeve, Conchol. Icon. XIX, 1874, Astarfr, sp. 9, PL 2, fig. 9. — Astartf oblonga

Sowerby, Tlies. Conchyl. II, 1855, p. 781, PI. 167, fig. 19. — Asfartr crenata Gray f. typica

Jensen, Medd. om Gronland, XXIX, 1909, p. 337.

The shell oval, more or less convex, with numerous (ca. 50), relatively low, concentric ribs,

whiclv disappear on the posterior part of the shell; periostracum light-coloured, yellowish.

In its typical shape (PI. IV, figs. 5 a and b) it is quite characteristic, but this again is subject

to great changes'). The ribs may be fewer and more prominent (PI. IV, fig. 5 c), so that the boundary

towards var. sub(rq7i.ilatrra vanishes. All three dimensions are subject to considerable variations, as

will be seen from the accompanying measurements:

Height Breadth
Locality Length Height Breadth

Length Length

Hurry Inlet 23 "'">. 17.5 "'"\ 76.1 °l^ 10.5 "™.
45.7 7^

Cape Hope 23.5 - 17.5 - 74.5 - 11.25- 47.9 -

S. E. of Sabine Island 23.5 - 18.2 - 77.4 - 12.5 - 53.2 -

— - ^ - 26.5 - 21.5 - 81. 1 - 12 - 45.3 -

This form occurs at East CTreenland, where the Danish Expeditions^) have taken it at the

following places:

Hurry Inlet 50 fm., clay with stones. Numerous spec.

Cape Hope 121 - — — — 3 spec.

Cape Tobin 120 - i spec.

72°24' X. L., 19^42' W. L 130 - I living & 2 empty spec.

72°5i' - - 20°23'/V W. L 124 -
, clay. i spec, (empty).

72°53' - - 20^36' W. L 96 - 6 -
73°24' - - 20° - - 106 - 2 —
S. E. of vSabine Island no -

, fine clay with stones and

gravel. 10 spec. & some valves.

and the v'^wedish Expedition of 1900 at the following places:

72°25 N. L., i7°56' W. L ca. 160 fm., stones and sand. 5 spec.

) For some verj- short and convex specimens Hagg has set up tlie varietj' incostatn (Ark. f. Zoologi, Bd. 2, Nr. 2,

'904, P- 37. PI- I, figs. II 12); a similar form, likewise with weakly developed and very denselv placed rib.s, is in our Museum
from Umanak in West CSreenland (cf. the following).

2) A. crenata has for the rest been taken at Kast Greenland (vShannon Isl., 30 fm.) already in 1S69— 70 by "Die zweite
Deutsche Nordpolarfahrt" fcf. Wissenschaftl. Ergebnisse, H, 1S74, p. 252 under the name of Astarte cr,-brkostata).
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74°35' N. L., i8°i5' W. L 79 fm., nuid and stones. 2 spec.

Off Mackenzie Bay 58 - , nuul. 10 —
and the Belgica Expedition at tlie following places "i:

75°58-5' N. L., i4°oS' W. L 15S fni., bottom-temp. 0.4° C. 4 spec.

77°35-5' - - i8°i2' - - 28-, - — —1.79'- 16 —

Thns, at East Greenland the typical A. crcuata has been taken at 13 localities from 7o\^6' N. L.

77°35'.5 N. L., and at depths of 50— i6ofm. The largest specimens are 28""".

From West Greenland I have only seen it from the above-mentioned St. 29 of the "IngolT

and from Umanak, 250 fm., but I imagine that quite a number of the specinien.s, which Possclt records

in Consp. Faun. Groenl. simph' as ''Astartc crrnahr, belong to the typical form. The specimens to

hand from Umanak are remarkably short and on the whole much convex, as will be seen from the

measurements below:

Height Breadth
Leugth Heiijht Breailth - —

^ ^ Length Length

21.5™"'. 16.3""". 75-8% II.6""". 54 °3

18.75 - 15-5 - 82.7 - 10.2 - 54-4 -

18 - 14.2 - 78.9 - 10.2 - 56.9 -

17.5 - 14 - 80 - 9 - 514 -

17 - 14 - 82.4 - 10.2 - 60

Var. ^ubirquilatcni vSowerby.

PL IV, figs. 5 d and e.

Astadc subcrqmlatcm Sowerby, The.s. Conch\l. II, 1855, p. 780, PI. 167, fig. 13; Reeve, Couchol. Icon.

XIX, 1874, sp. 5, PL I, fig. 5.

This resembles the typical crrnata in the oval form of the shell, but the concentric ribs are

fewer in number and coarser; the periostracum on the whole darker, )-ellowisli-brown, olive-cok>ured

or brown.

The form is besides subject to great variation, as will appear clearly from the measurements

below; it varies from the elongated-oval or elliptical to the orbicular, somewhat triaugvdar:

Locality Length Height

Ingolf St. 27 27 """. 21.5 """.

- - 26.5 - 19-5 -

— - 32 24.5 - 18.23 -

Julianehaab 24.5 - 21.5 -

Jan Mayeu 30 - 22

— — 27.75 - 21.75-

) Grieg, in Due d'Orleans: Croisiere occanographique, igug, p. 534-

Height

Length
Breadth

Breadth

Length

79.6 % 13-5
""" 50 °/o

73-6 - II-5 - 434 -

74-5 - IO-75- 43-9 -

87.8 - 14-3 - 584 -

73-3 - 14 - 46.7 -

78.4 - 14-5 - 52-3 -
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The ribbing mav also be subject to some variation, in regard to denseness and strength.

This variety is common at West Greenland; apart from the "Ingolf stations mentioned

before I have seen specimens from the following localities:

Julianehaab.

Mouth of Anieralik Fjord (as a short, convex, rather densely ribbed form).

66°49' N. L., 56'28' W. L 235 fm., sand and ooze. 4.4° C.

Disko Bay 65 -

Quite a number of the localities which Posselt notes from West Greenland under Astartc

crcnata Gray (Medd. om Gronland, XXIII, 189S, p. 64), also refer probably to the wa.n&\.\ siibrrijitilatt-ra.

— The largest specimens are 30™"'. long.

At Jan May en, in addition to at the "Ingolf St. 115, it has been taken by the Danish

Expedition of 1900 at a depth of 55 fm., on ooze mixed with coarser material. The Austrian Polar

Station took it on the north side of the island, at a depth of 75— 95 fm. (Becher I.e. p. 70). The

maximum length is 30™"'.

From Denmark Strait there is a single valve from 64°42' N. L., 27°4o' W. L., 426 fm. (W. of

Iceland).

V a r. crcbricostatn M c. A n d r. vS: F o r b e s.

PI. IV, figs. 5 f and g.

Astarlc crchricosiata Mc. Andr. & Forbes, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. XIX, 1847, p. 98, PI. 9, fig.4; Forbes

& Hanley, Brit. Moll. I, 1853, p. 456, PI. 30, fig. 9; Sowerby, Thes. Conchyl. 11, 1855, p.

780, PI. 167, fig. 10; Reeve, Conchol. Icon. XIX, 1874, Astarte, sp. 10, PI. 2, fig. 10; Sars,

Moll. Reg. Arct. Norv., 1878, p. 54, PI. 5, fig. 7.

In this variety the ribbing is very like that in the foregoing, but the shell is in general more

triangular or oval-cordiform and has the umbones moved more in front. It is however very close to

the var. subcrqnilatera and cannot always be kept separate from this.

It occurs at North and East Iceland, whence we have it from the following localities:

Skagestrands Bugt 119 fm. 5 spec.

66°i7' N. E., i8°i3' W. L 52 - 1 —
Husavik in E. by S 47—58 - i —
Thistil Fjordr 5° -

, clay with many stones. 4 — & 85 valves.

66^32'N. L., i5°i5W. L 75- 3 valves.

Bakkafjordr 52—43 -
, clay mixed with sand. i spec.

Seydisfjordr 50—20 - i —
— 38— 14 -

, mud.

The largest specimen is 31 """. long.
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Van intJatd Hagg.

PI. I\', figs. 5 h and i.

Astartc crriiata Gra\- \-ai-. ii/ffafu Hagg, Arkiv for Zoologi, lid. 2, Xr. 2, 1904, p. 37, PI. I, fig.s. 4—6;

Jensen, Wedd. oni Cironland, XXIX, 1909, \i. 338.

The shell is ventricose, approximating to tlic obliqueh' square, with the upper and lower

margins almost parallel, the anterior end short, roun<led, the posterior end truncate; the concentric ribs

in general rather numerous and strong, sometimes however less prominent or even vanishing on a

larger or smaller part of the shell (very rareh' even (juite wanting, so that the shell only shows a

fine striation). Periostracum yellow or brownish-yellow.

It is a small form; I have not seen an\' specimen larger than ig """.

Some measurements will show its limits of variation, from the obloug-trapeziform to almost

quadratic, as also the more or less ventricose.

Heieht Breadth
Lfiigth Height — Hreadth

Length Length

19 '"'". 14.5 """. 76-3 "/o 10 """. 52.6°',,

16.5 - 11.75 - 71.2 - 9.2 - 55.8 -

15-25- 12 - 78.7 - 8.5 - 55.7 -

15 - II - -ji-?,
-

7-2>
- 48-7 -

The number of ribs may rise to ca. 40 and fall to ca. 24 or even fewer, as the umbonal region

is frequently without folds; quite smooth specimens, as mentioned, ma}' also occur. In small speci-

mens the ribs are frequently sharp, almost as in the following variety.

This variety has been taken at the following places at East Greenland by Danish Expeditions:

Forsblads Fjord ca. 50 fm., clay with stones. 5 spec.

— — 90—50 - , clay with stones. Numerous spec.

74°i7' N. L., i5'2o' W. L 127 - , clay with stones. 2 spec.

and b\- the Swedish Expedition of 1900 at:

72°25' N. E-, i7"56 W. L ca. 160 fm., stones and saiul. 7 spec.

Mouth of Franz Josefs Fjord io6--i58'/2 - , nnul. i —
and S. of Jan May en liy the Danish Expedition of 1891 at:

70'2i N. L., 8°25' W. E 160 fm., clay. 2 .spec, (empty).

I presume that it was this variety, of which the Austrian Station ti)ok 3 specimens on the

north side of Jan Mayen, at a depth of 75—95fm.; E. Becher determined them as As/t/r/r sulcata

d. C. (Osterr. Polarst. Jan Mayen, III, 1886, p. 71), but the latter is a warm-water form and the present

variety has some resemblance to it.

V a r. aciiticostata J e f f r e )' s.

PI. IV, figs. 5 k, 1 and m.

Asfartr acuticostafa Jeffreys M.S., Friele, Nyt Mag. f. Naturvidensk. 23 P>d., 1877, 3 Hft., p. i; ibid.

24 Bd., 1879, p. 223; Jahrb. Deutsch. Malaco/.ool. Gesellsch. Bd, 1S79, p. 267, PI. 4, fig. 8;
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Jeffreys, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1881, p- jn, PI- 61, fig. 9; Posselt, Medd. oni Gronland, XIX,

1895, p. 70; Friele &. Grieg, Norw. North-Atl. Exped., Zoology, Moll. Ill, 1901, p. 25;

Friele, Bergeus Museums Aarbog, 1902, No. 3, p. 4. — Astartc crenata Gray van acuti-

costata Jensen, Medd. om Gronland, XXIX, 1909, p. 338; Grieg, in Due d'Orleans, Croisiere

oceanographique, 1909, p. 534.

The form almost as in the foregoing variety, forming a shorter or longer, oblique quadrangle

(sometimes a rhomb), more or less convex; the concentric ribs numerous (ca. 25—40), strong and more

or less sharp, in part lamellar and imbricate. Periostracum yellow. Maximum length 13 """.

In its typical development, with lamella-like, somewhat imbricate folds it is a very charac-

teristic form, which might well be taken as a "good" species, but there are transitions, which with

their more rounded ribs connect it with the preceding variety and through this with the more diver-

gent forms of the si^ecies crciiafa Gray. I can thus agree with the view put forward by Friele in

the year 1879 (I.e.), that Astarte acuticostata Jeffreys is only a pygmy form of A. crenata Gray');

it comes very near especially to the var. iiiflata and may be regarded as a form derived from this

and connected with deeper water I have therefore taken the advanced step of including the present

form as a variety under A. crenata^ whereas Friele, the last time he has mentioned it (I.e. 1902),

still retains the distinct specific name A. acuticostata.

For the rest, it is also rather variable however in regard to form. The anterior end, for

example, may sometimes be very short, sloj^ing abruptly downwards, sometimes more projecting; the

posterior end is frequently high as if slightly expanded, but at other times the greatest height lies

further forward. .Some measurements will illustrate the variation in the proportions:

Height Breadth
Length Height — Breadth

Length Length

Ingolf St. 116 13 "'". II """. 84.6 °/^ 7.5 "'™. 57.7 °/jj

— - — 12.3- 10- 81.3- 7 - 56.9-

— - 106 12 - 10 - 83.3 - 6.3 - 52.5 -

In addition to from the "Ingolf" stations mentioned above, it is also present from Hast

G r e e n 1 a n d, from

:

N. of Stewart Island 158 fm., clay with stones. 2 spec.

Fleming Inlet 118 - , clay. i ~

At East Greenland it has also been taken by the "Belgica" at:

75°58-5'
^'z

I^-, i4°o8' W. L 158 fm., bottom-temp. 0.40° C. i spec.

Further, we have it from:

70^32' N. L., 8"io' W. L. (S. of Jan Mayen) 470 fm. i spec.

63''o3'N. L., 9°28'W. Iv. (N. W. of Faeroes). 275 - , botm.-temp. 0.97 C. i spec. & i valve.

') Against this we have seemingly Friele and Jeffreys' statement, that the inner margin in A. acuticostata is

smooth, but iu niy material I have found specimens with crenulated margin.
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62°35'N. L., 4" 4' W.I.. (H. of tlie Fieroe.s)

335—345 fni., clay, bolin.-lcmp. — 0.90 C. 2 spec. & i valve.

62''4o' - - i''56' E. L,. (between the Fieroe.s

and Norway) 360 -
, botm.-tenip. — 0.3 C. 3 spec.

The Norwegian North Atlantic E.xpedition took it off vS])itzber.o;en, Jan Ma\en, luist Iceland

and northern and western Norwa)', at deptlis of 223—649 fm. and teniperatnres of as a rnle below

0° C. (down to —1.3" C), more rarely a little above o" C. (to 1.5" C.i. The Expeditions "Eij^htning"

and "Porcnpine" took it in the Faeroe Channel, at depths of 345— 550 fni. and temperatures of ca. o^ C.

We may say regarding the variet\' (U-itticosfutu Jeffr., consequenth', that it is maiid\- bound

to the "cold area", but that it may also occur on the bonndar\- region to the cold area').

Distribution, ^{startc cm/afa Gray is an arctic species, which is known from the north and

east coast of America down to Maine, Greenland, Jan Mayen, North and East Iceland, Norway down

to the Lofotens, Murman Sea, Barents Sea, Spitzbergen, Kara Sea and Polar vSea of Sibiria. The

bath>'metric distribution is 5 — Gsofm.

M Jeffreys (I.e.) record.s Astnrlr miiticostata from the Osterfjord at Bergen, but I think this statement incorrect;

l''riele and Grieg also sav (I.e.), that they have not observed it there, although they have dredged a good deal at the

place. — Jeffreys gives Leche as his authority fi>r its occurrence at Nova /cnilila, but I have not been able to find, where

Loche mentions it.

Corrigenda.

p. 32, 1. 17 from bottom, for "410 05 fm.' r. "410-705 fm."
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Plate 1.

Fig. I. Anotnia pafrlli/oriii/s L.

a. The upper valve, showing tiie position of umbo, x i^^. The Faeroes.

b. The lower valve, showing the size and form of the notch, x i. South Iceland, ca. 20 fm.

c. The upper valve from the inside, .showing the two muscular impressions (one of the adductor,

one of the byssus muscle), x i. The Fceroes.

— 2. Ariomia squaiintla L.

a. The upper valve, showing the position of the umbo, x I'/j. West Iceland (Dyrafjordr).

b. The lower valve of the same specimen, showing the size and form of the notch, x iVz-

c. The upper valve from the inside, showing the two muscular impressions (one of the adductor,

one of the byssus muscle), x i',2- South Iceland, 58 fm.

d. \'ar. acnlcata Miiller. The upper valve showing the spinous surface, x 172. West Ice-

land, 19' 2 fm.

— 3. Anotiiia ephippiuvi L.

The upper valve from the inside, showing the three muscular impressions (one of the adductor,

two of the byssus musculature), x i. The Mediterranean.

— 4. PcctfH islandicus M ii 1 1 e r.

a. A part of the .shell, to show the rasp-like structure, characteristic of the species, x 7. Of
a specimen from East Iceland, 35—55 fm.

b. The rasp-like structure disappears on the lower part of the shell, where the radiating ribs

lie very close and are covered with scales, x 10. Of a specimen from West Iceland, 4—7 fm.

c 6c d. A very small specimen to show that its sculpture is quite different from that of the

older. X II. Hast Iceland, 52—43 fm.

— 5. Prefeu aratiis G m e 1 i n.

a S: b. A specimen with well marked, primary ribs, x i. S. W. of Iceland, 295 fm. (Ingolf St. 9).

c S: d. A specimen with the radiating ribs more equally developed, x i. S. of Iceland, 268 fm.

e. A part of the shell figured in 5d; the radiating ribs are rough from small, down-turned

scales (almost as in P. islandicus, comp. fig. 4 b, but it lacks the intercostal rasp-like struc-

ture of tlie latter), x 12.

— 6. Pecfen scptcmradiatus Miiller.

a & b. A specimen with relatively many folds and provided with small spines, especially on
the left valve (van n. scabcr). X i. S. W. of Iceland, 295 fm. (Ingolf St. 9).

c. A part of the left \'alve to .show that the radiating strice are densely beset with sharp

scales. X 9.

— 7. Prcirn /ri^id//s ] ensen.

a, b & e. A specimen from the Norwegian Sea, loio fm. (Ingolf St. 119). x I'/z.

e t^ d. A specimen from the Norwegian Sea, 1060 fm. (Ingolf St. 118). x I'/a-

f. A ver)' yoimg specimen from the Ingolf .St. 119. x 7.
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Plate II.

Fig. I. Feeten imhrifer Loven van major Leche, the left valve.

a. A .specimen with few, distant rows of very small outgrowths, x i'/,. East Greenland
(For.sblads Fjord), 50—go fm.

b. A specimen with many rows of outgrowths, x Vl^. East Greenland (Forsblads Fjord),

50— 90 fm.

c. A specimen with larger and fewer, rather vaulted outgrowths, x I'/j- East Greenland
(Forsblads Fjord), 50—90 fm.

d. Almost all the vesicular outgrowths are broken off. x i' o- S. of Jan Mayen, 86 fm.

e. The vesicles are so broad and flat, that they almo.st meet one another, x i"2. East Green-

land (Forsblads Fjord), 50—90 fm.

f. The vesicles are fused together to concentric wrinkles, which are in general broken, so

that onlv remnants of them remain as sharp combs (van lamcllosa Posselt). x 2. West
Greenland (72°4' N. L. 59°5o' W. L.), 227 fm. After Posselt.

g. A part of the shell showing the pored outgrowths or vesicles, x 12.

h. A single pored vesicle, more magnified.

i. A part of a shell, near the umbo, where the vesicles are rubbed off, so that the lines of

growth appear like cogs on a cog-wheel, x 5.

— 2. Pcctcn itiibrifer Loven van n. minor, the left valve.

a. A shell in which the very small outgrowths mainlv appear onlv towards the margin, x 2.

S. W. of Iceland, 485 fm. (Ingolf St. 8i).

b. A specimen almost quite smooth, x 2^1^. S. of Iceland, 500 fm.
— 3. Ainussinm lucidum Jeffrey.s.

a. A right valve from the outer side, x 2. Denmark Strait, 788 fm. (Ingolf vSt. 10).

b. A left valve from the outer side, x 2. The same locality.

c. The same valve as in fig. a, but seen from the inner side, x 2.

— 4. Lima gioyni Sykes.
a & b. A specimen from Norway (Bergen), x i'/^-

c. A part of the shell showing the serrate radiating ribs, x 30.
— 5. Lima hyperborea Jensen.

a & b. A .specimen from East Greenland (Forsblads Fjord), 90—50 fm. x I'/j-

c & d. The same specimen seen from in front and from above, x i",-

e. A part of the shell showing the sharp radiating ribs, x 18.

— 6. Lima subaiiriailata Montagu.
a & b. A specimen from West Greenland (Ritenbenk). x 3.

c. A part of the shell showing the radiating ribs, x 20.

— 7. Lima similis n. sp.

a & b. A specimen from the Bay of Biscay, 250—790 fm. ("Thor", 1906), x 3.

c. A part of the shell showing the radiating ribs, x 20.
— 8. Lima subovata Jeffreys.

a & b. A specimen from Davis Strait, 1435 fm. (Ingolf St. 36). x 4.

c. A part of the shell showing the numerous radiating ribs, x 20.— 9. Lima ingolfiana n. sp.
a. A right valve from W. of Iceland, 568 fm. (Ingolf St. 90). x 4.

b. A left valve from S. W. of Iceland, 799 fm. (Ingolf St. 78). x 4.

c. The dorsal margin of the shell seen from the inner side, x ca. 18.

d. A part of the shell showing its finely scaled or spined radiating ribs, x 30.
— 10. Lima jeffreysi Fischer.

a. A left valve from S. of Iceland, 500 fm. ("Thor", 1903). x 2.

b. A right valve from S. of Iceland, 293 fm. ("Thor", 1903). x 2.

c. A part of the shell showing its squamular, radiating ribs, x 12.
— II. Li)na sarsii Loven.

a & b. A right and a left valve, from Norway (Bergen), x 5 & 4.

c. The upper part of the shell seen from the inner side, to show the creuulated cardinal
margin, x 30.

d. A part of the shell showing its densely and coarsely scaled surface, x 30.
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Plate III



Plate III.

I

I

F'lg. I. Modiola modiolus L., young.

a. A left valve from the inner side, x ', i. Iceland.

b. The anterior end of the same valve, x 7.

— 2. Modtola phaseolina P h i 1 i p p i.

a. A left valve from the inner side, x i. Iceland.

b. The anterior end of the same valve, x 8.

— 3. Idas argentcus Jeffreys.
a. A left valve from the outer side, x 6'/,. S. of Iceland, 975 fni. (lugolf .St. 67).

b. A left valve from the outer side, without the hairy periostracum. x 12.

c. A specimen from the upper side, x 12.

d. Hinge of right valve, x 10.

e. Hinge of the same. X 20.

— 4. Modiolaria discors L. var. lo'vigata Gray.
a. A specimen from Spitzbergen. x i.

b. Dorsal view of the same, x i.

— 5. Modiolaria discors L. var. substriata Gray.
a. A specimen from West Greenland, x i.

b. Dorsal view of the same, x i.

c. A part of the middle area to show its ''smooth" (simply striated) surface, x 5.

— 6. Modiolaria discors L.

a. A specimen from Denmark, x 2.

b. Dorsal view of the same, x 2.

— 7. Modiolaria corrugafa Stimpson.
a. A specimen from vSpitzbergen. x I'/j-

b. A specimen from West Greenland (Fiskemesset). x i'/.,.

c. Dorsal view of the same, x I'/i-

d. A part of the middle area to show its shagreen-like wrinkled surface, x 5.

— 8. Modiolaria faba (JMiiller) Fabricius.
a. A specimen from West Greenland (Ritenbenk). x i.

b. Dorsal view of the same, x i.

c. Interior of the right valve, x i.

— 9. Cardiu III fasciafmn Montagu.
a & b. A specimen of the short, strongh' ventricose form, x i^/,. Fseroes, 20—30 fm.

c & d. A specimen of the somewhat elongated, not much tumid form, x 3. West Iceland

(0nundarfj6rdr), ca. 12 fm.

e. A specimen with tubercles not only on the anterior and posterior area, but also on the

middle area, x 6. West Iceland (Onuudarfjordr), ca. 12 fm.

f. That form which was confused by Morch with C. cditlc L. x 1^3- Faroes.

g. The same half from in front, x 3.

h. The same half from behind, x 3.

i. A specimen with an obliquely cordiform contour, x S'/j. Fseroes, 135 fm.

k. A specimen half from behind showing an intercostal sculpture in the form of a fine

pricking, x 5. West Iceland (0nundarfj6rdr), ca. 12 fm.

— 10. CardiuiH ciliatuin Fabricius.
A very young specimen, x lo'/^. East Iceland (Bakkafjordr), 52—43 fm.

— II. Cardiuiii echinatuiii L.
A very young specimen, x 1072- South Iceland, 17—23 fm.

— 12. Cardial III (Scrripes) grocnlandiciiiii Chemnitz.
a. A very young, strongly sculptured specimen, x 6. West Greenland (Godthaabs Fjord).

b. A very young, comparativelv smooth specimen, x 5. West Iceland (0nundarfj6rdr), 10 fm.
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Plate IV.



Plate IV.

Fig. I. Astartc horcalls Cliemnitz.

a. A specimen without folds and with an almost smooth periostracum. x i. West Iceland, 22 fm.

b. The same from above.

c. A very high form, with quite narrow folds on the uppermost part of the shell and with

fairly thick, fibrous periostracum on the lowest part, x i. West Iceland (Faxafjordr),

8—11V2 fm.

d & e. A strongly compressed form with distinct folds on the uppermost part of the shell.

X I. West Greenland.

f. A very elongated form from East Greenland (Hekla Havn). x 172-

— 2. Astarte Montagui Dill w y n.

a. Forma fypica, a short and high, somewhat triangular form, x 1'/,. West Iceland (Faxa-

fjordr), 15— 16 fm.

b. Var. striata (Leach) Sars, a more elongated form, x i' ,. West Greenland (Jakobshavn).

c. Var. Warhami Hancock, an elongated, elliptical form, x i. East Greenland (Hurry Inlet),

10 fm.

— 3. Astarte sulcata da Costa.

a & b. K typical specimen from the Fteroes, 150 fm. x i.

c. A specimen with comparatively close-placed ribs, from Denmark Strait off south-eastern

Greenland (Ingolf St. 94), 204 fm. x i.

— 4. Astarte elliptica Brown.

a & b. A typical specimen from the Faeroes (Klaksvig), 10— 15 fm. x i.

c & d. A very elongated form, from East Greenland (Hekla Havn). x i.

e &. f. A ver)- high and convex form, from West Greenland, x i.

g. A specimen in which the folds disappear almost about the middle of the shell, x i. West

Greenland (Vaigat).

— 5. Astarte crenata Gray.

a & b. A typical specimen from East Greenland (Hurr\- Inlet), 50 fm. x i.

c. A specimen with fewer and more prominent ribs, x i. East Greenland (Cape Hope), 121 fm.

d & e. A .specimen of var. snbu-qiiilatcra Sowerby. x i. Davis Strait (Ingolf St. 32), 318 fm.

f & g. A specimen of var. crcbricosfata M c. Andr. & Forbes, x i. North Iceland (Skage-

strands Bugt), 119 fm.

h & i. A specimen of var. liiflata Hagg. x i"'2- East Greenland (Fonsblads Fjord), 90—50 fm.

k & 1. A specimen of var. aciiticostata Jeffreys, x 172- S. of Jan Mayeu (Ingolf St. 116),

371 fm.

m. A part of the shell, more magnified.
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THE INGOLF-EXPEDITION
1895— 1896.

THE LOCALITIES, DEPTHS, AND BOTTOMTEMPERATURES OF THE STATIONS.

Depth Depth Depth

Station

Nr.
Lat. N. I^oii}^. W. in

Danish

fathoms

Bottom-

temp.

Station

Nr.
Lat. N. LoiiK.W.

in

Danish

fathoms

Bottom-

temp.

Station

Nr.
Lat. N. Long. W. in

Danish

fathoms

Botloni-

temp.

I 62° 30' 8°2I' 132 7°2 24 63° 06- 56" oo- 1199 2°4 45 61° 32' 9° 43'

1

643 4°i7

2 63° 04' 9°22' 262 5°3 25 63° 30' 54° 25' .5S2 3°3
'

46 61° 32' 11° 36' 720 2°40

3 63° 35' 10° 24' 272 o°5 63° 51' 53° 03- 136 47 61° 32' 3° 40' 950 3°23

4 64° 07' 11° 12' 237 2°5 26 63° 57' 52° 41' 34 o°6 48 61° 32' 15° Il- 1150 3°i7

5 64° 40' 12° 09' 155 64° 37' 54° 24' 109 49 62° 07' ls" 07' 1120 2°9I

6 63° 43' 14° 34' 90 7°o 27 64° 54' 55° lo' 393 3°8 50 62° 43' 15° 07' 1020 3° 13

7 63° 13' 15° 4!' 600 4°5 28 65" 14' 55° 42' 420 3°5 5' 64° 15' 14° 22' 68 7°32

8 63° 56' 24° 40' 136 6°o 29 65° 34' 54° 31' 68 0°2 52 63° 57' '3° 32' 420 7°87

9 64° 18' 27° 00' 295 5°8 3" 66° 50' 54° 28' 22 i°o5 53 63° 15' 15° 07' 795 3°o8

lO 64° 24' 28° 50' 78S 3°5 31 66° 35' 55° 54' 88 i°6 54 63° o8' 5° 40' 691 3°9

11 64° 34' 31° 12' 1300 i°6 32 66° 35' 56° 38' 318 3°9 55 63° 33' 15° 02' 3-6 5°9

12 64° 38' 32° 37' 1040 o°3 33 67=57' 55° 3"' 35 o°8 56 64° 00' 15° 09' 68 7°57

J3 64° 47' 34° 33' 622 3°o 34 65° 17' 54° 17' 55 57 63° 37' 13° 02' 350 3°4

14 64° 45' 35° 05' 176 4°4 35 65° 16' 55° 05' 362 3°6 58 64° 25' 12° 09' 211 o'S

15 66° 18' 25° 59' 330 -o°75
1

36 61° 50' 56° 21' 1435 .°5 59 65° 00' 11° 16' 3'o o°i

i6 65° 43' 26° 58' 250 6°i 37 60° 17' 54° 05' 1715 i°4 60 65° 09' 12° 27' 124 o°9

17 62° 49' 26° 55' 745 3°4 38 59° 12' 51° 05' 1 S70 >°3 61 65° 03' 3° 06' 55 o°4

1

8

61° 44' 30° 29' 1 135 3°o 39 62° 00' 22° 38' ,S65 2°9 62 63° 1

8'
19° 12' 72 7°92

'9 60° 29' 34° 14' 1566 2°4
,, 40 62° 00' 21° 36' 845 3°3 63 62° 40' 19° 05' Soo 4°o

20 58° 20' 40° 48' 1695
1

'°5 4' 61° 39' 17° 10 1 245 2°0 64 62° 06' 19° o<y 1 04

1

3°'

21 58° oi' 44° 45' 1330 2°4 42 6i°4r 10° 17' 625 o°4 65 61° 33' 19° (K)' 1089 3°o

22 58° lO' 48° 25' 1845 i°4 43 61° 42' 10° u' 645 o°05 66 6i°3.V 20° 43' II 28

23 60° 43' 56° 00'

i

Only the-

Plaiiktou N'-l

used
j

44 61° 42'
1

9° 36' 545 4°8 67 61° 30' 22° 30' 975 r"



Station

Nr.
Lat. N. Long.W.

Depth

in

Danish

fathoms

Bottoni-

tenip.

Station

Nr.
Lat. N. Long.W.

Depth

in

Danish

fathoms

Bottom-

temp.

Station

Nr.
Lat. N.

Depth

Long.W. i

^^

Danish

{ fathoms

Bottom-

temp.

68 62° 06' 22° 30' 843 3°4 92 64° 44' 32° 52' 976 i°4 118 68° 27' 8° 20 1060 -i°o

69 62° 40' 22° 17' 5S9 3°9 93 64° 24' 35° 14' 767 i°46 119 67° S3' 10° 19
\

lOIO ^i°o

70 63° 09' 22=05' 134 7°o 94 64° se- 36° 19' 204 4°r 120 67° 29' 11° 32 885 — 1°0

7' 63° 46' 22° 03' 46 es" 31' 30° 45' 213 121 66° 59' 13° II 529 -o°7

72 63° 12' 23° 04' 197 6°7 95 65° 14' 30° 39' 752 2°I 122 66° 42' 14° 44 115 i°8

73 62° 58' 23° 28' 486 5°5 96 65° 24' 29° 00' 735 I°2 123 66° 52' 15° 40 145 2°0

74 62° 17' 24° 36' 695 4°2 97 65° 28' 27° 39' 450 5°5 124 67° 40' 15° 40 495
1

~o°6

61° 57' 25° 35' 761 98 65° 38' 26° 27' 138 5°9 125 68° 08' 16° 02 729 -o°8

61° 28' 25° 06' 829 99 66° 13' 25° S3' 187 6° I 126 67° 19' 15° 52 293 -o°5

75 61° 28' 26° 25' 780 4°3 TOO 66° 23' 14° 02' 59 o°4 127 66° 33' 20° OS 44 S°6

76 60^^ 50' 26° 50' 806 4° I lOI 66° 23' 12° 05' 537 -o°7 128 66° 50' 20° 02 194 o°6

77 60° 10' 26-59' 951 3O6 102 66° 23' lo'" 26' 750 -o°9 129 66° 35' 23° 47 117 6°5

78 60° 37' 27° 52' 799 4°5 103 66° 23' 8° 52' 579 -o°6 130 63° oo' 20° 40 338 6°55

79 60° 52' 28° 58' 653 4°4 104 66° 23' 7° 25' 957 - i°i 131 63° 00' 19° 09 698 4^7

So 61° 02' 29° 32' 935 4°o 105 6S° 34' 7° 31' 762 -o°S 132 63° oo' 17° 04
1

747 4°6

81 61° 44' 27° oo' 485 6°i 106 (•S" 34' 8° 54' 447 -o°6 133 63° 14' 11° 24
i

230 2°2

82 6I^i5' 27° 28' 824 4° I 65° 29' 8° 40' 466 134 62° 34' 10° 26 299 4°i

83 62° 25' 28° 30' 912 3°5 107 65° 33' 10° 28' 492 -o°3 135 62° 48' 9° 48 270 o°4

62° 36' 26° 01' 472 108 65° 30' 12° 00' 97 i°i 136 63° 01' 9° II 256 4°8

62° 36' 25° 30' 401 109 65° 29' 13° 25' 38 i"5 137 63° 14' 8° 31 297 -o°6

84 62° 58' 25° 24' 633 4°8 no 66° 44' 11° 33' 781 ^o°8 138 63° 26' 7° 56 471 - 0^6

85 63° 21' 25° 21' 170 III 67° 14' 8° 48' 860 —o°9 139 63'- 36' 7° 30 702 -o°6

86 65° 03'6 23° 47 '6 76 112 67° S7' 6°44' 1267 -i°i 140 63° 29' 6° 57 780 -o°9

87 65° 02', 23° 56'= no 113 69° 31' 7" 06' 1309 — i°o 141 63° 22' 6° 58 679 -o°6

88 64° 58' 24° 25' 76 6°9 114 70° 36' 7° 29' 773 ~i°o 142 63° 07' 7° 05 587
1

-o°6

89 64° 45' 27° 20' 310 8°4 "5 70° 50' 8°29' 86 o°i 143 62° 58' 7° 09 388 ^o°4

90 64° 45' 29° 06' 568 4°4 ii6 70° 05' 8° 26' 371 -o°4 144 62° 49' 7° 12 276 i°6

91 64° 44' 31° 00' 1236 3°i 117 69° 13' 8° 23' 1003 -i°o

1
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